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States Weather Maps for 1872 and 1873 ; by Elias Loomis,
Professor of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Second
Paper. With Plate I.

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Philadelphia, Nov. 3, 1874.)

Direction and velocity of the wind within areas of maximum
pressure.

In order to deduce from the weather maps the laws of the
wind's motion within an area of maximum pressure, I pro-
ceeded in substantially the same manner as in the case of areas
of low barometer, described in m\ first article, paire 6 (see this
Journal, July, 1874). I selected all those cases in which an area
of maximum pressure, or high barometer, was so situated that

. ind were given at a considera-
te number of stations for at least half of the entire area. Then
placing a wire cross upon one of the weather maps over the cen-
ter oi an area of high barometer, with the wires pointing north-
* :i

;i
a d southwest, the area was divided into four quadrants,

W
J

1!,
'

!| ; "v designated ;ts the north, east, south and west quadrants.
lhen beginning with the west quadrant, I counted the number
"/ stations at which the wind was reported from the north, also
toe number of observations from the northeast, the east, south-

^
lst

-
rt '-

: and in like manner for each of the four quadrants,
ity of the wind for the stations of observation in the

different quadrants was also noted. The same was done with
each of the weather maps which furnished an example suited to
this comparison. The total number of cases derived from the
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vot,. IX, No. 49.-Jan., 1875.
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weather maps of two years (1872-3) was 1S8. All the observa-
tions made near the point of maximum pressure were rejected

;

generally all the stations included with the first isobar. Also
no observations were employed beyond the isobar 30 00, and
generally none beyond the isobar 30-10. I then found bv ad-
dition the aggregate number of observations for each direction
of the wind in the several quadrants, and from these numbers
computed the wind's average direction for each quadrant. The
average velocity of the wind for each quadrant was also de-
termined. The following table shows the resulting velocities
and directions, and I have added a line showing the angle
which the wind's direction makes with a radius drawn from
the point of greatest pressure.

For high barometer.

Velocity of wind,

For low barometer.

I West quadrant. I South quadrant.
|

East quadrant. I North quaurant.
Velocity of wind, 10-1 miles. 8-8 miles. 8-3 miles 7-6 miles
Direction of wind, N. 58

o
48' W. S. 40° 25' W. S. 32° 6' E. N. 42° 33' E.

Angle with radius,
I

31° 12'
| 40*25'

| 57° 54' | 42° 33'

111 order to exhibit these results palpably to the eye, I have
constructed the two following figures, in which the arrows at

No. 1. Foe Low Barometer. No. 2. For High 1
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arrows show the direction at the corresponding points as inter-

polated from the first four numbers. The lengths ot the arrows

are proportioned to the velocity of.the different winds.

From these diagrams it will be apparent that in each quad-
rant the direction of the wind for high barometer is nearly op-
posite to the dire-lion in the same quadrant for low barometer,
the differences in the several quadrants being as follows :

West quadrant. South quadrant. East quadrant. North quadrant.

4° 12' 10° 30' 4° 53' 16° 42'

For high barometer the average angle which the win
with radii drawn from the point of greatest pressure is 42° 18';

for low barometer the average angl i i -: x
i *l

radii drawn from the point of least pressure is 43° 1 . In each
case, therefore, the wind's direction is almost exactly midway
between a tangential and a radial movement, but approaching
somewhat nearer to the latter.

In order to determine to what height above the level of the

*">\ the law of movement shown in the preceding diagrams pre-

vails, 1 discussed the observations made on the summit of Mt.

Washington at an elevation of 6,285 feet above the level of the

sea, in the same manner as 1 had already discussed the observa-
tions at the other stations, and obtained the following results:

For low barometer on Mt. Washington.

For high barometer on Mt. Washington.

elocity of wind, I 32 miles"*' 18 miles. I 38 smiles. | 32 miles,

rection of wind, S. 14° 37' E.
j
N. 4° 8' W.

i

N. 54° 48' W. N. 57 52' W.

•educ. to sea-level, I 30-28 I 30-21 i 30-03 I 80*11

These results are graphically represented by the following dia-

*ams, Nos. 3 and 4, in which, for convenience, the force of the

ind is represented upon a scale only one-fourth as great as in

>e two previous diagrams.
The number of observations from which the results in Nos.

and 4 are derived is much less than for Nos. 1 and 2, and this

U probably explain some anomalies which might be ex-

A careful comparison of these diagrams will sliov

'resented in Nos. 3 and 4 correspond pretty
what might be expected from the winds represented in Nos. 1
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and 2 struggling against

Mt. Washington in 1873 v

an upper current from some N.W.
sction of the wind on the summit of

as from N. 76° W. If we regard this

No. 3. Low Barometer on Mt. W. High Barometer on Mt.

as the normal wind, and the winds shown in Nos. 1 and 2 to

be disturbing forces tending to interfere with the normal wind,

and we attempt to construct a triangle in which two of the

sides shall represent these two forces, and the third shall repre-

sent the wind actually observed, we shall obtain a satisfactory

construction in six out of the eight cases. In two cases the

construction fails, viz., for low barometer in the west quadr;

and for high barometer in the north quadrant, but a sm
change in the value of one of the angles would render the c<

struction possible. These figures indicate that the average

amount of the disturbing force is about equal to the norms
1

force ; in other words, the force of the winds shown in JSTos.

and 2, at the height of 6,285 feet, is about equal to the force c

the normal current which prevails at that elevation. It seems,

therefore, reasonable to infer that at the height of 5,000 feet,

the winds shown in Nos. 1 and 2 must generally be strong

enough entirely to displace the normal current at that height.

It will be noticed that "for high barometer on Mt Washing*
ton," the average height of the barometer was small, particu-

larly for the east quadrant. But for the same dates, the av
age height at Burlington, Vt, was 30'35 inches, which siigjjrsrs

the idea that in those cases the reduction of the Mt. Washii _
ton observations to the level of the sea was too great.

A comparison of diagrams 1 and 2 cannot fail to suggest the

idea that a high barometer must exert an important iiilhmnee

upon a neighboring low barometer. It will be noticed that

when the high barometer is on the east side of the low harome-

ter, both systems tend to impress nearly the same direction

upon the wind at a point intermediate between them, and the
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same is true upon whichever side of the low barometer the high
barometer is situated. It seems natural to conclude that the
result must be an increased steadiness and force of the winds
in question. How far this conclusion is confirmed by the ob-
servations, and what may be its effect upon the direction and
velocity of a storm's progress, I propose to consider hereafter.

a of high

We have found that from an area of high barometer there is

an outward movement of the air having an average inclination
of 42° 18' to a line drawn from the point of greatest pressure.
Near the surface of the earth, the average velocity of this move-
ment is 5 -96 miles per hour, but as we ascend above the surface,
this velocity is very much increased. Suppose now that the
area of high barometer is a circle 1,500 miles in diameter; that
the barometer at the center of this area stands at 3050 inches,
and that the average velocity of the entire column of air is 18
miles an hour, which is the mean between the velocities ob-
served near the level of the sea and on the top of Mt. Washing-
ton. Assuming that the average inclination to the radius is

42° 18', we find the resolved portion of the wind's motion in
the direction of radius is 13-3 miles per hour. What must be the
effect upon the height of the barometer resulting from this out-
ward movement from the area of maximum pressure, the flow
j

;<
"i- supposed to extend to the height of 5,000 feet? In less

hours the barometer would be reduced to thirty

here were no counter movement in the upper regions
of the atmosphere. Now we know that these areas of high
barometer have considerable permanence1

. It is quite common
tor them to remain nearly stationary for 24 hours ; frequently
they continue thus nearly stationary and witlmm much change
for 48 hours; and cases sometimes occur in which the barome-
ter remains above 30 25 inches for four or five successive davs
and even longer. Thus from Dec. 29, 1872, to Jan. 2. 1873,
the barometer at New Haven was never below 30-30; from
Nov. 29 to Dec. 3, 1873. the barometer was never below 30-35

;

and from Dec. 31, 1873, to Jan. 6, 1874, it was never below

These facts appear to me to prove that areas of high barome-
ter are maintained bv a continued accession of air in the upper
r^>ons of the atmosphere, and this accession is probably de-
rived from the air which ascends near the center of an area of

Jow barometer. In my former article, page 10, I have shown
that near the center of an area of low barometer there is a
strong upward movement. The facts which E have now pre-

sented appear to me to demonstrate that near the ceuter of an
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area of high barometer there is a downward movement, not gen-
erally violent, but steady and of long continuance. The result
of such a downward movement must generally be a consid-
erable fall of the thermometer at the surface of the earth. The
atmosphere generally loses heat most rapidly at the top, in eon-
sequence of radiation into space, and it receives its heat chiefly
at the bottom from the effect of the sun's rays upon the sur-
face of the earth, so that at an elevation of a few miles a pound
of air usually contains a less amount of heat than a pound of
air near the earth's surface. Hence we conclude that within
an area of high barometer the thermometer must generally
stand below its mean height.

Monthly minima of temperature.

In order to test the preceding conclusion, I have taken the
monthly minima of temperature as observed at New Haven for the
years 1872, 3, and 4, and have compared them with the state of the
barometer and such other circumstances as could be supposed
to influence the result. These observations of temperature
were all made with a self-registering thermometer. The precise
hour of minimum is therefore unknown, but it occurred some-

;
the date given in column first,

first shows the date of mini-
mum temperature for each month ; column second shows the
lowest temperature recorded : column third shows the direction
of the wind as recorded at the morning observation, which in

summer was generally 6 A. M., and in winter about 7 A. m.
;

column fourth shows the degree of cloudiness at thosame hour;
column fifth shows the height ol the 1 urometer al \« ,\ Hnv< n:
column sixth shows the position of the nearest center of hiidi

barometer as indicated by the U. S. weather maps: and col-

umn seventh shows the highest isobar represented on the map
for the corresponding date.

Upon comparing these observations, we perceive that in all

but five cases the sky at the date mentioned was cloudless, and
in only two cases did the clouds cover as much as one-half of
the sky. It is probable that in each of these cases, during a
portion of the preceding ni-ht the skv had Ixvn entirely cloud-
Jess. We must conclude, then, that these monthly minima of
temperature were in part the result of rtdintinn : but this cause
alone will nor account lor the very low temperature observed,
for these observations were very much below the average tem-
perature of the same months on <doudb--s nhdiN We find
that in about two-thirds of the cases, New Haven was included
within the area of a high barometer: that in several of the re-

ma i iing cases an, area of high barometer existed at the west
and was rapidly approaching New Haven, although the barom-
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eter t the latter
}
,!:i,:- bad n ot yet risen abov 30 i Lcbes; and

that in the few dis-

fn.m Ni'\v II area of relatively ha roii!

although the actu ii lie ght of the barometc rdid iicli ex ced
30 inches.

L"-< tk-"^ ture/or each month at New Haver .CtaL.JbrOeyaar.lSU, ,«««,

~^T' ss in-. CW,|BaX . BK
1872. Jan. 31 4-4 N.W. :;t.-2.-. Nashville. 30-50

Feb. 23 N. Norfolk, Va.
March 5 N.W. 29 !>:.

April 18 N. Near Long Island. 30-00

S.E. Near New York.

N. Lake Huron.
July 25 5 Gull of Mexico.
Aug. 31

N. "lO-n;, Pittsburg, Pa.
Oct.' 30 :;0-,m

Nov. 30 10:; 29-75 .",ll-50

Dec. 28 Nashville. 30-60

1873. Jan. 30 Pennsylvania.
Feb. 24
March 5

Chesapeake Hay.

May 4 N. 3010
463 G

Halifax.

**'

July 19 55-0 N.W. 29-91

N. :;n-oi; Lake Huron.
Sept 15 N. :;o-27 Washington, D. C.

Oct. 30 29 1 :;<>-.t: New York. 3040
Nov. 29 Wheeling, Va.
Dec. 31 W.

Lynchburg, Va.
' 30-60

1874. Jan. 17

Feb. 2
~lt

X.X.K.
X.X.W. J :;<>•:; 2 St. Louis. 30-70

April 5 30--U Baltimore.

May 12 ::l'-7 N.' ::n-.v_'

N.N.W. :;o 2.'. Washington, D. C.

July 4 S. 3(i-o;. Charleston, S. C.

Aug. 29 N.
Sept. 23 Baltimore.

Oct. 15 N. 30 50

Nov. 14 19-1 N. :;(i-,;t New York. 3070

The preceding considerations app<
extremely low temperatures which
m every month of the year, but
months, are due mainly to the desce
borhood of an area of 'high baromeh
air results from the outward movei

Long continued periods of cold iceatlur.

Sometimes we have a period of severe cold continuing ten

days or even longer. The most remarkable cases of this kind
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within the last three years took place between Dec. 22, 1872
and Feb. 3, 1873. The following table shows the most im-

respecting two periods of this desci
observed at New Haven.

~ KK \l;7 v\F tt Zil ^ISSS^JSSS? BEMAHK,

a:

2:

34-2

IT 5

24-1

30-11

X.X.W
X.X.W

3 Nebraska-
Kentucky.
Georgia.

30-70
30-. ;0

30-3(1

Pleasant day.

Snow ceased at 10 a.m.

24 17-4 S-T 30-40 N.W. 10 Illinois. 30-70
Amount, 3£ inches.

Pleasant afternoon.
N. Pleasant day.

Snowed all day till 9
8-8 -10 :;o-iiG X.X.E. 10 Montreal. 30-20

27 14-4

-iS
29-72 N.

N.
]

o

Nebraska.
Tennessee. !!?!!

Cloudy all day.
Pleasant day.
Cloudy all day.

*i

::d I X.W. 3I.-.-.0

29-3 io-2 :;o-28 XX.lv i!
^
Georgia.

' :;n-,;o Pleasant day.
Snow till 4 p.m. Am't,

Jan.'°l

2o-i;

8-5 30-42 N. o Albany. 30-40 Pine
1QCheS '

3-3 30-45 N. Maine 30-50 Cloudy afternoon.

26

27 ll"
2 7-5 30 -IT. X. 10 Baltimore. 30-20 Slight snow in forenoon.

v"

''

!";; ^!'S tw
2

o Nebraska. 3h-m!
Snowallday.Am't,6in.

30-3:, x.w. Indiana.

3 1 -2

x.w. Pennsylvania. :;(i-:jo Pine!

Mb. 1 S-? .:!! !o x\v' J
'

,
'

Pine.

3 :Lv!! -
30-30 x.x.w.

s.w. s 1

;::;;::

Fine. [evening.

^ C
5

1

!
1

1

mr
!

SeCOnd sllovvs the hi£best temperature and column
third the lowest temperature observed at New Haven on each
ofthe days named in column first; column fourth shows the
height of the barometer, column fifth the direction of the wind,
and column sixth the amount of cloudiness observed at NewMaven at 7 a. M,; column seventh shows the position of the
nearest center of high barometer, and col in q
isobar drawn on the U. S. weather map for the corresponding

ctd;d
C:^wXhenh°WS S°me miSCellane°US~larS ^

It appears from the preceding table and from a comparison
with the U. b. weather maps, that during the period abovenamed there was an area of I, i-.i, I,,,-..,,,. ,,.,- , ,, „,,',„ ,| (

, x!( .m
which coven,! nearly the whole oi the [Jnited Slates < ist ol
the Kocky Mountains and generally m.-lmh-d Now Havenlhe only exceptions are near Dec 27th and Jan. 27th. But at
each of these dates an unusually high Wom-M- prevailed at thesame time at a great distance west, and its influence was felt
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also i

height of 30 inches. I conclude, therefore, that the severe cold

which prevailed at this period throughout the United States

east of the Rocky Mountains was mainly the result of cold air

,

.
....

influence of a high barometer?
The only other explanation of this phenomenon which I

think can lie plausibly urged, is that this mid was the result of a

very high no] b il bl

'

low 1 m-
perature of the region from which it came. I admit that dur-
ing the period in question northerly winds were unusually

prevalent, but these were winds attending hi-h barometer in

I admit also that when there is a general drib of the atmos-
phere from north to south oven' an extensive area it must bring
with it a reduction of temperature, but I am sati,Iied that this

cans, alone will not account (or the suddenness and magni ude

of Decemb q i.-ll 15°,

and it continued at about this point or even lower for nine suc-

cessive <}:,\^. Was there at this time a steady How of air from

unable to appeal to mv weather maps for an answer to this

question, for, unfortunately, on these davs. the observations
from most of the stations in the extreme norihwest are wanting,
;""i if it were otherwise, it might appear that the maps did not

which was required. If our "observations covered the whole
area of North America, I have little doubt we should find that
tlie depression of the thermometer below its mean height was
greater in the United States than it was in the re.uion north of

u>. as I have >hown was the ease in the storm of Dec. 20, 1836,
of which the investigation was published in vol. xi of the

r

1

;:;;.



. 9, 1874, at all the southern stations of the Signal Service
most of the northern stations. These observations were

ied from the weather maps and forwarded to the chief sig-

Observat ons of the ^ A. 31 , Jan. 4-9

55

68

62

48

37

33

34

:;::

27

29

Thermom. at 7h 35m A. M . Above or below mean temp.

1

5:"

.18

57

54

j

62

3d

54

:.:»

12

53

4 7

T
M
62

64

21

35

38

51

13

22

56

2 2

41

1

62

50

i

33

2S

33

55

57

5 s

50

3S

36

32

38

38

35

3 7

|

- 3

+ 2

1 28

• 21

+ 21

+ 2i

I

-20

- 2

+ 2

- 5

+- 9

-2!

- 24

2(

3

1

-21
-21

-17
- 9

+ 8

+ .';

4- 2

-1
C

7

-12

-2!

-11

• 26

lit

Indianola,

Key West,.".." !!

-14-3

-17 + 3

Lake City.

Jacksonville, ...

Shreveport.

Montgomery,
Savannah,
Charleston,

Fort'l'iihs?")', !!!!

Louisville,'."]!]

Cincinnati,

-25-25

-11 + 5

+ 1+3

+ 8 - 1

Lynchburg,
St. Louis,

Washington. ...
Cap.. May.

Keokuk.
'.!!""""

Omaha. ....
Pittsburgh ...

New York,
Chicago,

Cleveland,

Buffalo,

Boston,

Breckenridge"]!!

1 officer at Washington, by whose direction they were com-
red with the official records, the errors were corrected and the
mssions in the daily weather maps supplied. From Jan. 1st

Jan. 5th a storm traveled entirely across the continent from
jst to east, the center of the storm passing over Lake Superior,
lis storm was followed by unusually cold weather, as is shown
the observations of Jan. 4th at Breckenridge, St. Paul,

naha, Fort Gibson, Keokuk, &c. On the 5th of January
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another and entirely distinct storm prevailed in the Gulf of
Mexico; on the 6th it passed over Georgia; on the 7th it

passed over Virginia, and on the 8th it passed north of Lake
Ontario. This storm was followed by an unusual reduction of
temperature in the southern States.

"
Its effects were to some

extent blended with those of the preceding storm, yet the
effects of the latter can be distinctly traced, especially in the
neighborhood of Florida. In the second column of the pre
ceding table, I have given the mean temperature of January for

each of the stations in column first; columns 3-8 show the ob-
servations of the thermometer at 7h 35m A. M. ; and columns 9-14
show the differences between the observed temperatures and the
mean temperature of January. The observations for January
8th are graphically represented on the accompanying chart, plate
I. where the curve which passes through Mobile connects all

those places where the depression of the thermometer was 20°
below the mean ; the curve which passes between Charleston
and Savannah shows a depression of 15° below the mean ; the
curve passing near Nashville shows a depression of 10°

; while

the mean temperature of January. Everywhere south of this

north of this ,'as ; ,l!ov! ilu m< m." Y Yd
be noticed from the table that on the 6th, in northern Florida,

- tes that the cold did
but must have descende
pbere over the southern
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time fell from +16° to -22°. At Jakutsk, in Siberia, lat. 62°,
the mean temperature of January is -44° Fahr. But on the
21st of January, 1838, the thermometer fell to -76° F or
82e below the mean temperature of the season. Now accord-
ing to Doves charts, there is no place on the earth's su rn.ee
where the mean temperature of the coldest month is much be-
low that of Jakutsk. What can cause such an extreme de-
pression of the thermometer at the coldest point of the earth's
surface I think we are shut up to the conclusion that this
unusual cold results from the descent of the upper at in.

the surface of the earth. If this is the true expla
periods of unusual cold in Siberia, a similar phenomenon in the
Unued States is doubtless to be explained in like manner
The suddenness of these changes of temperature is sometimes

more remarkable than their magnitude. On the 21st of Decem-
ber, 1836, the thermometer at Albany fell 18° in one hour
from 11 a. m. to noon. Allowing for the usual diurnal change
of temperature, this indicates an absolute change of tempera-
ture of 20° in one hour, being the effect of a severe storm then
in progress. In summer, during a thunder shower, it is not
unusual for the thermometer to fall 5° or even 10° in a few
inmates. Now an examination of the weather maps will show
that this phenomenon is local. There is no cold stream of air
flowing down from the northern regions to produce this sudden
change of temperature, but the effect takes place along the
tn.ek of a storm, wh.eh generally follows nearly a parallel of
;mri!,1 <'- "-it!,, however, a slight inclination nort'h ward, that is.

.°m ;t farmer to a colder region. These sudden -lists of cold
air are believed to descend from the upper regions of the atmos-

Connection between the velocity of the wind and the distance be-
tween the isobars in the neighborhood of a storm center.

In order to determine the connection between the velocitv of
t "-' wind and the distance between the isobars. I ruled a large
sheet of paper with 40 vertical columns, and placed at the head
o the columns the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, etc., to denote velocity

°\}
U

\
^nid._ Kaeh weather map was then examined for ob-

^•vations suited To the present object. In the selection of sta-
tlo!ls 'h'' Showing rules were adopted: 1. All the observations

ii e isobar L>!>!

finance of another storm center that observ'ith'r. was 'iv

11 the observations made on Mt. Washington were n ;

)i- fach station which satisfied the above 'conditions \\

wdicular distance between the two adjacent isobai
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measured, and the distance recorded under the corresponding
velocity found at the top of one of the vertical columns. All
the weather mni* lor ly; - ;ni(I »' were examined in this manner.
ami the distance between the isobars recorded. The ,

R-iat;,,, between the velocity of the wind and the dist nee between the fatoft

Veloc. No. of Men., Av. I.iSt.1,1 Vein, Vo of Mean 1 Ay ...,, , n

69 •79 20 76 "63 -61 95
•62

81 23 •62

3 87 •62 97
•83 131 59 •62 97
82 128 25
•80 12.7 •56 92

80 •76 27 5 59
2:;o 28 20 •56 85
65 70 29 54 85
129 30 15 •46 52 81

•54 50 78
•73 •51 •48 75

34 •69 109 46 72
•68 •44 69

16

•60

•64
104
100

35

36 J •39

•6fi

•60 62
lit 10 CO •01 96 39

Column first shows the velocity of the wind in miles per
hour

; column second shows the number of observations corre-
sponding to each velocity ; and column third shows for each
velocity the average distance between the isobars expressed in

of an inch. It will be noticed that the numbers in
column second are very unequal ; the number of observations
tor velocities 4, 8, 12,' 16, 20, 24 and 28 being- much greater
Tli:

;

!l }\>r the intermediate velocities. This shows that the
^''"'•ities are not reliable within 1 or 2 miles, and this proba-

'

v explains in part the irregularity of the numbers in column
t' 1 "''!- In order to smooth down these irregularities, I have
t;iK<11 the average of each sucessive five numbers in column
1 ' n, ''l ;| ii'l set down the result in column fourth. The numbers in
(

'

,,

J

1,!nn fourth may, therefore, be regarded as exhibiting the re-
s

(

"'! s "i'tlie observations freed from some of the sources of error
Jfrnich affect individual observations. In column fifth, these
distances arc expressed in miles. This last column of numbers
represents, therefore, the average distance between isobars

intervals of one-tenth of an inch) corresponding to

ties given in column first. The average distance of
toe stations of observation from the center of low barometer is
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estimated at 350 miles. The numbers in column fifth are there-
';"'" iv-^le.] :»s representing for the United States the average
distance between the isobars corresponding to the velocities in
column first, at an average distan I ;i',n ,„;],.< ;'mrn a storm's
center. We thus see that the average distance between the iso-
bars is twice as great for the lowest velocity as it is for the bmh-
esl velocity, so that the distance between the isobars ;,; ords
some indication of the velocity of the wind, but the individual

emdies thai it is only the aver-
age velocity of the wind which can be safely inferred from the
distance between the isobars The great irregularities noticed
in the individual observations are doubtless to be ascribed ;„

part to the obstructions to the wind's motion arising from the
inequalities of the earth's surface. Over a large expanse of
water the distane between the isobar* n

reliable indication of the force of the wind.
In preparing the materi; Is loi the

\
r, . dirm arti.de, I have

been assisted by Mr. Edward S. Cowles, a graduate of Yale Col-
lege of the class of 1873.

Professor H. D. Kogers, in the first volume of his Pennsyl-
vania Reports, in giving a description of the strata iviim alo'n-
the lower Susquehanna, was at first positively of the opinion
that this great body of slates is of Silurian age.' lie accordindv
'i"--'- '""I

1
"i-- system as "altered primal upper slat. -." Siii-'e

the publication of his first volume he announced the opinion
that this section contained two, and perhaps more, series of un-
conformable strata, one of which is older than the Silurian,
being perhaps equivalent to the Huronian of Canada.

This series of slates and quartzites passes south through
Maryland into Virginia, where it attains great breadth and
occupies ti u . larger part of the State. It passes entirely across
the State, ha i _ th, B - Hi, _. M „,nta ns on its we.t'ern Un-
der and the gold belt of this section on the east

I had an opportunity, some time since, to examine in some
details a part of the western portion of this belt, and propose to
give m this paper a concise account of some of the geological
Features there seen. My detailed examination was confined
to the Blue Ridge, and to the parallel chain running some twenty
miles east of it. I also studied, with less minuteness, portions
of the valley between them.
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The Blue Eidge at Harper's Ferry is a single chain, but in
pacing southwest it expands, so as to embrace a portion of the
Silurian rocks on the west, and also a considerable area of
the more altered rocks on the east, until in some parts it is

formed of several parallel, short ranges, composed ol slate of
ver; different character and aire. Thus. areordin« to the localii y
e\-;Mnined, one would find the main chain composed of argil-
lites of seemingly very ancient date, or of coarse syenites," or
again of Silurian quartzites.

The lower chain on the east leaves the immediate vicinity of
the Blue Ridge in Maryland, diyenrhu: more and more as it
passes through Virginia, so as to embrace a belt of the country
which widens to the south. This chain has a variety of names,
according to the locality. In Maryland and Northern Virginia
it is called " Catoctin,'" but farther 'southwest in Virginia, "Bull
Run." It is then broken up into a number of isolated moun-
tams-for a considerable distance, reappearing as the "South-
west," and "Green Mountains," in Albemarle County. Near
]f '

ll1 " 11 '.^ Va„ it is called " Buffalo Ridge :" and southwest of
t

I
!,

,ls
I';'

1

''
1 '' !t '"- "gain dispersed into isolated ridges and peaks.

*or the sake of convenience, I shall call this entire range by
ltS
n^°

re nortberly name, "Catoctin."
alley between these ranges presents its simplest topog-
» the north. It is there occupied mainly by isolated
considerable magnitude and by some connected chains

of the same. Farther to the southwest, mountains both isolated
|""i m short ranges appear in the central portions. NearChar-
\

,i; " U e, Albemarle County, these attain considerable dimen-
sions and continue with increasing force to beyond Lynchburg,
a distance of more than sixty miles. Near" Lynchburg the
valley obtains its maximum width of about twenty-five miles.

The most northerly portion of this belt examined by me was
at "Point of Rocks," Maryland, and at "Harper's Ferry." In
order to give some idea of the portions of the entire belt'not ex-
amined by myself. I shall quote from Professor Wm. B. Rogers'
Virginia Reports ; all the more freely, as they unfortunately
ri "'vr have been published.
At Point of Rocks, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, we

havo a splendid exposure of the rocks, both in the tunnel
mountain and in the cuttings for the canal. The

r,>«'Ks composing the Catoctin Mountains here are, in their least
a |l, ''--'d condition, well defined argillites. This particular variety
forms a very important feature in the -oology of the northern part
oi the Blue Ridge. Its lithological features are so pronounced

be traced with ease as far as Rockfish Gap, west of
Charlottesville, but with greatly diminished breadth there.
Uere in the north, it occupies almost the entire space of twelve

raphy to t

hills of cc
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miles between Point of Rocks and Harper's Ferry. It forms
also the most of the Bin- Ridge at the latter plaee. Through-
out this entire distance this rock shows a high southeast
dip (45°), and evidently lies in a series of closed folds. The
following is the normal character as presented throughout the
district: Texture, fine, amorphous, to sub micaceous; color,

dark gray, sometimes greenish, from films of chlorite. Cleavage
usually obscured by consolidation, but parallel to the bedding.
It occurs in more or less massive layers, often cut by joints, and
is usually harder and denser than ordinary roofing slate. At
Point of Rocks the following modifications' are seen:
Commencing at the east entrance o! the tunnel, we have the

normal slates dipping 45° southeast; more toward the center
intense local metamorphism appears. Here we find both
cleavage and bedding lost, and finally see a massive structure-
less rock, but little harder than the true slates and of sub -mica-
ceous texture ; the particles being confusedly mingled and
forming a substance not unlike some igneous rocks. This
central portion is of a deep green color, from the great develop-
ment of chlorite. It often has nests of epidote, sparingly dis-

seminated and associated with knots and irregular veins of
quartz. The quartz is very abundant. Some triclinic feldspar
occurs in seams; and specular iron in brilliant, diss

scales. Pyrite is quite common. This central, highly altered
portion, has plainly been sufficiently softened to be capable of
motion like a fused mass. It has been thrust up along the
plane of bedding to the northwest. This is shown by the dis-

turbance produced in the enclosing strata next to it/and also

by the crumpling and bending of the slates on the west side.

At the west end of the tunnel, where we have the normal slates

again, these are thrown into abrupt sigmoid flexures, indicating
such a motion of the central mass.

I have little doubt but that this peculiar effect is due to the

crushing of the beds in the center of a synclinal fold. But the

existence of a closed synclinal alone will not account for the

very general occurrence of such features, throughout so much
of the northern Blue Ridge, and almost everywhere along the
long ranges of the Catoctin. There must have been fractures

and lines of weakness of great extent in the direction of these

mountains; for we find in them true igneous rocks also, espe-

cially in the Blue Ridge.

The rocks occupying a belt of two and a half miles in width,
on the west of the Catoctin, exhibit along one or two lines the
same features of metamorphism that are to be seen at Point of
Rocks, but on a smaller scale. In each case we find this in-

crease of local change along certain belts to be marked by
ranges of hills commanding the country around. The Catoctin
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Mountains, these hills, and the Blue Eidge at Harper's Ferry,
are each the result, in part, of such local changes producing
elevation, but mainly of unequal erosion. The normal slates
have been eroded to a much greater extent than the more highly
metamorphosed rocks

;
and these latter have been left standing

up in connected ridges.

The entire distance from Point of Eocks to Harper's Ferry,
on the Maryland side, is apparently occupied by the argillites.
Professor Wm. B. Eogers states, however, that on the Virginia
side a narrow tongue of gneiss is found at the eastern base of
bhort Hill, near the center of the tract. This is the northern

on of a triangular area of gneiss which passes through
along the eastern base of the Blue Eidge. A narrow

belt of steatite and serpentine is also found in Loudon County,
bands of magnesian limestone, which some-

times assumes the aspect of true marble. These latter rocks
also pass southwest through the State in the belt in question.
Professor Eogers describes the curious occurrence of the lime-
>r« 'si-.- They resemble huge flattened concretions, being entirely
enclosed in hydromica or talc slates and ai patently pass into
them by insensible gradations.
Resuming- our detailed investigations at the eastern base of

the Blue Ridge on the Maryland side, at Harper's Ferrv, we
'he argillites forming the principal rock, and here also
a core of metamorphic matter, which seems to be en-

tirely formed out of the slates. This rock does not correspond
'-xactlv with any described in lithology, and I am at a loss to
" ;i ""' lf m the absence of any analysis of the materials. As it
appears to be largely present throughout the State along the
e:i^yrn base of the Blue Eid<_f e. preserving a pivtr
i
">mon about two and a halt miles from the Silurian strata, it

tailed description. I think it is one of the rocks
called by Professor Eogers "greenstone."

.

1 'iis n»ck is seen with its most pronounced features at the
,

;

n '
i - 1--head on the Man land side, forming the perpendicular

jogged mass which gives to the pass its most striking features.
lT !< a massive rock in structure, having all the features of an
''•"'iptive igneous material. The principal component is a
gt'e«' U isli-gr;iy. rather waxy-looking amorphous base, having a
'ardtiess ,,t two and a hall', and a somewhat greasy feel, fm-
M-'lded in this material occur rounded shot-like* particles of
T 1;i nx as large as a warden pea. Thev have various colors,
i" ,lk

- bluish, and white, the [ormer predominating. The luster
ot t! "' quartz is waxy. The nodules sometimes almost disap-
I
><-iiv and sometimes form the larger portion of the mass. The

' "
s of partial liquidity, and been

1

e northwest.
T '

'. 49.-Jan., 1875.
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tains enclosed fragments of argillites, sometimes little changed,

and sometimes impregnated with chlorite, or with the mineral

owenite, which is one of the metamorphic associates of this rock.

Width about three hundred feet. Traced from the bridge-

head eastward, it is seen to pass m-adually into unequivocal

argil lite, the quartz particles diminishing, and the base assuming

more and more the laminated, slaty structure of the argi Mites.

This portion of the argillites seems to have been involved in

the upheaval of the mass, for it is cut up by joints into angular

masses, much penetrated by irregular nests and seams of quarts,

and is without bedding. A little farther east, just outside of

this, we find a curious modification of the metamorphic rock.

It here appears in the form of dykes, which thrust off the slates

in arches. This rock is almost entirely composed of quartz,

with a little of the amorphous matter present, which gives the

stone a green color. Both this modification and the normal

rock form an exceedingly tough and durable material, which

by its indestructible nature has preserved the mountain from

The above described rock, in weathered specimens i

might be mistaken for a species of conglomerate ; and I think

has been so described by H. D. Eogers, in his account of the

South Mountains of Adams County, Pa. From the resem-

blance of its base to a variety of Finite, and for lack of a better

name, I shall call it "pinite porphyry," although it is not a true

igneous rock. Farther east we find'argilliies in heavy masses,

penetrated with quartz, and leaning against the ridge with a dip

of about 50° southeast.

To the west, up stream, for two miles to the east limit of the

Silurian, we have normal argillites preserving a predominating

southeast dip. Close to the pinite porphyry the slates are thrown

into such abrupt flexures that they are rolled into cylindrical

masses, which are penetrated by numerous quartz seams. More

to the west several short rolls occur, all denoting a thrust to the

west on the part of the metamorphic rock. The line of junc-

tion of the argillites with the Silurian is sharply marked, and

no passage of one into the other occurs, although the southeast

dip is preserved.

Mv next investigations were made along the line of the ('lies

apeake and Ohio Eailroad near Charlottesville, and at Rockfish

Gap, where this road crosses the Blue Ridge by a tunnel seven-

eighths of a mile long, affording a splendid section of the strata.

Before passing to this, a short description, derived in part from

Rogers' Virginia Reports, must be given of the ii

country, for in this important modifications occur. They are

as follows : i Ish, and are confined to the imme-

diate vicinity of the Blue Ridge. Quartzites of various natures
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appear along the eastern border, and form the Catoctin to the
southwest These rocks in the north are the micaceous, slaty
quartzites which form the Bull Kim Mountains. To the

il they become coarser, and by the assumption of a
greater or less amount of feldspar, form gneissoid quartzites, or
conglomerates. A schistose, argillaceous variety also appears
here, much impregnated with chlorite and epidote, from its
vicinity to the metamorphic rock, similar to that at Point of
Rocks. Igneous rocks (not described) occur in the Blue

ar Swift Run Gap. Commencing on the east of the
Utortin range, we have the following rocks : 1st, Limestones,
2d. quartzites. and 8d. q.idosites. These are usually associated,

d form the mass of the Catoctin. These mountains
in Tin- region are usually composed of quartzites, while the lime-

ur to the east of them. In the valley we rind that
vest steatites, hvdromica slates, mica* slates, mica

id gneiss appear in the order named, so as to usurp the
tch more to the north was occupied by argillites. The

amount of epidote produced by concentrated local metamor-
ng the line of the Catoctin is so much increased, that the
fused rock, according to Rogers, is now a true epido-

site, and seems to have invaded the quartzites and impregnated
epidote and chlorite, just like a true igneous rock.

Ibis change may be due partly to the fact that the argil
Utes which seem to be the source of the epidotic and chlorine
Inducts, are more deeply buried in this region. There is

ak thai the qnartzites and associated rocks overlie
tea here

; hence the disappearance of the latter rocks.
We have seen that at Harper's Ferrv the metamorphic pro-

•1'ictsare principally quartzose. The' case is different to the
southwest, along the Blue Ridge. For much of the distance
occupied by these mountains in this intermediate space, but
especially near Swift Hun Cap. and through the counties of
^reenand Madison, we find the argillites forming the main
mass of the mountains highly impregnated with epidote,
chlorite, quartz and other im-iamorphie products, At the same
1n ""- impregnations of various compounds of copper are found
at numerous points here. As I did not visit this region, lean-
not speak more definitely of it. The increased variety of meta-

., ,o noteworthy t
went developed into large individuals. Thus the

*!!!_.,
the reKlon adjacent to the

Id H
^ particles and Produce a rock much like
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morphic products is no doubt due to the presence of true igne-

ous rocks in this region. Rogers mentions their existence, but
does not describe them.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad crosses the Catoctin

Mountains (here « died ,l Southwest"" ) about two miles east of

Charlottesville, at Shad well, which is situated on the Rivanna
River. The stream has cut a passage through the range, expos-

ing the rocks in its bed. The structure here is essential iv the

same with that seen at Point of Rocks. A series of close I 6 >lds

give a succession of southeast dips. The material composing

argillaceous quartzite, of greenish color, from the great amount
of chlorite and epidote developed in it. This mass, when more
highly altered, resembles very closely a true igneous rock, and
is the material called by Rogers " epidotic rock." In passing

out of the region of argillites of the north into the quartzites of

the more southern district, we note thus a change in the struc-

ture of the Catoctin with respect to the nature of the strata. We
still find a metamorphic product like that at Point of Rocks,

only here with much more epidote. This, however, does not

form any portion of the higher ground, called mountains in this

section, 'but lies a short distance west of it, acting as the dis-

turber and metamorphoser of the quarlxite. which usually com-
poses the mountains. The latter rock generally dips away from

the epidosites (as we may call them), or stands vertically, and

by its superior hardness has resisted erosion better.

The railroad crosses the valley nearly at right angles to the

strike. By following it we get a tolerably good exposure of

the strata. Just west of Charlottesville the first of a series of

ledges of syenite is crossed. This rock, which abounds through-

out the central portion of the valley, as far as Lynchburg, dis-

tant sixty miles, will be described in the account of the strata at

that place.

The succession of rocks mentioned above as met with in

going from east to west, in the district to the northeast of Char-

lottesville, occurs here also. We find, however, more abuia hint

quartzites, and these of gneissoid character, extending farther

west of the Catoctin range into the central parts of the valley.

These quartzites play an important part in the structure of the

rugged mass of mountains, which, commencing to the southwest

Of Charlottesville, and occupying the center of the valley, ex-

tend as far as Lynchburg. They are called near Charlottesville

"The Ragged Mountains." Formed ofa rapping of quartzite,

disturbed by the syenites, thev n.-sume the character of short

ranges confusedly arranged. Toward Lynchburg they are less

largely composed of stratified rocks. Various coarse granites

and syenites make up most of their mass, especially in the short
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ranges called '"Tobacco Row" and "No Business Mountains,"
lying above Lynchburg on both sides of the James.
The predominant rock along the railroad is a mica slate, and

schist of varying character, but is mainly slate with micaceous
matter in excess.' The dip is usually high to the southeast.

This is, however, not rarelv reversed by the influence of the
syenites. Near the eastern foot of the Blue Ridge, a very coarse
gneiss is found.
The railroad climbs the mountain to the height of about

seven hundred feet, gradually passing inward over the east
slope, so that the tunnel is cut through the center and crest of
the range. The mountain proper in the vicinity of Rockfish
Gap is_ composed of argillites. highly altered by local meta-
morphism. Some very interesting effects are to be seen in

passing over the eastern slopes. The metamorphie agent seems
to have acted more energetically in certain bands, making an
acute angle with the general direction of the mountain. Along
these bands the slates have lost their cleavage, and have become
much impregnated with epidote, quartz and chlorite. These
three minerals often form concretionary masses, four to five feet

m diameter, in winch they are confusedly mixed together.
Such lines of increased metamorphie action are, I think, deter-

mined by crevices or breaks in the strata.

The Blue Rid-e at this point is a single chain, composed of

<'d argillites. with a central mass of eruptive rocks.
( ' immencing at the east entrance of the tunnel, which is seven-
fiLdiths o[ a mil,. l,,iig. we find the argillite in heavy beds, lying
w 'th a dip of about 50° to the southeast. These slates have a
dark greenish-grey color, from the presence of films of chlorite.

Theycontinuem'the tunnel for about eight hundred and fifty

yards, when we come upon an eruptive igneous rock, which ex-
tends about one hundred yards. This is succeeded by argillites,

which continue with the same southeast dip to the edge of the

ata, which are found near the west entrance. The
southeast dip continues into the Silurian beds, but its steepness
increases.

A belt of argillite on each side of the eruptive rock occurs,
highly altered by the influence of the latter. In these belts the
slates lose their bedding and cleavage, resemble a compact
m ass of angular fragments, and become impregnated with
various minerals. When not thus impregnated, the texture is
' r.vsrallim\ the color grew and the rock becomes harder and
denser. The altered belt" on the west side is much wider than
that on the east, being as much as one hundred and fifty yards.
In these altered belts occur many interesting associations of
!!l ' !l "<' ; t:s. which can be well studied in the great mass of material
used in making the two approaches of the tunnel.
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The eruptive rock is a species of syenite of moderately fine

texture. It contains a ground mass of rather fine granular red

feldspar, quai id magnetic iron. In this occur
porphyritically larger crystalline grains of red feldspar and
quartz. The slates sometimes form a peculiar roc k, indicating

a gradual passage from slate to syenite, owing to contact effects.

These portions might sometimes be mistaken for conglomerates,

since they present rounded nodules of red feldspar and quartz,

which exactly resemble water-worn pebbles. They lie im-

bedded in slaty matter, but perfectly distinct from it. We thus

see that the structure here is precisely the same with that at

Harper's Ferry. The central mass, however, is true igneous sye-

nite. In composition it resembles the coarse syenite occurring

farther southwest, but it is much better crystallized.

Among the products of metamorphism to be seen in the

altered slates we may mention the following: 1. Rocks so

highly impregnated with epidote as to appear a mass of acicular

ystals. 2. The formation of numerous concretions of the size

l buckshot, composed of a core of epidote, with an envelope

of milk-white quartz. 3. Calc spar with the characteristic

cleavage. 4. This is sometimes intimately associated with

epidote and silky fibers of asbestos, the spar being colored green

by finely-disseminated hornblendic matter. 5. Masses of car-

bonate of lime, having a tine saccharoid texture like alabaster,

and much like enclosed and metamorphosed fragments of ordi-

nary limestone. They are, however, impregnations. Interesting

studies both of the association and paragenesis of metamorphic
minerals may be obtained.

The contact of the Silurian with the argil lite is beautifully

exposed in the west entrance of the tunnel, and the great con-

trast of the two systems thus brought side by side is well

[To be continued.]

Art. III.—Projection of the Fraunhofer Lines of Diffraction and
Prismatic Spectra on a Screen ; by Prof. John C. Draper,
College of the City of New York.

HAVING been engaged during the past year in making photo-

graphs of absorption spectra of organic bodies, in which a solar

spectrum with Fraunhofer lines was formed by a diffraction

grating, I have resorted to the following method of forming
such solar spectra, a description of which may prove of interest

to those who are experimenting in the same field.



and Prismatic Spectra on a Screen.

furd; it is ruled (

gives spectra by reflection. Other gratings on glass, now in my
possession, give spectra by reflection and by transmission.

The method answers equally well for both. It may be briefly

stated as follows

:

A beam of light is directed by the silvered plane mirror of

a heliostat (A) into a darkened room.

It is received on an achromatic lens (B) ten centimeters in

diameter : focal distance from posterior surface seventy centi-

A slit (C) is then placed within the focus of this lens, the dis-

tance being forty-eight centimeters from the lens (B).

After passing through the narrow slit, which is about one-

tenth of a millimeter wide, the light is received upon a second

achromatic lens (D), of the same diameter as the first, but with

%
a focal distance of one hundred and fifteen centimeters. The
distance of this lens from the slit is one hundred and sixty-four

centimeters, and the focussing of the lines of the spectrum on a

paper screen or on the ground glass of the camera is accom-

plished by moving the lens (D) nearer to or farther from the

slit (C), or by moving the camera or screen (F) itself.

The grating (E), mounted on a suitable stand, is placed at a

distance of eighty centimeters from the second lens. All parts

of the apparatus being carefully adjusted, so that A, B, C, D, E
are on the same horizontal axis, the grating is then arranged on
its vertical axis, to throw the center of its reflected image on the

opening of the slit (C).

The lines of the grating being accurately parallel to the sides

of the slit, a series of beautiful spectra are produced on each

side of the slit, any or all of which may be received on suita-

bly adjusted screens, one of which is represented at (F). In all

of these spectra, if the slit has been very narrow, the promi-

nent Fraunhofer, with numerous other lines, appear sharply

defined.

Of the spectra described above, only the first, second and
third orders on each side of the image of the slit are available

for general use on account of the overlapping of those that fol-

low. Of those that are available, I have preferred to use the

second order, since in this the dispersion is much greater than
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in the first, and by the apparatus described above a spectrum
of a length of more than thirty centimeters is obtained.

For the projection of the prismatic spectrum a prism is sub-
stituted in place of the grating, when a very fine spectrum is

produced, the focus of the violet end of which is very much
closer to the prism than that of the red end.

In the diffraction spectra, also,

gle at which the screen is placed to define sharply the lines at
the extremities of each spectrum. In the spectra of the first

order on each side, the screen is placed very nearly at right an-
gles to a line drawn from the grating to (b), in the spectrum.
As each order in succession is examined, the divergence from
this angle is greater and greater, and at the same time the focal

) grating.
The lenses I have employed were those of a very fine photo-

graphic combination ; they give with the rest of the arrange-
ment a spectrum in which the definition of the lines is perfect,
and they are present by hundreds. Though the lenses are ten
centimeters in diameter, only the central portion of each is used,
a diaphragm ivith a circular aperture of five centimeters or less
being placed in front of (B).

To form the absorbent spectra of any organic substance, a
suitable solution of the same is poured into a cell with parallel
sides. This is placed at any convenient point between A and B,
care being taken that the faces of the cell are at right angles to
the course of the ray A, B. The slit may in this case be
opened wider, when each spectrum will show the characteristic
absorbent bands of the substance employed, the position beine."

indicated (and if required, recorded) by their relation to the
lines of the solar spectrum in which they are produced.
When the calcium or electric light is to be used for lecture

room demonstration of diffraction spectra, the lens (B) should
have as short a focus and as large a diameter as possible. The
grating may also be so arranged on its vertical axis as to throw
its image at a right angle to the line B, E, to be there received
on a screen. Though by this device the spectra on one side of
the image of the grating are greatly elongated and those on the
other compressed, it presents the advantage of enabling the
audience to see all the spectra at once, and also the optical con-
trivances by which they are produced.
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ART. IV.—Ahtrari of results imm a nnr discussion ,,, t

change of the Magnetic Ikcliwdim, in tin C, ibd Sim.,,

adjacent places in North and Central America ; by Cil.

Schott, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey.

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Nov. 4, 187

[Communicated by permission of Carlile P. Patterson, Superintei
Coast Survey.]*

suits for the ol

ations. The circular Function adopted in the previous discus-
an to represent the secular change, continued to lead to satis-
ctory results, as might have been expected from its great adap-

,te the formula? employed, let

i+c)+r
t

sin (a
t
m+e

t)+ .

P Px . . or a =_—- a —
P

1

Pi
The quantities d, a ccuistant representing a mean declination,
r r

i - . . . parameter
periodic terms, are to
any one place by the ; of the method of least squares,

< conditio,, that the sum of the squares
in order to satisfy tli

of the resi.hi ,U of i he ohs-'i-ycd and computed declinations
shall be a minim, in, (
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which are to be treated in the usual manner. To determine the

made, and those values which render 2A 2 a minimum are

deduced, and finally adopted. In some cases, where certain

observations were evidently less trustworthy than others, and

which nevertheless could not be dispensed with on account

of the small number of observations, or on account of their

reference to desirable epochs, special weights were assigned;

generally the observations received the weight unity, a few

imperfect observations the weight one-half Of observations

evidently grossly in error, no notice was taken.

The second periodic term depending on r, «, c, could only

be established for a few places, owing to insufficiency in the

number of observations and their want of the greater accuracy

demanded for it.

The annual change v in the magnetic declination, positive

when increasing west (or decreasing east), also the epoch of

minimum west declination (or of maximum east declination),

also its amount and the apparent probable error of an observa-

tion, are found as follows :

'

Differentiating the expression for D, we have

dD=rx cos (am+c)dm-\-r
1
a

1
cos (tf,m+c x )dm-\- . . .

hence for any time t, and for minutes of arc,

o=60 sin l°[ra cos (am+cj+r,*, cos (« I
m+c

l )+ . . .]

Maxima and minima are deduced from the equation

0=f« cos (arm-M+r,*, cos («,„»+*,)+ . . .

from which expression we can find m.
The apparent probable error e of an observation is deduced

from the differences a of the n observed and computed values

by the formula

>4552A a

,=V°-

where ?2
t
equals the number of unknown quantities in the ex-

pression of I), which had to be found from the observations;

when weights, w, are used, substitute i/jA
1 for A a

. The greater

part of this apparent probable error is due to the fact that the

observations collected at any one station were not generally

made at the same spot: it represents, consequently, local irreg-

ularities in the distribution of magnetise, as well as pure

observing errors.

The principal uncertainty in the investigation arises partly

from the large observing errors in the older observations, made
with ordinary compasses or with rude instruments generally,

and partly, since the introduction of the refined i
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the theodolite and magnetometer, from the circumstance that

the various observations for the same nominal locality were
taken at different spots, involving changes of local deflections of
the magnet From the extended use of iron and the growth of
cities, it is difficult to select and preserve in such places a suitable

locality tor use at future times. Accurate investigations of the

secular change can only be made at permanent observatories,

or in localities not liable to disturbing influences.

In applying a periodic function to the investigation of the
see ilar change, it is not implied that the phenomenon is neces-
sarily of a periodic character, or must exhibit more than a single

cnntjilete period ; the aim is to represent by such a function the

changes in the direction of the magnetic resultant, as far as

observed.

The collection of the material is given first, the stations being
arranged in geographical order, beginning in the northeast,

passing to the south and west, and ending in the northwest.*
F>r each locality the observed declinations are given in chrono-
logical order, together with such notes and references, respecting

observer, place, publication, etc., as could be found. The
stations here given are the only ones at present suitable for a

discussion of the secular change/but their number is constantly
increasing by the accumulation of new facts. [The collection

referred to is" here omitted.]
The following table contains the empirical expressions for the

magnetic declinations derived from the collected observations
l\v the process explained above, for various localities, together

-

York Factory, Hu
I 'en land. Me

1. li,y. 7 mi- u-2 !>:, D

Burlington, Vt. !
-1 S". ::; 12-:; D^ t

Rutland, Vt 72 555 D- +
Portsmouth \ H
^"u-irurvport M-, 7\, V.m 1, -

70 .V5 D -

Cambridge, Mass. 2 2-9H d=+
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LocaUt,. Latitude Longitude

Nantucket. Mass. 41 17-I 70 06-0 D=4- 8-94+ 245 sin (1 -35m + 13%)
Providence, R. I. 11 49-5 71 24-1 D=+ 9-10+ 2-99 sin (145m- 34)

+ 049 sin (7 -J „, -116)

Hartford, Conn. 41 46-

New I raven. Conn. n is-r

Albany, N. Y.
Oxford, N. Y. 75 40-5 D=+ 6-19+ 3-24 sin (l-35m- 18-9

Buffalo, N. Y. 78 5,-J-i-i D= + :V4.)+ :M1 sin (14 771- 23-3)

Cleveland, 0. 81 42-0, D=- 0-34+ 189 sin (1 -4 m+ 6-0)

83 O3-0lD=- 0-96+ 2-22 sin (P5 m- 157)

New York City- 10 42-7 74 00-4

+ 0-14 sin

Hatboro, Pa. 40 12" 75 07- D=+ 5-23+ 3-28 sin (l-54m- 13-2)

+ 0-22 sin (4- 1 m rl."|

Philadelphia, Pa. 75 09-0 D=+ 542+ 3-35 sin (1 -55m- 22-9)

Washington, D. C. D=+ 1-794- 1-90 sin (1-5 m+ 59)
Cape Henrv, Va. D=4- 2-95+ 2-95 sin (1 -55m- 35-3)

Charleston, S. C.

Savannah, Ga.

Key West, Fla. 81 48-5 |D=- 4-75+ 2-54 sin (1-4 m- 164)

Havana, Cuba.

Kingston, Jamaica.

New Orleans, La. 90 03-9iD=- 5-68+ 252 sin (14 m- 63-8)

Vera Cruz, Mex. 96 09- D=- 3-77+ 5"89 sin (1-1 m- 60-51

99 06-0 |D=- 4-30+ 459 sin (14 m~ 16-5)

If, r.rcr, 99 52-:i!D=- 3-97 4- 4"96 sin (P05m- 76-71

Panama, New Granada. 79 30- D=- 6-28+ 457 sin (1-2 m- 13'9)

105 15-7 D=- 5-60+ 3-37 sin (1-0 m- 87-7)

VI 4 2-1

Monterey, Cal. W -M-l 121 53-6jD= -12-82+ 3"54 sin (1-0 m-142-9)
San Francisco, Cal. 122 27-2 D=-13-50+ 340 sin (P0 m-132'7)
C. Disappointment, W. T. 16 1C-7 124 02-O^D=-20-72+ 281 sin (P2 wi-188-8)

Sitka, Alaska. 57 ui-'J 135 20- D= -29-08- 0-010w» + 0-00098»n*

Unalaska Island, Alaska. I

In the second table are exhibited, for each locality d

the observed and com]- preceding i

expressed in degrees and fractions of a degree.

Tear. Obsd. Compd. Y-ar. ObBd. Compd. Tea, ObBd.

H alifax. N s. uebec, Can Y rk ^acto

17.™.-, H
nS + uS l\U;-5 15-5 15-44 nlil

M»
•0

17 '.»•:.

17 47

15-76

1.S14-5 11-83

11-25

IS IK 42

1S2I-7 1700 1752

;E + 2109 +iK»

l.s:;4-5

1M2-5

lx6»-8

16-28

!;j::j;|
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T-. ow. o-H. r«. ».,. c r«. o„ s, Co.

Portland, Me. Boston, Mass. Pro •idenco. R. L

1763-5 + 7°75 + 8°05 1700-5 +10-00 +9 f95 1717-5 + 9?60 +9
1T2H-3

17 23T, 9-23 9
173U -3

1^9-5 12-:i3 12-33 1782-5 7-00 8-65 8
1863-5 12 47 1252 1793-5 650 0>2 825 8

18075 6-08 7-28
1865-5 1271 12-61 1839-5 9-10
18661 12-72 12-64 7-35 7

1873-7 +12-89 +1204 18556 1023
n?

17MI-5

17C.V3 6-72 6

Burlington, Yt. l

V:-!'-!
6 50 €

1793-5 +7-63 +7-63

Cambridge, Mass.

1830-5 817 8-21 9-31) 625 6
l«-il-r» 8-25 8-29

1 8H3-3 6-32 6
1832-5 8 42 837 L810-6
1834-5 8-83 8-.V2

1837 5 8-75 g-77 1763-5 7-00
}S4o-5 9-37 9-33 1780-5 7-03 >;!'«> | S

.j-..-

1782-5 6-75
1873-8 +11-32 +11-32 17835 6-87

1788-5 6-63 6-93 i 18405 8-42 8

Rutland, Vt. 7-32 isu-r, 8-52 8

1789-3 +7-05 +6-51
1835-5 885
1837-5 9-15

9 02! 1842-5

9 13 I.S43-5

8-65 8

9-36 18556 + 9-52 +9
1859-6 9-82 949 9 65 Hartford, Conn.

9-72 17865 + 5-42 +5
18506 9-50

Portsmouth, N. H. 18525 10 13

1854-5 10-21

1855-4 1091

1859-5 +11-25 +11-12
(it,::

109

1SG7-G + 7-82 +7

Haven, Conn.

N"<-\vi,uryport. Mass.
[7615
1773 3

+
5-42

+
5

17*0-5

1781-5 7-3o 7-02 517 4

!S ;

; -!o?? +12S
Nantucket, Mass

L82s1

442 5

1775-5 +650 + o-r.n is :";;, 3 5-68 5

Salem, Mass.
18389 904 8-S H37 9 5-83 5

1842-7 915 iMi'ir. 6 17 6

18437 9-17 9-17 ls-13-7 629 6

}8|0-5 6-09 6-49 I84S-C, 658 6

1855-
6 10 "24 9 ' 75 1855-6 9-97 ;-->3 1-55 r, 7-05 T-

0-4 2 1^72-3 + 8-46 +8
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Table II—continued.

Tea, Ob*, Compd. Tear. Ob-. Con,Pd. Tear. am. Co**

Albany, N. Y. De roit, Mich. Phil idelphia. Pa.

1817-8 + 5?73 + 5°-7l 1810-5 -2-80 -3 10 1701-5 4 8-50 + 8°63

78 -3-22 -2 1710-5 8 30

iE si ]

-'<;

1828-5

1835-5

1840-5

-217 -2
;!

1793-5

1802-5 is

525

1S-8 6-67 ; ;.J

1859-5

1865-5 -0-67 -0 66

1804-5

1813-5 2-43 2-12

18368 1872-4 -0-42 -0 316

18557 7-91 8 16

18734 -0-29 -0 22 1840-5

1841-7 39€
3-37

18567
1858-4 + 8-37

1794-0

OXf°

+
rd

3^
Y.

New York City.

1686-5 +875 +8 78
1872-8 + 5 46 J'H

1817 5 B-OO 3 "'
16915

7-33 7 ^ Washington, D. C.

6-37 5 -5 1792-5

5-00 5

1837-5 •1 50 In 4-33 4
1-4

2 25

2-30

2-34

2-5H

2-50

1838-5

1849-9

1-45

.VIS

5-73 r.s Eli
483 5-17

5-67 5-37
1856-6

IE B I

74

si

h!
1

.';-
6-22 5

61

1*62-7

2-44

2 66

B iVa'o, \ Y. 568 6
l-t-,7-5 280 2-80

1797-5

117 1860 7
292
2-96

1839-5 1-26

j

::n 1873-8 + 7-62 +7 63
1871-5 2-o5

18595
-'i

2 M
so

97

1872-5

1873-5

3*00
3-04

1873-5 + 3-97 + 3 Hatboro, Pa.
1874 5 + 3-10 4-3HW

Brie, Pa to Cape Henry.

179.V5 3d 1732-5

01 1809-5 [0-1)0
J

0-03

1862-6 I
1 52 18325 'n-75

1

0-34

1873-4 18567
173I.-5 6-42 6 30

56

1865-8 [+264] 1 240

1796-7 -2<>0 -210 1750-5 4-92 4 Cha rleston, 1 . C.

400 3
L -1

-1-25 -098 2-92 3 1775-5
17*0-5 1784-1 — r. 25

-069 1700-5 84 -5-75
18413 1S00-5 1-92 1 7:' 1825 -3-75
1845-5 1810-5 2-00 2
1859-5 + 0-29 1820-5 245 2 1841-4 -240 . 2*9
18718
1872-5

+ 064
+ 075 + 0-8?

1830-5

383 3 l\
-2-25

-JJJ
18735 +0-86 + s5 1850-5 + 442 +4 1874-4 - IV07 -("82
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Table II

—

continued.

v,„ ObBd . M|i. d-d. Co.*. Tear. OI,Sd . Con,pd.

a vannah, Ga. Vera Cruz, M Monterey, Cal.

1817-5 -400 -4°68i 17270 -2°-25 -2°17 1791-7 -10° 93 -1W8
1 >.".:. ii -4-30 -6-57

-3-52 -75

-223 -1500 -14 51
-1400 -3462

Ke v West, 1 la.
L873-1 -15-92 -1591

-657 Ji exico, Hex.
San Franc:

Mr-;
18M-1
1881 -J

1*2 -4-69 \^c,i -8-77 -8-58

- S-4C

'-_ '

-j?? -;?s

'"•I -!

-4-60 -4-64
lsi'n-5 -8-50 \h'.'A -15-33 -1535

is«7 — 8*15 -15-68 -1578
186S-5 -817 -8-11

Im ;.";;, -16-42 -1628
Havana, Cuba. Acapulco, M l>7 2-8

is7::-»; -16-42 -16-43
1^874-0

-7-26

1M66 -5-5 -B-24
1822-5

1S2S-5 -9-12 Zs-si
C. Disappointment, W T.

-5-25 18380 -8-29
18MB -5 75 -5-48 1866-5 -8-37 -8-23

-20-00 -19-86

Kino ston. Jan aica. Panan a, New Granada.
I 87

'-8 -21-61 -21-67

1775S -7-80

-678 170H-S

ls'.'ii-

-6-5 -5-86 1MI2-5

-7 -7-4-' 1804-5 -2675 -2<>-58

18335 -5-2 zlZ lij

-7 03
-7-08
-5-93

-7-67

1-24 :. -27-50 -28-18

1837-8

1847-3

1x.m-2
-til

-456
-424 n Bias, Mc 1839-5

-28-62 -28-83
-29 63 -28-86
-2888 -28-95
-2923 -2909

-8-92 18676

New Orleans, La.

1720-5 -2 -339

lS/.!r5

18416 -9-20
-8-94

TJnalaska island. Alaska.

1796-5 -510
-5-77

Sa a Diego, Cal.
1 806-5 -194 -19-58

1792-5 -1100
-8-33 1«!)5 1MS-5

- 12-48 1-19 5 -2000 -2006
-7-86 !>;>; s - 12*67 l,sfi7-7 -19-79 -19-38

1870-5 1870.5 -19-75 -1922
18721 -6-99 -7-05 187 2-9 -1332 -13-29 18734 -1900 -19 05
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Table III.

,1 - d haS
g

Locality.

11 ^ PI *«* «
Halifax, X. S. 9 ±33 1711 + 11-5 + 1-6 +0'-9

Quebec, Canada.

*y, Hudson Bay.

Burl im-ton, Vt.

Rutland, Vt. 5 15
Port-nouth, N. H. 5

Newburvport, Mass. 13 + 2-9

Salem, Mass. 1796 + 5 0(?)

25 1777 + 6-6
1
+: + 2-8

1783

Providence. R. I. 30(?) 1780
Hartford, Conn. 1799 + 3-4

New Haven, Conn. 1801
Albany, N. Y. 1794 + 5-2 + 38
Oxford, N\ Y. + 30
Buffalo. N. Y.
Brie, Pa. + 2-5

-2 2

Detroit. Mich.

New York City.

Hatboro. Pa. l.S(?) + 4-6 +4-5(?)

Philadelphia, Pa.

+ 2-4

Cape Henrv, Va. + 4-7C?)

Charleston," S. C. 1784
Savannah. Ga. 5 1809

1797 + 3-6 + 34
Havana, Cuba. 1810
Kingston. Jamaica. 25
New Orleans. La. -82
Vera Cruz, Mex. 17

Mexico, Mex.
Acapulco, Mex. + 3-8

+ 1-8

+ 1-3

-2-0
San Francisco, Cal. 12 -10-6

Sitka, Alaska.
12

L8 1855 -29-1
Unalaska Island, Alaska. 8 n 1835 -20-2 + 3-4 + 44
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The probable errors given above will serve to convey some
rude idea of the relative value of each series of observations

;

the imperfections in the instrumental means of the older obser-
vations in many cases react unfavorably on the modern obser-
vations made with more precise instruments ; the observations,
for instance, taken by Hudson in 1609, in the vicinity of New
York Bay, are fairly chargeable with a probable error of dt3°
(a single result) ; those taken by Vancouver on our western
coast, between 1792 and 1794, are subject to a probable uncer-
tainty of rbl° (each). Increased precision was obtained with
the improvements of the azimuth compass and the allowance
for disturbing effect of the ship's iron, and, for shore stations,
with the introduction of the theodolite for determining the
astronomical meridian. With a portable magnetometer (colli-

mator) the instrumental means need not leave a greater uncer-
tainty than about one minute, but the actual probable error of
any determination is limited by the accidental variations in the
mean directions of the magnetic force from day to day, mak-
ing it desirable to continue the observations for three or more
<j } B ;u "-l to correct them for daily variation. It is principally
dependent on the magnitude of the horizontal force.
A cursory examination of the column containing the epochs

of greatest easterly excursion, the deflecting force producing the
secular change attaining then an easterly maximum, shows that
the needle became stationary in direction and then reversed its

secular motion in the New England States toward the end of
the past centurv, in the Atlantic Coast States, to the west and
south, early in the present, and in Mexico about the close
of the first third of the present centurv. In California,
Oregon and Washington Territory it has not yet reached this
condition. We thus have the following epochs for comparison :

Halifax about 1711 : Portland, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Boston, Cambridge, Nantucket and Providence about
1799

; Hartford, New Haven, New York, Hatboro, Phila-
delphia, Washington and Cape Henry about 1800; Charles-
ton, Savannah, Key West and Havana about 1800; New
Orleans about 1831 ; Vera Cruz. Mexico, Acapulco and San
Bias about 1837 ; San Diego, Monterey and San Francisco, ex-
pected about 1907 (yet very uncertain). We are thus directed
to the extreme northeastern States for probable indications of
what may be expected to follow on the seaboard in more south-
ern and^ western States. Respecting the secular movement of
the needle, apparently a little more than a century passed be-
fore the influence which produced the turning of the north
end of the needle westward in Maine (increasing there the
western declination) was iWt in Lower California (diminishing
there eastern declination); in California, Oregon

-Third Series, Vol. IX, No. 49.-Jan., 1
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;clination is at present still

By the time the western

elongation of the secular change is reached in Maine we may
expect to see the needle in the opposite phase, or at its eastern

elongation, in California. We cannot as yet follow this influ-

ence directly over the interior of the United States for want of

early observations ; the westernmost interior stations for which
an epoch could be made out were Buffalo. Erie, Cleveland and
Detroit ; these give the average turning epoch 1794. It may be
quite practicable hereafter to trace out curves uniting all sta-

tions where the needle was stationary at a given epoch and
again at other epochs for regular intervals of time, say of 10 or

25 years.

Eeturning to the first table, the constant in each formula

would represent the normal direction of the needle, about which
the secular change would be performed in an average cycle of

about 270 years, and with extreme deflections on either side of

it, equal to the co-efficient of the periodic term—all under the

supposition that the law of the secular movement was truly ex-

pressed. It is no doubt much more complex, and besides, may
fail at any time

;
yet as far as our present experience reaches,

and within the interval when the first reliable observations

were made to the present time, it is found trustworthy.

Table of Decennial values of the Magnetic Declination computed
from preceding equations.

These tables have been constructed to facilitate the reduc-

tion of observed declinations from one epoch to another ; they

will be found specially useful, when old lines run by compass
have to be retraced and for the construction of isogonic charts

for a given epoch.

Blanks occurring in the table indicate either no or doubtful

values for the corresponding times
; values given to the nearest

tenth of a degree are less reliable than those given to hun-

dredths. A -f sign indicates west, a — sign east declination.
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Art. V.— On the Tails of Comets ; by Henry M. Parkhurst.

[Read before the Amer. Assoc, for the Adv. of Science, Aug. 18, 1874.]

In predicting the form and position of a comet's tail, I adopt

the theory of Professor Pierce :

•' Each particle of the matter which composes the tail is sup-

posed to move in a hyperbolic orbit, with the sun in the focus

of the opposite branch, under the influence of a repulsive force

emanating from the sun, and decreasing by the law of the in-

verse square of the distance." (Gould's Astronomical Journal,

vol. v, page 186.)

The application of the formulae gives for any required time

one line only, commencing at the comet and extending indefi-

nitely. Professor Pierce adopted, in his computations upon the

tail of Donati's comet (Gould's Astr. J., vol. vi, page 51),

an excess of repulsive force U_ times that of gravitation, mak-
ing his comparisons with the front edge of the tail, and arbi-

trarily adopting such a repulsive force as best to explain the

observations. For the purpose of comparing with the cen-

ter of the tail, I adopted in my computations a repulsive

force exactly equal to and replacing gravitation as the more

probable law. On comparison with the observations, how-
ever, I find that the computed line closely agrees in oearij

every instance with the observed right hand edge of the tail

;

and I shall, therefore, adopt that as the standard of comparison.

Although the comet apparently moved in the other direction,

yet in fact that was the front edge of the tail.

Most of the earlier observations were furnished to me b}- W.
S. Gilman, Jr., of New York City, and all the later ones by
Lewis Swift of Rochester, whose ied several

days after the comet had ceased to be visible in New York
City.

From June 12 to June 30, I have only the record of the dire©-

tion of the tail, without reference to stars (G), agreeing with com-

putation. On July 1, the tail "pointed to and reached 55 of

Camelus." (P.) The computed line pass.-s nearly through that

star. On July 7, the front edge was seen a little to the left of

63 Arg. 749: (Bonn Catalogue.) (P.) The computed line

small fraction of a degree to the left of the star. On
July 13, the last day when the head of the comet was favorably

seen, "the right edge just touched Ursa Major" as seen by

Mr Swift, and passed i° to the left of it according to my own
record. The computed line passes J° to the left of it The

curvature on this evening was commonly noticed. Computa-
tion indicates an arc of about 15°. On July 14,

u h U. Mai.

was in the middle of the tail." (S.) Allowing for the recorded
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width, it should be in the middle of the tail. On July 17, "v
was exactly in the center," and "its left edge just touched' a-."

(S). These are each within \°. On July 18, " it passed over
a" (S.) and a U. Maj. was within the range of the conn
11 and F (<p) were not only in the center of the tail but in line
with its axis." (S.) They were within i° of the computed
center, and very nearly in the computed line of its axis at that
point. On July 19, " the tail passed midwav between a and /?,

but touched neither." (S.) The computed line passes nearly
centrally between them. "Its left edge just touched 6.

n
(S.)

Here is an inaccuracy ; for it could not have touched S with-
out passing over /S. On July 20, it passed "midway between
ft and y U. Maj., and centrally over 6." (S.) This agrees
with computation. On July 21, the last day of its visibility,

y U. Maj. was seen "at its right edge, perhaps 1° within it/'

(S.) The computed line is 1° to the right of y. "A and jt U.
Maj. were seen in the center of luminosity." (S.) This
agrees exactly with computation. " No curvature perceptible."
Computation indicates that the tail increased its curvature un-
til about the 13th, a few days earlier the tail being too short
for it to be perceptible, and a few days later the curvature it-

self becoming too small to be perceptible.
In all these cases the accordance of the right hand edge of

the tail with the computed line was as close as the nature of the
observation would admit. But among the observations kitallv

Iman. the accuracy and faithfulness of

vhich 1 cannot in fairness omit.

ce of the tail as whollv to the

Arg. 606, 607. The computed line
passes to the left of those stars. As he did not use a diagonal
prism, and inverted his chart in making the comparison, it

seems impossible that he should have put it upon the wrong
side, especially as his attention was also directed to the star

65 Arg. 599, near the other edge. On July 6, he recorded the
place of the tail as passing through the star 68 Arg. 749. the
chief star of an unmistakable group. The computed line

|
mbb&I

nearly a degree further east. On this diagram you will see
that the observed lines, before and after, are nearly parallel,

and that these two widely deviate. You will also see, that in

each case, connecting the observed point in the tail with the
position of the head on tin: previous evening produces a line
parallel to the rest ; and although Mr. Gilman himself does not
conceive it to be possible that he connected the position of the
tail on one day with that of the head upon another, or that he
could have even seen the comet on July 5, which was Sunday,
I can find no other satisfactory solution of the discrepancy ; and
that explanation would substitute two observations accurately
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agreeing with the computations, for two which are entirely in-

consistent with the remainder of the series. Perhaps I should
add that these observations, and indeed all the observations but
one, were made without any expectation that they would ever

be of value.

In predicting the width of a comet's tail, it may be assumed
to bear a certain ratio to its length. Up to the time of the dis-

appearance of the nucleus, the ratio of one-sixth was sufficiently

exact. The tail was then approaching us, and on this account
would be expected to appear to grow wider as well as longer.

Assuming that it remained unchanged in form, it should have
been about six times as wide on July 21 as on July 13. But
instead of being 18° wide, it was seen to be only "4$°, possi-

bly 5°."

I have refrained from alluding to an important point with re-

gard to the front edge. When the tail is coming directly

toward us, the front edge becomes the medial line. When the

tail is 4° wide, assuming the right hand edge to be the front

edge would involve an error of 2°
; or. if the tail were 18°

wide, as computed, it would involve an error of 9°. There is

no such error; therefore, there is no visible portion of the tail

to the right hand of the true front edge. If the tail is flat, lying
in the plane of its orbit, we may readilv understand why it

should be so foreshortened when'direeted toward us. Indeed,
this proves too much ; for if it were as thin as Saturn's rimr, it

e appeared as a mere line instead of being 5° wide.
If the form of the section were elliptical, it would account for

the observed width on the 21st of July ; but when the tail was
first seen, the earth was fully 11° above its plane, as seen from
the comet, and the tail would have appeared much narrower in

all the observations before July 13. The dark line h< hind the

nucleus cannot indicate a hollow conical tail, for a diminution
of the centra, 1 ghl In '

i
; part would hardly be perceptible;

out that dark line, and the dark lines separating the different

envelopes, are perfectly consistent with the theory of a thin flat

There is another important fact. The front edge was
toward the right until July 20 ; but at noon of July 21 the

•Mth passed through the piane of the orbit. On the evening
""•bdv 21, therefore, when the t:iil was 5° wide, the front edge

been either at the left hand, or at any rate at least

2° from the right hand edge ; and yet the latter agreed with
the line computed from the same formulae with those of all the

preceding days; and although the tail was seen for five days in

succession, during which the earth passed through the plane of
xy- <>rbit. there is no apparent di>ervp:me\ betw. en i

»ne and the observed position of the right hand edge of the tail.
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A diagram I have constructed illustrates several results

necessarily depending upon the hyperbolic theory. The black
line represents the orbit of the comet of 1843, so far as included
within the radius of the earth's orbit. The red lines, starting

from the orbit, and after passing their perihelion points radiat-

ing in nearly straight lines from the sun, represent the hyper-
bolic orbits of particles of matter, leaving the head of the

comet at the given times.

In these computations, also, I have adopted 1 as the ratio of

repulsion. Had Coggia's comet possessed sufficient luminosity
to be visible on July 24, it would have afforded a test of the
true amount of repulsive force ; but as its plane was still

turned almost directly toward us when the tail was last seen, a

variation in the assumed amount of the repulsive force makes
no appreciable difference in its position

; and the streamers seen

extending from the convex side of the tail of Donati's comet
suggest the theory that upon every formation of a new envel-

ope, a small portion of the matter was endowed with a repul-

sion at least ten times that of the rest of the matter forming
the tail.

The blue lines circling around the sun connect the positions

of the particles in their hyperbolic orbits at given times, and
therefore represent the visible and the invisible tail of the

comet The particles leaving the head of the comet thirty days
before it reaches its perihelion, follow nearly behind it, with

continually retarded motion, and when the head of the comet
reaches the sun, those particles have only passed over half that

distance, and are just about to commence their outward course.

In receding from the sun the motion is gradually accelerated

until the particles reach the same distance from the sun at

which they left the head. The moment they pass outside of

that point they are irrevocably lost. A reconversion of the re-

pulsive force into attraction would not avail, but they must fly,

unless intercepted, beyond the confines of our solar system.
Particles leaving the head of the comet at a later date pur-

sue a somewhat similar course, coming nearer to the sun, but
all at about the same time turning and flying off into space.

The nearer they come to the sun before commencing their

hyperbolic course, the more violent is the repulsion, and the

greater their outward velocity. The particles which leave the

Bead of the comet exactly at the perihelion, pursue a line al-

most directly from the sun, but about 66° from the axis of the

comet's orbit. These particles commence their outward course

with a velocity sufficient to carry them outside the earth's orbit

in a little over two days; and that velocity remains nearly

uniform in consequence of the sudden removal of the matter

beyond the sphere of the sun's forcible action. Consequently,
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when we undertake, for the 30th day after the perihelion pas-

sage, to trace the entire tail which has left the head during the

preceding 60 days, we must pursue a curve commencing at the

position of the head of the comet, passing to the right and
downward, crossing the perihelion line at a distance from the
sun one-third greater than that of the planet Neptune, and re-

entering the earth's orbit above.
How much of this will be visible ? As we follow the tail

from the head it becomes fainter, lirsl. ix-rause it is more dis-

tant from the sun, and therefore less illuminated. Another
reason is that it is more diffused from its rapid expansion like

the fire from a Catharine wheel, the portion of the tail forming
a certain arc, continually forming nearly the same arc of a larger
circle. But is that all ? Here is a portion of the tail above,
more illuminated than the head of the comet itself, and which
occupies less than one-fourth the space traveled over by the
comet while it was issuing.

While the dark line in the center of a comet's tail seems to

disprove the theory naturally suggested by the fact of the front

edge being the line of computation, that the resistance of the
ether is the cause of the expansion of the tail, the ether may
nave a perceptible effect upon its form and position. Had the
sun an ether of its own, carried with it through that still more
rare ether which brings to us the pulsations of light, the effect

°f the ether upon the tail would be only that resulting ftxtfn

the motion of the comet it-elf; but leaving the ether behind it

m its course toward the constellation Hercules, it will tend to
sweep the tail back from that point : and here we may find a
possible explanation of the apparent waiting oi the tail out of
the plane of its orbit, leaving the front ediro still on the right,

and causing a thin, flat tail to have a visible width tenfold
greater than it would have had ii strietlv in the plane of the
orbit.
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[Read before the Philosophical Society of Washington, June 4, 1874.]

In 1865^ and 1867, I considered carefully the question of the
apparent distribution of the nebulas in space, basing my studies
upon the General Catalogue of Sir John Herschel. Am
points that occupied my attention, I attempted, bv -

the several general classes of nebula?, and clusters, to" render more
definite our ideas as to the different laws that obtain in reference
to the distribution of resolvable and unresolved nebulas.
Some of the conclusions then arrived at were published in

the Monthly Notices oftheEoyal Astronomical Society for

1867, and have been in part confirmed by the subsequent
writings of others. Mr. Proctor has rendered good service to

this branch of Astronomy by reproducing on equal surface
charts the table given by me "showing the distribution of the
unresolved nebulas

; which charts, published first in the Monthly
Notices, and republished in his " Essays on Astronomy" and
his '• Universe." as well as the more 'elaborate and beautiful
charts of Messrs. Waters and Proctor, are well adapted to con-
vy sllc '" information as can be gained from this study. But
A h.-t.her we Lrauge the stars or the nebulas, at best we can only
obtain results that are exceedingly unsatisfactory, and perhaps
no two persons would agree in adopting the same conclusions
on this subject In hopes of adding something more exact to
our knowledge of the construction of the universe, I sought,
two years ago, to resolve several more definite problems, such
as involve fewer assumptions, and one of which I will now
present, premising that the subject is brought to your notice,
not because I think myself to have obtained anything conclu-
sive, but because the problem seems to direct attention to a point

-ervation. In fact, the material I have had
to work with has been so unsatisfied >rv thai it will be a sufficient
reward if I am able to so attract the attention of those possess-
ing powerful telescopes as to induce them to revise the rough
measurements that I have been obliged to content myself wim
The general problem, as it lias presented itself to me, may

be thus stated: We have thus far studied the distribution
in space of the centers of the nebulas.—are there not planes
that have a definite relation to these bodies? Among the stars

we have the Milky Way and the orbits of binary stars: among
the planets we have their orbits and equators, and the orbits of

tes
; among the nebulas we may expect to find analo-

gous planes, whose relations to each other and to those already
known cannot but be highly instructive. As yet we have but
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very few double nebulae, nor can we for a long time hope to

determine the planes of the orbits of any binary nebulas, if such
exist ; on the other hand, in regard to the axes of rotation of

nebulas or the planes of their equators, there is more room for

study. It is a plausible hypothesis that some nebulas are in

rotation about their respective axes, and only in the case of an
irregular nebula do we find presumptive evidence of numerous
centers of aggregation and rotation ; this latter class will not
now further claim our attention. Those nebulas whose whole
mass is rotating about a single axis must appear to us either

circular or elliptical, according to our position in relation to that

axis: we might then at once assume that every well denned
circular nebula has its axis of rotation directed toward us, and
might thus determine the position of the plane of its equator;
this, however, would be hazardous, since not only do we thus
assume the fact of a rotation, but also assume that the average
rotation of all nebulas is so rapid that when viewed from any
other direction they would present a sensibly elliptical outline

;

moreover, often globular clusters of stars are recorded as circular

r nebulas. I have therefore, for the present, passed by
ml tin ordimin elliptical nebula-, md have con-

fined myself to those described in llersclu-Ts Catalogue as

' or very much extended ; the list of these, amount-
ing in all to fifty-nine, is given in the accompanying tabic. In
regard to them it may be remarked that if these nebulae are
ffaseous and without rotation, we can only explain their apparent
shape by supposing them to be endowed with a motion of trans-

lation, to be in fact wisps, like comet's tails; if, on the other
band, they be in a state of rotation, they must be flat rings or

tended flattened ellipsoids, and we are authorized to

that the planes of their equators do sensibly pass
through the position of the observer: similarlv. if the nebulous
appearance be due to the presence of lenticular or ring-shaped
cloud of asteroids, or of meteoric dust, we shall be able to make

';;•' i nation o the plane ol the orbits of these bodies.

.

[he trigonometrical formula' by which we inav compute the

.: note.

first, the im, of position (*> and
second, the error of the assumption that the planes of the nebula:
!T1 Motion are not inclined to the line of sight. The latter
'' rr °f may, on the average, amount to f>° or 10 : the errors ot the
77 m '\v be averaur-d as about ;V. lo . or 30°, according as the

^ ven in llerschebs Catalogue as exact, a:

the influence of these errors on our results can be
easily ascertained bv means of the differential formulas.
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i of the accompanying table, I have also

plotted them upon equal surface charts similar to those used by
Messrs. Proctor and Waters, on which also have been drawn
the limits of the Milky Way as given by those same gentlemen,
according to Heis and He'rschel. Owing to the fact that the

unresolved nebulas are, as a rule, far more numerous near the

poles of the Milky Way than elsewhere, it follows at once that

the greater number of the nebulas now under consideration are

near these poles, and therefore our poles of rotation, if we may
presume to use that term, lie near the Milky Way itself: but a

careful enumeration shows us that in the northern hie

these poles lie to the southward of the central portion of the

Mi • Way, while in the southern hemisphere the reverse In -Ms

good; in fact, there exists a med icfa the poles

of these nebulae cluster, and which is itself inclined to the

plane of the Milky Way at an angle of about 30°, so that if the

north pole of the'Milky Way be in right ascension 12 h. 45 m.

and declination 30°, the pole of the plane near which the rota-

tion axes of the nebulae lie will have about the same right

ascension, but a declination ofabout 60". Numerically expressed,
this latter plane is so situated that of fifty nine nebulas twenty-
nine have their axes inclined to it by less than 10 \ and forty-

two have their axes inclined by less 'than 20°.

It is, I conceive, quite desirable that we should, on the

one hand, have more accurate determinations of the position

angles of these extended and ray-like nebulae, and that, on the

other hand, the reversion spectroscope of Zollner should be

applied to determine whether or no they be really in a state of

By adopting some average value for the oblateness of the

spheroids, that appear to us as elliptical or oval nebulae, it will

be possible to obtain a certain approximate estimate of the

probability that the plane here determined has some bearing

upon the general question of the arrangement ofthe three or four

thousand known nebulae (the clusters being included); but such
a computation involves too much of hypothesis to be of interest

It may then in general be stated, that so far as we are able

to determine the positions of planes of rotation among the

nebulae, they do not show any such tendency to agree with each

other as is shown in the orbits and equators of the major plan-

ets of the solar system ; that, on the contrary, they are inclined at

all possible angles to each other, but have this remarkable
feature, that their mutual nodes cluster about a point in right

ascension 12 h. 45 m. and north declination 60 J
.
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Its South Pole.
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In this Journal,* eight years ago, a brief notice was pub-
lished of some observations made by the writer on Venus when
near her inferior conjunction in 1866. The planet was then
(for the first time, so far as appears) seen as a very delicate
luminous ring. The cusps of the crescent, as the planet ap-
proached the sun, had extended gradually beyond a semicircle,
until they at length coalesced, and formed a perfect ring oi light.

} opportunity has since occurred of repeating these observa-
" *'

i day ' '

Mis. Vtiius was again in close proximity to the sun, and the
writer had the satisfaction of watching the delicate, silvery ring
enclosing her disc, even when the planet was only the

from his limb. This was at 4 P. M., or less than
live hours before the beginning of the transit. The ring was
brightest on the side toward the sun—the crescent proper.

posite side the thread of light was duller and of a
llowish tinge. On the northern limb of the planet,

some 60 or 80 degrees from the point opposite the sun, the ring

space was fainter, and apparently narrower, than
elsewhere. A similar appearance, but more marked, was ob-
served on the same limb, in 1866.
These observations were made with a five-foot Clark telescope

''>! -H ui'hcs aperture, by so placing the instrument as to have
the sun cut off by a distant building while the planet was still

visible. The ring was distinctly seen when the aperture was
reduced to one and a half inches. The 9-inch equatorial
could not be used, as there were no means of exeh;
direct sunlight.

The morning after the transit the sky was slightly hazy and
the planet could not be found, though probably it might have
been if the small telescope had been mounted equatorially.
On the day following (the 10th), the crescent, extending to

More than three-fourths of a circle, was seen with beautiful dis-
tinctness in the equatorial, and on this and two subsequent days,
measurements were taken with the filar micrometer for the pur-
pose of determining the extent of the cusps, and consequently
the horizontal refraction of the atmosphere of the planet, on the
assumption that the extension of the crescent and formation of
the ring are due to this refraction.
The results of these observations are given below, each re-

- the mean of the number of separate measurements
indicated in the last column. On the 10th, the chord of the
arc between the cusps was measured ; on the other days the
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distance between lines tangent to the cusps and to the oppo-

Mean dates. Dist. of centers Hor.refr.of Num. of

Dec. of ©and S . Crescent. ob. of cusps.

8 3 h m
P. It 0° 36'*6 360° 00'

10 11 36 A. M. 2 31-7 279 28 46'-6

11 10 16 A.M. 4 2-5 233 15 43-0 6

231 46 45-5 15

12 2 45 p.m. 5 58-3 215 21 42'9

44-5

22

These observations give a mean of 447-5 as the horizontal re-

fraction of Venus's atmosphere, or about one-quarter greater

than that of the earth's. The writer's observations, in 1866,

gave 45' 3. Madler, from observations of the cusps in 1849,

when the nearest approach of the planet to the sun was 3° 26',

made the refraction 43' '7.

The formula for the refraction is this :

,= sin<Zsin--~u ' = .'/-

i which d -

:oi\
5 of O and $

.

r — sun's semi-diameter.

p = radius vector of Yenus.
x =s horizontal refraction of Venus's atmosphere.

Six measurements of the diameter of the planet on the 10th

give 63"-l. Twenty-four, on the 11th, give 63"-75. The Eng-
lish and American Almanacs give 62"4 and 64 /;,5 respectively.

Art. VIII.—Discovery of a New Planet; by Professor James
C. Watson. From a letter to one of the editors, dated

Peking, China, October 17, 1874.

I have the pleasure to send you th

planet which I discovered at 8h 30™ c

" 15, 7 49 29 53 43"70
" 16, 8 58 34 52 46"46

The planet resembles a star of bright 11th magnitude.

10° 42' .vj-o

40 88*0

10 22-7

10 40

10 u
56-9

3S"5

33 47 >

IS

31

20

57*8

10 26 15-0
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The existence of several large fresh water lakes in the \l> k ';>

Mountain region, during Tertiary time, is now well established,

mainly through the researches of explorers whom the striking

scenery of the " Bad Lands," or the extinct animals entombed
in them, have attracted thither. The geological age of some of
these lakes, however, seems to be still in doubt, at least widely

minus on this point are freely expressed. The ex-
tent of these various lake-basins, and their relations to each
other, are likewise a subject on which information is especially

desirable, and hence the results of some recent observations
are here presented.

The deposits left in these old lakes show them to be of

Eocene, Miocene, or Pliocene age, the fauna of each formation
being entirely distinct, as well as quite different from existing

I. Eocene Lake-hasins.

The oldest of the great Tertiary lake basins of the West are
of Eocene age. The one first discovered and best known,
which has been called the Green River basin, lies between the
Rocky Mountains and the Wasatch range, in the depression
now drained by the Green River. It has the Uintah Mountains

1868, but first explored in 1870, when he traced its deposits for

several hundred miles, and from the rich vertebrate fauna fully

determined its Eocene age * These same beds have since been
Pronounced Miocene by Prof. Hayden and others, but the 150
species of extinct vertebrates now known from them prove

ue as conclusively as any single formation lias yet
'•ecu determined in this eoiintrv. A comparison of almost any
group ,,f these fossils with the corresponding one from the
' -''- Uisin will afford sufficient evidence on this point. Some

with

iants,

The 'evidence from the fossil plants is far from

rhile the Cretaceous age of essentially the same

* This Journal, vol. i, p. 191, March, 1871.

-Tunn. 8BRJB8, Vol. IX, No. 49.-Jan., 1875.
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beds has been clearly made out at several different localities.

At one of these, in 1*7<>. the writer found above a seam of

coal Ostrea congesta Conrad, a typical Cretaceous fossil, and a

crinoid allied to Marsupiies of the English Chalk. Below the

coal, but in the same series, were remains of fishes and turtles,

both of Cretaceous types, and teeth of a Dinosaur.* Nearly as

conclusive evidence has since been found at other localities.

Id considering a question of this kind, where the evidence

from fossils appears conflicting, it should especially be borne in

mind that vertebrates afford a much more accurate guide to

climatic and other geological changes than invertebrates, and

vastly more so than plants.

This Eocene lake basin remained dryland during all ol Mio-

cene time, and perhaps much longer. It was then again sub-

merged for a short period, and its eroded surface covered wi h

water-worn debris from the surrounding mountains. The evi-

dence of this is seen in the coarse conglomerate crowning the

highest buttes, which have thus escaped in part the enormous

denudation most of the deposits in this basin have suffered.

South of the Uintah Mountains, a second and larger lake ex-

isted in the Eocene. It was 2,000 feet or more lower than the

northern lake, and received part of its waters from that source.

It had the Rockv Mountains for its eastern border, the

Wasatch range on the west, and extended from the Uintahs far

to the southward, doubtless quite to the present territory of

New Mexico. This basin was first explored, and its Koeeno

age established, in 1870, by the writer, who linding il distinct

from the Green Eiver basin on the north, named it the Uintah

basin, f These two lakes were contemporaneous, for a long-

period at least, and undoubtedly were connected together east

of the present Green River canon. There is evidence that the

southern lake continued for some time after the northern one

dried up. The deposits of the Uintah basin are of very great

thickness, and are underlaid by Cretaceous beds, in some places

much inclined.

The fauna entombed in both these Eocene lakes is essen-

tially the same, and indicates a tropical climate. This is

seen" especially in the great number of Tapiroid mammals,

monkeys, crocodiles, lizards and serpents. Remains of Dino-

cerata, the largest of E eene mammals, have as yet been found

only in the northern basin, and there are some other important

differences at present, which future discoveries may remove.

There are indieations of another Eocene lake in Eastern Ore-

gon, west of the Blue Mountains, but as only a few plants have

hitherto been found in its deposits, its relations in time to the

great central Eocene lakes cannot as yet be determined.

* This Journal, vol. i, p. 195, March, 1871. f Loc. cit, p. 196.
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II. Miocene Lake-badns.

rhe Tertiary lake-basin first made known in the Eocky
untain region is that south of the Black Hills, so long
icus for its "Mauvaises Terres" or "Bad Lands," and for its

nderful vertebrate fauna, which Prof. Ilavden has done so

sly shallow, appears to have extended south from the Black
Is to near where the Republican River now is, or from about
44th to the 40th parallel of Latitude. Its western border

; the \Wk\ M.-untains. and iis .-astern margin probablv not
from the f>9th meridian. The strata in this basin are all

rly horizontal, and indicate quiet waters. They are lighter
iolor, and much less arenaceous than those of the Eocene
es. The best exposures of these Miocene beds are seen

has very appropriately

guish the lake basin in'"en used by Prof Ilavden to distinguish
which they were deposited, fn Northeast Colorado the ^

formation "is well developed. The "Bad Lands" there i

discovered and lirst explored by the writer in 1870.* T
Miocene strata rest, with more or less unconformity, on an
tensive series of lignite-bearing beds, which in many resf
resemble those beneath the Eocene basins. The age of tl

'"•'Is. also, is in dispute, hut the remains of Dinosaurs and s

°ther typical Mesozoie vertebrates, which have now been fo
; tt many widely separated loca.ities, leaves little doubt
they should be placed in the Cretaceous, the great coal- bea
formation of the Rocky Mountains.

Alter this Miocene 'lake was tilled up. and its surface n

places can be n

Is they contain,

ed, by personal

in. They fully equalled the Eocene Dinocerata

*This Journal, vol.1, p. 292, Sept., 1870.

f Transactions Am p. 105, 1862.
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A still more ancient Miocene lake existed, in about the same
latitude, on the Pacific slope, near the central part of the present

State of Oregon. The Blue Mountains formed the eastern and

southern shores of this lake, but its other limits are difficult to

is whole country has since been deeply buried

utflows of volcanic- rooks. It is only vvhere the

latter have been washed away that the lake deposits can be ex-

amined. The discovery and first explorations in this basin

were made by Rev. Thomas Condon, the present State geologist

of Oregon. The typical localities of this Miocene basin are

along the John Day River, and this name may very properly

be used to designate the lake-basin. The strata in this basin

are more or less inclined, and of great thickness. One section,

near the John Day River, examined by the writer in 1871, and

again in 1873, seems to indicate a thickness of not less than

5,000 feet. The upper beds alone of this series correspond to

the deposits in the White River basin. The lower portion also is

clearly Miocene, as shown by its vertebrate fauna, \\L

in many respects from that above. Beneath these strata are

seen, at a few localities, the Eocene beds containing fossil plants

mentioned above. They are more highly inclined than the

Miocene beds, and some of them show that they have been sub-

jected to heat. The inferior strata elsewhere are Mesozoic. and

apparently Cretaceous. Above the Miocene strata, Pliocene beds

are seen in a few places, but basalt covers nearly all.

III. Pliocene Lake-basins.

At the close of the Miocene, a subsidence took place east of

the Rocky Mountains. A great Pliocene lake was thus formed

directly over the eastern Miocene basin, having nearly the same

boundaries on the north and west, but extending much iarther

east, and stretching south nearly to the Gulf of Mexico. It

covered an area at least five times as great as the older lake,

while its deposits att; i.< <l , thickness of nearly or quite 1,500

feet. This lake basin may with great propriety be called the

Niobrara basin, since the Niobrara River cuts through its typi-

cal strata for more than 200 miles of its course.

The beds in this basin lie nearly horizontal. They are light

in color, and much more arenaceous than the Miocene he low.

The upper strata consist of hard sandstones or calcareous

grits, which weather hut slowly, and hence still form the great

table-lauds over much of the area of the basin. The write;'

has traced these high plateaux and the intervening isolated

buttes from near the Bh.rk Hills south to the Arkansas River.

and found them all of Pliocene age. South of the Smoky Hill

River these strata rest direct I v on the Cretaceous.

The fauna of this lake-basin indicates a warm temperate

roses, camels and horses, the latter being especially abundant.
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I. Physics.

by Wiedemann for i

P&rie fluid is noth

'riiJ'a^r'lin'rs.'lvT'i

-Mun. S,r< ,?!.</, AeujI. ,\f S,-i., XII. X... S; Bit
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2. Electrostatic Indurtion.— M. Xkviikvkuf has repeated with
a Holtz the experiments of MM. Verdet and Masson, to determine
the direction of the induced current with the electric egg. Two
Matteucci disks contain, one the inducing, the other the in. lured

spiral. This latter is put in connection with the two extremities
of a cylindrical Geissler tube 50 cms. long. The first spiral is con-

nected by one end with the negative armature of the machine,
while the other is attached to one plate of a condenser with air

film, whose collector communicated with the positive armature.
The spark leaps between the two armatures of the machine from
which the condensers have been removed. Two currents in oppo-
site directions traverse the inducing spiral under these conditions,
the one to charge, the other to discharge the condenser. Those
produced in the second spiral illuminate the Teissier tube very
brilliantly.

With an explosive distance of 5 cms. we observe clearly the dif-

ference in appearance of the two poles ; but we can. In

it continuously, produce three separate' inversions at the instants
when the appearance of the two poles is identical. When the
striking distance is:; cms. !ar-eand widely separated stratifications

l formed, but presenting before the last i

ters produced by a Ruhnikorff coil. The same effects
duced by altering the distance of the spirals or of the

j

\ condenser. These condensers show that the phenon
question bears no relation t

especially by the constancy of the direction of the' cure
duces.— Comptes Ilendiis, lxxix, 1071.

3. Efect of Flame <», <<„ Khctrh- Sj>urk.—Mr. S. ,

notices a curious effect of a gas flame on the current of a

chine. The jet consisted of a -lass tube drawn out to a
the flame had a length of about an inch and a diameter.
eighth of an inch. "Inserting this between the two tei

the machine, the length of spark obtainable was at once
from less than ten inches to over twelve, the full distant-.

the balls could be separated. The same increase was no
by simply inserting a conductor heiweeti the two termii
an inch in diameter only lengthening the spark about ai

4. Laics of Tuning Forks.—X. Mkijcaiukk has deter
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as made with different thicknesses from 20'25 r

h <-
;1 m. The leii-ih'ot the ).r..ji-' bein-,' altered ti •om 2!>5 to o7

974." Hence

axi> j.lus a small quantity //. which in this case equalled 3 8

j*. ,

a , in which n is the number of vibration?s e the thick-

S /the length, y a small constant, and iTa consta
the material. For steel, A=818270. To com

F

it with theory, K was computed from the for

• her of vibrations of an clastic bar in terms of v, the velocity of
"'I in it; taking r— 4985 m., according to the e:

rtheiin
; JTin this case became 820131, a result .

Ul'r'of'v^'-
ol ' t:i, ' K'.' 1 1>V " nlv a Hfth

V
t
'° lu '

1

1"
r cent. The

... 14^7/7^7,' 00'^ :',',,,
| \l 'the' omMilallii'-'fl^^O. 29-0. Hence

ed number of

1, 1069. E. c, P.

5. Polarization of Light ; by \Viii.i\m Si-ottiswoouk, M.A.,
LLD., F.R.S. 130 pp.' lJmo.* London: 1874. Nature Series.

Light, as the Preface states, contain* the substance of lectures de-
livered by the author at various times to hi* work-people, and

- a talk rather than a treatise on Polarized Light."
im ' fundamental principles of the subject are explained in a sim-
ple manner, and are well illustrated by means of two beautifully
colored plates, besides a number of wood-cuts.

II. G-EOLOGY AND NATURAL HISTORY.

1. Earthquakes of JYorth Carolina.—As excellent article on
n the mountain i,,., of North Carolina has been
ib.n.T. h <-ii, lu-,naninti) t

. ir^^/-:.-V ,o,.7o;-ofAshe-
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are two thousand feet above the- sea, and the general level of the
country, exclusive of tin- mountain ranges, may be estimated at
t«;«'niy-iive hundred feet above tide-water. Haywood ("ountv
join the State of Tennessee on its northern border, and the seat
01 the disturbance i« within less than twenty miles of the line of
that State. A considerable range of mountains extends north and

- 'he line which separates the counties of Buncombe
and Haywood. From the weM side of this extends a rid-e. whi-h
terminates near the head of Fines Creek. A quarter of a mile
from its western end, as one moves up it toward the east, is the

hty referred to. The effect of the disturbance is visible near

to the level ground, and across it for some distance and al
elevations beyond. The whole extent may be a mile
•ith a breadth of not more than a couple of hundred ya

'lee, where evidences of violc

hundred feel hio-hpr than th
There are cracks

point. The top of the ridge, where
is perhaps three or four hundred feet high

servable a little south of the crest. From thence along the
le of the mountain, as one descends, there were chasms, none of
em above four feet in width, uenerally extending north and
nth, but also occasionally seen in all directions. All the large
•es had been thrown down. Then- w ere a number of little hillocks,
e largest eight or ten feet hitrh ami Hftv or sixtv feet in diame-

r thai* there had
1 for a hundred v;

nd that tin ides of the chasm
to their ( position without hi dipped, so £

the contact of 1

re 1 u: is told that three y.

Thev were first n< .tieed'

1 usually repeated at 'it, ten- hree years."

i the shock had been a feeble urn-

ift'erent. The ereatei

rae. Near this place a rock of ex
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thrown up and had only partially settled back, owing to the clos-

ing of the opening under it, so that the former earth marks were
seen several feet above the ground on its sides.

In the year 1867 I saw the locality again. A number of shocks
had in the meantime occurred, and the appearances were very
different from what they had been. From the top of the ridge to
the base it seemed a mass of rocks, most of the earth having been
carried away. The depression at the top was greater, while the
successive jars had, under the action oi the f uvo of gravity, moved
the mass downward, and had forced the stream still further away
from the hill. The violence had at one point extended itself a
littl. further to the east. A large oak tree of great age and four
or five feet in diameter had been entirely split open from root to

top, and thrown down so that the two halves lay several feet

In my former publication, it was suggested that if the pheuo-
" v this point

ances would be noticed at other localities in the Alleghain i go.

aed that three
southeastern part of Macon ( 'ountv. bet ween the Tuekasegee \\\\

and the Cowee Mountain, the ground was shaken violently tor

several minutes. A few days afterward some persons discovered
a fresh chasm, two or three feet wide, which extended more than a

mile. This was in the month of June, and thev said the leaves
and branches of timber immediately above the "chasm, in places,

presented the appearance of having been scorched. Though I

was not able to visit the place, yet from the character of mv inform-
ants I do not doubt but that the facts were as above stated.

I have also been informed that in the county of Cherokee, in the
year 1829, or thereabouts, the Valley Ui\ er'.Moitntain was cleft

open for a considerable distance, during a violent shaking of the
anh in that vicinity. The chasm, though partially filled up. is

n'l"Vsented as still visible.

Uf- Silas MeDowell, of Macon County, a highly respectable

-•it gentleman, accustomed to observe and v.- rite on
such subjects, has stated recently in a naner published at Ashoville,
that many years since there was a vudent shock in the neighbor-
flood where he resides, during whim a chasm was opened ..„. the
""•". side of tie- mountain* .ieh sonarato , he Kih-ja -. waters from
those of the Su-ar Fork Uiver lie st at-s that the opening is still

y isi, 'l<'- This 1,,,-alitv i< „i,,| ir or ten miles to the southeast of
r ''"iUin. in .M a «,m County.
About three years sine*- I heard from many persons, that for

several weeks smoke eontinu d to issue from a small crevice in the
TocK in Madison (ountv. Not long afterward I went to the
Place, and though the smoke had mwi.mslv ceased to issue, yet
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Lastly, we have to notice the disturbance of the Maid and Stone

Mountains. They are situated six or eight miles to the east of the

I-Slue Uidge. Between the headwaters of the Catawba and those

of Broad River, there extends many miles eastward a range of

ling the height in places of four thousand feet,

nd Stone Mountains, from their appearance, are proba-

tnd nearly equidistant from the

nfonnation in reference to them

and from the accounts publi-hrd in t he newspapers.
ely from conversations with a number of gei

*
nts published in the newspapers. The fir;

1 the 10th of February last, and they \

the first month or two more frequent than they have

During the last two months they have occurred at intervals ot a

week or two, but have been rather more violent than the average.

Within the last five months probably a hundred shocks, accom-

panied with noises, have occurred.

The distance from this point to the Valley River Mountain, in

Cherokee, nearly due west, is more than one hundred miles in a

direct line. From the mountain in Haywood, to reach the parallel

of latitude passing through the mountain near Fllejay, in .Macon,

one must travel more than thirty miles south. It is thus mani-

fested that there is a belt of country more than a hundred miles

in extent from east to west by thirty in breadth in which such

disturbances have L.-.-n observed. In the present state of scientific

knowledge, il may not be an easy task to offer an explanation of

the causes which \vill he general i v accepted as satisfactory.

When we take into account these indications at different points

beneath the surface a condition of things that extends over a con-

siderable area. A portion of the globe which, from its geological

structure, ought to be regarded as being as stable as any part of

our planet, is nevertheless not free from change. Whether this is

to be regarded as due to the diminishing force, which at one time

was sufficient to heave up this tract of country, with all its moun-

tain chains, or whether it is to be considered as evidence ot a

radual return of that volcanic action which manifests itself still

• great an extent, it is perhaps difficult to decide

titil further observations have been made. Is it not of sufficient

st to justify the managers of the Coast Survey, or some other

'tent agency, to make such careful measurements of the

Ihtbliu Ihni.—Y

and magnetite, and crystals of orthoclase. Minute cavities

sometimes clusters of crystals of magnetite on the i™1**

"
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chlorite is regarded by the author as of secondary origin, and as
•• in* reduced by the agency of water, which has permeated the

The cal.-ite is diffused throughout the rock and also iu'ils minute
rifts and cavities, and the author remarks also that " it is unques-
tionably due to infiltration :" adding that ''it is easy to conceive
that water percolating downward I h rough to the limestone and
the thin coating of Old Red Sandstone" beneath, would become
thoroughly impregnated with carbonate of lime, which it would
deposit among-t the fissures and cells of the older rocks beneath."

As urged in this Journal, vol. vi, p. 107, with reference to the
M.s.zoic trap of the vicinity of New Haven, Connecticut (and

tain that the chlorite in the above mentioned porphyry, and in

igneous rock generally, was not only derived from ingredients in

admission from some subterranean source ,r/„ „ f/„> „,»///»/ r»<-k

was ascendhuj /<> the s><rf>iee ;- that the same is true for other
hydrous minerals disseminated through the mass of any igneous
'•«><% for example, the zeolitie, in phonolytes. The same kind of

and keep depositing until they were full ;

ties were numerous, might thus be drain
minerals formed, the chlorite excepted.

"The first divi

,,} Colorado Ten?
that portion of s!

* The conclusion, a
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eighth and one hundred and tenth meridians of west longitude.

About eighteen thousand square miles were surveyed, covering a

section of country probably more generally elevated above the

sea-level than any other within the borders of the United States.

As an illustration of the uniform great elevation of extensive sec-

tions of this region, it may be mentioned that one of the subdi-

visions of the survey, in exploring an area of nearly three thou-

sand square miles, was compelled to operate above the timber-line

(about 11,500 feet above the level of the sea) for over a month.

The necessary materials have been collected for construct inuy ac-

curate maps of the region surveyed, which will require for iiius-

tration six sheets or maps of the physical atlas. Special attention

was given to the mining and agricultural resources of the country.

and those portions of it which can be redeemed by irrigation will

be properly indicated on the maps. The San Juan mining region

in southern Colorado was included in the survey, and over fifty

mines therein were properly located. Many valuable specimens

of ores, minerals, fossils, Indian art, &c, were collected. Numer-
ous ruins of towns and dwellings of an extinct race of people

which once inhabited the mesas and canons of western Colorado

were found, and remarkable fortifications of hewn stone laid in

mortar discovered in the sides of deep canons, many of which are

situated a thousand feet vertically from the stream below. The

structure of these fortifications and dwellings, and the peculiar

glazed pottery in the vicinity, indicate the existence of a people

advanced in the arts than 'anv of the Indian tribes oi the present

day. The results of the work of the past season will exceed in

quantitv and interest those of any previous year.

The field of operations during the past season of the second di-

vision, under Mr. Powell, was the central and northeastern por-

tions of Utah Ti rritorv. and it- labors were principally confined

to the completion of the unfinished work of the preceding year.

The main party is still in the field, so that the full results of the

season's survey cannot at this date be given. It may be stated,

however, that* material has been collected for the mapping oi an

extensive region of country heretofore but little known ;
that the

positions of many of the more important mineral lodes have been

• "-peeiar maps. Kxt, nsivc <•

covered and traced, interesting and valuab

rocks, minerals, and ores obtained, and a la

Indian relics and articles, illustrating the a

Indians inhabiting that region. Mr. Pot;

by the ancient inhabitants of the valley <

and during the past season m
found, some of their ancient pictnre-writii
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stone implements collected. The positions of many scores of
these ruined towns will be accurately indicated on the "general"
maps. The researches of this division among the extinct races,

as well as the present inhabitants of this interesting region, have
embraced polity, mythology, traditions, language, poetry, arts,

habits, customs, and the means of obtaining subsistence, together
with pre-historic remains; and when the results obtained shall

have been published, it is believed that they will constitute an

united in ati'ording much information of great value to our people,
as well as to the scientific world. The construction of a physical
atlas of the Territories, which will show all the results of the sur-

veys as rapidly as they can be prepared for publication, is de-
signed to preserve, for convenient reference, the information thus
obtained

; and if a continuation of the surveys should be author-
ized, such an atlas would become, in time, of intrinsic value, not

ge, but to other nations,

other considerations, I regard the mod-
erate cost of these surveys as more than compensated by the value
of the information thereby obtained, and therefore cordially
recommend a continuation" of the United States geological sur-

vey of the Territories."
The many photographs taken by the artist, Mr. Jackson, during

" imens of the photographic art.

i some Rocky Mountain views,

andscape, which is heightened

jiven the pictures and the well-
selected* foreground. Lakes, rivers, canons, lulls, eroded strata,

mountain ridges and distant smovv ranges, are the different ele-
In J'»ts i„ the views. They are front the Middle Park, the Grand
ruver region and other places. A considerable number of them
represent cave-dwellings high up on cliff's, in the canon of the
Mancos, and near the McKlmo, and ruins of wails and other

f
Vi;' res of Mom in the vicinity of the same—the dwellings and

! " rrili 'd places .,{' a semi-civilized race now extinct.

4 On the more rapid deposition of Sedinunt in Salt than in
/

;

Vx/
' water.—Prof. T. Steuky Hint, in a recent arti.de in the

- -ol. iii. _!,;. The whol,. depth is :l.s }:!-,-, feet; ofthfs
the last 40 feet were through Arebanin granite; above, the beds
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were of the Lower Silurian and Carboniferous formations. The
Carboniferous at the well had a thickness of 873 feet—80 of it

Coal-measures, 070 feet Subcarboniferous, 93 feel Chouteau <_rroup

(referred by most authors to the Subcarboniferous. and ealle.l in

Iowa and Illinois the Kinderhook group). The Lower Silurian,

beginning above, consists of Trenton 421 feet; first nnignesian

limestone 148 feet; sandstone (called saccharoidal sandstone, used

in glass-ma ki i i<r I l-.'i feet; second limestone 5 17 feet: second

sandstone 82 feet; third limestone s:;s frei ; third sandstone 98

feet; fourth limestone 384 feet ; fourth sandstone, called Potsdam,
299*5 feet. Salt water was obtained (in place of fresh) at I ,."2"

feet, and a sulphur water at 2,140 feet. At 2,256 the water in the

sand-pump indicated 3 per cent of salt ; at 2,957 feet, 44 per cent

:

at 3,293 feet, 2 per cent; at :i,:;ii7 feet, less than 2 percent; at

3,:;.s-i feet, 3 per cent; and below 3,545 feet, 7 to 8 per cent.

With a Fain . thermometer, the temperature

obtained at depths from :!,]•_' 7 to 3,s37 varied from 107" to H'4i°.

being 105° at the lowest point reached.

In an artesian well at Belchers sugar refinery, St. Louis, salt

water was obtained at 10 and 849 feet below the surface at the

place, or 700 and 1,029 feet below the level of the surface at the

asylum well.

0. Return of Profit >r Varth's Expedition.— Professor Uaksh
returned to New Haven, Dec. I2tli. after an absence of two

months in the West. The object of the present expedition was to

examine a remarkable locality of fossils, discovered durine' the past

summer in the Bad Panels south oi the Pluck 1 Pills. The cxph>r-

of the Sioux Indians'. The

to cross White Piver, but a

reluctant consent was at last obtained. They afterward stopped

the party on the way to the Bad Lands, attempted a night attack

on their camp, and otherwise molested them, but the accompany-

ing escort of United States troops proved sufficient for protection.

The fossil deposits explored were mainly of Miocene age, and,
1

\ quite limited in extent, proved to be rich beyond expeeta-

^early two tons of fossil bones were collected, most of them

ran' specimens, and many unknown to science. Among the most

interesting remains found were several species of gigantic P>r<»>t<>

t/ori'l<r\ nearly as large as Elephants. At one point these bones

were heaped together in such numbers as to indicate that th • ani-

mals lived in herds, and had been washed into this ancient lake hy

a freshet. Successful explorations were made, also, in the Pliocene

strata of the same region. All the collections secured go to \ ale

College, and will soon be described bv Professor Marsh.

7. Survey of the U)th Parallel—The preparation of the final

reports on this Survey, by Clakkm i: Kino, is in rapid progress,

and their pu :

i to go forward during the pre-out

year. Prof. Ziukku of Leipsic, was in the country

month of September, at Mr. King's solicitation, to examine rock

Xea
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mens, and to take for study the thin sections of the rocks

h had been made -more than a thousand in number—and will

Geological Sketch of the State <>/ M;**>»n\ illustrated faj

Prof. Agric., Geol. and 1 Sot. in the I'niv. of the State of Mis-

.kctrh'in, ]> r"t ^n, S« ,11 \v,,i t ,
Uriel IV\U^ ol tin

nn'Vnd
1

a' <mmoh 1 J"wo j! \\ m q- '' ' '

' '

tion makes the

. equivalents of the Primordial.

Ihis KlhthuhirhJrtn in Sti.-h.t-n of Dr. Geimtz.—The fifth

berof Part II has been issued l.y the publisher, T. Fischer,

ro-A has shown that the ebmdrodite ol

nirle with the second type of humitc. :i

htained the same result' for the Swedisl

ation of the Brewster crystals which 1 1

on for the past few m

her of rr



for both types ; thus in type II the planes identified on chondro-

diteare.4,^, t\ +r, +±, :
,
- \r, -f , ,,,$», -m, i, e, ±e, etc. Type

III, chondrodite, +r, +*r, + *r, -{r, - fr, -T
'

Tr, *, 4w, j», /,
$i.

In addition to these prominent planes, I have measured, and

more or less surely deter nin -d, ;
.-. ards of a /mndred other planes,

very minute, and yet tlat and triune in mai .

hie angles. As won!;', naturally be expected, the indices of these

planes are in general anything but simple. The discussion of

these, ami the description of ot!> r points of interest which have

been observed, including several t wins, must be deferred till the

final completion of the memoir, which, it is hoped, will not belong

delayed.

11. Livingston Ite—'in is mineral, recently described by Sefior

11. Barcena '(see tins Journal, last vol., p. 145), has been analyzed

by its describer with the following results : Sulphur 29-08, anti-

14-00, iron 3-50 = 99"70; whence the atomicniony 53-12, mercury
for the sulphur, smtiraony, mercury andiron 18-17 : 8*7 :

1*4 :

1-2 = (nearly) 15 : 7 : : 1 : 1.

The livin curs at lluitzuco, in the State of Guerrero, in

Srix of carbonal:e and sulphate of lime, along with oatiw

sulphi
.

ir, cinnabar, vah.uiinite and stibnite. The author mention*

the occurrence oi" some specimens of cinnabar at the locality which

have the form of livin j ad which, therefore, are pseudomor-

phous
12. On Dawsonite, a ne<n mineral; by B. J. Hakringtox,

ouis; to the Geological Survey of Canada.Chen. ist and Mineral
(('ana vii, August, 1874.)— Dawsonite is from i

Whit is near the western end of McGill ( 'ollcu'e.

Monti lined for the rock (which he calls trachyte).

after separating 9 -55 by nitric arid (Geol. Can., 1803, 059. ii6<>i.

22-12. lime 0-56, potash 5-92, soda -•'

The portion dissolved our by nitric aemvolaii le 0".):i— 99'07.

ned: Silica 1-42;. alumina 2*43, peroxide of iron 2-40, red

oxide of manganese 1' 31, lime 0-60, potash 040, soda 0-98=:9-55.

In th«
,
joints ot this rock occurs a hiie-bl: i d mineral, which is

the Dawsonite.
The its characters. Hardness 3; G=2-40

;

>aren! to translucent. The blades are some-

mnu!., hnic, with tdiT

•ture, and the crvstallizal ion is probably

inclination of the vertical axis about 75 •

\\

n

'Z •olors in polarized light. B. B. becomes

TZ .bates or swells into eaidifh-werdike fornix

• 'closed tub..' y ields water and carbonic acid. Dissolve*

J'^:-
h

:..-X *%}-.
i

,?^.!! lV'
,

?h

!l!

!!^!on
n

^M 1
o;r!!fM^s

1

/m!

specin tens, afford Mr. Harrington—

0-40

C Si Mg Ca Na K fl

tr. 5-95 20-20 0'38 ll'91= 10l*56.

30-72 32-68 0-45 5-05 20-17 [10-32]=100.
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[arrington inclines to the conclusion that the mineral is s

•us carbonate of alumina, lime and soda; and that it if

d therefore to hovite, which the Messrs. Gladstone made a

nate of alumina and lime. Its crystalline character and its

'inity in optical and chemical characters show that it is not a

r.i/./f ;< /,„•//„ /),t.r„u>Hit;ou »f Mh„r.'h, Ay their Physical
eties, as<; rtninuhle /»/ the <<kl <>f such tintpb instrument* a.-,

student in the Jidd\*t»>tdd have ,rith him. Translated fr..ni

erman of Wkisbach. Enlarged, and furnished with chemi
rmulas, a column of specific gravities and one of the eharac-
c Blowpipe reactions; by Persifor Feazee, Jr.

. Survey of Peim-vivar.i:

(J. B. Lippincott & Co.)—All
vill be wehe determination of minerals will be welcomed

the science, and Weishaeh's tables nre among the' best

ised chiefly on the physical characters. We notice that

nd many of the ivc
, secies; the

•f lhe>c\vill gi\,. increased value to am. flier edition of

•« »>, t}„ Tr.i-r.r,;.*
'

Ihser!,,-

•ree X< ir *,„,-;<* „,,d '„ tf," *»», A »» nhd llen,„cl,:< an

^y are from the 1

CPeMe of the body
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attained their full development. Another point in which they

agree is in the development of a system of free vascular bundles,

which, originating in the apex of the stem, groAV upward into

the fronds and downward into the axis. Tn other respects they

present many important points of difference, as in the free anasto-

moses of the fibro-vascular bundles, and the formation of a woody

circle surrounding the central cellular axis, which, however, is

partially represented in certain Palms (vide plate xn), as Euterpe

oleracea, by a dense zone of vascular bundles, which very dis-

tinctly separates the central, in which the cellular tissue predomi-

nates, from the peripherical and essentially vascular. The tissues

of this median zone are developed, I believe, exclusively from be-

low upward, the growing points surrounding the apex of the stem

and passing outward into the fronds. Dense though this zone is,

the bundles do not, in any case that I have observed, inoseulate

with each other. Another important difference is presented a

the passage of these bundles to the fronds. In Ferns, sn

fications of the bundles only pass into any given frond, while m
Palms the entire bundle enters the frond. I need scarcely remark

that there are also important differences in the minute structure ot

the woody bundles of Ferns and Palms, the former b<

more simple, though apparently similarly limited in their pencil

of growth. In thus noting the structural affinities and differences

of the stems of tree-ferns and palms, I by no means ascribe ta

them an equal grade of organization ; tree-ferns are decidedly

inferior in rank. They have, however, sufficient in common to

jiistif\ the opinion of their being differently diverged and pro-

gressed forms of a common ancestor, which must have been ot

great antiquity, considering that both apparently piv

the same characteristics in the Carboniferous epoch as they do

now." (p. 28-29.) .

The analogies between the monocotyledonous stem :

Nymphma is next referred to, and also of Cacti with Cgm*.

More practical is the author's correction of the current statement

that Cycas has a circinate vernation, whereas C circim

the rest have a perfectly straight vernation, with only the leaflets

15. Flora Brasiliensis—Fasciculus 53, issued in April last,

contains the Polygalece, by A. W. Bennett of London, 82 pages ot

letter press and 30 plates, a liberal allowance. Polygala «

largely represented in the r.razilian empire, \iz: b\

Monniiin by 11, and Securidaca by 18 species. Kramer ht is in-

cluded in the order, and has six species. It was this I

and not Polygalacem in the restricted sense, that the pn-
thought nearer Zegvrninosw Ccesalpinea than to any
in general floral structure, and he was disposed to regar

trary position of the odd sepal and petal, and the simple care* I. :l
*

more important than they seem to subsequent mtl -rs
;

dso.th'

flora 1 structure of J
,
,>hj

[
i'<ihn most resembles Sophidacew. l>ut "

in fact the order is very peculiar.
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Fasciculus 64, of the same work, issued in May, comprise s the
concluding half of J. Muller's elaboration of the Brazilian J:><-

phorbiacem. This and fasc. 61 together comprise vol. xi, pars ii,

a very substantial volume indeed, filled by this one order; :r>2

pages of letter press, 104 plates—a great undertaking, well and
•''tppily Wrought to a conclusion by the excellent botanist to whom
this task was assigned. a. g.

16. Journal of the Linnean Society, No. 77, issued in October,
<'<>nf:iius ten papers, l>v Mr. Moseley and several others, collected
"H'h'r the general head of Contributions to the JJotun,/ of the
Expedition of H. M. S. Challenger. They relate mainly to Ma-
rine Alga? and the maritime plants, and to Algae from hot springs
n the Azores. The value of the observations upon the vegeta-
tion of thermal waters is much diminished by the total lack of all
record of the precise temperature of the waters in question.

17. Transactions and Proceedings of the Botanical Society.
Edinburgh. Vol. xi, part iii, 1873.—This part completes the

•lume of the series. It contains the President's (Prof
Wyville Thompson's) Address, delivered in November, 1872, a

i u-tion, which was printed in some of the journals at
and excited much attention, being a lucid exposition of

and put refraction, and of the Mould-Fungi that pro-
duce and govern these decompositions. Biographical notices of
the late Hugo von Mohl and of Andres CErstedt are appended.

'''"'• W illiam R. M'Nab contributes an elaborate paper on the
a of Equisetum and Calamites. Mr. Wilson's interest-

ng paper here appears, in which he disproves the popular and
i notion that Darnel grain is poisonous or even inju-

1

'.

;>
- "is paper was noticed in this Journal ; but it may not be

. in the author's own words, that, after feeding
upon the seeds himself freely, he concludes that, in his own case

i"i justly called //
'

:n nh-ntum ,•" its seeds and husks are
'••."' are not u

acrid,'' are not " unwholesome," are not
' do not cause -delirium," do not produce "stupefac-

.''"• ;imI arc. not "poisonous" n.-r productive of "fatal" results.
MP. Kobert Brown (may he prove himself worthy of the name !)
gjves some notes upon Dichogamy and other allied subjects, in-

Tf.„ /,*,,,*;<> as an admirable example of
i- dichou-ainv ;'" the first time, so far as we know, in

• lias been spoken of in Creat Britain, although here

Othfi- Ch i-odeudrous show it, but none so beauth

^

lih '- W. Ua,nsa\ Wright -n es a digest ,,f Dr. Fielder's well-
: 'y, entitled: "' Are the Coniferae gymnospermous or

ot f These are only the more scientifically interesting articles.

18. Florida Plants.—Dr. Edward Palmer made last year a
Section of dried specimens of the plants of East Florida and the

or?
8

'

s
Four or five sets of these

>
named, are on sale, and may be

"faered of S. Watson, Harvard Fniversitv Herbarium. Cambridge.
nese sets range from 250 to 630 species, and cost $8 the hundred.
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Dr. Palmer is now on his way to an exploration of the Islands of

the southern part of California. a. g.

19. The American Naturalist closes its 8th volume with thl

December number just issued, and appeals for the moderately

larger support needful to make this, our only natural history

magazine, self-sustaining. We well understand what that means.

When the paid-up subscription rises so as to co\ er the actual outlay

in the production, the put >lie should still take to heart the fact that

all the scientific talent and effort, and the editorial lahor, will still

be unpaid for. The editors in this case are entitled to great credit

for the zeal, perseverance and sacrifice with which they have kept

this magazine, not only alive, but every year more worthy of lite:

let us add that they are also entitled to a more generous patron-

age. There are many more than the five hundred new subscriber!

for whom they now call, to whom the Naturalist would be of

great use and interest. K
'J?\

20. Botanical Necrology.—On turning over the pages ot tiu

B,>h'ni*"h- 'Altnng to,- the year 1874 (received down to the end

of November), we find no record of the death of any botanist, ex-

cept that of Pritzel.

George Aug. Pritzet,, of Berlin, was born in 1815, and died

on the 14th of June last. His onlv botanical publication wa- a

revision of the t^onus Anemone, contributed to the Linnrea in l*;^'-

The valuable services which he rendered to the science, and which

should preserve his memory, wore bv the faithful preparation of the

indispensable Thesaurus Literature' Botn,ur,t- in 1
-

> 1 ; of the /c-

num Botanicarui,, Lnle.e Inrapletissimvs in lsr,r>, with a ro-bsu,"

and supplement in I860, and by the new edition of the Thesaum^

in 4to, of which four parts, carrying the alphabetical portion ot

the work down to the word Tonrnefort, were issued in 1ST-'. A

severe illness, from which the author appears never to have recov-

ered, interrupted the publication. This work and the Iconum In-

dex are models of editorial and typographical excellence.

Rev. Richard Thomas Lhwk.'ii much respected Ki:.

ist, born in IsO-, who passed most of his life since 182s .

and diligently investigated its botany, was lost at sea in April la-,.

by the foundering of the Steamer Liberia, in which he was a pas-

senger on his way to Madeira. His principal publication- wen

the
'

l*ri,„itii Fan,v> it Flora Ma.hra; which appeared in the

Ciunbridif Phil.-.phical Transactions i,, is;:,,, with a supplement

(Nbvitice\ Ac) in ls:ifl; and a Manual Flora of Madeira, begun

in 1S.-.7, continued into the second volume in 1872, and left untiu-

Mrs. Hooker—With inexpressible sorrow we record the deaw

of this excellent and accomplished lady, the wife of Dr. lh ;K /

Director of the Royal Gardens at Kew, and the Presii

Royal Society, and the daughter of the late Professor Ib-i-i •<«

This sad event occurred on the 13th of November, < A

ease. Of the great practical services rendered to science by most

efficient aid to her husband we may
of late become well known ' "
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of Le Maout and Decaisne's Traite de Botanique, for the English

ted by Dr. Hooker.
John Trahkkne Maggridge (as the English journals at this

moment inform us) died at Mentone, on the 24th of November, at

the age of 32 years. His contributions to the Flora of Mentone,

with its exquisite illustrations by his facile pencil, and not less

admirable letter-press, his work on Harvesting Ants ami Trap-

door Spiders (published by Reeve & Co., London), and many
short articles or notes in Nature and other journals, have made
this charming young man's talents and keen powers of observa-

tion most favorably known to the scientific world. He has been
for years an invalid, and took up his residence in the lfiviera for

the "sake of a better winter climate than his native Kngland. Here
his scientific investigations have mainly been prosecuted,—were
perhaps undertaken for the sake of occupation ami interest during

the slow progress of fatal pulmonary disease. a. g.

21. Traite de Botaniqw <><>,, f»rmt- a I'etat present <<< la Science,

par J. S.v, ,..; traduit de l'Allemand sur la 3 e edition et annote

par Ph. Van Tieghem. Paris, 1874. Lehrbuch der Botanik, 4 te

Auflage, Leipzig, 1^74.—The third edition of Professor Sachs's

treatise was noticed in this Journal, May, 1873.

Professor Van Tieghem's translation and the new German edition

:ir >' hoth revisions and demand a further notice.

The French revision is an accurate translation and displays

.-'oat editorial skill. The entire treatise lias been divided into

section, and greatly increases the value of the book as a work of
'"'''">vnce. This may be illustrated by a single chapter,—On the

relation between the morphological nature of organs and their

Captation to the conditions of plant lite, dins chapter in the

-i.-n occupies seven eloselv printed pages and has no

ito subordinate sections, but in the translation thefollow-
lr>g headings are given

:

Metamorphosis, adaptation and utility express one and the same

»ofc, and are synonymous terms. . _

Ihe same members of a plant can adapt itself to the most varied

Unctions, and the same function can be performed by most
widely different members.

1 -"! arrangements useful to the plant are reached by most

/:>'"» U~r Vertical growth of the stem. Its utility. Differ

I'J"
ways in which it is secured. By (a) Ascending stems.

_

(b)

Iwi i,i, lir stems. (c)CHmbiiicrwi! : ;i'l»ptatioiis

"f tendrils, (d) Stems dimbiuir without tendrils.
2

- ^''''terranean growth. Its utility. Different ways in which it

W broueht about.
• '"— minaii,„i of M eds. Th.- methods by which it is secured.

1 here are gradual transitions in adaptations.
l ne editorial notes communicated by Professor ^ an

in the departments of microscopic anatomy and morphology, are



numerous and important. Considerable prominence is given to

his well known view that the elements of a fibro-vascular bundle
an differently arranged in the root, stem and leaf.

The new German edition gives evidence of thorough revision.

Numerous slight changes in phraseology, greatly for the better,

have been made throughout the book, and several chapters have

been added. The most important of them are the following*

ntary growth in thickness; alternation of generation:

periodical movements of developing organs.
A change in arrangement which will provoke much adverse

criticism is the new classification of the Cryptogamic plants. This

re-arrangement is based partly on morphological and partly on

physiological grounds, and brings into strange fellowship plants

which have heretofore been placed in quite different orders, as the

following synopsis will show:

First Group. THALLOPHYTES.
Class I. Protophytes.

Forms containing chlorophyll.—A. Cyanophyceae.—B. Palmel-

Forms devoid of chlorophyll.—A. Schizomycetes.—B. Fermenta-

tion-fungi.

Class II. Zygospores.
Forms containing chlorophyll.—A. Volvocineae.—B. Conjugate

and Diatoms.
Forms devoid of chlorophyll.—A. Myxomycetes.—B. Zygomycetes.

Class III. Oospores.
A. Splueroplcic. I>. ( 'neoplastic. Vaucheria, <fcc. Saprolegma.

Peronospora.— ('. CEdogonifiB.—D. Fucaceae.

Class IV. Carpospores.
Forms containing chlorophyll.—A. Coleochaetse.—B. Floridese.

An examination of the foregoing synopsis will plainly show t.iat

Professor Sachs is largely influencedV the theory of descent. H

is worth while to compare his views with those of Professor Fis-

cher, as communicated by Dr. Brefeld (Lehrb., p. 248-9). After

presenting a sketch of Fischer's new classification. Professor Nu'hs

says: "Professor Fischer regards Fungi and Alga' as two com-

pletely separated series developing in parallel lines, while I ^;"' ;U

that in each class Fungi have diverged as branches from the differ-

ent types of Algae.

In conclusion, the hope must be expressed that the

English translation of this admiriable work will be as worthy ol

honest praise as the French edition. G. l. O.

22. Yotice of some Fns/,- \\',it«r ami '/ <v

l
^ :

'

•
^

'- .^ ". :" -
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wide at the thick * ixl. The creature roll's or ext<

while it contracts Whin.!. ['idess under pressure

the limits „f f| lt . t h e animal <lVa

The com. . ,i',!e< the uranular mutter and
ties of the entosarc, consists of diatoms, desmids, and

<'"iitcrv;e. tou-cthci' with a larger proportion of angular particles of

s is t d'estr. 1 tin s ( ,ft p Is, tin tmmal h ives

a member of the gemis /V/oWV.^. of Dr. Uiv. f { An-hh f. Mik.
Anat., x

, 1873, 51).
1" animal «n< tirst found -u, tin mudd\ hoU.-m of a pond, on

\
] ' 1 ['^-<- wirl, a numher of" scattered and well-defined -Mmles,

1,1

;
1 '1- a laruv eomractde vesicle. From the hodv there extends

j

l ,

;

,'""<1 /-ne, whir], is colorless and so exceedingly delicate that

weST, ':>i?ii.'it

'^-nfly, ,;, ,...,,„ o I ,„M,„.t!,ou.J it wasnotresohed

the earth ( f V'» r ci»i</e



in der Erde lebende Amoeben, etc.), led me to look
tiotis for Rhizopods.

In the earth, about the roots of mosses growing
of the bricks of our cit v pavements, in damp places.

wheel-animalcule, Rotifer vulgaris, I had the goot

utmost pleasure I have watched this curious ere

din, from two species, one of which, G. oviform it

borhood becomes dry, the net is withdrawn to await another r:

a line in diameter. The threads of the net are less than the ^hxs
of an inch in diameter.

—

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 1874, p. :

23. Nature of the Sea-bottom.—Prof. C. Wyviixe Thojk
has presented to the Royal Society a paper entitled Prelimin

Notes on the nature of the Sea-bottom procured by the soundi

of H. M. S. Challenger during her cruise in the Southern Se:

the early part of the year 1874, which are published in
kt Nature

"

December and January. The following are extracts from it.

a. Green-sand. In the region of the Agulhas Bank, off

south extremity of Africa, from 98 and 1 50 fathoms, a greenish si

was brought up winch was fund to consist of casts of foram
fers in a glauconitedike material. The genera included Mili<
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Biloculina, Uvigerina, Planorbulina, Rotalia, Textularia, Bulimina

•mv\ Xmnmulina, and, of much less abundance, Globigerina, Orbu-

lina and Pulvinulina.

1). (rlobigerina, gray and red ooze. From Cape Agulhas to lat.

46° 16', the greatest depth was 1,900 fathoms ; and tlie bottom was
<tI. .>»i-_r«'ri n:i imw, it consisting mostly of the shells of Globig. rina.

more nr less broken, with a few of Pulvinulina and Orbulina.

The limit of the pure Globigerina ooze is near 2,250 fathoms.

Passing to greater depths, the material of the bottom is first a

"-rav ooze," and then generally for all depths below 2,500 or

8,000 fathoms it is the "red ooze" or clay, which consists of a

silicate of alumina and red oxide of iron. The transition is

gradual, the shells first losing their sharpness of outline and be-

eominjg mixed with more or less of red-brown amorphous powder,

which ta so fine as to take days to settle. In the section between
Teneriffe and St. Thomas, at the first four casts, the Globigerina

ooze was obtained at depths from 1,525 to 2,220 fathoms ;
then at

a depth of 2,740 fathoms, 500 miles from Teneriffe, and of 2,950

I''Hi on is, 750 miles off, the ooze is gray but is largely the red clay

mixed with some of the calcareous; and at 3,150 fathoms, 1,150

miles from Teneriffe, the bottom was a pure and smooth clay with

scarcely a trace of lime. From this great depth the bottom rises,

and the gray color and calcareous nature of the ooze returns,

soundings in 2,050, 1900 and 1950 fathoms on the "Dolphin Ui>< **

hringing up the (ilobigerina ooze. But passing from the middle
plateau of the Atlantic into the western trough, where the depth
is a little over 3,000 fathoms, the red clay returned in all its purity.

Prof. Thomson states that Mr. Murray, after a careful study of
a11 the facts, has eonie to the conclusion, presented years ago by
Professor Bailey, that the Rhizopods are not living in the deep
ocean, but belong to the superficial waters. Facts prove that

they are very abundant in these upper waters, that the shells have
1 perfection 'in the living state that is not found in the deep water

-'"iniens. With regard to the red ooze, which is almost desti-

n, tf'»f life, the opinion is put forth that bevoiid a certain depth
the shells of the Globigerinse and other Khizopods are dissolved,

and that the alumina and iron which experiment lias proved they
*' 0l, t:iiii are the source of the broad and barren regions of clay.

21. Index to Volumes I to XIII of Observation* <>,, th> <»»»*
f "jo, together with descriptions of new species of i

1 "i"iuda', and descriptions of new species :

<«nae and Helicid®, etc. ; by Isaac Lea, LL I). Vol. III.- 1
Ins h

:i ^PpI"i"eniarv Index to the previous Indexes published in 1*6,

a»d 1869, giving what was omitted in the others references to

anatomical and structural details, habits etc.

25. Reliuuh,
I ,

., ,. , h,i, < itributions to the Arclue-

kt Jones, F.R.S., Ac—Part xv of thi

ember, 1874, contains pages 205-224. 1



Miscellaneous Jnttllo/enre.

III. Astronomy.

Vladivostok, Teheran, Cairo, Suez and Thebes,
China, Adelaide and Melbourne, and less perfect at llobart Town.

One hundred photographs are reported from India, and thirteen

from that at Vladivostock. Failures are reported at Shanghai.

and at the Russian stations of Omsk, Orenburg, Kasan, Uralftkj

Astraehan, Kertch, and Tiflis. Twenty other Russian stations.

Kerguelen's Land, the Sandwich Islands, .Mauritius, and many
other points, are yet to be heard from. The probabilities are that

greater success has been attained, on the whole, than could reason-

ably have been expected, and that the successes have, in the main.

been at the more important stations for determining the parallax.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Exploration in South America.—Prof. Alexander Agassiz

left the country near the close of November, on a trip to South

America, especially to Chili and Bolivia. At Lake Titicaca Q€

expects to dredge, besides making temperature observations. Mr.

Garman, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, accompanied
him, and will go directly to Lake Titicaca to collect." Mr. Agassi/'s

health has been poor, since the great atllieiions which
the death of his father and, almost immediately after, that of his

gifted wife. It is now somewhat improved, and it is belie\ ed that

the journey wall make the restoration complete.
2. Observatory at Cordoba, ..{;•</<„ the R> /atblic— Dr. B. A.

Go( i.i>, the astronomer, alter a brief visit to his home and friends

at Boston, has left again for Cordoba, to resume his great work

therewith regard to the southern constellations, which is now far

advanced toward completion.
3. Cations of the Colorado.—Major J. W. Powell, the ex-

plorer of the Canons of the Colorado, has a valuable article on

the Colorado Basin and its Canons in the January number of

Scribner's Monthly. With the usual liberality of this excellent

Monthly, the article i* illustrated bv many line engravings, front

the photographs taken bv the artist 'of Powell's expedition.

4. Statistical Atlas of the United States ; by Fran. as A.

Walkkk. Authorized by the Act of Congress of March :b 1*7*.

—The great variety of valuable material looked up in a Census

R port can be brought out for use only t hrou-h laborious and

cr tica! studv on the part of one who und'er-t u.eb fully the philo-



colors, the growth of the United Star, s in population from I 7:h>,

when the first census was taken, through eignt decades to is 70;
also the center of population for the different periods; the con-
stituents of the population of each State at the present time : the
distribution, absolute and relative, of the colored population; of
t 'feigners and persons of foreign birth ; as to illiteracy ; also the
li>t -il.ution of wealth over the country; of public indebtedness;
of taxation; of the must important crops; the relative amount of

I school accommodation; and so on. Part III. covers
the Vital Statistic.^ and contains eighteen chart- illustrat in- the

f population by age and sex; of native and foreign
population; pre\ alenee ,>t \ arioiis diseases for the two m \e<. ill

i 1 ti\. ' ,i l, ! t . ! , 'rat nrdi'U-rei.t di- i-es :

relative number of blind, deaf, insane and idiotic persons, with the
rate of increase or decrease for the decade from I860 to 1S70, and
'"•niy other topics. The charts with reference to the blind and
idiocy were prepared by F. II. Wines.
.
Parti, devoted to the Physical Feature »f the Unit, d States,

is now in the press.
5. Cave Hunting: Researches on the evidence of Cares re^pe.-t-

'"!> >>' ear/;/ inhabitant* of Farap, ; bv W. Hovn Hawkins,
>'A.. K.lJ.s., !•'.«;.-.. :;.! Lecturer in «U-ol-
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Francis Walker.—An exception to the precedent of speaking
well of the dead is offered by the Entomologist'*. Monthly Maga-
zine in its obituary notice of the late Francis Walker as an en'to-

raologist. And we who have written of Mr. Walker's work, after

having examined his material in the British Museum Collection,

can only endorse what is actually a repetition, in other words, of

our statements in the Transactions of the American Entomological
Society for July, 1868. With regard to the responsibility for the

indifferent work in tin- IbitUL Museum lists, this lies, as the writer

in the Entomologist's Monthly Magazine says, and as we had pre-

viously pointed out, with the authorities in the Hritish Museum
who authorized the publication of these lists. As their pref-

ace gives their authority, their publication is due to Mr. John
Edward Gray, to whom science is so widely indebted thai this

error in judgment on his part must be condoned. For our part,

from first to last, so far as our special branch is concerned, we

have steadily opposed any total rejection of Mr. Walker's works

as affording a bad precedent, and this contrary to the opinions of

those yet eminent entomologists in whom we have learned to have

confidence. At this moment, when a kind and amiable man has let:

us, we renew our appeal made in 1868, that Mr. Walker's material

in the British Museum Collection be worked over l>v a competent

hand. In this work reference should be had to the specimens and

the descriptions, and every tenable name should be fixed, all

doubtful nam.-, founded on irrccogni/.able specimens, should ho

withdrawn, and in this way Mr.Walker's reputation would be saved

from further obloquy, t he ends of science furthered and the authori-

ties of the British Museum atone amply for their mistake. Private

collectors, who have Mr. Walker's types, would heartily join,

doubtless, in a work which would be to their advantage, and a mis-

erable scandal would he done away with forever. "This, and *o

desirable a consummation, remains to be gained by the proper

authorities of the institution which allowed the fault to be com-

mitted. What greater work have thev in prospect that this duty

shall be set aside? We close this paper with a kindly remem-

brance of the dead, and with the words we first used <>n the occa-

sion of appearing as Mr. Walker's critic, "trusting that n-.thin-

we have ever said can be taken as reflecting personally up"«» :l

gentleman, whose courtesy and the extent of whose literary lab<n>

Edwin Lankkstkr.—Dr. Lankester, well known for bis zoolog-

ical publications, died October 30th, at the age of sixty. He w:i s

elected a fellow of the IJoyal Society in I.sir.. For eighteen year,

he has edited, in conjunction with Mr. Busk, the Quarterly Journal

Dr. Thomas Anderson , late Professor of ('In mistrv
versity of Glasgow, died . at Chiswick on the 2d of

He was born in 1819.

Siu William Jabdini:, the zoologii

guished for his labors in Ornithology, Sand.

Isle of Wight, on the 21st i of November, aged 74.
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-Jeffrm Wyman. Address of Professor A. Gkay

When we think of the associate and friend whose death this
society now deplores, and remember how modest and retiring
he was, how averse to laudation and reticent of words, we feel
it becoming to speak of him, now that he is gone, with much
of the reserve which would be imposed upon us if he wore liv-

lng- Yet his own per foot tnuhfuli.es, and nice sense of jus-
tice, and the benefit to be derived from the contemplation of
s,ll 'h a character by way of example, may bo our warrant for

reasonable freedom in the expression of our judgments and our
sentiments, taking care to avoid all exai>-eration.

Appropriate and sincere eulogies and expressions of loss,

hoth official and personal, have, however, already been pro-
nounced or published ; and among them one from the gover
aors of tha

;

. . wether with our own society,
most of Professor Wyman's official life and services were de-
voted,—which

Qtlil

appears to me

Fellows
ail| l admiration tile sa-'aeit'v

'

patienoe"and rectitude which eh;

acterized all his s.-ientiiie work his rloartmss. accuracy and co
ciseness as a writer and teacher, and the industry and zeal wi
wtnch he labored upon the two admirable collections whi<

Remain as monuments of his rare knowledge, method and ski
^hey commend to the young men of the university this sign

* From the " Proceedings" of the Society.
Am

- JocR- Sci. -Thikd Series, Vol. IX, No. 50—Feb., 1875.
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example of a character modest, tranquil, dignified and inde-

pendent, and of a life simple, contented and honored."
What more can be or need be said ? It is left for me, in

compliance with your invitation, Mr. President, to say some-

thing of what he was to us, and has done for us, and to put

upon record, for the use of those who come after us, some ac-

count of his uneventful life, some notice, however imperfect, of

his work and his writings. I could not do this without the

help of friends who knew him well in early life, and of some

of you who are much more conversant than I am with most of

his researches. Such aid, promptly rendered, has been thank-

fully accepted and freely used.

Our associate's father, Dr. Eufus Wyman,—born in Woburn,
graduated at Harvard College in 1799, and in the latter part of

his life physician to the McLean Asylum for the Insane,—was

a man of marked ability and ingenuity. Called to the charge

of this earliest institution of the kind in New England at its

beginning, he organized the plan of treatment and devised the

excellent mechanical arrangements which have since been de-

veloped, and introduced into other establishments of the kind.

His mother was Ann Morill, daughter of James Morill, 8 Bo*

ton merchant. This name is continued, and is familiar to u>.

in that of our associate's elder brother.

Jeffries Wyman, the third son, derived his baptismal name

from the distinguished Dr. John Jeffries, of Boston, under

whom his father studied medicine. He was born on the 11th

of August, 1814, at Chelmsford, a township of a few hundred

inhabitants in Middlesex County, Mass., not far from the pres-

ent city of Lowell. As his father took up his residence at the

McLean Asylum in 1818, when Jeffries was only four years old,

he received the rudiments of his education at Charlestown, in

a private school ; but afterward went to the Academy ^
Chelmsford, and, in 1826, to Phillips Exeter Academy, where,

under the instruction of Dr. Abbot, he was prepared E

He entered Harvard College in 1829, the year in which Josiah

Quincy took the presidency, and was graduated in 1833, in a

class of fifty-six, six of whom became professors in the univer-

sity. He was not remarkable for general scholarship, but W"
fond of chemistry, and his preference for anatomical studies

was already developed. Some of his class-mates remember the

interest which was excited among them by a skeleton which he

made of a mammoth bull-frog from Fresh Pond, prob

which is still preserved in his museum of comparative anatoniv.

His skill and taste in drawing, which he turned to such exm-

lent account in his investigations and in the lecture room,*

well as his habit of close observation of natural ol

with in his strolls, were manifested even in boyhood.



i during his Senior year in collegi

perhaps laid the foundation of tb
ulmonary affection"' which burdened and finally shortened hi

sed muchjanxiety, and perhaps laid the foundation of the

rdened and finally t"

from the effects of the attack,

against its return, he made, in the winter of 1833-34, the first of
those pilgrimages to the coast of the Southern States, which in
later years were so often repeated. Returning with strength
renewed in the course of the following spring, he began the
study of medicine under Dr. John 0. Dalton, who had suc-
ceeded to his father's practice at Chelmsford, but who soon
removed to the adjacent and thriving town of Lowell. Here,

his father at the McLean Asylum, and at the Medical
College in Boston, he passed two years of profitable study.
At the commencement of the third year he was elected house-
student in the Medical Department, at the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital,—then under the charge of Doctors James Jack-
son, John Ware and Walter Channing,—a responsible position,
not only most advantageous for the study of disease, but well
adapted to sharpen a young man's power of observation.

In 1837, after receiving the degree of Doctor of Medicine, he
I among the larger country towns for a field in which

r° practice his profession. Fortunately for science, he found no
opening to his mind ; so he took an office in Boston, on Wash-
ington street, and accepted the honorable, but far from lucrative
post of Demonstrator of Anatomy under Dr. John C. Warren,

' Kersey Professor. His means were very slender, and

;!

,s hie abstemious to the verge of privation : for he was unwil-
™« to burden his father, who, indeed, had done all he could

ttg for the education of two sons. It may be inter-
esting to know that, to eke out his subsistence, he became at
this time a member of the Boston Fire Department, under an
appointment of Samuel A. Elim. Mavor. dated Sent. 1, 1838.
ne was assigned to Engine No. 18. The rule was that the

to the engine bouse should bear the lantern, and be
absolved from other work. Wyman lived near by, and his

Promptitude generally saved him' from all severer labor than
u»at of enlightening his company.

Ahe turning point in his life, i. e., an opportunity which he

V"
1"'—

>i ( l„ N( , tin , lt to science ,-aine when Mr. John A.

d him the enratorship of the Lowell Institute, just

'" operation, and a course of lectures in it. He de-
"" ''

"' Ws course of twelve lectures upon Comparative Anat-

'hysiology in the winter of 1840-41; and with the

: "d bv this first essay in instructing others, he went
-•.

; fiirt icr in^tPiction tor himself. He reached
: "v 1!i Mav. 1*41 and -aye ins time at once to Human Anat-
n
} at the School nf Medicine, and Comparative Anatomy
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and Natural History at the Garden of Plants, attending the

lectures of Flourens, Majendie and Longet on Physiology, and

of de Blainville, Isidore St. Hilaire, Valenciennes, Dumeril
and Milne-Edwards on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy.
In the summer, when the lectures were over, he made a pedes-

trian journey along the Wanks of the Loire, and another aloin.

the Rhine, returning through Belgium, and by steamer to Lon-

don. There, while engaged in the study of the Hunterian col-

lections at the Royal College of Surgeons, he received informa-

tion of the alarming illness of his father; he immediately
turned his face homeward, but on reaching Halifax he learned

that his father was no more.
He resumed his residence in Boston, and devoted himself

mainly to scientific work, under eireumstanees of no small di.-

couragement. But in 1848 the means of a modest professional

livelihood <am«' to him in the offer of the chair of Anatomy
and Physiology in the medical department of Hampden-Sidney
College, established at Riehmoud. Virginia. One advantage of

this position was that it did not interrupt his residence in Bos-

ton, except for the winter and spring ; and during the

the milder climate of Richmond was even then desirable. He
discharged the duties of the chair most aeeeptal.lv for five ses-

sions, until, in 1847, he was appointed to succeed Dr. Warren

as Hersey Professor of Anatomy in Harvard College, the Park-

man professorship in the Medical School in Boston being filled

by the present incumbent, Dr. Holmes. Thus commenced
Prof. Wyman's most useful and honorable connection as a

teacher with the university, of which the President and Fel-

lows speak in the terms I have already recited. He began his

work in Holden Chapel, the upper floor being the lecture-room,

the lower containing the dissecting-room and the anatomical

museum of the college, with which he combined his own col-

lections and preparations, which from that time forward in-

creased rapidly in number and value under his industrious afflj

skillful hands.
.
At length Boylston Hall was built for the ana-

tomical and the chemical departments, and the museum, lec-

ture and working-rooms were established commodiously in theifl

present quarters ; and Prof. Wyman's department assumed the

rank and the importance which it deserved. Both human and

comparative anatomy were taught to special pupils, some ot

whom have proved themselves worthy of their honored master,

while the annual courses of lectures 'and lessons on Anatomy,

Physiology, and for a time the principles of Zoology, imparted

highly valued instruction to undergraduates and others.

In the formation and perfecting of his museum—the first ot

the kind in the country, arranged upon a plan both physiologi-

cal and morphological—no pains and labors were spared, and
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long and arduous journeys and voyages were made to contrib-

ute to its riches. In the summer of 1849,—having replenished

lii> frugal means with the proceeds of a second course of lec-

tures before the Low,']] Institute (viz.. upon Comparative Phys-
iology, a good condensed short-hand report of which was pub-
lifl ted at the time).—he accompanied Capt. Atwood of Prov-
iacetown, in a small sloop, upon a fishing voyage high up the
coast of Labrador: in the winter of 1852, going to Florida for

ie began his fruitful series of explorations and col-

K'rions in that interesting district. In 1854, accompanied by
his wife, he traveled extensively in Europe, and visited all the
museums within his reach. In the spring of 1856,

_
with his

pttpilg, Green and Bancroft, as companions and assistants, he

Surinam, penetrated far into the interior in canoes,
made important researches upon the ground, and enriched his

Etiseiim with some of its most interesting collections. These
1

'
u( ir being too dearh bought, as he and his companions

t'»ok the ievm- of the country, from which he suffered severely,

Cordilleras to

me by way of

>'! of his rese;irehes were gathered, at his own ex-

•'.'"r"-
to he carefully prepared and elaborated by his own un-

-. A vast neighboring museum is a sjilendid exam-
ple of what munificence, called forth by personal enthusiasm,
may accomplish. In Dr. Wyman's we have an example of

~ -
. may do unaided, with feeble health and feebler

•of their abundance east their gifts into the treasury of sci-

' "'let us not—now that he cannot be pained by our praise—
'"'.^t to nonor one who in silence and penury cast in more
than they all.

Ol penury in a literal sense we may not speak; for although

Q's salary, derived from the Hersey endowment,
as slender indeed, lie adapted his wants to his means. Ibrogo-

!" his independence nor his scientific work ;
and I

' "ne ever heard him complain. In lNoljeame utiox-

,

' '

''»
' '• i 'i ibh aid from two old frit nds oi ] is ith. r

appreciated the son, and wished him to go on with his set-
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entific work without distraction. One of them, the late Dr.

William J. Walker, sent him I - outrightf

the other, the late Thomas Lee, who had helped in his early

education, supplemented the endowment of the Hersey profes-

sorship with an equal sum, stipulating that the income thereof

should be paid to Prof. Wyman during life, whether he held

the chair or not. Seldom, if ever, has a moderate sum pro-

duced a greater benefit.

Throughout the later years of Prof. Wyman's life a new mu-

seum has claimed his interest and care, and is indebted to him

for much of its value and promise. In 1866, when failing

strength demanded a respite from oral teaching, and required

him to pass most of the season for it in a milder climate, he

was named by the late George Peabody one of the seven trus-

tees of the Museum and Professorship" of American Archaeol-

ogy and Ethnology, which this philanthropist proceeded to

found in Harvard University ; and his associates called upon

him to take charge of the establishment. For this he was

peculiarly fitted by all his previous studies, and by hi>

tion for ethnological inquiries. These had already engaged his

attention, and to this class of subjects he was thereafter mainly

devoted,—with what sagacity, consummate skill, untiring dill'

gence and success, his seven annual Reports—the last published

just before he died,—his elaborate memoir on shell-heaps, no*

printing, and especially the Arclueological Museum in Boyls-

ton Hall, abundantly testify. If this museum be a worthy

memorial of the founder's liberality and foresight, it is no less

a monument of Wyman's rare ability and devotion. When-
ever the enduring building which is to receive it shall be

erected, surely the name of its first curator and organizer should

be inscribed, along with that of the founder, over its portal.

Of Prof. Wvman's domestic life, let it here suffice to record,

that in Dec, 1*850, he married Adeline Wheelwright, who died

in June, 1855, leaving two daughters; that in August, 1861,

he married Anna Williams Whitney, who died in February,

1864, shortly after the birth of an only and a surviving son.

Of his later days, of the slow, yet all too rapid progr ss (A

fatal pulmonary disease, it is needless to protract the story.

Winter after winter, as he exchanged our bleak climate for that

of Florida, we could onlv hope that he might return. Spring

after spring he came back to us invigorated, thanks to the bland

air and the open life in boat and ten?, whir!, ;|( -t.-d like a ehann

:

— thanks, too, to the watchful care of his attached friend, Mr.

Peabody, his constant companion in Florida life. One winter

was passed in Europe, partly in reference to the Archaeological

Museum, partly in hope of better health ; but no benefit was

received. The past winter in Florida produced the usual ame-
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Boration, and the amount of work which Dr. Wyman under-
took and accomplished iast summer might have tasked a robust
man. There were important accessions to the archaeological
collections, upon which much labor, very trying to ordinary
I'aTioiiL-e, had to be expended. And in the last interview I had
with him, he told me that he had gone through his own mu-
seum of comparative anatomy, which had somewhat suffered in

consequence of the alterations in Boylston Hall, and had put
the whole into perfect order. It was 'late in August when he

•ridge for his usual visit to the White Mountain region,
by which he avoided the autumnal catarrh; and there, at
Bethlehem, New Hampshire, on the 4th of September, a severe
hemorrhage from the lungs suddenly closed his valuable life.

Let us turn to his relations with this society. He entered it

m October, 1837, just thirty-seven years ago,' and shortly after
he had taken his degree of Doctor in Medicine. He was Re-
cording Secretary from 1839 to 1841; Curator of Ichthyology

'tology from 1841 to 1847, of Herp. tologv iroin 1-47
to 1855, of Comparative Anatomy from 1855 to 1874. While
m these later years his duties may have been almost nominal,

remembered that in the earlier days a curator not
only took charge of his portion of the Museum, but in a great
degree created it. Then for fourteen years, from 1856 to 1870,
ne was the president of this society,' as assiduous in all its

was wise in council: a'nd he resigned the chair
which he so long adorned and dignitied oulv when the increas-
ing delicacy of his health, to which night-exposure was preju-

tade it unsafe for him any longer to undertake ita

duties. The record shows that he has made here one hundred
and five scientific communications,* several of them very im-
portant papers, every one of some positive value ; for you all

Know that Prof. Wyman never spoke or wrote except to a direct
Purpose, and because there was something which it was worth
while to communicate. He bore his part also in the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, of ~ 1-^ K~ — * ^1W
?
rom th« year 1843, and for many yhe made a good number of communis

Th Tgest and ablest of his memoirs-

v
&en he was from the first a member of the Faculty of the

^useum of Comparative Zoology, where his services and his

>" highly valued. He"was chosen president oi the
American Association for the Advancement of Science for the

-|r 1857, but did not assume the duties of the office.

5 n
„
ot
ice—brief and cursory though it must be—of such

tine work as is recorded in his
nnVTu

° f Dr
' Wyman's

Published papers, should

Prof'wJ^731 ^ety'8 Catalogue of Sci
• yman alone, and four in conjunction with others.

form a part c
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His earliest publication, so far as we know, was an article in the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, in 1837, signed only with

the initials of his name. It is upon "The indistinctness of

images formed from oblique rays of light," and the cause of it.

The handling of the subject is as characteristic as that of any

later paper. In January, 1841, we find his first recorded com-

munication to this society, " On the Cranium of a Seal." The

first to the American Academy is the account of his dissection

of the electrical organs of a new species of Torpedo, in 1813.

part of a paper by his friend Dr. Storer. published in the

American Journal of Science. In the course of that year.

eleven communications were. made to our society, besides tbs

Annual Address, which he delivered on the 17th of May. The

most important of these was the memoir, by Dr. Savage and

himself, on the Black Orang or Chimpanzee of Afric

. published in full in the Journal of this society, the

anatomical part by Professor Wyman. Two other papers of

that early year, on' the Anatomy of two Mollusca, T<

Garolinensis and Glandina truncate, published in the fourth

volume of the society's Journal, each with a copper plate, art

noteworthy, as showing that he possessed from the first that

happy faculty of clear, terse, and closelv relevant exposition,

and that skill and neatness of illustration with his pencil.

which characterize all his work, both of research and instruc-

tion.

Another paper of that year, "On the microscopic structure a

the teeth of the Lepidostei, and their analogies with those of the

Labyrinthodonts" read to this society in August, and published

in this Journal in October, 1843, was important and timely.

In it he demonstrated that the labyrinthine structure oi the

teeth, considered at the time to be peculiar to certain Baurow

reptiles, equally belonged to the gar-fishes, and e<

that many fossil teeth which had been referre* I by I b< viden*

of this character alone to a group of reptiles founded upon tW
peculiarity, might as well belong to ancient sauroid fishes.

Although not of any importance now to remember. 1 n**J

here mention his report to this society on the fIi,dr<tr<Jf * ^'j' 1

"

mani of Koch, a factitious Saurian of huge length, suecessiulb

exhibited in New York and elsewhere under high auspices, ana

1 think also in Germany, but which Dr. Wyman expo>ed at

sight, showing that it was made up of an indefinite ^; ;
' li '' 01

of various cetacean vertebrae, belonging to many individual;

which (as was afterward ascertained) were collected from several

localities.

But the memoir by which Professor Wyman assured ! im-

position among the higher comparative anatomists was that

communicated to and published by this society in the summer
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of 1847, in which the Gorilla was first named and introduced to

the scientific world, and the distinctive structure and affinities

of the animal so thoroughly made out from the study of the

skeleton, that there was, as the great English anatomist

remarked, "very little left to add, and nothing to correct." In

irthe "Description of the habits of Troglodytes Go-

rvhr is by Dr. Thomas S. Savage, to whom, along with Dr.

Wilspn, -''belongs the credit of the discovery ;" the osteology

of the same and the introductory history are by Dr. Wyman.
Indeed, nearly all since made known of the Gorilla's structure,

and of the affinities soundly deduced therefrom, has come from
our associate's subsequent papers, founded on additional crania

brought to him in 1849, by Dr. George A. Perkins of Salem :

on a nearly entire male skeleton of unusual size, received in

1852, from the Eev. William Walker, and now in Wym; n's

museum; and on a large collection of skins and skeletons

placed at his disposal in 1859 by Du Chaillu, along with a

young Gori In i sj rits, v i i. li he dissected. It is in the ac-

count of this dissection that Professor Wyman brings out the

curious fact that the skull of the voung Gorill and Chimi
hears closer resemblance to the adult than to the infantile

human cranium.
In Professor Wyman's library, bound ap with a quarto copy

»'; the Memoir by Dr. Savage and himself, is a terse but com-
plete history of this subject, in his neat and clear hand-writing,

and with copies of the letters of Dr. Savage, Professor Owen,
Mr Walker, and M. du Chaillu.

In the introductory part of the Memoir, Professor Wyman
states that " the specific name, Gorilla, has been adopted, a term
used by Hanno in describing the wild men (bund on the coast

o.hablv one of the species of the Orang." The name
ftogbdyles Gorilla is no doubt to be cited a, of Saxae. • el

Wyman, and it was happily chosen by Professor \\ Mean, alter

i with his friend, the late Dr. A. A. Gould, for the
1V:

'*-'H.iust stated. But it is interesting to see. in the correspond-

ence before me, how strenuously each of the joint authors de-

ferred to the other the honor' oi' nomenclature. Dr. Savage
[om first to last insists, in repeated and emphatic terms, tnat

^scientific name shall be given bv Dr. Wyman a- the seion-

-r. and that he 'could not himself honestly appro-

|:

ri:

'f"
it. Professor Wvman, in his MSS. account, ailer men-

hat his portion of the Memoir was. and that "the
'

,.j,..,rae!cr< ,,n wham the e-ta!>-

^"'""t o| the species rests was prepared by me," briefly and

'araeteristicallv adds: "in view ot ,hi< last lact, Dr. Savage

;

h°ight, as will be seen in letter, that the species should stand
m my name

; but this I declined."
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This Memoir was read before this society on the 18th of

August, 1847, and was published before the close of the year.

But it had not, as it appears, come to Professor Owen's knowl-

edge when the latter presented to the London Zoological So-

ciety, on the 22d of February, 1848, a memoir founded on

three skulls of the same species, just received from Africa
" When Professor Owen received

) compliment Professor Wyman
upon it, substituted in a supplementary note the specific nam*:

imposed by Savage and Wyman, and reprinted in an appendix

the osteological characters set forth by the latter. " It does not

appear, however (adds Dr. Wyman), either in the Proceedings

or the Transactions of the (Zoological) Society at what time our

Memoir was published, nor that we had anticipated him in our

description."

It is safe to assert that in this and the subsidiary papers of

Dr. Wyman may be found the substance of all that has since

been brought forward, bearing upon the osteological resem-

blances and differences between men and apes. After summing

up the evidence, he concludes :

—

"The organization of the anthropoid Quadrumana
the naturalist in phicing them at the head of the brute

and placing them in a position in which they, of all the animal

series, shall be nearest to man. Any anatomist, however, who

will take the trouble to compare the skeletons of the Negro and

Orang, cannot fail to be struck at sight with the wide g

sej unites them. The difference between the cranium, ;

and the conformation of the upper extremities in the Negro and

Caucasian, sinks into comparative insignificance when com-

pared with the vast difference which exists between the con-

formation of the same parts in the Negro and the Orang. Yet

it cannot be denied, however wide the separation, that the

Negro and Orang do afford the points where man and the brute,

when the totality of then- organization is considered, most nearly

approach each other."

Selecting now for further comment only some of the more

noticeable contributions to science, we should not pass .w n~,

investigations of the anatomy of the Blind Fish of

moth Cave. The series began, in that prolific year, 1843, witn

a paper published in this Journal, and closed with an article in

the same Journal in 1854. Although Dr. T
ceded him in ascertaining the existence of rudimentan e\es

and the special development of the fifth pair of nerves, yet tor

whole details of the subject, and the minute anatomy, we an

• Po, le.^or Wyman. Many of the details, howeu'r

as well as the admirable dr l
" ^'"J^

unpublished until 1872, when he placed them at Mr. Putnam
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his elaborate article in

the "American Naturalist." Here the extraordinary develop-

ment of tactile sense, taking the place of vision, and perfectly

adapting the animal to its subterranean life, is completely de-

monstrated.

If Professor Wyman's first piece of anatomical work was the

preparation of a skeleton of a bull-frog, in his undergraduate
days, his most elaborate memoir is that on the anatomy of the

stem of the same animal (Rana pipiens), published in

the "Smithsonian Contributions," in 1852 (51 pages, royal 4to,

with 2 plates).

Anything like an analysis of this capital investigation and
exposition would much overpass our limits. For, although the

special task he assigns to himself is the description of the

nervous system of a single Batrachian, chiefly of its peripheral

portion, and of the changes undergone during metamorphoeia,
he is led on to the consideration of several abstruse or contro-

verted questions ; such, for instance, as the attempts that have
been made to homologize the nervous system of Articulates
with that of Vertebrates, upon which he has some acute eriti-

which he tests i

facts
; the suppositk

ial cord ai

supplied therefrom ; which he controverts decisively
by similar appeal, an extract from which I beg leave to append
m a note.*

So, in describing the structure of the optic nerves in the frog,

and the development of the eve and optic lobes, he proceeds to

remark, that—
"The instances of Proteus and Amblyopsis naturally suggest

™e questions, whether one and the same part may not combine
Junctions wholly different in different animals, and whether the

. ... birds the posterior bulging is almc

S/mu9
- h energy of the win

moat developed, tho,- the more acute."



ne may hold true with regard to the cerebral organs

inown to obtain with regard to the skeleton, the teeth,

the tongue, and the nose, that identical or homologous parts in

different animals may perform functions wholly distinct. If

the doctrine here suggested can be admitted (and if this were
the place, facts could be cited in support of it), may we not find

in it ;m explanation of many inconsistences which now exist

between the results of comparative anatomy and of physiology?"
Then, in his chapter on the philosophical anatomy of the

cranial nerves and skull, after showing that there are but three

pairs of cranio-spinal nerves, he takes up the controverted ques-

tion as to the number of vertebrae which compose the skull,

and supports the opinion that they also are only three in a char-

Of this whole memoir it is thought that, notwithstanding the

great advance which has been made in comparative anatomy dur-

ing the twenty-five years which have elapsed since it was pub-

lished, its importance to the student has not at all diminished.

Next to this in extent and value may be ranked Prof. Wy-
man's paper on the development of the common skate of our

waters {ttaia Bails), communicated to the American Academy
in 1861, and published among its Memoirs. It gives an ac-

count of the peculiar egg-case of the Selachians, and of the sev-

er;! I stages of the development of the embryo skate, expressed

in tin' concise and clear language—as little technical as possi-

ble— for which he was distinguished, and leading up to not a

few problems in comparative anatomy, morphology, or system-

atic zoology,—problems which Professor Wyman never evaded

when they came directly in his way, and seldom handled with-

out making some real contribution to their elucidation. For

instance, in describing the external branchial fringes of the

young skate, he notes the agreement in this character with the

Batrac ians; and in studying the seven branchial fissures oi

the embryo, he is brought into contact with the view of Hux-

ley, that the formation of the external ear is by involution ot
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men! After confirming the contrary observations of
Beichert, on the embryo pig, he concludes that " the first of

the seven branchial fissures of the embryo skate is converted
vhich is the homologue of the Eustachian
ear-canal." After a full discussion of the

ll.v his ill

!2>'<ts that the cartilage which extends from the olfactory fossae

toward the pectoral fin is the probable homologue of a"maxil-
lary bone, and that in the lobe the homologue of an intermax-
illary

: that if so, the skates and proteitbrm reptiles agree in

Qostrila open in front of the dental arch ; that while
j'i i"iil Batrachians the nasal groove becomes closed, in the skate
it remains permanently open; and finally that this view, if

confirmed, "will add another feature which justifies Owen,
Agassis and others, in dissenting trom Cuvier so far as to give
the Selachians a place in the zoological series higher than that
of the bony fishes. But at the same time, it will' give corrobo-
rative proof of the correctness of Cuvier's view, that ' the rudi-
5»nts of the maxillaries, and mtermaxillaries, .... are evi-
dent in the skeleton.'

"

[To be continued.]

Art. XI—On some Points in the Geology of the Blue Ridge of
Virginia; by Wm. M. Fontaine.

[Concluded from page 22.]

My next examination was made in the vicinity of Lynch-
burg, sixty miles southwest of this point There the James
-Kiver, and the canal along its banks, cut the strata nearly at
"ght angles to their strike, thus all'ording unsurpassed facilities

lj of the country. In order that some idea may be
had of the nature of the very considerable area lying between

" •"''
"

'

ri >ville and Lynchburg, I give here a section made by

'J"
1

' Hogers, across the valley, about twenty miles northeast

_

; byneliburg. This is the onlv connected examination, so

[;

,r !ls I know, that has ever been made across this part of the

;

:

|

;,
'.v

- which includes a belt sixty miles long and twenty

"lrse. many variations from this section are to be
f

" x !'7't<'d. in such an extended area. Commencing at the west-
em base of the Blue Ridge, at " Tye River Gap," we have—
1
-. Sandstones and slates (Silurian), with high northwest dip;

quarters of a mile, extending up the mountain. II.

br°ad range of granitic rocks ; soft, and decomposing, without

on. These continue three miles to the summit and
0ne mile down the east side. They contain frequent beds of epi-
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dotic granite, and a beautiful dark-gray syenite. The latter two
are hard and permanent. In this space occur two bands of slaty

rocks, one on the west side of the summit, and the other on

the east side. That on the west side is one mile below the

top, is 200 yards wide and contains gray and reddish slates,

with associated greenstone-slate, sometimes amygdaloidal. Dip,

moderate, southeast. The other band is half a mile below the

side. It presents repeated alt<

td conglom
ddth of half

Entire distance four miles,

granitic rocks, with some bands of

toward the east have two or three dykes of greenstone (pinite

porphyry ?). Extent four miles. III. From the last point, on

the junction of the north and south forks of Tye Kiver, the

country up to two miles beyoud Loyingston is mainly gneissic,

with frequent beds of true granite near Lovingston. Dip, bigb|

southeast. Extent fourteen miles. IV. Greenish chloritij

granite; gneiss; and bluish mica slate. Dip, vertical. Inter-

val occupied, three miles. This last is the position of Buffalo

Ridge. V. Findlay's Mountain, one mile wide, composed of

coarse quartzite. Dip vertical. After this the dip changes to

northwest, and then to southeast, which it retains for a long

distance as we pass east.

It will be noticed that in this section the quartzites comw*
ing the Ragged Mountains in the central portions of the valley

are not found. In No. Ill the granite mentioned forms the

most western ledges of the eruptive rocks to be described near

Lynchburg. The chloritic granite is the representative, most

probably, of the epidosites of the northeast. If so, this rock,

which is protogine, is a metamorphic product from .-.

slates. In the Catoctin Mountains, to the northeast of Lynch-

burg, various useful minerals occur; among which, copper ores,

galena and magnetic iron may be mentioned. These may,

however, be of Triassic age, as great masses of Triassic trap

occur in them near these deposits.

Coming now to the vicinity of Lvnchburg, and commencing

with the "examination of Buffalo Ridge, three miles southeast

of the town, we find massive mica slates and schists nunposiiu.'

the ridge and having the form of a closed anticlinal. N"

irJ:.

,

m-e
!

up
1,

ti, the town
'

The! 'uvdi-po'ed in several rather

open anticlinals. Near Mt. Athos. lour miles down the ny- r

from the ridge, we find magnesian limestone associated with

some quartzites, mica and ta loose slates, containing deposits

„f magnetic and specular iron. Here occurs the cunou- row

called "catawbarite," by Lieber. This is an intimate mixture
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alcose matter with specular and magnetic iron, containing
etimes enough of the latter to be worked as an ore.

Just opposite the town of Lynchburg occurs the most east-

ern of the ledges of the syeniti'c rock, which forms an import-
ant feature of the east and central portions of the valley.
Since the section given above was made by Eogers, the rail-

road from Washington to Lynchburg has been made This
sixty miles among these ledges, and exposes by numer-

ous cuts their nature. One of the most striking features pre-
sented is the great amount of decay exhibited. Often cuts
twenty feet deep fail to give perfectly sound material. It
weathers to a rusty brown mass, presenting rounded outlines.
Some ledges, however, are almost perfectly fresh. The bed-
ding, and relation to the enclosing mica slates, are well shown
both here and at Lynchburg, in the natural section presented
along James River.
Returning to the latter place, we find, as we proceed up

merous ledges of this rock succeeding each other at

rvab, being overlaid unconformably by mica slate,

sses occasionally into mica schist. "These ledges oc-

*lt extending to the west some five or six miles, but
in frequency westward until mica slates again oc-

cupy the entire surface. These latter continue to the digtanoe
of some ten miles from the town, when the coarse granites and

f ''Tobacco Row," and "No Business" Mountains
make their appearanca

1 he ledges in question often present the appearance of low
to rounded summits, over which the slates arch un-

brokenly. Then they commonlv lie in heavy layers,
Wing stratified beds to a certain extent. This, however, l con-
sider to be produced by that concentric structure so often seen

masses, and which, when formed on a large scale and
viewed in small segments, is easily mistaken for stratification.
he r°ck sometimes breaks through the slates, and one ledge

•' dip developed by its neighbor, crumpling back the

tgthem. The width varies greatly.
* saw one ledge 600 feet wide near the town, but many are no^ than 100 feet wide.

t,ii-
Pnncipal component is hornblende, in pretty large crys-

"wwe particles, imbedded in a rather scanty cement of fine
granular, white feldspar. This is too fine to show crystalline

Jf
ces, and hence the species could not be determined. Taking

im ,
ures a11 together, it most resembles a syenite, formed by

i'lsion through metamorphic action on some under-

lie
r°ck ricft in basic compounds. Its texture is rather

fW n°ne of tbe components are perfectly crystallized, or

com
t0gether

>
and henGe perhaps the ease with which it de-
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The following accessory minerals occur occasionally : .unmet.

rutile, rubellan, pyrite.

For much of the distance above Lynchburg mica slate pre-

dominates. It shows mostly a dip south-southeast, l.mt several

reversals occur, and continue for a considerable distance. The
fact is to be noted, that in this region there is no constancy of

dip indicating a great succession of closed folds. The moun-

tains some ten miles above Lynchburg, containing the gr; nites

and syenites of the central parts of the valley, I had no oppor-

tunity to examine. From hand specimens obtained, the gran-

ite is an exceedingly coarse-grained, rough-looking rock, coal'

posed principally of quartz, with a smaller amount of black

mica and white orthoclase. The mica has a tendency to aggre>

lumps, so as to give the rock a rather singular aspect

be regarded as forming one system with the syenites at Lynch-

burg,"as is shown in the cuttings aloi g tie' railroad, which runs

hem in the valley.

My detailed examination was resumed on James River, abott*

th iv.' miles from where it issues from the east base of the Blue

Eidge. The ridge here is a composite one, being formed of

several parallel chains; those on the east being composed of

crystalline rocks, and those on the west of Silurian strata.

The foot hills on the east often rival in height the main chain.

The first rock seen here is a mica schist, with a dip 30
s

northwest. This on the west is succeeded by a mass of gneifl

900 feet wide, apparently intruded among the slate-, k- <.g

is so confused by vertical joints that I could not make it out.

The compo m' uncrysrallized feldspar. darK

mica in line lines. ;u <] in numberless seam?

of almost microscopic fineness, showing that the rock is highly

altered. This is succeeded by a narrow band of i

dipping southeast, toward the gneiss. The slate is succeeded

by a wide belt of coarse syenitic rock, which !

the highest foot hills of the ridge here. This rocl

for a half mile, and is overlaid unconformably by mica si; ey

and schists, through which it has evidently been protruded.

It is a massive coarse-grained rock, composed principally et

red feldspar (orthoclase), quartz, and a smaller amount ol horn-

blende. None of the constituents are well crystallized, or div

tinctly segregated. The feldspar forms large particles and the

hornblende shows a tendency to arrange itself in irregular

patches and lines. Some greenish feldspar occurs. The junc-

tion with the slates on the west side well shows the r

the two systems. The slates lean upon the syenite with a dip

of 45° to' the northwest, showing a sharply distinct line of con-
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tact. This mass is plainly an outlier of a larger body of sim-

ilar rock, which is to be found in the main mountain just west

of it. The slates and schists continue 200 yards, when they

are thrown into a gentle arch by the protrusion of a ledge of

pinite porphyry, 300 feet wide. This in all respects resembles

the rock at Harper's Ferry. It occupies here the same position

relative to the Silurian strata, being about three miles distant

from them. After an interval of 150 yards of slate, we have
a second outcrop of pinite porphyry, in a ledge about eighty

feet wide. This is followed by several hundred yards of mica

dates, showing a moderate southeast dip. For some distance

the rock is concealed, and then we have about 400 yards of

argillites, the first appearance of this rock on this section.

These slates do not have the heavy bedding and chloritic com-

position of those described farther north, but are thinly lami-

i

.

r
< 1 and clem e well. Their western edge is thrown into a

crushed antielin 1. ehum/iiu from a previous dip to the south-

east This is caused by the appearance of an extensive ledge

of pinite porphyry about 600 feet wide. Succeeding this we
We a belt of mica slate, about half a mile wide, extending to

we crystalline massive rock of the main ridge. These latter

-l:it>v dip high to the southeast, being almost vertical and reg-

ulated in dip and strike by the course of the massive rock of

the Blue Ridge. These dips given as southeast are more prop-

erly south-southeast and even south in some places, according
to the curves of the crystalline mass which determines the

position of the main chain.
A few hundred feet from the main mountain we see a ledge

' <red .[iiartzite. about forty feet wide, i

toward the ridge. This rock is significant, for it resembles
highly indurated form of the Silurian quartzites, which
oe seen on the opposite side, arching over with a revers
to meet it. This ledge, however, is much thinner than the Sil

versed dip

,
strata, and is impregnated with chlorite and epidote m

Places, having its texture i erfectly compact The slates be-

tween it and the syenite are much "altered, being cut by joints,

and having lost their slaty cleavage. They are also impreg-
nated with siliceous and icmi-imms matters, causing them to

afume a red color on weathering Their edges, viewed across

the chasm cut by the stream, show this change very strikingly.

1 hey are seen to arch over the east slope of the crystalline

**-* in the form of a shell.

.

l assmg through the gome cut by the river in the most east-

ern of the principal elevations, we'hnd that the river skirts its

*est base for a short distance. Turning here so as to front this

fountain from the west, we see that its entire face, for more
lftan 1,000 feet, is composed of a rugged, precipitous mass of

AM
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unstratified crystalline rocks, while a band of reddish rocks,

eighty or one hundred feet thick, show their edges skirting tii

summit. This band is the west edge of the slates which were

seen resting on the mountain along the east side.

The Blue Ridge in this part of the State is, as stated before,

composed of several parallel ranges of nearly equal height.

The one just mentioned is composed of a species of coarse

syenite, while the other ranges more to the west are made up

of the durable quartzites which here form the Lower Silurian

The entire zone of crystalline, massive rocks here seen is

about one mile wide. The most eastern portion, composing

the main ridge just described, is a rock in all respects like the

coarse syenite mentioned as composing the foot hills farther

east It is truly a protean rock. No two hand specimens will

show exactly similar physical features, although the essential

constituents are pretty constant. Red orthoclase, in coarse,

badly crystallized particles, forms the chief component, hut

white and green feldspar of the same species also occur.

Quartz is next in abundance. The hornblende, which is scanty

in amount, never forms distinct crystals. Rutile not well seg-

regated, and films of hematitic matter, are also seen. For

some distance next to the slates, on the east, the rock has the

fine, well-crystallized texture of a diorite. We have here with-

out doubt an eruption of true igneous rock along the line of

junction of the two systems, an occurrence not uncommon.
On the west side we see at the base of the main mass a ledge

about 100 feet wide, of a rock of similar composition with the

coarse syenite, but of much finer texture ; it being in some

parts almost compact, and impregnated in spots witl

and epidote, so as to give it a bright green color. This again

seems to be a modification produced by its position on the bor-

der of the principal mass. West of it, the rock changes again,

and for about 1,200 feet we have a variety of syenite of fine

and more uniform texture, in which the minerals are more in-

: d, and better crystallized. This extends up to the

Lower Silurian strata, which rest against it with a steep north-

west dip, the lower beds being so much altered as entirely to

lose their characteristic features. This portion of the syenite

betrays its more durable character by presenting extensive

ledges in the bed of the river, while the coarse rock to the

east has been worn down almost entirely. I consider this to

be the equivalent of the peculiar syenite to be described as oc-

curring at the Peaks of Otter.

My next examination was made twenty-five miles to the

southwest, along a line ten miles in length, extending west-

ward, from Liberty in Bedford County to the Peaks of Otter.
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The Catoctin Mountains, as cut by the extension of this line,

do not form a continuous range. In its stead, we have isolated
elevations, composed of ribs of quartzite standing nearly verti-
cal. To the west of Liberty, for four or five miles, we have

ists and hornblende schists, much decayed and eroded.
Succeeding these come hornblende schists, presenting the same
character, and all with moderate southeast dip. On reaching
"Big Otter Creek," about two and a half miles from the Blue
Ridge, we see a ledge of protogine, showing a width of 600
feet. This has thrown off the hornblende schist nearly verti-
cally to the southeast. This rock, which from its position is

the equivalent of the pinite porphyry, is composed of quartz,
dull white feldspar, and talc, arranged with granitoid texture.
-The quartz often appears in shot-like lumps, and sometimes
shows quite large irregular masses. It presents in this con-
dition a peculiar sky-blue color and waxy luster. There can
be no doubt, I think, that it is the same mass which appears
farther north as pinite porphyry, but here like most of the
rocks of this region, from more complete metamorphism, hav-
ing assumed more of the character of a true igneous rock.
Next to this, on the west, we have a belt a quarter of a mile

wide of heavy-bedded mica schist, which passes into a bedded
syenite or hornblende rock. The exposures here are bad, and
the passage from one rock to another cannot be traced, for the
surface of all these rocks is much decayed and concealed by
CKV. Dip of both southeast. This syenite is composed of
well segregated hornblende, in large crystals, combined with

atals of a yellowish-white feldspar, too much de-

'. its true character, but apparently triclinic. This
r°CK is succeeded by a wide belt of massive syenite, which is
more igneous-looking in its durability, want of bedding, and
apparent protrusion. The latter contains white orthoclase, much
hornblende and a little quartz. This extensive belt reaches
t0 within half a mile of the main mountain. It is here suc-
ceeded by a very coarse syenite, which exactly resembles that
^escribed at Balcony Falls, in the preceding section, with the
xception that the red feldspar, which principally composes it,

S°J
S distinct cleavage. This extends to within a few hun-

«rea yards of the base of the mountain. The interval is occu-
Pled by a valley, in which a stream flows, whose alluvial
eposits, combined with the vast quantity of transported boul-

ders, conceal the rock. It is apparently the same with the
gececliTig-, for the principal mass of the mountain which rises

how
Valley is comPose<1 of tne same coarse syenite, showing,

rm ever a considerable proportion of white triclinic feldspar.

feJ
toP°graphy of the locality presents some noteworthy
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The Blue Bidge is here again a single chain, composed en-

tirely of crystalline rock. There are no considers

of the main ridge. This latter 1

ey mentioned, with a :

swelling slope, bare of surface-earth, but covered profusely

diately from the valley mentioned, with a rounded,
bare of surface-earth, but covered pi

boulders derived from the mass composing the

Peaks proper.

After attaining the summit of the slope, we find ourselv

a level with a valley lying to the west. This lies alon

foot of a chain of mountains situated farther west, which \

the Blue Ridge in height, i
"

The summit of the slope i

on the east.

On each side of this point rises abruptly a mountain 1600

feet above the pass. That on the right, composed of the same

rock with the one on the left, is not an isolated peak, but it is

the end of a great mass of mountains which extend northeast

as far as the eye can reach, and even surpass in i

peak. The elevation on the left, which, with the one just men-

tioned, forms the Peaks of Otter, is an isolated eminence. It

stands up abruptly from the coarse syenitic mass forming its

base, like a huge chimney, showing by its bare, abrupt (aces.

that it is composed of different material from the softly

rounded, well-worn base on which it stands. In ascending it

we find the coarse syenite accompanying us to within 600 feet

of the top of the crag, which form- the highest point. This

would seem to indicate that in the pass at least 1000 feet of

the older coarse rock has been scooped out, for the two peaks

facing each other present similar features. To the southwest,

the great elevation seen at the Peaks is soon lost. There the

mass rapidly sinks down into several low finger-like

spurs, and farther on no elevation which can be called a moun-

tain occurs. The Virginia and Tennessee railroad passes the

Blue Ridge at Buford's Gap without tunnelling, and by mode-

rate grades. In this region, as Rogers has stated, the Silurian

range to the west is called the Blue Ridge.

The following then is the structure of the mountain at the

Peaks. The main mountain rises in the form of a broad, - (1

f
tlv "

rounded ridge, composed of coarse syenites, like those described

at the east base, and like the rocks on James River west of

Lynchburg. From this, as a base, rises abruptly on the west

side near the east limit of the Silurian strata, a broad ledge of

a totally different rock, which will be presently described. To

this latter mass, which is about 900 feet wide, the mountains

owe their additional height of 1600 feet.

Many peculiar features of erosion and the transport of mat-

ter occur, to adequately describe which too much space would
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best be explained by assuming the

several ledges of a much more crystalline rock penetra-
ting them. This, which has all the characters of a true igneous
substance, has made its exit principally on the west side, in the
'broad ledge which forms the two Peaks. It is a dark, green-
ish rock, very tough, and exceedingly durable. This furnishes
the boulders which cover the east slopes. As the more easily

decomposing, supporting framework of coarse syenite crumbled
away, this more durable substance fell, and made its way down
the gradual slope, perhaps aided by ice.

It is com se of a sea-
green color. This by its predominance gives a green color to
the entire rock. The other constituent is a granular mixture
of hornblende with a notable amount of magnetic iron. All
the constituents arc we! erw-a II L n d -how brilliant cleav-
age faces. Sometimes the feldspar occurs in quite large masses.
•t- crystals are alwavs much larger than these of the horn-
blende and magnetic iron. Some pvrite is present. From

p;
1 "' trials, I am inclined to think that the green color of the

••i'Upar is due to finely disseminated hornblende. 1; is plainly
»* ni " 'gneoiis rock, of later date thait the coarse syenites This

;

: " !l u'euhl he a true eruptive svenite. whose emission may
'•'' :>idcd in producing the irreat disturbances seen in the

Lower Silurian here and elsewhere in the State.
lhis belt of rocks passes out of Virginia into North Caro-

ll,la
- and is there continued in the broad area marked by Kerr

as l
hi"''' Laureniian, in his map of that State. I will defer

- on the a<re o\' the different rocks here presented

«" the presentation of some facts gathered from the

:n. for these have an
ljnportant bearing on this question.

ln this article I have devoted most space to the geological

of the two mountain chains and to the massive crys-
talline rocks, since mv nbjn-t. i n making the examination was
to discover whether any igneous rocks existed in them, and, if

° tr
> determine the part they played in their structure.

t Virginia, Oct. 16th.



Mr. Hunt has brought together, in this volume of Essays,
various memoirs which have been published by him in this

Journal and elsewhere. The chemical papers are important
contributions to science, and show that the author was among
the first to appreciate the principles which lie at the basis of

what is called modern chemistry. He further applied the prin-

ciples to the department of mineralogy : and in the view
which he presented in 1859 with regard to the molecular rela-

tions of the feldspars, he appears to have anticipated Tschermak
by ten years. The chapters on chemical geology contain much
that is valuable, though not all original, on the origin of igne-

ous and metamorphic rocks, of dolomite and gypsum, of vol-

canoes, of mountains, and on other topics, yet coupled with

opinions, of fundamental importance, especially with reference

to the making of mountains, metamorphism and the origin of

some kinds of rocks, which science, we think, will never sus-

tain. There is an important chapter on " Bitumen and Pyro-
schists," f pointing out the relations in chemical constitution
between mineral oil and certain vegetable and animal tissues,

and throwing light on the origin of the oil. The memoir on
the Chemistry of Natural waters is well worthy of study.
Another, on the Cambrian and Silurian in North' America, is

an important historical document—although failing to show
that any good would come from separating the Primordial
group from the Silurian and calling it Cambrian, when, so far

as the fauna and stratification go, there is the closest relation

between it and the overlying beds.
The reader of the volume will observe that in the Third*

Chapter the White Mountain series and Green Mountain series

of rocks are made (as had been done by other geologists) Lower
md Upper Silurian and Devonian, in age, while in the

Thirteenth Chapter (as also mentioned in the preface to Chap-
ter in), both are pronounced pre-Silurian. In this, the older
view, as I believe I have proved, is the one sustained by the

facts. The new view is wholly speculative, being based on no
careful stratigraphical study of the regions, but mainly upon
the assumption that certain kinds of crvstalline rocks are a test

of geological age the world over. Since the first announcement
of this doctrine by Mr. Hunt, I have spent many months in the

* Chemical and Geological Essays, By Thomas Sterry Hunt, LL.D. 490 pp.
8vo. Boston. 1875. (James R. Osgood & Co.)

" applied to
?
hales^contaming_car-
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study of the Green Mountain rocks and those of some other
parts of New England, in order to ascertain whether there is

any virtue in the criterion ; and I have found none. Mr. Hunt
baurolite evidence of pre-Silurian age ; while, as I have

shown, its crystals occur in crystalline rocks of New England
' older than Upper" Silurian. Such

elusions make it apparent that in reading the work the judg-
ment should be held in reserve until the other side is heard.
There is also another more serious reason for this reserve.

For the volume contains a series of misrepresentations of the
views of others wholly unnecessary to the presentation of the
author's opinions, and difficult to find excuse for. These mis-
statements have already been the occasion of various correc-
tions by the writer in this Journal. But, as they are now re-

produced, and with ad er words'have become
necessary.

The controversy between us, which Mr. Hunt here details so
[Was his side is concerned, relates chiefly to the misrepresen-

; my views, as well as those of others, which are con-
tained in his Address before the American Association in 1871,
making Chapter xm of his volume of Essays.

After many years of labor for the progress of truth, it was

inting to find myself made accoui
Vlewsj did not hold, and have them denounced as "sophistries"
and "contrary jargon," even though placed under this con-
demnation in the good company of Gustaf Eose, Haidinger and
.
many others," all equally innocent of them* Soon after receiv-

ing a copy of the Address, in the autumn of 1871, I informed
Mr. Hunt of the incorrectness of his statements in long friendly
letters. Obi

I mv review
ot his Address in this Journal early in 1872,f and in it denied
*nat 1 entertained the views he had attributed to me, referring
mm to my Geology for evidence. Mr. Hunt, notwit h
my disavowal, repeated the charges in a reply, rejecting the
Geology as evidence ;$ and as a specimen of his reasoning,
and his way of treating facts, I cite the following from my

7 Mr. Hunt's most extraordinary feat is his making out that the
writer has virtually sustained the view of the metamorphosis of
-joint, ,„. gneiss t0 umestone, when, as I said before, it is an idea
Wat never entered my head until the reading of Mr. Hunt's <-ari-

cature of the subject. The proof which he gives is remarkable.
:" the first place, he says that my Mineralogy contains the fact
inatcalcite is sometimes found pseudomorph.us after quartz; and,
m another plaee, the faet that caleite is found pseudomorphous

-

st°ne. Q. E. D.
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Now, if the facts respecting the pseudomorphs were /ocfi», if

would still r> active powers to make out from the

statements the conclusion that I ever held to the ' metamorphoril
of granite or gneiss into limi'stone.' But, as to the facts: (1) The

Mineralogy does not mention any case of the pseudomorphism .t

calcite after quartz ; and (2) the pseudomorphs of calcite after feld-

spar arc spoken of as examples, not of an ultrr, it '<<,,< of the f.-hl-par.

hut of its removal and the subsf it ution of raleite (4th edit., p. 249,

and also 5th edit., p. 361). Now, hy this substitution process, the

above mentioned metamorphosis would consist (.«>/pj><>si'n>j fact No.

1 to be a fact, and that mica crystals may be simil 1\ < h mg< 1 t >

calcite, which Mr. Hunt omits to include) in a removal of all the

materials of the granite by a process of solution, and the cotera-

poraneous or subsequent substitution of calcite !

All will admit that the use of facts and not-facts exhibited in

the above charge is most extraordinary ; and can judge from it,

and from other like cases stated, of .Mr! Hunt's ability to appreci-

ate, or do justice to, the views of others."

During the past year he has repeated anew his assertions, in

a note before the Boston Natural History Society ;* and to this

I gave a brief denial in the last volume of this Journal on pages

221, 222.

Among the various other persons persistently misrepresented

by him, no one has been more grossly so than the late Dr.

Naumann. Mr. Hunt claimed in his Address that Naumann
agreed with him in his doctrine that pseudomorphism in the

ease of certain silicates was simply "envelopment." I showed,

by a direct citation of facts from Naumann's work on Mineral-

ogy, that he held, on the contrary, the views of the men Mr.

Hunt had denounced, and I proved that the letter from Nau-

mann to Delesse, which Mr. Hunt cited to sustain his opinion,

did not refer at all to the point in question. (See page 91 ol

vol. iii, 1872, of this Journal.) Naumann sustained my state-

ment in an indignant note to the Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, of

which the following is a translation

:

Dresden, November 1 7, 1872.

Professor Sterry Hunt, in his Address before the American

Association of the 16th of August, 1871, has quoted extracts ot a

letter of mine to Delesse, whir!, were printed in the IlnJhth> d»' hi

logique, vol. xviii, p. 678 of the Second Series, and

which seem to show that my views agree with his theory of the

formation of serpentine and the allied rocks. .

It is certainly true that in that letter I have expressed myselt

satisfied with this : that my friend Delesse, in his Treatise (
AW" ''-

ches surles Pseudomorphn.;, s, Ann. ,/** Mh„s, V, xvi,3l7,et seq.),

has separated many examples of what are really cases merely ot

* Proceedings for 1874, p. 334.
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regular envelopment, {enveloppemens avec orientation) from the
pseudomorjJi -h having nothing in common
with them, they had been associated. In connection, I took oc-
casion to remark that it seemed to me an analogous error, when

iites, and so on, are regarded as metamorphic
and not originally-formed rocks; and that the confounding of the
two ideas of pseudomorphism and metatnorphism has had many
unfortunate results; and further that I recognize as pseud«miorphs
only those cases in which the form of the altered crystal is still

retained. The mixture or mutual envelopment of two minerals
is generally due indeed to simultaneous crystallization ; and yet
there are cases of envelopment which may be regarded as pseudo-
nwwphs, provided the form of the envelop'ed crystal is still recog-

A!th ugh I have several times opposed the exaggerated use of the
doctrine of metamorphism, yet it is -till incomprehensible to me
how Professor Sterry Hunt can consider the portions of my letter
to Delesse, quoted by him, as proofs that I regard those cases of
pseudomorphism, upon which the theory of metamorphism is based,
as for the most part only examples of association and envelopment

us and original crystallization, or

ofmine is identical with that proposed by himself in

Nothing but an incomprehensible misunderstanding can explain
such an opinion, which, moreover, has been already sufficiently
disposed of by Dana in the American Journal of Science for Feb-
ruary and August of 1872. Carl Naumann.

In Mr. Hunt's new book that letter to Delesse is again ap-

-show that Xaumann holds what he rejects, and
one who is acquainted with his Mineralogy knows

tnat he has never held; for the work does not contain a word
°u envelopment" in the chapter on Pseudomorphism, and

that chapter and elsewhere he presents the ordinarily

i-'w Xaumann's note to the Jalrrlmcli was not
called out by anything I had written him; I neve: "

"

^Jter on the subject to anyone in Europe.
Mr. Hunt endeavors to make out that Naumann kn

Add.v>sonK through mv • misleading criticisms,"
; l;orefore his letter is not to 'be taken as meaning what

;

! Nlvs
' But Naumann, after giving his view <>i his own letter,

"isein his statement nf Mr. II unt'< doctrine. More-

'.'inn shows that he did have Mr. Hunt's writings l»e-

°^
e hln

* : for he refers to Mr. Hunt's views in " 1853," as quoted

foUo^.
8

?.

11™ 1106 of Mr< Hunt's, published in 1853, which is here referred to, is as

" generally admitted notions of pseudoniur-

ji, and req *>* to explain
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in his Address, (see foot-note to the preceding page,) to which
date or citation I have at no time until now made any allusion;
and the fact that Mr. Hunt, as he admits, omitted part of the

letter, is sufficient to explain Naumann's reference to extracts,

if it be not also true that onlj extracts were published in the

Annales des Mines. Naumann was too thorough, accurate, and

conscientious a man in all his scientific work to have writtd
that criticism of Mr. Hunt without having read carefullv Mr.

Hunt's writings on the subject. " There is a confusion, not to

say contradiction, in these expressed views of the venerable
teacher not easy to explain,"* if we take Mr. Hunt as our

expositor. But all is clear enough in the words and the works
of Naumann.

Mr. Hunt, in his new volume, instead of offering an apology
for his misrepresentations, gives the following excuse for DJJ

" Nothing has been further from my intention than to misrepre-

sent the views either of Naumann or of Dana ; and my error, if I

have fallen into one, arises from the difficulty of knowing th&
real opinions upon the matters in discussion. Let Professor Dm
define, as clearly as I have done, his present views as to the origin

1 pyrox-

x>sed of serpentine* steatite am
11 if, w inch he has supposed to come from an epigenesis of the for-

mer; let him tell us whether he holds the doctrine of pscn.lum-rpiii

lmtainorplnsm which he taught in 1845, 1854 and 1858, and which,

as I have shown, was held by Delesse as late as 1857, or that do*
trine so long maintained by me, which the latter adopted in 186).

Such a definition would be eminently satisfactory to those who
look to him as a teacher in science, and would prevent any further

misconception or unintentional misrepresentation of his views."

Such questions, after all that I have written on the subjects

mentioned, are strangely out of place, and wrong in their im-

plications; fori have expressly stated my present relation
*

the views I held in 1845, 1854 and 1858, in my Notices of his

Address; and the difficulty complained of in the opening part

of the paragraph is, as shown beyond, wholly a subjective one.

When I referred Mr. Hunt for my present opinions to my
Manual of Geology (published in 1862), where they are draWj

out at length, anel denied that I held, or the book contained

the doctrine that " metamorphism was pseudomorphism »»*

broad -.ale," and did the same again in my rejoinder, I supposed

that I had been as explicit ;is possible; and yet I am asked to

make another assertion on the subject. In both of my notices

of Mr. Hunt's Address (see the citations beyond,) I have statea

* Hunt's Essays, p. 323.
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that I had regarded serpentine and some other hydrous mag-
nesian rocks as examples of pseudomorphism on a broad scale,

but I have not since 1858 made the principle a general one,
or applied it to any other rocks. That statement occurs only
in a book-notice in 1858*
With regard to magnesian rocks, I have stated my views

in my first notice of his Address. Again, in my rejoinder to
his reply, in August, 1872 (this Journ., Ill, iv, 103) I observe
as follows, after a mention of various facts

:

"In view of such facts, the writer still holds, as in 1845, that

—

* * " The same causes that have originated the steatitic scapolifo

sionally picked out of the rocks, have given magnesia to whole rock-fora

,
and altered throughout their physical and chemical characters. If it

that the crystals of serpentine are pseudomorphous crystals, altered frc

solite, it is also true, as Breithaupt has suggested, that the heds of serpenti
uning them are likewise altered ; though often covering square leagues
it, and common in most primary formations. The beds of steatite, the s1

These statements respecting hydrous magnesian rocks ought
10 he considered clear and satisfactory ; for besides declaring my
Present relation to the views I had expressed in 1845, 1854 and
«oo, I stated, with regard to the origin of these rocks, all that

J

bought to be warranted in the existing state of the science.
ave nowhere attempted an explanation of the precise chemical

hnT68 m the Production of magnesian rocks, while Mr. Hunt
Qas

;
but I fully believe that his verv clear expositions of the

uoject, which he presents to me as a model, will prove to be
almost worthless when the "real" facts are better understood,
celievmg much in facts, I have been studying the subject the
H*st year; and the observations which I have made at Brewster,
w r°rk, and which arc published in the last volume of this

Ki^f^&nt^^'thJ'e^reSection
i,

' .logy, which

" 1859 and 1862, and the add
;< I could not at first believe that I was its author, and again and

rhydromica slate, and also chloritic slate, v
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Journal (see pages 371 and 477) enable us to move a step for-

ward, and, at the same time, leave little room for doubt with

regard to the small value of Mr. Hunt's speculations.*

I had no occasion to speak of the origin of chrysolite rocks,

nor do I now see that it was necessary. Such rocks are known

to be very common among the oldest terranes of the globe, so

that this material for making serpentine was thei\abundantly

supplied. Chrysolite rocks and chrysolite altered to serpentine,

as Genth has shown, occur in North Carolina "on a broad

scale." Hornblende and pyroxene rocks are ordinary metamor-

phic rocks. A very pure hornblende rock of great thickness

occurs in the Helderberg formation of the Connecticut Valley,

in Bernardston, Massachusetts, and Vernon, Vermont.
Mr. Hunt keeps up his misrepresentations even when he

is saying that " nothing is further from my intention than to

misrepresent the views either of Naumann or of Dana." His

plea (in the very next sentence to this one about his " inten-

tion,") as to the " difficulty of knowing their real opinions upon

the matters in discussion" is a subterfuge that can do him no

service. Mr. Hunt's persistent neglect to look into the works

of Naumann for his opinion on the point in dispute, or to refer

to them in any way, is a natural source for the difficulty be

complains of. His singular refusal to take my Manual of

Geology as evidence with regard to my views since 1862 is also

a positfve source of difficulty. But difficulty from su

is no excuse. It may be said that the words " difficulty of

knowing their real opinions upon the matters in discussion,

referred especially to one question—the chemical process in tbe

formation of magnesian rocks. But, as regards Naumann, this

question has not been in discussion ; and, besides, the expres-

sion admits of no such restriction.

In order that the absurdity of the claim of " difficulty " may

be still better appreciated, and to prevent, if possible, its repe-

tition, I here state that

—

I have never held, and my writings no where sustain, the fowl-

ing opinions which Mr. Hunt has attributed to me and others :-^

1. The " possibility of converting almost any silicate into

any other."

2. The possibility of converting granite into limestone.

3. The possibility of converting gneiss into limestone.

4. The possibility of converting diorite into limestone.

various ages, ana is

forma, as shown by Whitney. Certainly^
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5. The possibility of converting granite into serpentine.

6. The possibility of converting granulite into serpentine.

7. The possibility of converting gneiss into serpentine.

8. The possibility of converting diorite into serpentine.
9. The possibility of converting limestone into granite.

10. The possibility of converting limestone into gneiss.

Again, with the exception of the year 1858, I have never
held nor taught that metamorphism is pseudomorphism on a
broad scale. My Geology gives a very different definition of
metamorphism.

I regret that I have been compelled to return to this un-
pleasant subject. Charged with holding views which I did not
entertain, it became a duty to the cause of scientific truth to
put in a disclaimer. And now that Mr. Hunt's misstatements
have been given new currency by a republication of them, with
additions, in his volume of Essays, and since his repeated asser-
tions have led to my being quoted for the views attributed to
me,^ a new explanation and denial seemed to be demanded.
The case is a strange one in the annals of science. Four

years have not sufficed to secure a recognition of the facts.

Any other person, with hardly an exception, if he had had my
denial, and had been referred to publications of mine that gave
my views and fully sustained the denial, would have accepted

ment, and made a public correction. The misrepre-
sentations are a blot on the volume of Essays, and one which
might have easily been avoided.

ART. XIIL—Bo Varieties wear out, or tend to wear out? By
Professor Asa Gray.

s

TW following article was published in the K. Y. Tribune, (the

,
• "\ Dec. S,) in response to sonic questions referred to

Although cast in a popular form, for general readers,
( ' 'ieem it well worthy of reproduction in this Journal.—Ens.

th l
S t

lUestion has ^en argued from time to time for more
|nan half a century, and is far from being settled yet. Indeed,

thought. The result of a prolonged and rather lively discis-

Va? the toPic about forty 7®*™ ft8° in England, in which
Ajindley bore a leading part on the negative side, was, if we
iht

J remember, that the navs had the best of the argument.
^deniersiM-i'd iairh well explain awav the facts adduced by

other side, and evade the force of the reasons then assigned
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to prove that varieties were bound to die out in the course of

time. But if the case were fully re-argued now, it is by no

means certain that the nays would win it. The most they

could expect would be the Scotch verdict, " not proven." And
this not because much, if any, additional evidence of the actual

wearing out of any variety has turned up since, but because a

presumption has been raised under which the evidence would

take a oias the other way. There is now in the minds of scien-

tific men some reason to expect that certain varieties would

die out in the long run, and this might have an important

influence upon the interpretation of the facts that would be

brought forward. Curiously enough, however, the recent dis-

cussions to which our attention has been called seem, on both

sides, to have overlooked this matter.

But, first of all, the question needs to be more specifically

stated if any good is to come from a discussion of it. There

are varieties and varieties. They may, some of them, disap-

p or deteriorate, but yet not wear out— not come to an end

a any inherent cause. One might even say, the younger

they are the less the chance of survival unless well cared for.

They may be smothered out by the adverse force of superior

numbers'; they are even more likely to be bred out of exist-

ence by unprevented cross-fertilization, or to disappear from

mere change of fashion. The question, however, is not so much
about reversion to an ancestral state, or the falling off of a high-

£:;;;

bred stock into an inferior condition. Of such cases it is enough

to say that, when a variety or strain, of animal or vegetable,

is led up to unusual fecundity or of size or product of any

organ, for our good, and not for the good of the plai

mal itself, it can be kept so only by high feeding and excep-

tional care ; and that with high feeding an< I

come vastly increased liability to disease,

annihilate the race. But then the race, like the bursted boiler,

could not be said to wear out, while if left to ordinary condi-

tions, and allowed to degenerate back into a more natural, if

less useful state, its hold on life would evidently be increased

rather than diminished.

As to natural varieties or races under normal conditions, sex-

ually propagated, it could readily be snown that they are neither

more nor less likely to disappear from any inherent cause than

the species from which they originated. Whether species wear

out. i. e., have their rise, culmination, and decline from any

inherent cause, is wholly a geological and very speculative

problem, upon which, indeed, only vague conjectures can be

offered. The matter actually under discussion concerns culti-

vated domesticated varieties ' only, and, as to plants, is covered

by two questions.
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First, will races propagated by seed, being so fixed that they
come true to seed, and purely bred, (not crossed with any other
sort,) continue so indefinitely, or will they run out in lime—not
die out, perhaps, but lose their distinguishing characters ? Upon
this, all we are able to say is that we know no reason why they
should wear out or deteriorate from any inherent cause. The
transient existence or the deterioration and disappearance of
many such races are sufficiently accounted for otherwise

; as in
the case of extraordinarily exuberant varieties, such as mam-
moth fruits or roots, by increased liability to disease, already
adverted to, or by the failure of the high feeding they demand.
A common cause, in ordinary cases, is cross-breeding, through
the agency of wind or insects, which is difficult to guard against.
Or they go out of fashion and are superseded by others thought
to he better, and so the old ones disappear.

Or, finally, they may revert to an ancestral form. As offspring
tend to resemble grand-parents almost as much as parents, and
as a line of close-bred ancestry is generally prepotent, so newlv
originated varieties have always a tendency to reversion. This

j?
pretty sure to show itself in some of the progeny of the ear-

ner generations, and the breeder has to guard against it by rigid
selection. But the older the variety is—that is, the longer the
series of generations in which it has come true from seed—the
Jess the chance of reversion : for now, to be like the immediate
Parents, is also to be like a long line of ancestry ; and so all the
influences concerned—that is, both parental and ancestral herit-
ab.hty-act in one and the same direction. So, since the
oWer a race is the more reason it has to continue true, the pre-
sumption of the unlimited permanence of old races is very

.

Of course the race itself may give off new varieties : but that
ls no interference with the vitality of the original stock. If
some of the new varieties supplant the old, that will not be
ecause the unvaried stock is worn out or decrepit with age,

out because in wild nature the newer forms are better adapted
to the surroundings, or, under man's care, better adapted to his
w*nte or fancies.
Ine second question, and one upon which the die
out. the wearing out of varieties generally turns, is, Witt

'pagatedfrom buds, i. e., hvJbs, tubers

jj
the *#*, necessarily deteriorate and die out ? First, Do they

T 0U
J
as a matter of fact? Upon this, the testimony has all

anX conflicting. Andrew Knight was sure that they do,
tnere could hardly be a more trustworthy witness.

somJ
he ^Ct'" he says

'
fitty years a£°'

" that certain varieties of

,
°e species of in.it whirli have been long cultivated cannot now

"* made to grow in the same soils and under the same mode of
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maiiMgenient, which was a century ago so perfectly successful, is

placed heyond the reach of controversy. Every experiment which
seemed to afford tin- slio-htesf prospect of success was trie.] by
myself and others to propa-ai. tht>< d varieties of tin ipph a.
pear which formerly constituted the orchards of Hereford-hire.
without a single healthy or efficient tree having been obtained

;

and I believe all attempts to propagate these varieties have, during
some years, wholly ceased to be made."

To this it was replied, in that and the next generation, that

cultivated vines have been transmitted by perpetual division

from the time of the Romans, and that several of the sorts, still

prized and prolific, are well identified, among them the ancient

Graecula, considered to be the modern Corinth or Currant grape.

which has immemorially been seedless; that the old NonpMld
apple was known in the time of Queen Elizabeth ; that the

White Beurre pears of France have been propagated from the

earliest times ; and that Golden Pippii - St Mi. hael pears, and

others said to have run out, were still to be had in good condi-

Coming down to the present year, a glance through the pro-

ceedings of pomological societies. :Uld the debates of farmers'

clubs, brings out the same difference of opinion. The testimony

is nearly equally divided. Perhaps the larger number speak of

the deterioration and failuiv of particular old sorts ; but when

the question turns on '"wearing out," the positive evidence of

vigorous trees and sound fruits is most telling. A little positive

testimony outweighs a good deal of negative. This cannot read-

ily be explained away, while the failures may be, by exhaustion

of soil, incoming of disease, or alteration of climate or circum-

stances. On the other hand, it may be urged that, if a variety

of this sort is fated to become decrepit and die out, it is not

bound to die out all at once, and every where at the same time.

It would be expected first to give way wherever it is weakest.

from whatever cause. This consideration has an important

bearing upon the final question, are old varieties of this kind

on the way to die out on account of their age or any inherent

limit of vitality?

Here, again, Mr. Knight took an extreme view. In his essay

in the Philosophical Transactions, published in the year 1810,

he propounded the theory, not merely of a natural limit to

varieties from grafts and cuttings, but even that they would not

survive the natural term of the life of the seedling trees from

which they were originally taken. Whatever may have been

his view of the natural term of the life of a tree, and of a cutting

being merely a part of the individual that produced it, there is

no doubt that he laid himself open to the effective replies whicfi

were made from all sides at the time, and have lost none ot
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heir force since. Weeping willows, bread-fruits, bananas,
ugar-cane, tiger-lilies, Jerusalem artichokes, and the like, have
)een propagated for a long while in this way, without evident
lecadence.

Moreover, the analogy upon which his hypothesis is founded
nil not hold. Whether or not one adopts the present writer's

":

~n, that individuality is not actually reached <

in the vegetable world", it is clear enough that i1 coram
:n tree is not an individual iii the sense that i

r any one of the higher aninmils. is—that it is an indiv

increase. It looks odd enough to sec

:- the old hypothesis in so
am prepared to maintain thai varied, s are individuals, and tl

f they are born thee must die, like ether individuals." " Y
fiow that oaks. Sequoias and other trees live several centuri
but how many we do not exactly know. But that thev mi
die, no one in his senses will dispute.'" Now what people
their senses do dispute is, not that the tree will die. but tl]

other trees, established from cuttings of it, will die with it.

tfut does it follow from this that non-sexually propagat
\anetios are endowed with the same power of unlimited dm
1,111 that are possessed ] )V varieties and species propagated se
ually

—

i. c, b v seed? Those who think so jump too soon
their conclusion. For, as to the tacts, it is not enough to poi
out the diseases or the trouble in the soil or the atmosphere
inch yertain old fruits are succumbing, nor to prove that

s (Peronospora infestans) is what is the matter
potatoes. For how else would constitutional debilitv. it

there be, mote naturallv manifest itself than in such in-

7 or diminished resistance to such attacks ? And
111 *iy that

, anyhow, such varieties do not die of old age—
"Hg that e; ich 'individual attacked does not die of old age,
f manifest

; disease— it may be asked in return, what indi-

'iiui.ilin • to resist invasions which in earlier years would
no noticeable eifeet ? A ee <

1
j
>e< .pie die of a slight

"'fsli.-rht-accident, but the inevitable weakness that at-

,:i '!v. then ' is a philosophical areumetit which tells strongly

:ions of the Jurat m .1 . *-x lv-propa^ 1 1

•• "no that probably Knight never thought of, but which

ave expected recent writers to overlook. \\ hen

Jounced the principle that' cross-fertilization be-'arwiii
,i

JOPR . Sr^r.-T'htrh Srries, Vol. IX, No. 50.-Feb., 1875.
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tween the individuals of a species is the plan of nature, and is

practically so universal that it fairly sustains his inference, that

no hermaphrodite species continually self-fertilized would con-

tinue to exist, he made it clear to all who apprehend and receive

the principle, that a series of plants propagated by buds only

must have weaker hold of life than a series reproduced by seed.

For the former is the closest possible kind of close breeding.

Upon this ground such varieties may be expected ultimately to

die out ; but " the mills of the gods grind so exceeding slow
"

that we cannot say that any particular grist has been actually

ground out under human observation.

If it be asked how the asserted principle is proved or made

probable, we can here merely say that the proof is wholly infer-

ential. But the inference is drawn from such a vast array of

facts that it is well nigh irresistible. It is the legitimate expla-

nation of those arrangements in nature to secure cross

tion in the species, either constantly or occasionally, which are

so general, so varied and diverse, and we may add so exquisite

and wonderful, that, once propounded, we see that it must be

true. What else, indeed, is the meaning and use of sexual

reproduction ? Not simply increase in numbers ; for that is

otherwise effectually provided for by budding propagation in

plants and many of the lower animals. There are plants, indeed,

of the lower sort, in which the whole multiplication takes place

in this way, and with great rapidity. These also have sexual

reproduction ; but in it two old individuals arc always destroyed

to make a single new one ! Here propagation diminishes the

number of individuals 50 per cent. Who can suppose that such

a costly process as this, and that all the exquisite arrangements

for cross-fertilization in hermaphrodite plants, do not subserve

some most important purpose ? How and why the union of two

organisms, or generally of two very minute portions of them,

should re-enforce vitality, we do not know and can hardly con-

jecture. But this must'be the meaning of sexual reproduction.

The conclusion of the matter from the scientific point of view

is, that sexually propagated varieties, or races, although liable

to disappear through change, need not be expected to wear out,

and there is no proof that they do; but, that non-

propagated varieties, though not liable to change, may theoret-

ically be expected to wear out, but to be a very long time

about it
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Art. XIV.— Communications from the Laboratory of
College; by Ira Eemsen.

L Formation of Paratoluic Acid from Parasulphotoluenic Acid.

In an article published a short time ago in this Journal * I
stated that when potassic parasulphobenzoate is fused with
sodic formate, according to the method of V. Meyer for the
synthesis of aromatic acids, terephtalic acid is formed. The re-

action was a very clean one, not a trace of the isomeric ]»! italic

acids being produced. I also called attention to the fact that a
certain degree of importance was connected with this result, in
as much as it showed, more conclusively than had been shown
up to that time, that the reaction of Meyer takes place in a
normal manner, and is hence adapted to the determination of the
constitution of aromatic bodies, notwithstanding the doubts
that had been expressed by chemists as to its value for this
purpose.

Since the publication of the above article, Y. v. Eichterf has
attempted to prove that Meyer's reaction does not take place in
a normal manner, by showing that, when benzoic acid alone Lb

lused with sodic formate, both isophtalic and terephtalic acids
are produced. He had evidently not read my article, as it ap-

P
e^a in this Journal, but only a brief preliminary notice which

J- had previously published:}: in Germany, in which, however, I
uad distinctly stated that pure terephtalic acid is formed from
parasulphobenzoic acid. As this notice was a briefone, v. Richter

Aft
^ liberty of doubting the assertion clearly made in it.

Alter remarking that the direct replacement of the brom- and
sulpho-groups in benzoic acid, by means of the questionable
reaction, can only then be looked upon as proved, after it has
been shown that the isomeric substituted benzoic acids may be
converted into the corresponding dicarbonic acids by the same
caction, he savs :

" Dieses ist aber trotz verschiedener Ver-
attche nicht gelungen ; es existirt nur eine kurze Anzeige von

.'.
Kernsen dass er aus der Parasulfobenzoesaure reine Terephtal-

alten;" and he then proceeds to reason exactly as if

s a •

n0tice did not exist Subsequently, V. Meyer § an-
wered Richter in an entirely satisfactory manner, upholding
«|e correctness of my assertion, and employing it as an argu-
ment m favor of his views. I have hence not felt called upon
»o say a word in my own defense, and I now only take this

PPortunity to remark that a priori I attach as much weight to
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an assertion made in a brief notice as to one made in a long arti-

cle, and I shall continue to do so hereafter, whatever deviation

from this principle the custom of a few chemists may appear to

sanction.

In view of the importance of the question under discussioftj

I have endeavored to furnish further proofs of the value of

Meyer's reaction, by employing it for the purpose of effecting

new conversions of known compounds into known compounds
the constitutions of which are established. Of one of these con-

versions, viz., that of parasulphotoluenic acid into pnratoluie

acid, I wish to speak here.

Pure potass ie parasulphoteduennto was mixed with an equal

quantity of sodic formate, and the mixture then gradually

heated to fusion, the mass b, 1. All the

phenomena mentioned by Meyer, and afterward noticed by

myself, were repeated. Vapors of an exceedingly
odor were given off, and the mass turned darker and darker

until it became almost black. Toward the end of the opera-

tion, inflammable gases escaped and took fire at the top of the

crucible. The whole was now allowed to cool and then treated

with water. With the exception of a small black residue, the

mixture dissolved entirely, forming a clear solution. This was

treated with sulphurie acid until it showed an acid reaction:

and the solution was then agitated with ether until the latter no

longer extracted any solid substance. On now evaporating the

ether, an almost colorless solid residue remained which ex-

hibited the properties of an acid. It was comparatively easily

soluble in boiling water, and separated from this solution, on

cooling, in the form of microscopic needles. These were found

to sublime with ease, and were thus obtained in the form of

beautiful, flat needles. The pure substance fused instantly at

176°. It was converted into the barium salt, and Iron^tln^

:. It- fusing p>;nt was again found to be 176°.

These properties suffice to characterize the substance as para-

toluie acid ; but another and more positive proof of its nature

was given. The acid was treated with the ordinary oxidizing

mixture of potassie dichromate, sulphuric acid and water, and.

after boiling for a short time, an insoluble powder was thrown

down. This was filtered off, washed and dried, and was thefl

found to have all the properties of terephtalic acid. It was in-

soluble in water, hot as well as cold, and did not fuse, but sub-

limed in a capillary tube before an applied dame.

Now as parasulphotoluenic acid is known to yield a eresole.

which in turn yields paraoxybenzoie acid, and as paraoxyben-

zoic and paratoluic acids are conceded to belong to the same

series, it follows that, in the instance here considered, the sin-

pho-group is replaced directly by carboxyl. But, further, para-
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ti'lnie acid was the only product of the reaction. I was
unable to discover a trace of any other acid, although special pre-
cautions were taken to prevent errors of observation in tins

respect. The quantity of the product, too, was sufficient to
v, arrant the conclusion that it was not formed by any secondary

The results of this experiment then serve to strengthen the
'•'"elusion already drawn with reference to Meyer's reaction,
and to weaken the arguments of v. Eichter. I shall next -

attempt to convert ortlnKulphotoluenic acid, into orthotoluic
acid by the same method, though success is hardly to be antici-

r/^'i. as Mhm; himscli failed to convert <-Y ;
>

w ' corresponding orthocarbonic acid, the substituting group
•'"- ivj .hi, rd 1»\ hydrogen instead of by carboxyl.
^An. »thei- expi-i-iinent with which I have been occupied, closely

Hosulphober

d. has n,

divadv r

.zoic acid ;

el le.:

red t,

north

1 to decisive results. I

>, that having failed to
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''solution for
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II. On JVitroparasulphobeTizoic Acid.

1 j">r attempted to introduce the group S0 2OH into para-

benzoic acid in order thus to obtain a sulpho acid

,'

J'"; 1

- were it susceptible to ordinary reagents, might lead to

"elusions concerning the dioxybenzoic acids and the

" acids of benzine. Common concentrated
- para-ulphaniinhenzoie acid when heated with it,

'.'" ''"" s not change it, for, on diluting with water the solution

I. ti lt
. uridnal arid is precipitated in its eharae-

te"st1C acicular crystals. The same is true in regard to the

Berliner Berichte, vii Jahrgang, 1057.
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action of sulphuric anhydride; solution is effected, but from

this solution parasulphaminbenzoic acid is precipitated un-

changed on the addition of water. On boiling the acid with

Nordhausen sulphuric acid, however, a change is accomplished,
though not that which was expected and desired. The change

consists simply in a regeneration of parasulphobenzoic acid

from the amine-acid. In other words, the group NH 2 is

converted into OH. The parasulphobenzoic acid was recog-

• nized by diluting with water, neutralizing with baric carbonate,

evaporating, adding chlorhydric acid and allowing to cool.

Thus were deposited the characteristic flat needles of the acid

barium salt. This possessed all the properties of the salt, and

its identity was further proved by the following analysis :

0-2475 grams salt lost 0'022 grams on being heated to 200°

;

and gave 0-0963 grams BaSO 4 =0-05662 grams Ba.

Calculated. Found.

2(C'H5SQ6) 402 67-79

Ba 137 23-10 22-88

3H20 54 9-11 8-88

593 100-00

I next endeavored to introduce the group NO 2 into para-

sulphaminbenzoic acid. Fuming nitric acid was first employed

for this purpose. When this is boiled with the amine-acid, solu«

tion takes place, and, on diluting this solution with water, noth-

ing is precipitated. The change effected is, however, the same

as that effected by Nordhausen sulphuric acid, viz : the NH*
group is simply converted into OH, and parasulphobenzoic acid

thus regenerated. The latter acid was in this instance also

readily recognized. The solution was evaporated to dryness

on the water bath and all nitric acid thus removed. On now

dissolving in water, neutralizing, as above, with baric a
adding chlorhydric acid and allowing to cool, the acid barium

salt was deposited. It was identified beyond a doubt by the

aid of the following analysis

:

0-5325 grams salt lost 0*0483 grams on being heated to 200°;

and gave 0*2095 grams, BaSO 4 =01232 grams Ba.

Calculated. Found.

2(C7H*S06) 402 67-79

Ba 137 23-10 23-11

3H 2 54 9-11 9-07

593 100-00

These experiments then only show that parasulphobenzoic

acid is an exceedingly stable compound, as it resists the action
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of Nordhausen sulphuric acid and fuming nitric acid at the

boiling temperatures, no matter how long the boiling may be
continued. It may, further, be looked upon as an interesting

r the Nordhausen acid should cause a conversion of
the NH 2 group into OH ; a fact which at least indicates a

ble predisposition on the part of the amine-acid to con-
version into the corresponding sulpho-acid.

Finally, by employing a mixture of the two agents already
employed, I was enabled to obtain a substitution-product of

parasulphobenzoic acid. The boiling was continued until red
fumes ceased to be given off, and the solution became perfectly
clear. On now diluting with water, neutralizing with baric car-

bonate, etc., a new salt was obtained. This was comparatively
easily soluble in hot water, though less so in cold water. It

id in long, lustrous needles, arranged concentrically in
groups which might be termed fan-shaped. They were colored
yellow, and repeated reerystallization.s tailed to remove this

color. The analyses gave the following results, showing the
salt to be the neutral barium salt of nitroparasulphobenzoic
acid:

I. 0-2345 grams salt lost 0-0147 grams at 200°
; and then gave

0-1320 grams BaSO* =0077616 grams Ba.
II. 0-2335 grams salt lost 0*0155 grams at 200° ; and then gave

0-1325 grams BaSO*=0 0779 grams Ba.

Calculated. Found.

C'IPSNO' 245 59-90

Ba 137 33-50 33-10 3337
1*H*0 27 6-60 6-27 6'64

A mtrosulphobenzoic acid has already been prepared by
• and Uslar* But, as this was* obtained from meta-

Whobenzoic acid, it is not at all probable that the two are
^entical. Nothing is known concerning the relative position

I

1 th
J
nitro-group in either of these acids, nor have we as yet

v «*ta that will enable us to draw conclusions of value with
reierence to this point. In this connection, the following
method of investigation suggests itself. Three isomeric nitro-
Denzoic acids are known, and the series to which each belongs
s also known. Now, if it be possible to introduce into these
u"ro-acids the sulpho-group, compounds would be obtained
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which would probably be identical with the two known form.-

of nitrosulphobenzoic acid. According to the conditions then,

we would have data which would enable us to determine the

constitution of these latter acids ; for we should thus fix the posi-

tion, first, of the sulpho-group with reference to the earboxvi,

and second, that of the nitro-group in one and the same com-

I shall endeavor to prove the feasibility of this method of in-

vestigation, as soon as possible. It is well to remember, how-

ever, that Mulder* has already tried to obtain a nirrosnlnhoVn-

zoic acid by the action of sulphuric acid on ordin

nitrobenzoic acid, and that no such product resulted. Possibly

the isomeric nitrobenzoic acids may yield more satisfactory

results.

III. On the Action of Potassium on Ethyl s

Several years ago Fehlingf described a peculiar compound
which he had obtained by the action of potassium on ethyl sue-

cinate. This compound, according to the discoverer, crystallize

in yellowish lamina which are insoluble in water, difficult

soluble in cold alcohol, easily in hot alcohol. The formula

deduced from the analyses was C 6H 8 3
, or ethyl succinate

minus the constituents of one molecule of alcohol/ The exact

nature of this body was not determined, nor was much more

than its existence and composition proved. Its peculiar natuM

led me to desire a more thorough knowledge of its relations to

other known compounds, and T have hence undertaken its study

in the hope of being able to discover its constitution by the aid

of appropriate experiments. It appears possible that it may he

the representative of a new class of bodies of an interesting

nature, which may be prepared under similar circumstance^

from the various ethers of bibasic fatty acids.

Its preparation is comparatively simple, ami the yield is satis-

factory. I have prepared a considerable quantify, and have

found the statements of Folding couremiii

.

In a pure condition, it forms long, fiat, beautiful needles of a

slightly yellowish color, instead of yellow laminae. Et may be

boiled with alcohol or water without undergoing change. W hen

sodium-amalgam is added to the' alcoholic solution, a very n'p 1 ' 1

change takes place. A bright red precipitate is formed, vhici

is insoluble in alcohol but easily soluble in water.
_

From

the aqueous solution of this new' substance chlorh.vdrie a<-:«j

throws down a white precipitate, which is insoluble in water

and difficultly soluble in alcohol. Dilute cansfic pota>sa pro-

duces a similar change. The substance dissolves in this ven

* Annalen der Chemie u. Pharmacie, xxxiv, 297.

tlbid,xlix, 192.
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easily, and the solution conducts itself in the same manner as
that above mentioned. The action of the amalgam is then due
alone to the formation of caustic soda, and not to the action of
nascent hydrogen.

In order to obtain the red substance above referred to, the
original body was dissolved in warn, alcohol, arid to this solu-
tion an alcoholic solution of caustic soda was added. In this
manner a bright red voluminous p aed. which
consisted of very fine lustrous needles. This was filtered oil',

vodd washed out with alcohol, pressed with bibulous paper and
allowed to dry. In drying, the red color changes to yellow,
but I he needles remain otherwise unchanged. An addition of
alcohol to the yellow substance restores the red color, so that
there seems to be no chemical change connected with that of
color. Further, this yellow body after being dried may be pre-
served in the air. Analyses gave as a result 12-87 per cent
sodium, but I shall not attempt to deduce a formula until this
result has been confirmed by other means.
The precipitate that is produced bv .-hlorlivdric acid in the

aqueous solution of the red suhstanch proved' to be the bo.lv
C'H'O', so that it would seem that this body play, the part of
an acid. Alkaline carbonates, however, do riot act in the same
manner as the hydroxides. Without the aid of heat, indeed,
t;i7 do not aetatall. When the body OIPO" is boiled with
*n'" ( ' carbonate, succinic acid is regenerated and is precipitated
011 the addition of ehlorhvdrie acid to the cooled solntion. The
*"',« is true when in the ease of the hvdroxides the solutions
are boiled. Very concentrated aqueous ammonia does not act
u l""i the substance OH 8 3

, even when the two are boiled to-

gether.

I intend to study the action of phosphoric chloride and acctvl
chloride, and, further, of nascent hvdrogen in acid solution,

unde
UCed b

-
y>. and ^oholk chlo.la ie : „-id.

;

.

u tie b, ,h

r-'bNv.hiei.~ ^ .titutiou!

! '" U

1. New Test

." a httle pure protosalt of iron (1 have used ferrous ami:
llia

filplnte) be dissolved together with a little uranic nitra
we have a solution which, with a soluble cyanide, gives a ;>

c l\visl, purple*

<>] U1
'
eiJ <1Ute b° Ut1 '
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This test is very delicate. Used in the manner to be pres-

ently described, a solution of potassic cyanide, containing only

y^'ifo °f a grain of anhydrous hydrocyanic acid, gives a per-

fectly distinct reaction. It is therefore not exceeded in deli-

cacy by any known test for that substance.

The solution of iron and uranium must not beat
but on the contrary should be quite neutral, and so dilute as to

be nearly colorless. A grain or two of each salt may be dis-

solved in a half ounce of water. Two or three drops of the

mixed solution are to be placed in a clean white porcelain cap-

sule, and a drop or two of the liquid to be tested should be

made to slip slowly down, that the reaction at the point of con-

tact may be carefully noted.

Cobaltous nitrate may be substituted for the uranium salt,

and gives an almost equally delicate reaction, but the color of

the cobalt salt is an objection.

2. Prussian Blue Test.

The delicacy of the Prussian blue reaction for the detection

of hydrocyanic acid has been much understated. Thus Taylor

(quoted in Watts' Diet., ii, 219} affirms that whilst the sulpho-

cyanide reaction is capable of distinctly indicating the presence

oi vyr.'.^T of a grain of anhydrous prussic acid, the Prussian blue

test will not detect less than Tf, of a grain. A much greater

delicacy than this can be obtained by using appropriate pre-

There must not be too much iron salt present, and the solu-

tion of iron salt must not be too strong : these two points are

essential. For ferric salt, the ammonia citrate is to be preferred

to ammonia ferric alum or ferric chloride. The best mode of

proceeding is as follows

:

A weak solution of iron is to be made, containing a ferrous

salt, to which a little ferric ammonia citrate is to be added. Oi

tiii- solution, acidified with hydrochloric acid, two or three

drops only are to be placed in a white porcelain capsule. A
drop of the liquid to be tested is then allowed to slip down the

side of the capsule, and this meeting the iron solution will give

rise to the production of a blue cloudiness.

If a grain of potassic cyanide be dissolved in four ounces of

pure water. rendered ;. caustic alkali, and a

single drop of the solution be allowed to flow down the capsuM

in the manner just described, a distinct blue coloration will

result. This drop will have contained about ,,',» of a grain of

cyanide, or about lff
'

5ff of a grain of anhydrous prussic acid,

a degree of delicacy very far surpassing that found by Mr.

Taylor; surpassing, indeed, that claimed by him for the sulpho-

cyanhydric test.
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The advantage of using ferric ammonia citrate over ferric

ammonia alum may be curiously shown as follows

:

Place in a small white porcelain basin about an ounce of a
solution containing a few grains each of ferrous ammonia sul-

phate and ferric ammonia sulphate acidulated with hy&rochlorifl
acid. Take about a milligramme of cyanide of potassium, or
about as much dust of that substance as can be distinct ly per-

ceived and shake it into the basin. Each infinitesimal particle
will produce a blue coloration as it touches the liquid, but on
agitating, the blue (if the quantity of cyanide has been small
enough) will disappear. If now the same experiment be re-

peated with a solution of ferrous ammonia sulphate ami ferric

ammonia citrai

not disappear (

conspicuous.

For the same reason, ferric ammonia citrate will detect infin-

itesimal traces of potassic ferrocyanide in the ferridcyanide
when ferric chloride and ferric ammonia alum will not, and
therefore it should have the preference for testing the purity
of potassic ferridcyanide.

Art. XVI—Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of
Yah College. No. XXX.—The Gigantic Cephahpods of the

North Atlantic ; by A. E. Verrill.

The existence of several distinct species of gigantic ten-
armed cephalopods, belonging to more than one genus, has
been well established by the researches of Steenstrup, Harting
and others.

More recently attention has been repeatedly called to the

fx?
ent occurrence of these remarkable animals in the waters

°i Newfoundland. In an article on this subject, in this Jour-
nal, vol. vii, p. 158, Feb., 1874, I was able to enumerate five

specimens from American waters, concerning which we had
some reliable information.* Since that time much more mate-
rial has been accumulated, and I am now able to cite twelve
American examples. I have also had opportunities to study
Portions of five of these specimens. These evidently repre-
sent two distinct species, both of which belong to the genus
fWiteuthis of Steenstrup (or M- >,„/„/, uthis of Kent). The
largest of these is represented only by the jaws of two speci-

mens, one of which (No. 1 in my former article) was found
noatmg at the Banks of Newfoundland, and the other (which

i Natural
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we will designate as No. 10) was taken from the stomach of a

sperm whale. The upper jaw of the latter was imperfectly fig-

ured by Dr. Packard in his article on this subject.* It is the

largest jaw yet known. These belong to an apparently unde-

scribed species, which I propose to name Architeuthis in'-incept
and shall describe more fully farther on.

The second species, which I consider identical with the Archi-

teuthis monachus of Steenstrup, is represented by parts of three

individuals, and seems to be the species most commonly met
with on the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador.
The most complete specimen that has ever come under scien-

tific observation was captured in November, 1873, at Logie

Bay, near St. John's, Newfoundland. It became entangled in

herring-nets and was secured by the fishermen with some diffi-

culty, and only after quite a struggle, during which its head

was badly mutilated and severed from the body, and the eyes,

most of the siphon-tube, and the front edge of the mantle were

destroyed. Fortunately this specimen was secured by the Kev.

M. Harvey of St. John's. After it had been photographed and

measured, he attempted to preserve it entire in brine, but this

was found to be ineffectual, and after decomposition had begun
to destroy some of the most perishable parts, he took it from

the brine and. dividing it into several portions, preserved such

parts as were still uudecomposed in strong alcohol. These

various portions are now in my possession, and with the photo-

graphs have enabled me to present a restoration, believed to be

aaite accurate, of the entire creature (plate it, fig. 1). In this

figure the eyes, ears, siphon-tube, and front edge of the mantle

have been restored from a small squid {Loligo pallida), to which

itic species seems to be nearly allied in many respects.

The other parts have been drawn directly from the photographs

and specimens.^:

previously captured arm of a still larger one, i

Maritime Monthly' Magazine of St. John, N. B., for March,

1874, and in several newspapers. § To him we are, therefore,

jmy of Sciences, Nov. 18, 1874, and will be described in greater

l i'.uisactions. See also American Naturalist, Feb., 1875.

\ The figure was originally made, from the photographs only, by M r

if the Museum of Comparative Zoology, but after the arrival of the specimens it

lad to be altered in many parts. These necessary changes were made by the

n-iter, after a careful study of the parts preserved, in comparison with the pboto-

also due to Mr. Alexander Murray, Pro',

gist, who cooperated with Mr. Harvey in the examination and preservation ol

tiese specimens, and who has also written some of the accounts of them that have

een published. See also the American
874 ; American Journal of Science, vol. vii, p. 160 ; Nature, vol. ix, p. 32A

'ebruary 26, 1874 ; and Appleton's Journal, Jan. 31, 1874.
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ui;iiulv indebted for the lat.-st and most important additions to
our knowledge of these remarkable animals. The preserved
parts of this specimen (No. 5) which I have been able to ex-
amine are as follows : the anterior part of the head, with the
bases of the ;irms, the beak, lingual ribbon, etc. ; the eight shorter
arms, but without the seekers, which dropped oil" hi the brine,

U)_ t I ill '1
rii'-- suckers in place: the tail : portions of the ;i pcn" or inter-
ii.-'l shell: the ink-bag: and pieces of the body.
The general appearance and form of this species* are well

s "' >u by p];,te II. From the grenl size ,»{ the large muckers on
arms, I judge it to be a male. The bodv was rela-

b ^out and aceordin- to th« statement of Mr. Harvey, it

v-' :

. when fresh, about seven feet long and five and one-half
' ireumference. The "tail" or caudal tin (plate iv. fig.

9) is said by Mr. Harvey to have been 22 inches across, but
'' d specimen" is considerable smaller, owinm un-

sh] q] rnthebri d alcol ol It \sn nark
,' ! ' for its broad sagitatc form. The posterior termination

> acute and the lateral lobes extend forward eon-
^Imabb beyond their insertion. In the preserved specimen
the total length, from the anterior end of the lateral lobes to

I!

1 " Tip of the tail, is 2)5 inches ; from the lateral insertions to
t.ic tit. If) inches; from the dorsal insertion 135 inches: total

M / ! _

|

by Kent could be 1
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breadth about 15 inches ; width of lateral lobes 6 inches. The

eight shorter arras, when fresh, were, according to Mr. Harvey's

measurements, six feet long and all of equal length, but those

of the different pairs were respectively ten, nine, eight and

seven inches in circumference. They are three-cornered or

triquetral in form and taper very gradually to slender acute

tips. Their inner faces are occupied by two alternating rows

of large obliquely campanulate suckers, with contracted aper-

tures surrounded by broad, oblique, marginal rings, armed

with strong, acute teeth around their entire circumference, but

largest and most oblique on the outside (plate fif( fig. 10).

These suckers gradually diminish in size to the tips of the

arms, where they become very small, but are all similar in

form and structure. The largest of these suckers are said by

Mr. Harvey to have been about an inch in diameter, when

fresh. The largest of their marginal rings in my possession are

•65 of an inch in diameter at the serrated edge, and "75 be-

neath. The rings of the smaller suckers are more oblique and

more contracted at the aperture, with the teeth more inclined

inward, those on the outside margin being largest. The two

long tentacular arms are remarkable for their slenderness and

great length when compared with the length of the body. Mr.

Harvey states that they were each 24 feet long and 2 '75 inches

in circumference when fresh. In the brine and alcohol they

have shrunk greatly, and now measure only 13*5 feet in length,

while the circumference of the slender portion varies from 2
-25

to 3 25 inches. These arms were evidently highly contractile*

like those of many small species, and consequently the length

and diameter would vary greatly according to the state of con-

traction or relaxation. The length given (24 feet) probably

represents the extreme length in an extended or flaccid condi-

tion, such as usually occurs in these animals soon after death.

The slender portion is three-cornered or triquetral in form, with

the outer angle round, the sides slightly concave, the lateral

angles prominent, and the inner face a little convex and gene-

rally smooth.

The terminal portion, bearing the suckers, is 30 inches m
length and expands gradually to the middle, where it is 4 -

5 to

5 inches in circumference (6 inches when fresh), and 1'5 to Vy

across the inner face. The sucker-bearing portion may be di-

vided into three parts. The first region occupies about seven

inches, in which the arm is triquetral, with margii

angles, and gradually increases up to the maximum size, the

inner face being convex and bearing about forty irregularly

scattered, small, flattened, saucer-shaped suckers, attached by

very short pedicels, and so placed in depressions as to rise but

little above the general surface. They have narrow marginal
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rings, with the thin edges nearly smooth, or minutely den-

i ad -10 to 12 of an inch in diameter, surrounded by

a thick and prominent marginal membrane. These suckers

are at first 1. but become more crowded,

finally covering the whole width of the inner face, which

becomes here 1-6 inches broad. Scattered among the suckers

are about as many low, broad, conical, smooth, callous verri

or wart-like prominences, rising above the general surface, ttheir

central elevation corresponding in form and size to the aper-

tures of the adjacent suckers. These, without doubt, are in-

tended to furnish secure points of adhesion for the correspond-

ing suckers of the opposite arm, so that, as in some other

genera, these two arms can be fastened together at this wnst-

like portion, and thus they can be used unitedly. By this

means they must become far more efficient organs for capturing

their prey than if used separately. Between these smooth

suckers and the rows of large ones there is a cluster of about a

dozen small suckers, with serrate margins, mostly less than a

quarter of an inch in diameter, attached by slender pedicels.

The second division, 14 inches in length, succeeds the small

suckers. Here the arm is well rounded on the back and flat-

tened on the face, where it bears two alternating rows of very

large serrate suckers, and an outer row of small ones on each

side, alternating with the large ones. The inner edge is bor-

dered by a rather broad, regularly scalloped, marginal mem-
brane, the scallops corresponding to the large suckers. On the

other edge there is a narrower and thinner membrane, which
runs all the way to the tip of the arm. In one of the rows of

large suckers there are eleven, and in the other ten, above half

an inch in diameter, but each row has at either end one or

two smaller ones, from half an inch to a quarter of an inch in

diameter. The largest suckers (plate IV, fig. 11, a) are from
1 to 1*15 inches in diameter at the margin. These are attached

bv strong, though slender, pedicels, so that their margins are

i < >out an inch above the surface of the arm. Each one
is situated in the center of a pentagonal depressed area, about
an inch across, bounded by ridges, which alternate regularly,

and interlock on the two sides, so as to form a zigzag line along
tne middle of the arm. These large suckers are obliquely

campanulate; the marginal ring is strong, and sharply ser-

rate all around. The small marginal suckers (fig. 11, b) are

similar in structure, but more oblique, and mostly only -3 to *4

°f an inch in diameter ; they are attached by much longer and
more slender pedicels, and their marginal teeth are relatively

J^ger and more incurved, especially on the outer margin,
--be terminal division of the arm is 9 inches long. It grad-
Ually becomes much compressed laterally, and tapers regularly
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to the tip, which is flat, blunt, and slightly incurved. Just

beyond the large suckers, where this region begins, the circum-

ference is 3'5 inches. The face is narrow and bear.- a large

number of small serrate and pedicellate suckers, arranged m
four regular alternating rows, and gradually diminishing in *ize

to the tip of the arm, where the rows expand into a small "lus-

ter. These suckers are much like the marginal ones of the pre-

vious division, and at first are about -25 of an inch in diameter,

but decrease to about 10 of an inch near the tip of the arm.

The color, where preserved, is pale reddish, with thickly scat-

tered small spots of brownish red.

The form of the jaws of this specimen is well shown by
]

date

in, figs. 3 and 4. When in place, these jaws constitute a power-

ful beak, looking something like that of a parrot or hawk, ex-

cept that the upper jaw shuts into the lower. in,!. ; ,l ..I die

reverse, as in "birds. The color is dark brown, beco .

black toward the tip, where its substance is thicker and iirmer.

and smoothly polished externally. The upper jaw (plate Uf,

fig. 3) measures 3-85 inches in total length; 1 inch in greatest

breadth ; and 2'50 from front to back. The lower jaw (Jig. 4)

is 3 inches lorn:. 2'7d broad, and 2 -Go from front to back.

The small squids of our coast have a verv similar pair of

jaws. Those of Lolhp pallida (plate IV, figs*. 5, 5a) are here

figured twice the natural size for comparison and to explain

the terms used in describing the large jaws.

The most remarkable anatomical character observed in tins

the 'dimrual ribbon," or ..//W/</iW-, for 'in this respect it differs

widely from all other known Cephalopoda
The ordinary squids and cuttle-fishes all have these teeu

arranged in seven regular longitudinal rows ; those <

middle rows being generally two or three-pronged, as in lolt'jo

pallida (plate (v. fig. 7). 'while the kberal rows have k>ng

simple, fang-like teeth. But in this species (fig. 6) the teeth

are ven irroiru 1; scattered ovei tin surf ic< of th< ' i<
>'

thin membrane, and it is difficult to trace the rows, if such

they can be called, for the arrangement seems to be somewhw
in irregular quincunx. The number of rows, however, cannot

be less than twenty, These teeth are all simple, but vary con-

siderably in size and form. They are all attached by a more

or less rounded, (kittened base, and all are considerably curved;

some are broad and tapering; others are slender and acutej

but the different Ibrms and sizes are irregularly iiiterinined' ,[

across the whole breadth of the membrane. Irivgula;

scattered in great numbers over the membrane

nilar grains are embeddedthe teeth, and

stremely generalized one.

membrane lining the mouth. This peculiar type of dentiti

must be regarded as s
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The portions of the pen in my possession belong mostly to

the two ends, with fragments from the middle region, so that

although neither the actual length nor the greatest breadth can
be given, we can yet judge very well what its general form and
character must have been. It was a broad and thin structure,
of a yellowish brown color, and translucent. Its anterior por-
tion (plate in, fig. 2) resembles that of Loligo, but its posterior

D is entirely different, for instead of having a regular
lanceolate form, tapering to a point at the posterior end, as in
Loligo, it expands and thins out toward the posterior end,
which is very broadly rounded or irregularly truncate, fading
out insensibly, both at the edges and end, into soft membrane.
The anterior end, for about an inch and a half, was rapidly
narrowed to a pen-like point, as in Loligo ; from this portion
backward the width gradually increases from 1 "2 inches to 5
inches, at a point .5 inches from the end, where our specimen
is broken off; at this place the marginal strips are wanting,
but the width is 5 inches between the lateral midribs (d, d'%
which were, perhaps, half an inch from the margin. Along the
center of the shell, there is a strong, raised, rounded midrib,
which fades out a short distance from the posterior end, but is

very conspicuous in the middle and anterior sections. On each
side of the midrib is a lateral rib of smaller size. These at
nrst diverge rapidly from the central one, and then run along
yearly parallel with the outer margin and about 4 of an inch
from it, but beyond 11 inches from the point the margins are
torn off. Like the midrib the lateral ribs gradually fade out
before reaching the posterior end ; near the place where they

mj^ disaPpear, they are about six inches apart.
f he pen of our Architeuthis seems to resemble that of the

ancient genus Tendopsis. found frwsil in the Jurassic formations.

.
*rom the above description it will be seen that the most

important and most characteristic features of this species, or
rather of the genus to which it belongs, are to be found in the

Xtion, in the internal shell, in the form of the caudal-
Ms, and in the cluster of small suckers and tubercles on the
or*g arms. As already stated, the Sret three of these peculiari-

a low or generalized structure, and therefore a
j°w rank in our system of classification, unless it should be
ound to have some other characters not yet known and of
greater importance, which might outweigh those here given,

f
Wl

1

11 aPpear, therefore, that this genus of huge squids should
°e classed below Loligo, which, in its turn, would go below

nnvth
aStrephe

^ to which Senus the common sma]1 sc
L
uids of our

Jv/ u
coasts belong, for the latter genus has distinct eyelids,

wnich are not r,..,,,,] ;,, /„/,•„„ .,,„? ti„. h
more specialized,
Am

- Jour. Bci

found in Loligo, and the internal shell
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I have received through Professor Baird, of the Smithsonian

Institution, a pair of jaws and two large suckers of the long

arras, which were taken from a specimen (No. 4), cast ashore

in Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland. These jaws agree precisely

in form and size with those described above, so that the size of

these two individuals mast have been about the same. The

suckers (plate iv, figs. 12, 13) had been dried, and have lost

their true form, but the marginal rings are perfect, and only "92

of an inch in diameter, and though somewhat smaller than in

the specimen just described, they have the same kind of den-

ticulation around the margin. Their smaller size may indicate

that the specimen was a female, but they may not have been

the largest of those on the arm.

Explanation of Plates.

Plate II.—Figure 1. Architeuihis monachus Steenstrup (No. 5); -fe natural size.

-
-

dotted lines indicate parts that are wanting.

Figure 3. Upper jaw of the same ; natural size.

Figure 4. Lower jaw of the same, lacking a small piece at a.

Plate iv.—Figures 5 and 5a Jaws of Loligo pallida ; a, the rostrum or beak ;
a b,

or wings ; d, the frontal lamina in the upper jaw, or chin-portion

(mentum) in the lower jaw; e, the palatine lamina in the upper jaw,

Figure 6. Part of the lingual ribbon of A . monachus; enlarged.

Figure 7 lore enlarged.

'. Caudal fin of A. monachus (No.

1 from Harting ; enlarged.

0. Marginal ring of a sucker fi

enlarged two diameters.

Figure 1 1. a, A large sucker ; and 6. a small marginal sucker from tl

tentacular arms of same
;

2. Large sucker from tentacular :

3. Part of the marginal ring of the same ; enlarged.

[To be continued.]

Art. XVTL—On the Mechanical Work done by a Muscle before

Exhaustion; by F. E. Niphee, Assistant Professor of

Physics in Washington University.

The work done by a muscle may be classed under two

heads : 1st The exerting of any force (F) through an]

(D). To distinguish this kind of work from the other, we may

call it dynamical work. It is measured by the product FD-

2d. Suppose an experimenter to hold a weight on his out-

stretched arm, and suppose furthermore that the experimenter

is one of the weights of a large Atwood's machine, and is

moved vertically with an accelerated motion. The
work done by the arm before exhaustion is easily obtained

from the equations of dynamics. If now the acceleration be-
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comes zero, and the weight be simply held on the aim at a con-
stant level, the arm very soon tires, showing that work is still

done. This kind of work, which Prof Haughton has called

"statical" work, is purely molecular, and we hope to be able
to show that it may be referred to and easily measured by the
ordinary unit of mechanical work—the kilogram-meter.
In the supposed case,* if the acceleration becomes negative,

the time of fatigue increases, until for an acceleration of minus
(g), the time required to wholly fatigue the arm is infinite.

These considerations show, not only the reality of "statical"

work, but also that it is an important element in all kinds of
muscular work.
As the unit of statical work, we shall adopt the work done

by the horizontally outstretched arm in sustaining a weight of
one kilogram for one second upon a lever-arm of one meter.
This work is evidently equivalent to the lifting of this same
weight through a certain height
.

As the unit of dynamical work, we shall take the dynam-
ical work done by the horizontally outstretched arm, in lifting

a weight of one kilogram, through a height of one meter, with
an acceleration of one meter per second, on a lever-arm of one
meter. The solution of the problem evidently consists in find-
ing the relation between these two units.

.
In 1871 I published two series of experiments on this sub-

ject,! which consisted in lifting a weight w through a height
*> m a time t, the intervals / being separated by equal intervals,
during which the weight was allowed to drop, being caught on

attached to the leg. In one series w was made varia-
ble

i in the other series t varied. These experiments were re-

peated by Mr. Haughton, and in spite of my warnings in regard
"> the inaccuracy of the method, he has given them a "theo-
retical" reduction in his Principles of Animal Mechanics;
London, 1873, pp. 462 and 475.

In order to eliminate the fatigue caused by the downward-
plunging weight, the apparatus shown in figs. 1 and 2 was de-
sea B shelf armed with a plate of car-spring caoutch-

oue, for the support of the weight. This shelf is fastened by
i bands I and a vertical back-piece V, to the slide U,

; further supported by a cross-piece P. By using suitable

\G, the slide, may be raised to any desired height, which

rj""
6 "" ls rt '

a, l oil" «>n a'seale marked on the upright pieces A.
is used as a support for the arm during the interval of rest,

i be adjusted to any desired height. S (fig. 2) is a
horizontal string attached to the wire K, and to the wall of the

««ecL «
lM>pe S00n to be able to commence the series o:

tHin
e

-

a
,

pParatus for which has been already devised.

x-kv
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The weight is a bucket of shot, provide
woodeii handle, so that during the lifting

of the weight the line passing through
the center of the hand and the center

of gravity of the weight is a vertical.

The experimenter stands to the right of I

the apparatus (as in fig. 2) and lifts the

weight from the shelf B until his knuck-
les touch the cord S. (Back of hand
turned upward.) The beginning and
close of tbis interval of work is marked
by the sharp click of a metronome, the

time of whose beat is t. At the instant

when the weight has reached the high-

est point, it is grasped by an assistant

and lowered to the shelf, the arm of the

experimenter being wholly relaxed, and
resting upon the stiff bail of the bucket i

The arm of the experimenter moves in the v

makes an angle of 45°, with the vertical pla

the centers of the shoulder joints.

This process is kept up until the arm ca
weight to the required height. The determination of the r

ber of lifts, n, should never be made bv the experimenter, wno

should, furthermore, try to lose all estimate of time during the

process. Only in this'way can the mind be kept unbiased, so

that the determinations are independent of each other,

speriments it became c

tid the support D.

jrtical plane which

le passing through

longer lift tli.

rvci
only grew gradually stronger, but also that it varied ex-

' in strength from day to day. In order to get some

of the strength of the arm, I exhausted the arm each

on!;. -

m-rly i ngth from day to day. In order to get s

" " e arm, I exhausted the arm <

kgrs. weight, and reduced all of

ngth, as shown by the constant
day of experin
the experiments t

experiment. In this series, a weight, w, was lifted thrc

height, A=0-70 meters, in a time, I, of 1-25 sec. The interval ot

rest was also 1-25 sec. The experiments were so arranged as

to make the constant experiment come, alternately, at 11 A. M.

and 4 p. m., the other experiments alternating in like manw '•

The weight, w, was changed each day of experiment, so that

in the table below the numbers on the horizontal lines are

arranged as observed, the order of time being indicated by the

indices in the first vertical column.
The columns headed c are the number of lifts n' for the con-

stant experiment w;=5'00. The mean value of c for the

weights 3-0, 3 5, etc., 7*5, in all 100 experiments, is 35'79. The

determinations of n for w= 7'5 and 8*0 were consciously bad,
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. the arm was unable to manage such weights at such velocity,
1 that I was obliged to stop before the arm was exhausted*

Right Arm. w variable, h — 070 meters, t— 1*25 sea

!T:

~[>

:

-:»:;l

:>:

| 1

I
! i

-

is

2.".

2:;

r

,-

i
i

28

28

The values of n' for u;<3-00, were also rejected in the calcu-
lation of the constants, as with such light weights the work
varies greatly with a slight variation of strength. [This will
be fully discussed hereafter.] Taking the constant c as the
measure of the strength, and assuming that the work done with
any weight at different times is proportional to the strength,
(which we will show to be true for the weights not rejected),
and we have

which formula we have the following values of n. The
iven in the eleventh line, and the prob-mean values of n

2-0i 2-5. 3-0, 3-5,

4-00J4-50
5-00

5-50J
600 6-50 700; 7-50! 800

251 l.v
i

!'
f»l 5651-5 424 29-1 21-91 19-1 H-9 h»-7 vy

.,.,-. 33-2 32-0, 22-7 23-S 15-8! 9-6 8-2

45-1 >:,<;> 36-9 28-2 21-9 20-3

«4h 2:<4

225 124j 99 35 27 -1 24-2 IT'S)

35-8J
27-8 25-7j 19-9

»-.o fi-ti

\*> 44 5 28-3 222 15-0 13-1

32-6! 23-6 21-7 13-7; 13-3::5s

145 105 51 56-4 35-0 26-0 22-9 15-9 113
_1! Jl

^- 5Tl 3-5 0-91 0-el 0-3l 0-21 0-1 0-1 04

[yet >,, exhausted. The q
:

^deration. I think Mr. Uaughton has overlooked this
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able error (e) of this mean is given in the twelfth line, and is

calculated from the formula e=f^/ /' > where v = the

number of observations and d= difference from the mean.
Assuming the arm to be a uniform cylinder, and denoting

by a one-half the weight of the arm, and we have for any

weight w the total dynamical work done before exhaustion.

Total work =(w+a)h . n. . . (1)

The value of a can be determined by direct weighing, as fol-

lows : Exhaust the arm thoroughly, then holding it in the same

position as when lifting, extend the arm horizontally, resting

the hand in the scale-pan of a spring-balance, the dial of which

is turned from the experimenter. The reading off of the weight

is done by an assistant. After a few minutes the muscles tire

so that a practical experimenter can then gradually relax them

fully. Untrained muscles, when thus tried, act involuntarily,

and precise resul

thus determined

or=l-50

The mean is 1-50 kgr. with a probable error of 0-01 kgr.

Hence (calling the total work=W), (1) becomes

W=(to+l-50)0-70«.

Coordinating the values ofW and w and the relation appears

plainly hyperbolic. Hence the two most probable cases are

lp+a)kn=~L^j (2) and

(w+a)hn=~ _..(3)

where c and v are constants.

From these we readily have

log
(
w+a)+log «=*'- flog (w+«) - - - (

4
)

log («,+ flf)+logn=*-«logu, _ .(5)

These equations are of the form y=k+vx.
where y and x can be determined from the observations. They

are given in the table below.

These values of a- and y for eq. (4) and (5) are coordi

the chart and a straight line, drawn n- mimHv ;is possible through

the points, shows the functions to be linear in each case. t> 1S
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w (w + a) n logw log (w + a) log« (log«> fo) + logn

3-0 4-5 152-5 0-4771 0-6532 2-1833 2

3-5 5'0 95-8 0-5441 0-6990 1-9814 2 6804

67-2 0-6021 0-7404 1-8274 2 5678
4-5 6-0 51-2 0-6532 07782 1'7093 2 4875
5-0 6-5 36-9 0-6990 0-8129 1*5670 2 8799
5-5 7-0 0-7404 0-8451 1-4564 2 3015
6-0 7'5 0-7782 0-8751 . 1-3560 2 2331

18-1 0-8129 0-9031 1-2577 2 1608

7-0 8-5 14'5 0-8451 0-9294 1-1614 2'0908

As will be hereafter shown, the observations are most nearly

represented by eq. (3) It is, however, impossible to decide be-

tween equations (2) and (3) with absolute certain

experiments are repeated with other values of h and t. b or

the present v e assum the equation

(w+a hn=~ (6)

from which \\re readily have w3hn=c — aw2Aw,

which is of the form rf y=c+au.
By the method of least squares, the values of the constants

Solving (6) for n, and substituting the proper values, and
have the followi:.e ...

values of n. Sn is n (calc.)—n (obs.).

bserved and calculated

i
probable error of
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Eq. 5. Eq. 4.

20^H ";'*

°'4 °'5 °'6 °'7 °'8 °*9 jlo|(w+a)

The comparison of the calculated and observed values of n is

very satisfactory. This is shown graphically on the chart, the

small circles representing the observations. The values of Sn,

with the proper sign, are also there represented by the broken

dotted line, the zero line being the horizontal line, which it

repeatedly crosses. The observed value of a is 1'50. The

calculated value is 1 52. The difference, 0*02 kgr., being 1'8

per cent of a observed.

Instead of eq. (6), Prof. Haughton has found the relation for

the case here discussed, to be represented by the equation.*

(«H-or)««=A (7)

where for my right arm he finds the values of the constants to

be A= 1000 and «=l-0. The experiments from which this

formula was obtained are, as before said, unreliable, and the

calculated value of a is 33 per cent less than the observed

value. This relation would also demand that v', in equation

(2), should equal unity. It was found to be 2 '58.

In order to test the matter, experimentally, I performed two

experiments as follows

:

1. The arm alone (w>=0) was lifted through 90° (from verti-

cal to horizontal) in the time 1*25 seconds, the experiments be-

ing conducted exactly as described in my later experiments.

According to (7) for complete exhaustion «=1000
« (6) « « n=cc

* Principles of Animal Mechanics. London, 1873. p. 463.
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The arm was lifted 2000 times without feeling any appreciable

2. A weight w=Q 50 kgr. was lifted, as before, except that

the weight was allowed to drop during the interval of rest, as

in my earlier experiments.
It was lifted 1500 times with very little of fatigue.

According to (7) for complete exhaustion n= 440
« (6) " " «=12000

In the latter case the time of exhaustion would be 8£ hours.
The work done before exhaustion would be 17,000 kgr.-meters.
The daily labor of a working man is about 100,000 kgr.-meters.

Considering these facts, and also the slight fatigue experienced
by me, in experiment 2, I am convinced that my arm could
work 8 hours and 20 minutes at the above rate, care being
taken to avoid fatigue from other sources (standing on the
feet in one position, etc.). It would, however, be a dangerous
experiment.

.
Experiment 2 was also performed with a time ^=1 164 (the

time taken in my earlier experiments, reduced by Prof. Haugh-
ton) with the same result.

This experiment also shows that eq. (2) does not represent
this kind of work, for we deduce, from the chart, lor the values
°i the constants

. . ,. 21240

making w=0-5, and we have (si. ire a=l-Q and h = 0-7) n=r
2o00. The arm would be exhausted for 2500 lifts, which is

hardly possible.

Anyone who will take the trouble to coordinate the corre-

sponding values of c and n' as given in the first table, will
see clearly that we were justified in retaining those values of n

,

lose, which we there reduced. Each curve, however.
^ves evidence of the fact, that for any weight, n varies as
some power of the strength.
We have made several series of experiments to investigate

J*
point, determining the strength (s) of the muscle, by means

01 a dynamometer. Calling r, the time of exhaustion I have
fo«ndthat

T=a(s-P)v
,

where v is a function of the weight, a and ft being also con-
stant for the same weight. If the dynamometer really gave

p
e ^solute strength of the muscle, ft would be equal to w.

-lues of these constants have not yet been obtained,
Qo we therefore decline to discuss this equation anv farther at

present

St
- Louis, Oct. 31, 1874.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. Constitution of Sulphurous Acid and Sulphites.—Michaelis
and Wagister have made some experiments to determine whether
sulphurous acid possesses the constitution assigned to it by

Strecker, II.S0
2 .OH, or has the more usual formula HO . SO

.

OH. Since, if the former formula be correct, the two hydrogen
atoms have different positions in the molecule, it is obvious that

the replacement of one of them by another atom or atomic group

must give rise to two isomers; while only one compound is possi-

ble when they are both replaced by the same radical. By this

reasoning, only a single ethyl-ether of sulphurous acid can exist.

formula being C 2
H

5
. SO s

. OC 2H 5 . But in fact two bodies

i boiling

i the true ethyl-ether

of sulphurous acid. The latter, prepared by the action of sodium

ethylate upon < ;l \ l-sulphon-chloride, must from its mode of prepa-

ration be C 2H 5 .S0 2 .OC 8
H

5 . Since the two bodies are not

identical, it follows thai the only possible formula for the former is

C 2H 5
0. SO. OC 2H 5 , corresponding to an acid of the formula

HO. SO. OH. This view the authors confirmed by acting with

phosphoric chloride upon the sulphurous other produced when sul-

phur chloride acts on alcohol. Ethuwl-thi.mvl chloride, CI. SO.

OC 2H 5 , was obtained; and this, as shown by Carius, for thionij

chloride, treated with alcohol, yields ethyl sulphite. This result

proves that the equivalence of sulphur is different in sulphuric

and sulphurous acids, being in the latter a tetrad.

—

Ber. Berl

Chem. Ges., vii, 1073, Sept., 1874. g. f. b.

2. On the Organic acids of crude Petroleum.—Hell and

Mkoinokk have examined an acid liquid, obtained b\

the second running (specific gravity 0*875) in the disl

heavy Wallachian petroleum with caustic soda, and treating tin'

flocculent precipitate thus formed, after solution in water, witli

sulphuric acid. This oily acid liquid, which collects on the sur-

face, called mineral-oil acid by the workmen, is a mixture of prob-

ably homologous acids, whose separation was exceeding!

fractional precipitation yielding semi-fluid products, a;

tion producing decomposition. Finally, an ethyl-etb<
™»i«*nii+ii7 ;t 236°-240 , was obtained f« «* ^nlnrW«i nilv liauid,

lighly refractive, and having an agreeable fruity odor and burn-

ng taste. Upon saponification, and subsequent decomposition by

sulphuric acid, a colorless acid of specific gravity 0*982 at 0° was

258°-261° without decompo-

onium salt being decomposed

nd potassium salts closely re-

e obtained in the solid form-

;id of specific gravity (

obtained, which boiled constantly at 258°-261° without decompo;

sition. It is a weak acid, its amir
by water in excess. The sodium a

and could not b

C
,

, B , aOt . Its reactions show that it does not belong to either
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of the three series of fatty acids at present known, and the authors
believe it to be a member of a new series characterized by a pecu-
liar mode of union of the carbon atoms.

—

Ber. Berl. Ohem. Ges.,
vii, 1216, Sept., 1874. g. f. b.

3. On the D>rft Synthesis of Methyl aldehyde.—Brodie has
succeeded in effecting a direct synthesis of methyl aldehyde by
passing the induction spark through a mixture of carboi
and hydrogen. In his earlier experiments, in which

;arly equal) volumes of the two gases were used, the onfy other

ogen. In his earlier experiments, in which eqi

.
^ual) volumes of the two gases were used, the onb

product obtained was marsh gas ; and this equally whetfc
bonous oxide or carbon dioxide was used. By a modificatioi

litions of the experiment with carbon die

pected synthesis, the 188-6 volumes of gas remain-
ing after the removal of the nitrogen, oxides of carbon, and a
trace of oxygen, being composed of 183*2 of hydrogen, 02 of
marsh gas and 5-2 of methyl aldehyde. This hitter amount be-
ing equivalent to 2 76 per cent. The reaction appears to be as
follows:

C02+(H 2 ) 2=COH 2
+H2

Brodie believes that methyl aldehyde was formed in his former
experiments, but was subsequently decomposed thus :

(C0H,) 2=C0 2+CH4
Ann. Ch. Pharm., clxxiv, 284, Nov., 1874. g. f. b.

4. Synthesis of an Isomer of < \,, ie-s>«/ar.—The relation of the
glucoses, or simple sugars, to the saccharoses, or compound sugars,
is very obvious from their formulas ; two molecules of the former
b

J
the loss of a molecule of water being united into one molecule

tter. While it is quite possible by means of ferments,
• like, to reverse this operation and produce the sim-

ple sugars from the compound ones, it has not hitherto been possi-

M up the latter from the former. Gautier has now
succeeded in withdrawing a molecule of water from two molecules

P dextrose, one of the simple sugars, and thus forming a body
naving the composition of a compound sugar. The result was
?ec*ec* by dissolving perfectly pure dextrose in nearly absolute
cohol, cooling the solution by means of ice, and then passing

y through it a current of dry hydrochloric acid gas.

^"®r saturation, the liquid is evaporated' in a vacuum, neutralized
1 <arbonate and hydrate, treated with strong alcohol,

an?VVaporated
> treated with ether to remove a bitter substance.

ta T
nally dried in vacuo at 100°! A colorless body is thus ob-

<l<>gous to gum and dextrin in appearance and taste,

in wate'i-, and verv hvo-roseonic. Upon analysis, its

» HUS found
'

to be ClVO, ,. It has no s U-,ot taste.
not precipitated by amnion iacal" lead acetate, reduces the c op-

mentti
°nly ui,!

' 'I'ffi'-idtv •"" l is dextrogyrate. It is nol fei-

w*d is decomposed again on heating its aqueous solu-

aD
° 160 °, into two molecules of a simple sucrar; but this >u-ar

^Pears not to be identical with the primitive dextrose, but to
nalogous though not identical with inosite, reducing the
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copper test but not being fermentable. The author Bug
.lie derivative of dextrose obtained by Sch1

C 12H 14 (C 2 lI 80) 8O in is the octacetylic derivative of this new
compound.

—

Bull. Soc. Ch., II, xxii, 145, Sept., 1874.
" On Maltose.—Schulze has re-investigated and confirmed the-—

" of O'Sullivan that the action of malt-extract upon

starch produces, not dextrose as had been supposed, but a com-

pound sugar having the formula C 12H 22 1} ,
which he called

maltose. This sugar reduces the copper test only two-thirds as

actively as dextrose, but possesses a much greater rotatory power.

Schulze's experiments were conducted with diastase, precipitated

from malt-extract by alcohol. Starch paste treated with this, at

a temperature of 60°, was rapidly saccharified. After concentra-

tion and precipitation of the dextrin l>v alcohol, the solution was

evaporated to a syrup treated with alcohol, the clear solution

poured off and evaporated over sulphuric acid. Crystals first

reared on the walls of the vessel, and finally the whole solidi-

rystalline mass. Recrystallized from water or alcohol,

maltose retains crystal water, which is readily given up at 100 .

In appearance, maltose resembles dextrose but is distinguished

from it by its composition, its reducing power, and its action on a

polarized v.iy By Imiiing with dilate acids it is converted into

dextrose. It is therefore an intermediate product between dex-

trin and dextrose.

—

Ber. Berl. Chern. Ges., vii, 1047, Sept., 1874.

6. Synthesis of Lencic acid by means of its Nitrile.— Eklkn-

meybr and Sigel, by acting on amyl aldehyde—obtained from

the alcohol produced by fermentation -with" hydrocyanic acid,

have produced the true nitrile of lencic acid, as a colorless, pecu-

liarly smelling oil, insoluble in water. It cannot be

being decomposed into the bodies from which it was fennel

Potassium and sodium hydrates also decompose it similarly.

Analysis gave it the formula C eH, , NO. Fuming hyd
acid decomposes it, producing ammonium chloride and lencic acu •

On the addition of water the latter product separates as an oil,

sinking to the bottom. It is removed by means of ether, which

leaves it on evaporation as a syrup, from which after a time large

transparent crvstal plates of the acid separate, having the reiu-

position C 6H l2 3 . There can be no doubt therefore that leoe*

acid is thus constituted :

—

CM 3

CH
3

\ CH—CHOH—COOH.
Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vii, 1 109, Sept., 1874. o. f. b.

7. Relation of Phtholi* «<-;<! t<» Attf/mv/uinonr:.

preparation of sulpho-anthraquinonic acid in a Basle ai

ufactory a considerable quantity of a crystallized Bubli

obtained in large colorless needles, which was soluble in wate

and crystallized therefrom in brilliant plates. Weitii

schedler examined it and proved it to be phthalic acid, by con-

version into the anhydride and into calcium and barium phthalatefc
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as well as into phthalimide. Further investigation showed that
:uithru<|uim>!K' carefully purified from phthalic acid, heated with
lour parts of fuming sulphuric acid for six hours to 270°, gave
"lork'ss needles of phthalic anhydride, nearly an inch in length.
Hence anthraquinone must be regarded as the ketone of phthalic
acid, the decomposition taking place as follows

:

L
«
U
*1 CO f

C eH4+2S0 2 j OH=C 6
H 4

j COOH+C 6
H

4
j^QR

Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vii, 1106, Sept., 1874. a. p. b.

8. Simple preparation of Urmmathi from Ha- mat in.—Hoppe-
Seylek has identified the coloring matter which he had produced
by acting upon hsematin, the coloring matter of the blood, with
reducing agents, especially tin and hydrochloric acid, with that

n the urine by dail'e and called urobilin, and that pro-
duced from bilirubin by S\\\\\ by the action of sodium amalgam.
Hence it follows that the coloring matter of normal faeces, and of

a reduction derivative of the coloring matter of the
Wood, and that the biliary coloring matter bilirubin and biliver-
am are intermediate stages in this reduction. The principal nor-
mal coloring matter of the urine, however, is not urobilin but
"'matin; but IIo,.,,e-Sevler states that this is easily derived
Irom urobilin, and that too, by reduction. This discovery opens
the way for the solution of interesting questions on the disintegra-
tion of the blood-corpuscles under pathological conditions. ]J,r.

** Chem. Ges., vii" 1065, Sept., 1874.
9. Asparaginic acid as a product of Pancn at;,- dh/vs/in,).—

since asparaginic acid has been proved to be a product of the

'!' "> the albuminates, both vegetable and animal, it <»<•-

cmred to Radzikjewski and Salkowski to ascertain whether
natural ferments such as that of the pancreatic juice, produced
•:!;^'-mic ;l eid in their action upon blood-til. rin. Fresh blood-

digested at 40°-50° with the pancreas of the ox for
' ion obtained, asparaginic

r o,e copper salt and by elementary analysis. The formula
1

' La(,
1 requires 36-09 of carbon and .vju hvdrogen. Analy-

;':.
- :!Vt ' ; !o-7U eai -boi, and 5r,s h vdrogcu.— 11> r. LUrUlun,. ties..

U
j

'OftO, Sept., 1874. G. F. B.

I r

'' SU -patht-th- r;?>rationfi — yi. E. buiros has studied at

-liin-iici- exercised on the vibrations of a column of air

' "ing sonorous bodies, lie concludes that the pitch of a

;.';',"' '"*«' A similar etU-rt is produced, but in a less marked manner
: 'l mass of air or membrane, has a higher pitch than the

• ''d, of a membrane, on the other hand, is lowered by
lid l-odv near it. In order that a la ver of air. bounded

it £!!
8
i
de by a membrane and on the other by a plane parallel to

given
by a Solid free around its ed^e'

may be rein
!
orced by a

sound, its thickness must be proportional to its length

;
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further, this thickness depends on the ratio which exists between
the sound proper to the membrane and the given sound, and also

on the nature and dimensions of the membrane.
We can, with sounding tube-

. reproduce

the principal phenomena obtained with singing flames.

The pitch of a pipe falls when we bring a solid body near its

orifice. This flattening is still produced when the pipe is the cen-

ter of a solid plane which extends indefinitely around the pipe.

Tin change in pitch is proportional to the number of vibrations of

the pipe, and within certain limits nearly proportional to the

breadth of the solid rim surrounding the pipe; it is, on the con-

trary, constant starting from a certain breadth, and then propor-

tional to the diameter of the pipe.

—

Ann. Che.m. <>t P/n/s., iii, :U3-

390. e. c. F.

1 1. Electrical Resistance.—M. Benoit has measured with great

precision the eleetrieal resistance of various metals at temperatures

from 0° to 860°. He employed both the method of the differential

galvanometer and of the Wheatstone's bridge, and for each metal

has measured several specimens. The mean of these is given in

the following table, the second column giving the resistance ofa

Ohms, and column three the same quantity in Siemens units.

Column four gives the resistance compared with silver:i four gives the

±
r, A. -0154

Copper, A -0171

Silver,A (1) -0193

Gold, A -0j17

Aluminum, A -0309

Magnesium, H 0423
Zinc, A, at 350° ...-0565

Zinc, H ...-0594

Cadmium, H -0685

Brass, A (2) -0691

Steel, A -1099

! ID]

Aluminum Bronze, A (3) -

Palladium," A'.'"- .....
Platinum, A
Thallium

"
"er,A (4);;::

•0161

•0179

•0201

•0227

•0324

•0443

•0591

•1914

•2075

•2775

These results, which are all taken at 0°, agree close!}

obtained by other observers. M. Benoit has extended his observa-

tions to a range of temperature much greater than those previ-
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ously employed for this purpose. He wound the wire around a
clay pipe enclosed in a muffle and immersed the whole in a bath
of water, mercury, sulphur or cadmium, which was kept at the
boiling point by a Perret furnace. Constant temperatures of 1 00°,
360°, 440° and 860° were thus obtained. Various temperatures
below 360° were also obtained by a mercury bath. The meas-
ures were also corrected for expansion. Plates annexed to his
memoir, presented to the Faculty of Sciences of Paris, show the

"Ideally. They show that the resistance increases regu-
larly for all metals like tin, lead and zinc up to their point of
fittwn. This increase, however, differs for different metals. We
notice that tin, thallium, cadmium, zinc, lead, are found together
jn the upper part of the plate; at 2mi° to .'-Hi their resistance

I. Below them are iron and steel ; for the last the re-
sistance doubles at 180°, quadruples at 430°, and at 860° is about

tun, on the other hand,
"'crease much less and only double their resistance at 400° to 450°.
»old, copper and silver form an intermediate group. In general
tne conductibility decreases more rapidly in a metal the lower its

on. Iron and steel are an exception to this rule. In
•alloys the variation is always less than in their constituents, and
^s is especially the case with German silver.—Bib. Univ., ceiii,

of

1
?" ?efleetion hV Glass.—Dv. P. Glan has measured the amount
"* +

reflected by a plate of glass and compared the results

ployed consisted

mating lens of an

the slit,

objective of the observing telescope carried a Nicol with a

Ho-h
c"*c^e reading to minutes ; and the spectral analysis of the

t£ t k?
8 effected by the prisms of a Hoffman spectroscope set on

e table of the apparatus. The slit was divided into two parts
.7 a strip of tinloil, whose breadth was such that the ordinary

in ?G 0ne-half and the extraordinary image of the other were

„pn7ct contact, consequently by turning the Nicol the two adja-
^nt spectra could always be brought to precisely the

given by theory. The apparatus employed
1 a doubly-refracting prism attached to the <<

so that its principal section was parallel t

i. «:
objective of the observing telescope carried a Nic

'. Drightn
j dispersion of the doubly-refracting

LJT'
perfect contact ua» ..nlv possible for one coloS were of such a length as to render the comae* ciose

JWover a space of considerable width ; l,v turning the doubly-

snJT g Prism this contact could be effected in any part of the

the,l?
m

-

,
A ^angular prism was placed over the lower half oi

whi . "I
an ' 1 reflected through it the li-ht of a petroleum flame

bv wV\ ?Ut of the upper^half a small spectrometer was placed,

aPParat
light reflected from the S,ass was Passetl thn)U£ n the

equai J
B^ turning the Nicol the two images were rendered

light 'J
each observation was repeated five times, using the

In JJ
^^-^"gth equal to that of thallium,

dence th
Uowing table the first column gives the angle of inci-

'
he second the mean of twelve observations of the amount
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reflected by a prism of crown glass, the thin I the amount reflected

according to Fresnel's formula, and the fourth ami fifth the ob-

served and computed reflections for a -imilar prism of flint <A:^-.

The incident beam is in all cases taken as 100.

The indices of refraction were found from the angle of p

zation, since Seebeck has shown that the density and, therefore,

the refraction of the surface may be considerably altered by uriml-

ing. For the crown glass this method nave ,>=] ')()!. and for the

flint glass n— 1 -577. It is evident that the agreement wit h rheon

is all that could be expected, since the individual observations

fer in some cases as much as four per cent from one another.—

Mouats. Acad., Berlin, 1874, p. 511 ; Phil. Mag., xlviii, 475.

13. Electrical Polarization.—M. G. Quincke describes in detail

a great number of experiments on the electrical currents accom-

the non-simultaneous immersion of two mercury dflO-

liquids, and has arrived at the following con-

clusions :

If two mercury electrodes, connected by the wire of a multiplier)

be immersed one after the other in any liquid which is a conduct*

of electricity (water, alcohol, saline solutions, etc.), an electric cur-

rent is observed passing from the freshly wetted mer
through the liquid to the other mer my surface. Th<

the current diminishes as the resistance of the liquid column be-

tween the electrodes is increased. The electromotive force varies

with the nature of the liquid and increases as the concentration

diminishes, in some cases amounting to 06 of a Volt. The electro-

motive force increases if the boundary surface of mercury w itb to*

surrounding liquid in the last immersed electrode is ruor

produced. It soon, however, reaches a maximum, especially • " !' :
'

case of viscous liquids like glycerine. The cause of these currents

is probably the alteration in molecular condition (change

or concentration), which is gradually accomplished in the h't 111 '

near the surface of contact after the wetting. Similar

obtained with solid metals, as with mercury. The currents forrneu

with acids are due chiefly to chemical action, and are, therefore,

secondary phenomena. The surface tension may be

creased or diminished and may change its sign with :
'

and duration of the current. The disturbances in cap;

not be accounted for by electrolysis.

—

Pogg. Annal, cliii, 161-20 ,

Phil. Mag., xlviii, 479. b. c. p-

"t"V
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Natural Ili-r uv.

ich falls to the furt/t n-ith utiims-

Noudkxsktold.— In the early part

about Stockholm was visited by a

magnitude. Xorclenskiold availed

jivestigafe whether the apparently

ticles of foreign matter. A cubic

.1 and melted with all possible pre-

fer, during the latter part of the

s), when the atmosphere mast have

g (1 f a black powder, from which,

all respects satisfactory, as it was at

iding the precautions taken, that the

ii'-vs about :
>;,", I.i'.Im n mi^ht have

-lerivcd innu the roofings of the houses, covered up though

time by several feet of snow. In order to obtain

positive r<?sults, the experiment was repeated in a remote

Ure'and m
Finland. A large body of snow was collected

elted. The result in this case also was a sooty

proved to be metallic iron. The quantity of ma-

.

t

" 1

;

i

;

1

i

,i

;

jl1
'vas too small to allow of its being tested for

elusive evidence to the same point was obtained

spent the winter on the northern cast of Spitz-

'"_ At this point (lat, 80° X.) most remote from all human

The dust was
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lar, colorless powder, in which some fragments of diatoms were

observed.
This material has much resemblance to the remarkable dust

found by Nordenskiold scattered on the surface of the ice in the

interior of Greenland, as also at a distance of 30 miles from thi

coast, and to which he gave the name cryoconite. This consisted

for the most part of minute angular crystalline mains, which were

colorless and transparent, with fragim it-
j
ossil !y oi t'ehisj a nel

augite crystals, and some black magnetic particles. In an analysis

the cryoconite was proved to consist of silica, alumina, o.vide of

iron, manganese, magnesia, potash, soda, with traces of chlorine

and i >rganic matter, and to give the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds,

alumina, silica and water, 2 : 3 : 14 : 1. Its specific gravit y is SMUi

and the crystalline form is monoclinic.

Nordenskiold shows that the cryoconite must have had either a

cosmical origin, or have come from Jan Mayen, or else some un-

known volcanic region in the interior of Greenland, while the

presence of cobalt, and probably nickel, would seem to prove that

a part of the dust at least lia.l a c.,Mnic ii origin. II, tinalh •<unt->

to this conclusion—that small quantities of a cosmical dust, con-

taining metallic iron, cobalt, nickel, and phosphoric acid and ft)*

a carbonaceous organic matter, falls upon the earth along with

atmospheric precipitation.—Pogg. Ann., cli, 154, 1874.

[The dust, or cryoconite, has nearly the composition of an oligo-

glase-trachyte.

—

e. s. d.]

.
' •.

" d Park Mineral Coal; by E. J. Mallett. (From

the Rocky Mountain News, Denver, Colorado, of Nov. 19, and

dated Territorial School of Mines, Nov. 17, 1874.)—I have ex-

amined specimens of coal from Middle Park, and herewith com-

municate the results, which may be of interest to your readers.

The coal presents somewhat the appearance of bituminous coal

of the older epochs, and does not have much tendency to slack or

break to pieces. When pulverized, it loses its jet-black color,

assuming a dark vandyke-brown. *****
Although it might be classed as caking bituminous coal, it differs

in the following respects from coals of that class :

First. In the nature of the residue left afte

coke, something similar to that which would be derived

tilling sugar, but too porous and crumbling to support burden in a

Second. In the large amount of gas and tarry oil produced.

Third. In the brown color of its powder. .

English cannel coal was placed in another retort ai

simultaneously with the Middle Park coal, in order to com pure

romjily the relative amounts of gas. Apparently the domcstK

coal uave about thirty per cent more gas, of high

]
, h-i r, and v< r\ una h "more liquid distillate than the i ng!i*h c< a

When the coal is l.oihd with concentrated solution of p<<;a-n.

it does not affect the color of the solution. Lignitic or brown coal

colors potash solution brown.
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Considering all of its properties, I may say that it possesses

with the recently discovered mineral called

petroleum, and also with what is

o varieties are highly valued by gas
trere, who mix from five to twenty per cent of these

bituminous compounds with less bituminous coal, thereby -ivativ
inmusing the yield and quality of the gas. It resembles the
former in the large amounts of gas and tarry oil it yields (whiob
may prove as valuable as that derived i'romai .< rtite), but differs

big heavier—the specific gravity of the albertite be-
ing 1-090, while this is 1 -323, —also in > iolding no soluble products

< "d with bisulphide of carbon, spirits of turpentine, ether,
y"

'• From torbanite it differs, in not crackling in the fire, in be-

vicr, and in melting and iutumescing when heated.
Analysis shows it to contain in .'mo hundn i i a ts < -02 percent of

I moisture, 39-95 per cent of volatile matter (gas and
r !n '} 'il)

;
• I

-

'':! \n v ci nt oi Hxe 1 residue, consisting of coke and ash.

,

-^ much confusion exists in the nomenclature of the mineral
fuel of Colorado, I would propose, as i recently did to Professor

1 .'.''"-I from Middle Park is of the class caking-bituminous,
and being a peculiar variel \ . mi^ht be distinguished as " I>yerite."

;'• Yohunur pf„ , IIUli , .;„/ ,,f ('ntint,/ Antrim dud a,}},,!,,;),,/ />;.<-

/;';'«. Xnrth,--a.*tffi, Inlnu) ; by Prof. Edward Hull. (Proc.
, "

,

',• ^"C. A.iir.. 1-74.)— Hie "Antrim io-ne,.iw nu U. u hid in-

syithout any crumpl
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The augitic rock consists of crystalline grains of augite and

1
.

'i

^

ru <ioyite with grains of titano-fei , i'/iivt it »•':].

and often also of chrysolite. Owing to the amount of iron in tin-

rock, its decomposition has produced beds of pisolitic limonitc.

No distinct remains of volcanic cones can now he distinguished in

the region.

4. Report of the Geological Survey of Missouri, <udmlh<<j

Jithl-icork of 1873-4, with 91 Illu

nd Kj. Broadhead, State Geologist. 734 pp. 8vo.

ty, 1874.—We cite the following from this valuable 1

The "Historical Notes.
11
with which t lie Report opens,

begun in Missouri in 1719, but was prosecute'

only on a small scale for many years. In 1823 the annual vie

was reported at 3,000,000 pounds; in 1873 it reached 2 7,UT h.:cju

pounds. The first iron was made in 1816 ; the first zinc, in 1867.

The Lower Drib inchnh - large boulders of granite, red quartzvte.

greenstone, etc., which increase in <,uantity and size as we go

north. In Sullivan County, a granite boulder measures 20 hy -'4

feet. The Missouri River seems to limit their southern extension
;

for only small and scattered ones are seen farther south, and these

mostly rounded, as if by stream action. It is very probahle that.

anterior to the deposit of this rounded drift, but subsequent to the

age of deposit on the highest land, an immense lake covered the

larger part of the State,' in.-lnding all of North Missouri, St. Louis

( ountv. the counties on the Missouri 1,'iver above Moniteau < "iinty.

and a portion of the border counties, while all Central and South-

ern Missouri formed an extensive area of dry land. We have evi-

dence iii North Missouri of great erosion previous to the existence

The total area of the Missouri coal-field is estimated at 23.1 u^

The term Choteau Group is used as the equivalent of Kinder-

hook, on the ground of priority; but, since it was <-ri

plied to but one of the three beds now included/ while the

' Kinderhook," from the first, was used to include all three—

Choteau Limestone, Vermicular Sandstone and Lithogr
stone—with their equivalents elsewhere, this use Beei

cause needless confusion. The "greater thickness and better de-

velopment" of the group in Missouri does not appear to us suf-

ficient reason for replacing a name in itself unobjectionable.

After brief summaries of facts concerning caves, water-supply?

soil<. economic minerals and rocks, and topographical features oi

the southwest coal field, there follow over three hundred pages ot

county reports. The following chapters, on lead, zinc and iron

ons, by Schmidt and Leonhard, give many interesting d

cerning the occurrence and relations of these ores. At .<

Oronogo,the.ualenite is frequently associated with bin ;

sometimes entirely impregnates the ore. This bitumim -

ha- a darker appearance than the common ore, being often deep

black in color. Bitumen is of quite common occurrence in tne
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vi !>•
]
»':i ate to cerussite. Crys-

tals or masses of galenite, imbedded in altered and softened lime-

stone, seem to have been coated at first by a compact layer of

cerussite. Through this layer, solutions contnir.ing carbonic acid

part of the lead as carbonate on the inside of the coating, hut

carrying most of it out of the shell, either to deposit it immedi-
ately or to carry it away. When this process has been continued
t<>v Bome lime, we tind a round or oval shell of compact and ".•en-

much larger, containing a dark, t ran- pa rent, w atery tin id. in w hicli

a piece of galenite, smooth and rounded, but irregular in shape, is

gillie h>'»se. It' this process continues, the galenite dissolves en-
titvh . and a eavitv lined with cerussite crystals is the final result.

In Southwest Missouri, chert (of Subcarboniferous age) occurs in
heavy heds. The greatest observed thickness i- ir." feet. This is

"ere one of the principal orc-Vnrinir rucks, contaie.iue galenite in

numerous sheets or seam-. It is evident, in all place-., that the

'!" formation of the ore, and to h
process. The .| ( ,. .-diion m' zinc .

-•> iiite, is evidently intimately c

ttline, generally from <



region, this mi
3 galenite in the Carboniferous as well as in the Silu-

rian rocks. These facts suggest the idea, as Mr. Schmidl ob-

serves, that the occurrence of lead ore, with its associates, is not

exclusively dependent on the geological formation, hut that its de-

position may have taken place sir. lar rocks be-

longing to different geological periods, which rocks happened to

he under similar conditions at the time of deposition. iV this ^in-

gestion is correct, it would throw the origin of all the galenite of

the central and southwestern lead regions into a later
;

the Si 1

1

/carboniferous. As galenite is also found in the seam.- an -1

partings of the coal strata in Simpson's coal-mine, situated in the

lead lis! ! ot > In in Moni . i ( mty, which strata. dtl

belonging to a separate basin, must !>< su[iposed to nave neeu

formed simultaneously, or nearly so, with the North Missouri coal-

field, we may conclude that the galenite is of much later origin,

> Coal-E

The Atlas accompanying the Report contains geological maps of

Cedar, Barton, V< n . n, Bates, 11 ,w ird, I adisoii, Jasper and New-
ton Counties, with uncolored maps of the lea<l districts, and three

sheets of parallelized sections of the Coal-measures. These last

seem to us objectionable, in that they give but little information,

while involving great expense. The field-nut, * thus published

might better be reserved for I he special' study of their author, and

only the thorn,,,;],!,, </;<>, st. ',/,,,< r<d ,<« ,/;,,,, 'sent to the printer.

5. Geoloifh-'i! S/trr,•:/ of Vh'tnrhi. Melbourne, 1 >74. (London:

Triihner &. Co.).—Two volumes of Reports on the '

Victoria have reeentlv been issued: one, a Report of * 'ro_in~>.

by R. BROueiH Smyth, Secretary for Mines for the Colon v, "it;

additional reports on the mineral resourr-es of liallarat, bv W. A. '•

Mi kimy, and on certain Coal-fields; and the other, !

the Paleontology of Victoria, by Frederick M< :Cot.

of the Coal-:' . iar to those of Australia; but n"

species of Glossopteris, the very common Australian genus h;n>'

yet been found, and three are mentioned of the genus Zan***
Glossopteris JBrownian a, the most abundant
has, however, been reported from Southeastern T; -

with IWopterix Austral',*, a plant of both the Australian an-

Victoria Coal-hohls. Professor McCoy makes all these ('-•';;

measures Mesozoic. While no i.epidodendrids occur in ["<*'

Coal-measures, a species is reported from a sandstone of <'TP;

land, which is very similar to the Kuropean Cai boniferous /.</"

JoilonlfuH t,t,; "!<>„,in, Stcrnb. These beds are supposed to !,e

Suboarboniferous. . .
t

The most interesting diM-.v er> mention

slates of Vi« tori i Mr. \\ \ 1 i- i , . n . . IJ

this group; and, of these, Decade I contains d.

-

figures of the following, which are described by Hall from t
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r Silurian: Phyllogr*

i Hall, Diplograptus prfstis i

y.W*to,vai\ P.., II:i!l), />. "/-,/,•- ihil'l.f.' ..,..- '/ ^/.-t^osus Hall,

-'» 7 H'lftln-th'hhrtus Hall, '.. hnjonoides Hall, G. octobraeiiaitus

Hall, £. Logani Hall. The last four :uv mtv common species

both in Canada and Victoria, though rare in Europe.

G. litrnrt >/{><>„ \'< rtvbnttc /-.V -//.< -'-'• ''</'' '
; A'. "' '''• '•''

',

-<>'
,!,»,,>;.,a, .„.s of ,/. /' .s^mvV.s ; i.\ I W. E. D. Cope, Paleontol-

ogist. 18 pp. 8vo. Geo-r. K\nl iiid Sirvevs west of the 100th

-Meridian. l-'iM Lieni. (i. M . Wm ; i r.:.\ t orp> of Knginecrs, IT. S.

Army, in charge.—Professor Cope states that the Eocene dis-

coveries show thai an Eocene lake extended over the part of New
Mexico now drained by the tribute iver on the

'•a-' and tin- S;m Juan' on 1 ho »tm. The Mammalian remains dif-

fer from those of the Fort Lindner Eocene in the absence of spe-

cies of the genus Palwosy<>}>$< and its replacement by li'ithm ><!>>>'.

Cope, and "by the presence of only one small Hyracliyus. Four
new species of Toxodonts are among the discoveries reported;

they are referred to the new genera Ectogauus and Calamo,.',,,,*

i of sharks and one Otfrea nave

been found with the Mammalian remains.
7. Ttr.nty-sixth Annual Report on the New York State Mu-

seum of Natural History; by the Regents of the University ol

the State of New York. Transmitted to the Legislature, May -'.

1873. 192 pp. 8vo. Albany, 1874.—The series of Reports on
the New York State Museum, which has now reached its JC.th

number, is of great value to science on account of the deseripi i<m s

°f new species contained in it, and especially of species of fos-

sils by Professor Jam ks Hall. The volume just issued contains

descriptions of over 50 species of Bryozoans and Corals of toe

Lower Helderberg group, by Professor Hall ; besides, also, Ento-

mological Contributions, No. Ill, by J. A. Lintnkk, including

notes on the larves or transformations of various insect-, mid de-

- .im. new -n. ch - : and also a report of th

G H. Peck, containing among its tables a list of plants hitherto

, eurioua notes.
8. Wind-drift erosion: Note by G. K. Gilbert. (Communi-

cated.)—At the Hartford meeting of the American Association
*°r the Advancement of Science a pap.-r was presented by the
wnterup0n "Erosion bv Sand in the Western Territories." and

ft of the sameia already in typ

'.'"'"..t h'.'s .I" plains b llrifting

1

"

l.uC

tnepLin? %/]"1"^ \X\!\Is" <he' >of,er

Pfftsofthehetero.o-ne/n^arede.plyscoivd; ami pebble:
stone are carved with an arabesque
n°mena were briefly noted by Dr.

-' to Professor Marsh, this £

plexus ot furrows. Th<wo pin-



Ives' Exped., pp. 17 and 24), and his observation was cited as the
first on record. I have recently had my attention

isi '••, re earlier ..h.M-r\ ,1 In Prof W ,;

f

1
' -

:
«"" I" i I" 1 n-ij-ti ns in ,1,. J,, , f ,„] N „, n

S>
8«°'^ri

.?
r *? *he organization of Lieut, h ^ -

(Pacific Railroad Rept,, v, 108, 230 and 232; Am. Jour. Si..
2<lscr.. x\, Imi; I'ror. Amor. A>,<»-. A.lv. S-i.. >", .,,._• is.) lib-
d.-senp! ion, v.inrh is more extended than Dr. N.v.UnVs t ...•!,-

the majority of the features to which I called the attend
Association at Hartford; and i ,,. j^,,,,
first discovered and truly explained the facts.

9. Zircon-syenyte of tie (Voan-ies.- M. Member mentions in the
Comptes Rendus (lxxix, p. 594, Sept., IS!) the o.vunvnc. <>f/.ir-

con-syenyte m the Cai lentical with
that long known from Scandinavia.

10. Text-book of Geology, designed for Schools and Acarh-
mies ; by James D. Dana. 2d edition, 858 pp. s V o

'

"> woodcuts. New York and Chicago, is?4 (ivison lilake-
man Taylor & Co.)—This Geologj

' ; hereby adapted to tiie arrange-
ment of the new edition of the Manual and to tl r.

geological science. The work is somewhat nhu I l.v tin i.l.li-

t! " u
," t ni

-J
hu-ts an-1 illustration.., but wit!, out addin- to the

•lumber ot pa-vs the pa<-e havino- b, . n iuci-u-'u hi" size m
balance the additions, an, i ,!, ,. .,, ;.,,., n n' ,'

;

,']
,

„',,„.],.

enlarged Manual- without an inerease ',,r J-jr,'." The book is

well printed on good paper.
11. Mw American GeologicalMeports.—Thefollowino Keports

have been received, and will be noticed in another numla-r « f this
Journal.

_

The Geology ofNew Hampshire, C. H. Hitchcock, State Geolo-
gist, and J. H. Huntington, Principal Assistant. Part I, Physical
Geography. 668 pp. royal 8vo, with ma i , j Ian > atul wood-cut-.

1 '''' '• n" <'"'«• '- Ftnra ; by 1 to L -M 1 , < 1 !„
]

)> 4t«>.

with thirty lithographic plate-." V 1 of the
quarto Reports of the United S; v of the
Ferritories, F. V. Hayden, U. S. • "Depart-
ment of the Interior.

First Annual Report of the Geolo<pf<d and Aarindtaral ^r-
>•<!/ of T*-xux ; by S. M. liivnt.Kv, a'.M., Ph.D., -tat. Geologist.

oft/o I\. f\. gt-ofogisrh, AV /.•/,.>-,
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Die Fauna der Schichten mit Aspidoceras acanthicum : by Dr.
M.N, unayr. 1873.
Ueber einen neuen i". =s>ii, •., >;;:.r:.-r ;-.- Lesina; by Dr. A. Korn-

huber. 1873. The species is named the Hydro* < ri-„s Usi, < >;.<!#.

Ueber die triadischen Pelecypoden-Gattungen Daondla &
Btdoltia; by Dr. E. M. v. Mojsvlr. 1874.
Ueber die palasozoischen Gebilde Podoliens und deren Yemcin-

erungen; by Dr. A. v. Alth. 1874.
Die Cephalopodenfauna der Gosauschichten in den nordostlichen

Alpen
; by A. Redtenbacher. 1873.

l:i. Mtimml ()f Ihterminaiire Mineralogy, with a?i Intr<«h(c-
ti<>» on /:?ntr-j,;J)r An<dij*:>i : by George J. Brush, Professor of

y in the Sheffield Scientific School. 8vo. New York,
'•'"li:i Wih-v A; Sot!.)— Professor I Irusli calk his work a cempihi! ion
ll

i

- ;l -M. the tenth edition „i Von Ko lull's Tables. But, while
:' it, ho Iims contributed largely to the work from his

labors in blowpipe mineralogy. * Moreover, the species,

iowpipe characters an«l also, in additional columns,
tj| S(, v< ral phvsi 1 dure tcrs, havi been arranged in a merits of

ich will be found exceeding] v convenient by
the student and sure of leading him, if he faithfully uses it, to the
name of any mineral in hand. All species are included in it, even
those recently aunounced.

I,;l
;
volume, as the Preface states, constitutes the Determina-

tive Part of Dana's System of Mineralogy.

t'uxK-ogfuphia ;

Vegetable origin out with i,< dreat'lhit,
»y F. A. Fluckiger, Ph.D., Professor in 1

Hl% and Damkl Hanrury, F.R.S., &<

ecified; but the resi

treatise on Materia X
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structure])!:!;.- an imp .rtr.ni parr, ami i- duly attended to. It has
well been said that this can be mad< c! air and < vplicit only by
means of figures ; but figures in sufficient number to be of much
account would greatly increase the size and enhance the price of

the work. A hand-book like this must do without them. a. g.

15. Uymenornycetes JSnropmi.

pages) is dated August 15, 1874, upon the venerable authorY
eighty-first birthday. He began to publish upon the* Fio»f
sixty years ago, has all along been the acknowledged head and

master of this r condite department, as well as one of the most

learned and critical of Phanerogamous botanists; and his wonder-

fill powers and sure judgment appear to be almost unabated.

The full index fills nearly 50 pages. a. 0.

16. Miocene Fowl 'Plants of Greece.—In the Rente fiiblio-

graphique of the Bull. Bot. Soc. France, 1874. p. 114, an abstract

is given of a critical examination of Fossil Plants «,f K*»iinii. in

EuUea. by Count Saporta, a paper contributed to the Ann. >W.
<l- /•/•;• /,' V. ; //< >'»,w-;,, ( ,',,Mr,L'.t.2. Thenniin inteivM lir*

in the discovery of a Miocene flora, rich in peculiar species, and

allied on one hand to the present Mediterranean vegetation, on the

other to that of South Africa. It has Widdington to, !

C'ussoniff, Jfyriav. and .

!

naranfiacen
, &<., of th.e ( 'ape types, and

an Frt<'ej>h<tl<ii<t,,K, the first fossil Cyanfai dearlv made out as of an

existing genus. It contain-, ni..i'vo\ er. G/./pt stmhu* F« t : r«v>
of 1 leer, which passes in MS ihl\ into tin existing represeiitatn ,

G. hrtemphyllas of China; and a S.ymda (F.>„r,tali>'), "hi*'h

so closely approaches & sempervirens of California, "(pie l'on

ne saurait marquer aucune divergence sensible entre ees deux

17. Mace.—The mace of nutmeg, once taken as the type of an

arilhis. was, a good while ago, distinguished as a ,irill<>,h-, or false

aril, by Planchon, on finding that it developed Irom t he micro;

pyle, while a true aril is a growth from the hilum or sutnniit ot

ins. Hooker and Thomson's statement, that the inarr

develops from both the micropyle and the hilum, has been con-

firm -d 1 \ fiaillon
i

i
1

:>mpt .s Rrfh/ ;<, 7s, p. 770, al>strac! -d in R' ','•

liif.R.rjr. of Hull. Bot, Soc. France, 1. a). The consent* nee i>

that the distinctions between <rr>U.»s and ariHode. cariin<'I> an*

strop}, iole become not exactly superfluous, but systematically un-

important. A -

' ;-

18. Organogeny of the An<fr<> rim, , and lis hairing* upon /"'

nral irfthu.ti's, by M. (iiativ— A long and important series ">

papers in the Comptes Rendus, t. 78, 1874. of which a full/" 1

chair abstract is given in the Revue Bibliographique, above 1 cite*

,

occupying six pages.
^

_ _ l^JftSl

grUlge in the January number, p. 69. He was, as we learn, a

grandson of Dtllwyn of Swansea; and so his taste for natural his-

tory came by inheritance. A -
G'
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20. On the effects of c

Noeth Rice, of Middle
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Port-
end .Meeting-, August, 1873.)—Professor Rice closes his' paper
on this subject with the following paragraph :

Among the most interesting results of the experiments was the
observation that certain poisons which act with extreme violence
upon the mammalia, are very feeble in their action on the mol-
lusca. Tliis is especially true of hydrocyanic acid and woorara.
Specimens of Ilyanassa obsoleta, immersed in dilute hydrocyanic
acid on Friday, showed somewhat feeble signs of life on the
following Tuesday. A specimen of Lnu>itiak&ros,\

...jury.

t little t

died in stale water. The sudden introduction of a large amount
acid in the manner which has been described, seemed

to produce no decided effect. On the other hand, chloral In drate
seems to be very suddenly fatal, the animals treated with it be*

Jantiv contracted, and not resuming their activity
when kept for a number of hours in sea water. Cyanide of

> -imilar in its effects, though not quite so instantane-
ously fatal. The effects of quinine are similar, though less

energetic. Chloroform produces instantaneous contraction, and
death

; but, as the animals treated with this poison were
'd kept tor a time in pure sea water to -ive them an

"I'M'taniiy to revive, it is not certain that they were really dead.
" '

'
i the mode in tch frh . 1 mveba stoallows its Food.— 1 >r< d'essor

oy this I

} he had supposed that Anueba s

become caught and involved i

substances/ HTLal repeVedly 'obs,

1

Qe supposes to be A. princeps, creep

,

l ""' 1 ''Hi appear on the other side

';;N ^"-<rdil„. pM-udopods. It so

effectually prevented the Uron-ntmn

l

>
ot the Amoeba, above

' rvv:tr'ilv so as to convertC0*plete saC) inclosing the U
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tures was noticed within the Amoeba, which appeared to have
been inclosed in the same manner.

This observation would :

Amoeba c

extension of a film of ectosarc around it.

—

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Philad., p. 143.

22. On the Motive Poioer of Diatoms.—Professor Leidt made
some remarks on the moving power of Diatoms, Desmids, and
other Algae. While the cause of motion remains unknown, some
of the uses are obvious. The power is considerable, and enables

these minute organisms, when mingled with mud, readily to

extricate themselves and rise to the surface, where they may
receive the influence of light and air. In examining the surface-

mud of a shallow rain-water pool, in a recent excavation in brick

clay, he found little else but an abundance of minute diatoms.
He was not sufficiently familiar with the diatoms to name the

species, but it resembled Navicula racliosa. The little diatoms
were very active, gliding hither and thither, and knocking the

quartz sand grains about. Noticing the latter, he made some
comparative measurements, and found that the Navieuhe would
mow grains of sand as much as twenty-five times their own
superficial area, and probably fifty times their own bulk and

weight, or perhaps more.— Ibid, p. 113.
23. The Common Frog ; by St. George Mivart. Nature

series. Macmillan it Co., 1874.—This little treatise contains not

only a large amount of information concerning the comparative
anatomy of frogs, but also numerous illustrations of the anatomy
of other animals, and of man, introduced for the sake of compari-

son with the corresponding parts of the frog. It is illustrated by

eighty-eight cuts, most of them excellent. v.

24. Animal Mechanism ; a Treatise on Terrestrial am,! Atrial

Locomotion ; by E. J. Makey. With one hundred and seventeen

figures. International Scientific series. D. Appleton & Co., New
York, 1874.—In this work the Subject of animal locomotion is

treated in a very clear, analytical and concise maimer, while the

numerous illustrations render even the most complicated mechan-

isms easily understood. The first part of the book treats of
|*Jvarious forces and organs concerned in locomotion; the second

treats^ of terrestrial locomotion; the third, of the flight of insects

and birds. The author presents in this work the results of ^
own extensive investigations of this subject, and gives full ace-ants

of the numerous mechanical contrivances by which the win.ir>.

legs, and bodies were made to record their own motions. Many
of the tracings are reproduced in the cuts. Several macbiD*
so constructed as to imitate faithfully the essential motions and

he wings of insects, are described and figured. The en-

tire subject is so well explained and illustrated that the book can-

not fail to be interest



III. ASTRONOMY.

The Transit of Venus, Bee. 8, 1874.—The following nc
riary of the stations at which successful observa

'> Transit we're made so far as inf. .rmatioii lias yet hvv
sd. The stations are arranged in the order of latitude :

In the Northern Hemisphere.

5
2
° 0' N., long. 7h. 34m. E. Russian station. Contacts obs

Russian station. Eight photographs

5 photographs taken, and l

observed satisfactorily.
• «w*ee. Lat .— long. _. ]

wli K
Lat 2 'V 4A '- lon - -

1
'- """, '• K "

ssian station. Splendid weather

;

English station. First two eon-

Photographs
ve minutes before tne internal comaci. i ue ursi w
t 3h. 1m. Is. ; the time computed in the Eng. Nai

3 ; 0—C= +lm. 43s. Second contact obs. 3h. 35]

Os; 0-C=+2m. 55'7s.
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tioiis satisfactory.
• • 6 J-

2. Adelaide. Lat. 34 "40', long. 9h. 15m. E. English Observatory. Last two

tacts well observed. The t

time computed by the An
- lm. 6s. Fourth contact obs. 3h. 34m. 7'5s. ; comp. 3h. 35m. 39s.;

0-
3. Melbour

is successful.

. 40m. E. English Observatory. Observa-

own, New Zealand. Lat. -— , long. . American station. Observa-

is successful. Ingress observed and 237 photographs taken.

5. Hobart Town. Lat. 43 0', long. 9h. 49m. E. American" station. 113 photo-

- Xew Zealand. Lat. 43° 20', long. llh. 31m. E. English station.

2. Aurora . I . Victoria.—Traces of the

aurora were seen on the evenings of the 7th and 8th of March

;

there were a few faint i h k ^treami rs on the 7th at 7.30 p. M. It

was also seen on the 8th at Cape Otway and Port Albert, and

on the evening of the 10th a1 'd >i : Mac' Inn.—Monthlg Rtord
during March, 1874, under t of B. L. J. Elleqi,

Government Astronomer, Melbourne.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

i the Chemical elements."

2. Proceedings of the Centennial of Chemistry.—Xumbc
'" August and September) of volu

the century's progress in chemical

heory; of J. Lawrence Smith, on the century's progress in iwlu*-

,riai chemistry, and of B. Silliman, on American ontnbutu'iis tc

chemistry. To the last the author has a-.lded, with much lab.uv :i

list of papers published by American authors, bean: _

try. physios, and the chemical < omposition of minerals, and iuclu' 1

'

ing also references to many papers on oilier topics.

Report of the Commissioners of Agriculture for 1873. 496 pp. 8vo. Wash-

i if-hour Recreations in Popular Science. No. 1 1 . The Transmission of Sound

by the Atmosplx i. ' \ inHti I , .1 11 Gigantic Cuttle-fish, by W. S. Kent. **

Tidal Researches, by William Ferrel, A.M., Assistant U. S. Coast Survey. *p-

endix to the U. S. Coast Survey Report for 1", !. A profound work, the result

Topographical Survey of the Adirondack Wilderness of New York for the ?ear

^ by V. rpl .nek « olvin Transmitted to the New York Legislature, Ap"1

II, 1874. 306 pp. 8vo, with many valuable maps. Albany, 1874.
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On some Phenomena of Binocular Vision; by
Joseph LeConte, Professor of Geol. and Nat. Hist, Uni-
versity of California.*

Vn. Position of the eyes in sleepiness.

It is usually taught, and I think universally believed by
physiologists, that in sleep and also in extreme drowsiness, when
control over the ocular muscles is lost, the optic axes turn
upward and inward. Muller says :f

" During sleep the eyes
nave a peculiar position. At that time, as well as in a state of
mn-e sleepiness, both eyes are turned inward and upward." I
find similar statements by other writers on this subject ; but I
cannot find any experiments or observations upon which this

conclusion is 'based. I think it probable that it has been
reached indirectly thus : It is known that in a state of sleepi-
ness the images of objects double. This double vision may
arise either from convergence on divergence of the optic axes.
It is very naturally attributed to the former, because in sleep
the iris is contracted, and contraction of the irides is usually
consensual with convergence of the optic axes. Thus Miiller
saJs (p. 535) :

" The contracted state of the irides in sleep is

a consensual motion dependent on the position of the eyes, which
are turned upward and inward by the inferior oblique muscles."
The experiments I am about to desciibe, however, prove con-
clusively that, if not in sleep, at least in sleepiness or the act
of falling to sleep, the optic ttxrs direnje.

fMiiUer's Physiology, Baly's Translation, Am. ed, p. 810.
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There are few persons, I suppose, who have not experienced

an unconquerable drowsiness while listening to a dull speaker

on a warm summer afternoon. Every one at such times must
have observed that as the control over the ocular muscles is

lost, the head of the speaker, whom he is vainly attempting to

regard with attention, becomes double ; the two heads separat-

ing more and more, until, at the distance of 30 feet, they may
seem 10 to 15 feet apart. In my own case the control over the

eyes is lost even while the consciousness is perfect, and the

mind in a condition to make a scientific experiment. Often,

although, by an effort, the control over the eyes could be

retained, I have chosen to abandon it, in order to make the

experiments related below.

In accordance with the usual doctrine, I had long supposed

that this doubling of images in sleepiness was due to optic con-

vergence. On testing it, however, I found I was mistaken. I

tested it as follows

:

It is well known that the images of all objects nearer or

farther off than the point of optic convergence (point of sight)

are double. But there is this difference in the two cases: if

the object be beyond the point of sight, i. e. if the optic con-

vergence be too great, the images are homonymous ; but if the

object be nearer than the point of sight, i. e., if the optic con-

vergence be too small (and a fortiori, if there l» optic divergence)

the images are heteronymous. Now I have found it perfectly

easy, even in the state of drowsiness already mentioned, to per-

form an experiment to test the position of the optic axes. As
soon as the head of the speaker doubles and the two images

are well separated, I wink the right eye. Invariably the left

image disappears. The images are therefore heteronymous, and

heteronymous images in this case prove optic divergence. For

even with the point of sight at infinite distance, i. e., the optic

axes parallel, the doubling of an object at the distance of 30 or

40 feet would be almost imperceptible (the distance between

the centers of the two images being only equal to the interocu-

lar distance, or 2-J inches), while in the experiments
were widely separated, in some cases 10 to 15 feet, indicating

therefore an optic divergence of 15° to 20°.

I am sure, in the course of 15 or 20 years I have
|

this experiment many hundred times, and always with the

same result. But thinking it po.-s hit that my own case might

be exceptional, I asked Professor E. P. Alexander, one of my
colleagues in the University of South Carolina, who had been

troubled with similar drowsiness, to make the same experi-

ments. He did so, and his results were identical with my own.

In every case, of course, the experiment rouses the mind and

quickly re-unites the images, but not so quickly but that the
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result is perfectly obvious. But lest some may regard this

speedy re-union of the images as an objection to the reliable-

ness of this mode of experimenting, I devised another method,
which is not open to this objection.

While gazing on vacancy, objects near at hand are very
perceptibly double, the images being heteronymous. Now if

while thus gazing, perhaps in profound thought, the observer
should happen to be overcome with drowsiness ;uul lose control

over the eyes, the already heteronymous images will separate more
and more widely. I have made this experiment many times

while lying abed in the morning and always with the same
result. But this result is impossible except by optic divergence,

for by convergence the images would approach each other,

unite and then cross over and become homonymous.
Thus, then, it is certain, that in the act of falling to sleep the

eyes diverge. Whether this position is retained in profound
sleep, I have tried in vain to determine. The attempt to

make observations on the eyes of sleepers, for this purpose,

invariably introduces disturbing influences which vitiate the

result I have also attempted observations on sick infants, who
often, in a weak condition, drowse with the eyes half open ; but
I have always found, under these circumstances, the action of

the ocular muscles irregular and the position of the optic axes,

therefore, unsteady. Nevertheless it seems highly probable
that in profound sleep, also, the position of the optic axes is

divergent.

I will now bring forward several facts which point to the

conclusion reached by these experiments, viz: that the optic

axes diverge token completely relaxed.

1. Double vision is a well-known phenomenon of the state of
drunkenness. Accompanying the double vision there is always
observable an unnatural appearance of the eyes, resulting from
a want of the perfect parallelism or the very slight convergence
of the optic axes, which is a necessary condition of single vision.

Double vision may result from too 'much convergence (squint-

ing) or from divergence; but I think every one who lias

observed persons in this state will agree with me that the eyes
do not squint but diverge as in sleepiness, and from the same
cause, viz: a loss of control and consequent relaxation of the
normal tonic contraction of the muscles of the eyes.

2. The axes of the conical eye sockets, if produced, would
meet each other about the occiput. This gives a divergence,
ui passing forward, of about 25°. It is probable that in a state

of absolutely perfect relaxation, the optic axes coincide with
the axes of' the eye-sockets, and it requires, therefore, some
contraction to bring the optic axes to a condition of parallelism
and still more to a condition of convergence, as in every volun-
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tary act of sight. In the human eye, therefore, and also in

that of the highest animals, there are three conditions of the

optic axes: 1st, convergence, when we look at a near object;

2d, parallelism, when we look at a distant object or gaze on

vacancy; 3d, divergence, when we lose control of the eyes, as

in sleep, in drunkenness and probably in death. The 1st

requires a distinct voluntary effort—a distinct voluntary con-

traction of the ocular muscles ; in the 2d there is no voluntary

contraction, but only that tonic contraction characteristic of the

waking state; in the 3d the relaxation is complete. The 1st

is the active state of the eye ; the 2d the waking passive state ;

the 3d the absolutely passive state.

3. In most normal eyes, in the waking passive state, the

optic axes are perfectly parallel, and it is impossible to carry

the relaxation so far as to produce divergence. Hence it is

easy to double a near object either by looking at a nearer or

at a more distant point—either by too great or too small con-

vergence ; but it is impossible to double an infinitely distant

object, like a star, except in one way, viz : by convergence—by
crossing the eyes. For the same reason it is impossible for

most normal eyes, without the use of instruments, to combine

stereoscopically two similar objects or two similar pictures,

beyond the plane of the object or the pictures, unless the distance

between identical points of the objects or pictures be, at most,

not greater than the interocular distance. Yet I have known,

at least, one man, a gentleman of rare intelligence and much
interested in binocular experiments, and whose eyes were to

all appearance perfectly normal, in whom the waking passive

state, as in gazing on vacancy, was one of slight optic dimymct

—in whom therefore the relaxation was more complete than m
most eyes. This gentleman could double a star by gazing

vacantly, and as it were beyond it. I thought at first that the

doubling was the result of optic convergence, but by
screen alternately before the one and the other eve ai

which image disappeared, I eoi

his eyes, while gazing on vacancy, were really slightly divergent

instead of parallel.

I proved this, however, still more satisfactorily in another

way. I have stated that it is impossible for most persons of

normal eyes to combine two similar pictures irifh t'h> nabdeyts.

so as to form a stereoscopic image beyond the plane of the p*c*K*«i

unless the distance between identical points in the pictures he.

at most, not greater than the interocular distance. But this

gentleman could thus combine ordinary stereoscopic pictartl

with the naked eyes beyond the plane of the pictures, even

when the distance between identical points was greater than

the distance between the centers of his pupils. His oculai
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divergence was very small, and therefore, as might have been
expected, in proportion as the distance between identical points

of the pictures was greater, the distance from the eyes at which
the pictures must be placed must also be greater. For in-

stance : when the distance between identical points was three

inches the pictures were held at arm's length ; when the distance

was six inches the pictures were placed on the other side of the
room. It would be curious to enquire, at what distance and of

what size, according to the laws of vision, the stereoscopic image
ought to seem in this case. For while one condition of single

vision, the absolutely necessary one. viz : that the retinal im-
ages shall occupy corresponding points on the two retinas, is

satisfied; another condition, which it not absolutely necessary,
is present in every act of single vision except this one—

a

condition which determines the apparent place and size of the
object or stereoscopic image— viz: the meeting of the two visual

hues, is not satisfied. In all eases of single vision, whether of
natural objects or by stereoscopic combinations, the object or

stereoscopic image is seen at the intersection of the visual lines,

which is therefore called the point of sight But in this case
there is no point of sight at all—the visual lines do not meet
at all except behind the head.
In one of my papers on binocular vision* I gave a new

method of representing the position of double images ; a method
which, however, represents equally well the position of images

ngle by stereoscopic con
''-'ve just presented may be pericnh ivpr.-s.'iiied by this

method, but cannot by any other. Let R and L (fig. 1) repre-

sent the position of 'the 'eyes in sleepiness, and A the object

This Jour.. Ser. TTI. vol. i. p. 33.
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contemplated ; then the lines A N, Lv Ki>, will represent the

position of the median line and the two visual lines and E A,

L A of the ray-lines from the object A to the eyes. The visual

result, if all "these lines were visible, is represented by fig. 2.

The object A, fig. 1, is seen double at a and a', fig. 2. If.

instead of one object at A, there be two similar objects, e. g.,

stereoscopic pictures at v and v, fig. 1, then these will combine

and be seen single at V somewhere along the combined visual

lines E V, fig. 2. Of course there will be seen also, unless cut

off by a septum, two other images, v and v', to the extreme

right and left, as already explained in my previous paper. I

cannot even conceive how these phenomena can be represented

by the usual method.
VIII. In binocular vision the law of corresponding points may

be opposed to the law of direction. In such cases the law of corres-

ponding points prevails.

There are two well known fundamental laws of vision, viz:

the law of visible direction and the law of corresponding jioinh."_

The one is the fundamental law of monocular, as the other is of

binocular vision. The one gives the true position of all objects

and radiants, and therefore completely explains vi

with inverted retinal image ; the other combines the double

external images of the same object at the point of sight, and

therefore completely explains single vision with double retinal

images. The former is usually regarded as the more fmi'hi-

mental—as underlying and explaining the other law, and M
therefore itself capable of explaining all the phenomena of

* The law of visible direction may be thus expressed : Every impression on the

retina reaching it by a ray line passing through the opt

there is a corresponding focal point in the retinal image, and

otherwise expressed

mage, and evei

idong its ray line to its oorrespo:
" proper position. Or it may 1
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vision both monocular and binocular. The law of visible

direction does indeed explain all the ordinary phenomena of
single vision with two eyes ; for in all ordinary cases of single

vision—in all ordinary voluntary acts of binocular sight—in all

cases of vision of objects lying in the horopter (whether this be
a line or a surface), since ray lines from an object or radiant

come to each eye from the same spot in space, by the law of

direction the two images must be referred back along these

ray lines to the same spot and therefore superposed and seen

single. Thus single vision becomes in these cases a necessary

result of the law of direction, and the law of corresponding
points becomes only a particular case of the more general law
of direction.

But in all cases of double images, the apparent position of
these to the binocular observer is always different, and in some
cases very different from the true position of the object which
they represent. The difference may amount even to 45°. For
example : The binocular field of view in my own case is about
100° in a horizontal direction. By strong convergence I can
almost wholly obliterate this common field. In such case the
images of objects lying near the extreme margins of the com-
mon field, and therefore at least 90° apart, are brought together
and united in the middle, and seen apparently directly in

front; while objects really in front are doubled and their

images are separated 90° from each other, and each 45° from
the true position of the object which they represent

Fig. 3 represents the actual position of parte in this experi-

ment, R and and left eve respectively, K the

root of the nose, a a' objects in the visual line 45° to the right

and left, M N the median line and M an object in front ; and
figure 4 is the visual result represented by my method. It

will be seen by comparing the two figures that the two eyes
R and L are combined and rectified to form the single binocular
eye E, the visual lines Ra and La' become the common visual
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line A E, the objects a and a' combine at A, while the median

line and the object M are doubled and the images of the

latter are seen at m and m f *

It is true that in the case of the objects a and a' seen directly

in front, it may be argued that this visual result is not in viola-

tion of the law of visible direction, but is in fact easily

explained by that law. For if the combined images be referred

to the point of ocular convergence (c, fig. 3) as in fact they

often are, then each eye sees its own object in the true direction

but only mistakes their distance. To this I answer, that each

eye does indeed give the true direction, as is quickly shown by

shutting one eye, but the two eyes do not. Each eye sees its

own object in the true direction, but the binocular observer BWi

their combination in a wrong direction. The law of direction

is true in all cases in monocular vision, but is not always true

in binocular vision. In the case of the double images m and w!

of the object M, it is still more difficult to explain their

apparent position by the law of direction.

I suppose, however, that in all cases of ocular convergence it

may be possible by an ingenious device to save the law of

direction; but in the case of ocular divergence it is impossibte

by any device to explain the position of double images by that

law. The position of images in this case is in direct violation

of that law : the laws of direction and of corresponding point.-

are in contradiction to each other and the law of corre.ynunt //</

points prccaik. This we now proceed to show.
160 and figs. 1 and 2, that in drowsiness the

liverge 20 \ and that in such cases the double

images of an object in front are seen right and left 10° from

the real position of the object which they represent; and on

the other hand, that objects reallv in the direction of the visual

lines, and therefore 20° apart, are combined and seen diiwth

in front. Unfortunately, we cannot diverge the optic axe-

voluntarily and therefore cannot make experiments of thi-

kind at will ; but by pressing the eye-balls on their outer side

the axes may be made to diverge considerably. By strong,

almost painful pressure on the outer portion of both eye-balk I

have succeeded in making the double images of an object

directly in front separate 50°, and those of objects 60° apart

combine directly in front. There can be no doubt that if w>

could turn our eyes directly outward, or if our eyes, retaining

* By comparing these ti-inv- vnrli tho-e of my previous
that I have modified slightly the mode of rep.
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their present organization, were transferred to the sides of our
heads, with their axes directed straight right and left, and
therefore making an angle of 180° with each other, images of

left, would be moved round 90° each and combined and seen directly

in front. This seems an extraordinary result, but is a necessary

consequence of the law of corresponding points. The retinal

images of the two objects are on corresponding points; by the

law of corresponding points, therefore, they must be seen as

one. But where else can this take place but in front.

The foregoing results, as extraordinary as they may seem, are

completely explained by the principles brought out in my
previous papers, especially that u On the mode of representing

of double images," and that ''On so-called images
Those who have read these papers will remem-

ber that I have there shown that there are two apparent move-
ments of the field of view accomplished by the eyes in

binocular vision. The first is a bodily shifting of the field of

the right eye one-half interocular distance to the left, and
of the field of the left eye the same distance to the right; BO
that the two eyes are brought together in the middle and com-
bined to form a single binocular eye, and ihe two visual lines

combined to form a common visual line. This movement is

habitual and involuntary, but it produces little change in the
apparent position of objects unless they be very near. The
second is a rotation of the whole field of view of both eyes
about the optic center, whenever the two eyes move in opposite

directions, as in n»irv)yencc i>v ilirviytnce. This rotation is

always in a direction opposite to the motion of the eyes, and
therefore homonymous in convergence and heteronymous in

divergence. It is this movement winch changes so greatly the

apparent position of all objects in the field of view under the

conditions mentioned, and it is this, therefore, which concerns
us in the explanation of the phenomena related above. In
monocular vision, as also in binocular, when the eyes move
together right or left, up or down, external objects seem
stationary, and the visual lines seem to move across them.
But in binocular vision, when the two eyes move in opposite

directions, the visual line seems to remain stationary (i. e., we

their images seem to move. In converging or diverging the

optic axes, the external images belonging to each eye. like

trooping shadows, seem to sweep in opposite directions, toward
each other in convergence, away from each other in divergence.
As the visual lines actually approach and sweep across objects

successively, t lie images of these objects seem to advance and
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take their places successively in front of the observer. And
this is true whatever the degree of convergence or divergence.

In all cases, whatever be the position of the eyes, objects in

the visual lines, and whose retinal i images therefore fall on the

central spots of the retinae, are seen in front. If therefore the

two eyes could be turned directly outward, or if the eyes were

placed on the sides of the head so that the optic axes were

directed straight right and left, objects directly right and left

would be seen in front, and therefore 90° from their true

position.

IX. Comparative Physiology of Binocular Vision.

For many years past I have reflected much, and attempted

to make some observations, on the phenomena of vision of

lower animals, for the purpose of testing the existence or non-

existence of binocular vision in them. I must frankly confess

I have accomplished but little. The phenomena of binocular

vision are so essentially subjective, that it seems almost impos-

sible to reach, any satisfactory results by observations or ex-

periment. As the subject, however, as far as I know, has

never been touched, I will bring forward my somewhat crude

thoughts, in the hope that others may follow them up with

about

In these slightly diverging conical sockets, the eye-balls are so

placed, and the muscles so adjusted, that in the waking passive

state their axes are parallel ; and from this passive parallel

condition they may easily be converged even upon very near

objects. In man, then, though the eye-sockets still diverge

considerably, the eyes are set in front with axes naturally

parallel. This is evidently the position most suitable for

In monkeys the position of the eyes is much the same as in

man. They are placed well in front, near together, their axes

apparently parallel, and therefore well adapted to binocular

convergence. But as we go down the vertebrate seale. the

eyes are placed wider and wider apart ; the axes of the eye-

sockets diverge more and more, the difficulty of convergeM*

upon a near point becomes greater and greater, until in 80B*

mammals, such as the Cetaceae, in most birds and in all fishes, the

eyes are placed no longer in front, but on the sides of the head,

with their optic axes inclined nearly or quite 180° to each

other. It seems quite evident that animals with eves so place!

cannot converge the optic axes on a single point, especially a



and look iviih one eye, It seems impossible that the law of

corresponding points can exist for these animals ; for if it did,

as we have already seen (p. 167), it would only lead to constant

and fatal mistakes as to the position of external objects. In a

word, it is impossible that these animals can enjoy a true bi-

nocular vision, with its double and its combined images, its

stereoscopic effects, and the complex but accurate visual judg-

ments founded on these effects. They see indeed with two
eyes ; but these do not act together as one instrument—as a
single binocular eye ; they are independent and see each for

itself. This is the case with the other senses even in man.
However much their organs may be multiplied, each organ
perceives for itself. The property of corresponding points,

from which arise all the phenomena of binocular vision, is

something peculiar to the eye. Nothing analogous exists in

the other senses. Binocular vision in its perfection, as it exists

in man, is the last result of the gradual improvement of that

most refined and wonderful instrument, the eye ; specially adapt-

ing it to meet the wants of the higher tiieulties of the mind.
Below the vertebrates, of course, binocular vision does not

There is another peculiarity of the human eye, probably
closely connected with binocular vision, which still more quickly

disappears as we go down the vertebrate scale. I refer to the

existence of the so-called yellow spot or central spot of the

It is well known that in the very center of the retina, just

where the optic axis or continuation oJ the visual line pierces

the retina, and therefore just where the images of objects in the

visual line fall, there is a small depression about T
'

ff
inch in

diameter, bordered by a yellow margin. This depression is

called the central spot. It is the most highly organized and
most sensitive .not of the retina. il . litters from other portions,

1st, in the fact that here the hiver of rods and cones, the true

but direct] vex po,cd to the impression of light: and 2d, in' the

fact that here the cones are much smaller and more numerous
than elsewhere.
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margins of the visible field, where it is least. Now as the retina

corresponds with the visible field point for point, it follows

that there is a corresponding graduation, certainly in sensitive-

ness, probably in fineness of organization of the receptive layer

of the retina, from the central spot even to the extreme anterior

margin. Except in the central spot this increasing fineness oi

organization has not been demonstrated, but it doubtless exists,

for the increasing distinctness of vision toward the point of

sight is its effect and its representative in the field of view.

As we go down the vertebrate scale, the central spot is found

only in some monkeys. After a total absence in other mammals
and in all birds, it is said to reappear in some lizzards; btti

whether it there has the same structure, and therefore the same

nee, as in the human eye is not certain. It seems Ml
to conclude, 1 1 1 1 ess i oward

the point of sight and the limitation of the greatest distinctness

to that point, do not exist in most of the lower animals.

The importance of the central spot in the highest animals,

and especially in man, is very evident. The limitation of the

greatest distinctness to the point of sight is absolutely necessary

to the concentration and limitation of the mux' though tj'ul aUcnUm
to that point. If all portions of the retina were similarly or-

ganized, and therefore all points in the field of view equally da-

tinct, it would be impossible to fix the attention steadily ;
'

'

thoughtfully on any one point to the exclusion of others. We
might see equally well and over a wider Held. I»ui w mid net

look attentively. Wecould notofaeroe thoughtfully. But in the

lower animals, especially those which are preyed upon by others.

it is far more important to see wTell in every direction than t"

exquisite microscopic distinctness of the center of the field is

sh greater adv
very wide field. The most important thing ior thei

sacrificed for the much greater advantages of moderate dis

is a very wide field, and the equal distribution of

every part. Hence their eyes are prominent, set wide apan

on the margins of the front or on the sides of the head, and desti-

tute of central spot ; so that they sweep the whole horizon and

see all parts with nearly equal distinctness.

The connection of the central spot with binocular vision is

also quite evident. These central spots are, more than all

others, endowed with the properties of corresponding points,

and the somewhat complex binocular judgments expressed by

the words " stereoscopic perspective " are accurate and reliable

only in the vicinity of the point of sight. This is the great

difficulty in the way of experimental determination of the

horopter, as already explained in one of mv early papers.*

* This Jour., II. vol. xlvii, p. 15.1.
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The following, then, are the general changes in the verte-

brate eye, as we go up the scale: 1. A gradual change of the
position of the eyes from the sides to the front of the head, and a
consequent change of the angle of inclination of the optic axes
from 180° to parallelism. 2. A gradually increasing gradua-
tion of the fineness of organization, and therefore the sensi-

tiveness of the retina, from the anterior margins toward the cen-
tral parts, so as finally to form in monkeys and in man a cen-
tral spot. 3. A gradually increasing power of converging the
optic axes upon a single near point, so that the images of that

point may fall upon the central spots of both eyes. 4. The
gradual evolution of the properties of corresponding points,

and therefore of all the distinctive phenomena of binocular

These changes seem all intimately connected with each other
and with the development of the higher faculties of the mind.

Oakland, Cal., Oct. 26, 1874.

Art. XIX.—Jeffries Wyman. Address of Professor A. Geay
at the Memorial Meeting of the Boston Society of Natural
History, Oct. 7, 1874.*

[Concluded from page 93.]

In attempting these analyses, I am drifting into a fault which
Prof. Wyman never committed, that of being too long. So I

must leave many of his papers unmentioned, and barely refer

to two or three others which cannot be passed over. The most
noteworthy of the shorter papers, however, are upon less tech-

nical or more generally interesting topics, so that we have need
only to be reminded of them. Among them are his •'Observa-
tions ,,ii the Development of the Surinam Toad,'' and the same
of "Anableps (lm„ovii\" and the paper "On some unusual
Modes of Gestation." The importance of these papers lies,

not in being accounts of some of the most striking curiosities

of the animal world, but in the sagacity and quickness with
which he discerned, and the clearness with which In 1 taught,

the lessons to be learned from them. Any good zoologist, with
the same excellent opportunities, would have worked out all

the details of the development of the Surinam toads in the

*kin of the back of their mother, nnd would equally have
noted the morphological significance of the branchiae and tail,

that are never to know any thing of the element they are

adapted for; but Dr. Wyman remarks upon the development
of the limbs independently of the vertebral axis, as showing

* Prom the " Proceedings" of the Society.
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that, whatever view be taken of their homology, they are

something superadded to it, and not evolved from it ; he notes

how the whole yelk-mass is moulded into ;i spiral intestine;

and that the embryo at the end of incubation forms a larger

and heavier mass than existed in the egg when it commenced,

—showing that there was an absorption of material furnished

by the dermal sac of the mother,—"a solitary instance among
ns, if not among .Reptiles generally, in which the

embryo is nourished at the expense of materials derived from

the parent" From this he is led (in the later paper above

mentioned) to infer the probability that the developed larvae

of Hylodes lim-atus,—carried about inland upon the back of

their mother, and destitute of limbs adapted to terrestrial loco-

motions-may depend upon a secretion from the body for need-

ful sustenance—an interesting and rudimentary fores!

of mammalian life, of which he discerned the bearings.

His " Description of a Double Foetus" (in the Boston Med-

ical and Surgical Journal, March, 1866) gives him the oppor-

tunity of briefly recording some of the results of his studies of

the development of double monsters, and to bring out his view,

that " the force, whatever it be, which regulates the symmet-

rical distribution of matter in a normal or abnormal embryo,

has its analogy, if anywhere, in those known as polar forces;"

that " studying the subject in the most general manner, there

are striking resemblances between the distribution of matter

capable of assuming a polar condition and free to move around

a magnet, and the distribution of matter around the nervous

axis of an embryo." That this is not one of those vague con-

ceptions by which many speculators set about to ex
|

of which they know little by means of that of which they

know less, but that he had striking parallelisms to adduce, the

close of this striking paper shows.
The subject of fore and hind symmetry, thus brought di-

rectly under notice, had been broached by Dr. Wyman several

years before. He returned to it the year following, in his very

important morphological paper, " On Symmetry and Homol-

ogy in Limbs," read to this society in June, lc*67, and pub-

lished in the Proceedings of that date. It is interesting to ob-

serve with what caution and restraint he handled this doctrine

of " reversed repetitions," which has since been freely devel-

oped by one of his pupils, who has a special predilection for

speculative morphology, Prof. Burt Wilder.
Prof. Wyman's "Notes on the Cells of the Bee." in the

Proceedings of the American Academy for January, 1866, is

a characteristic specimen of his way of coming directly down

to the facts, and making them tell' their mvn'storv. I could

not recapitulate his results much more briefly than he records
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them in his paper. I need not recall to you how neatly he
made this investigation, and represented some of the results,

filling the comb with plaster-of-paris and then cutting it across

midway, so that the observations might be made and the cells

measured just where they are most nearly perfect ; and then
printing impressions of the comb upon the wood-block, he re-

produces on the pages of his article the exact outlines of the
cells, with all their irregularities and imperfections. But I

cannot refrain from citing a portion of his remarks at the

" Here, as is so often the case elsewhere in nature, the type-

form is an ideal one ; and with this real forms seldom or never
coincide An assertion, like that of Lord Brougham,
that there is in the cell of the bee ' perfect agreement' between
theory and observation, in view of the analogies of nature is

more likely to be wrong than right ; and his assertion in the

case before us is certainly wrong. Much error would have
been avoided if those who have discussed the structure of

the bee's cell had adopted the plan followed by Mr. Darwin,
and studied the habits of the cell-making insects compara-
tively, beginning with the cells of the humble-bee, following

with those of wasps and hornets, then with those of the Mexi-
can bees (Melipona), and finally with those of the common
hive-bee. In this way, while they would have found that there

is a constant approach to the perfect form, they would at the

same time have been prepared for the fact, that even in the

cell of the hive-bee perfection is not reached. The isolated

study of anything in natural history is a fruitful source of

Let me add to this important aphorism its fellow, which I

have from him, but know not if he ever printed it. " No single

experiment in physiology is worth anything.''

The spirit ot
;

these aphorisms directed all his work. It is

well exemplified in his experimental researches—the last which
I can here refer to,—upon "The formation of Infusoria in

boiled solutions of organic matter, enclosed in hermetically
sealed vessels and supplied with pure air," and its supplement,

"Observations and Experiments on liviug organisms in heated
water," published in the American Journal of Science and
Arts, the first in the year 1862, the other in 1867. Milne-Kd-
wards could not have known the man, when he questioned the

accuracy of the first series because the\ do noi agree with

those of Pasteur, and thought the difference in the results de-
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of M. Edwards." Then as to his thoroughness : most persons

would have rested on the results of his thirty-three well-de-

vised experiments, proving "that the boiled solutions of or-

ganic matter made use of, exposed only to air which has passed

through tubes heated to redness, became the seat of infusorial

life ;" but all would not have concluded that, after all, they

" throw but little light on the immediate source from which

the organisms have been derived," nor would many have

closed an impartial summary of the opposing views in this ju-

dicial way :

—

"If, on the one hand, it is urged that all organisms, in so far

as the early history of them is known, are derived from ova,

and therefore from analogy we must ascribe a similar origin to

these minute beings the early history of which we do not know,

it may be urged with equal force, on the other hand, that all

ova and spores, in so far as we know anything about them,

are destroyed by prolonged boiling; therefore from analogy

we are equally bound to infer that Yibrios, Bacterians, etc.,

could not have been derived from ova, since these would all

have been destroyed by the conditions to which they have

been subjected. The argument from analogy is as strong in

the one case as in the other."

Eeturning to the subject again a few years later, with a criti-

cal series of twenty experiments, each of three, five, ten, fifteen,

or even twenty flasks, used by way of checks and comparison*

—a rigorous experimenter would have been satisfied when he

had proved that sealed solutions, subjeeted to a heat of at least

212° for from one to four hours, became the seat of

life, at least of such as Vibrios, Bacterians and Monads, wbife

all infusoria having the faculty of locomotion were shown by a

special series of experiments to lose this at a temperature of

120°, or at most 134° Fahr But Prof. Wyman c

boiling up to five hours, and in these flasks no infusoria oJ Mty

kind appeared. The question of abiogenesis stands to-day very

much where Prof. Wyman left it seven years ago.

I must omit all notice of the ethnological work which has

occupied his later vears, merely referring to the seven Annual

Eeports of the Trustees of the Peabody Museum of Am
Archaeology and Ethnology, of which he was eiirator. The !;^ r

of these, issued just before the writer's death, oontai

cipal results <»i' his investigation of the human remains he col-

lected in the shell-heaps of East Florida, and cohyi

dence of the cannibalism of those who made them. A timer

memoir, embodying all his observations of the last six wm r

;

r
~

upon the Florida shell-mounds, was sent to the printer just be-

fore he died.
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The thought that fills our minds upon a survey even so incom-
plete as this is: Wow much he did, how well he did it all, and
how simply and quietly ! We knew that our associate, though
never hurried, was never idle, and that his great repose of man-
ner covered a sustained energy ; but I suspect that none of us,

without searching out and collecting his published papers, had
estimated their number and their value. There is

even a phrase to herald a matter which he deemed important.

His work as a teacher was of the same quality. He was one
of the best lecturers I ever heard, a] though, and partly because, he
was the most unpretending. You never thought of the speaker,

nor of the gifts and acquisitions which such char exposition were
calling forth,—onh ol what h< was simph telling and showing
you. Then to those who. like his pupils and friends, were in

personal contact witl him. lie v -tin a '< h d < 1 arm of a most
serene and sweet temper. He was truthful and conscientious

to the core. His perfect freedom, in lectures as well as in

writing, and no less so in daily conversation, from all exagger-
ation, false perspective, and fictitious adornment, was the

natural expression ol his innate modesty and refined taste, and
also of his reverence tor the exact truth.

It has been a pleasure to learn, from former college students.

who hardly ever saw him except in the lecture-room, that he
gave to them much the same impression of his gilts and graces.

and sterling worth, that he gave us who knew him intimately

With iSF^qiSck Iw of' justice, and no lack of occasion

for controversy, it seemed to cost him no effort to avoid it alto-

gether. He made no enemies, and was surrounded by troops

of life-long friends. When he first went abroad, in 18-11, he

was told by some near friends, who recognized his promise, that

a chair of Natural History in his alma mater would soon have
to be filled, and that he should be presented as a candidate. In
the winter following the present incumbent, responding to an
invitation to visit Boston, which lie had never seen, and to con-

sider if he would be a candidate, then first heard of Wvman's
name and of his friends' expectations or hopes; whereupon lie

dismissed the subject from his mind. Probably he felt more
surprise than did Dr. Wyman, when notilied, a lew mouths
afterward, of the choice of the Corporation. The exigencies

of the Botanic (iarden probably overbore other considerations.

I doubt if Dr. Wyman ever had an envious feeling. Certain it

is that no one welcomed the new professor with truer cordiality,

or proved himself a more constant friend.

In these days it is sure to be asked how an anatomist, physi-

ologist, and morphologist like Prof. Wyman regarded the most
Am. Jour. £W.-Thtkd Srries, Vol. IX, No. 51.-Makch, 1875.
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remarkable scientific movement of his time, the revival and

apparant prevalence of doctrines of evolution. As mighl be

expected, he was neither an advocate nor an opponent. He was

not one of those persons who quickly make up their minds,

and announce their opinions, with a confidence inversely pro-

Krtionate to their knowledge. He could consider long, and

Id his judgment in suspense. How well he could do this

appears from an early, and so far as I know, his only published

ion of the topic, in a short review of Owen's "Mono-

graph of the Aye-Aye " (in Am. Journ. Science, Sept., 1863)—

the paper in which Prof. Owen's acceptance of evolution, but

not of natural selection, was promulgated. Dr. Wyman com-

pares Owen's view with that of Darwin (to whom he had already

communicated interesting and novel illustrations of the play of

natural selection) ; and he adds some acute remarks upon a

rather earlier speculation of Mr. Agassiz, in which the latter

suggests that the species of animals might have been created as

eggs rather than as adults. He states the case between the two

general views with perfect impartiality, and the bent of his own

mind is barely discernible. In due time he satisfied himself as

to which of them was the more probable, or, in any case, the

more fertile hypothesis. As to this, I may venture to take the

liberty to repeat the substance of a conversation which I had

with him some time after the death of the lamented Agassiz,

and not long before his own. I report the substance only,

not the words.

Agassiz repeated to me, he said, a remark made to him by

Humboldt, to the effect that Cuvier made a great mistake, and

missed a great opportunity, when he took the side he

famous controversy with Geoffroy St. Hilaire ; he should have

accepted the doctrines of morphology, and brought hifl vast

knowledge of comparative anatomy and zoology, and his un-

equalled powers, to their illustration. Had he done so, instead

of gamin;
doubtful
time would have been assured and complete. I thought, con-

tinued Wyman, that there was a parallel case before me,—that

if Agassiz had brought his vast stores of knowledge is

embryology, and palaeontology, his genius for morpboloirv. and

all his quickness of apprehension and fertility in illustration, to

the elucidation and support of the doctrine of the pro.irn—-nv

development of species, science in our day would have Lfained

much, some grave misunderstandings been earlier rectified, and

the permanent fame of Agassiz been placed on a broader and

higher basis even than it is now.
Upon one point Wyman was clear from the beginning. K«

did not wait until evolutionary doctrines were about to prevail
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before he judged them to be essentially philosophical and
healthful, " in accordance with the order of Nature, as com-
monly manifested in her works," and that they need not disturb

the foundations of natural theology.

Perhaps none of us can be trusted to judge of such a ques-
tion impartially, upon the bare merits of the case; but Wyman's
judgment was as free from bias as that of anyone I ever knew.
Not at all, however, in this case from indifference or uncon-
cern. He was not only, philosophically, a convinced theist, in
all hours, and under all "variations of mood and tense," out
personally a devout man, an habitual and reverent attendant
upon Christian worship and ministrations.

Those of us who attended his funeral must have felt the ap-

propriateness for the occasion of the words which were there

read from the Psalmist :

—

"The Heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament
showeth his handy-work O Lord, how manifold are thy
works I In wisdom hast thou made them all : the earth is full

of thy riches ; so is this great and wide sea, wherein are things
creeping innumerable, both great and small beasts. Thou
sendest forth thy spirit, they are created, and thou renewest the
face of the earth."

These are the works which our associate loved to investigate,

and this the spirit in which he contemplated them. Not less

apposite were the Beatitudes that followed :

—

Blessed are the meek / blessed are the peace-makers ; blessed are

the mercifid; blessed are the pure in heart.

Those who knew him best, best knew how well he exem-
plified them.

Art. XX.

—

Brief Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of
Yale College. No. XXXI.—The Gigantic Cephalopoda of the

North Atlantic; by A. E. Verrill.

Accounts of an attack made upon two men by another
gigantic cephalopod, in Conception Bay, Oct. 27, 1873, have
1

published in this Journal,* and in many other magazines,

11 as in the newspapers. In the encounter the monster
lost two of his arms by amputation with a hatchet. A portion
of one of these arms, measuring nineteen feet in length, was
preserved by Eev. M. Harvey and Mr. Alexander Murray for

the museum at St John's, Newfoundland. It has been photo-
graphed, and cuts copied from the photograph have been pub-

*See vol. vii, p. 158, 1874; and American Naturalist, voL viii, No. 2, p. 120,
February, 1874, in a letter from Mr. Alexander Murray.

";;'..!'
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lished in some of the English magazines.* Before it was

secured for preservation it had been considerably injured, many
of the larger suckers having been torn off or mutilated. Owing
to this tact they were originally described by Mr. Harve}r as

destitute of marginal denticulations, but he has recently re-

examined the specimen, at my request, and now informs me
that he is satisiied that they were all originally denticu! b 1.

Of this specimen I have seen only the photograph and some
of the smaller suckers.

It is stated that six feet of this arm had been destroyed

before it was preserved, and the captors estimated that thef

left from six to ten feet attached to the creature, which would
make the total length between 31 and 35 feet. According to

Mr. Murray, the portion preserved measured but 17 feet in

length, when he examined it, Oct. 31, 1873, after it had been

a few days in strong brine; the circumference of the slender

portion was 3-;3 to 4 inches; of the enlarged sucker-bearing

part, 6 inches ; length of the part bearing suckers, 30 inches

;

diameter of largest sucker, 1*25 inches. Calculating from the

photograph, the portion bearing the larger suckers was about

18 inches in length, and about 24 inches broad, across the

face: distance between attachments of large suckers, 1"68;

outside diameter of larger suckers, 116 to 1*28; inside diame-

ter, '74 to 1 inch; diameter of small suckers of the outside

rows, 10 to 18 of an inch. Mr. Harvey has recently sent to

me a full series of measurements of this arm, as now pre-

served. It has contracted excessively in the alcohol, and is now

only 13 feet and one inch in length (instead of 19 lect. it-

original length), the enlarged sucker-bearing portion being 27

inches: the large suckers occupy 12 inches; the terminal part

bearing small suckers, 9 inches ; circumference of slender por-

tion 3-5 to 4-25 inches; of largest part 6 inches; breadth of

fa 'o. among large suckers, 25 inches; from face to back, 162
inches: diameter of largest suckers outside, -75 of an inch;

inside, '63 of an inch. It will be evident from these measure-

ments, when compared with those made while fresh and from

the photograph, that the shrinkage has been chiefly in length,

the thickness remaining about the same, but the suckers are

considerable smaller than tin 1 dimensions previously given.

Comparing all these dimensions with those of the Logic bay

specimen, and calculating the proportions as nearly as possible.

it follows that this specimen was very nearly one-third large*

latter, but the large suckers appear to have been rela-

tively smaller, for they were hardly one-twelfth larger than in

* See Annala and Magazine of Natural History, IV, xiii, p. 68 ; and " The

Field," Dec. 13, 1813. The central line of 1 four and a
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the Logie

ndividual was a female. In form, proportn
osely with the specimen first de-structure, it agrees very closely with the specimen first described,

and therefore I do not hesitate to refer it to the same species.

The fishermen estimated the body of this individual to have
been about 60 feet in length and" 5 feet in diameter; but if

the above proportions be correct, as I believe, then the body
could not have been more than about 10 feet long, and 2*5

in diameter, and the long arms should have been about 32 feet

in length. Allowing two feet for the head, the total length
would, therefore, be about 41 feet.

foundland. The following account has been taken
paper article of which I do not know the precise date, forwarded
to me bv Professor Baird. together with a letter, dated June 15,

1873, from T. R Bennett, Esq., of English Harbor, K F., who
states that he wrote the article, and that the measurements were
made b v him, and are perfectly reliable.

"Three days a-o, there was quite a iarsre squid run almost
ashore at Coombs' Cove, and some of the inhabitants secured it.

The body measured 10 feet in length and was nearly as large

round as a hogshead. One arm was about the size of a man's
wrist, and measured 42 feet in length : the other arms were
only 6 feet in length, but about 9 inches in diameter, very stout

and strong. The skin and flesh were 2-25 inches thick, and
reddish inside as well as out. The suction cups were all clus-

tered together, near the extremity of the long arm. and each cup
was surrounded by a serrated edge, almost like the teeth of a
hand-saw. I presume it made use of this arm for a cable, and
the cups for anchors, when it wanted to come to, as well as to

secure its prey, for t bug a heavy sea was
driving it ashore, tail first, seized hold of a rock and moored it-

self quite safely until the men pulled it on shore."

It would appear from this description that one of the long
arms had been lost before the capture. The large diameter of
the short arms, compared with their length, and with the size

of the long arms, is the only point in which this specimeD
apparently differed essentially from those described above.
Possibly the circ>_tm/e>r/icr was intended." which would make
the proportions agree well with those of the other specimens.

In a letter from Mr. Harvey, dated Dec. 10, 1873, he says
that the Speaker of the House'of Assembly stated to him that

*A similar ption of the long arms, in the
letter from Mr. Murray, published in the American Naturalist for February, 1873,
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he had measured a specimen cast ashore in Fortune Bay, which

was between 42 and 43 feet in length, the body and head to-

gether being between 12 and 13 feet, and the two long arms

each 30 feet. This we may designate as No. 6.

Dr. Honeyman, geologist of Nova Scotia, has published, in I

Halifax paper, a statement made to him by a gentleman who
claims to have been present at the capture of another specimen

(No. 7) in the Straits of Belle Isle, at West St. Modent, <

Labrador side. "It was lying peacefully in the water when it

was provoked by the push of an oar. It looked fierce and

ejected much water from its funnel : it did not seem to consider

it necessary to discharge its sepia, as mollusca of this kind gen-

erally do, in order to cover their escape." * * * * "The
length of its longest arm was 37 feet ; the length of the body
15 feet ; whole length 52 feet. The bill was very large. The
suckers of its arms or feet, by which it lays hold, aboul
in diameter. The monster was cut up, salted, and barrelled fo*

dog's meat." In this account the length given for the " body"
includes the head also. This creature was probably

disabled, and perhaps nearly dead, when discovered at the sur-

face, and this seems to have been the case with most of the

specimens hitherto seen living. Animals of this sort probably

never float or lie quietly at the surface when in good health.

Mr. Harvey also refers to a statement made to him by a

clergyman, Kev. M. Gabriel, that two specimens (Nos. 8 and' 9),

; respectively 40 and 45 feet in total length, were eas

uthern coast of Newfoundland, in

the winter of 1870-71. These may also have been of the same

species as those described above, all of which I now refer to

Architeuthis monachus of Steenstrup.

Mr. Harvey also mentions, in a recent letter, thai

was cast ashore at Bonavista Bay, December, 1872, and his

informant says that the long arms measured 32 feet in length,

and the short arms about ten feet in length, and were " thicker

than a man's thigh." The body wTas not measured, but he

thinks it was about fourteen feet long, and very stout, and that

the largest suckers were 2'5 inches in diameter. The size of

the suckers is probably exaggerated, and most likelv the length

of the body also. It 'is even possible that this was the same

specimen from which the beak and suckers described in my
last article, as No. 4, from Bonavista Bay, were derived, for the

date of capture of that specimen is unknown to me. The

latter, however, was much smaller than the above measure-

ments, and it will, therefore, be desirable to give a special num-

ber (11) to the former.

destroyed

before its value became known, and no measurements are given.
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Architeutkis princeps Verrill. Plate v, figures 14, 15, 16.—
This species is based on the lower jaw mentioned as No. 1 in

my former papers, and on the upper and lower jaws designated

as No. 10, in the first part of this article ; besides these jaws
we only have the rough measurements of the body of No. 1,

and an estimate of the diameter of the sessile arms. The jaws
of No. 10 were obtained from the stomach of a sperm whale
taken in the N. Atlantic, and were presented to the Essex
Institute by Capt. N. E. Atwood, of Provincetown, Mass., but
the date and precise locality of the capture are unknown. The
form of these jaws is well shown in figures 14 and 15. The
total length of the upper jaw (fig. 14) is 5 inches; greatest

breadth, 1*45; front to back, 3 -5 inches; width of palatine

lamina, 2 '32. The frontal portion is considerably broken, but
the dorsal portion appears to extend nearly to the posterior end,

the length from the point of the beak to the posterior edge
being 34 inches. The texture is firmer and the lamina are

relatively thicker than in . I. monachux The rostrum and
most of the frontal regions are black and polished, gradually

becomiug orange-brown and translucent toward the posterior

border, and marked with (ami il i radiating from the tip of

the beak, and by faint ridcea or lines of growth parallel with
the posterior margin; a slight but sharp ridge extends back-
ward from the notch at the base of the cutting edge, and other

less marked ones from the anterior border of the alas. The tip

of the beak is quite strongly curved forward, and acute, with

a slight shallow groove, commencing just below the tip, on
each side, and extending backward only a short distance and
gradually fading out. The cutting edge is nearly smooth and
well curved, the curvature being greatest toward the tip ; at it-

base there is a broad angular notch, deepest externally. The
inner face of the rostrum is convex in the middle and concave
or excavated toward the margins, which are, therefore, rather

sharp. The anterior borders of the alas are convex, or rise into

a broad, but low, lobe or tooth beyond the notch, but beyond
this they are nearly straight, but with slight, irregular lobes,

which do not correspond on the two sides. The anterior edges
of the alas make nearly a right angle with the cutting edges of
the rostrum. The palatine lamina is broad, thin, and dark
brown, becoming reddish brown and tra

with a thin, whitish border. The surface is marked with
unequal divergent strios and ridges, some of which, especially

near the dorsal part, are quite prominent and irregular ; the

posterior border has a broad emargination in the middle, but
the two sides do not exactly correspond. The lower jaw
(plate v, fig. 15) was badly broken, and many of the pieces,

especially of the alas, are lost, but all that remain have been
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fitted together. The extreme length is 3 "63 inches;

breadth, and the distance from front to back, cannot

tained, owing to the absence of the more prominent

the alae ; from tip of beak to posterior dorsal border ni'i

1-68
; from tip of beak to posterior lateral border of a

from tip of beak to posterior dorsal border of guLii

237; from tip of beak to bottom of notch at its base,

of beak to inner angle of gular lamina, T85; height

from bottom of notch, -25 ; breadth between teeth of

sides, -60; from front to back of gular lamina, in mid
The rostrum is black, with faint radiating stria?, and w

undulations parallel with the posterior border; the

acute, slightly incurved, with a noteli near the tip, froi

a very evident groove runs back for a short distance.

well marked, angular ridge starts from just below tl

and descends in a curve to the ala, opposite the lar

defining a roughened or slightly corrugated and i

excavated area between it and the cutting ederes; tit

edge below this ridge is nearly straight, or slightly

the notch at its base is rounded and deep and stn

cavated at bottom; the tooth is broad, stout, obtusely

at summit, sloping abruptly on the side of the no

gradually to the alar edge. The anterior edsre of

beyond the tooth, is rounded and strongly obliquely

it makes, with the cutting edge, an angle of about 1 1'

inner surfaces of the two sides of the internal plat

rostrum form an angle of about 45°.

The lower jaw of No. 1 (plate V, fig. 16) is represer

by its anterior part, the ahe and gular lamina' having
away by the person who removed it It agrees ver

form and color with the corresponding parts of the on<

scribed, but is somewhat smaller. The lateral ridi:

mat oi iNo. iu, ana appears to be ev
cause the edge of the alee is more co
it is also more compressed and less reg

mit. This jaw measures 1*80 inches
terior dorsal border of mentum ;

-65 fr<

the notch ; T6 from bottom of notch to

Both these lower jaws agree in ha\

tooth on the alar edge, with a large

notch between it and the cutting edge, n

from the two lower jaws of A. monach
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in the latter the tooth or lobe is low and broad, and scarcely

prominent, while the notch is narrow and shallow. This seems
to be the best character for distinguishing the jaws of the two
species. But they also differ in the angle between the alar

edge and the cutting edge of the rostrum, especially of the
lower jaw, for while in A. monachal tl is is hardh more than a
right angle, in A. princeps it is about 110°. Moreover, the
darker color and firmer texture of the jaws of the latter seem
to be characteristic.

I of the body seem to be quite different, i

ge by the measurements given of the speci

vas found dead and floating at the surface c

judge by the measurements given of the specimen (No. 1)

at the Banks of Newfoundland, by Capt. Campbell, of the
schooner B. D. Haskins, from Gloucester, Mass., in October,
1871.* It is stated that this specimen was measured, and that

the body was 15 feet long and 4 feet and 8 inches in circum-
ference. The arms were badly mutilated, but the portions re-

maining were estimated to be 9 or 10 feet long and about 22
inches in circumference, two being shorter than the others.

This would indicate a much more elongated form of body than
that of A. monachus. If these proportions be correct, the body
of Xo. in must have been about 19 feet in length and 5 feet

9 inches in circumference.
This specimen is probably the largest invertebrate hitherto

actually examined by any naturalist.

Xotes on specimens described by other writers.—We are mainly
indebted to Professor Steenstrup and to Dr. Harting for our
knowledge of the specimens preserved in European museums,
or c st asl oie on the European coasts. Professor Steenstrup
has given interesting accounts, compiled from contemporary
documents, of a specimen taken in l"»io. and of two specimens
of huge cephalopods cast ashore at Iceland in 1639 and 1790,
and has also described and figuredf the jaws oi another speci-

men of A. monachus. obtained at Jutland in 1853. In the
same memoir, of which I have seen only the first part, there
are references to a description and figures of A. Titan, obtained
in 1855, by Capt. Hygom, in N. lat. 31°, W. long. 76°. The
latter specimen appears to be the same that Harting $ men-
tioned, under the name of '• Arrhit^ithis du.r Steenstrup," as

collected at the same time and place, and of which he pub-

* See the American Naturalist, vol. vii. p. 01, Feb., 1873.

t In a paper of which I have only seen some proofs!,
IWk.-.nl. en itlcd " Spolia A "

'

-
>

Uakk.>. naturv. o# math.™. Afd. iv Bind;" and there are references to th

!

d as pigantesques. Pi
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lished an outline figure of the lower jaw, copied from a draw-

ing furnished to him by Steenstrup. Harting states that the

pen or "gladius" of this specimen is six feet long. Many im-

portant parts of this specimen were secured, and I regret that

I have been unable to see the figures and description of it, re-

ferred to by Harting as forming part of Prof Steenstrup's me-

moir, then unpublished. But to judge by the outline figure

given by Harting, it is a species quite distinct from those de-

scribed ^above. The lower jaw resembles that of A. monachus

more than A. princeps, and is a little larger than that of QM
No. 5. The beak is more rounded dorsally, less acute, and

scarcely incurved, the notch is narrow, and the alar tooth is

Harting. in the important memoir referred to, describes

specimens of two species, both of which are evidently quite

distinct from all those enumerated above.

The first of these (his plate i) is represented by the jaws and

buccal mass, with the lingual dentition, and some detached

suckers, preserved in the museum of the University of Utrecht,

but from an unknown locality. These parts are well figured

and described, and were referred to Architeutlm duxby Hart-

ing. But the character of the dentition (plate IV, fig. 8) is so

totally different from what I have found in A. mnnwlms that

it will be necessary to refer this species to a different genus, if

not to a distinct' familv. The form of the lower jaw is 4'iito

unlike that of A. dux, for the beak is very acute, the cutting

edge is concave, the notch shallow and broad, and the alar

tooth is somewhat prominent. The size is about the same M
The suckers figured are from the sessile arms,

;

med by
internal diameter of the largest of these suckers is "75

inch; the external, 105 inches. They were furni-

slender pedicels, attached obliquely on *one side. Tl

acU
nd description, any character by

ieparated from Loligo, and at the same

vident that it is a spec i a

known. I would, therefore, propose to designate it by the

name of Loligo Harthiqii.

The other 'species described by Harting was from the Indian

Ocean, and belongs to the genus Enoplotenthis.

Mr. Kent, in the article already referred to,* mentions a

sessile arm of a giant cephaMpod', which has 1 >een long pre-

served in the British Museum, but of which the origin is

* Proceedings Zoological Society of London for 1874, p. 178.
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unknown. He states that it is 9 feet long; 11 inches in cir-

cumference at the base, tapering off to a fine point. There are
from 145 to 150 suckers, in two alternating rows, those at the
base being half an inch in diameter. The relatively small size

of the suckers and great length of the arms show that this arm
cannot belong to the same species as our Architenthis monachus,
which Mr. Kent thought probable. But as the arms of A.
princeps and Loligo Hartingii are still unknown, it might belong
to one of those species; or it may belong to the species

observed, but not captured, by the officers of the " Alecton,"in
1861, near Teneriffe, and named Loligo Bouyeri by Crosse and
Fischer, but known only from the imperfect descriptions of it

given by the officers, and a sketch of it prepared while the
crew were making unsuccessful attempts to get it on board.

The body of this one was estimated at 15 to 18 feet in length,

with the arms somewhat shorter.

Explanation op Plate.

Plate v.—Figure 14. Upper jaw of Architeuthis princeps V. (No. 10); natural size.

Figure 15. Lower jaw of the same. The dotted line shows the parts that
are present on the opposite side.

Figure 16. Part of lower jaw of Architenthis princeps (No. 1); n;.<

Valley ; by George W. Hawes.

It has been already stated in this Journal* that Mr. E. S. Dana
and myself have been engaged in the study of the eruptive
rocks of the Connecticut Valley. Some of the results obtained
by me through chemical analysis are here presented.
The dikes which intersect the Mesozoic sandstone and the

adjacent strata are very numerous and oftentimes very differ-

ent both as to the physical appearance and composition of the
rocks. The analyses of some of these traps show them to
be nearly anhydrous and of the same composition as the
rock which is called dolerite. They have, moreover, a bright
and apparently unaltered appearance, and under the micro-
scope a clear crystalline character. Others are hydrous and
also contain carbonic acid ; their luster is dull arid they are
more or less green, and possess the composition and the chlo-
ritic character of the rock called diabase. Every grade of
variation between the extreme cases can be found ; "but the at-

tempt will be made to show, by the following analyses, the

* See Abstract of a paper on the Trap Rocks of the Connecticut Valley, by E.
'

T
tal, HI, viii, 390. (Read before the American Association at

the Hartford n
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uniform character of the ejected material, and what were the

changes which took place to alter it into its present varieties,

and what were the causes of the same.

The specimens of which analyses are here given have in

general been taken from railroad cuts or working quarries,

in order to avoid material which had been altered by sur-

1. Dolerite.

Lying to the west of New Haven there is a long ridge of

trap, ending in a high bluff which is called West Eock. The

trap is very firm, and analyses show it to be dolerite, the typical

rock of this region.

Silica... ..51-80 51-76 51-78

Alumina 14-21 14-19 14-20

Ferrous oxide .. _ 8-26 823 8-25

Ferric oxide 3-55 3'62 3-59

Lime 10-68 10'73 10-70

Magnesia 7'63 7*64 7'63

Soda 2-15 2-13 2-14

Potash -39 -38 '39

Phosphoric acid _ -14 -14 '14

Ignition '63 -64 "63

99-86 99-91 99*89

West Rock is one of the southernmost dikes of the old

Connecticut Valley. The red sandstone region extends north-

ward through Connecticut to the northern boundary of Massa-

chusetts, and in the latter State are Mount Tom and Mount

Holyoke. A fresh specimen from the latter mountain had the

following composition

:

Mount Holyoke. Sp. gr. :

Ferric oxide .

Manganous o:

Ma.i.rsi:i""!
Soda
Potash
Ignition
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These analyses show it to be dolerite, differing from the trap

of West Bock in the proportion of its ingredients.

A specimen from the Mesozoic sandstone region of New Jer-

sey, taken from a deep railroad cut in Jersey City, afforded the

Ferrous oxide .

Ferric oxide .

.

Manganous oxi

Magnesia
Soda
Potash
Ignition

Another specimen taken from a trap hill lying to the east-

ward of New Haven, called East Eock, was also analyzed. But
enough has been given to show the uniform character of the
unaltered rocks of this era ; no two analyses differing from one
another more than would those of samples which could be se-

lected from the same dike.

The principal mineral ingredients are pyroxene and Iabra-

donte, with a small amount of magnetite, and often, as Mr.
Dana has detected by his microscopic examinations, a little

chrysolite and apatite. The pyroxene can be recognized by its

cleavage. Spots are sometimes found in the rock where the
crystals of pyroxene have considerable size, and often the pris-

matic angle as well as the basal cleavage can be distinctly seen.

From one piece it was possible to extract a sufficient number
of crystalline fragments of apparent purity for an analysis.

Pyroxene from West Rock.

Silica - 50-71

Ferrous oxide 15-30

Manganous oxide 81

Magnesia
"_"_""."."-"""

....... 13-63

Ignition - 1 '1

7

Alkalies and loss (by difference) 1-48

100-00

On comparing this analysis with those of the dolerites, it

leaves little doubt but that the feldspar is labradorite, as the
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low percentage of silica and the presence of so much lime

proves. The presence in one case of a feldspar with even a

lower percentage of silica (see beyond) renders it improbable

that the chief feld has a higher percentage than

labradorite. Moreover, in the analyses, making due allowance

for the magnetite, the oxygen ratio of the bases and silica is

even less than one to two, which would not be the case if the

feldspar were oligoclase.

The magnetite, which is always present, is quite variable in

amount There is much more in the trap of West Rock than

in any of the ol I lyzed. This is evident from

the amount of sesquioxide of iron present, which, if it be all

contained in magnetite, would represent five per cent of that

ingredient. In the Mt. Holyoke and New Jersey specimens

there is less magnetite, as is shown by the lower percentage of

sesquioxide of iron, the higher percentage of silica and the in-

ferior specific gravities. In sonic cases the amount is very large.

In a part of one of the dikes, that form the "Hanging Hills

of Meriden, the rock is quite black and the amount of iron has

been the cause of rapid disintegration, so that now the fine

earthy debris reaches to the top of the ridge. A determination

of the iron in this rock gave

Fe
2 3

5-30 5-35

13-82 13-90

A few feet distant, however, the rock becomes as firm aDd"

undecomposed as usual, showing that the gathering of the mag-

netite was of no great extent. Often octahedral crystals of

magnetite can be seen in the rock with the unaided eye.

The analysis of the pyroxene shows it to be ordinary augite

containing equal amounts of lime and magnesia ; and as mag-

nesia does not enter into the composition of the feldspar, the

evident excess of magnesia above that which would form such

a mixture of labradorite and pyroxene belongs to th<

lite. The minute crystals <>f apatite detected by Mr. Dana

account for the presence of phosphoric acid.

The feldspar anorthite is sometimes a constituent of these

dolerites. Passing up the West Rock ridge, at about a mile

from its soul iller dike is seen with ai

and western strike, while West Rock runs nearly north and

south. This dike upon one side of West Rock forms the

dam of Wintergreen Lake, then cuts directly through the

main dike, and projecting out several yards upon the other side

of West Rock ridge, forms what is called the buttress. Its

position, intersecting the main dike, shows it to be of

gin. The direction of the columns of this buttress are hon-
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zontal, while the columns of the main ridge are nearly vertical,

which shows that the main ridge must have cooled sufficiently

to determine the position of the columns of the buttress, since

the columns are always at right angles to the cooling -

This dike is characterized by large grains (£ to £ inch across) of
a clear whitish cleavable mineral, which render it sparsely por-

phyrinic. Even at the extremity, where the dike becomes very
small, and where in consequence the rock is very fine in texture
o'.ving to the more rapid cooling, this porpliyriric character is

retained. A sufficient quantity of the pure material was ex-
tracted for an analysis ; its composition was

feldspar

It is therefore a lime feldspar ; and the oxygen
R,0

3 and Si0 3 is 1 : 3'2 : 48, which shows the ft

anorthite. Mr. Dana informs me that under the r

rent appearance from the other feldspar, and although
triclinic it shows less tendency toward twinning. An analysis
of a sample of the trap of the dike in which the anorthite occurs
shows it to be a dolerite of the same composition as the others;
which is proof of the uniformity of the ejections at different

times in this period.

Dolerite from Wintergreen Lake. Sp. gr. = 300.

i. n. Mean.

Silica ..52-38 52'45 52-42

Alumina 14-59 14-50 14-54

Ferrous oxide. ._ 9-89 9-79 9"84

Ferric oxide ... 1-27 1-22 1*25

Manganous oxide -50 -53 -51

Lime 10-63 10-54 10'59

Magnesia 7-36 7"31 7-33

Soda 2-20 2-27 2'23

Potash -51 -48 -49

99-88 99-64 99-75

The rock is therefore a mixture of pyroxene and labradorite,
from which the anorthite crystallized out on account of its dif-
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ferent composition; for a very slight change in the composition

of the whole mass would account for the formation of the small

amount of anorthite which the rock contain?, and the differ-

ence in its fusibility, that of labradorite being 3, and that «-!

anorthite 5, would favor the separation of the anorthite.

2. Diabase, ok Chlokitic Doleeite.

In the examination of the various dikes we find the rocks in

all stages of alteration, from the almost anhydrous rocks, like

the preceding, to those in which the original' ingredients seem

to have undergone an almost complete change. This diil'-i.-: .

•

we conclude to be connected with geographical location and

not with geological age; and the following analysis, as well as

the study of the positions ot the different varieties, prove this.

The rocks which were selected for analysis were taken m>-u

the eastern side of the sandstone region and are typical speci-

mens of very large and long dikes. The Lake Si tonst

ridge, which is hydrous through its whole extent, is eut through

near its southern extremity by the Shore Line Kailroad, and it

was from this spot, at some distance from the surface and from

any amygdaloidal cavities, that the sample was selected.

Lake Saltonstall. Sp. gr. = 286.

L n. Mean.

Silica 49-27 49-29 49 28

Alumina 15-87 15-97 15*92

Ferrous oxide. _. 10-17 10-23 10-20

Ferric oxide 1-93 1-88 1'9I

Manganous oxide -35 -40 37

Lime 7-46 7-42 7'44

Magnesia.. 5-90 6-07 5 -99

Soda 3-45 3-3G 3'40

Potash -.- -74 -69 '72

Water 3'92 3*88 3-90

Carbonic acid .. 1-12 1-17 T14

100-18 100-36 100-27

A specimen from the southern dike of a high ridge

Durham Mountains exhibits still greater alteration, for the

amount of water shows that the larger part of the pyroxene has

been changed to chlorite.

It will be seen that the alteration of these rocks has not 1" ';']

attended by further oxidation of the iron, and therefore it coni'i

not have been accomplished by any surface action, since the

oxidation of protoxide of iron is one of the chief causes of sur-

face alteration ; while in this case one mineral containing pro-

toxide has been changed into another protoxide mineral- h

would, therefore, seem certain that the alteration took place at
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South Durham Mountain. Sp. gr. =s 2-83.

Ferric oxide ,

Manganous oxide

Potash_
Water
Carbonic acid.

;,,,.. 5

the time of ejection, as has been urged by Prof. Dana.* If the

trap-rocks of this eastern region, when coming up melted
through the red sandstone strata, encountered subterranean
waters, and if it would be impossible for the vapors produced
by the heat to be pressed back, owing to the hydrostatic pres-

sure above, then these vapors, together with other vaporizable

material, as carbonic acid, set free from its combinations in the

strata by the heat, would pass into the mass of molten matter.

In this way we have- a ion of the change that

made this diabase out of the material that formed the dolerite.

The pyroxene was the mineral that was most attacked, the

result of the alteration being chlorite. As chlorite is a magne-
sian mineral, lime was set free by this change. Part or all of
this lime united with carbonic acid ; for on touching any of

these hydrated rocks with a drop of dilute acid, effervescence

takes place. In many of the amygdaloidal traps this carbonate
of lime fills the cavities. The pyroxene, however, does not
furnish sufficient alumina for chlorite ; this was furnished by
the feldspar, which also participated in the change, and which,
under the microscope, appears more or less dimmed by decom-
position. As a result. . which also fills many
of the amygdaloid cavities

;
and often both silica and car-

bonate of lime are found in the same cavity. In other cases

it has united with the lime and alkalies to form zeolites, which
are common in the cavities. The exact chemical reactions that

took place will be considered at another time, when more of
the products of decomposition have been analyzed. That there

was such a passage of vapors through the molten mass is evi-

dent; for the rock of some dikes contains long pipe-stem-like
cavities, which were made by the ascending vapors, and which
are generally filled with calcite.

> Series, Vol. IX, No. 51.—Mabch, 1
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On excluding the water and carbonic, acid from the two pre-

ceding analyses, (columns 3 and 4 below,) it will be seen how

nearly the original unaltered material resembles that of the

dolerites (columns 1 and 2) in composition. As usual, then.- is

a small difference in the amount of magnetite and in the pro-

portion between the pyroxene and feldspar.

Silica . . 52-11 53-54 51'90 51-06

Alumina 14-29 14*37 16*77 16*35

Ferrous oxide... 8-30 9-95 10-74 10-79

Ferric oxide 3*61 1'98 2-00 3-88

Manganous oxide -44 -45 -39 -39

Lime 10-77 9-53 7*83 8-72

Magnesia _ 7*67 6-49 6-31 5-33

Potash -39 -88 '75 '66

There is a remarkable uniformity at all points in the ejected

material, which seems to prove that, whether now anhydrous or

chloritic, it must have had a common source, and this a deep-

seated one; for so great uniformity would be well nigh impo*

Bible if the source were nearer the surface among the meta-

morphic rocks of the crust, as has sometimes been supposed.

In memoirs already pu
the interest which would attend studies of the almost ankDOWS
interior of the umbra of sun-spots, and of forms there

which, owing to the relative darkness, are hitherto nearly unde-

scribed, and reference has also been made to certain s

"crystalline" shapes seen at times, and which an
associated with large spots and periods of great disturbance.

Doubtless owing to the difficulty of seeing appearances so del-

icate, these " crystalline " types have never been minutely cH' no -

; has been naturally assumed that their

-iiiation to the views of those who regard the photo-

sphere as the luminous covering of an incandescent fluid, ami

consider spots as deposits of cooling matter, more or less anal-

ogous to the scoria deposits of terrestrial volcan
Gautier has, in a very interesting communication to M. I'

<n Journal of Science, February, 1874. R*
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They

firmatory of the views alluded to, that only after long study I

have been led to think them not so much assimilable to the

products of cooling upon a liquid surface as to certain cloud
forms of our own atmosphere.

To furnish material for a public examination of these details,

whose study is so eminently iiL-tfUciivc.it is necessary, as has

been already remarked, (since photography cannot yet seize

them,) to make drawings in which the single aim of the de-

signer is to set down with a minute fidelity specific forms;
aiming, in short, much more to produce a piece of accurate

topography than a picture; but while it is on studies made of

this minute exactness that discussion will be most profitable,

their reproduction for the press is a work of so much labor that

this kind of illustration will probably remain unusual.

The steel engraving, plate vi, from studies made at the Alle-

gheny Observatory chiefly with the full aperture (13 English
' ' es) of its e

ance of Prof.

being secured at the hands of an engraver who has done his

work with peculiar fidelity and skill, f trust it will be ac-

cepted as a means of putting the reader in a certain sense in

the place of the observer, and enabling him himself to directly

compare theory with the facts of observation. This plate is

made from sketches taken on the 23d, 24th and 25th of De-
cember, 1873, of the eastern extremity of the great spot then
nearing the center of the sun, and about 12 south of the solar

equator. It is called a " typical spot " because (since the details

could not be completed at a sitting) it is less an accurate out-

line of what could be seen at any one moment, than an assem-
blage of the diiVerent tvpes presented, in their proper connec-
tion. The whole, then, is taken from observation; but while

the details ol the adj u-ent j
iot - h. re l at\e been supplemented

from other studies, 'everything in the main body of the spot is

the most literal transcript I could make of specific penumbral
and umbral forms.

The sun had been hidden here i, >r some days be

some weeks befor
unable to say wit
it suddenly prese
time already pass
tion, and bad ent
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retaining characteristics which show the type from which they

have sprung.

Attention was first directed to that dark interior, in which

Dawes discerned still darker shades, which he called nuclei, as

the unusual size of the spot and the irregularity of shade in the

umbra seemed to favor their investigation. Aided by special

optical devices, there became visible to close attention, forms

which appeared to be affiliated to the better known ones of the

penumbra, which were studied also, and a description of a part

of whose characteristics, interesting perhaps in their bearing

upon solar theories, follows.

It was observed : (1.) That the now well-known filaments

of the penumbra, and those (still to be described) of the umbra,

were all disposed in curves. These curves might be described

in general as portions of rude spirals, since while there was such

a variety as to make classification difficult, the spiral type was,

as a whole, beyond any question the dominant one. This and

the characteristic forms of the outer penumbral edge, elsewhere

partly described, bear witness to the existence of a force, or per-

haps I should say the component of a force, directed in a gen-

eral sense to the center of the spot, while at the same time the

absence of a common direction of rotation, and the existence

even of distinctly marked opposite flexures in the same fila-

ments, show the complexity of the action which had been at

(2.) An appearance which deserves remark is this. It has

long since been observed that the interior border of the penum-

bra is commonly brighter than its exterior ; but the hitherto un-

recognised cause is here shown, in a general tendency of these

singular objects, the filaments, to grow progressively brighter

toward their extremities. It should be noticed that it is not

only here meant that these grow brighter at the inner edge of

bra, but that the many filaments, not long enough to

wholly across the penumbra, and whose ends in this case

lie partly down its slope, in every case show the same tendency,

so that it is difficult to resist the impression that these extremities

have a general disposition to turn upward and to appear as

though lifting their points above some obscuring medium.

(3.) In this connection we may best study the umbral forms

sly referred to, about which so little has hitherto been

,
owing to the darkness in which they are involved. That

this darkness is only relative has been long surmised, and I have

found by direct experiment that whet, all extraneous light ^

excluded, except that from the "blackest " part of the umbra,

this proved to be not only intrinsica 11 v bright, but insupporta-

bly intense to the naked eye. By the optical device referred

to, then, I have been able to"look within the sun to some limited

L'wi

previously r

known, owii
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extent, or farther at least below the surface than is commonly
seen. Thus armed, we find that the reddish-brown masses
within the umbra are resolved into filaments, analogous to the
pennmbral ones ; like them disposed in curves, ami like them

fcl? in planes, whose direction is usually approximately
1. Here also we see that these umbral filaments grow

brighter toward their extremities, which, appear as if curling
upward, their ends thus occasionally furnishing that appear-
ance of isolated bright points in the umbra which has been
already observed.

Leaving these for the moment, let us consider what was, on
the whole, the most remarkable feature of the spot : a plume-
like appearance in its lower portion,* which, in connection
with adjacent peculiar curves, presented forms of what has been
called the "crystalline" type. The impression that agencies
like those which mould the delicate crystallizations of water
have been here engaged, is a natural one, and has been expressed
before, the term " photospheric crystal " having apparently
been used by M. Chacomac as long ago as 1853. This part of
the spot, if any, would seem to justify the remark of M. Gau-
tier, that the modifications of certain spot forms recall rather the
effects of mineral or saline deposits than that of the action of

whirlwinds. They may certainly be said to remind us of such
deposits, but is it by a true analogy or by a superficial resem-
blance ? If we look closer; if we increase our telescopic

power, we find that filaments which elsewhere possess a scarcely

sensible magnitude become here of immeasurable fineness, and
lie, not so much at the sharp angles of a crystalline deposit, (as

they with lower powers seem to do,) as like finely carded wool.
We may be in doubt whether to treat these " plumes " as part
of the penumbral or umbral structures, their brightness seem-
ing to affiliate them to the former, while, on minute examina-

their fibers may yet be discerned prolonged through the
b

%

luminous points just referrt

then, is rather to the filamentary types found in the chromo-
sphere, and which no one questions are purely gaseous. There
is frequently remarkable symmetry displayed in these forms,
but very rarely as much as in the present example, which was
the most regular I have ever seen. The balance of its parti

around a central axis was almost as exact as in a sculptured
ornament, and here again the regularity of certain crystalline

forms is suggested. The "plume," however, whatever it may
be, is evidently an integral structure, not due to the casual
union of heterogeneous elements, and it was found on measure-
ment to be approximately 20" in length and 10" to 12'' in

* Seen in the lower portion of the drawing.
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width. Are we prepared to admit the existence of a body

properly analogous to a " crystal," covering over ten times the

area of Europe? Even on the sun, where everything is enor-

mous, this taxes belief. But once more, the extremely attenu-

ated filaments of the "plume" do not appear to be in any sin-

gle plane. The great length of nearly 10,000 English miles.

through which they apparently extend, is a curtate distance, or

that in which we see them as projected on the apparent plane

of the solar disc. If I do not mk >nsgiv»

by the brightening ends, they can hardly be spread upon the

surface of a liquid, or upon any single surface whatever.—they

bend down and up. All through the umbra are' to be noted

similar appearances ; we seem to look down through increasing

depths, but as far as vision extends, without coming to any

liquid or solid floor.—always down through volumes of whirl-

ing vapor, (w hirlii lg. it we j u< Ige from their forms, which are dis-

posed as if by vortical action,) and growing fainter till lost to

sight at an unknown depth below the surface. Speaking, then,

without reference to any hypothesis, it seems to me that the re-

semblance to crystalline structure (though I agree that it is strik-

ing) does not appear to be more than superficial. We have at

certain rare intervals remarkable cirrous clouds in our own at-

mosphere, whose resemblance to these forms is equally elo.-e.

and in which, I think, we may see not only a resemblance hut

an analogy. Some of these rarer cirrous types of our < >wn sky.

which I have studied in connection with solar forms, might. ^
far as external appearance went, certainly be fancied to display

crystalline action as clearly as any frost-figure on a win low.

yet we have no difficulty in seeing that in this case the eddies

of our own atmosphere have been in some way a princif*!

cause. While recognizing the danger of pushing too far, con-

clusions drawn from terrestrial analogy, I should thee

a more complete study of these appearances), regard them as

:.. •
. ;s of our own atmos-

phere.

This spot presented other interesting types not here re term;

to. But I may mention, in support of previous observations, that

in the upper portion of the penumbra, just below where a con-

siderable part of the pli >tosph< re was islanded, the sudden and

abrupt change of direction of the filaments marked the appar-

ently unmistakable passage of one cloud stratum over another.

This disposition was also marked elsewhere on the spot, whole

banks of clouds moving one over the other
terraced appearance,
of one stratum over
has been recognized,

;

in elsewhere formally

In very man v other spots, this movement

and frequently at right angles to another

so that after long study, I have felt justified
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observed not in an isolated instance, but as a general charac-
teristic of the solar surface, whose features are thus again
assimilated to atmospheric ones in some degree like our own.
From the preceding facts of observation, it appears that the

following conclusions may be drawn :

(1.) Without prejudice to the important considerations on
which its distinguished author has framed the theory of the
existence of a liquid or viscous solar shell, it seems to me,
speaking simply as an observer, that, from what has been
state! of the appearance of umbral forms, such a shell or crust
must, if it exist, be at a distance, below the surface of the pho-
tosphere, considerable even with reference to the dimensions we
here deal with.

(2.) It seems difficult to reconcile the bright, sharply-defined
inner peine ie regular structure discerned in

the umbra, with another view, in which this umbra is a sort of

s\ a oanl pool, formed by cold vapors, or clouds, which have
^'tth i then after depressing the general sni < by their weight

.umbral slo-pe is determined. So much of the early
lupo h m. ,, II t-,-1. , a. ree. nh I

1

. un r. as an opening

than with the views pe, dial to Father SecchL*
(3.) Finally, it seems to be little more than a summary of the

facts of observation already rehearsed, to say that traces of a
vortical action are found throughout the spot, and especially in
the umbra. The theory which regards cyclonic or vortical

action as a prominent agent in determining the forms we have
studied, appears then to be in closer accordance with observa-
tion than the former.
As the substance of the present article was written before

Father Secchi's remarks appeared in the August Memorie, it

was originally prepared without reference to the questions
raised there, and without any special reference to the cyclonic
theory

; and it is in no sense meant as a complete expression of
opinion on those several points, in connection with which
rather Seech i has done me the honor to cite my name. As one
ot the iew who have used an instrument of adequate power in
the particular held of research in which a large part of his

labors have lain, 1 am more able than most, perhaps, to appre-
ciate his eminent qualities as an observer. When, however, he
states that longer study of the sun than I have yet given, will

iitate.—P. Secchi, M
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change my views upon the theory of M. Faye, I may remark

that those' views were not emitted so hastily, or on such light

grounds, as to be readily altered; for they were the result of

several years of observation, with an instrument of greater

power than that Father Secchi employs. Doubtless, before

adopting conclusions in any way differing from those reached

by one whose ability as an observer deserves such respect, I

was bound in every way to verify the grounds on which these

conclusions rested. If what seem to me the facts of observa-

tion conducted, and still continue to conduct me, to views in

many ways differing from those which he maintains, in oppo-

sition to distinguished Italian and French astronomers, I have

less hesitation in trusting to observations which agree mow
Dearly with theirs, from the belief that no personally cher-

jiothesis has subjected me to that unconscious bias in

the collection and interpretation of facts, against which com-

mon experience shows that even eminent ability is not a certain

protection.

Allegheny Observatory, Allegheny, Pennsylvania, December 29, 1874.

Art. XXIIL—Notes on Costa Rica Geology; by W. M. Gabb.

Rica, a region of about 3,000 e

the District of Talamanca.
country was probably the least known of any part t

or Isthmian America. It comprises the Atlantic slope of

nearly one half of the length of the republic, and is

by tribes of Indians who, with good reason, have such a hatred

to everything called Spanish, that the people of the country

have never dared to penetrate it. Strange to say, the hatred is

not against the white race; only against "Spaniards," i._e.. per-

sons of that race, or speaking that language. A fe

speaking traders have had dealings with these people for half a

century, and have invariably treated them well ; so that an

nan or American can go among them with impunity:

while one speaking on! i upon \

and either treated with insolence, or at best left severely alone.

I was at first engaged by a company of the leading persons

in Costa Rica, natives and foreigners, but afterward the Gov-

ernment took charge and assumed the responsibility of the

work. The prime obj cm of tlu'.. X) lomrion was the r« discovery

of some mines, reported by tradition to exist in the r B

of which the most fabulous stories were told. Suffice it here to
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say that such mines do not, and for sufficient geological reasons

cannot, exist there. This, however, is not surprising to one
who has been in California or in the West Indies, where such
traditions exist everywhere. Having now completed the field-

work of this little isolated region, I consider it advisable to put
on permanent record a bare resume of the leading facts and ob-

servations, leaving all theories and deductions for a future oc-

casion. It is difficult, and perhaps unadvisable, to attempt bo

generalize where one's observations have been so entirely cir-

cumscribed as mine have been in this district. I have not

been able to carry my observations to the Pacific ; and the con-

glomerate rocks, of which I shall speak, point to older sedi-

mentary formations which I have not seen, and which may
have played an important part in the history of Isthmian
America.
The central Cordillera of the lower part of Costa Rica is

not much less than 6,000 feet high at its lowest point. Along
this crest rise several prominent peaks, that of U-jnm. m the

head of the Coen River, and Mt. Lyon, at the head of the Lari,

being probably over 8,000 feet each, while Pico Blanco, or

Kamuk, the culminating point, is 9,652 feet, by careful baromet-
rical measurement. Farther down the isthmus the reputed vol-

canoes of Chiriqui and Robalo are said to be of con •

heights
; but to the northwest a decided depression of the

range occurs, before we reach the high region of Central Costa
Rica. The direct distance from the summits of the range to the

coast is hardly more than thirty miles; but the country is bo

cut up by sharp ridges and deep canons, so covered with dense

forests and impassable swamps, and so pooriv supplied even
with Indian trails, that the distance travelled is fully three

times as great. In an open country, with good routes of travel,

I could easih have accomplished in three or four months all

the geological exploit been months
of the hardest labor I ever did in my life. This is not the

place to speak of toil and suffering, of exposure for weeks to

continued rains, of fording swollen rivers at the risk of our
lives, of fevers; in short, of all the pleasant episodes inevitably

connected with work in primeval tropica! forests. We have
been through them all, and without the loss of a single life in

my corps; albeit, several Indians paid that penalty, and.

although I escaped with health uninjured, some of my assist-

ants have been less fortunate in this respect.

The chain slopes rapidly to the northeast, and in a dozen
miles from the summit is barely more than a thousand feet

high. The next dozen miles is a still more gentle slope ;
and

the coast is bordered bv a flat region of swamp, broken by only
a few low spurs.
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Two large rivers drain the re-ion. These are the Tiliri

(sometimes called the Sicsola) and the Tilorio (likewise known
at its mouth as the Changinola). These names in pare: -lu-is

were given by the Mosquito negroes to the mouths of the rivers,

and, although thev occur on the maps, are not the real names

of the streams. The Tiliri is the more important of the two,

draining by far the larger area, by means of five great branches,

viz., the Tiliri proper, the Coen, the Lari, the Uren, and the

Zhorquin. All of these branches, except the last, unite, in the

space of a mile, in a broad valley of over 100 square miles of

area. The Zhorquin is the smallest branch, does not descend

from the main range, as the others do, and enters the Tiliri a

few miles below the junction of the other branches.

The Tilorio drains the region east of Pico Blanco, by one

great arm and its branches, and the country back of Pico

Eobalo, by another arm. This latter is entirely unknown, and

is likely to remain so, until some traveller more adventurous

than any yet found dares to penetrate the region. The Indians

reported the country to be almost impassable, and say it ta

inhabited by a small band of Indians who refuse unconditionally

to hold any communication with civilized people, or to permit

them to enter their district. Several such refugee bands of

savages arc known to exist in this vicinity, and L have little

doubt but that there is good foundation for the story.

The high mountains of Talainanea arc in ureal pa'r

of a mass of granitic rocks, bearing in some respects a marfcM

resemblance to those of the island of Santo Domingo. Then
is one important point of difference, however, between the

manner of occurrence of this rock here and in Santo Domingo.

In the latter country, granitic dikes often cut through or ex-

tend into the sedimentary rocks for great distances.

of all sizes, from a thread to hundreds of yards in I

and often contain fragments of the jaspery slates entangled in

them, and perfectly soldered by fusion. In Costa Rica I have

never seen a granitic dike. The material seems to have been

forced up from below in a plastic state, sufficiently heated to

have changed the character of the overlying rock wherever it

came in contact with it, but never sufficiently fluid to penetwte

any possible fissures that may have existed. True gram te

rock is almost always rather fine-grained, and while ii<>;

abounds, mica is rather the exception than the rule. The reek.

is lighter in color, and of a slightly coarser grain at feht bsoW

eastern exposures than farther west. I saw nowhei
est approach to a gneissoid structure, or any other sign tiiat

would indicate a metaniorphic origin lor the 'mass, but sevt>r;;i

facts point to its having been quite recently in a heated con<U-



Lying on the flanks of the granite, in the region of the Tiliri,

and extending to the coast, there is a deposit, only a few
hundred loot thick, of Tertiary rocks, where, in contact with
the granite, they are highly tilted, dipping seaward; a large

fold or two follows this uplift in the higher mountains, and
more gentle undulations e\ tend to the coast. There is not a

regular system of plications, however, since I have observed
local variations of strike, even as great as at right angles, within

a mile, accompanied by high dips. This is markedly the case

on the Zhorquin, near Its mouth, where, perhaps, the underly-
ing granite is not far below the surface. Close to the granites

the sedimentary rocks are highly metamorphosed, and in most
cases their bedding is entirely destroyed; but I was fortunately

able to collect fossils at a number of localities scattered not
only over the greater part of Talamanca. but also farther north
and northwest, in the adjoining parts of Costa Rica. These
prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the rocks are an exten-

sion of the great Miocene deposit found not only on the isthmus
proper, but over so many of the West Indian islands. I re-

eognixed at sight many familiar species, and have no doubt
that others only await comparison to identify them with known

These Miocene rocks are made up principally ^f conglomer-
ates and fine shales, with occasional beds of sandstone, and a

verv little limestone. The limestone occurs must ;•!

inthe central region, of Costa Rica, in the Candelaria Moun-

o found a< far as the latter 1. H •alitv : while the last men-
rock is the important entoftheCand ^ laria

Wherever the shales are and unaltered, they

beds of very It this member t'h; st the

lines of Chi ri.jui heloug; a ud. half a dozen miles south

i
I -in houMerorpeh!

-• l^ceofla'':'!.';'''..'''^ rim" i

their source these elavstoue pebbles. The formation i

been extensive to have furmdied such a hulk oi eoa
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rial, to say nothing of the shales probably derived from the

same source. The absence of granite pebbles proves conclu-

sively that this rock was not exposed at the time of the depo-

sition of the Miocene. Another peculiarity of the conglomerate

is that, while from the region of the Tiliri west and north, as

far as the line of the railroad now being constructed, the peb-

bles are hard and well rounded by attrition, and cemented by

a matrix of different character, on the Tilorio the rock is

rather a mottled claystone than a true conglomerate. The peb-

bles seem to have "been but little altered, to have been im-

bedded in a matrix formed from their own material, dismte-

grated, and the whole, after deposition, to have undergone

metamorpbism together for the first time.

The trend of the granitic intrusion is not coincident nor co-

extensive with the mountain range. It bears more to the east,

Pico Blanco being its culminating point ; beyond this to the

east it extends almost to the Tilorio Eiver, ending in a narrow

tongue. I was unable to ascend the Tilorio, back to the granite

belt ; but although there are large streams penetrating west-

ward from the Tilorio toward Pico Blanco, there are no granite

boulders in that river on its head waters.

Both the granite and the Miocene rocks are cut by numerous

porplivritic 'likes of a pretty uniform character, but entirely

• mi the mote modern volcanic rocks of Central Costa

Eica. These seem to have penetrated the two groups equally,

an.l vary from a few yards to a mile in length. One of these

dikes forms the apex of Pico Blanco, and has been exposed

by the decomposition and denudation of the surrounding softer

granite. This is nearly 300 feet high, and forms the extreme

tip of what is otherwise an ordinary" granite mountain. Space

does not permit me to enter into a detail

question here. I was three hours on the summit of the moun-

tain. It is a simple, straight rid-e. of which the western end

rises in a sharp cone, perhaps fifty feet higher than the rest

There is no sign whatever of a crater, and 300 feet I

summit there is no volcanic rock. It must, therefore, be struck

from the list of volcanoes.

The two neighboring peaks, Mt Lyon, between the Lari and

it- branch, the Dipari, and F-jum, at the head of the Coen. are

said by the Indians to be volcanoes. But after m\
ico, I feel great hesitation in accepting the statement,

although it is fortified by many very plausible stories of fires

and smoke seen on their'summi'ts. 'The latter, .'sp-

its sharp, regular cone, certainly looks volcanic, and 1
i ]:!

;

hoped to reach it; but after my excursion to Pico B

hands of mv party, white as well as Indians, decided that for

the time, at least, it was impracticable. It would have cost a
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month of hard work, and I had not so much time at my

Before closing m}r account of the mountain region, there is

one other item deserving mention. My instructions required
me to look for mines, and I examined carefully for traces of
the precious metals wherever I went. I found in a few places

quartz veins; one of considerable size, the others practically

valueless. I also found deposits of placer gold in a few locali-

ties. But the existence of gold here is rather of scientific than
of economic interest. The gold occurs in the metamorphosed
Miocene rocks, and always at a greater or less distance from
the granites. The point at which I found gold nearest to the
granite was at least a miledistant, although the rock was bighlj
metamorphosed. The spot where I found the largest quantity
of gold was miles away from the granitic intrusion.

There is little more to be said about the geology of Tala-

manca. The coast is low and swampy, and is bordered by a
few patches of Post-pliocene rocks of the character which I

have designated as Antillite in the West Indies. Near Moen,
back of the border reef, there was a little bay, where a dark
gra;\ claystone was deposited, and this bed, nearly 100 feet

thick in one place, abounds in beautiful fossils, all of recent
species of shells and Kadiates. Many of the Mollusca retain

their colors quite bright. On the beach, at some points, are
large deposits of iron sand of great purity, which might be

To my great regret, I have not been able to carry my section

v across Terraba to the Pacific. On the summit of

Pico Blanco, after robbing Irazu of its boast that it was the
only point whence both oceans can be seen at the same time,

we could only look over Terraba and wish. The granite was
pushed up after the deposition of the Miocene. This I have

"
y the absence of granitic pebbles in the con-

herefore seems probable to me, a priori (I admit
demonstrated by the absence of granitic pebbles

glomerate. It therefore seems probable to me, d p\

perfectly safe argument), that the same formation
tended across ; and standing on the peak, and looking ;

hills and plains on both sides, I could not but feel convinced
that on the south base of the mountain I must find the same
rock as on the north. Add to this, that but a few miles far-

ther east the rock does actually run around the end of the
, : irons lor expecting to find the plains

of Terraba to be Tertiary. Further, as far north and northwest
as I have traced sedimentary rocks, they are of the same age,
as proven by fossils. The whole Atlantic slope of Costa Eica
may be safely predicted to be Miocene.
Above Moen are broad, flat plains, which sweep around to

the bases of the volcanic peaks of Turrialba and Irazu, and the
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farther north I followed the Miocene the less disturbed I found

it. East of the volcano of Turrialba I found Miocene, with

abundance of characteristic fossils, but little tilted, and in

one place actually horizontal. Sweeping round to the west-

ward, the Candclaria range is made up of the same rock, here

somewhat disturbed, but with a general strike corresponding to

the trend of the range. Beyond this everything is covered

with great beds of volcanic ash and cut up by innumerable

dikes of volcanic rock. North of the valley the magnificent

line of volcanoes, Turrialba, Irazu, Barba, and Poos covers all

the other rocks ; but on the west face of the Aguacate Moun-

tains, where the coating of ash is in places absent, we find highly

altered claystones. These are rich in mineral veins, and have

been thoroughly explored for mines of gold and silver. Whether

the rock is the ancient clay slate from which the conglomerates

were formed, or whether it is highly metamorphosed Tertiary,

we have, as yet, no means of knowing, and the problem will

require careful study for its solution.

Costa Rica, Nov. 29, 1874.

Several weeks ago, in company with mv friend Mr. .Tamos

C. Bell, Jr., of this city. I visited the hills a short distance to

the east of the village of Lansingburgh, for the purpose of

examining more minutely than 1 had previously done the in-

teresting series of rocks there exposed. The strata first met

with ingoing eastward from the village consist, i;

order, as follows: (1) a series of thin-bedded gray sandstones

with slight shaly parting-: (2i a -erics ..;' tine black slates and

shales alterti ting wit \ n - idstone 1 vers ot a

the surfaces of which are frequently profusely covered with

ripple-marks and worm-burrows: anil (3) a deposit of heavy-

bedded gray sandstone with fractures running in every direc-

tion, and with now and then thin shaly seams which serve to

indicate the bedding: the surfaces of the fractures, with few

exceptions, thickly studded with small crystals of quartz. The

thick teas of the above enumerated beds cannot here be given

with exactness ; but that of the thin sandstones is in

thirty feet, and that of the superposed slates and shales about

twenty. The heavy-bedded sandstones are of much great*

extent At one point they form a sharp, bold elevation,

locally known as "Diamond Rock." All of these

arranged in a series of close synclinal and anticlinal folds,
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northwest ; and, as a result of this arrangement,

rocks of this region have a nearly uniform southeasterly

5 unable to obtain any fossils in these rocks, but at

about half a mile eastward of the first exposures
examined I was more successful. At this point an apparently

higher series of slates is met with, and these are, in turn, suc-

ceeded by a considerable deposit of conglomerate limestone.

This latter rock is a most singular formation, appearing as if

composed of innumerable blocks and wedges of limestone con-
fusedly thrown down and afterward firmly cemented together.

It appears almost incredible, at first sight, that fossils should
occur in such a looking mass. But in a detached block of
limestone lying only a short distance from the deposit in ques-
tion, and to which I am satisfied it belongs, I found upward
of naif a dozen imperfect heads, and three perfect specimens of
what I consider to be the pygidium of phaUtes (Atops)
trJineatus Emm. In addition to these I obtained from the

n unequivix '1 specimen o ///, lit • America/, us

Billings ; and on examining, on my return home, a piece also

broken from the rock in situ by Mr. Bell, I found a specimen
of the species described by me under the name of Obolella

m'tida. All of these species likewise occur in the Lower
Potsdam limestones at Troy. No perfect specimens of the
pygidium of C. trili/Ktdus have, to my knowledge, hitherto been
found: and while reserving the complete description of it till

another time, I will refer to its leading characters here. It is

nearly semicircular in form, the axis strong, composed of seven
segments, with a row of obtuse spines along the middle; lat-

eral lobes composed of five segments each, with distinct inter-

vening groove- : mar^inal-rim nearlv flat, widest toward the
i distinctly and regularly notched or denticulated all

around.-* The surface of the border is tinelv -ranular. On
page 405 of his " Paleozoic Fossils." vol. i. Mr Billing- lias

B pygidium of a trilobite from the Quebec group,
which has the marginal-rim notched in precisely the same
manner as that of C. trilineatus. Mr. Billings does not refer it

positively to any genus. On comparing the characters fur-

nished by the figure with those of the pygidium of C. trilineatus,

I strongly suspect that the form in quest ion belongs to the
genus Conocephalites. At present, it appears to me quite prob-
able that it is the tail piece of Onmo nh >/H > Zn,h«ri. described
on page 398 of Mr. Billings' work cited.

i into two long diverging s
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I regard the Lansingburgh limerock as the strotifl

equivalent of my linnet. n< baml No. 1. at Troy. (S < this J« ui

nal for August,' lb 7 8.) They are lithologically similar; and,

moreover, have furnished two species in common, namely,

C. triliueatus and llyolithes Americanus. At Troy this deposit

underlaid by a heavy slate formation, whi

ently l>elow this, ami in the same line of outcrop, there are

exposed at one point a few la\ers of thick-bedded sandstone

similar to that constituting "Diamond Rock." T^e inferior

slates and thin-bedded sandstones of the Lansingburgh section

are. so far as direct observation goes, here wanting; but, if I

am right in my interpretations, they are most probably present,

but are not brought up to view. The equivalency of the Troy

and Lansingburgh beds cannot be proved by actual inspection

of the rocks between these two places, since, for the greater por-

tion of the distance, there are almost no exposures. In my first

regular paper relating to the ;:< this Journal,

July, 1871), I briefly referred to the Lansingburgh slates and

sandstones described at the opening of the present article, and

spoke of them as most probably an inferior division of the

Lower Potsdam. This provisional reference was based alone

upon the stratigraphical evidence I then possessed, as_ the

accompanying limerock had at that time yielded no positive

testimony bearing upon the subject. The evidence now in

hand seems to sustain the correctness of that reference, but it

is quite possible that these lower sandstones may yet he found

spring, if my opportunities
]

careful and extended study.

Troy, N.T., Dec. 26th, 1874.

Art. XXV.—Abstract of a Memoir on the Origin, and Median-

ism of Product >>. ,f '(!,, Prismatic or Columnar v

Basalt ; by Robert Mallet, F.R.S. (Read before the Royal

Society, January 21st, 1875.)*

The author, having briefly traced the history of geological

opinion on this subject from before the period when the con-

troversy in which the igneous or aqueous origin of basalt may

be viewed as settled, and having stated the views of some of the

more prominent British authors of recent date on tbi

points out that, up to the present, no clear and defii

retic views have been enunciated to account for the

structure in basalt, and that it is impossible to gather, with
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any distinctness, from systematic writers, whether prismatic

structure be due to contraction by cooling alone, or whether
the structure is due to preexisting concretionary or crystalline

arrangement of the integral particles of the mass, or to this

coacting with enormous external pressures, the origin of which
is left perfectly vague, or to some play of successive and joint

actions of all these various forces.

Professor James Thomson, in a paper read some years ago,

and since repeated at the Belfast Meeting of the British Asso-
ciation, has proposed views in some respects new, tracing pris-

matic structure to contraction by cooling only, and has ex-

pressed entire doubt as to the part supposed to be played by
concretionary spheroids pressed together. Professor Thom-
son's views, however, are still far from complete, and the mode
assigned by him to the production of cup-shaped cross joints in

'; for the phe
he aim of the author is to point out in this paper that all

salient phenomena of the prismatic and jointed structure of

tit, as observable in nature, can be accounted for upon the
admitted laws of cooling, and contraction thereby, of melted
rock possessing the known properties of basalt, the <

from one or more of its surfaces.

Thus, taking the simple case of a tabular mass of molten
basalt, whose top surface is level, the depth being great, and
the two other dimensions indefinitely greater than that, and
assuming the material at one temperature initially, and homo-
geneous and isotropic, and that cooling takes place from the
top surface only, he, on these data, proceeds to consider the

phenomena that will successively result by contraction in

cooling.

While the mass remains at its upper part still plastic by heat,

contraction will be met by internal movements and subsidence
of the top surface, and no cracking or splitting can take place
until the material there has become rigid enough to break
under tensile strain. He points out that this degree of rigidity,

or "splitting temperature." is not reached until the top surface
has fallen to between 900° and 600° Fahr.
At this temperature the cooling surface begins to separate

. penetrating perpendicularly to it into smaller sur-

faces. These must he similar and equal in area, and such
that their edges in contact can make up a continuous superfi-

cies. To relieve the orthogonal strains in the cooling surface,

and to meet the above conditions, only three geometric figures
for the separating surfaces are possible, namely, the equilateral

thes-ngle, the square, and the regular hexagon.
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possible expenditure of force.

gle, the square, and the regular hexagon, be approximately as

the numbers 1-000, 0-680, and 0-519. This economy of force

decides the hexagon as the form found in nature. The diame-

ter of the hexagon, which is the upper surface of the inceptive

hexagonal prism, is shown to be fixed by the relation that sub-

sists between the coefficient of contraction and that of its ex-

ture. This decides t

splitting by contraction proceeds into the mass always i

direction perpendicular to the cooling surface, and at auv

instant the splitting is limited in its progress by the isothermal

couche, which is at the splitting I in the mass;

for within that couche the mass is still plastic. In the case

assumed the prisms formed are straight ami vertical. "When

the splitting has proceeded to some distance within the mass,

the further cooling of each prism takes place not only from the

top, but from the sides, and the more important conditions

influencing the latter in nature are pointed out
Any one prism is coldest at its extremity, and its tempera-

ture increases along its length to the other end, where the

splitting is still proceeding. The prism is hotter, also, for any

transverse section, as we approach its axis, than about the ex-

terior; differential strains in the longitudinal dire

take place, by cooling and contraction, between the successive

imaginary couches, taken from the exterior to the axis of the

prism, which tend to cause the outer portions of the prisms to

tear asunder at intervals in length dependent, like the diame-

ter of the prisms themselves, upon the rel

tween the coefficient of contraction and of extensibility at rap-

ture of the material.

The prism contracts not only in its length, but in its diame-

ter; transverse fracture at its surlac.'. when it occurs, is there-

fore due to the resultant of two orthogonal forces, the one

parallel to the axis of the prism, as alreadv referred to, and the

other in a plane transverse to the axis. These two forces are

proportionate, the first to the length of the prism from a pre-

ceding joint, or from its extremity, the seeoml a]

to the semi-diameter of the hexagon ; and the resultant oi' the;'
1

two, at anv point iaken round the prism, is ohii.pu
'

and tending toward it in direction. As fracture in i\ l»" n "~

geneous solid always takes place transverse to the line of strait
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so the fracture producing a transverse joint takes place oblique
to the sides of the prism ; the obliquity becoming less as the

fracture advances toward the axis of the prism, so that when
complete it is cup-shaped, the convex surface of the fracture

always pointing in the same direction as that in which the
splitting of the prism itself is proceeding.

This solution, which is believed to be the first ever presented
which, resting upon admitted laws, completely accounts for the

production of the very remarkable cupped-shaped joints, is

verified and illustrated by several tg the mode
of production of these joints, and the modifications of their

curvature produced by varied conditions in the cooling.

It is further shown that the partial or complete detachment
of certain fragments, frequently observed to be partially or

wholly detached from the cusps of the concave side of these

joints at and near the solid angles of the hexagon, is a conse-

quence necessarily resulting from the mode of production of
the joints themselves. The author then points out that in the

case of very slender prisms other (and mechanical) conditions

besides those of differential cooling enter into the production
of the cross joints, which are at more considerable and irre-

gular distances apart, and in planes of fracture often nearly

transverse to the axis of the prism.

He also discusses the modifications produced in the prisms
themselves, and in their cross joints, by heterogeneity in the
mass of basalt itself—as, tor example, by a more or less previ-

ously developed cleavage in the basalt in planes transverse to

the axis of the prism, or by the presence of heterogeneous sub-

stances imbedded in the mass. To these latter, and to differ-

ences in conductivity, or in the cooling energy at different

points of the cooling surface, arc chiefly to be ascribed the

occasionally observed, the author remarking that where such
divergencies occur they disappear, and the normal hexagonal
form is returned to in such a manner as to require only the

minimum expenditure of work.
The conditions producing grea >es between

the prisms, which may vary from point to point of the same
mass, are pointed out, as also those which cause the spaces be-

tween successive joints in adjacent prisms to coincide in succes-
sive planes, transverse to their axes, or the contrary.

The author then proceeds to discuss the various r
>1':}<-''. and relatively to each other, which the axes of the

prisms must assume, dependent on the general law, as already
stated, that the axes of the prisms, however produced, are al-

ways normal to successive isothermal couches or planes at the
splitting temperature, taken in succession within the mass.
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If the mass be tabular, as already assumed, and cooling take

place only from the top surface, the prisms will be straight and

vertical, extending from top to bottom nearly of the tabu-

lar mass, and being separated from the bottom on which it rests

by a more or less thick layer of irregular angular fragme

of badly co

of the joi

both from the bottom and the top, the pr

badly conducting materia], tub, scorias, &c, the <

of the joints all pointing downward. If the i

straight, will split upward and downward, and meet in an ir-

regular intermediate stratum of angular fragments, the convex

surfaces of the joints of the lower prisms pointing upward,

and the respective lengths of the upper and lower ranges

depending on their relative rates of cooling. If t

mass cool also from one or more of its sides, as by an abutting

wall of rock, prisms will be produced with their axes perpen-

dicular to that wall, and will be separated from the vertical

ranges of prisms by an inclined stratum of angular fragments.

Also if the basalt fill a crevasse producing a dyke, the prisms

formed by cooling will be generally transverse to the plane

of its walls, and meet somewhere toward the center in a stra-

tum of more or less irregular fragments, due in all cases to the

irregular contractions at the extremities of the prisms breaking

up their mass there into wholly irregular forms. If the upper

and cooling surface have a curved convex contour, the prffiOM

shall be taper and convergent from the surface of the mass:

and on the contrary, if the cooling surface have a concave run-

tour, or rest upon a concave bottom, the prisms shall he diverg-

ent from the interior of the mass, the natural law of economy

of work limiting the length or amount of taper in either case,

limiting the length of the prisms, and a new range of larger

diameter partially or wholly then commencing. The converg-

ence or divergence are simple consequences of the general law,

that the splitting takes place always normal to the isothermal

couches, which are at the splitting temperature.
The author then proceeds to develop and illustrate by dia-

grams some of the varied and curious combinations which are

observable in nature, and due to the more or less combined

play of these conditions. He then proceeds to develop, M
J

consequence of the general law, the production of curved

prisms, or those with -. which are observed

in almost all basaltic countries. If the cooling mass of basalt

be in one of its vertical sections of such a form that succes-

sive isothermal couches, taken in descending order, art

allel to the original cooling surface, as they are in all cases W
Btraigiil and parallel prisms, but divergent gradual

U

cooling surface and from each other, then the lines oi

of the prisms, always normal to these couches, must be curved
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in one direction. This will be true whether the isothermal
couches be plane surfaces divergent from a thinner to a thicker

part of the mass, or whether they be curved surfaces arising

from the mass reposing on a curved bottom, and diverging in

like manner. This explanation of the production of curved
prisms, without the necessary intervention of external mechan-
ical forces, having bent into curves prisms originally formed
straight, is, the author believes, here for the first time presented.

He shows that great difficulties exist to the supposition that

curved prisms are ever the result of the bending of prisms
originally straight by extraneous mechanical effort The au-

thor having thus shown that all the salient phenomena pre-

sented in nature by the forms, jointings, positions of the prisms,

&c, of columnar basalt are accounted for as consequences of

contraction in cooling, submits that this solution driven by him
must be the true one. He, however, proceeds to examine at

some length the different views of those who have imagined
tiut prismatic and jointed basalt has res dted from the squ >ez-

'.•:• together by s une wholly imaginary external force of sphe-

stoiics." or concretionary spheroids, such as those imaeine-l by
Mr. Gregory Watt. Tiie author submits all points o! the sub-

ject to a searching examination, and points out that, upon
the only probable suppositions that can be made as to the

pre-arrangement of such spheroids, n<

pression could produce prisms at all, bi

spheroids instead into rhombic dodecahec!

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Atmnsph, ,!,' U ,,.',-:!• ,i I V /•<>.>• i<k.—Between the first of
•Tnly and the tirst of Dei-ember, 1S74, Soiionk examined one hun-
dred and thirty specimens of rain, and twenty-nine specimens of
snow, for hydrogen peroxide. These experiments were made in

-• .1. id.ed tin f
, t. the i itlm lions with

d'-o'jeii peroxide in the atmosphere ; whether gaseous or dissolved

hi t!ie ibiid, or solid rain or hail; (-) {{elation lo other meteoric

Mod to the ozone >•{' the atmosphere; (t) How produced in the

air; (5) Part played by it geologic
tion upon the animal economy whei
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importance. For this purpose, all the rain, hail, snow, dew, and
frost were collected and tested for hydrogen peroxide, the analysis

being quantitative when possible. Further, at various times,

especially in clear weather, artificial dew and frost were prepared

and examined. Careful meteorological records were kept during

the entire interval at the adjoining observatory. The ozone was

determined by a Schonbein's ozonometer. The results show:

that the quantity of hydrogen peroxide in rain varies from <r'U

to TOO milligram' per liter; that the larger the drops, the greater

the amount; that the first rain after dry weather is poorer in

peroxide than that which falls later; that the peroxide is greatest

when the wind is south and southwest, that in the rain brought

by the equatorial current being greater than that which fall- in

the rain produced by the conflict of this with the polar current.

or brought by the latter current itself; that the relative quantity

of peroxide in rain increases from the summer solstice to the

piinox, and then diminishes; that the quantity is not

greater in rain which falls during a thunder-shower; and that

during the four months, the absolute quantity of hydrogen peroxide

contained in the 221 liters of rain which fell upon each square

meter was only 62-9 milligrams. In snow there was only 0'05

mgr. peroxide to the liter, the amount diminishing toward the

winter solstice. Natural dew and frost contain no peroxide, or at

least, less than one twent v-rive millionth of this substance. In

nrtitirial dew and frost, the amount of peroxide varied from n'04

-'•-.:
,t relative hum

of the air. The author concludes that the peroxide is conta

in the air both free and in solution, to the extent, as a maxin
of 0-000000268 c.c. in a liter. He also believes that sun

plays an important part in its production. The experiment
still in progress.

—

Her. Berl. Chem. Ges., vii, 1693, l)ec, 187

2. On the Absorption Spectra of Potassium and Sodiu
Roscoe and Schistki; have examined the absorption produce

by the vapors of potassium and sodium. Fragu
of the fc

heated until the green vapors appeared. A (

from a calcium light placed behind the tube.
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a consisted of nineteen bands, varying in wave-length from 6844
to G-J75 ten-milliontha of a meter; group fi of eight lines, from
6059 to 5901

;
group y of thirteen lines, from 5860 to 5667.

The ordinary spectrum lines of the metal were not seen reversed

owing to the too feeble intensity of the calcium light. Similar

experiments with sodium led to similar results. The blue vapor
gave an absorption spectrum showing in the blue a group of

bands (y) eleven in number, followed soon after by a group in

the red and yellow (a) consisting of twelve bands, and then

by group (/i) in the orange made up of seven bands. Sodium
vapor in an iron tube heated to redness shows an absorption spec-

trum in which the red, the green and a part of the blue are re-

moved. The D absorption lines widen considerably and a strong

absorption band appears in the green. Hence only a part of the
orau-v, the green and the ultra-blue are transmitted.

—

Proc. Boy.
Soc, xxii, 362 ; J. Phys., iii, 344, Nov., 1874. o. F. b.

3. Preparation of Glacial Fonniv Aeid.—\\\ the ordinary

preparation of strong formic acid, by passing hydrogen sulphide

gas over lead formate, gently heated over a free lire, the product
is always contaminated with sulphur products which communicate
an unpleasant odor to the acid, and which cannot be removed.
M. Bi:i;niKi.oT finds that this may easily he avoided by conduct-

ing the decomposition at a low temperature. The well-dried lead

formate is placed in a I tube which is immersed in an oil bath,

the temperature of which must not surpass ]30°C. Hydrogen
sulphide is then slowly passed over it and the product is collected

and purified !>v fraciioning. Placed in a freezing mixture and
solidified, it may he concentrated. The pure acid solidifies at a

temperature of 8*6, a temperature considerably higher than that

usual! v stated in the text -books.— Bull. S,,<>. <'/<.', 11, xxii, 440, Nov.,

1874. G. F. B.

i phosphorous chloride

eid, according to the equa-

o s
O

?
4-(HCl) 2 r MlCHAKLlS

made use of this "acid, discovered by them,
lor the purpose of getting some light upon the constitution

of phosphorous acid itself. " The phosphenylous acid is obtained
in white crystalline plates, easily soluble in water and alco-

hol, and fusing at 70°. It is monobasic. The author describes
'he potassium, ammonium, calcium, barium, lead and iron salts.

between the two views held on the constitution of phosphorous
ticid, one that it is a trihvdroxy! derivative of phosphorus,

P(OH)
3 , the other that it is derived from phosphoric acid by

i-«'placin«r hydroxy! by hydrogen and is POfOilUl. the authors

sought to decide from the reactions of phosphenylous acid. This

by the
action of phosphoric chloride. In the first case the reaction is:

P(OH),C
6
H

6
+(PCl

8 ) a
=PCl2C 6

H
6+ (POCl

3 ) 2 + (HCl) a ,
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products being phosphenylous chloride and phosphoryl chlo-

. In the second case

:

!

6H sPO(OH)H+(PCl6) i=C,HBPOCl s+POCl8+PCl8+(HCl)

products now being phospheny]
chloride, and phosphorous chloride,

firmed the latter view. In the case now of phosphorous acid

itself, the products given when it is acted on by phosphenyl tetra-

chloride must l.i- according to one of two equations. In the first

case: P(OH)
3
+(C

6
H

6PClJ 3
=PCl

3+ (C
8
H

s
POCl

2
)3+(HCl),.

In the second case, the reaction is

:

OPH(OH) 2+(C B
H5PCl4 ) 3

=POCl 3+(POCl 2C 8
H6),+

C6H5PC12+(HC1)3 .

The phosphorous acid was prepared by acting on the chloride

with water, and was treated with the tetrachloride in a tiask.

Phosphoryl chloride, but no phosphorous chloride, was formed.

The fraction of the distil Ink' 1. >i!in ; above 220 gave, when

treated with water, phosphenylous and pliosphmiylic :u-ids. tlm-

proving the presence of the corresponding chlorides, PO(/L('
t

dI
5

i II,,. Tin- authors believe, tlmr. fore, that rhe formula

OPH(OH), represents the true constitution of phosphorous acid.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Gee., vii, 1688, Dec, 1874. g. f. b.

5. On the Production of SarcoUn-tic . I •// by /> mentation.—
Malt some time ago showed that, under the influence of the

mucous coat of the stomach, many of the carbohydrates, as cane-

, milk-sugar, dextrin, etc., were converted into

erment in this case is a product of the dead

this conversion. Since that time, the author lias observed that

often, but not always, there is simultaneously formed some sareo-

lactic acid, proved to be such by the composition of the zinc >ait

and its much greater solubility. The precise conditions under

which this formation takes place have not been determined;

though in one case sareolactic acid was the sole product. 11 n>

acid has been alike produced from grape and from milk-u-ar:

the reparation of the two zinc salts being effect-d b

i ion. Mai v also mentions the diseoverv of sareolactic

acid in the fluid of ;*m ovarian cyst, fir from muscular tissue —
Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vii, l.-,07,"l)Jc, 1*7-1. c r. a

6. On the Antiseptic Action of S,, /;,?;/;<- .[<•;</.— Kv>i\ at

Kolbe's suggestion, has made some experiments to ascertain die

action of salicylic acid upon vegetation. The result- prove tlnU

this acid has a marked action upon the vegetative activity "t

cells, whethm these Ik th chlorophyll (vils oi tin high i

non-dilorophyll colls of the lower orders of plants, provided oiil\

the acid remain free in the li.piid. Two vigorous maize plant-, 1

or 5 decimeters high, grown in his well-known soluim:

rooted, were immersed in 500 ex. of this solution, '•

been added 100 c.c. of a solution of salicylic acid ooi

per cent of the acid. A third, fourth and fifth plant was Mini-
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larly treated, using tartaric, citric, and lactic acids respectively in

ilicylic In the salicylic solution, the roots were killed,

me new roots jmt out during the duratio

became dark upon their ends, and under the

diiriiiir rue duration of the expert

k upon their ends, and under the microscope their

to he markedly affected, the protoplasm separating
from the cell-walls. A second crop of roots fared similarly; hut
the third was more successful, and the plant continued to live in

the solution for a long time. No mould, however, formed on the
surface of the liquid even after three weeks. The other acid solu-

tions killed the maize plants in three weeks, but the surfaces were
covered with a thick layer of mould. Neither maize nor buck-
wheat grains germinate after soaking in water to which an equal
volume of a saturated solution of salicylic acid has been added,
not even by planting in earth. Fifte< n grains of corn were soaked
in water containing T^^ of salicylic acid, and then placed in a

germinating fluid consisting of 50 c.c. gypsum solution, 50 e.c.

solution salicylic acid of 0*1 per cent, in a liter of water ; 1 1 failed

to germinate. The same fact appeared with buckwheat, wheat,

rye, and oats. A similar depress'

observed in the case of mould;
seeds in solutions in June and July, owing to the rapid prod

u

of mould, beii s *nt ii l\ >b\ iated by the use of a highh dii itt

solution of salicylic acid.—J. pr. C/i.
t
II, x, 351, Nov., 1874.

7. Outlines of Proxiinah Orynnie Analysis; by Albert B.

Pi;i s, <>n, Professor of Oroanic and Applied Chemistry in the

University of Michigan. 192 pp. 12mo. New York, 1875 (Van
Nostrand).—This work is a useful and much needed laboratory

manual, for the identification, separation, and qualitative deter-

mination of the more commonly occurring organic compounds, it

is well arranged for the use of the student in the laboratory, and
will be found valuable also to the teacher. It is to be followed
l>y a manual of the " Chemical Examination of Alcoholic Liquors,"
by the same author.

8. PaMa</*> •>/ <•«<•< thwjh /,/.,///</ /-V',-,.*. Dr. F. Exner

through tin film . i < ip ibb < shown qua tati\ 1\

by Draper and Marianini. ( 'ailing ( i he co-cflicient of absorp-

tion of the gas for the liquid of which the lilm consists, and 6 the

density of the gas, he ha- deduced the law that the velocities ot

to C divid< d bv %/d For the
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cubic centimeters II and -50 cub. centim. of air simultam ion !y

)>.-)>< tli rough one square centim. of the film.

—

Boa. Acad. Srk, ..vs,

Vienna, Nov. 5th, 1874; Phil. Mag., xlviii, 54V. B. C. P.

9. Zate improvements in Magneto-Electric Machines—)\. L.

T. Gkamsie describes the improvements effected in the machine

which bears his name, by which its power is greatly increased. In

1872 one machine was made for producing the light, two for plat-

ing, and several small machines. The latter could redden 10 cms.

of platinum wire -3 mms. in diameter. Those now made redden

60 cms. of the same wire, though there is no increase in the cost

or weight. This large increase is principally due to the employ-

twelve larg< dig were constructed woij
kgs. and containing 17"> kgs. of copper apiece,

""

ngth 8i"i cms., they deposited 600 g
kilogrammeters.

?ighs 177 kgs. and <

55 c

it deposits 600 grs. per hour, but requi
run it. It therefore occupies but one-half the space of the old

form, the weight is reduced three-quarters and the motive force

one-third. These improvements are effected by suppressing the

exciting bobbin, putting the electro-magnet directly into the cir-

cuit, by a better arrangement of the copper, and by slightly increas-

ing the speed. The coils, instead of being formed of wire, are

now constructed of a hand of thin copper, of width equal to one-

half the length of the bars of the magnet, so that four large rib-

The plan of putting the electro-magnet into the main circuit

machines are in mot-
baths, the direction of the current remains the same indefinitely.

But if suddenly stopped, the current induced by the electro-tiKCi-

net reverses the polarity of the latter, so that'if the machine is

again started the current passes in the opposile direction and re-

moves the silver it has just deposited. To avoid this trouble, h«

inserts in the circuit an elect ro-niagnct, which ordinarily hold up an

armature, and keeps the circuit" closed, but as soon as the speed

slackens below a certain point, the armature drop- and breaks the

improvements to the old form of machine, its capacity was at once

raised from 600 to 2,100 grams per hour.
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and breadth are J

however much less, being only 200 Carcel burners,

1,000. A greater light may nevertheless be obtained by an in-

creased speed, as is shown by the following results of ten series of
experiments : 630 turns gave a light of 77 burners ; 850 gave 1 25

;

880, 150; an,] 9<>0, 2oi> without heating or sparks. 935 gave 250
with slight heating, and 1,025 gave ^290, but produced heating
and sparks. Comparing with the machine of the company of the
Alliance, in use at the lighthouse of La Heve, we find that this

also gave a light of ^00 burners, but weighs 2,000 kgs. and occu-
pies a space of 170X135X150 cms. Its weight is therefore
twelve times as great, the surface covered seventeen times as
great, and the volume eighteen times as great.

These machines having neither cranks, connecting shafts or
well adapted to the transformation of electricity

6 1000

of turns, and the third the work done in kilogramme!

e

suggests a convenient method of transmitting power, pi

tance by a wire or cable. A conclusive experiment war
follows: a machine was driven by a steam engine, by a po
kgmtrs., determined by a t'rirt ion brake. The current mo'
'"id machine with a second brake, which gave :->9 kgmtrs,
than half. But as the power was first change.] into e

and then the electricity into power, the coefficient of effi

each machine must have been over 70 per cent.

A curious form of machine is made by winding with t

one coarse, the other fine. The current from two Buns<
then passed through the first, running the machine, and

;

a- current of high tension in the fine coil. A leiegraph

m Mil i .v is.. 1 I mi 1 i

eerii,g
y
Nov. 27th, 1874, and in the A,n,al<* hnl«*tfhU>*.

10. Exjiaitsioii of Phosphorus -- Mms. Pisati and Did
ha\ e measured t lie expansion of
:it temperatures from 0° to 270° C. They employed a <•;

dilatometer with a graduated neck. This was immersed

mated at a tenth of
degrees of the air-th
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large number of experiments they deduced the following results.

The specific volume of solid phosphorus is given by the equation

:

^=:«?o-f2()()0X10~
7 * + 115()X10- lo £

2

and of liquid phosphorus by :

^=w 5O+2969X10' 7 (^50)+2115X1O* 10 (-50) 2

The mean co-efficient of dilatation per degree for solid phos-

phorus from 0° to v° is given by the formula

:

K=3674X 1<T 7 -1-211 X 10~%
and for liquid phosphorus:

R—5]67X10- 7 +370X10- 9 (£-50).— Gazz. Chim. Ital.,iY, 1874. e. c. p.

Corntj gives the results

3locity of light under the

direction of the Council of the Observatory, at the suggestion

of LeVerrier and Fizeau. The method employed was that of the

Polytechnic School and Mt. Valerian. The stations now selected

were the Observatory and the tower of Montlhery, distant about

meters, a distance accurately determined, and famous for its

use in the determination of the meter, and more recently for the

velocity of sound. The telescope at the Observatorv ha

length of 885 cms. and an aperture of 37 cms., the other a focal

length of 200 cms. and an aperture of 15 cms. A simple re-

flector was placed at its focus, and the whole was enclosed m I

large iron tube and built into the wall. The toothed wheel could

be turned with any velocity up to 1600 turns per second, and by

tph and electric register the time measured to tli«u-

i second. The method of measurement is well known,
chronograph and electric register the time" measured to thou-

sandths of a second. The method of measurement is well know"

and the precise time of disappearance was marked and thcvdo
ity measured electrically. This was necessary, since it wasimpos-

were thu
The column headed n gives the number of teeth that passed c

ing the passage of the light; the column headed m gives th< num-

ber of times the observation was made, and the column V gives

the corresponding velocity. The mean of the whole, giving

36 300,060
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The methods of me i of the sun may be di-

vided into three classes. 1st. Ti - dependent
on optical phenomena. They include the eclipses of the satellites

of Jupiter and aberration of the fixed -firs. together with the
value of the velocity of light. Employing the results here ob-

tained gi?e 8"-88, 8"-88 and 8"'80, or a mean 8"*85 as the solar

parallax. 2d. The analytical methods <d astronomical observa-

tions with theoretical law- based on the theory of gravitation,

give the value 8"*86. 3d. The purely geometrical methods
parallax of the planets wear tlie earth. The opposition of

caara m 1802 gave 8"*84. But the greatest accuracy is attained

by the observations of the transit of Venus.— Comptes Rendu*,
lxxix, 1361. e. c. p.

1-J. On << new way of '' - >' th V ! at * oj " Air in

Orym, I'!},,'* ; bv Prof. Joseph Loverixg, of Cambridge, Mass.
(From the Proceedings of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, vol. xxiii.)—I shall begin with a brief

description of the methods adopted by W. B. Rogers and Ko3nig
for making visible the \ 'Miration- of the invisible air morgan pipes.

By the first method two gas burners were fed from a common
reservoir ; a glass tube was placed over one 1

of the flame altered until it was brought into unison with the
fundamental note of the tube, and an energetic vibration of the
flame and the column of air began. The flame on the other burner
also vibrated from sympathy The individual vibrations of this

nie were unraveled by making the burner revolve in a
small eireis' of about one inch in diameter. A cylindrical sheet of

light resulted from the motion, which was channelled by dark
spaces a- soon as the sound was heard. The method lias the ad-

vantage of giving an object which can be seen in all directions,

which the flame travels, of crowding upon each other the alternate

dark and bright spaces of the fluted surface.

The description just given has reference to the apparatus con-

structed b v Koenig under the name of t he . I,., ..#,-. .7 .///./,„„„ .< ,/„„«-

Vmtes <h M. h_. (',,,,<(, S-h„fUot»ch. But I have not been able to
find in Schaflg-otsch's account of his apparatus ami experiments
any allusion to this method of exhibiting to the eye the indi\ idual

vibrations by tin- revolution of the name itself. Probably, it was

the experiment of Prof W. I J. Rogers.*
In this experiment only a single flame was employed ; a tube be-

uig placed over it large enough to allow the interior flame to re-

volve in a small orbit.

The second met), '' •• same object is a device

under the name of the Manonatnc
adein the side of an organ pipe at the

:
•'.._,--;

.;

sounding: to this hole he applied a small "box. the end which is

placed upon the hole being covered with a delicate membrane.

* Amer. Journ. Science, xxvi, 1858. f Ann. Chem. und Phys., cxxii.
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Gas is introduced into this box by one tube and then conducted

from the box to the burner by another tube. The vibrating air

in the pipe plays upon the membrane, and communicates \ ihratioii

to the il'inic, Tie in il ihrations of tin (hum an revealed

to the eye, by reflecting it in a revolving mirror after the manner

of \Vlu at stone. Four niin o-s placed upon the four vertical sides

of a revolving cube pro. In < tii • same effect with a smaller velocity.

This method lias the disadvantage of sui>stituting lor the flame it-

self a mint ami virtual image, not easily seen in daylight or in all

directions. It has the advantage of admitting of a large orbit of

revolution and thus separating widely the individual vibrations of

even high notes.

I have endeavored to combine the advantages of both methods

without incurring their disadvantages. Imagine eight arms of gas

pipe, each one foot in length, arranged as the spokes of a horizon-

tal wheel upon a hollo1 below to the

sid« s near the top through which the gas flows out into the hollow

below. In this wav great freedom oi moii on is 1 OB

steel point, with a t joint. The arms are re!

ike li

M many holes in t he tops ,7f tin arms. VVh ese stn ••lliis

The greater the c

quired to produce »f impression

vell-halaneed
tiou of the flames »y attachment
similar to those used by KoenicC When th< lull

gas is on, the cylii

height, and, when
uhieal sheet of light is three o
the organ pip

as when the virtu pparati

effect can be seen ]

large room. The leasM
in length and open
whan shorter pipe

pea. In this case the illuminated circle, as s. s the s, .uml

S^liteZ> of each" flan ,r, wi.i.

on a hinge and car angle with t

e the double ipurpose of cl

if the energy of the cloc!

ing the flame from flaring if the motion is 1 ipid. For
1
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>aratus may be a

joms, and especia

i described will be found 1

II. Geology and Natural History.

Connecticut Academy. Feb. 17th, Professor O. C. Marsh made a

communication on a new order of Eoc. no Mammals, for which he
proposed the name Tillodontia. These animals are among the
most remarkable yet discovered in American strata, and seem to
combine characters of several distinct groups, viz: Carnivores,
Ungulates, and Rodents. In Tillotherium Marsh, the type of the

eneral forn -

f Ungulates. The molar teeth are <

small, and in i ach jaw there is

a pair of large scalpriform incisors faced with enamel, and grow-
ing from persistent pulps, as in Rodents. The adult dentition is

ows.— ncisors — ; canines -; premo ars — , mo ars -

.

Th< articulation of the lower jaw with the skull corresponds to
that in Ungulates. The posterior uares open behind the last upper
molars. The brain was small, and somewhat convoluted. The
skeleton most resembles that of Carnivores, especially the Ursidce,

but the scaphoid and lunar bones are not united, and there is a
third trochanter on the femur. The radius and ulna, and the tibia

and ti ,nia are distinct. The feet are plantigrade, and each had five

phalanges, somewhat similar to those in the Bears. The other
genera of this order are less known, but all apparently had the
same n'enernl characters. There are two distinct families, Tillo-

vii'nh the large incisors grew from persistent pulps,

while the molars have roots; and the Styi;,. ,„/,„,';, I >, in which ail

the teeth are rootless. Some of the animals of this group were
as large as a Tapir. With Hi/ro.r or the Toxod<mtbi the present
order appears to have no near affinities.

2. On the aih >/<:<! parnU.-lism of Coal beds ; by J. J. Stkyen-
son. (Proc. Anier. Phil. Soc, xiv, 283.)—Mr. Stevenson in this

paper gives examples, from this country and England, of the sub-

division of coal I'eds. and of \; .ness of the

k strata. The interval between the Uple Upper *r<

port and Kittanhm coal beds alone- \ cllow l reek in Ohio var;

from 80 to 1G0 feet in five miles.
' The same interval on We

Creek varies in one mile from 8 feet to 2s, and from this it (

larges beyond [distance not stated] to Ho feet. In six sectio

given bv'l'rof. 1 Jokers in his IV-nnsvl vatiin Beport the interv;

are 184, 143, 142, 1 IT, l«», 103. The total interval between t

Pittsburgh coal bed and the Upper Freeport varies in Ohio frc



on the Monongahela River; in West Virginia, along the Mono
hela and Tygart's Valley Kiver, it varies not much from V2o tut.

Mr. Stevenson, after stating many other facts, observes, in con-

clusion, that the variation in thickness arises mainly from the fact

that The l>e<ls were deposited in a great trough having the Cincin-

nati uplift on one side and the Alleghany region on the other; that

the diminution in thickness is quite regular east and west from the

middle of the trough ; that the subsidence as a whole was regu-

lar, approaching uniformity, but that there were "bulging* "i

other irregularities such as could not fail to accompany any opera-

tions so extensive." He further concludes that " all the coals of

the I'pper Coal group are offshoots from one continuous marsh,

which existed from the beginning of the era to its close, and

which in its full extent is now known as the Pittsburg coal seam."

3. Diatoms of the Carboniferous.—Count F. Castracane of

Rome has found, in an examination of the ashes of mineral coal

from Liverpool, a large number of species of Diatoms. The most

of them are freshwater; but with these occur a number of marine

kinds.—.!/,,. M.i</. X<it. Hist, for February, from the Ach* >h r

Acad. Pontif, Feb., 1874.

4. A new Mastodon.—Professor Cope has announced his ob-

taining Elejdi '.< /;;•//,/ hjinhis var. < !u,»!,i t'r. m nuarternan I" Is

at the base of the Zandia Mountains, and the Mastodon Ohioticus

from corresponding beds near Taos, and from the valley of the

Smith Platte in North western Colorado. The Pliocene of Santa

Fe affords the remains of a Mastodon, referred by Leidy to his -'/.

obscurus, of which Cope makes a new species, M\ prodactus.
5. The Geology of New Hampshire. A Report co>/tf»-'".*/>7

the results of Explorations ordered by the Legislature. C. H.

Hitchcock, State Geologist; J. H. Huntington, Principal A~i-t-

ant. Part J, Physical Geography. 668 pp. roy. 8vo, with

many illustrations.' Concord, "is;.!." This hirst Part of tin Im-

port on the Geology of New Hampshire eominenc s with a *;

tory of the Geological Surveys in New HampsI
'

Hitchcock. The chapters on this subject are folh

,
« , I,v \\ . I I'H.liii,

a chapter on the climatology of New Hampshire by J. H. Hunt-

ington ; another excellent one on the use of the magnetic needle

' altitudes from railroad and other surveys ;
another

i the river-systems by W. Upham ; on the distribution of Insects

N. Hampshire, with a map, by S. H. Scudder (noticed on page

2); on the distribution of Plants by \Y. F. Flin'
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light that is new respecting

3 occurrence in m
Upper Silurian fo-siU v, ithin ;i tew miles of the

)iogy 01 .New nampsnvre. ine occurrence in metamorph
mgland of Upper Silurian fossils within a few miles of tl

rt'hich it has made known, is a fact of the high-
est geologic:! ! importance: amir] and chryso-
lite rocks in the White Mountain region is another. These dis-

as fir as -ee!oj.icai -. 'u i « i- < on< ( nn .1 : for they are destined to
give great aid toward unravelling the knotty points in New Eng-
land geology.

Professor" Hitchcock lias reserved the details respecting these
and the other geological results for another volume, and has given
in the one issued—on the Physical Geography of the State—only
hi- general conclusion with 'regard to the ages of the cr

rocks, the facts being brought out in a chapter on " the physical
history of New Hampshire." This subject, moreover, is illus-

trated by a series of six colored maps representing the supposed
geography

—

or areas of dry land and water—of the region of New
and Eastern Vermont during these several ages, four of

which are made pre-Silurian, one Cambrian or Primordial, and
one Helderberg. We only remark that the author does not seem
to have sufficiently appreciated the fact that in a region which is

has taken place in past time throws great doubt over all attempts
to mark out over it outlines of the ,/,>/ />,/</ of successive pre-

Hluriaii ages by the present superficial distribution and positions
of the different "kinds of rocks.

Some other opinions in Professor Hitchcock's part of the vol-

ume appear to us to need revision.

After speaking of the "extremely abundant Laurentian vegeta-
tion" (p. 508), he observes, with regard to the origin of beds of

pyrites and copper pyrites in his " Ifuronian rocks,''

the formation of sulphurets we require originally a sulph;

, just as in the case of gold," and then speaks of the dec

hundant vegetation'

Mr. Hitchcock recognizes the existence of a I'm- Azoic era, as
well as Eozoie era. in pre-Silurian time, and then objects to the
term Arc/ava?) for the pre-Silurian, on the -round that the terms
Azoic and Eozoie are sufficient alone. In this we should agree
with him //" the rocks of the Iv»/oic part of the pre-Silurian time
could in all cases he distinguished from those of the Azoic.

The existence of ^reat heds of iron ore in pre Silurian terranes
is regarded as evidence (in this following Prof. T. Sterry Hunt)
of the existence during the era of almndant vegetation—on the
ground that, in making marsh heds of iron ore, the oxide of iron,

when carried in by the waters, is in the state of iron-salts of or-

ganic acids. But the era was a very Ion- one : Helmholtz made
the time which olai.s, > m 2,000° C. to 20©° C.

A.m. J( 1[K . BOT.-TH1BD Series, Vol. IX, No. 51,-Mabch, 1875.

15
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350,000,000 of years; and many more millions should l>< :i.M. I

for the continuation of the cooling down to 10u
:

C. ; all of which

necessarily i Bl forma oi

life; and more still to reduce the temperature to Ms C. (10u°l\),

which limit was probably reached before the eh >se of the Arclia-an.

And in that long era, even to its close, the atmosphere oertainly

contained a greatly larger proportion ..f <-ar!»- >ni.- acid than now.

if not also other acids; and also, for this reason, it had modi

greater density. Hence carbonic acid, which does now some of

the work of iron-transpoi ration, may have done far more then. It

is surely very unsafe to conclude from the existence of those iron

ore beds that the vegetation was extremely abundant, or that any

then existed.

rally disseminated through the

life. The amount of this mineral in Archaean rocks exceeds that

in all the later rocks of the globe, and would certainly indicate

the existence of :m extraordinary aim c mi of !in < >•, i r the Archaean

marshes and lands if of any at all. Some of the earliest shells of

the Slim-inn
i
,\/^y<//,/ and 'a few related kinds) consist largely of

and this appears to prove.

waters of the ocean then

held in solution more phosphates than they now do. And the

grains or crystals of phosphate of lime in the iron ore may he

proof only of the same fact with regard
The chemistry of the globe during any pa
hundreds of millions of years before the opening Silurian

doubtful for positive speculation as to what chemistry did i

and life did.

On the question of the animal nature of the Eozoon Prof. Hit

cock writes judk

'

serves that " those who dis ve the orgai uV

better skilled in mineralogy tha 1

and Rowney, the chief cot

zoologists, and Mr. Carter of England, ano die

of the " organic theory," is

versed in the lower orders of a niuial life.

mineralogists that doubt, as

can recall no articles by an\
there certainly a

ji-ct

two which aim to show that the I

tained or not, cannot l-ea-irihui

Notwithstanding some e:vceptiions to the

geography and" production.
r>. First Annual PuTort

"-.! i

;l
S,

/;

(

o/oV o

Survey of Texas ; bv S. B.

syo. ilousto„/l\ xns. 1.74.—Th i- \l port i- ore

There are brief notices of the Tertiary, C
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rocks. But these show much ignorance of the subject. In a

paragraph headed in capitals Devonian, we find the author say-

ing that "in 1860, when engaged with Dr. Shumard in the sur-

vey of San Saba County, some of the limestones and shales in

the eastern part of that county were referred by him to the De-
vonian. The Trenton limestone was the formation recognized:
its chief fossils found were of the following genera: JBelerophon,

Maclurea, Orthis, 31urchisonia, Pleurotomaria, and some other
genera of that period." A 'State geologist" who refers the
Trenton limestone to the Devonian is evidently not a geologist,

whatever his State appointment. Such a mistake Dr Miumard
could not have made.
Another specimen of the Report may do its author better jus-

tice. In the chapter, a little over a page lone-, on the Jurassic

of the State, three lines are used in stating that half a mile west
and northwest of Phantom Hill, Callahan Co., there are -what
may be fossils of the Jurassic period f ami three more in saying,
•• Intending to make a more careful study of them, I placed them
in a box and shipped them to Austin, since which I have not seen
them." The rest of the page on the .Jurassic i- occupied with an
account of the scenerv, buffaloes, etc.. of Callahan County, in the
course of which he says :

" Old buffaloes, especially the old bulls,

delight to roll and wallow in the soft dirt, I have seen them roll

ami kick up their heels, over ami over, and then get up and shake
themselves apparently with great satisfaction. It will not be
many years before Northwest Texas will be resorted to by crowds
of Northern invalids for the purpose of breathing its pure air, to
behold its charming lamlscaj.es, ami hunt and fish; hunt the buf-

falo, the antelope, the deer, wild turkeys, etc., and catch thou-
sands of fish. Such pastimes will kindle lln spark of life anew,
and give new life to the body." Tibs much for the Jurassic.

/file Report contains charges against the late Dr. Shumard and
his assistant. Mr. A. lb IJoessler, which should have been stricken

out by the Governor of Texas, to whom
before the manuscript was sent to the printers. Dr. Shumard
was an excellent geologist, and we believe an honorable man.

7. Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, Report of
Progress for 1 874 ; by Peter Le«

month of June hac
were not in the field until

pointed are: Mr. A. S. M

for this new survey wer

ebT

Frazer, J

Dewees i

the Clear
the Vemu
gist : H.

'"• appointed, one for Grt
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the other for the northern tier of counties, Tioga, Branford, Susque-

hanna and Wayne. Besides these then are a number of volunteers.

Although the parties wen late in the field, valuable results have

heen obtained, which will soon he published in the Report for the

year. Dr. Genth's Mineralogical Report is nearly printed; it

will extend to about 150 pages. The geological reports of Profes-

sor Frazer, Professor Prime, Mr. Piatt and Mr. Dewees, illustrated

by several maps and sections, are finished and are either in the

printer's hand or will soon be. Besides these, the volume for

1874 will include a special report on petroleum by Mr. H. E.

Wrigley, which will contain a large map of the oil regions of

West Pennsylvania and West \ i ;- <>f the oil

regions of the Middle States and Canada, sections and other illus-

trations. Mr. Lesley's extensive knowledge of geology, theoretical

and practical, and of the range of subjects that will come under

investigation in the survey, together with his thoroughness and

energy, ensures for the State of Pennsylvania, and for the science

of the land, results of the highest value.

8. Geoar <.s and Surveys west oft/a lOOrf

; First Lieut. G. M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers,

U. S. A., in charge.

(1.) PreUirthntnj Rq>-->rt upon Invertebrate Fossils c<

1871-1873, with descriptions of new species; by C. A. White.

M.D.—The species included are from the Primordial of the C'aneii

of the Colorado, Mohave Co., Arizona, the vicinity of Ant 1< f
Spring, [louse Range, I'tali, and Pioehe in Nevada; from the

Quebec group of Utah and Nevada ; the Trenton bed- in Nevada,

New Mexico and Arizona; the Subcarboniferous of Arizona. Ne-

vada and Utah ; the Carboniferous of Arizona, New Mexico ami

Nevada
ceous of New Mexico, Arizona and Utah.

(2.) Report upon Ornithological Specimens collected in !>71-

1873. 148 pp. 8vo. 1874.—Contains a Report on the birds col-

lected in 1872, by Dr. H. C. Yarrow and H. W. Hens)

those of 1873. by 11. W. Ilenshaw; annotated list of the birds of

Utah, by H. W. Henshaw. The papers are full of valuable 00**

9. Notes on the Nat H ns of Montana ma
Dakota, being the substance of a Report to. the Secretary ot W :u\

on the collections made by the North Pacific

of 1873, Gen. D. S. Stanley, Commander; by J. A. Allen. V •'

alist of the Expedition. 62 pp. 8vo. 1874. (From the Proc.

Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist,, vol. xvii, dune, 18 74.)—Consists of notes on

the Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Amphibians, Plants and Butterflies

collected by the Stanley Expedition.
10. Oeot . of the Territories; Ur.

F. V. Havi.kv, Geologist in charge. Department of t!

(1.) Seventh Annual Report, for 1873. 7l8pp.8vo. Washington,

-This report is noticed from an incomplete copy, extending

to page 533, in the L
pv reached us on the 11th of February. The closing

i the December number of this

lplete copy, exie»"'»&

LurnaL A complete
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part includes Reports on Insects by W. L. Carpenter, C. R. Osten
Sacken, H. A. Hagen; on Crustacea by S. I. Smith and A. S.

Packard ; on the methods of Topographical Survey by James T.
Gardner; Topographies Division by
S. K. Ladd, and on the Gold Hill Mining Region, by A. R. Mar-
vine. A further notice i> reserved to another number.

(2.) Bulletin, Seeond Series, No. 1. 48 pp. 8vo. 18Y5.—Con-
tains memoirs on the Fishes of the Tertiary shale of the South
Park, by E. D. Cope ; On the Cranial and Dental Characters of
Mei>h'uina3, with description of 31. froidnii.u a new species from the
bone-caves of Pennsylvania; Ancient ruins in Southwestern Col-

orado, by W. H. Jackson, with four plates ; on fossils from near

with descriptions of i

(3.) Contributions
Part I, The Cretac*
8vo,with 30 lithographic plates.. Vol. vi. of the Reports.—Mr. Les-

quereux has here brought out the results of his long and careful

study of the Cretaceous flora of the Rocky Mountain region.

The plants described are from the Dakota u'mup, the lowest of
the Cretaceous beds in that region. The facts show that the

tween tli- parallels of ::|i a, id 17°; and the leaves indicate a

gem-mi uniformity o{' climate over these parallels, with perhaps a

slightly warmer 'temperature in Kansas, where alone occur the
genera Crednerhi, Pi, msL >c,-ni ites and Itondjeyopsls ; where the
species of Liriod, -ndroti, and of some other genera have large

ivhile those of the Nebraska species are s

- indicated, according to !. now existing

parallels of 30° and 45°, as is inferred
"

of tile genera Silts, Fa</us, l'l<it,t ,, us. S.issn/ras, Aralia,

M<i</>mi;<i, Lirt'<>dendron, Met
He observes also that Heer finds evidence of the same climate

in Greenland during the Upper Cretaceous, 28 species of the

genera Populus, Myrica, Ficus, Sassafras, Proteoides, Credneria,

An-h-nnifl f. I>><,sryms, I'n,i<tj\ d/w/o. /'. A7, // --. and others hav-
ing been identified by him from beds in latitude 70°

; while from
the Lower Cretaceous he has made out a very differe rage ot

species, including 9 Cycads, 3 Equisetacece, 17 Conifers, 1 Lyco-
pod, 5 Monocotyledons and 1 Dicotyledon, with 38 Fucoids.

Besides the genera above enumerated, Lesquereux has the fol-

lowing, exclusive of Cryptogams, in his catalogue of the groups

represented. It includes, besides his own, Newberry's results.

Pterophyllum, of the order of Zainhe V ; So/>it>!<f, Artmntria,
Abietites, Gli/ptostrobus, PhyUocladus, (,ti„ttzia of Conifers;

inmdn; I>;',.»mr<><t ; F'»il„ U<tn„ among Palms; IJ,,nidaml>ar.

Populus, Poptd'it,*, M,/n<-'i, Ihtuhi., IhhtUtis, Ahms. Qn> reus,

Ceftis, Pints, .Yyss,t, L't'irtis. Laurr,rh ylhon, Persoi, Cinnawo-
mum, Oreodaph'ne, I' sA&ea, -1/'-
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dromeda, Diospyros, S,!}><>t<«.'ite^ Ihn/hdia, lied, ,-><, (.'iss/'ds,

r-i.,f,-:Th un„ ,,. m,.,,,, ,„*. .;„,(/„, ,, />•„,-, iv,,,,;-. Ti.,-Vi...i.

number of species euiinuTated is 130: of these, eight are of the

genus Qm;rr,/s, ii\e. of />>/)"/».<, six <>f / V„ ',/,,, ,s. -W of .v/,^ '-

/row, five of M((;/n>dni, three of Ll>'i<)de.nd)'<>H, and eight of

Protophyllum. Some of the leaves are referred with doubt to

existing genera, as they embrace characters of two or more. The
leaves are mostly entire, coarsely veined and coriaceous. No
beds in the Rocky Mountain region older than Cretaceous contain

any related species, or a single Angiospt rm. The author remarks

that t lu> facts "seem to prove an : of different

and therefore, the ap
those original forms which, at each geological period. h:i \

•

changed the character of the vegetable- world, and which have

not any connection with antecedent types."

(4.) ZisU tportion oftlu r- ;,
' !

States west of the Mississippi River. Collected and arranged by

H. Gannett, M.E. 72 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1875.—This pam-

phlet is the third edition of the List of FJevations issued hy the

1 >;-partnicnt of tho interior in connection wirl; the publications of

the U. S. Survey of the Territories. The Catalogue has been

or the Mississippi Kiver. It is then fore n v,-r\ important ..iitn-

bution to the department of North American topography.

(5.) Meteor, do</,i<-ai <)htn-rrut;<»<x made in WIS and !*74 in

Colorado and Montana, prepared by C 15. Chittenden. 58 pp.

8vo. 1875.

11. Carte ii'i'ln,J. uj'upi, d>, De^irtm, >,f d, s, ine-et-Marne ; by

M. Delesse, ingenieur-en-Chef des Mines.—This chart represents

in colors and by lines of equal height above the level of the sea,

the distribution of the superficial and subterranean sheets or

streams of water over the Department of Seine-et-Mame, m
France, and the altitude of the surface. The facts have been ob-

tained partly by collecting all that is known of the wells of the

region. Th • upon which the water rests or

flows over the different parts , f he depths or

curves >f its surfa * n indi ,t 1 Ma.n inters _ i i"si -

are arrived at, some of tin in o*
1

;, „logical
"

i;,-r. -
, a-.

of great value to the Department. The survey and
make an excellent model for the world. The charts are in the

very best style of the chromo-lithographic art.

\-l. Xote In th, yenKs < 'alim <>,!<,„ ; by K. 1 ). Cope.

:* ....
. v '-.:

.
.

. ... ..
: .

-.. '
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ion on p. 6 of my report on the Vertebrata of the
sTew Mexico.
\eroVs Pipe of the I < 'inker >,••. An instrument made
s of birds placed together as in the shepherd's pipe,

supposed was used as a musical instrument, is an-

M. Tiette as having been found in a deposit of the

,•, / ;,, \, „/#/, -..../•/, Mass.—The vein of lead ore

sty crystalline rock free '"'",
> mica, wli - precise nature is not

it determined. id is from one-third to one-

,lf galena. A ton (2240 lbs.) of the crude ingot lead obtained
uu'the ore yielded 7! ounces of silver and 341 grains of gold.—
foe. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., xvii, 200.

15. Record of (_ieolot/!,-,i! L>t< rotur' .— An Annual of this title is

be commenced the coming summer by W. Whitaker of the

?ological Survey Office (Jermyn st., London, S.W.). The vol-

short abstracts or notices of Papers, Books,

„<position of tin tniCre of-.,/ of <

Lo.f. Nv'ad.t.—Mr. Mkiv.m.k .'

the silver ore. It exhibits imperfect
found also in aborescent filiform mas
gravity I2'5; after melting, 135 to

slightly yellowish tinge when freshly

55-37 per cei

at' '"in tlli'V-ck.' These hlades^
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their various alterations in si

many centimeters long. They 2

lucent and of slight yellow, grec

the serpentine and oxide of ir<

Fusibility=5-5.

I. II.

Si0 2
59-27 59-228

A1 2 3
2-45 2-452

FeO 6-50 6-494

MnO 1-09 1-006

CaO 1-72 1-403

98-97

This variety of tremolite [bronzite ?],
n ' '" iguished '

'-'

ana magnesia; and the 1

be sought for i

serpentine in which the tremolite is imbedded.
18. Action of light on the development of the young of Frogs.

—M. Thury took the eggs of Rana temporaries and placed them

.dl under precisely the same favorable circumstances, except

that while part received light through colorless glass, another

part received it through green glass. The former developed

rapidly, and by the end of May had a length of four centimeters.

and well developed hind legs in most of them ;
while the latter

were slowly developed, blackish in color, hardly had a length >>;

two centimeters bv the end of May, and were without a 5 nice of the

hind legs. By the 10th of June, the former had their fore legs

and some were changed to frogs; the latter, -till black, had no

trace of legs, and breathed almost exclusively l.y mean- of their

gills. By the loth of Juh all the former had" mruine frogs; ; >«t

those of the latter still had no legs, and by the 2.1 m
were all dead without a trace of les^s having appeared. Some et

the young of the latter lot transferred to the vessel of the former

on the 15th of July finished their metamorphosis. A
time some of the former transferred to the vessel com
latter continued to develop, showing the influence of the first

impulse in their development.—L'lnstitut, Dec. 23, 1874.

19. Dimorphic lM>»l»i>„,e„t and Alt, matin,, of li, n,r<tti'>n 01

the Cladocera.—T>r. <b (). Sabs has discovered a rer

morphism and alternation „f -vim ratio:, in l...,t.,.h. ./ /<//'"'; '

(Om en dimorph Udvikling saint (bmerationswxel 1ms L>pt> >•'• "''';

F.o-liamllingor Vid.-nsk.-SeNk.. Christ iaiiia, for 1873, p. b~>, :11 ".
1

plate.) The development from the ordinary dimmer
lvady described by K, !'. Mailer, is withon't metamorphose m •

like that of ordinary Cladocera, the young when e\

the egg agreeing essentially with the adult; while,

Sars' observations, the young are excluded from the winter -* _-^

in a very imperfect like the known young
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any other Cladocera, and pass through a marked post-embryonal
metamorphosis. In the earliest observed stage of the young of
this form, the body is obovate, wholly without segmenta"tion/the
compound eye wanting, while there is a simple eye between tin-

bases of the and mi ihi . tin >w imm i _ ai us , i
,•< niite) well devel-

oped, and the six pairs of legs represented only by minute pro-

cesses projecting scarcely beyond the sides of the body; but the
most remarkable feature is the presence of a pair of appendages
tipped with cilia and nearly as long as the body, which are evi-

dently homologous with the mandibular palpi of other Crusta-
ceans, although these appendages have always been supposed to
be wanting in the species of Cladocera. Two subsequent stages,

gradually approaching the adult form, are described. T
from the winter-eggs have no vestige of the mandibular palpi left,

yet the simple eye—which is wholly absent in ordinary individuals
developed from sutnnier-eggs— is persistent, and thus marks a dis-

tinct generation. Three stages of the ycung from winter-eggs
are l.eautii'ullv figured upon the plat- aecomj in \ iug the memoir.
This remarkabl. species has. still more r centlv. been made the

puI ven el b.,rati memoi. v P ot vVVUmanu ot Frei-

burg (liber ! leinungen von Leptodora Ity<ilii><i,

Zi-i'- '.ril'i fur wissensch. Zool, wis. N>pt., 1-7 1. pp. :iiu- 1 1 -,

plates :::;-:"<8), who, iiowi vcr. had not observed the peculiar devel-

opment of the winter-eggs. The occurrence of this genus in Lake
Superior is noticed in this Journal, vol. vii, p. 161, 187'

rfl->phh'tit <>/ r/», En.-, >}„>,!„ Lobster—Dr. Sa

published, in the Proceedings of the same
paper of 27 pages, illustrated by two autographic

20. Development of the European Lobster.— Vn: S.u;
" ub&beT *

)St-emb
{IlnhHirnx riihpiri's Edwards!, 'lie des

eently published, in the Proceedings of the same Society

1874, a paper of 27 pages, illustrated by two autographic plat

on the post-embryonal development of -the European lobs

stages which I have described in the American lobster.* Dr.

was printed, so that his investigations were wholly independent.
In a short appendix Dr. Sars calls attention to the remarkable
agreement in the results at which we had each arrived, and to the
excellent opportunity afforded for a careful <• mparison of the
early stages of these two closely allied species. Although the

corresponding stages agree so closely in form and structure, they
are from the first readily distinguishable by well marked specific

ditl'eren.es in Hie form and armature of the'appendages. In fact,

the dith-rem-es appear greater in the larva! stage> than in the

tidults. 1),-. Sars was not able to trace the development beyond
the third stage, which he had at first supposed could not be the
hist stage of the larva, but after comparison with the later stage
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21. Cumacea from the West Indies and the South Atlantic ; hv

G. O. Sars. 30 pp. 4to, with 6 plates. (From the Svenska Vetetf

!".andet \i ; Stockholm. 1873.)—
;•. in the saiiK- form as the one on the Cumacea of the

Josephine Kxpedition previously noticed, contains minute descrip-

tions ami elaborate (inures of seven species from the West lubes

and from off the mouth of the La Plata. Among them there is a

do new genus, Stephanomma, in which there is a large

central eye upon the front surrounded by a circle of smaller eye*

22. Distribution of Insects in New Hampshire ; by Samuel II.

vol. i of th> the Geology of Nen I

Concord, 1874.) -Mr. > 'the boundary h tnem
the Alleghanian and Canadian faunce in the State and t'nei iiic

si ( eial r iaih us of tin al| im ai d mo- ilpii i distrh ts of the WIi t<

is. He makes the Canadian fauna extend to just south of

the Whit..- Mountains, while tb .', per occupies

only the extreme southern border, the broad intermediate space

—about half the area of the State—being regarded as the " com-

- (with its food plant),

with ma hie notes on tin

a full ace two White Moi
and Brenthis Mo

23. 0> • ton Worm of i

lacea Hubner, a nloth of the fan
(Proc. A] ,, 187-1.)—After
the rot to u wnnn family, Mr. Gro

of the moth :

" The

in the cotton belt of the ,

plant wa < intr.Mb iced 'into the S
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Stream, off the Carolinas
August, large numbers c

schke.

Again, I have been struck \>\ the al>s« nee of parasitic cheeks to

the cotton worm in the south. I could never discover any,

I'll may exist. Spreading, as ! !>eHeve it to do, as a
moth, the absence of peculiar parasites to the worm may be rea-

sonably accounted for. I have already and elsewhere pointed out,

that in order to make the fir.-t 1-n.od oi' the c.-tton worm the prog-
eny of the so-called " hibernating " indi\ iduals (as Professor Riley
would suppose), a period of several months has to be accounted
for, since these " hibernating *" moths could not wait till midsum-
mer to deposit their eg u s ; and while the cotton is young, and
even before it is up, insect life is active, and the weather is warm
and other vegetation fulh out in the region oi the South where I

have lived. There is also no reason to believe that the cotton
worm ever breeds in the North, and this notwithstanding Profes-
sor Riley's suggestions to the contrary, in the Sixth Report before

mentioned. The worm never has been noticed on any other plant

than the cotton, and in the South perishes by thousand e rather
than eat any other. The habit of wandering in masses when food
fails is a proot' of this, as while the worm is supplied with cotton
leaf it never quits the plant, transforming to the chrysalis on the
stalk which lias furnished it nutriment. The wandering habit is

not normal hut accidental, and the worm is not " gregarious'" like

the "tent caterpillar." Its - hihernation'" with us must also be
regarded as accidental, or at least as hunvn of results. For when
spring comes the Aht'ta unjUhiwt- has vanished, and is not to he
found will) the hihernatin- species of Leptd-mtera, ivnewedlv
active. And if it in re found in Fehruary and March, it would
find no cotton plants upon which to deposit its eggs. If oviposi-

tion ever takes place in these months in the cotton helt, the young

It is possihl i! t in th. -mil n ,rt ions of Texas, or the
Fiondhm peninsula, the Aletia may sustain itself during the entire

vations are m oh mi it- •> c u t. m .
>'

. ti - iti 1 md i-mi . i| ll

portions of the cotton belt, and into which I heliove it to be
i'-nported <h ,,,,>-,, every season that it occurs and from more
southern regions.

s food plant and t

simplify the proc

iod during which,
by doing away .
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l the foregoing it \

ed to destroy the

the first brood as it appears in any '_iv< n locality during the
j

emplovi I to lestroy the cotton worm must be employed against
" ', brood as it appears in any given locality during the pro-

1 of the moth northward ; and, 2, that, in order to be eifect-

ual, a concerted actios of the remedial agent in

any given locality will be found necessary.

I also recommend the introduction of the English sparrow into

the Southern States, and additional legal protection to insectiv-

orous birds. Since the war there has been too much ignorant use

of the gun on the part of the negroes. All the birds should he

protected as much as possible, for many species not usually con-

sidered insectivorous are yet found, during certain seasons of the

year, to live on insects."

III. Astronomy.

1. The Transit of Venus, Dec. 8, 1874.—The following addi-

tional informal i..n r. -:.-• ::._; the late transit has boon lvtiwl
since the publication of the last No. of the Journal. The stations

are arranged in the order of latitude

:

In the Northern hemisphere.

1. Vladivostok. Lat. 43° V, long. 8h 47m. E. Prof. Asaph Hall, of the U. S.

1

1 charge of the Am<

it pi<

pretty accurately noted, but at the in

entirely invisible. Thirteen photograj
each was noted. Some of these are i

Pekin. Lat. 39° 54', long. Ih. 46m. E. At
second 22h.

sixty good photographs



In the Southi •

Rodrigues. Lat. 19° 4', long. 4h. 14m. E. Ingress and «

served, and 58 photographs taken.

2. Observations on the Transit of Venus at Xa<jasal;i ; by
Professor Daviosox. (Extract from a letter by Mrs. Davidson,*
dated Nagasaki. Dee. loth, 1874.)— . . The preceding niirbt was
clear and "beautiful until daybreak, when clouds began rapidly to

ling over by
9-j' 1

.
* * I was to record for my husband, who seemed

good spirits notwithstanding the doubtful weather. We were all

at our posts of duty by ten o'clock, and as the time drew near you
can imagine our suspense. In my husband's ob-ervat^;
the large equatorial), just before the computing time, the sun
seemed to be breaking*through the clouds, and ad was in readi-

ness. George, our elde>t !u»v, holding the chronometers up to his

y husband's

:h book and pencil in hand, with closed doors and perfect

save the regular beats of the clock and chronometer. It

was almost a solemn moment. The sun broke forth with one
gleam. I was almost startled to my feet with the shout of " com-
m> ha '' given by my husband, as a warning to the photographers
that the instant was about to arrive. In a few seconds he gave
an exclamation of delight, and the first contact was accomplished
•Hid duly recorded. Observations were kept up until the next

critical moment, of the second contact—the sun growing less

bright but still bright enough for observations.

3 seen and, further observations made as the body was pass-

er the sun. Clouds grew thicker, leaving scarcely a hopeClouds grew thicker, leavh

t and also for the fou

limb where the contact should i

and then the whole thing was over. * * * The exact spot on the
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i from previous data ; and under so

],]> poi'iting. '> miuui - ! :it than the English computed time,

and l£ earlier than the An riean time.

IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Canadian Scientific Research in 1874.—Mr. James Richard-

son (of the Geological Survey) spent the months of May. Janfl

and July in a topognn examination of the in-

lets on the coast of British Columbia," between the 52d and 5oth

degrees of north latitude. * * *

Mr. George M. Dawson, geologist and botanist to the Boun-

dary Commission, has been engaged in c

tioi) of ilu.' region in the vieinilv of the 40th parallel. The work

of this season extended from VVoody Mountain, \vhie!) is iihout

400 miles west of the Red River, to" the watershed of ihe n>i>ti-

nent in the iioeky Mountains. The pari

River to Woody Mountain lay over ground already expiond m
is:;;, and but little of geological interest was met with. Woody

junction of the Cretaee. us and Lignite '1Yrtiarv \v<ere

which the base of the latl er formation was -

tion acting on the little consolidated clay s of the
'

converted a portion of tin /;.

which, though perhaps m it so rugged as theiseof Nmt
surely a

trace of verdure, and are lingT W.
Woody Mountain the Ci test area.

but those of the base of the Tertiary frequc

them, and almost alway
plateau, the general asp

pressed parts of 'rthieh are

rocks in

yielded numerous weil-pr

calcareous nodules, the play of color due to the or
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W oods to the Watershed of the Mountains, where it joins that pre-
viously surveyed from the Pacific coast. "~

'

11 V ] - ' i-h i- i p it; i i ts ir< in < «mrs. oi
,
n . nation.

Professor Bell has been again ei .j summer
in the Northwest Territories. The region more particularly ex-
pi' r d h - the hi-ii -rounds .

- -era sides of
' ""mnpogo.is ani^.-omprivi.^MlK. Pi.

"

and of the Upper Assinnibo
also those of some of their
ants likewise a

Winnipeg basi

2. British Arrti- ]:.••,,< <Ji'tin,,.—The scientific part of the forth-
tail through want oi advice and

!-: > Hon, for while the Geographical Soekiv an
aised Manual of Geography and Physical G

• « uty are getting ready a Manual of Phy^-al and
•h'nces. Thus the explorers may prepare themselves for
- on magnetism, on meteorology, on the tides, which in

the Arctic zone are
:

\ 'e., t anv. on natural
hat part of it which includes the minor forms

:' ,f ud. (1 t », as' i

almost too good,

Malta, and Mr. Chichester Hart, of l)u
elude that in the persons of these two gogy are provided for. Meanwhile tt
actively carried on; the two vessels se
the Alert and the Bloodhound, are be
possible dispatch, and the victualliiu

« opportunity may offer. This is a uoo.
)d, for opportunities can hardly be other

•

of the Cumberland
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climate of the summit plan an a

- tlif siime rich
•'•

v Virginia, Kentucky ami Alalia

tueky ; :it

sippi bottoms. The
Topographical Features and Natural Divisions, Climate ami (u'o-

• nnation^ followed l»y chapters upon Farm-Geology,

Soils, Timber, Farm Products, Grasses, Live Stock, Dairy Prod-

ucts, Grapes, Honey, Coal, Iron, Copper, Transportation, Schools,

etc., and those by'others giving the details of each county sepa-

rately. The volume makes a grand exhibit of the resources of

the State, and will probably many times repay the cost of its

publication, through the population and capital which it will be

the means of attracting thither.

nuch

be desired that the s

by Professor Safford for se\ era! years before the war, should be

revived on a larger scale -mu\ finished.

4. The Microscope and its Perflations; by \Y~\r. 15. Ca;:pf.x-

vk i:. Fifth edition, with 25 plates and 449 wood-cuts. 1

1875. (Lindsay & Blakiston.)—This is an enlarged and revised

edition of Dr. Carpenter's well known work on the microscope.

Considerable additions have been made to the chapters relating

to microscopes and the accessory apparatus. But more numerous

and perhaps more important additions have been made to the

portions relating to the structure of the lower terms of aniniab

and plants, especially the Foraminifera, Bathybius, Coccolitb>.

Bacteria. Diatoms, etc., including many of the recent discoveries

made in connection with the deep-sea dredgings. v >

5. ML K< it < ih> !>,,.—Tlimu odi a very careful baromet i

mination in August, 1874, Prof. N. C. Fernald has ascertained the

height of Mount Katahdin above mean tide at Bangor. Maiae, to

be 5,215-5 feet, with the probable error not exceeding 4 2 feet.

D'Chialius d'Halloy.— This eminent Belgian geologist, an

active member of the Geological Society of France, died at Brus-

sels, on the 15th of January, aged nearly ninety-two vears.

Sir Chablbs Ltbll.—Sit Charles Lyell died on the 22nd of

February, aged seventy-eight years.



APPENDIX.

Art. XXVI. -Xotic

The remains described in the present communication include

some new forms of Quadrunmiui from the Eocene and Miocene;
a species of the new order Tillodnutuu recently established by
the writer; the first horned Ehinoceroses found in this coun-
try; a new genus of the Brontotheridce ; and a number of other

extinct mammals from the Tertiary of the Eocky Mountain
region and the Pacific coast. The specimens described are all

preserved in the Museum of Yale College.

Lemuravus distans, gen. et sp. nov.

The first announcement of the order Primates from the Tertia-

ry of this country was published by the writer, Oct. 8th, 1872,

and subsequently appeared in this Journal, (vol. v, p. 405, Nov.,

1872). In this paper, three genera of the Limnotheridce, viz :

Limnotherium, Thinolestes and Telmatolestes, previously described
by the writer, were shown to belong to the lower Quadrumana.
the principal parts of the skeleton being very similar to those
of Lemurs, while the jaws were somewhat like those of Marmo-
sets. The number of teeth was stated to be greater than in

any known forms of the order. Subsequent researches have
fully confirmed this determination, and many new facts may
now be added in regard to the characters and affinities of this

well marked group. From numerous specimens, the writer has
ascertained that the Limnotheridce, should be placed in the Pro-
simice. The brain was nearly smooth, and the cerebellum large,

and placed mainly behind the cerebrum. The orbits are open
behind, and the en is outside the orbit.

In addition to the genera mentioned above, an examination
of the type specimens oi Notha rosyops, and
Palceacodon of Leidy shows that they are true Primates, and
probably all belong to tin LimnotlierhLr. To these maybe added
Mesacodon, Bathrodon, and Antiacodon, described by the writer.*

The genus Lemuravus, here described, is nearly related to

Uyopsodus Leidy. The latter proves on investigation to belong
to the Primates, and not to the Ungulates. This is shown by

p Cope, several montl -

turn affine Marsh was likewise re-
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the close correspondence of the skeleton with that of the Le-

murs, and by the general structure of the skull. Hyopsodus and

the present genus represent a distinct family, which may be

called Lemuravidce. The type genus, Lemuravus, has 44 teeth,

indicating the most generalized form of the order. Ilyo/isndus

has apparently but 42. In the former, the teeth form a contin-

ue mis series above and below. The canines are small, and the up-

per incisors are not separated on the median line, as in Lemurs.

The molar teeth appear to be essentially the same as those of

Hyopsodus, but as the latter are only known with certainty

from the lower jaw first described there may be important dif-

ferences. The symphysis of the lower jaw is completely coo's-

sified. The brain was nearly smooth, and of moderate size.

The skeleton most resembles that of the Lemurs. The bumena
has at its distal end a supracondylar foramen, and a supra-

trochlear perforation. The radius and ulna are distinct The

femur has a small pit in the head for the round ligament. Its

distal end is more flattened antero-posteriorly than in the

Lemurs. The tibia and fibula are separate. The astragalus is

very similar to that of Lemur.

Space occupied by entire upper dental series, 30" mm '

Extent of upper molar series, 21*5

Extent of three upper true molars, H'
Extent of three upper incisors, 5-5

Extent of lower molar series, . .
23-

Extent of three lower true molars, 125

Diameter of head of femur, 5
-

Transverse diameter of distal end of femur, 10'

Transverse diameter of proximal end of tibia, 9
'

Transverse diameter of distal end, 5
'5

Length of astragalus, -
">'5

The present species was about the size of the largest squirrel;

The type specimen was found in 1871, in the Lower Eocene c

Wyoming, by Mr. T. G. Peck of the Yale party.

Laopiikecus robustus, gen.

;eresting specimens
xpedition to the "]

of a monkey, the first of the order found

Among the interesting specimens obtained by the writer

during his late expedition to the " Bad Lands" in Nebraska

was the lower jaw ot a monkey, the hrst ot the oraer iouuu .-

that region. The specimen is well preserved, and indicates a

animal about as large as a Coati. The crowns of the molar

teeth agree essentially with those of some South America*

monkeys, but still more nearly with those of the Eocene ^"
theridce. From that family the present genus, may readily be

distinguished by the first true molar, which is the largest ot
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molars, the external cusps are slightly in advance of the corre-

sponding inner ones. The anterior pair are higher and nearer
together than those behind. A low ridge extends obliquely

' of thefrom the base of the anterior inner cone to the 5

outer posterior cusp. The inner posterior cusp is smaller tbi

the others, and separated from them. The crowns are bound*
by a distinct basal ridge, except on the inner side. Tl
enamel of the molars is rugose.

Space occupied by three lower true molars, 1
7* mm '

Anteroposterior diameter of first lower molar, V
#

Transverse diameter, . _ . 6*

Height of crown,... . __ 55
Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate molar, 5*5

Transverse diameter, 5-

Height of crown, 4*2

Depth of jaw below first lower molar, 12"6

This specimen was found in the Oreodon horizon of the Mio-
cene " Bad Lands," about thirty miles south of the Black Hills.

Tillotherium fodiens, sp. nov.

Since this genus was proposed by the writer (this Journal,
v, p. 485, June, 1873), much light 'has been thrown upon its

affinities by additional remains. It proves to be quite distinct

from Anchippodu^(Trogosus)Ije\dy, although nearly related. The
is, unfortunately, is known only from portions of the

lower jaw, but this shows marked differences from Ti<

which lacks the inner pair of small lower incisors, and has an
incisor and a canine between the large scalpriform tooth and
the first lower premolar. TiUotheriuyp has 34 teeth in its per-

manent dentition (p. 221), and the molar teeth most resemble
those in Ungulates. The upper true molars are similar to the

premolars of some Eocene Perissodactyls, but are somewhat like

the tubercular molars of the Canidce. The lower molar series

is of the Palceoiherium type, and the last lower molar has a

well developed posterior lobe.

In the present species, the canines were small, and the supe-
rior ones placed somewhat behind the prernaxillary suture. The
five digits on each foot were all well developed, and of mode-
rate length. The metapodial bones are similar to those in

Ursus Americanus, but the ungual phalanges preserved are more
oblique, and less pointed at
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Length of skull, from front of incisors to end of occipital

condyles, 355' mm '

Extent of entire upper dental series,. - 186'

Extent of upper molar series, 98-

Extent of three true molars, .
59'

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar,.. 20-5

Transverse diameter (greatest) ,
35-

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper premolar, 12'

Transverse diameter, 24-

Antero-posterior diameter of base of gliriform upper incisor, 22'

Transverse diameter, 16'5

Distance between bases of upper canines, 35

•

Extent of lower dental series, 162'

Extent of last three lower molars, 70'

Extent of entire lower molar series, 93'

Antero-posterior diameter of lower gliriform incisor, 21'

Transverse diameter, 15'

Transverse diameter of condyle of lower jaw, 52'

Length of radius, 170'

Transverse diameter of humerus at distal end, 76'

Transverse diameter of tibia at, proximal end, 59'

Length of calcaneum, 72'

Length of first metacarpal, 40'

Length of second metatarsal, 46'

Length of ungual phalanx, 35'

Width of articular face,... 12'5

Vertical diameter,.. 14'

The remains here described indicate an animal about two-

thirds as large as a Tapir. They are from the Dinoceras beds

of the Eocene of Wyoming. Anchippodus minor Mar>h

(Trogosus castoridens Leidy) is from a lower horizon of the same

formation. Both belong to the order TModontia.

Diceratherium armatum, gen. et sp. nov.

The present genus is of special interest, as it includes the

first extinct rhinoceroses with horns found in America. It «

an interesting fact, likewise, that these had each a pair of horns

placed transversely, as in modern Euminants, althou

covery of Dinoceras and Brontotherium has rendered this lec-

ture less unexpected. The existence of these horns is clearly

indicated by large osseous protuberances on the an

tion of the' nasal bones. The latter are massive ai

coossified, evidently to support well developed horns. The

remainder of the skull, and the teeth, as well aa tl

so far as known, resemble the corresponding parts in Aceravie-

rium. The dental formula appears to be,

Incisors — , canines —
,

premolars —, molars —

.
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In the present species the skull is of moderate length. The
horn-cores are oval in outline, and placed directly opposite
each other on the free portion of the nasaJs, a shor;

back from the extremity. They are directed upward and out-

ward, and their surface is rugose. The orbit is small, and
there is a prominent postorbital process on the frontal. The
premaxillaries are slender, and each supports a single incisor,

with a compressed crown. The molar teeth are large, and
without cement. The posterior nares terminate in front of the

penultimate upper molar. There is a large rounded tubercle

on the supraoccipital, just above the foramen magnum. The
bones of .the limbs preserved indicate that there were four

digits in the manus, and three in the pes.

Distance from front of first premolar to end of occipit

condyles,
Distance from front of orbit to anterior narial opening,

.

Extent of upper molar series, .

\ upper premolar *

A
--or dia

AAntero-posterior diameter of last upper molar,

Transverse diameter,
Antero posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, .

Transverse diameter,
Antero-posterior diameter of last upper premolar,
Transverse diameter,
Antero-posterior diameter of first upper premolar, .

Transverse diameter,
Width of palate between first upper premolars,
Width between penultimate upper molars,

' proximal t

Length of first phalanx of third digit of manus,

.

Transverse diameter of unciform, 60 -

Vertical diameter, 45*

The known remains of the present species indicate an animal

about two-thirds the size of the Indian Rhinoceros. They are

from the Miocene beds, near the John Day Eiver, in Eastern

Oregon.

Diceratherium nanum, sp. nov.

A second species of the above genus is indicated by the

greater part of a skull and teeth, and some other remains.

These specimens pertained to an animal scarely more than one-

half the bulk of that last described. The horn-cores are more
compressed, and the extremity of the nasals in front of them is

pointed. The anterior narial opening is large. The premaxil-

laries are slender and compressed. They do not extend so far

forward as the nasals.
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Distance (approximate) from front of first premolar
postorbital process, - - -

Distance from end of premaxillary to first upper premolar

Antero-posterior diameter of upper incisor,

Transverse diameter,

Antero-posterior diameter of first lower premolar, .

Antero-posterior diameter of second premok

The geological horizon and locality are essentially the same

as in the last species.

Diceratherium advenum, sp. nov.

A species clearly belonging to the Rhinoceros family, and

possibly to the same genus as the preceding, is indicated by a

few fragmentary remains, which are of interest from their geo-

logical horizon and locality. The most perfect of these speci-

mens is a last upper molar, and the corresponding lower molar.

The former has a wide sigmoid valley between high and nearly

parallel transverse crests. There is a strong anterior and pos-

terior basal ridge, but only a faint trace on the inner side near

the bottom of the valley. The enamel of the outer and poste-

rior faces especially is marked bv delicate vertical striae. The

lower molar has a 'high narrow crown. The enamel is rugosely

Greatest antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar,. . 40'
mm *

Transverse diameter (approximate), - 42 '

Depth of transverse valley, - - 19'

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower molar, 40 '

Transverse diameter, 19"

Height of unworn posterior crest, 22-

The known remains of this species pertained to an animal

half the bulk of the Indian Rhinoceros. The main interest

attached to them is the fact that they were found with upper

Eocene fossils, in Utah, and are the' tirst indications of this

group in that region. Possibly the strata containing these

fossils may in part prove to be lower Miocene.

A comparison of the Lophiodont genus Hyrachyus with the

Miocene Rhinoceroses, especially Hyracodon, seems to point to

the former as the Lower Eocene representative or ancestor ol

the latter group. The skull and teeth of Hyrachyus are so

similar to those of Hyracodon that only slight changes are neces-

sary to transform one into the other. The skeleton-

much alike, but Hyracodon has only a rudiment of the fifth
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metacarpal, and hence the line of descent for the four-toed forms
was probably a different one.

Brontotheridce.

During a recent expedition to the " Bad Lands " of Dakota,
the writer secured a large number of specimens belonging to
the Bronlotherida; most of them in good preservation. From
the Miocene of Colorado, explored by the writer in 1870, and
subsequently, a large amount of similar material has been ob-
tained, so that at the present time the Yale Museum contains
portions of more than 100 different individuals of this family.
A study of these specimens, in connection with the types orig-

inally discribed, promises to leave but few points in doubt in

regard to the structure or affinities of the group. The results

will be published at an early day, but a few are given here,

which may clear up some of the existing confusion about the
different genera.

It may now be regarded as established that all the species of

the Brontotheridce had horns, and there is no reasonable doubt
that these were common to both sexes. The osseous horn-cores
in each species varied much in size and shape with difference of

age, and probably of sex. The incisors are small, and in old

specimens are frequently lost.

There appear to be four well marked genera in this family
now known, which may be distinguished as follows :

1. Titanotherium Leidy (Menodus Pomel.)

Dentition = Incisors — ; canines—; premolars -r; molars -.

Diastema behind upper canines. Basal ridge on inner side of
upper premolars not continuous. Nasals short. A postorbital

process. Third trochanter rudimentary or wanting. Type T.

Prouiii Leidy.

2. Megacerops Leidy. (Megaceratops Cope), {Symborodon Cope
in part.)

Dentition = Incisors — ; canines —
;
premolars — ; molars;*

Diastema behind upper canine. Inner basal ridge on upper
premolars not continuous. Nasals more elongated. A postor-

bital process. Third trochanter rudimentary or wanting. Type
Megacerops coloradensis Leidy.

Dentition = Incisors— ; canines —
;
premolars—; molars

J-

fc> superior diastema Strong continuous basal ridge on inne
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side of upper premolars. No postorbital process. Third tro-

chanter distinct. Type B. gigas Marsh.

4. Anisacodon Marsh, gen. nov.

Dentition = Incisors — ; canines —
;
premolars—; molars—.

No superior diastema. Strong inner basal ridge on upper pre-

molars. Last upper molar with two inner cones. No postor-

bital process. Type A. montanus Marsh.

. Anisacodon montanus, sp. nov.

This species is esp id by the emargination

of the extremity of the nasals; the short premaxillaries ;
and

the rectangular form of the last upper molar. The inner pos-

terior cone of this molar is smaller than the one in front, and

quite distinct from the posterior basal ridge.

Extension oi >-• oaxill - i front of canines, 15
,m '

Distance from end of premaxillaries to narial aperture,.. 76'

Width of nasals above end of premaxillaries, 95'

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper premolar, 43"

Transverse diameter, 63'

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar,.

-

77'

Transverse diameter, 85-

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 84-

Transverse diameter, 88'

The specimen here described was found by the writer in

November last, in the Miocene of northern Nebraska.

Diplacodon elatus, gen. et sp. nov.

The genus here established presents characters in some re-

spects intermediate between Limnohyus and Brontotherium. It

agrees with the former in its complete dentition (44 teeth), and

in the general form of the incisors, canines, and true molars.

It resembles the latter still more closely in the premolar and

molar teeth, and parts of the skel he vertebrae,

and bones of the extremities. From flie Eocene /.

already described, this genus is sharply distinguished by the

last upper premolar, which has two distinct inner cones, thus

agreeing essentially with the first true molar. This character,

which has suggested the name of the genus, is one step toward

the modern type of Perissodactyl dentition. The dental formula

of the genus is the same as Limnohyus, viz

:

In other respects the teeth most resemble those of the Bron-
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From this family, Diplacodon differs widely in its

dentition, and the absence of horns.

The cervical vertebrae are short, and opisthoccelous. The
radius and ulna, and tibia and fibula, are distinct, and the feet

show well marked Per tera There were four

digits in front, and app; renth three behind.

In the present species, the incisors are all well developed, and
those in the lower jaw are directed forward. The canines are

large, and have long curved crowns with pointed extremities.

The first three upper premolars have the two inner cones con-

nate. The upper true molars are surprisingly like those of

Bronlotherium.

Extent of upper molar series,. 242-mm "

Extent of upper true molars, 152-

Anteroposterior diameter of first upper premolar, 14-

sterior diameter of second upper premolar, 21*

Transverse diameter, 23-

Antero-posterior diameter of fourth upper premolar, .... . . 28*

Transverse diameter, 34-

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper true molar, 42-

Transverse diameter, 57-

Antero-posterior diameter of second upper molar, 52-

Transverse diameter, . . 57-

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 60-

Transverse diameter, 59-

Width of palate between posterior molars, 92*

Distance between bases of canines of lowerjaw (2d specimen) 46-

Antero-posterior diameter of canine, at base, 32-

Transverse diameter, 28-

Height of crown, 27-

Antero-posterior diameter of first lower premolar, 17*

Transverse diameter, 10-

Antero-posterior diameter of second premolar, 26-

Transverse diameter, in front, 15-

Antero-posterior diameter of third premolar, 28-

Fr&nsverse diameter, in front, 17'

Transverse diameter, posteriorly, . 20*

Length of median cervical vertebra, 45*

IYan--ver»e diameter of anterior articular face, .. 60"

Vertical diameter, 63-

The remains here described belonged to an animal nearly as

large as a rhinoceros. They are from the Upper Eocene beds
of Utah.

Orohippus Uintensis, sp. nov.

The present species is the largest of the genus, and in some
respects indicates a transition between the lower Eocene species
and the allied forms in the Miocene. It agrees with the known
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species of the genus in the number and general structure of

the teeth, and in the absence of the posterior intermediate lobe

of the upper molars, and especially in the presence of the fifth

digit in the mauus. It differs in the much deeper transverse

valleys of the upper molars, and in their wider crowns. The
outer faces of the external cusps of the upper molars have a

strong crest extending from the basal ridge to the apex.

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, . . . 9-
mm

.

Greatest transverse diameter, 12*

Extent of lower molar series, - 48-

Extent of lower premolar series, - . . 28'

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower premolar, 8*5

Transverse diameter, 6'

Depth of jaw below third lower premolar, 14'

This species occurs in the upper Eocene deposits of Utah.

Mesohippits, gen. nov.

This genus presents characters intermediate between Oro-

hippies* Marsh, and Anchitherium von Meyer. The skull and

teeth are very similar to those of the latter genus, and the den-

tal formula is the same. In the feet, however, the lateral digits

are larger ; the fifth metacarpal is represented by an elongated

splint bone ; and the second and third cuneiform bones of the

pes are not coossified. The type of the genus is Mesohippus

Bairdi, =Anchitherium Bairdihe'uly. M>solti)>pus celer, = Anchi-

therium celer Marsh, is a smaller species. Both are from the

Miocene.

Thinohyus lentus, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus is nearly related to Dicotyles, and apparently rep-

resents an earlier form of the same type. This is shown in the

similar structure of the skull, and form of the teeth The most

noteworthy differences seen in the remains under di

are, an additional premolar in the lower jaw, and the extension

of the posterior nares between the last upper molars. The

orbit is not enclosed behind, and there is no antorbiml fossa.

The brain was small—less than one-half the size of that of a

Dicotyles of the same bulk—and much convoluted. There is a

strong bony tentorial ridge. The molar teeth have the princi-

pal cusps more isolated than in /W 7
/,,v. and the intermediate

lobes larger.

In the present species the temporal fossa? are separated above

onlv by a narrow ridge. The auditory bulla? are large, and

oval in outline. The nasal bones are broad posteriorly. The

* In several recent publications, Prof. Cope has r

specimens, have no affinity, the latter belonging to the Quadrumana.



postorbital process on the frontal is longer than in Dicotyles,

and more pointed. There is a strong cingulum on the upper
molars, excepting on the base of the inner cones.

Distance from fronto-nasal suture to inion, on med
Distance between orbits, over frontals, . .

Expanse of zygomatic arches,

Extent of last three upper molars, -

Anteroposterior of first upper true molar, ..

Transverse diameter, —
Antero-posterior diameter of second molar,
Transverse diameter,
Width between auditory bulla?,

Antero-posterior diameter of auditory bulla,

Transverse diameter,
Length of symphysis of lower jaw (second specin

Distance between lower canines,

Space between lower canines and fh st pi emolar,

.

Space between first and second lower premolars,

The present species was somewhat 'iir^r than the bn-otyles

The remains here described are from the Miocene,
of the John Day Eiver, in Oregon.

Tkinohyus sociab's, sp. nov.

A second species of the same genus, about half as large as

the preceding, is indicated by some fragmentary remains, and
particularly by some portions of upper jaws with teeth in ex-

cellent preservation. In the present species, the last upper
molar is proportionately narrower, and the intermediate lobes

of all the upper molars are less developed. In other respects

the teeth agree closely with those of the last species. The
enamel of the upper molars is somewhat rugose, and there is a

distinct basal ridge, except on the inner side.

Antero-posterior diameter of last x

Transverse diameter through ante)

Transvt-rse diameter through posloi

Antero-posterior diamete
Transverse diameter, in i

Height of crown,

The type specimen of this species was found in November,
1871, in the Miocene beds of Oregon, by Mr. F. Mead, Jr., of
the Yale party.

Eporeodon, gen. nov.

Among the species now placed in the genus Oreodon of Leidj
there are two well marked genera which may readily be distin-

guished by the base of the skull, and apparently by other char-
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srs. In the form first described, of which Oreodon Oulbert-

' Leidy may be considered the type, there is no indication
n

'' this group the name Oreodon may
s, which has a large auditory bulla,

3 species is Eporeodon c

._, from the Miocene of C

gon. The other known species of this genus are the following:

Eporeodon superbus, = (
', > >l< s, , / ^ L< d\ b

= Oreodon major Leidy
; and Eporeodon biillatus, — Oreodon hut-

latus Leidy. These species, so far as observed, occur in a some-

what different horizon of the Miocene, from the true Oreodons.

They are, moreover, of larger size, and to this the proposed

Agriochosrus pumilus, sp. nov.

A number of specimens of a selenodont Artiodactyl, from

the upper Eocene,

visionally be placed in that g'enus. They indicate an animal

less than one-half the size of the specii -

The teeth preserved agree in structure essentially

A. latifrons Leidy. The temporal fossse were separated only by

a sharp crest. Nothing has been "known hitherto of the skele-

ton of this genus, but fortunately some of the more importaol

bones were found with the teeth of the present specie.-. These

show that the feet are of the true Artiodactv! Ivpc and some-

what resemble those of Oreodon. The tibia nnd'ti'lmla are dis-

tinct The navicular and cuboid are separate. The metapodiw

bones are not united, and the second and fifth were present

Extent of last three lower molars, 32'
m

'

Antero-posterior diameter of pennli imate Lower molar,. .

10'

Transverse diameter of humerus at distal end, 24 '

Transverse diameter of articular face, - -
1?'

Least vertical diameter, H'S

Transverse diameter at distal end, 1<J
'

Antero-posterior diameter, I 5
'

Extent of three upper true molars (second specimen),.- 3~>'_

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper molar, - 9 '°

Transverse diameter, ll#

Antero-posterior diameter of second upper molar, •
1#

Transverse diameter, '^'

The present species was about three-fourths the ai

Collared Peccary (///Vv,////, s tonptaim). The specimens describe'

are from the upper Eocene of Utah.

Yale College, New Haven, Feb. 20, 1875.
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The object of this communication is twofold : I desire Brat
to give complete abstracts from the writings of Newton, Young
;<!i<l Wollaston, in order to put the student of science in posses-
sion of all of the early literature of Young's celebrated theory
of colors. In the second place, I propose to trace the curious
history of the steps by which Young was led to the final adop-
tion of what is now known as Young's theory of color-sensation.
In accomplishing the first of these objects, I shall, at the same
time, attempt to show, 1st, that Young first formed an hypothe-
sis similar to that known as Brewster's ; that is, he selected
red, yellow and blue as the three simple color-sensations ; 2d,
that he subsequently modified his hypothesis and adopted red,

green and violet as the three elementary color-sensations, show-
ing that up to the date of this change of opinion all of his
ideas on the subject were hypothetical, and not based on any
observations or experiments of his own or of others ; 3d, that
this change of opinion as to the three elementary colors was
made on the basis of a misconception by Wollaston of the
nature of his celebrated observation of the dark lines in the
solar spectrum, and also on the basis of an erroneous observa-
tion made by Young in repeating Wollaston's experiment; 4th,
that Young subsequently tested his hypothesis of color-sensa-
tion and found that it ""was in accord with facts reached by

Vol. IX, No. 52.-Afbil, 1875.
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experiment; and that these experiments then vindicated h

hypothesis and raised it to the dignity of a theory.*

Before discussing the subject proper of this article, it may 1

well to give the reader a clear conception of Young's theory >

color, and to show in what high estimation it is at present lie!

by men of science. This can best be done by the reading <

the following short extracts from Helmholtz's "Physiologic;

Opti "

To speak of three

would be nonsense ; in fact, as long as one refers only to purely

physical conditions, and while there is no reference to the

human eye, the properties of compound light depend alone on

the proportions in which exist lights of different wave-lengths.

The reduction of light to three fundamental colors can never

have anything else than a subjective signification ; it consists

simply in reducing all mh>r-s> u^ih'r,n ^ to three fundamental

sensations. It is in this sense that Young understood the

problem, and his hypothesis gives, in fact, an exceedingly clear

and simple explanation and summary of all of the phenomena
found in the physiological study of colors. Young state- that

:

" ' 1. There exist in the eye three kinds of nerve fibers whose

excitation respectively gives the sensation of red, of green, and

'"2. Homogeneous light excites the three kinds of nerve

fibers with an intensity which varies with its wave-length.'

That which possesses the greatest length of wave excites most

powerfully the fibers sensitive to red. that whieh has an average

wavedength excites the nerves sensitive to green, while that

light formed of the shortest waves acts on the fibers which give

the violet sensation. Nevertheless we cannot denv, bat rather

should admit for the explanation of numerous phenomena, that

each color of the spectrum excites all three kinds of nerve

fibers, but with different intensities. Imagine the colors of the

spectrum arranged horizontally in going from the red, E, to the

violet, V, as shown at the base of figure 1. The three curves

will then represent more or less exactly the degrees of irrita-

bility of the three kinds of nerve fibers (1, the red ; 2, the

green ; 3, the violet) for the various colors of the spectrum.

" A supposition or guess thus n

a class of facts, is usually called e

bilifij. When an hypothesis of t

other words, when it has become i

it is then called a theory."
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v ri,,

"Pure

> red and
yellow,

excites strongly the fibers sensitive to green,

nsitive to red and to violet ; sensation, green,

xcites in a moderate degree those fibers sensitive

• violet, feebly those sensitive to red ; i

blue.
" Pure violet (

to. receive

by this lig

" The m i ] of all of the fibers will give the
sensation of white, or of whitish colors."

* * * * " The choice of the three fundamental colors is

to some extent arbitrary. We can choose at will any three
colors whose mixture produces white. Young no doubt was
guided by the consideration that the extreme colors of the spectrum
occupied the privileged positions* If we do not choose these
colors, we must take for one of the colors a purple tint, and the
curve which responds to it in the figure will have two maxima

:

one in the red, the other in the violet. The hypothesis, with-
out being an impossible one, will be more complicated. As far

as I know of, there exists no means of determining <li:

fundamental colors but the examination of persons affected with
colorblindness. We < how far that exami-
nation confirms the hypothesis of Young, at least so far as the
red is concerned."

* * * "In general, thru, light which consists of undula-
tions of different wave-lengths produces ditl'erent impressions
upon our eye, namely, those of different colors. But the num-
ber of hues which we can recognize is much smaller than that
of the various possible combinations of rays with different wave-
lengths which external objects can convey to our eyes. The
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retina cannot distinguish between the white which is pro-

duced by the union of scarlet and bluish-green light, and
that which is composed of yellowish-green and violet, or of

yellow and ultramarine blue, or of red, green and violet, or of

all the colors of the spectrum united. All these combinations

appear identically as "white ; and yet from a physical point of

view they are very different. In fact, the only resemblance be-

tween the several combinations just mentioned is, that they are

indistinguishable to the human eye. For instance, a surface

tted with red and bluish-green light would come out

black in a photograph ; while another lighted with yellowish-

green and violet would appear very bright, although both sur-

faces alike seem to the eye to be simply white.
* * * "Other colors, also, especially when they are not

strongly pronounced, may, like pure white light, be composed
of very different mixtures, and yet appear
the eye, while in every other property, physical or chemical,

they are entirely distinct.

* * * "The theory of colors, with all these marvelous

and complicated relations, was a riddle which Goethe in vain

attempted to solve ; nor were we physicists and physiologists

more successful. I include myself in the number; for I long

toiled at the task, without gett'ing any nearer my object, until

I at last discovered that a wonderfully -imple solution had been

discovered at the beginning of this century, and had been in

print ever since for any one to read who chose. Tin-

Thomas Young who fi

at the interpretation

Egyptian hieroglyphics. He was one of the most acute men
who ever lived, but had the misfortune to be too far in advance

of his contemporaries. They looked on him with astoi

but could not follow his bold speculations, and thus a mass of

his most important thoughts remained buried and forgotten in

1 The Transactions of the Koyal Society,' until a later genera-

tion by slow degrees arrived 'at the rediscovery of his discov-

eries, and came to appreciate the force of his argument and the

accuracy of his conclusions."

The first publication by Young of his theory of color appeared

in a Bakerian Lecture entitled, "On the Theory of Light and

Colors," which Young read before the Eoyal Society on Nov.

12, 1801. In the opening part of this lecture he says : "A more

extensive examination of Newton's various writings has shown

me that he was. in rcnlity, the first who suggested such a theory

as I shall endeavor to maintain
j

that his own opinions varied less from this theory than is now

almost universally supposed ; and that a variety of arguments

have been advanced, as if to confute him, which may be found
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in a similar form in his own works ; and this by no less a
:ii, than Leonard Euler, whose system of light, as

far as it is worthy of notice, either was, or might have been,

wholly borrowed from Newton, Hooke, Huyghens and Male-

" Those who are attached, as they may be with the great-

est justice, to every doctrine which is stamped with the New-
tonian approbation, will probably be disposed to bestow on
these considerations so much the more of their attention as they
shall appear to coincide more nearly with Newton's opinion.
For this reason, after having briefly stated each particular posi-

tion of my theory, I shall collect, from Newton's various writ-

ings, such passages as seem to be the most favorable to its admis-
sion

; and although I shall quote some papers which may be
thought to have been partly retracted at the publication of the
optics, yet I shall borrow nothing from them that can be sup-
posed to militate against his maturer judgment."
The fact that Young, the founder of the undulatory theory of

light, in this Bakerian Lecture, in which it lias been said that
he laid the foundations of that doctrine, should set forth his

views in a series of postulates followed by citations from the
writings of Newton, to give them weight and proof may justly

surprise those who have trusted to the second-hand inlorniation

derived from carelessly-complied text hooks and from hastily-

prepared popular lectures. But then, where would be the pugi-
listic idiarm oi the popular lecturer on the undulatory theory of

light, if Newton, his champion, the violent defender of the ema-
nation cause, should decline to enter as a contestant?

Under the heading of Hypothesis III, of this paper, we first

meet Young's theory of color-sensation.
" Hypothesis UL / erent Colours depends on

. seated by Light m the Retina.

Passages from Newton.

lamental
i

, that the
parts of bodies, when briskly agitated, do excite vil

the ether, which are propagated every way from those bodies in

straight lines, and cause a sensation of light, by beating and
dashing against the bottom of the eye, something after the
manner that vibrations in the air cause a sensation of sound, by
beating against the organs of hearing. Now, the most free

and natural application of this hypothesis to the solution of

phenomena I take to be this : that the agitated parts of bodies, ac-

:! -izes. figures and motions, do excite vibra-

tions in the ether of sees, which, being pro-

miscuously propagated through that medium to our e
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' "ght of a white color ; but if by any means
those of unequal bigness be separated from one another, the

largest beget a sensation of a red color, the least or shortest of a

deep violet, and the intermediate ones of intermediate colors

;

much after the manner that bodies, according to their several

sizes, shapes, and motions, excite vibrations in the air, of var-

ious bignesses, which, according to those bignesses, make sev-

eral tones in a sound ; that the largest vibrations are best able

to overcome the resistance of a refracting superficies, and BO

break through it with least refraction ; whence the vibrations

of several bignesses, that is, the rays of several colors, which

are blended together in light, must be parted from one another

by refraction, and so cause the phenomena of prisms and other

j. substances; and that it depends upon the thickness

of a thin transparent plate or bubble whetl
be reflected at it- turther -uperficie-. or transmitted : so that, ac-

cording to the number of vibrations interceding the two super-

ficies, they may be reflected or transmitted formany thicknesses.

And, since the vibrations which make blue and violet are sup-

posed shorter than those which make red and yellow, they must

be reflected at a less thickness of the plate : which is sufficient

to explicate all the ordinary phenomena of those plates or bub-

bles, and also of all natural bodies whose parts are like so

many fragments of such plates. These seem to be most plain,

genuine, and necessary conditions of this hypothesis. And they

agree so justly with my theory, that if the animadversor think

fit to apply them, he need not, on that account, apprehend a

divorce from it. But vet. how he will defend ii in

Acuities, I know not.*" (Phil. Trans., vii, 5088 ; Abr. I, 145,

Nov., 1672.)

"To explain colors, I suppose, that as bodies of various sizes,

densities, or sensations, do, by percussion or other action, ex-

cite sounds of various tones, and consequently vibrations on the

air of different bigness ; so the rays of light, by impinging on

the stiff refracting superficies, excite vibrations in the ether—of

various bigness; the biggest, strongest, or most potent cays, tin

largest vibrations; and others shorter, according to their bifp

ness, strength, or power; and therefore the ends of the e;ipii-

lamenta of the optic nerve, which pave or face the retina, being

such refracting superficies, when the rays impinge upon them,
' they must there excite these vibrations^ which vibrations ilik*.'

those of sound in a trunk or trumpet) will run along w«
aqueous pores or crystalline pith of the capillamenta, thnaigh

the optic nerve into the sensorium : and there. 1 suppose, affect

the sense with various colors, according to their bigness and

mixture; the biggest with the strongest colors, r< (sandy •
> :

the least with the weakest, blues and violets : the middle with
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green ; and a confusion of all with white, much after the manner
that, in the sense of hearing, nature makes use of aerial vibra-

tions of several bignesses, to generate sounds of divers tones ;

for the analogy of nature is to be observed." (Birch, iii, 262,
Dec, 1675.)

" Considering the lastingness of the motions excited in the
bottom of the eye by light, are they not of a vibrating nature?
Do not the most refrangible rays excite the shortest vibrations.

—the least refrangible the largest ? May not the harmony and
discord of colors arise from the proportions of the ribrations

propagated through the fibers of the optic nerve into the brain,

as the harmony and discord of sound arise from the propor-
tions of the vibrations of the air ?" (Optics, Qu. 16, 13, 14.

After these quotations from Newton, Young brings out his

hypothesis of color sensations, under the following :

"Scholium. Since, for the reason here assigned by Newton, it

is probable that the motion of the retina is rather of a vibratory
than of an undulatory nature, the frequency of the \

must be dependent on the const:: nice. Now,
as it is almost impossible to conceive each sensitive point of the
retina to contain an infinite number of pal

of vibrating in perfect unison with every possible undulation,
it becomes necessary to suppose the number limited; for in-

stance, to (? -rs, red, yellow and blue, of which
the undulations arc related in magnitude nearly as the numbers
8, 7 and 6 ; and that each of the particles is capable of being
put in motion, less or more forcibly, by undulations differing

less or more from a perieet unison ; for instance, the undulations
of green light, being nearly in the ratio of 6£, will affect equally
the particles in unison with yellow and blue, and produce
the same effect as a light composed of those two species; and
each sensative filament of the nerve may consist of three por-

tions, one for each principal color."

An attentive perusal of the above quotation will show that

Young's hypothesis imagines each sensitive point of the retina

to contain particles capable of vibrating in perfect unison to

those vibrations causing three principal colors (red, yellow and
blue, in this the first publication of his hypothesis), " and that
each of the particles is capable of being put in motion, less or
more foreil is or more from a per-

fect unison." This would suppose such a triple molecular con-
stitution of each nerve fibril as to cause the three species of
its constituent molecules (or the atoms forming the molecules)
to be m tune with the three rates of vibration corresponding
respectively to the undulations of the ether causing red. yellow
and blue. He afterward says :

" and each sensitive filament of

the nerve may consist of three portions, one for each principal
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color." We have here a conception of the mode of action of an

aetherial vibration on the retinal nerve fibrils which has not

been described by those who have given accounts of Young's
theory of color-sensation. Before reading the celebrated Bak-

erian Lecture, the only knowledge I had directly obtained of

Young's theory was from the reading of the account of it as

published in vol. i, page 439, of his " Lectures on Natural

Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts," London, 1807. This ac-

count, however, contains no mention of the physiological part

of his theory, and last October I published in the American
Journal of Science my paper No 6 of Researches in Acoustics,

in which I expressed similar

Young, as follows

:

just quo

>r, has modern histology given us any facts concerning

the structure of the human retina which point to the establish-

ment of Young's hypothesis of three distinct sets of retinal

nerve terminations ? The more we study the minute structure

of the retinal rods and cones, the farther appears to remove an

understanding of the mode of operation of the sensory apparatus

of the eye. May not research in this direction be guided by
the hypothesis that the molecular constitution of the retina] rom
and cones is such that their molecules are severally tuned to

•ions corresponding to the colors red, green and violet?

This would lead us to look for effects of actinism on the retina

as showing the link existing between the I

sory functions of the eye. Do not the facts of the known pel*

sistence of chemical action, after it has been once initiated, and

the time which would be required for the retinal molecules to

recombine, or rearrange themselves, after the tet heri si vibrntiim
had ceased, comport with the known durations of the residual

visual sensations, and with the main facts of physiological op-

tics, better than the hypothesis that masses of the retinal ele-

ments are set in vibration, rather than their molecules?"
It requires no argument, it is evident, that the statements

made by Young in the foregoing paper, concerning his color

hypothesis, were entirely hypothetical, not having been based

on any observation or experiment either of his own or of others.

The next publication by Young on his theory of color take*

place in the following \car. and is contained in the following short

paragraph, incidentally written toward the conclusion of a

paper read by him before the Royal Society, on July 1, 1802,

and entitled "An account of some cases of the production of

colours, not hitherto described."

"In consequence of Dr. Wollaston's correction of the de-

scription of the prismatic spectrum, compared with these obser-

vations, it becomes necessary to modify the supposition that 1

advanced in the last Bakerian lecture." respecting the propor-
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tions of the sympathetic fibers of the retina ; substituting red,

green, and violet, for red, yellow, and blue, and the numbers 7,

6, and 5, for 8, 7, and 6."

It thus appears that Young changed his three elementary
color-sensations from red, yellow, and blue, to red, green, and
violet, "in consequence of Dr. Wollaston's correction of the
description of the prismatic spectrum." In order to under-
stand fully the ground for this modification of his hypothesis
one will be obliged to read the following abstract from Dr.
Wollaston's paper, published in " The Transactions of the
Royal Society " for 1802; and we are pleased to detain the
reader with this paper because it contains the first publication
of the observation of those dark lines to which modern spec-

troscopic research has given such important and prominent sig-

nificance.

" I cannot conclude these observations on dispersion with-
out remarking that the colours into which a beam of white light

is separable by refraction, appear to me to be neither 7, as they
usually are seen in the rainbow, nor reducible by any means
(that I can find) to 3, as some persons have conceived ; but that,

by employing a very narrow pencil of light, four primary divi-

sions of the prismatic spectrum may be seen, with a degree of
distinctness that, I believe, has not been described nor observed

" If a beam of daylight be admitted into a dark room by a
crevice ^, of an inch broad, and received by the eye at the dis-

tance of 10 to 12 feet through a prism of flint glass, free from
veins, held near the eye, the beam is seen to be separated into

the four following colours only, red, yellowish green, blue and
violet ; in the proportions represented in fig. 2.

^s
" The line A that bounds the red side of the spectrum is

somewhat confused, which seems in part owing to want of power
ra the eye to converge red light The line B, between red
nd green, in a certain position of the prism, is perfectly dis-

tinct
! so also are D and E, the two limits of violet But C,
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the limit of green and blue, is not so clearly marked as the rest

;

and there are also, on each side of this limit, other distinct

dark lines, /and g, either of which, in an imperfect experiment,

might be mistaken for the boundary of these colours.
" The position of the prism in which the colours are most

clearly divided is when the incident light makes about equal

angles with two of its sides. I then found that the spaces AB,
B C, C D, D E, occupied by them, were nearly as the numbers

16, 2 3, 3 6, 2 5."

In the light of the subsequent careful examinations of the

spectrum made in 1814-15 by the celebrated optician Fraun-

hofer of Munich, we can ascertain what Wollaston really saw.

Wollaston, in short, only observed imperfectly the dark lines of

the spectrum, now known as Fraunhofer's lines, but he imagined

he saw a spectrum so pure, that is, formed by such a degree of

dispersion, that it became divided into four' distinct and sep-

arated " primary divisions." He at once inferred, and errone-

ously, that Newton's analysis of the sun's light was false ;
that

no orange or yellow exists in the spectrum, but between the red

and the blue there exists only a "yellowish green." Fur-

ther on we shall see how Young made a similar but e\

error in his description of this observation. I imagine that

when Wollaston's sharp eye caught the glimpse of the divided

spectrum, he naturally thought he saw in those divisions uni-

form colors. It was a natural mistake, and only too readily

made, by reason of his mind imagining that the dark lines wore

the dividing lines of the pure simple colors of the solar spectrum.

In the figure illustrating Wollaston's observation, I have

placed alongside of his lines A, B,/, g, D, and E, the correspond-

ing Fraunhofer letters B, D, 6, F, G, H, thus gi\ iiu> t - r ler

a clear idea of what Wollaston really saw. Wollaston's line " B,

between the red and the green," and which he says " in a cer-

tain position of the prism is perfectly distinct," we at once recog-

nize as the dark solar line D, occupying a position between

the orange and yellow, and well know to be caused by the re-

versal of the bright yellow light of sodium vapor. No one,

however, could now say, after an examination of the spectrum

as observed by Wollaston, that the line D divides the red from

the green. Wollaston also calls his D and E lines (tl

H lines of Fraunhofer) as "the two limits of the violet;" we

now know that G is really on the indigo and that H is within

the limits of the violet.

For a more satisfactory comparison of the colors of the solar

spectrum as observed bv Wollaston and Fraunhofer, I give be-

low the following table." Fraunhofer's results are taken frum

his colored figure of the spectrum. Both spectra are from flint

glass, and their lengths are supposed divided into 360 equal parts.
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Fraunhofer's observations are irreproachable, and are to this
day in high esteem for their accuracy. They were made by
placing the prism in front of a telescope, mounted on a divided
horizontal circle ; and viewing a distant slit through the prism
and telescope, he observed spectra as pure as those given by mod-
ern spectroscopes of low power. Fraunhofer discerns orange
and yellow and green where Wollaston only sees yellowish
green. Also, Wollaston did not see all of the violet, as we
might suspect from his having bounded its upper limits by
the line H. Fraunhofer saw 109 parts of violet, Wollaston

Th,
._, i clearly shown that \Y<>1-

faston made a false interpretation of his observation in suppos-
ing that he had discovered a pure spectrum naturally divided
by dark lines into four simple colors, and that he also erred in

the proportions which he relatively gave to them. Also, I have
shown that Young, in finally selecting red, green and violet as
the three elementary color-sensations, was not, as Ilelmlmltz
states, guided in their choice " by the consideration that the
extreme colors of the spectrum occupied the privileged posi-
tions," but selected those colors on hearing of Wollaston's sup-
posed complete analysis of the sun's light into red, greenish
v1

nd violet colors, separated from each other in the spec-
' dark spaces.

o more from Young about his theory of colors
•until 1807, when he published the first volume of his ce
work, "A Course of Lectures on Natural Philosophv and the

Mechanical Arts."* On page 439 et seq. of this work Young
gives a concise statement of his views on the analysis of

»ns of color, and supports these views with conclu-
sive experiments with rotating colored discs ; but, strange to

it many important

tdicated in them, whi<
when other philosophers discovered t

Vh,'
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say, he omits from this account of his theory all mention of the

nation of it which he gave in the Bakerian

Lecture of 1801. The following extracts from the Natural

Philosophy give all that it contains on the theory of colors.

The italics are our own.
" It has generally been supposed, since the time of Newton,

that when the rays of light are separated as completely as pos-

sible by means of refraction, they exhibit seven varieties a£

colour, related to each other with respect to the extent that they

occupy, in ratios nearly analagous to those of the ascending

scale of the minor mode in music. The observations were,

however, imperfect, and the analogy was wholly imaginary.

Dr. Wollaston has determined the division of the colored image

or spectrum in a much more accurate manner than had been

done before: by looking t

1

light, he produces a more effectual separatiot

can be obtained by the common method of throwing the sun's

image on a wall. The spectrum formed in this manner consists

of four colors only, red, green, blue and violet, which occupy spaces

in the proportion of 16, 23, 36 and 25, respectively

gether 100 for the whole length ; the red being nearly one-sixth,

the green and the violet each about one-fourth, and the blue

more than one-third of the length. The colors differ scarcely at

all in quality inthm thtir r> -<>• ntin i units, but they vary in bright-

ness ; the greatest intensity of light being in that part of the

green which is nearest the red. A narrow line of yellow is gen-

era/n/ risible at the limit of the red and green, but its breadth

scarcely exceeds that of the aperture by which the light is ad-

mitted, and Dr. Wollaston attributes it to the mixture of the red

'
: green light. There are also several dark lines crossing

strum within the blue portion and in its neighborhood,

hich the continuity of the light seems to be interrupted.

i ins distribution of the spectrum Dr. Wollaston has found to

be the same, whatever refracting substance may have been

employed for its formation ; and he attributes the difference,

which has sometimes been observed in the proportions, to acci-

dental variations of the obliquity of the rays. The angular

extent of the spectrum formed by a prism of crown glass is

tV of the deviation of the red rays ; by a prism of flint glass

TV" Fig. 3*
Fig. 3. " The spectrum produced by looking through a prism

at a narrow line of light.

* These figures, 3 and 4, are copied of the exact size of those given by You°&

in the plates appended to his Natural Philosophy. The descriptions under tne

figures are those given by Young. The colors in Young's figures we have mm-

cated in type. There are aia og Young's account, but we

;;.:;::

!
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" In light produced by the combustion
of terrestrial substances, the spectrum
is still more interrupted ; thus, the bluish

light of the lower part of the flame of

a candle is separated by refraction into

five parcels of various colours ; the light

of burning spirits, which appears per-

fectly blue, is chiefly composed of green
and violet rays ; and the light of a can-

dle into which salt is thrown abounds
with a pure yeltow, inclining to green, but

T°el not separable by refraction". The electric

spark furnishes also a light which is differ-

ently divided in different circumstances.
" If the breadth of the aperture viewed through a prism is

somewhat increased, the space occupied by each variety of light

in the spectrum is augmented in the same proportion, and each
portion encroaches on the neighboring colours, and is mixed with
them

; so that the red is succeeded by orange, yellow, and yel-

lowish green, and the blue is mixed on the one side with the
green, and on the other with the violet ; and it is in this state

that the prismatic spectrum is commonly exhibited.

4. Fig. 4 " The appearance of a circular aperture,

/"~^ moderately large, viewed through a prism.

" Sir Isaac Newton observed that the effect of white

light on the sense of sight might be imitated by a

mixture of colours taken from different parts of the

spectrum, notwithstanding the omission of some of

the rays naturally belonging to white light. Thus, if

we intercept one-half of each of the four principal por-

tions into which the spectrum is divided, the remain-

ing halves will still preserve, when mixed together,

the appearance of whiteness ; so that it is probable

that the different parts of those portions of the spec-
-— trum which appear of one colour, have precisely the

same effect on the eye. It is cert sensations

of yellow and of blue are produced respectively by mixtures
of red and green, and of green and violet light, and there is

reason to suspect that those sensations are always compounded
of the separate sensations combined; at least, this supposition

simplifies the theory of colours ; it may, therefore, be adopted
with advantage, until it be found inconsistent with any of the

phenomena ; and we may consider white light as composed of
a mixture of red, green and violet, only, in the proportion of

about two parts red, four green, and one violet, with respect

to the quantity or intensity of the sensations produced.
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"If we mix together, in proper proportions, any substances

Bp*e I Bl puril . and place the

mixture in a light sufficiently strong, we obtain the appearance

of perfect whiteness ; but in a fainter light the mixture is grey,

or of that hue which arises from a combination of white and

black ; black bodies being such as reflect white light, but in a

very scanty proportion. For the same reason, green and red

substances mixed together usually make rather a brown than

a yellow colour, and many yellow colours, when laid on very

thickly, or mixed with Mark, become brown. The sensations

of various kinds of light may also be combined in a still more

Lg the surface of a circle with dif-

ferent colours, in any way that may be desired, and causing it

to revolve with such rapidity, that the whole may assume the

e of a single tint, or a combination of tints resulting

from the mixture of the colours.

"From three simple sensations, with their combinal
obtain sev. • ions of colours ; but the different

proportions in which they may be combined afford a variety

of tints beyond all calculation. The three simple sensations be-

ing red, green and violet, the three binary combinations are

yellow, consisting of red and green ; crimson, of red and violet;

and blue, of green and violet ; and the seventh in order is white

light, composed of all three united. But the blue thus pro-

duced, by combining the whole of the green and violet rays, is

not the blue of the spectrum, for four parts of green and one of

violet make a blue differing very little from green; while the

blue of the spectrum appears to contain as much violet as green

;

and it is for this reason that red and blue usually make a pur-

ple, deriving its hue from the predominance of violet

"It would be possible to exhibit at once to the eye the com-

binations of any three colours in all imaginable varieties. Two
of them might be laid down on a revolving surface, in the form

of triangles placed in opposite directions, and the third on pro-

jections perpendicular to the surface, which, while the eye re-

mained at rest in any one point, obliquelv situated, would

exhibit more or less of their painted sides, as they rasped

through their different angular positions: and the oik

alteration that could he produced in any of the tints would be

derived from the diil'erent degrees of light only.

effect may also be exhibited by mixing the colours in different

-. by means of the pencil, beginning from three equi-

distant points as the centers of the respective colours."

On certain portions of the above extracts, which 1 have itali-

cized, I will venture a few observations. In the first passage,

thus indicated, Young says: "The spectrum formed m W«J

colours only, red, green, bice and violet.offom
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Young then replaces Wollaston's " yellowish green" by "grem"
and farther on he adds, "The colours differ scarcely at all in

ithin their respective limits, but they vary in bright-
* " g in that

]

confirmin

that both Young and Wollaston were of the opinion that

when a narrow bright crevice is observed through a prism,

that the spectrum so viewed consists of only four colors, red,

green, blue and violet, "differing scarcely at all in quality

within their respective limits ;" which limits they supposed nat-

urally existed in the dark spaces which, as they imagined,

bounded these elementary colors. Young, however, somewhat
m. hIjus s this opinion in the next sentence, when he says: "A

j of yellow is generally visible at the limit of the red

but its breadth scarcely exceeds that of the aperture

Inch the light is admitted, and Dr. Wollaston attributes

it to the mixture of the red with the green light." It would, in-

deed, appear from the last portion of this sentence that Young
obtained directly from Wollaston one of the main facts on
which his theory was founded, namely, that yellow can be re-

produced by the mixture of red and yellow fights. But Wol-
laston, in his paper of 1802, from which we have cited, makes
no such statement as to the com 1

, :
''. and it

is therefore probable that Wollaston communicated orally this

view of the subject to Young. Every student of optics now
knows that the description, already given, of Fraunholor's

observation on the color composition of the spectrum is the

correct one
;
yet the errors of observation of Wollaston ami of

Young were errors which led to a great discovery, as we shall

see on the further examination of the history of this beautiful

and comprehensive theory of color.

Farther on in the Natural Philosophy we read that, "The sen-

sations of various kinds of light may also be combined in a still

more satisfactory manner by pai q1 I circle with
different colours, in any way that may be desired, and causing it

to revolve with such rapidity, that the whole may assume the

appearance of a single tint, or of a combination of tints, result-

ng from the mixture of the colours." These expen~ J
ltly first made by Young; and are fully descnoea in tne

nd perfectly illustrated in the colored discs in the plates

of Young's work. These experiments have been carefully re-

peated by Helmholtz, Maxwell and others, and of their general

accuracy there is no doubt. We can readily imagine the delight
with which Young must have viewed these beautiful experi-

ments, which, however, together with other truths unfolded by
him, were destined to remain unnoticed, " until a later genera-
tion, by slow degrees, arrived at the discovery of his discovery."
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It must now recur to the reader to inquire, when were made
these experiments which first confirmed Young's hypothesis and

placed it among the best established truths of optical science

;

and why it was that Young should for so long a time have
been satisfied with a hypothetical statement of his views on the

color-sensations, and should have deferred to bring those views

to the test of experiment. For reasons already stated, Young,
in July, 1802, changed his three elementary color-s

red, yellow and blue, to red, green and violet. The experi-

ments with the rotating colored discs were first published in

1807. Young printed the syllabus of his first course of lec-

tures on January 19th, 1802, in a volume of 250 pages. I

have not been able to procure a copy of this syllabus, but evi-

dently it does not contain even the corrected statement of his

theory of color, for that was based on Wollaston's observation,

which appeared subsequently to the syllabus, on June 24th,

1802. It is therefore evident that unless Young made the ex-

periments with the rotating colored discs during the latter part

of his course of lectures, he must have made them during the

interval between his retirement from the professorship at the

Eoyal Institution and the publication of his lectures on Natural

Philosophy in 1807. Young delivered his first lecture before

the Royal Institution on January 20th, 1802. and was very busy
with his lectures until July 4th, 1803, when he retired. I think

that we may fix the date of these remarkable experiments as

somewhere between 1803 and 1807, and it is highly probable

that the theory was never given to the public in a lecture be-

fore the Royal Institution, but first appeared in the publication

oi bis Lectures on Natural Philosophy.
That Young should have delayed to bring to the test of ex-

periment a plausible hypothesis, when other men would at once

have appealed to the instruments in their laboratories, is ex-

plained by the fact that Young "at no period of his life was fond

of repeating experiments or even of originating new ones. He
considered that, however necessary to the advancement of sci-

ence, they demanded a great sacrifice of time ; and that, when

a fact was once established, that time was better employed in

considering the purposes to which it might be applied or the

principles which it might tend to elucidate." Indeed, this

peculiarity receives abundant confirmation from his own words

;

thus, in the Bakerian Lecture, already so often referred to, he

says, "Nor is it absolutely necessary in this instance (in speak-

ing of the proofs to be adduced in support of the undulatory

theory of light) to produce a single new experiment; for of

experiments there is already an ample store •*' and in a letter

written in November, 1827, to his sister-in-law, Mrs. Earle, on

the respective honors given by Herschel, in his Optics, to Young
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and Fresnel, he says : "And acute suggestion was then, and in-

de> 1 always, more in the line of my ambition than experimental
mi." Young carried his opinion of the secondary im-

portance of experiment so far as even to object to the increase

of the fund left by Wollaston to the Koyal Society to aid ex-

perimental inquiries, in these words: "For my part, it is my
pride and pleasure, as far as I am able, to supersede the neces-

sity of experiments, and more especially of expensive ones."

Art. XXVIIL—A redetermination of the Constants of the Law
connecting the Pitch of a /Sound with the Duration of its Resid-

ual /Sensation ; by Alfred M. Mayer.

In my " Eesearches in Acoustics, Paper No. 6," published in

this Journal in October, 1874, 1 gave the result of many exper-

\N+23 /
'

in which D = the duration of the residual sonorous sensation

corresponding to N number of vibrations per second.

The precise determination of the durations of the residual

sonorous sensations are difficult by reason of the complex char-

acter of the sound perceived when the vibrations of a tuning
fork are sent intermittently into a resonator by means of a

revolving perforated disc; and the dillieulty of the determina-

tion is increased by the fat ig<n and d iden <>! the sensitive-

ness of the ear produced by the beats which enter it from the

resonator.

The important applieations that have been made of this law
in the physiology of audition, and in the elucidation of the

. rrnony, have made me desire to

have my determinations reviewed by ears moj
than mine in the appreeiation ol pitch and of musical intervals,

i'nd more skilled in the duvet analysis of composite sounds into

their simple component tones. Since my publication in October
last. I have had the irood lortune to have elicited in Madame
Kiniiiii Scaler and in her son. Dr. Carl Seller, a profound interest

in my researches. They have spent considerable time in the re-

determination oi the durations of the residual sonorous sensa-

tions; making use. under my directions, ol the same
whieh 1 employed in niv original experiments. Madame Seiler

insisted llelni'holtx in the experiments contained in his re-

uowned work on phvsiologh-al acoustics, and unites to educated
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musical perceptions a thorough knowledge and appreciation of

all recent advances in physiological acoustics. I have, therefore,

great confidence in the following results, which I desire my

v%

s N D L

TJT X
64

jfc
= -0395 sec. 2-5

UT2 118 TV = '0222 «

UT 3

SOL
3

384 T1W = -0098 " 3-7

TJT4
512 rh = -0076 "

SOL
4

640 T|7 = '0065 " 4-1

768 Tfa =z "0060 •' 4-6

UT
e

1024 T|o = -0055 " 5-6

rs to substitute for those contained in the table given -

244 of vol. viii of this Journal.

)m the above data the law given on page 146 becomes

~N+ 31

The adoption of the law with these new constants requires the

following corrections to be applied to my paper

:

Page 246, dele " The ordinate of MT
4
" &c, to end of paragraph.

5 "

?r " 5. Quantitative applications of the Laws
to the fundamental facts of Musical Harmony, " can be readily

applied from the law as given above. Suffice it here to say that

on the table on page 252 the nearest consonant interval in the

octave of C, is a Fourth+• of a semitone; while in the octave

of C 6
the nearest consonant interval of two simple sounds has

contracted to only one tone.

In the opening part of this communication I spoke of the

difficulty of the determination of the residual sonorous sensa-

tions by reason of the complex character of the sounds perceived

when the vibrations of a tuning fork are sent intermittently into

a resonator by means of a revolving perforated disc. I will now
describe the character of the successive sensations experienced

when, starting from rest, we gradually increase the velocity of

rotation of the disc until the separate beats blend i

sensation when
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a tuning fork is brought near the mouth of the resonator; on
revolving the perforated disc, two additional, or secondary,

sounds appear ; one slightly above, the other slightly below
the pitch of the fork. An increased velocity of rotation causes

the two secondary sounds to diverge yet farther from the note
of the beating fork, until the velocity reached is so great that

the two secondary sounds become separated from each other
by a major sixth, while, at the same moment, a resultant sound
appears, formed by the union of the sound of the fork with the
upper and the lower of the secondary sounds. This resultant

is the second octave below the note given by the fork. On
further increasing the velocity of the disc, the two secondary
sounds and the resultant disappear, and the ear has alone the

sensation of the simple sound produced by the beats of the
fork

; which, at this stage of the experiment, blend into a

smooth continuous sensation. These successive and gradual
changes, as they happen with a UT

4
fork, we have indicated

in steps of semi-tones in the appended musical notation. The
sound of the fork is given in the semibreve ; the crochets

represent the secondary sounds and the resultant sound. In
the fourth bar the upper note E flat proceeds to D sharp in the

fifth bar. This is so because, in the natural scale, D sharp is

higher in pitch than E fiat.

„„„, I request my readers to transfer the
from after Dissonanz to after continuirliche, in the quotati
from Helmholtz at the beginning of my paper (vol. viii, p. 24

Art. XXIX-
Light on <S

Philadelphia

Is

dIoi

2d. That silver iodide is to all the less refrangible rays
sensitive than silver bromide.

3d. That the theory of M. E. Becquerel as to existence o
"exciting rays " and "continuing rays" is not supported by j

careful examination of the phenomena in question.

cepted i
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spectrum the sensitiveness of both the compounds in question,

especially of silver iodide.

The second of these positions, that in reference to the com-

parative sensitiveness of Agl and AgBr, differ* essentially from

the views hitherto accepted, according to which AgBr has been

held to be by far the more sensitive to the less refrangible rays.

I shall endeavor to show that the contrary is the case.

In these investigations I have confined myself to studying

the effects obtained upon the silver compounds as formed in the

the excess of silver nitrate.

The colored light was separated by means of colored glasses.

Without wishing to detract from the value of observations made
with the prismatic spectrum, I am inclined to believe that those

obtained with colored glasses, whose absorption spectra have

been carefully and exactly made out with the aid of spectroscopic

analysis, are at least equally reliable, and in some cases, certainly

more decisive. It is also to be remarked that prismatic solar B] «c«

tra, as usually obtained, are open to the suspicion of not being

absolutely pure, but liable to admixture ©f rays coming from

light falling upon the prism outside of the true image of the slit,

1 of diffraction, and also possibly from otht

very careful prismatic analysis of the spectrum itself would be

necessary to detect the presence of faint violet light east by any

such means on the red end of the spectrum. With colored

glass, on the contrary, the detection of any such admixed color

may be accomplished by a simple inspection of its i

rn ' be suspected, for example, that a given piece

any number of pieces, perr
'" *'

ofviolet light, the spectroscope gives i

answer, because we can project any such violet light

be present against an absolutely dark field of view, and decide

positively on its presence or absence. Another serious diffi-

culty with the spectrum arises from the very long exposure

which is necessary to make apparent the effect of the less re-

frangible rays, and which long exposure can be less advantage-

ously managed with the solar spectrum than with colore, I
glass.

Still another advantage in the use of colored glass is that

the pieces used can be of any desired size, so that one can

operate over a large space and can simultaneously expose sev-

eral preparations to identical iniluenees, and thus obtains more1

posures necessary with the solar spectrum. By :e

suitable glass negative between the colored glasses

per. the effects of the exposure are rend. r< d nun h moo n
; '

the distinctness of the reproduction of the image of the nega-
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This has a particular importance when a development
?s is used, because even with the utmost care, there will

imes be a discoloration arising from the action of the
development bath. And if the arrangements are such that the
action of light produces a flat tint only, it may easily become
impossible to distinguish between tin? effects due to the devel-
opment of an impression ol light and those depending upon a
spontaneous deposit from the bath

;
moreover, this sp< -

deposit is most apt to occur, in the case of a very weak impres-
sion, exactly where it is most able to induce error. The em-
ployment of a negative avoids this difficulty, and if its image
has a great variety of tones, the observer is able to measure
very closely the relative extent to which it is reproduced on

Direct or Developed Images.—A certain amount of a

has been introduced into what has been published on the sub-
ject of the sensitiveness of silver salts, by not distinguishing in
all ea-es whether the sensitiveness spoken of relates to images
which appear during the exposure, or are subsequently evoked
by development. The capacity to form developable images is

in all cases the true test of sensitiveness : any other criterion

would lead to most erroneous conclusions. In this paper it will

always be understood, except when other, - lentioned, that
the sensitiveness referred to is that which is exhibited under a
development by means of gallic acid and silver nitrate, con-
trolled by acetic acid.

The papers used were first floated on weak solutions of po-
tassium iodide and bromide respectively, using them in equiva-
lent proportions, so that each might take up an equal quantity
of silver from the silver bath. This last was always made of
the same strength, viz : 30 grains to the ounce, and a fresh so-

lution was used for every piece, been use, as silver iodide and
bromide are soluble in solutions of silver nitrate, there might
otherwise result a transfer and the formation of appreciable

quantities of silver iodobromide, the reactions of which stib-

stance are different, and so energetic that the presence of the
least trace would destroy all value in the results obtained. For
the' same reason the potassium salts employed must be pure.

Therefore the KI ae.d IvBr, which were exclusively used, were
submitted to careful examination at the outset. The results

subsequently obtained as to sensitiveness of Agl were so

different from what has hitherto found acceptance, that it was
deemed advisable at the close to submit the KI to a second
rigorous examination for bromine. This examination fully

confirmed the first conclusions as to the absolute purity of the

specimen used.
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(bee

charged than the upper), and after complete removal of the s

face moisture were floated on the silver nitrate solution. They
were next thrown into a large vessel of water, washed writ!]

running water and dried. In a few cases specially mentioned,

the silver solution was allowed to dry on the paper for compar-

ative experiment.

Rep Rays.

Examination of the Glass.—-The ruby glass of commerce dif-

fers very much in different specimens ; some pieces, though

appearing to the eye to be of a strong, pure red, nevertheless

transmit a good deal of green light, and show in the spectro-

scope a strong green band. Other pieces are of a much purer

color, but I have never met with any, even the darkest, which

did not, with a critical examination, show in their absorp-

tion spectrum traces of the more refrangible rays. The band

which represents the proper color extends from very near the

extreme red end to a point a little beyond the double sodium

line D.

When two such pieces are superposed, the trace of more

refrangible light is excluded. The proper band of color is also

shortened at its more refrangible end, and recedes to the other

side of D. Two pieces, a dark red and a medium red, gave as

their hunt a wave-length A 594. Two dark pieces, superposed,

had a limit of A 600. A large number of experiments were

made with the combination last mentioned. But, as it was my
desire to make these investigations, as far as possible, absolutely

correct, all my results were revised, and confirmed by tinal

trials with lieht
'

;

I ivd I .: muii three thicknesses of ruby glass.

These showed as the limiting wavedeimil. <>i tli. r ab^.rpt >n

spectrum, A 605, a limit which totally excludes the yellow, and

represents the red rays with at most a slight admixture of

orange, as the light at and near this limit of \ 605 was extremely

feeble, and the whole strength of the band found its place be-

yond. The measures here given were repeated a number of

times on different dues, with concurrent results.

Result.—With two red plates, having a limit of \ 504. ;. strong,

ue was obtained upon the iodide paper by an exposure

of 15 minutes to bright sunshine. The bromide paper, exposed

under the same glasses and negative, simultaneously, showed

nothing. By a very long development, exceedingly faint traces

of an image were' rendered visible. The contrast between

these two was very striking.

With two stronger red plates, having a limit of A 600, and oJ

course a d ii n, no trace of an image by devel-
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opment could be obtained (

liant sunshine (from 12.15 to 1.45 P. M., Jan. 30, 1875, bright
sunshine on snow).

On the contrary, silver iodide gave, after 20' exposure, a de-

veloped image showing some detail,, and with 40' exposure, a
faint, direct image, visible without development.
With three red plates, having a limiting wave-length A 605,

there was necessarily a further great diminution of illumination.

Nevertheless, silver iodide gave, with 30 minutes' exposure
fmiddle of the day, bright sunshine on snow, Feb. 1, 1875), a
faint, and with four hours' exposure, a full image. Feb. 2d,

us' exposure gave an image showing considerable de-

tail. Feb. 5th, same result. These were of course all devel-

oped images.

s corresponding bi

igla

absolutely failed to develop anything. These developments
were prolonged for several hours, in order that the faintest

traces, if present, might render themselves visible. But in no
case did silver bromide, when exposed under the three red

glasses, show the niintest tract- of any image, even with a four

hours' exposure. That sjlver bromide is not wholly destitute

of sensibility to red rays, was shown by the previous experi-

ments; but this sensibility is small, ami when the red light is

not only very pure, but very faint, it may be exerted for a very

long time without result. Still, I believe that with a day's ex-

posure under a strong summer sun, an impression capable of

development could be produced. On the other hand, in no
case, even with exposure as short as half an hour to a winter
sun, did silver iodide fail to give an image, under these three

ruby glasses, whose faintest light terminated at A 605. It ap-

pears, therefore, certain that both silver iodide and silver bromide
prepared on paper, with excess of silver nitrate removed, are

distinctly sensitive to red light, and that silver iodide is, under
these conditions, at least ten times as sensitive as silver bromide.

Yellow Rays.

It is by far more difficult to isolate yellow rays than either

red or green, because almost all media that transmit yellow
vavs also transmit red, and many also transmit green. The
yellow glass that is found in commerce lets through the whole
spectrum, except the extreme violet end, and for a time I

thought that the isolation of the yellow rays by colored glass

would be impracticable. I finally succeeded very well by
combining a deep brown glass with a dark green. The brown
glass transmitted the yellow and red, absorbing the rest, and
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the dark green admitted principally green and yellow, cutting

off the orange and red.

A spectroscopic analysis gave the following results :

Extreme limit of wave-length at less refrangible end of the

spectrum,.. A 638

At more refrangible end, A 527

Point of maximum illumination, A 570

The limits here given are extreme limits at which the absorp-

tion spectrum ended. It was estimated that at least nineteen*

twentieths of the illumination was pure yellow, with perhaps a

very faint admixture of orange, and of the less rel

green rays, bordering on the yellow (any close observation of

the spectrum will show how little pure yellow light it contains i.

Result.—Silver iodide showed itself also more sensitive to

yellow light than silver bromide, but the difference was greatly

less than in the case of red light, and the results were more

variable. Feb. 4, 1875, with exposure to bright sunlight from

12 M. to 3 p. M., distinct images were got by development on

silver iodide, whilst with four trials of equal length on bromide

paper, nothing was got. On the following day, with an expo-

sure of about equal length, but before midday, well marked

images were obtained on silver bromide. Those obtained ai

the same time on silver iodide, exposed side by side, developed

to an equal strength in one-third the time.

I conclude, therefore, that silver iodide and bromide are both

sensitive to yellow light, and the iodide more so than the

bromide.

Green Rats.

Much of the green glass found in commerce admits nearly

the whole spectrum except the red raya There exists, however,

a very dark shade of green, which narrows the transmitted band

very much. When two such pieces of dark green were super-

posed, their absorption spectrum was as follows :

Extreme limit toward red end, A 601

Extreme limit toward blue end, A 488

This last limit corresponds very nearly with the solar line F,

whose wave-length is 486, and which approximately separates

the green from the less refrangible blue. For exact experi-

ments, however, a narrower band is desirable. Accordingly.

three plates were superposed. This involved such a reduction

of illumination that the sun could be viewed through the glass

without inconvenience. This combination gave the following
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Near these limits the light was extremely faint. To ascertai

the rays of really effective strength transmitted by this con
bination of plates, another measurement was taken, resulting i

The portions of the band which lay between A 569 and X 581
on the one side, and A 497 and A 517 on the other, were so ex-
tremely faint as to have no appn Acting the
result.'

It will be observed that even the limit of the faintest rays
does not extend as far as the solar line F ; the blue is therefore
absolutely excluded. Toward the yellow side, even the faint-

est rays do not extend so far as the sodium double line D and
the effective rays terminated at A 569. The yellow is therefore
virtually excluded.
Result—With two dark -j

erful image was developed on silver

exposure. On silver bromide the same exposure gave faint

traces of an image only. The exposure of an hour and a half
failed to produce on silver bromide as strong an impression as
did the three minutes on the iodide.

An exposure of forty minutes gave on silver iodide a plain,

direct image. With ninety minutes, no direct iuuure was pro-

duced on silver bromide. Other exposures and degrees of ex-

posure gave concurrent results.

With three dark green glasses (extreme limit A 497-581,
effective A 517-569). Silver iodide gave the following results:

Two and a half minutes, faint image developed. Six minutes,
distinct; fifteen minutes, strong; thirty, very full exposure;
three hours and a hall, completely overdone.

Silver bromide: two and a half, and six minutes, nothing;
fifteen, faint trace; thirty, a little stronger ; three and a half
hours, moderateiy strong.

Comparing the above : AgBr with liiteen minutes about the

same as Agl with two and a half: AgBr with thirty minutes
not quite so strong as Agl with six : AgBr with three and a
I'-'df hours much the same as Agl with fifteen minutes, if any-
thing less strong. Other trials gave conformable results

The conclusion seems, therefore, irresistible that A-i and
AgBr both are sensitive to pure red. vellow and green ravs ;

and that Agl, at least under the conditions of these experi-

ments, show to yellow rays a slightly superior, and to green and
red rays a markedly superior sensitiveness.

Agland A<jJ>r tnj! 0,p,\— Although the scope of this investiga-

tion was directed to the action of pure Agl and pure AgBr, a few
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experiments were made on the two used together. They were
used in equivalent proportions and in such quantity that the

paper containing the two salts together should take up exactly

as much silver as the papers prepared with AgBr and Agl sep-

arately. The result demonstrated a materially greater sensitive-

ness to both red and green light than with either used sepa-

rately. The experiment was not extended to the yellow, but
it would doubtless have given similar results, as also the more
refrangible rays of the spectrum.

[It may be worth mentioning, in passing, that the result of

this part of the investigation led to the making of a series of

experiments on the introduction of silver iodide into the

"emulsion process" for preparing photographic dry plates.

The result was that when either equal or equivalent
1

1

of AgBr and Agl were employed, nothing material was gained,

but when the quantity of Agl was much reduced, and espe-

cially when AgCl was added, plates were obtained possessing a

degree of sensitiveness much beyond anything heretofore at-

tained by any collodion method, either wet or dry. A fully

exposed image was obtained by an exposure under a negative

to a gas flame for one second. The details necessary to the

production of this result have been communicated to the

Photographic Society of Philadelphia.]
Sewitivensss t» White /w///^.—Although this investigation was

directed to the action of certain colored rays, a few experiments

were included upon the comparative action of white light on

Agl and AgBr. There was found a moderate superiority of sen-

sitiveness in Agl, though much less marked than in the case of

the red and green rays. Exposure under a negative for three

seconds to a weak diffused light sufficed to produce a strong

latent image on both the Agl and AgBr papers, but most strong

upon Agl.
Influence of Free Silver Nitrate.—The presence of free silver

nitrate in a film of AgBr considerably increased the capacity to

receive a latent image, but its agency in producing a direct

image was still more marked. Thus an exposure of ninety

minutes under two green glasses (limits A 488-601) failed to

produce any visible image on washed AgBr, whereas when the

paper contained free silver nitrate, a plainly visible direct image

was obtained in forty minutes.
As respects silver iodide, my opinions have always differed

from those which have prevailed among photo - chemists.

Many years ago I proved the opinion that silver iodide, abso-

lutely isolatol. was ins.'iwitive to light, to be erroneous. I cov-

ereil j' iss plan - (preferably ground glass, for better adhesion)

with thin specular films of silver, and then iodized these through

and through by means of a solution of iodine, and succeeded
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without difficulty in developing images received on such

The opinion also that silver iodide, in the absence of free
silver nitrate, is comparatively insensitive, receives its disproof
from the foregoing investigation, which decisively shows that
washed films of silver iodide possess a high degree of sensitive-
ness to white light, and some sensitiveness to the less refrangi-
ble rays : in either case a higher degree than silver bromide.

Exciting and Continuing Rays.

More than thirty years ago, M. E. Becquerel published his

well-known theory of the existence of two classes of rays, the
"exciting" and the "continuing" rays. According to it, the
more refrangible rays had alone the power of originating an
impression

; the less refrangible were powerless to commence,
but capable of continuing and re-inforcing an impression which
had been commenced by the more refrangible rays. This view
is still maintained by M. Becquerel in his comprehensive work
:'La Lumiere," published a few years since, and is adopted by
Jamin, Ganot and; others in their treatises on physics, though the

acceptance has been far from universal.

The foregoing results are evidently quite incompatible with
this theory, for they prove the existence in the less refrangible
rays of the power to impress both silver iodide and bromide. In
only one way could this testimony be set aside, namely, by the

i that these papers might have received, in the course
of their preparation, some chance effect of light sufficient to
lay the foundation of an impression, and that this was after-

ward continued only, not originated, by the colored light to

which the papers were subsequently exposed.
It would seem to be a sufficient answer, that all due care was

taken to avoid this danger, and, as the experiments themselves
showed, successfully. Such an uncertainty might exist with

experiments made' with the spectrum, but not where, as in these

investigations, a negative is interposed. For, according to Mr.

Becquerel, the preliminary impression of light which is neces-
sary in order to enable the less refrangible rays subsequently to

exert their continuing power on AgBr, Agl or AgCl formed on
paper, is that which would enable them to receive a develop-

ment by gallic acid, etc. When this impression has been re-

ceived the less refrangible rays can eo n t. i 1 1 1
1 t ! i i s e< >m in encernent,

and this result may be obtained either with the spectrum, or
with colored glass.*

But as in my experiments the latent images were always de-

veloped with gallic acid, it follows that, had the images evoked
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Lee n due to a continuing power of the colored light upon an
original impression caused by light accidentally admitted dur-

ing the preparation, then the papers must have darkened all

over l)v the agency of' gallic acid, instead of developing an

image. So that the system of experiment adopted was in itself

incidentally a precaution against any such source of error.

Nevertheless, wishing to obtain a result that would be en-

tirely decisive, paper was prepared for this special purpose un-

der eruditions of exceptional care. It was prepared at night,

using light, not only most carefully guarded by colored glass,

but as little of it as' was possible to manipulate by. Even this

taint light was carefully excluded from the preparations. The
paper was covered w on the silver bath and

was then washed with special precaution and dried in absolute

darkness. As soon as dry it was placed in the frames ami under

the glasses under which it was to be exposed next day. The
precautions taken enable me to say that most certainly the pa-

per received in its preparation no effect of light capable of

_ a development in any way. Its action proved to

be precisely the same as that of the paper prepared in my usual

way. thus demonstrating that all the rays of the spectrum pos-

sess the power of originating an impression on silver iodide and

undred and sixtv experiments Tin- results, with such slight

nd altogether unimportant variations as necessarily arise from

light differences of preparation and differences in the eharac-

3r of the sun's light, were remarkably concordant, and may be

nmmed up as follows

:

1. AgBr and Agl are sensitive to all the visible rays of

2. Agl is more sensitive than AgBr to all the less refran-

ible rays and also to white light.

3. The sensitiveness of AgBr to the green rays was materi-

lly increased by the presence of free silver nitrate.

4. AgBr and Agl together are more sensitive to both the

reen and the red rays (and probably to all rays) than either

o. Th'av 'do 'not'

1

exist anv ravs with a special exciting or a

pecial continuing power, but ail the colored rays are capable

Philadelphia, March <



Bradley—Sih- -rn Appalachic

1. Introduction.

Emmons, in "his American Geology, refers most of the rocks
along the western line of North Carolina* to hid Taconie sys-

tem, and says (vol. i, pt. 2, p. 24) that " the locality at the
Warm Springs

[
Madison County, N.C.] is a good exhibition of

the development of the Lower Taconie rocks in the Southern
States;" but he also .-talcs (p. 25) that, in Cherokee County
[near Murphy], the system is separated [divided] a few miles,

by the interposition of a ridge of priuuir\ s 'liists with staurolhe.
'

Safford, in his Geology of Tennessee, 1*869 (pp. 177-8), says, of
the metamorphic rocks of the eastern border of that State : "A
portion of the beds are certainly referable to the Ocoee group :

the remainder, although conformable, may be older, and most
likely ore. * * The question of the greater age of [these]

other parts is not so easih settled, and must remain open for

the present. I know of no sufficient reason for referring any of
these rocks to the Huronian or Laurentian series of Canada."
Again (p. 193): After the Ocoee, the Chilhowee sandstones re-

appear and continue up the [French Broad] river to the State
line. * * In North Carolina, a short distance beyond the

line, the Ocoee group sets in again, ami is the formation to

within a mile of the Warm Springs Tien follows a Knox belt.

The Springs are located on the Knox dolomyte. * * Be-
yond the Springs follow Chilhowee sandstones, then Ocoee
rocks, and finally gneiss." The Knox group, la re r< tin-red to.

includes the Quebec group and the Calciferous : the Chilhowee
sandstone is the typical Potsdam; and the Ocoee is the Lower
Potsdam or Acadian group.

Professor K, n has just issu 1 a i .. . 1 _ . d map of North
Carolina, which shows a strip of "Huronian" along the western
line of the State, apparently covering the whole area there

assigned by Emmons to the Taconie, even including the Warm
Springs region. As the text of his report has not yet appeared,

Since taking residence in Knoxville, in 1869, the writer has had his attention
-* iV

-» Lower Silurian rocks of East Ten-

the literature of the su ji . n ft n n< e c

3, Safford and Kerr.
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we cannot fairly criticize his non-adoption of the conclusions of
Safford, although that geologist had followed the strata so con-
nectedly, from their less altered and more fossiliferous regions,

and was therefore least of all liable to be in error.* East of

this Huronian is marked a belt of "Laurentian," the southern
part of which is included in the area in question. The writer

would here express an opinion, long held as a suspicion, but
latterly confirmed by the results of the recent examinations of

the crystalline rocks by Dana, Irving, Brooks and others, that

the typical Huronian strata of the lake region, as well as large

areas elsewhere so named, are simp! \ metann : phic Silurian. It

is pleasant to know, from correspondence, that some eminent
geologists have reached the same conclusion.

The writer's conclusion, briefly stated, is that the rocks of

that portion of North Carolina south and west of the Little

Tennessee, together with the metamorphic area of Georgia,

north of a line parallel with and ten miles south of the Chatta-

hoochee (and probably that south of this line), and the entire
•• an i >! AlaUmia. are Silurian or neivu\ with the

possible exception of two or three small patches not oyer ten

miles in diameter. To the northeast of the Little Tennessee,
there are large areas of rocks of the same age, but of undeter-

mined boundaries, and including some patches which are pretty

certainly Archaean. One of these latter forms and surrounds
the "Bluff," on the borders of Cocke County, Trim., and Madi-
son County, N. C, where there are extensive outcrops of proto-

gine and unakyte, with heavy beds of porphyritic hematite.

This area—probably of the same age as the iron-bearing rocks

of Missouri—adjoins the Warm Springs region before men-
tioned ; and it may be well to say here that in Emmons' figure

(1. c.) of the section there exposed, No. 15 is Chilhowee sand-

stone ; 14 and 13 are Ocoee, separated by a fault from 12,

which is Knox dolomyte, and whose cavernous structure give

vent to the waters warmed bv flowing through the deep fissures

of the fault to the heated substrata ; No. 11 is Knox shale; 10

is Chilhowee sandstone ; 9 to 1 are Ocoee, probably resting

upon Archaean. If this is "typical Lower Taconic," it is typi-

cal Lower Silurian as well. It is perhaps pertinent to note here

that Emmons's LTpper Taconic (1. c, pp. 62-68) is plainly only

the BKghtly (or not at all) metamorphosed Silurian of the Great

Valley.

) Professor Safford t
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Before giving further details of observations, it may be well

to mention briefly the characters of the unaltered portion of at

least the lower part of the series supposed to be represented by
the metamorphic strata in question, beginning with the upper
layers.

2. Silurian of Bast Tennessee.

Throughout East Tennessee the Cincinnati group is com-
posed chiefly of shales, more or less calcareous, but includes
generally two marked beds of limestone—the upper a red, com-
pact, crinoidal marble; the lower, called by Safford the "iron-

limestone," a strongly ferruginous rock, and so siliceous as to

leave in many cases a tolerably solid skeleton, after its lime has
all been removed by percolating waters, though in others, again,

it decays entirely to a sandy clay. This lower bed is quarried,

near Knoxville, as a flagging-stone, and proves very satisfactory,

though its surfaces are quite irregular. Fine specimens of rip-

ple-marks are common on these slabs ; and the false-bedding of

beach-sands is often well shown upon weathered edges of
layers. The lowest beds of this group are generally shales.

The total thickness has been estimated by Safford at about
1,850 feet.

The Trenton group is represented by heavy-bedded, red, gray
and variegated marbles, of an estimated thickness of 380 feet,

certain layers of which are extensively quarried and shipped for

both building and monumental purposes.

The Chazy—"Maclurea beds" of Safford—consists of about
500 feet of bluish, impure limestone, generally very shaly,

though at some points quite solid. The usual Maclurea magna
is quite abundant, as are also various undescribed species of

Sponges.
This is followed, below, by the Knox group, consisting of

three members—a limestone, a shale and a sandstone. The
limestone is mainly a very impure dolomyte, though with some
purer layers, and includes also two or more thin beds of sand-

stone, one of which is probably the equivalent of the Saccha-
roidal sandstone of Missouri. The middle and lower portions

are especially siliceous, being commonly crowded with cherty

nodules and bands, the layers sometimes showing a thickness of

five feet or more of solid chert These are so numerous that the

outcrops of this series are constantly marked by vasl

of cherty masses, large and small, and more or less disintegra-

ted, according to the varying percentage of included dolomyte.
This included mim-: i. and its removal
by weathering leaves numerous rhon 1 > :

•

. cavities, which
Safford has noted as peculiar to chert of this horizon. Per-
haps, a still more constant mark is the oolitic structure, which
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is often very perfect throughout large masses. This structure

also frequently occurs in the lower layers of the limestone,

where the upper graduates into the middle member, or Knox
shale. This upper member carries a greater variety of ores

than anv other bed in all this region: hut, as yet, it appears

doubtful whether any of them are in sufficient quantity and of

as to he of much practical value. Pyrite. galenite

mid sphalerite are of frequent occurrence in small quantities:

and, at a lew points. : a considerable bodies

of lead and zinc ores, the weathered portions of th3 latter

showing much calamine and smithsonite. Barite is aiso quite

abundant, though often impure. Fluorite also occurs

quantities. These mainly occur at the filling of cavern-like

chambers h\ . die •joints'* of the strata : hut

little is yet known of their extent, and nothing as to any law of

their distribution. They also occur in grains diss

through the mass of the "rock. The most abundant ore along

compact and ochreous. It is plainly a surface

'ling from the decomposition of pyrite and

-i h i in i ti inn st <•(__> itb in d< _ic< o
,

iritv,

according to local conditions. Some beds are so filled with

larger <n- smaller masses of chert as to be worthless: while

others are almost entirely ircc from such impurities. Most of

this ore contains more or less manganese ore, partly in the form

of wad. partly as psilomelane. The very general dissemination

of iron through the limestone, as sulphide, as oxyd. or as car-

bonate, is evidenced by the color of the heavy bed's of reddish-

brown clay accompanying every outcrop, which have been

formed from the impurities of the rock, as the lime and magne-
sia, sabs have been dissolved i

e deposits indicate that, about Knoxvillo,

charge was by the valley at
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The middle member of the Knox series is the Knox shale,

which in the neighborhood of Knoxville is a nearly pure clay
shale ; but it is said to become more calcareous to the northeast,
forming at some points a pretty solid limestone, not readily dis-

tinguished from the Knox dolomyte proper. The Knox sand-
stone is ferruginous and quite commonly very argillaceous and
glauconitic. The Knox group, as a whole, represents the
Quebec group and the Calciferous sandrock ; and the plane of
division is not readily determined. The thin bands of limestone

t the top of the shale contain numerous trilobites, mostly of
; undescribed, which appear to be closely related to

occurring at the base of the Quebec group in Canada.
j. ne maximum thicknesses are stated by Safford as : Dolomyte,
4,000 feet ; shale, 1,500 to 2,000 feet ; sandstone, 800 to 1,000
feet. At some points, the two lower members are very thin or
even wanting.

Next comes the Chilhowee sandstone, generally a heavy-
bedded rock, occasionally white, generally Ferruginous, often

pyritoua This, at most of its outcrops, is metamorphosed into

an extremely compact quartzyte, though commonlv interhmii-

nated with some few thin beds of sandy shale. Scolilhus bor-

ings occur abundantly in this rock at some points; but, instead
of this being the universal rule, as stated by Safford, it is the

exception at outcrops thus far examined by the writer. Thick-
ness. 2,000 feet or more. As already stated, this is considered
to be the typical Potsdam sandstone.

Lowest of all the recognized Silurian, we have the Ocoee
group, of the Acadian epoch, or Lower Potsdam. The beds are
all more or less metamorphosed, and consist mainly of slates and
conglomerates. As these are of very uniform character, and
outcrop in the region of greatest disturbance and most numer-
ous faults, it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

determine their actual thickness. Safford says that this may be
10,000 feet.

While the Chilhowee and Ocoee groups, within the Tennessee
line, may especially be considered semi-metamorphic, the sand-
stones of the former having been well cemented without con-
cealing or even confusing the granular structure, the shales of
the latter having been squeezed into smooth slates, but showing
n<> crystallization, and the pebbles of its conglomerates well

combined with the finer paste by a sort of aqueous fusion while
yet plainly showing their pebbiy character; yet lesser degrees
of metamorphism are pi i nlv to ] ><- trace 1 in mam oi the hiu i t
layers, far out into the Great Valley. Good examples of thisare

abundant in the "iron-limestone* about Knoxville. where the

lines of original stratification are often much contorted, while
the mass is most thoroughly compacted.
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3. From Athens to Murphy.

generally on their southeastern sides. As a consequen
many places difficult to recognize the successive outcrops of the

different beds, until one has become somewhat familiar with

their local features and forms of metamorphism. In tracing

the section, however, from the railroad at Athens, Term., across

to Murphy, N. C, and thence to Clarkesville, Ga., there appears

to be less than usual of this faulting; and the equivalencies of

the beds are determined with comparative ease. At Athens,

the shaly, calcareous beds, with some of the heavier and more

compact ones of the iron-limestone, of the Cincinnati group,

form the hills, with moderate northwesterly dips. About two

miles southeast, these are suddenly cut off by a fault, the Knox
dolomyte abutting against them, though still showing north-

westerly dips. Two miles farther on, at the crossing of Middle

Creek, we pass an anticlinal, along whose back the erosion has

cut slightly into the Knox shale. Knox dolomyte follow-, with

southeast dips, until, about two miles farther, at Jesse Dodson's,

another anticlinal of the shale appears, after which regular

southeast dips bring in the complete series for about four miles,

the light-colored Trenton marbles appearing about nine miles

out, and ten miles bringing us into a gap of a line of high red

knobs formed of the iron-limestone beds. These include many
thin streaks of hematite, partly in the compact " specular" form,

partly oolitic, partly in a powdery or scaly condition, which

has been locally mistaken for cinnabar. The hard ore can

sometimes be traced, within short distances, from the " specular

condition into the unaltered oolitic " dyestone," inclosing corals

and other fossils in perfect preservation, or again into a ferrugi-

nous sandstone. The ores of this belt have not yet been found

in sufficiently thick beds to pay for mining, though many car-

loads of good ore have been gathered from the accumulations

along the weathered outcrops. These iron-limestone beds recur,

in several successive waves, for about four miles, one of the

synclinals bending low enough to show a considerable mass of

the overlying u red marble." Finally, thirteen miles out, the

layers rise in sharp northwest dips, as we approach the foot of

the southwestern section of the Chilhowee Mountain range. The

Knox group forms the base and northwestern face of the

mountain; and the heavy beds of the Chilhowee
tbrm its crest, in bold cliffs overlooking the valley to the south-

east, 1,100 feet below. White Cliff Springs, of chalybeate and

sulphur water, are a favorite summer resort, near the summit,

and sixteen miles from Athens. Such springs are frequent
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along the outcrop of this sandstone, resulting from the decom-
position of the pyrite therein contained.

Looking northeastward, toward the other section of this

mountain, to be hereinafter described, we see no intervening
ridges and no apparent outcrop of the sandstone, but only a
confused cluster of low, rounded, shale hills.

Descending the southeastern face of the mountain, we find its

conglomerate, apparently occupying the axis of the anticlinal,

since southeast dips at once recur, the slates forming the ridge

bounding the valley on the southeast. The second and third

ridges show small synclinal patches of the Chilhowee sandstone
on their crests, with slight intervening anticlinals, while the
fourth is a sharp anticlinal in the slates, which brings us to the
Coca Creek waters, where the outcrop of these slates, with some
small quartz veins, has yielded small amounts of placer gold.
"L '"' point here, I saw a small outcrop of the Chilhowee, dip-

of the Smoky Mountains along the State line. These disturb-

ances, however, though preventing any accurate deten
of the true thickness of the beds, in no way interfere with the

continuity of the mass and the constancy of the general south-
easterly dips. These dips continue for about five miles beyond
the State line, the beds showing more and more thorough meta-
morphism, the slates becoming micaceous and talcoid schists,

and the inclosed beds of conglomerate becoming gneisses, more
or less pebbly or even porphyritic. Here, on the eastern slope
of Long Ridge, just beyond Hennegar's, northwest dips set in

id continue about nine miles, to Davidson's, in similar

beds: at this latter point, an anticlinal of softer hydromica
schists and gneisses, partly staurolitic, with thin quartz veins
and much iron sand, appears for half a mile, and represents the

copper-bearing beds of Ducktown, the ores of which are said to

be exposed in the bed of the Hiwassee, perhaps three miles

west of this point. The beds appear to lie conformably be-

neath the true Ocoee, on both si : and there

seems to be no reason for referring them to a distinct group, as
was done by Emmons ; and here Kerr has not followed him.
The series shows a much wider outcrop at Ducktown, a dozen
miles southwest, where, as is well known, rich copper mines
We been developed.* The ore-deposits here are irregular

masses of "stock- work,'' though filling crevices which run
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nearly parallel with the inclosing strata, in consequence of

schistose structure especially favoring splits in that direction.

At many points, they look like n . I beds. Con-
ditions have here favored most thorough metamorphism, proba-

bly by reason of a more open and porous condition of the

material, allowing more abundant percolation of the heated

mineral waters. The wall-rock, at some points, is of the

toughest possible quartzyte ; at others, a micaceous gneiss

;

again, a tremolyte or hornblendyte. Both the walling and
" horses " of the same material are often permeated with copper,

iron and zinc sulphids. The true gangue is quartz, at some
points very abundant, at others scarce.

Passing on from this belt, the southeast dips bring in again

the schists and gneissoid conglomerates of the Ocoee, and the

gneisses and gneissoid quartzytes of the Chilhowee ami the

Knox sandstones. Above this latter bed, which is here, of

,
undistinguishable from the Chilhowee, the Knox i

is represented by fine-grained blue mica slates speckled w
mica crystals ; and, within a quarter of a mile of Murphy,
find the Knox dolomyte, in white, speckled, gray, dove-colo

and nearly black marbles. These
more easily eroded and dissolved than most of the quartxose

rocks, have caused the formation of a long line of valleys, and

are themselves generally covered. Before treating of them in

detail, or passing on to more easterly outcrops, let us review

the strata along another line of approach.

4. From Knoxville to Murphy.

At Knoxville, just north of the railroad track, a line of fault,

essentially the equivalent of, and probably continuous with.

that noticed just southeast of Athens, separates the upper shales

of the Cincinnati group from the Knox dolomyte, both having

southeast dips. The dolomyte, with its characteristic cherts and

sandstones, forms the ridge upon which the main part of the

city of Knoxville stands, and extends across to the south bank

of the Holston, where it is regularly overlaid by theshaly lime-

stones of the Chazy, the fine quarry-marbles of the Trenton, and

the shales and iron-limestones of the Cincinnati, wh
form a line of high red knobs, with thin streaks of compactand

oolitic hematite. About three miles out, a low rounded hill,

between flat shale valleys, shows a synclinal of the upper " red

marble." The iron-limestone, in successive waves, then occtl-

pies the surface nearly to Kockford—say for six mites—MM
then yields place to the Knox dolomyte, which continues to be-

yond Maryville. This town, sixteen miles from Km-v''
stands near the crown of a low arch, which appears to be the

equivalent of the sharp anticlinal in the valley southeast of

White Cliff, though here somewhat farther out from the main
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mountains. The northeastern section of the Chiihowee Moun-
tain, indeed, is still nine miles beyond us. In approaching it,

we pass over all the upper beds of the Lower Silurian, together
the shales and oolitic hematites of the Upper Siluriai

ton, orSafford's "Dyestone grouj
*"

and soft gray calcareous shales of the 1

and suddenly reach a fault of perhaps 10,000 feet, where the last-

named beds abut against the Ocoee slates and conglomerates.
The slates, at some points in this neighborhood, are quite chlo-
ritic, and so nearly black as to have been frequently mistaken
for anthracite. Above the Ocoee, the mass of the mountain
consists of the heavy beds of the Chiihowee sandstone, with
high southeast dips. Montvale Springs, a favorite summer-
resort, nine miles from Maryville, are near the foot of the
mountain, and derive their chalybeate waters from the decaying
pyrite of this formation. Several other strong ch
springs occur at various points along the mountain, but have
not been similarly improved. Passing the summit, we find the
southeastern foot-slopes faced with imperfect slates, represent-
ing the Knox shale, and the hollows beyon.l occupied bv the

Knox dolomvte. much disturbed and altered. The rough form
of the country does not favor a full understanding of the dis-

turbances without a thorough study of details: but it is at least

evident that the dolomvte finally abuts against the Ocoee group,
across a fault of several thousand feet, near the foot of the State
line range, here called the Smoky Mountains. The Ocoee con-
tinue, with southeastern dips, for several miles up the Little Ten-
nessee

; but, at Rocky Point ferry, three miles beyond the line,

let us cross the river, pass over a high spur to Cheowa River,
and ascend the valley of that stream. The slates and conglom-
fJ ";>b'< here pass rapidly into schists and tmeisses. About fifteen

miles from the ferry, we encounter the Chiihowee, in the form
of a heavy-bedded, fine-grained gneiss, occupying, for a mile or
so, the axis of a synclinal. It is reported that, on Snow Bird
Creek, a western fork of Cheowa, a bed of limestone, which
must be the Knox dolomyte, occupies a considerable area on the

U '•• joining this outcrop with the synclinal noticed at Long
Ridge on the other route. Northwestern dips of the Ocoee now
continue on to the head of the river, consisting of hydromica
schists and gneisses with staurolites and garnets, chlorite schists

with garnets and quartz veins, and some bands of gneiss and
quartzyte. As we approach the summit gap, toward \*al ley-

town, we find an irregular anticlinal, equivalent to that at

Davidson's on the other route, followed by very confused dips,
;,< though the mountain bed suffered a tremendous squeezing iu— -n. These disturbed foldings continue even down to

'-level, where sharp anticlinal folds occur in the mica-

i gneiss, just before it dips beneath the Knox marble. It

the'valle
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is not improbable that careful examination might detect small

patches of the marble caught and held in some of the folds

high up on the mountain-side. The point at which we have

now struck this formation is about seventeen miles northeast of

Murphy, along the direct line of outcrop.

If, instead of crossing at Rocky Point and ascending C

we follow up the Little Tennessee, we find heavv-bedde<

Chilhowee quartzytes exposed as, near Hazelnut Creek, we ap-

proach and pass the synclinal just noticed as running from

Long Ridge across Cheowa. Hereabouts are also laminated

micaceous sandstones and chloritic slates, with veins of milky

quartz. These and similar beds continue to above the mouth of

the Tuckaseege, whose dip is at first pretty regularly northwest,

but soon becomes irregular, turning to southwest and even to

south, as if some transverse axes of fold were developed, not far

to the northeastward. As we approach and pass the mouth of

Nantahala River, the same beds come down again, after we pass

the axis of an anticlinal about a mile below Ashe's Mill : the

dips, at first nearly east, soon become S. 20° E. Along the axis

of the anticlinal, which is the equivalent of that running from

Ducktown past Davidson's, there are said to be copper ores in

schist along Stekoa Creek. Five or six miles above the Nanta-

hala, near Wm. Dehart's, we are supposed to reach the range of

the Valley River marble, though its outcrop has not yet been

reported quite so far northeast.
'

(To be continued.)

Knoxville, Tenn., Jan. 25th, 1875.

i little longer in the presidential

ls recent elaborate paper would

reprinted in this Journal. The present report is too ;

print, and very difficult to abridge. A sketch of the progress ol

the science as regarded by a botanist who personally conversed

with an active correspondent of Linnaeus (Gouan of Mont-

pellier); who received useful hints on the method <>! botanical

study from A. L. de Jussieu, the founder of the Natural Sys-

tem ; who was in intimate relations with the elder DeCandolle,

Brown, Lindley, and Hooker; who has studied in all the Euro-

* A Report made to the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

1874, separately issued, pp. 54, 8vo.
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pean herbaria, and been in correspondence with all and in per-

sonal acquaintance with most of the notable botanists of the
last forty or fifty years, and, finally, who is at the present time
the most productive and the soundest of systematic botanists,

cannot be otherwise than replete with interest

We will pass over Mr. Bentham's retrospect of the first great

movement of modern botany over theLinnaean thoroughfare to

a knowledge of genera and species, and also of that of his and
our own days, by which we have ascended a higher platform of
ordinal classification along the path, once so difficult, but now
made available and easy through the laborsand genius of Jussieu,
Brown, DeCandolle, and other but less illustrious pioneers ; and

e down to " the next period in the progress <

"

botany, the seventeen years that elapsed from 1882 to 1859."

"The change from the technical to the scientific study of
plants, which, during the preceding period, had been working
its way through so many obstacles, was now complete. The
Linnsean platform, established on the relations of genera and
species, had now been so long and so universally adopted as the
basis or stand-point, that the credit due to its founder was al-

most forgotten in the triumphant destruction of the sexual

g he had erected for the ascent of the higher stages,

and now completely superseded by the progress of the Jussiaean

i'<"»ads. although it was chiefly by the consistent following ^

guide-posts

of the principles laid down by Linnaeus himself that the change
had been effected. No would-be botanist was allowed any
longer to eschew the labor of the methodical study oi' [.hints,

or to indulge in the belief that their technical sorting consti-

tuted the science.
*****

uld seem that at this advanced stage of our progress

)osts of the principal paths had become so firmly

, the prineip .>s up >n .vhiei p t t- should be scien-

assed so clearly laid down, and so far carried into

practice, that little remained to be done toward completing the

survey of the territory—toward a general distribution of species

i ties—beyond the more accurate

delineation of details and the interpolation of newly-discovered
species ; and that the systematic botanist could already look
toward that summit upon reaching which his labors in aid of
the general advance of the science might come to a close.

,l But there was a rock ahead which had long been looming
: ice, and which on a sed a for-

midable obstacle. What is a species', and what is the mean-
ing of those natural afli iiti - ae< ordini: tn /hi i species are to

be classed ? were questions which in 1859 it was generally
thought vain to discuss, or the answers to which, given to us
by doctrinal teachers, unsupported by or independent of facts,
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it was considered as sacrilegious to doubt. We were taught,

and some may still believe, that every species, such as we now
see it, was an original creation, perpetuated through every gen-

eration within fixed limits which never have been and never

will be transgressed. We were less authoritatively told that

resemblances of different species were owing to their having

been formed upon one plan variously modified. To the ques-

tion why they were so modified, the ready answer was, such

was the will of the Creator ; and in order not to suppose that

that will was influenced by mere caprice, it was suggested that

the modifications were either to suit the plant to the circum-

stances it was placed in, or to remedy defects in the original

plan, or we were simply told that the "subject was beyond our

powers of comprehension.*
" One consequence of this apparent impossibility of proceed-

ing further in the investigation of the causes of affinities and

of this necessity of taking species as separate creations in enor-

mous numbers, with resemblances and differences in endless

variety according to the inscrutable will of the Creator, was

the encouragement it gave to arbitrary classifications and in-

terminable disputes as to the limits of individual species.
1

nitted that plants should be arraafn**

groups of higher and higher grades

according to the importance of the characters they had in com-
mon, and that the test of species was the persistence of its

characters through two or more generations ; but there were no

means of estimating the importance or value of characters ex-

cept by such vague standards as the number of species in

which they had been observed to prevail, no means of deter-

>!' variation and persistence actually dis-

tinguished the species from the variety. The botanist who

. or Sphagnam fdbu-
tre were each one very variable species, and he who
that they were collective names for nearly four hundred, for at

that Nature set to work to modify this type-form in framing species of a more

complicated structure, till, tired of the exertion, she

eminent,
6

toTctoimt forThTnl 1

to exist in a wild state, observed that we could not
been created without a simultaneous creation of plants for hi

food, quite independent of the wild vegetation whi
Is. And maDy other still wilder the propounded

iti-.n:,,,,! :.'

fixity of species. The best authorities went no firrther than defining affin

correspondence of characters, physiological or -tr •;.

of characters and the importance of peculiarities

according to their known connexion with the phenomena of life
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least two hundred, or for some twenty separately created and
v propagated species, had each arguments in their favour

to which no definite reply could be given ; and systematic
botany was in too many cases beginning to merit the "reproach
of German physiologists, that it was degenerating into an arbi-

trary multiplication and cataloguing of names and specimens,
of use to collectors only, and serving as impediments instead
of aids to the extension of our scientific knowledge of the vege-
tation of the globe.

" It is true that long before the period under consideration
some indications by which this great obstacle to further progress
might be surmounted had been vaguely given, and the theory
of a common descent of modern species had been broached, or

generally proposed as a solution of some of the difficulties ; but
not in a manner sufficiently plausible to overcome the preju-

inst following up any such track, nor supported by
I observations sufficient to awake the attention of the

nxious pursuers of the science. It was reserved for the publi-

ition of the ' Origin of Species ' in 1859 to mark out a practic-

able path by which the higher summits might be attained.

doctrine of evolution of species, ac nally fixed,

ch and every occasion,

by
1 observations

the accuracy of which no one could doubt ; and a way was thus
opened up to a pinnacle, which in a wonderful degree enlarged
the range of vision of those who had the courage to follow its

propounder up the giddy height. It was immediately and suc-

oeesfu i I v taken to by several of the most eminent of our natural-
ists accustomed to philosophical deductions from ascertained
facts; it was blindly accepted, but misused, by some German

ors, who, in their hurry to adopt Darwinism
before they well understood it, and in their eagerness to go be-

yond the point to which the road had been securely marked
out by the author, or to diverge into by-paths which led to

precipices and pit (alls, added to the alarm oi the timid: whilst
it was not only shunned, but denounced as fraught with the

utmost danger by the great majority who were accustomed to

place tradition above reasoning. VV. -vst matists hesitated at

first to advance in a direction so contrary to that winch we had
determinate^ followed for so long a period ; but alter a careful

study of the tarts and arguments upon which the new course

was founded, and of the guide-posts winch had been set in it,

we most of us have felt but little doubt of its safely leading us
over difficulties, which we had so long reckoned as insurmount-
able, into a vast and entirely new field of observation, calcu-

lated to give a stability to the results of our labour's, of which
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we had hitherto formed no conception. The last of the emi-

nent observers of nature who persistently maintained the inde-

pendent creation and absolute fixity of species (the late distin-

guished Professor Agassi/,) has recently gone from among us:

and it may now be given as a generally received doctrine, that

all natural methods must be founded on affinities as dependent

on consanguinity. Fifteen years have sufficed to establish a

theory, of which the principal points, in as far as they affect

systematic botany, may be shortly stated as follows :

—

" That although the whole of the numerous offspring of an

individual plant resemble their parent in all main points, there

are slight individual differences between them.

"That among the few who survive for further pro

the great majority, under ordinary circumstances, are those

which most resemble their parent, and thus the species is con-

tinued without material variation.

"That there are, however, occasions when certain in

with slightly diverging characters may survive and reproduce

races in which these divergences are continued even with in-

creased intensity, thus producing Varieties.

" That in the course of an indefinite number of generations

circumstances may induce such an increase in this divergency,

that some of these new races will no longer readily propagate

with each other, and the varieties become New Species, more
and more marked as the unaltered or less altered races, descend-

ant- <>[' the common parent, have become extinct.

"That these species have in their turn become the parents ot

groups of species, i.e., Genera, Orders, &c, of a higher and

higher grade according to the remoteness of the common par-

ent, and more or less marked according to the extinction or

preservation of unaltered primary or less altered intermediate

" As there is thus no difference but in degree between a

variety and a species, between a species and a genus, between

a genus and order, all disputes as to the precise grade to which

a group really belongs are vain. It is left in a great measure

to the judgment ot the svstematist, with reference as much to

the use to be made of his method as to the actual state of

things, how far he should go in dividing and subdividm.-.:. and

to which of the grades of division and subdivision he shall

give the names of Orders, Suborders, Tribes, Genera, Sub-

genera, Sections, Species, Subspecies, Varieties, &c, with the

consequent nomenclature. In the limitation of his orders,

genera, species, &c, he must carefully observe those cases where

the extinction of races has definitely isolated groups havimr a

common parentage; and in other cases where the
|

of intermediate forms has left no such gaps, he is compelled to
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wherever it appears to be
pre-Darwinian state of the

science we were taught, and I had myself strongly urged, that

species alone had a definite existence, and that genera, orders,

&c, were more arbitrary, established for practical use, and
founded on the combination of such characters as appeared the
most constant in the greater number of species, and therefore

the most important. We must now test our species, as well as

genera or other groups, by such evidences as we can collect of
affinity derived from consanguinity.

" In valuing these evidences, in estimating the comparative
value of characters, a new difficulty has arisen, that of distin-

guishing the two classes of characters to which Professor Flower
has appropriately given the names of essential and adaptive,—
the former the result of remote hereditary descent, the latter

the more recent effect of external influences. This distinction

is often the more difficult, as the essential ones are often only
to be found in embryos, in the early stages of organs, or are

merely indicated by slight rudiments requiring close observa-

tion to detect them; whilst the adaptive ones, of comparatively
small systematic importance, are often developed in external

form, in ramification, spinescence, foliage, &c, and are the most
striking to the eye. One consequence is, that the systematist

of the present day sees more and more the necessity of prepar-

ing a double arrangement of his genera, species, and other

groups—a natural one according to the best evidences of affinity

for the purpose of scientific study, and an artificial clavis by
which the student can be led to identify genera or species by
the more readily observed characters, which may only form
part, or be but chance accompaniments, of the essential ones.

The greatest change, however, which the adoption of the doc-

trine has effected in the methodical study of plants is the hav-

ing rendered it necessary, in the case of every genus or other

group, to take into account and specially to estimate the value
of all the characters observed—no 01 can be taken as so abso-

lute as to obviate the need of considering others, no one can be
passed over as theoretically worthless; and whilst this adds

immensely to the labour of the systematist and to the calls on
his judgment, it gives equal increase to the value of the

results obtained."
The above statement, as we believe, clearly expresses the

general view of the leading systematic botanists of our time,

as to the derivation of spoeies", as well as some of the grounds
which have inevitably led to it. As by Mr. Bentham in

England, so also here, such views were early reached, not

through general theorizing nor under partizan predilection,

but upon sober consideration of the facts that we knew
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most about, and to which years of impartial study have been
given. Long-continued conscientious work in systematic bot-

any, upon copious materials, gives excellent training ; and it

is pretty sure to lead most minds to the conclusion that the

present forms came by way of derivation and diversification.

The results of the study of the Tertiary and Cretaceous fossil

botany of the northern hemisphere bring confirmation which
every year makes stronger; and the riddles of geographical

distribution finding easy solution thereby, the adoption of the

hypothesis as the practical one seems unavoidable, if there

is to be any science in botany.

[To be continued.]

The well-known investigation of Professor Graham, upon the

gases occluded by meteoric iron, showed that the Lenarto mete-

orite contained at least 2 So times its volume of gaseous sub-

stances, consisting ol hydrogen, carbonic oxide, and nitrogen.*

The percentages of the several gases were : hydrogen, 85*68

;

carbonic oxide. d4l>; nitrogen, 9"86. As he had observed that

it is difficult to produce an absorption by iron of more than its

own volume of hydrogen under a pressure of one atmosphere,

he concluded that the Lenarto iron had derived this gas from
an atmosphere containing it in abundance, and at a pressure

much greater than is found at the surface of the earth, such, for

instance, as must exist near the surface of the sun or of the

larger iixed stars.

Similar results were obtained subsequently by Professor J.

W. Mallet,f m experiments upon a meteoric iron from Augusta
Co., Virginia,jn which he found the same gases present, i

t of carbonic di-oxide, the percentages being : hydrogen,

ae gases present, in a

vhat different proportion, with the addition of a small

amount of carbonic di-oxide, the percentages being : hyd
35-83; carbonic oxide, 38*33

; carbonic di-oxide, 9 75; nitrogen

16-09. The percentage of hydrogen in the first portion of gas

collected was greater than in the portions obtained later. The
volume of the gases was 3-17 times that of the iron.

On the supposition that the meteoric iron has received its

hydrogen and other gases from an extra-terrestrial source, if not

from the sun, possibly from some other body having a similar

re of great density, it seemed probable that the un-

known gaseous elements, assumed to be present in the solar

corona and chromosphere, might be detected in the gases

* Proc Royal Soc, xv, 502. f Ibid., xx, 365.



yielded by meteorites ; and this investigation was undertaken
in the hope that the spectroscope would reveal them if present,
though their small amount or peculiar character should render
their discovery by the ordinary chemical means difficult or
impossible.

The mode of obtaining the gas was similar to that pursued
b\ Graham ami Mallet, with the exception, that the iron, in-

stead of being a single solid mass, was in the form of fine

chips, prepared by boring into the meteorite with a steel driD
upon a lathe, those portions which came from near the exterior
being rejected, with the observance of suitable precautions to

prevent the admixture of foreign matter. The fine particles of
the iron were placed in a thick tube of very hard glass, which
had been carefully cleaned, and were pressed into it with a
glass rod. It was found possible to bring the glass tube, thus

filled, to a red heat, without its yielding very much to

the atmospheric pressure.

For the exhaustion a very efficient Sprengel pump was used,

provided with a U-gauge, the limbs of which have an internal

diameter of about six millimeters, and which is capable of giv-
ing accurate readings tea traction of a millimeter. The mer-
cury is supplied to the fall-tube by a recurved tube, the
branches <>i which aiv thirtv-two inches lung, ait arrangement
which effectually prevents the entrance of air. The pump is

capable of carrying the exhaustion to such a point that it be-

comes difficult to estimate the ditfereiice of level of the mercury
surfaces in the gauge, and the electric discharge through a

vacniun-tu'ne exhausted by it becomes very feeble. That there
was no leakage was shown by the fact that,* after the exhaustion
had been carried to the extreme, the gauge maintained its posi-

tion unchanged for days.

To the exhaust-tube of the pump was attached a horizontal

glass tube having two branches at right angles to its length.

To one of these a vacuum-tube of the form ordinarily employed
for spectroscopic work was attached, so as to have a vertical

position. The other was closed by a stop-cock by which air or

any gas could be admitted. The outer end of the horizontal
tube was also provided with a stop-cock, and beyond this the
tube containing the iron was lirmly attached with cement.

It was important to know what lines would appear in the

spectrum from an ordinary tube exhausted by the pump, and
containing air, in order to judge correctly as to the presence or

absence of any gaseous bodies coming from the iron. It is

well known that the lines of hydrogen, and bands due to car-

bon compounds,* appear when the air in the tube is rarefied to

a high degree. A number of preliminary trials showed that

* Plucker and Hittorf. On the Spectra of Ignited Gases and Vapors, Phil.

Trans. Royal Soc., vol. 155, p. 1.
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these lines, with very faint carbon bands, probably due to fatty

matters em] isg the stop-cocks, invar

peared toward' the limit of the exhaustion, while lines due to the

mcrcurv wore generally visible during the later stages of the

rarefaction, having greater or less brilliancy according to the

temperature of the room. The red hydrogen line is frequently

dimly visible when the tension has fallen to four or five milli-

meters, but is neither distinct nor relatively bright until the

pressure is much less than that, while the other hydrogen lines

appear distinct only after a much higher degree of rarefaction

is attained.

The first trial was made with a piece of meteoric iron, which
is a fragment of the great Texas meteorite, in the cabinet of

Yale College. This meteorite, of which a description has been
published,* is a large mass weighing 742 kilograms, having the

following composition: Fe, 90*91; Ni, 846; insoluble portion

containing some carbon, 0"50.f The chips produced by the

borer were mostly very small particles. Much of the metal

was reduced to powder, and the coarser portions were crushed
in the process of boring, so as to destroy the solidity of the iron

and break up its structure. A quantity of the innings repre-

senting 0-384 cubic centimeter of the solid iron were placed in

the glass tube, which was then fastened in its place. The
stop-cock was closed and the pump set in operation. When
the gauge stood at 17 mm. the cock was momentarily opened,
and was then closed. The gauge rose to about 100 mm., and
when the pump had brought it down again to 17 mm. the spec-

troscope was applied to the vacuum-tube. The red hydrogen
line was seen bright, the rest of the spectrum having the ordi-

nary banded structure due to nitrogen and oxygen. As the

exhaustion proceeded the other hydrogen lines' appeared, and
when the tension was reduced to 4 mm. both Ha and H/3 were
bright and distinct, H7 was visible, though less prominent.

The carbon bands also were distinctly seen. At 2'5 mm. pres-

sure the stop-cock was opened, causing the gauge to rise 12*5

mm., after which it remained nearly stationary for fifteen min-

utes, although the pump was in action. A simple calculation

shows that the first rise of 12*5 mm. is just what should have
been produced by the air contained in the tube with the iron.

But the fact that the gauge maintain -A this position for a con-

siderable time, while the pump was continually withdrawing
the air, shows that the iron gave off a portion of its gas with-

out the application of heat, and it was repeatedly observed, in

other experiments, that when the stop-cock was open, and the

pump not in action, the gauge continued to rise very slowly,

' Profs. B. Silliman and T. S. Hunt, this Jom
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A gentle heat was now applied to the tube containing the

iron, by means of a Bunsen "burner. This brought the gauge
in a few minutes to about 6 mm., and produced a marked
change in the appearance of the vacuum-tube, which before had
the appearance of an ordinary hydrogen tube. The light in

the broad portion became a straight, hazy stream of a dull

greenish-white color, very similar to that given by a tube con
taining either of the oxides of carbon. After the tube had
been exhausted to 2 mm., heat was again applied rather more
strongly than before, but still below redness, carrying the gauge
to 9 mm. in about ten minutes, the effect upon the spectrum
being merely to increase the intensity of the carbon bands.
The tube was now wrapped with copper foil, and the tempera-
ture, by means of a Bunsen flame, carried to low redness, so

-lass softened and began to yield. But a small quan-
tity of gas was given off, the gauge at the end of ten minutes
standing at 5 mm. The stop-cock being closed, the exhaustion
was continued to 1'5 mm. At this point the spectrum was

Hearty the same as before, but was somewhat less brilliant.

Certain other lines appeared in the spectrum, of which mention
will be made in a later paragraph.
A second set of experiments was made with a specimen of

meteoric iron from Tazewell County, Tennessee. The meteor-
ite, of which this was a portion, weighed when found twenty-
five kilograms, and has the composition, Fe, 83-02

; Ni, 14-62
;

other substances, 1*93. No carbon was found in it.* The iron

was found to be softer than the previous specimen, and was
bored with comparative ease, the fragments produced being
'' « rser than those from the Texas iron. The experiments were
made in the same manner as in the previous examination, 0-634

cubic centimeter of the iron being placed in the glass tube upon
the pump, and the stop-cock closed. After exhausting to one

r. the cock was opened for a moment to withdraw the

air from the specimen-tube, and then closed. This produced a

nsc in the gauge of 104 mm. On again exhausting to one mil-

limeter, and opening the stop-cock, the gauge rose 20 mm., not

coming to rest immediately, but continuing to ascend slowly
for some time. From calculation it appears that air at a tension

of 105 mm. in the tube containing the iron would raise the

mercury in the gauge about 15 mm. only, the remaining effect

evidently arising from evolution of gas from the iron. This
the spectroscope confirmed, as the red and green hydrogen lines

were brilliant, even before the pump had further reduced the

pressure, and they increased in relative intensity as the rarefac-

tion increased. The carbon bands, if present, were not espe-

cially noticeable, as there is no record of them in the notes of

the experiment

* Prof. J. L. Smith, this Journal, II, xii, 153.
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The tube containing the iron being strongly heated, gas was
given off, which brought the gauge to 29 mm. in about 15

minutes. The heat was such as to redden and soften the glass.

The vacuum tube, when the discharge was passed through it,

appeared like an ordinary tube contain i tig earbon compounds,

and the spectrum gave the hydrogen lines yen brilliantly,

with the four chief carbon bands in great strength. The cock

was again closed and the pump set in operation, the spectrum

being observed from time to time throughout the process of

exhaustion. As the tension of the gas decreased, the hydrogen

lines became relatively stronger, and the carbon bands grew

narrower ; the one in the red beginning to be resolved into

lines when the pressure was much reduced. At 1 mm., the

carbon bands were still prominent, and some narrow bands

belonging to nitrogen were observed.

In the first of the specimens of iron thus far examined, the

proportion of carbon found by chemical analysis was very

small, and in the second none at all was detected. The third

series of experiments was made with an iron containing a larger

amount of carbon. This was a fragment of the well-known
meteorite from Arva, in Hungary, which has the following

composition: Fe, 90471 : Xi. 7-321: residuum containing car-

bon, silica, and cobalt. 1404.* On attempting to bore into

this iron, as had been done with the others, great difficulty was

s obtained for the examination, representing 0*224

cuhic centimeter of the solid metal. It was in a state of minute

subdivision, being almost entirely reduced to fine powder.

After it was placed in the tube connected with the pump, the

air was exhausted from the latter as long as any change WM
visible in the gauge, bringing it linallv verv nearly to zero.

The stop-cock had been closed from the first The work hav-

ing been interrupted for several days, the gauge was found, on

resuming it, not to have suffered the slightest change, showing

that the joints of the pump were perfectly tight. The gauge

rose, on opening the stop-cock, to 98 mm. As the gases were

rarefied by the pump, the hydrogen lines shone out very bril-

liantly wlien the pressure was reduced to a few millimeters.

and at 2 mm., the vacuum tube had to the eye the appearance

of an ordinary hydrogen tube while the electric discharge was

passing through it. At this pressure, the second and third

carbon bands, counting from the red end, were quite bright

The pump was stopped when the tension was reduced to 1*6

mm., but the gauge rose very slowly, gaining about a tnilh-

meter in three hours. The spectrum was as before except that

* Analysis of A. Lowe. Notice h
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the first carbon band \\a- now visible, and the others were
stronger. There could be no question as to the cvolutiou of
both hydrogen and the carbon gases, without the application

of heat, by simple diminution of fche atmos -

A very gentle heat was applied to the tube for a few minutes,
making it hanllv warm enough to give pain when touched by
the hand. This had the effect to raise the gauge to 28 mm.
in fifteen minutes, and cause an entire change in the appearance
of the vacuum-tube, which became greenish in the broad part,

like those in the former experiments. The spectrum, when the

pressure was reduced to a lew millimeters, showed the carbon
bands quite bright, and as the pressure decreased the first one
became clearly resolved into five fine lines nearly equidistant.

upon a faintly luminous background.
A somewhat stronger heat was now brought to bear upon

the tube, but far less than would have been necessary to bring
it to redness, as it was desired to avoid the possibility of error

from the oxidation of the carbon by traces of oxygen left in

the tube. The gauge rose to 5() mm., sinking to 47 mm. as

the tube regained its ordinary temperature, doubtless from the

contraction <>t the gas on cooling; for, on subsequently ex-

hausting it was found that the gauge continued to rise, tliough

with extreme slowness. The spectrum did not differ essen-

tially from that before observed, except in the greater intensity

of the carbon bands. A few cubic centimeters of the gas. col-

lected during the second heating, when tested qualitatively,

gave evidence of the presence of hydrogen, carbonic

like tha

redness, and kept at that temperature v

yery nearly stationary, the change in it being so slow as to be
scarcely perceptible.

'

fv.iough -'as was given off to raise the

mercury to 33 mm., after v ^continued.

For the sake oi comparison, a trial was made with borings
from a ball of soft ion. The i ..11 had a diameter of three cen-

timeters, and was solid. The exterior was covered with rust.

vi.,;tsea,es \< pting that the stop oek remained open during
tit.- process oi exhaustion. When the tension was reduced to

increased On heating the tube strongly, though not to red-

ness, uas u-as MJven oil' in abundance, raising the mercury in
the gauge to 2N mm. in a few minutes, and causing the vacuum
tube to 'assume the appearance of an ordinary CO or C0 3 tube,
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The spectrum also showed a great increase in the intensity of

the carbon bands. It was in every way similar to that ob-

served in the case of the meteoric irons, except that the rela-

tive intensities of the parts due to hydrogen and the oxides of

carbon wen : a much smaller proportion of

the former. The hydrogen lines neither appeared so early, nor

were they so bright as in the former experiments.

Although foreign to the main purpose of the investigation,

it seemed of interest to determine the amount of the gaseous

products yielded by the three specimens of meteoric iron. By
measurement it was found that, when the tubes containing the

iron borings were attached to the pump, the gauge was lowered

104 millimeters for every cubic centimeter of gas carried out

by the mercury. It was thus easy to find the amount of gas

given off by simply observing the reading of the gauge. From
calculations made in this way it was ascertained that the Texas

iron gave off 4'75 times its volume of the mixed gases, and

the Tennessee iron 4 69 volumes. Although it was evident that

the greater portion of the gas had been driven off by a com-

paratively moderate elevation of temperature, the whole amount
was by no means exhausted, as the bent was withdrawn before

the evolution of gas had entirely ceased. These volumes, it

will be observed, are considerably larger than those obtained

by Graham and Mallet from the specimens examined by them.

This is probably due to the minute subdivision of the iron,

which would favor a more rapid and complete evolution of the

gas. It was found, in their experiments, where the iron was in

a single solid mass, that gas was still given off after the high

temperature' had been continued lor several hours.

In the case of the iron from the Arva meteorite, which was

in the state of fine powder, the yield was very much greater, a

little more than thirty volumes of gas being given off in the

experiments already described, in which the highest tempera-

ture was far below a red heat. On subsequently heating the

tube and its contents to low redness fourteen volumes more

€ame off, making the whole amount somewhat more than forty-

four volumes, not reckoning the additional quantity gained in a

subsequent experiment. It seemed not impossible that a por-

tion of this large amount of gas might be atmospheric air

condensed upon the fine particles of iron, but it was difficult

to determine this point with certainty. After the last heating

just mentioned, the iron was removed from the tube, exposed

to the air for several hours, and then replaced. On re-heatii _

it very strongly a considerable amount of gas was evolved, but

the spectroscope, when applied to the vacuum-tube, showed the

presence of hydrogen and the carbon compounds as before,

making it probable that the increase due to condensed air was
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not large. The recent experiments of M. Cailletet* show that
op Unary iron, under certain conditions, as when electrolytically

deposited, may absorb nearly two hundred and fifty times its

volume of hydrogen.
The descriptions of the speetra thus far given have reference

to those lines and hands which were caused by the presence of
hydrogen and the oxides of carbon. The vacuum-tubes ex-
hibited differences depending chiefly upon the relative propor-
tions of these gases present, and which have already been
suiliciently noted In the spectra from all the tubes there ap-
peared a -number of other lines, which were found to belong,
for the most part, to oxygen. The tube containing gases from
the Tennessee meteorite gave also several lines due to nitrogen.

The latter were somewhat different, as to the order of their

relative intensities, from those observed with nitrogen alone.

None of them were very bright, and it was a matter of some
dilhVulty to tix their positions with entire accuracy by measure-
ment. The observations were made with a spectroscope of six
prisms, with a repeating prism, giving the dispersion of twelve
in all. One of the lines appeared to coincide with the chief

coronal line 1474 K, but it is not so sharp as the latter appears
in the solar spectrum. A narrow and rather taint band appears
at this point also in the spectrum of the electric -park hetuv-m
phitinum points in air. Of the oxvgen lines, one
distance below L474. having the position Uo2 K., very nearly.

Tins, though nol brilliant, is the strongest line in that region
of the oxygen spectrum as obtained from a vacuum-tube, ft

hills very near the position assigned to a bright coronal line by
tli'."

1 Italian observers, Denza and Lorenzoni, of the eclipse of

Dec. 22, 1870.f The former gives 1463 K. as the approximate
position, while the latter assigns the same number, with the

remark that the probable error of the reading is four divisions
of Kirchhoff's scale. A second line of oxvgen, less bright, but
sharp and distinct, has the position 1359±1 K. A coronal

m also appears in the auroral spectrum, has, from Prof.

Young's observation, the position 1850±20 K, but the limits

thus stated are too wide to give the supposition of a coinci-

dence between it and the oxvgen line anything more than a

doubtful probability.

These lines of oxvgen and nitrogen in the spectra observed
are somewhat variable in their character, doubtless owing to
the presence of the hydrogen, for the same appearances can be
reprodu© loi ing a mixture of I

Several experiments were'made with' a tube containing at tirst

<>nU air. Wh n this < ,s . -m- bom
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the compounds of nitrogen and oxygen appeared as usual, but

on admitting a little hydrogen the spectrum was completely

changed, and lines appeared, belonging to oxygen and nitrogen,

the one or the other, or both, aecording to the amount of the

gases present, and varying with the temperature and pressure.

Lockyer and Frankland, in their experiments upon mixtures

of hydrogen and nitrogen,* found that the result was not a

mere superposition of the spectra of the two gases, but that the

presence or absence of lines, and their relative intensities, de-

pended upon the proportions of the two gases, as also upon the

degree of rarefaction, and the energy of the electric discharge.

It will be seen, then, that the investigation, so tar as the

presence of new substances in the gases of meteoric iron is con-

cerned, gives only a negative result. But the fact, incidentally

observed, of the varying character of the oxygen and nitrogen

lines in the presence of hydrogen, and the near coincidence of

two of them with prominent coronal lines, with the possible

coincidence of a third line, goes to show that the

lines in the spectrum of the corona, so far from indicating the

presence of otherwise unknown elements, are due simply to

Ltal the gases of the air, namelv. oxvgen and nitrogen.

Tale College, March 18, 1875.

Art. XXXIII— The Discovery of the duplicity of tin- fn-inci'p'd

Star of 2 1097 ; by S. W. Burnham.

The naked-eye star, B A. C. 2470, is given in Mtnsum J/ij

crometricoz as a wide pair, the secondary being of Struve's 8
-

7

magnitude. The following measures have been made :

—

(1832-1) D= 20-20

(1834-1)

Radcliffe (1863-1)

nyth (1834-1) 20-00

adclitf

Sir John Herschel subsequently noted another eomoani m >i

the 12th magnitude at an estimated distance of 25". A short

time since I examined this with my 6-inch Clark refractor to

get the position angle of the third star, which Herschel has not

sjriven, and perceived at once that the bri-ht star of the group

was itself a close double. The components are separate! mily

about 0"*7, and considerably unequal, being fi and ~h magni-

tudes. No suitable opportunity has since orcum-d
the angle, but the close pair and tie,' distant compani •

to be almost exactly in the same line. Taking the latest in. -as-
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ant companions, the system would stand t

The star, D, is very nearly one and n half times the d
of C. With a power of 400, my instrument

'

close pair.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistky and Physics.

1. On Ethyl Phosphih and the Constitution of Phosphorous
Acid, ruder the direction of Proles^ »r Wislio. nus, Znm i:iiman v

has made some experiments upon ethyl phosphite, with a view to

prepared l.y n modification of Kni'lton's in thod. i. e., lo acting
! ip"ti sodium ethyhite with phosphorous chloride, special precau-

. J-.u! in nwiiv the dryness and purity of the materials
The yield was from i'>f> to 70 per cent. The "pr^Tties of the

N'oahyl , s hit u > ,nned <Kid , i vit'h nitri, .. 1 -. ".

I'hnspiiorie :uid oxalic, l.ut no ethyl-phosphoric arid. Oxidation
iu the air converted it into ethyl phosphate. Heated in a sealed

tube to 250° for ten hour-. h_\ Ir'oo-,',, pi ',.,p'. i,I , , 1 , thylene gases
were^ evolved, and phosphoVic acid, Imt no triethyl pho-phine
remained in the liquid. The reaction appears to he

(P(OC,II
3 ) 5 ) 4

= (PO(OH)
3 ) 3 -fPH 3

+(C2 II4 ) 3
.
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2. New Salts and Reactions of C,t#h<w and Rubidium.—Fume
time ago Godeffroy described the precipitate produced in

caesium solutions by antimonous chloride. (To this he now
a.-siu-ns tli< formula '< si I)

6
SbCl

3 .) He has continued his inves-

tigation and now announces that not only antimonous olih.ri-io.

ot these : iron-caesium chloride

bi^iu'ith-cresium chloride, BiCl
3
(CsCl)

6 ;
zinc-e:esium "chloride,

i-l J! ('!>_,; ,'o]
,

, -,: S ,I, „ rl.l..lid.

CuCl,(CsCl).>; man^ancse-ca^ium chloride Miu 'l.,(C'st '1'),
; and

nirkeT-iwsium chloride, NiCl^(CsCl) 2 . These sails" fall readily as

precipitates when the metallic chloride, dissolved in concentrated

acid, is mixed with a similar solution of ca?sium

chloride. The double salts are very soluble in water and in

dilute hydrochloric acid, but crys ubizi out easily on evaporation.

An investigation was then made into the behavior of the other

alkalimetals and of ammonium with the metallic chlorides above

mentioned, but no results were obtained with any of them except

rubidium, which gave with the chlorides of antimony, bismuth,

iron, zinc, cadmium, mercury, copper, manganese and nickel,

beuutifulh crystallized double salts, completely analogous with

the e:esium double chlorides in composition. Since these ca-sium

salts are not perfectly insoluble except in concentrated acid, only

the platino-chloride can be used for its separation.

—

Ber. Bert.

Chem. Ges., viii, 9, Jan., 1875. g. p. b.

3. On Dietfn/lrurbi/iol, a new Isonur of Amyl alcohol.—-The

present theory of chemical constitution points out the existence of

eiii'ht isomeric amy' alcohols, ot \\ liich tour are primary, three arc

secondary and one is tertiary. These are constituted as follows :—

Primary.

S CH 3 CH.
(
CH

3

( ch c c5«

I oh; I

(CHi

CH.OHici;
LCH 2

OH CH
s
OH CH

3
OH

Secondary.

of grain, potatoes, i
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roots, etc., and known as fusel oil. It was discovered by Dumas
in 1835 and its constitution was fixed by Erlenmeyer in 1867, by
proving that it yielded on oxidation a valeric acid identical with
one prepared by him from isobutyl cyanide, and also with tlie iso-

I ic acid of Frankland. It is therefore the second of the
alcohols above given, viz., isobutyl-carbinol. Wurtz, in 1862, pre-

alcohol from amylene, which v

himself and Kolbe, to be the si:

nethyl-isopr..|.yl-cari.in.d. The third

hoi was produced synthetically by Popoff in 1867, by acting with
zinc ethyl on propionyl chloride. This synthesis, as well as its

oxidation products, proved it to he the eighth, or tertiary, alcohol
given above, viz., di Wnrtz in 1868 pro-
duced a ;ou, :

;
i onwr. which », ate, since it

was prepared by the action of zinc ethyl on allyl iodide. It corre-

sponds to formula number live in the a'bove list, being methy'
{)yl-c:irbinol. The ti tt Is isomer was prepared in 1870 from n

1'iityi cyanide, by Lichen and Kossi. Its mode of preparat:

the first of the -< ri. -. >\ run I i 1 Only t 'ire"

boxyl group is not in combination with any radicals, the carbon
and hydrogen being directly united. For these reasons, zinc ethyl

acted on by water, should vield a secondary amvl alcohol. Ex-
periment fully continued this view. A series of trials led To the

adoption of the following method of procedure: In a flask con-

nected with an inverted condenser are placed four molecules of

hydrochloric acid

distillation. Fr<

led, as an impcrfe
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.

produced secondary butyl alcohol by the new method.— Lhhh/y

4. Proilnt'tin,, ,,f \n.fi ,!, ,./i,./ :, /', .A,/ j! l *'rt,,!ina of Wood.—Aroxhiem ims d' among the products of

the dry distillation of wood. The crude wood spirit—which owes

its penetrating odor to this substance—after distillation of the

methyl alcohol, leaves a residue having a density of 76° to 78°

Tralles. This, upon repeated fractioning over caustic lime, afford,

a distillate boiling at 88-89°, possessing the odor of ally I alcohol.

The low boiling point is due, however, as analysis showed, to the

presence of a molecule of" water, which could not be removed by
fractional distillation. When dehydrated by chemical means, the

boiling point rose to 96-97°, which is that of the pure ally!

alcohol. The identity of the product was further established In-

direct conversion ii.;< iing at i-i/ and into

allyl iodide, boiling at 101°.

—

Ber. Berl. ('hem. Ges., vii, 1381,

Nov., 1874. G. F. B.

5. On the Gases evolved from Apples.—Bender has made an

examination ol the -as-, s e\ idved from ripe apples. The fruit cut

in pioets was placed in water iW e iYom air contained in n Has!; fur-

tpples afforded ab

•- KuKi Sl.F.K

ion of Uaoult

and. ferment-
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7. Reflecting Lever.—hi. Cornu has devised an extremely simple
but ingenious substitute for the spherometer which lit- call's the re-

flecting levei-, .>r reflecting sp aerometer. Suppose a short lever like

the beam of a balance supported on four points, one at each end, and
two replacing it- ntr.-ii k ,_ . • th ei cal plane mir-
ror is attached a hove it ina plane perpendicular to its length. If now
the four points lie in one plane and a thin plate is placed under the
two central ones, the lever will be in unstahle c<|ui!ibrium, and will

rock from side to side. Viewing with a telescope the reflection of
a distant scale, tin- t hickncss of the piate is readily deduced from the
angular motion. For, calling i the inclination of the beam, p the
thickness of the plate, and I the half length of the lever, we have

sin &=y, or if i is small, p=il. The motion of the beam is double

scale, we ha,vepz=il=—=- 1. If the four points do not lie in one

plane a correction is readily applied. Comparing the results, he
conclude-,. nnent is very easily made and abso-

lute measures readily obtained within a tenth of a per cent, it com-
pares favorahlv, even in accuraev, wit!, rhe best spherometers.

This instrument is also readily applicable to the measurement
<>i curvatures and for manv ot her purposes s\ here a minute change

i is to be noted.—Jburn. de PAys., iv. 7. e. c. p.

Royal Society, at a recent meeting, a portion of a new map ot the
*oiar spectrum. The scale is four times that of Angstrom and in-

cludes the portion between the wave-lengths :;it and' I 1. A photo-

9. Mr. J. H. N. I

The^Xm-vationTwe

ine intensity c

the best result!

haze, with the
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10. M. Cornu has prepared a map of the ultra-violet portions of

the spectrum, to form a continuation of that of Angstrom and

Thalen. It includes, in common with their map, the portion from

h to H, but contains about four times as many lines. Compared
with the plate of Mascart, it has the double advantage of being a

normal < •

••>' the rays are proportional 1"

their wave-lengtl . mice of the 1

represented more faithfully. Three series of photographs were

.vith a ruled plate of Nobert, a flint-glass prism and a prism

of Iceland spar, using the ordinary ray. From the first of these,

Cornu determined the wave-lengths of 36 of the more marked lines

which serve as a basis for the rest. The prismatic spectra are

more distinct and of greater extent, and from them he has deduced

over six hundred additional rays between A7
"and O, or between the

wave-lengths of 4100 and 363V. The agreement of the principal

lines with the measurements of Mascart' is complete.—Bib. Univ.,

ccv, 62. k. ft p.

11. Index of Refraction of thin plates.—M. Wiedemann de-

-:-.
^

- .'
;

> ....,:;;,.:.. • ' .-:

ble in certain cases where the ordinary methods fail. The light of

a gas-burner passes through the slit of a collimator and is rendered

parallel. It th i. pa-- - through i tank to i>n d ol pi it - of J.<-
cemented together, and filled writh oil of cassia. In this tank i-

immersed the plate of -lass to be tested. It is iixed to the axis ..f

a theodolite, whose limb serves to show the angles through which

it i- turned. Toe light is then dispersed by a prism and the spec-

trum thus formed is observed by a telescope. As oil of cassia has

an index much greater than that of most kinds of glass, there may
nluced a total reflection at the surface separating the oil and

normal to the light,

trum is extingu
edge indicating the limit of the total reflection. Calling a the

angle between the two symmetrical positions of the glass corre-

sponding to the limit of extinct ion or' a particular ray. sin .1" will

be the index of refraction of the oil with regard to the glass.

index of the oil gives the index of the glass.

The thinner the plates the more exact are the results given by this

method. The index of refraction of liquids inav be d.

a similar method. Two plates of glass are cemented together,

h-:n ing between then, a thin laxer of air. When this i, to,, thin

[d phi

f total reflection

also loses its clearness, inconsequence of the numerous inters', rciic

liy interposing sheets of mica, whose thickness is grad-

ally reduced, the best thickness is readily obtained. On turning

ie plates so that the angles of incidence become smaller and

mailer, starting from a position a little beyond that of total reflec-
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tion, interference rays are observed whirl* j>a>> over the spectrum
from the red toward the blue. The anglo of incidence having
become smaller than the limiting angle, the direction of the dis-

placement of the rays alters, and they move from the blue toward
the red. These last are the interference rays ordinarilv produced
by thin films.

—

Bib. Univ., cciv, 340. e. c. p.

II. Geology and Natukal History.

m the Great Bakes
Jas. T. Gardner,

1. T)ie Elevation of r<rtai„ Dutiun-points on
a,nl 11,'vers and in tl< Rocky Mountains ; by ."

Geogra]i)her. Washington, 18 75. (Annual Rej
Survey of tl es, for 1873, pp. 61

ographer in the Rocky Mounta in K.viK'diti.m un
Dr. F. V. Hayden, Mr. Gardner found it neces
Borne da
and mot i the different alti

lVnv, r

lines of o the Rocky Mom

of their note-books ai
' The chapter lure p

long labor. Difficult v was ioii

from th.3 Atlantic border had r

tide lev.

Lake Erie....
Lake Huron...
Lake Michigan.
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i height of Lake Erie wa:

.V tew others of the heights ascer

level, 15-37 feet; Montreal sunun
Champlaiu, menu level at Whiteha
water in rnu, .,"!.-_o : L,.uN\ ill.-.

about 404 ; New Albany, Ind., low

:

l.]...i ufL. . A. A L. \l. li., I-"-
1-7

tainedare: Quebec-, m<

er water-level. :;.. /. .-;

Ky.'. low

an ti.le

; Lake

WabJSS! 4^» '-, "'.'

:. :.,

i'

",-, ii nar> u

rre Haute. !

r, 467-45 ;' Mount Line,

f, Alfred ii. C Sei.w-i'n, i)i-

rector. i?^„!v ;/ W^'n^'jV't
Montreal, 1*74. (Dawson [brothers. >-X«''':mi S

:

?£

iu n : s.son : IL>p .rt on exploration^ am! »;

Leeds ami Lanark l',.-., with' notes on the «rra

i an! apatite of Templeton :m,l iWtian.l to

,'V.', ",.'•!/ Mr -.

MrQt.vr; on explorations and surveys hi C

'Mr. Uh-hanlsoain lirithdi C-
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show that " epidotic, chloritic and serpentinous rocks, with crys-

nestonesand magnetites, are as characteristic of Upper
Paleozoic, and perhaps also of even later formations, where they
have been subjected to an equal amount of plication and folding,
as they are oi the (Tides! Paleozoic and protozoic strata, such as

those of Eastern Canada and the New Knglaml States." He ob-
serves that Sir William Logan has been carrying forward extended
and thorough investigations in Canada on this point, connected
with a study of the true stratigraphical relations of the rocks, and
that he will give a full report as soon as "the necessary examina-
tions have been completed."
The Report also states that bori-><< f<>r matur and coal in the

Northwest Territory witli a diamond'-p int. t drill was nn lertaken
the past year, but that there was not time after receiving the ap-

paratus for obtaining any important results. The boring will be

In his Report on the Northwest Territory. Mr. Selwyn states

that, going westward from Fort Garry (or
AA

<>f .Manih.b:., iat. ;0 52' X., Ion- <)(j .,o \\ .. .,„/., ,/,,>/_. ,.,d,
clay and gravel—was seen along their course for a distance of 88,^
miles. The first terract plain' in i rect * an avera^
»>•' ii.lth of 120 miles, is 75 to 100 feet abo- , La c. \\ innip. u\ and
but 700 or 800 feet above the sea level. The drift of it- surface
is apparently underlaid at no great depth bv Silurian and Devo-
nian strata.' Its western limit is marked by a range of low hills

»l the Thiekwood Hills, 20 miles west of Carleton ; it is 1900 to

2000 feet above the sea ; the limestone boulders on it do not reach
farther west than the longitude of Fort Pitt. Sand is the material

"-its, and it is mostly unstratiticd, becoming im

id calcareous to t'he westward. At Fort Kliice, The

valley of the Assiniboine (as stated by Dr. Hector) is 240 feet

deep: the tipper loo feet consist of this'drift deposit, and the rest

ants in the two are the same. The coal-field is stated to extend
least to the Athabasca River on the north, and lied Deer Liver
the south, and to have an area of 25,000 square miles. Analy-

i of the coals by Dr. B. J. Harrington are given on pages 63, 64.
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Mr. Bell states that the valley of Red River from Fort Garry
to Lake Winnipeg is underlaid by Low er Silurian magnesian lime-

stone, and that above are Devonian rocks, which are exposed on
various points and islands in Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegoos.
Coal was found anions sandy and clavev strata in the Dirt Hills,

96 miles southwest of Fort Qu'Appelle, 'and at the Woody Moun-
tains in the intermediate region. At the latter place, where the

format ioi '• -ranis were counted, one of them
eight ami another five feet thick. Mr. Loll, adopting the view-

that the coal-bearing strata above the Ltoe>r<(jnits shales and

sandstones of the Souris are probably Tertiary, states that the line

between the Tertiary and the Cretaceous formation enters b.ritbh

territory in the neighborhood of the Roche Perce, and thence

runs northwestward to the Elbow of the South Saskatchewan,
passing about 40 miles north of the Dirt Hills. The greater part

of the area between the two branches of the Saskatchewan is oc-

cupied by the "coal-bearing Tertiary." The coal beds are partly

With regard to the Drift, Mr. Bell states that the diwthm of
the strhi to the north and northwest of Lake Superior is in gen-

eral souths'-, io same course prevails as far east

as the Ottawa River; and "there is little doubt that the same
course prevails for some distance to the north and west of hake
Winnipeg; for the plains west of the lake and of West River are

covered with the debris of rocks derh ed from the east of the lake."

These observations on the scratches northeast of Lake Huron
confirm the statements of others, and sustain the conclusion of

the writer therefrom- -that the greater height of the ice-surf ice

in Canada was o\or the watershed between the St. Lawrence and
Hudson Hay. The facts from the vicinity ot Lake Winnipeg
show further that a line of </<< <;t<si /,, /.•/// was continued from this

region northward or northwestward. It does not follow that the

height along thi> line to the northward was as great as over the

watershed; but only that the greatest height for those latitudes

was there, or thai it was great enough to determine a southwest-

ward movement in the ice. The
where there was the greatest an
the melting the same ; and this, as the writer observes i

article,f would have been toward the southern and coastwj

limit of the glacier. Over the interior of the continent, b<

the small amount of precipitation and the high degree of heat

summer would have put the southern limit of the ice north of I

limits of the United States. The summer isotherm of 72° F., whi

passes over southern Ohio— i he south limit there of the drift

extends in the interior, about the meridians <»8 to 105°, northws
to latitude I7

:

; and over this area and also its extension far noi

and likewise far west to a line passing by Sierra Nevada and 1

Dalles in Oregon, the amount of animal ']»i-.-<dpitution, accordi

to Schott's Rain Chart, is sixteen inches and less.

* This Journal, III, ii, 324; v, 204. f Ibid, v, 206, 208.
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Mr. Harrington's report on the rocks and minerals i:3 an import-
ant one. It contains analyses of oligoclase, hornblen
ites, hematites, limonites and other species, besides o

3. An Essay con^rniuy important Physical Featuris'eshibih I

in the Valley of the Minnesota River and upon their sicn.ijmnti.m;
by G. K. Warrkn, Major of Engineers and Bvt. Maj.
S. A. 22 pp., 8vo., wit!) several maps. Engineer Dept.', 1

—Major Warren draws aft enl ion, in this lieport, to tinss
extent of the valley of Minnesota Liver (one of the head trioutaries

Prof. H. Y. Hind and other obscr\

ofthe level region and stratified drift dep.

-

aver the outlet by which the great flood of waters passed

to the Mississippi, Th > Mississippi L'ivi r \vi nld then 'nave

s headwaters in Lake Winnipeg from

?st and north.

highest part of the region al>out Lake Traverse is 995 feet

at er falls. J. IX D.

4. An examination of the Theories that have been proposed to

account for the Climate of tin (U>mial Period; l>v Thomas Lki.t,

P.6.S. (Quart. J. Sci.,' Oct., 1874.)— After a discussion of the
merits of various theories for accounting tor the cold climate of
the (daeial period. Mr. Lelt argues strongly for the old theory of
a change in the obliquity of the ecliptic. He admits that the
decision of astronomers 'is against it, but he holds that " until

have reconsidered this question with the light of our
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present knowledge of the figure of the earth, geologists should

not be prevent ! fi >:n specula! ; mi I pi bu ulity of great,

rag caused former great

variations of temperature." Mr. Belt also touches on the lower-

ing of the seadovel by tlie accumulation af ice over the land, and

says that, on the supposition that the ice was equal in the tw< > heinis-

pheres a' the same time (the view he sustains), the lowering of the

sea-level " could not have been less than 2000 feet, and may have

been much more."
Since any lowering of the water line of the ocean by the abstrac-

tion of water to make the Glacial ice would have been alike on all

the coasts of the world, Mr. Belt's estimate of the amount in the

Glacial period is open eveiy where to demonstration. On the

Atlantic border of North Am rica, such a chains— which is emiiv-

alent to a rise of the land of J. 00 feet -would have led to an im-

mense amount of valley-excavation along the many rivers ; and

such valleys, so recenth made, should <tiil intersect (he alluvial.

Tertiary, and I r. tae< ous leposits of the very wide c<

of the continent, or bo but purl ially ( 11 iterated. Instead of this,

this coast region is remarkably fiat and even and is iutirseeted

only by narrow river channels. There is nothing comparable in

any part to the fiords of Glacial latitudes; auk more than this,

there is little evidence of recent excavation very much below the

present sea-level. The same fact is true of other continents.

A source of cold not considered by Mr. !<elt is suggested :a the

writer's Geology (new edition), viz: that there was art elevation of
Arctic In, <h , .$>•!,,,t t„ <,/,(<,< tl.< <;„// >n; >,,, //•«•//' tt» Aicth-

region*. If these tropical waters -which now distribute over the

northern latitudes, according to Mr. (roll, 15 4, '.».) 9,300,000,000,-

000,000 foot pounds of energy in the form of heat per day— were

thus prevented from making their circuit over the polar redons
north of the continents, the How northward by Ireland would be

stopped, ami. owing to the northeastward trend of the America a

coast from Florida to the southeastern cape of Newfoundland, the

Gulf stream would be mostly confined to a circuit within the trop-

ical aid warm-temperate zones.
This cause, in addition to the direct cold-producing effect of an

to produce all the towering , f temperature needed for a<daeial

Strait
(

ISO feet i d ef'tl

leitill- in Ihe 1' Would
Mioem, e period

the wai in the Mie
the Ge

orFMi.
was Bugg<?sted to th«

Profess and the oth<

m
l>vot

considered a corollary from it

E. Verrill :

called

writer er effect frcm this confiuiitg «.

* Manual

,

af Geology, 2d edit., p.
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tli" Atlantic: that the heat which is now carried to the north
would then be kept mainly within the warm temperate and tropi-
cal latitudes of the ocean, and that, consequently, the other requi-

site of a Glacial era, ,-,,;/ "hu, ,.!<ni' /> >-//,//^Y."o„, <>;,,/,/ /,„,.,,

wi*ted r ,,,<' i •>!,'!<; wit/i t at ••/ »/>"* <d raid oor the bt„d—
il would make a storm

region of tremendous effects over the ice within 300 or 400 miles
of the warm sea limit. All the conditions demanded are there-
fore met by this theory.
The high-latitude changes of level here appealed to may have

pro.tu <| effects at in i ds tin igh all eological time, though
of feeble intensity in the Paleozoic. Agassiz, in 1840, in his

FJ "-•' s sur les Glaciers,—a work that made an epoch in geology
hy its demonstrations of the glacier origin of the Drift,—sug-
gested also ihat the principal epochs of life-extermination in

geology were epochs of cold—" que les plus grands froids ont
haqueepoque geologique,"—cold being a cause of exter-

mination
; and there is reason to believe that he was right as to

soiik' at least of the epochs. The writer recognizes two such in

.v. oik ;• the el os - of the < 'avbonifi rons. and another at

the close of the Cretaceous (the latter in the 1st edition of the
work) ; and he alludes to the subject here in order to give the
credit of Sirs: bringing forward the principle to Agassiz. "The

- ; floating ice which Ivamsay has found in the ibifish

Lower Permian may be a mark of the slow approach of such an
era of cold"- at the close of Paleozoic time; and the Triassic

rocks of eastern North America seem to hear, in l heir large
rounded stones and the nature of the beds, evidence that the ex-

cessive precipitation and also the cold of such an epoch had then
not yet passed, f .t D. D.

5. On the, S>d> , />,* , <1 ,-',
i th> <;!<!<>', i! •„ >•!<»!. Professor

(roll, in the Geological .Magazine for July and August, 1874, pre-

sents the following as the cause of the apparent subsidence, or
nse in the water level, which took place before the disappearance
"t tht i \ t;ia \\ riod: or. s In hi- t, tin submerg \ <.

during the (da ia p '>
i. holding that i whoh period was a

period of lower level of the land than now. He proceeds on the

n, before argued for by him, that the cold of the Glacial

1
crio 1 was due to the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, and that it

affected the northern and southern hemisj h, re- alternately.

The removal of two miles of ice from the Antarctic Continent
would displace the center of gravity I'M) feet, and the formation of
a mass of ice of one-half this thhAn— in the Arctic re Jons would
carry the center of gravity or, feet farther in the same direction.

further, the area of the Antarctic ice-can being J: W of that of the
ocean, therefore, allowing <cu2 for the density oj fee. the melting of

25£ feet of ice from the cap would raise the general level of the

* Manual of Geology, 2d edit., p. 431.

+ The agency of ice in the deposition of the Trias of Eastern Nbrti
oaa been suggested by T. A. Conrad, and also by H. Wurtz, and by both in L86&
Am. Jodr. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. IX, No. 52.—April, 1875.
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ocean one foot ; and a mile of ice, 200 feet. The other mile of ice

melted is K .1 ion of water to add a mile of ice

to the Arctic. These numbers added, says Mr. Croll, give 4S5

feet for the amount of submergence that v. nil h; thus oceash h< *

at the North Pole, and 434 feet for that in the latitude <>f Kdin-

burgh; or if the ice had twice the suppos !

thi< bi as, the amount
of submergence would have been twice this amount.
The tacts from Eastern North America do not appear to favor

Mr. Croll's eonclusion. Tin- amount of subsidence indicated b>

raised shell-beds on the St. Lawrence at Montreal, near latitude

45°, was about 500 feet; on the coast of Maine, near latitude 44',

only 200 feet, when it ought by the theory to have been but a few

teet less than at : tn i ; t i 1 < I 1 _ tn southi 1 ,1 short of I e\\

England, near latitude 41°, only 50 to 1<)0 feet, the larger of which

numbers is much less than a fourth of what the '.beery requires.

It seems hence to follow that the curve of submergence did not

correspond with the curve which would have been produced in the

ocean's surface bv a change of the center of o-ravirv.

The Coral Island subsidence over the Pacific, which affected a

very large portion of the tropical part of that ocean, must have

was certainly —vera! thousand ieef. Here was a uTeat change of

h-vel h.tln tr<> , whiel „ 1 ,ng. in tin earti;' ntci ol gnu ty

of the oiean a ft be cau >!" of the great

change of water level during the Quaternary age. as well as in

earlier time, resides in the crust itself. The 'facts from the shell

beds of the St. Lawrence and the coasts <>\
'

to be equally evidence of a bono- fide sub?

affecting the ocean as a whole wili account
6. Recent Changes of Level on the Com

ence to their origin and relation to other sim
Shaler. (20 pp., 4to, 1874, from the Mem.
322.)—The evidence of the changes of 1<

gathered from the Quaternary deposits of

cul Lrlueiers which
, of the territory 1

lg until the final :

3-16. The same conclusion is ii
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other great movements, to the lateral

pressure in the earth's crust duo to contraction from cooling.

Adhemar's hypothesis, as explained l>y Mr. Shaler, supposes a dis-

placement of the center of gravity in consequence of the unequal

accumulation of ice at the poles, much like that recently proposed
hy Mr. Croll. Professor Shaler rejects this explanation, chiefly

1 iccause the Glacial phenomena of the two hemispheres have not yet

been proved to be alternate, and because the amount of depression

does not increase with regularity over the whole northern hemi-
sphere ; and then presents his own hypothesis, which attributes the

depression to thr ,-,hjl,t of t'hv 'ire-n«is» wer tJ<<- land. After

speaking of the continents as having their positions determined
by '• constant tensions" (meaniv_. perhaps to include /,//, >•,//' jo\s-

sitre, which far exceeds tensions in importance] nud the weight

of the mass, he says, " it seems evident enough that we may more
reasonably look to'the weight of the ice accumulated on the conti-

nents during the Glacial period for the depression of the land-areas

This theorv assumes that a cap of ice "'a mile or more thick,''

equivalent, as the author states, to half t his thickness in ''ordinary

, ;.. •'. ^ '

.

: :• .'.•::.•

standing that the arched crust had a thickness of probably 100

miles. There is no doubt that such a weight—equal to a cap of

rock, say one hundredth as thick as the earth's crust—would tend
to cause a depression, for this tendency exists even under any

mid the lateral or tangential pressure existing throughout it, shown
by Mallet to l.e enormous, it seems to he far from probable that

mere weight can account for so great a movement. Lateral pres-

m d n >ver the earth ; sima \r< h a tii n i d <j (1) the Groen
• (nmtains. (2) ridges in Xova Scotia ami Xew ! h unsv. ick. and (3)

the Ai!c;diauios, on the e<ist<rn border of the North American
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Here are vast results— elevations and subsidences— accom-

plished 1
>
y lateral pressure. Now, that elevation of the land over

the higher latitudes which brought on the Glacial era. is a natural

result of the same agency, and a natural, and almost a neces-

sary, counterpart of the coral island subsidence, which must have

been then in progress. The accumulating, folding,

and crystallization o! ks it n u _ i,
1

tl roi-k-making and

mountain-making through the Paleozoic, Bieaozoio and Cenozoic

eras, had greatly stiffened the crust in these parts, and hence, in

after time, the continental movements resulting from the lateral

pressure necessarily appeared over the more northern portion of

the continent, where the accumulations and other changes had
been relatively small. To the subsideiu- v, ! i -h followed the ele-

vation the ice-cap may have contributed in some small ilegree.

But the great balancing movements of the crust of the <

and oceanic areas then going forward must have had a greatly

preponderating cause in the oscillating agency of all time, 'lateral

pressure within the crust. j. i>. D.

7. Age of th Lif/n'> ic Coal Fa ,*atio>, <>f V</nc»uvt :r Ishind.

Letter to the editors, from Alfred K. < \ Seiwyn, K.W.S.. Director of

the Geological Survey of Canada, dated March 3d.—I wish to

record my dissent from the statement made by Professor

Lesquercux, page 365 of Dr. Hayden's Report on the tT
. S. (Geo-

logical and Geographical Survey of Colorado, 1873, to the effect

that the coal of Xanaimo, Vancouver Island, is referable to the

lower American Eocene.
Careful surveys have now been made by the Canadian Gei logical

Survey of the Xanaimo coal basin, and it is proved beyond the

possibility of a doubt thai the coal beds there are overlaid by a

succession of strata, shales, sandstones and coimlonc rates, having
a thickness of nearly 4000 feet, and holding from base to summit
marine Cretaceous fossils, Ammonites, Baculites, Inocerami, and

Maps and sections showing the relative position of these beds

and of the coal seams are given in the Report of the Geological

Survey of Canada, !872-'73; and I would beg to refer Professoi

Lescpu-reux to them for information concerning the coal rocks oi

Vancouver Island. As he makes no reference to the report named.

I conclude he has not seen it.*

8. Note on the genus Opisthoptera Meek, 1872, ,n,tl Anomalo-
dnnta Miller. Isg4. (Communicated. )—Mr. S. A. Miller, in a reply

to my note on the above mentioned genus,f published in the

September number (1874) of the Cincinnati Journal of Science.

endeavors to defend his substitution of the name Ant>hinh»l,nit<!

for Meek's earlier name. This lie does on the ground (I) that

Meg<ipter<t, having been previously used for a genus of whales,

could not stand
; (2) that although Mr. Meek had subse.piently

*The facts are briefly mentioned from the Canada Geological Report for

1872-1873 in vol. vii of this Journal, pp. 517, 518, 1874.—Eds.

f See this Journal, viii, 218, 1874.
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(but previous to the publication of Mr. Miller's name) proposed to
substitute tor it die name Opisthoptera, he did it only prorisio,,-

" '
I in the subsequently published

ype.

No further notice would be taken of the
bat silence might be construed into acquies

ng natural

le first place, it is by nois by no means a settled ques-

used for

>ms, or even in different class

•-kingdom. This is the practice of some of the best
!o\v!ic(l naturalists. T,->»jl»I

:
;f-* i- constantly used

•lished lint, ,„.

both Megaptera and Opisthoptera entirely,

was published it became the property of sc

right to dispose of it than

should be discarded 1

not published, is not, and cannotfbe. sust a ined l.\ ircm-ral u> ire.

'

<
-.

.

'
' :

rule would be utterly inadmissible in the department of fossil

shells, because of t he'exeeeding rarity of specimen- that are even
;M'p'<'"\'iinately perfect ; for even in "the best specimens the most
;iiij,..i t ;il tt features (as, for example, the internal markings and
teeth in bivalves) are generally obscured. Consequently, many

about the extraordinary position of tf,

fr. Miller's figure. Hundreds of cases

?ra established upon external character

nlike some other genera, <>phtln^>tc:r<i

characters external, namely, its form i

, which when taken together are quite s
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it from related types, even from i
-

'". -'."'•,
</, tmni

which the hinge characters shown by Mr. JNlillor would not sepa-

rate it. As Meek and Wortheii, and still later, Mr. Meek alone,

have fully di -. i» ' Mil it. -d the- vternal eh racters of

their type, they have given sufficient means for its id«nl

which even Mr. Miller found no difficulty in doing. To Mr. Mil-

ler's other remarks it is hardly necessary to reply.'

As to the affinities of Ambonyrhoi with the .'hvV<>7/<A'. which

refuses to admit, on account of the equality of the

.':
•

.
.

- , , \ '.,.' '^ ."•
.

.',
, 4 ; :

.

(Ti issi, ty ,i< 1) V .',
. Halo « and >thers ire included by

the highest authorities among tin
'

•fers to McCoy as the 1

i.l \\:

kMnis

U
o". T -7

l

..i-. m, -,.
' 7

—not M ./,tj,t )( Cray, Is—. (Jphf/mjite.rt Meek, 1ST-. .

Mr. (iahl) also states that on the S

the volcanic peak Irazu, and obtait
height ll,:',50-5 feet. The volcano i

smell of sulphur in the crater. He fi,

of Turrialba, nine or ten miles from 1

* This Journal, II, i;
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been only a -. wiiile Yucatan, the Bahamas,
Bermudas and much of Florida did not yet exist, and their sur-

face hods had not yet heeu deposited."
He remarks :

'• the additional (acts I have acquired in Costa
Ilica geology go strongly to su-tain the opinion I have already
advance:], that no sedimentary rock older than the .Miocene is

found li re. Tin < rhoi ei .us 01 1 ition i- Miocene; and
wherever it is unaltered it contains coahbeds, some of which are
two yards thick. Now I have seen this coal, as the green streaks
shon*, all the way around from near San Jose to the end of Tala-

:
'

.

.

.

^ .. :• .-,

rvita. l
;in'K Tarcolo*. et •

. coal is found. The existence „1 the-e
Mioeene h !s on the Atlantic sidt proves that the gulf was

11. On tin s ;,,,•;;><:< /, -•-;/•> .////,./•„ I'nhi ; hy I\i»u u:n Si i.ss.

32 pp., 4to, with three plates. Vienna. 1*74-. (From vol. xxxiv,

WksenschafteiJ.)—
I-Yofesso! Suess first describes with some detail tiie geological

both more or less interrupted, an association closely resembling
that so common in the Alps. The tacts .11-]. la vet' warrant the

A oar.^l discussion follows o f the i

''^n-V.l''-

l

'Jn!'d''i

>

ThaJ
,

The' earth..

nia'u-ia mac he separated into \

1. Eruptive-shocks, having tin irccnt

Hiave often accompanied the e

2. Radial shocks, which also
at are sent out from it along d<

•e afforded by the many earthqu:
;dy from the Lipari Islands.
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Anothoi Kin <i sli • 'v-> >- s| .,\,i'« '
\ ,' '

r«.] fuiin Mt.

Vultur southwest through Potenza to Papasidero.
From the facts presented, Professor Suess shows that there is a

close connection between n,r volcanoes and the earthquakes, lie

concludes, moreover, that the volcanic phenomena of the Italian

peninsula are parts of one system, and that they are to he regarded

not as the cause of the mountain elevation, hut as accompanying
phenomena resulting from fractures that have been produced
through other means. e. s. d.

12. Distinctive optical properties of the Feldspars.— IH.-Ci.oi-

cently investigated 3 of the tri-

1 feldspars (C. R, lxxx, Feb. 8, 1875).^ The
]

Bx stands

obtained h\ him are contained in the following table, in which

Acute bisectrix always +.

|s?metimL +
always +

Angle made by the + Bx. with a theBx.
normal to i-X (g)

Angle made by tl

planes ob-

Same, with edge i-i\I(</ hi.)

ispersion P<v( + Bx.)
I //„ ,/;

|p<„( + Bx.)
Dispersion parallel or perpendic-

'

Iuclintd.

ular to plane of polarization

slight hori- dined.

.liKhtV

Appar'nt optic-axial angle (in air) !

80° 39' 89° 35' 88° 15'

88° 31' 87° 48'

(Roc tourne) ~ (Somma)

The axial divergence is quite constant foi .ra.ii rit

and anorthite, but varies for oliLo.ehiso even
taken from the same specimen, f>es( 'loiz.au

\

observations that labradorite and oli- ;dasc
with albite and anorthite to be considered i

contrary to the views presented by Tschennak
eludes to be altered olio-,,elase, 'while tsrln-r

with albite.

13. Insects and otherfossilafmm th* Perhn'u.-j of m-h*iginSaa
ony.—Mv. Kc-.i-vk Hki'mtz, in a second paper <

shale of the Permian at Weissig. near i'illnitz.

roncethen ot f, u ,, i, . ! ,,,,, , ,„„ , , K ,,

of the B. didynn, ( Vnnar, another a new spech
Geinitz, and the others the Blttti,

B. Mahri Goldenberg. The san
met,*

j (><i)>ips<>,i>/.r) ji ,hr! if//.t .1

the fishes, J •*/,,-/. ..,', .< 77 /.•//'.-• lh-

P. Vrr,t'sl>n-;en,i< Ag. ; the A
Gopp. {Sjdfurhis C'lrhonarins)

;
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Annularis . Isteroj
:

o.h>„t. tl ,t,,'h. X- >,•„,./, ,-;-. if t
:i r t, ,-:,<. '>''/,;•.',. a

T<n,;..pU:i'h Wt Ifa, besides some others. Juhrb.f. Mir,., 1*75.

14. jfortw ,<;,.?;.'"!
• - I. f '/> I uatMillery,

France.— Ts\. A. Gaudry states that a single slab of shale from
Millcry, France, has on it seven little Batrachians, resembling
the species which had been obtained by M. Roche at Igornay.
He names the species irom the two localities Sulawandrella
JPetrolei, bees

*r, mm. ; and1 vcf ihev were i hilts. ';No traces of scales

the fore and hi ml limns :: re four-toed and nearly of

.—Ann. Alar/. i\ ". //., IV, >[v, 233.

w Patagonia,- nsula of Brunswick, in the

agellan, at a place called

?3?
a by Capt. Corey,

jened. Tr is not far from the

iv of Pvmta-Arenas. las . 5::

eenwich). The < it has conceded it

has 1 , !li published by M.

lylndTuTnT'withont odor. There are three beds,

gregate thicknes s of about 2C !'e. I. The age of the
»>f(N is not stated; but as the coal is *p..keii of as r

lignites, it is probably Tertiary or Mesozoic—Vlnst,
16. Icones Mascorum, or Figures and Descriptu

of those Mow r to Xofth
.MAvt'"sr'mv\x LT..1).

With SI c,,|)per platt

;.
London:

of this

i-A-Co. He cember,
of the
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inuation. A portion of these was selected for the first Supple-

> completed 'beh L-7»" 'he di /in-
- made under his immediate Miperiiuemh-nce, by the same

draughtsman who executed those of the original

1)\ V.v. \Vdliam~D MTn.,1. -,m < ;;,^uv, ]. ,d b en mid' m the

preparation of the letter-press. Imi only a small portion of it was

L-ou rei x.to «] „n thMia 1. en a labm ,i 1„m and tla p >i.;u

lave been defem-.l to. ib-ardin- the ine

supplied by a small tract ot eotuitry in Kumelia, on 1

side of the 'Balkan Mount-ins. There has been IODIC

been thought to be th. • nask Uose'. Mr. Hanburj

submitted ihem to Mr. Baker ..f Kew, he being the i
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the authoi

directly i



ons of separate flowers, from Miiller, Axell, Hildebrand
and Darwin.
Now that we fairly well understand the meaning of these

various arrangements for the fertilization of flowers, perhaps we
ought to give to the first discoverer of them, Christian Conrad

(.lit author awards him.

If he did not perceive '* the real significance of the facts which he

had discovered," it was not because he, like his contemporaries,

was " led to assume that each flower was created as we now see

it." The meaning of the arrangements comes out as clearly upon
that supposition as upon any other. Mr. Darwin puts the ease

belter, when with his characteristic exactness, he says that

:

-
. -. - the good d"e-

3." The law
I pJ

of nature that organic heings siiali not fertilize themselves in

perpetuity, is the key to the whole; and for this key we rightly

tamed it

to full account, in a masterly way. Yet the principle involved

was enunciated hy Andrew Iv night, in the year 1799. But even

that any complete ,! w r should be fertilized b v it- own poilen."

K«l n> ,\ ,, m. (tl ., _ . ,,,„„ U ^iH ( ,,-, V, and PHI h .lltc-

dates thai of Knight (instead of following it. as Mr. Kniglii im-

plies), if really to he found in his hook puUishcd in 1701, as is

lately stated. Like most first discoveries, these were not followed

up, nor half their importance foreseen. a. g.

19. Amphipod Crustaceans of the family Gamnatrhhi in Dike
-/>;/.' '/.-—Dr. 1>. X. Dyhowsky'has described nint

:
/-seren species

of Gammarids from Lake liaikal. Tliev include one Swedish
spe.-ies, G. (Pal/a*sa)ranr</[,,io'es; and also the G. neglectus of

the lake is hardly distinct from G. pule.v. The species occur at

all depths, the greatest depth dredged, 1373 meters, affording

tin m as al m danth as the littoral zone, though fewer in species.

The species of small depths are mostlv vividly colored: those at

gr< :iter de] ths are h ss bright in color, and the kinds from depths

greater than 700 meters are more or less whitish in tint,—A n».

M>>
:
-. Xat. His*., \Y, xv, 230.

20. Large Cephalopod.
—Japan Mail,

e Doctrine of Decent and I
Prof. Univ. Strasburg. The

124 pp., 12mo, with 26 wood-ei
.'ton & Co.)—This volume conta
views of Darwin on descent, con
ginative Haeckel. The author ha

ophy, and is intolerant toward



III. Astronomy.

1. Venus.—The Italian observers at M.-iddapore in Bengal, to
-

observing al! lour con, rinuortant fact respect-

Venus both on and off the sun, indicates in the spectroscope that
the atmosphere contains aqueous vapor.—Xat'ire, Jan. 21.

formed in Calcutta,

—

Nature, Feb. 25.

3. Astronomical a* vatiom made during
t < , , i -l<it the I >'. ,\t r,fl Obs i ito) , lb ,i \ m i il

F. Sani.s, r. >. X., Siuvrinteialenr. buhlished by an; i,.

lion. Secretary of the Navy, cvi, *12. 5S and -j'pi>.. ito. Wash-

tains the tables of
Transit (160 pp.); v

Equatorial (207-232

(249-268 pp.) ; Cat- I »g»u ot .. i s observed with the

u-N'iN oVtlil-
: '• nations. ,1 the

short time of his death.
1 'r« >fess< ir Argelander'f

the field of
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The Royal Astronomical Society of London^marked their sense

ol Hi, '.nlH.M.il'ruf^,,; Ai^'an/Asid re:.l labur, ^ the award

of their gold medal iii '"ei ruary. 1 ;•(!:}. His hist observations, *o

far as we are aware, were of the bright < omci Vi' Coggia, in the

summer of last year.—Athmasmn^ Feb. 27.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Erirprirtr Department C S. Army. Progress-Rep*. rt »p<n

(, j, tj i al ana ('it > '/ 'ft i vp < }io) s < /,. Sin >/« > ' <
f

t>< \KMt!, Meridian in 1*7-2, under the direction of Hri^. (bar A.

\ Ilm ,mu^. (',1,1 .. , . I - \ l.j UN b'lil

illustrating the geological



Miscellaneous Tnldlvjenct

represent grandly the scenery of the Colorado

series of Smithsonian publications was enlarged by the additi

tions contains Probleins "uted bvYhe <

roscope, the Precession of tic K 'mno.x - a d the Pendulum,
Brevet Map Gen. J. <;. Barnard; a contribution to the History
the Fresh-water Al<*v of X. America, bv II. C. Wood, Jr., M.l
with 21 plates, many of them colored-; an investigation oft
Orbit of Urn - motion, by Sim
Neweomb.

the Arrangemei Dr. T. Gill (2

pp.) ; monographs of X. A. Diptera, by H. Lcew (""
>tera, by H. Lo3w (3 16 pp.) ; on <

"seph iienry (4 pp.).

fcostrand.)—Proles

Uttle manual Th<
alcoholic liquors ai

and tl.it th« frauds now practiced should b systemati< illy <-\-

\
H)< d a id suppressed, is such as to admit of no debate. These

alcoholic leverages. And the analyist will Hud assistance in

M. not onl\ in I his Manual of 1 )r. Prescott, but also

form with the orig'iiial work, m ixi'een volumes. ' Although much

political, civil, m'. , ding biography,
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e, finance, and literature—science has by no

means been neglected, as we have in successive years pointed out

in our bibliographical notices.

The new edition of this work, of which ten volumes are now
ready, was undertaken in 1873. No decade of this century has been

marked by move rapid advances in science than that covin;)- the

interva h t \\ en thesf two editions ; -ml < in liy remarkable have

been the so< : _> s. To i 1 i all the new inate-

riai, thus raiudly aeciimuiated, with the ohl. into a homogeneous

and compact unity, lias required the recasting of the whole work.

Of course a large number of writers and revisers have been busy

in preparing th eight or nine thousand eloseh printed pages in

the ten volumes already published. Many of these articles are

brought down to date, with a completeness not found in the first

edition; while, as far as we have examined the several volumes,

the matter of former scientific and technical articles lias bee :i ex-

tensively revised with care and good editorship. The geograph-

ical map- introduced add greatly to the value of the Cyclopedia,

topics. The authorship of some of the physical,

chemical, geological, and technical articles is as follows: Count

L. F. de Pourtales, of the U. S. Coast Survey, Prof. J. E. Hilgard.

Dr. Thomas 31. Drown, Prof. Cleveland Abbe, Dr. Rossiter W.
Raymond, Dr. T. S. Hunt, Dr. A. M. Mayer, Dr. Joy, and Dr.

5. Transactions of the . I >neri<;/n Institute of Mining Engineer.

Vol. ii. May, 1873, to Feb., 1874. 331 pp. Svo, with 3 plates. En:

ton, Pa. Published by the Institute, at the office of the Secretary

Lafayette College.—This vigorous young society is doing goo

service in its published contributions of original memoirs on sul

jects appropriate to its purposes, many of them of permaner

value, recording the results of methods and investigations of gre»

interest to all concerned in such matters. |: -
s -

0. U. S. Northern Boundary Commission, A. Camtbeix, < on

missioner. Natural History, 'Xo. 1. On th>> Murida>, by Dr. r

Coues, U. S. A., Surgeon and Naturalist of the Commission. R<

issued with additions from the Proc. Acad. N. Sci. Philad., 1/7

. i V. I [.when. U. S. Geol. in Charge. 792 pp. 8vo. W
Buckley, in a recent letter to I

3 heading of I
"».

I
.eating of the 1

nation (see p. 224 of this volume) was a printer's error. There is not

Report to suggest this.—Ens.
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Jan. 6, 1874—A shock was felt at Wolf boro, N. H.

1874.—The village of Saru-Kamush, thirty miles

i of disturbane

intv, K (

intervals for several months. The phe
nd Stone Mountains. McDowell County, N. C, which con-

The phenomena appear
have been occasional earthquake shocks, at no time violent,

accompanied by explosive
purring, sometimes two or three in a day. am! again with

intervals of several days. These increased in frequency and
intensity until the night of February 22, when the most severe
shock was felt. About March 17 and 26, the shocks were
again of some intensity, as also on April 14 and 17. A corre-

spondent of the New York Evening Post, writing from Spartan-
burg, S. C, under date of March 23, and having just visited
t'ie affected region, reported experiencing a decided shock, with
a deep rumbling noise, about sundown of March 18, and another
W March 19, these being all that he felt during a live .lays'

visit Another observer says " the sounds resembled the re-

Am. Jour Sn. Third Series-Vol. IX, No. 53,-May, 1875.
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port made by blasting in a deep quarry or well, at first explo-

sive and then reverberating." The shocks were most sensibly

felt near the tops of the mountains, but were sometimes per-

ceptible at distances of ten or fifteen miles, or even farther.

A paper by Gen. T. L. Clingman of North Carolina, on the

volcanic character of this region, was read before the Wash-
ington Philosophical Society, July, 1874, and is noticed in this

Journal, III, vol. ix. p. 55.

Feb. 12, 1874.—A shock at 6h 30m a. m. at Saco, Me.

Feb. 12, 1874.—Two shocks felt in the evening at Hilo, and

also at Hamakua, Hawaii.

Feb. 15, 1874.—A shock at Copiapo, Chili

Feb. 27, 1874.—A severe shock at 10h 40m P. M. at Bangor

and Eastport, Me.
March 12, 1874.—A slight shock at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.

March 12, 1874.—A slight shock at Sidney, N. S. W.
March 16, 1874. — An earthquake in Southern Mexico,

stated to have been ''very severe" in the province of Guerrero,

but slight at the city of Mexico.
April 11, 1874.—The Japan Gazette of this date says " sharp

shocks of earthquake had been felt at Hamaoa, causing great

April 18, 1874.—A shock at St. Thomas, W. I.

May 3, 1874.—Letters from the Harpoot Mission, Eastern

Turkey, under date of May 8, say :
" Last Sabbath morning

(May 3), at seven o'clock, a severe shock of earthquake was

felt here and in all the plain. Houses fell in several villages,

but at Haboosi, in the eastern part of the plain, the effect was

disastrous." Again, under date of May 16: "The village of

Haboosi, twelve miles from here, with a population of 2,500,

was reduced to a heap of ruins in one minute of time, and

twenty persons were killed. Not more than three or four

houses are left standing. The large flat earthen roofs were

thrown upon adjoining buildings, and the ruins are so com-

mingled that it is not easy for the inhabitants to tell where are

the foundations of their own houses. In other villages the

disaster has been very serious, and we fear the end is not yet.

Shocks continue daily."

May 5, 1874.—A sharp shock about midnight at Callao,

Peru.

May 14, 1874.—A series of severe shocks about 9 a. m. at

Hilo, Hawaii, and the adjacent coast. "Simultaneoi

Miuake the crater of Kilauea became more brilliant

and active."

May 24, 1874.—Two sharp shocks about 2 A. M. at San

Francisco.

June 11, 1874.—Two sharp shocks at 8 p. M. at San Fran-

cisco. No damage done.
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June 17, 1874.—A slight shock at 12 p. m. at Salt Lake
City. " There were several vibrations, the shock continuing
for about ten seconds. It was plainly felt at Alta and at
Granite, where a rumbling noise was also heard."
June 18, 1874.—A shock at Guayaquil, Ecuador.
June 23, 1874.—A severe shock about 9h 25m a. m. at Hong

Kong, China. "The rumbling and trembling of the earth
lasted fully fifteen seconds." The harbor was much disturbed,
bells were rung and two small houses were thrown down.
June 27, 1874.—" Strong shocks" at Constantinople, Turkey.
July 7, 1874.—A strong shock at 2h 7m A. M at V.

Chili.

July 9, 1874.—A slight shock about 4 p. m. at Cairo, HI.

July 26, 1874.—A shock at Vienna, Austria.
Aug. 8, 1874.—A shock in the morning at Valparaiso.
Aug. 8, 1874.—A severe shock at noon at St. Thomas, St.

Kitts and Antigua, W. I.

Aug. 17, 1874.—A slight shock at Demerara, Trinidad and
Grenada.
Aug. 20, 1874.—A severe shock at Yokohama, Japan.
Aug. 26, 1874.—A severe shock in the morning at Puerto

Rico. "Vibrations lasted two minutes ; houses rocked."
Sept. 3, 1874.—A desti - ive cart juake occurred in Guate-

mala, centering near the Volcan del Fuego. Advices from
• th it, since the beginning of August, slight shocks

had been Celt, becoming more frequent toward the end of the
month. From Aug. 27, the town of Duenos. and other places
near the volcano named, felt shocks at short intervals, accom-
panied by subterranean noises. On the night of Sept 3, about
9 P. M. (one account says 8h 30m , another 9h 18m), the most
violent shock occurred. The movement was a series of vertical

and horizontal impulses combined ; the direction was west to

east, as noted by a swinging lamp. The shock was stated by
one observer as lasting twenty -five or thirty seconds; by
another as continuing in its intensity during lour seconds and
then gradually dim :e thunder were heard

earth. Many other less violent shocks were felt dur-
ing the night, the principal one at 2 A. M. In Antigua the
church licjls were rung by the vibration, about two dozen
mhnbitfd houses were, lotrovcd and thirty-two lives lost The
town of Duenos was entirely ruined, and some persons were
killed there and in neighboring villages. An eruption of cold
compact mud issued from the heights of Cerro del Tigre, a
small mountain at the base of the Volcan del Fuego, and
which appears to have been the center of disturbance.

, ^'l''~ -; *>. 1874. —In connection with the eruption of Mt
Etna, which began Aug. 29, an earthquake occurred extending
to the village of Eandozza, and destroying several houses.
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Oct. 7 and 12, 1874.—Severe shocks and subterranean noises

near Mazatlan, Mexico.
Oct. 26, 1874.—An " unusually heavy" shock in Chili about

h 12m A. M. Its duration was about thirty seconds and direc-

tion east to west. The Director of the National Observatory

reports that it was followed by a rise of 2°-2 of the ther-

and subterranean rumbling at

Nov. 12, 1874.—A slight shock about 10 P. M. at Virginia

City, Nev.
Nov. 13, 1874.—Two shocks, each lasting ten seconds, were

felt at Vera Cruz, and along the Mexican coast. Several

houses were destroyed. Shocks continued to be felt at inter-

vals for at least ten daws.

Nov. 13, 1874.—A slight shock at Guayaquil, Ecuador.

Nov. 24, 1874.—A slight shock at Salem, Newburyport and

throughout Essex County, Mass. Direction west to east.

Nov. 29, 1874.—Two heavy shocks at Oreaua, Nev.

Dec. 10, 1874.—A somewhat severe shoek was felt through-

out Westchester and Eockland Counties, N. Y., and Bergen

County, N. J. It extended as far as Peekskill on the north

and Norwalk, Conn., on the east. The time is stated generally

as half-past ten p. m. (one observer giving 10h 23m). The dura-

tion is variously estimated from three seconds to one minute,

the majority, however, putting it at five or six seconds. The

direction of the vibration appears to have been from northwest

to southeast, the reports being about equally divided between

west, northwest and north, only one observer giving northeast

The shock was most severe in the neighborhood of Tarrytown
and Nyack, but did no damage anywhere. It was al

accompanied by subterranean noises, which are described as a

long nimble ending with a violent explosion.
Jan. 7, 1875.—A shock at Valparaiso, Chili.

Jan. 18, 1875.-A shock in Ecuador.
Feb. 7, 1875.—Three shocks at San Francisco, the first about

2 A. m., the second at 10h 45m A. m., lasting two see-

the motion vertical and vibrations north and south; the third

at llh 45m A. M., not so heavy as the preceding.

Feb. 9, 1875.—Three slight shocks at Preston, Conn., not felt

across the river in Norwich.
Feb. 11, 1875.—An earthquake at Guadalajara, Mexico, ex-

tending to San Cristabal and destroving houses in both places.

March 10, 1875.—A shock at 12 M. in the vicinity of Isse-

quena, Goochland County, Va.
My thanks are due to "John M. Batchelder, Esq., of Boston,

for information received.
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Jamks D. Dana.

The evidence of the cotemporaneity of Man and various
extinct Quai« N, u y Mamm sin Europe and Great Britain is

complete : that is, it is beyond reasonable doubt or question
;

for (1) it has been gathered with great care by the best of

geological observers; (2) it has been verified through the re-
' reported cases by other able geologic

further verified by the special investics(3) it has been further verified by the special investigations of
committees of scientific societies.

The North American facts thus far announced have not, un-

fortunately, the same broad basis for confidence.

Among' the earlier of the reported discoveries are the two
in Missouri, brought out by Dr. Koch. The account of them lias

often been cited by writers on the subject ; and Mr. J. W. Foster,

in his " Pre-Historic Races of the United States of America,"
prefixes to the citation the remark that Dr. Koch, at an inter-

view with him. durisiir the last vear of his life, assured him. "in
the most solemn ;; ,el emphatic' manner, that his statement was
true.*' Mr. Foster also observes that "to deny the accuracy of

his statement is to accuse him of having attempted to perpe-

nary rules or treatment of evidence ; for Science has constantly

to guard itself against the assertions of men who are honest,

but are not experienced in scientific investigation, and, in all

such cases, rightly asks for corroborating testimony. More-
over, Dr. Koch's statement of his facts may be true, and still

his conclusion as to their proving the cotemporaneity of Man
and the Mastodon in North America be wrong.
The question which American Science should carefully con-

sider— as carefully and guardedly as has been done for similar

cases in Europe— is, whether Dr. Koch was a competent ob-

server, and whether his observations are a sufficient basis for

the conclusion that has been drawn from them.

I have before me four pamphlets by Dr. Koch, dated,

severally. 1841, 1843, 1845 and 1853. They relate to his dis-

coveries in this country— the first two of them to his Mis-

sonrinm. and the others to bis Ifydrun-hot, or, as these publica-

tions call it,—his Hydrargos, or species of Hydrachen. The
following ae title pages, commencing with the

earliest

:

Description of the Missourium, or Miss-mm Lkviatiiax, together

with its supposed habits; Indian traditions concerning the
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location from ivhence it was exhumed
j

also. compar soft
Whale, . Crocodile, ai id Miss.ourium with the

. in the 41st Chapto.
St. L(„

• of the Book of Job

;

'.Mi.

Koch.
v

16 V
l-that tht

Svo. lis, 1841.
|

S,|n

ratline i oopy is from a second <i-ditioiuf *

Description of the Missouri™ Theristocaulodon (Koch), or

Missouri Leviathan (Leviathan Missouriensis), together Avith

its supposed habits and Indian traditions; also, comparisons of

the Whale, Crocodile and Missourium with the Leviathan, as

described in the 41st Chapter of the Book of Job ; by Albert

Koch. Fifth edition enlarged. 28 pp. 8vo. Dublin. 1*43.

[A "third edition" of 24 pages appeared in London in 1841.]

Hydbabgos, or Great Sea Serpent of Alabama, 114 feet in

length. 7,500 lbs. weight, now exhibiting at the Apollo Saloon,

410, Broadway. Admittance 25 cents.—Description of the

Htdrahgos Siu.nrvxii (Koch). A ~: ~~

Sea Serpent : lately discovered by 1

Alabama, March, 1845. Together with some geological obser-

vations made on different formations of the rocks during a

geological tour through the Eastern, Western and Southern

parts of the United States, in the years 1844-1845 ; by Doctor
Albert C. Koch, Convspondhej: Vlomber of the Soeietirs of

Halle, and of Dresden. &.,: U> pp. s v <>. New York, 1845.

[Following this, Dr. Koch published at Berlin, in I Mr,, a hook of

99 pages, with S plates, entitled "Die llicseiithiore d. Urwelt,"
giving an account of his Mastodontoid discoveries in America.]

Description of the family of Animals now extinct, but known to

the scientific world under the appellation of II yorachkn:* these

animals, when living, were the most gigantic, powerful and hor-

rible beasts of prey that ever ruled over and spread terror

through the primitive Oceans; also an account of the discovery

of the Zeuglodon Macikospoxdyixs of Midler, and of the

remains of Hydration in -vneral ; by Dr. Albert Koch, Corres-

ponding Member of various Scientific societies. 12 pp. 8vo.

New Orleans, 1853.

The first of these pamphlets was printed when the Mis-

sourium was on exhibition at St. Louis in 1840, 1841 ; the

second, when the skeleton was in Ireland, it having been taken

to London in 1841 ; the third, when Dr. Koch's first collection

of Zeuglodon remains was arranged and on exhibition as the

" Hydrargos " in New York ; the fourth, after this first Zeug-

lodon collection had been carried (in 1845') to Europe, and pur-

chased (in 1847) for the Royal Anatomical Museum at Berlin

*In this chauge of name from Hydarchos. the Water- Chief (the suggestion, no

doubt, of some friend, since he never ww
looks as if made up from the Greek word for water and the Gorman for dragon,

Dr. K h evidently intended to adopt Mailer's German term for the family,
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(where it was studied by Miiller) ; and after another "Hydrar-
gos" had been obtained by Dr. Koch (in 1848), in the vicimtv
of " Washington Old Court House, Washington Co., Alabama/'
and had. been transported (1) to Dresden (where, through
•' oiu-ht months' iaithlui labor!" it was set up bv the 6th of
May, L849), and also (2) to Breslau, (3) to Vienna (1850), and
(4) to Prague, and at each place put on exhibition; but not
to Munich, because " the only saloon disposable was too
small for the exhibition:"' and! dually, had come back to its

native country, ''after it had established it.- just fame in
Europe" as one of the "Hydrachen," and been put on ex-
hibition in New Orleans.*

Still other accounts of earlier date are at hand in this

Journal, vols, xxxvi and xxxvii of 1839 ; the first (vol. xxxvi,

p. 198) cited from a newspaper article of Januarv. 1839, which
was evidently written by Dr. Koch (then Mr., the title of Doc-
tor appearing first in 1845) ; the second (vol. xxxvii, p. 191),

signed "A. Koch, Proprietor of the St. Louis Mmeurn." and
credited to the "St. Louis Com. Bulletin of June 25," 1839.

Further, a note on the bones at St. Louis collected by Mr.
Koeli was presented to the American Philosophical Society, in

October, 1840, bv Dr. W. E. Horner, and an abstract from the
Proceeding of 'that Soeietv is cited in vol. xl, (1841) of this

Journal.

It is evident from these documents that Dr. Koch was a man
of enterprise, "an indefatigable collector." The credit is

also due him of having performed a great service to science

by his collections ; for these included one of the best skele-

tons of the Mastodon that has been unearthed and two nearly

complete skeletons of Zeuglodon, besides portions of other

Mastodon and Zeuglodon individuals Dr. Koch's "St. Louis
Museum" contained, in 1840, according to Dr Horner, "200
or more teeth of the Mastodon and American Elephant, a

dozen or more lower jaw- <>( the Mastodon, with very numerous
specimens of other parts of the head and skeleton generally,

though no perfect head ;" " the skeleton nearly complete of a

Mastodon;" and, besides, "the head of an animal which Mr.
K »

'I. calls nondescript," which Dr. Horner thought to be that of

a Mastodon, and another interesting Mastodon relic, "denomi-
nated by the proprietor (Dr. Koch) Missournm Kochii"

The two cases of the discovery of human remains along witn

those of the Mastodon, mentioned by Dr. Koch, are described
in the pamp road ;

in

the Transactions of the St. Louis Academy, vol. i, p. 6L, 1857

;

r shop) ; and thence, later, I
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and the first of the cases at an earlier date in a newspaper article

of January, 1839, cited in vol. xxxvi of this Journal (1839).

This earliest account was written by Dr. Koch himself, the

discoverer, for it is all in the first person ; and, as it appeared

within a few months of the discovery, it best deserves citation.

It is therefore here republished, and after it, that of the second

case, from the pamphlet of 1843.

I. " It is with the greatest pleasure the writer of this article can

state, from personal knowledge, that one of the largest of these

animals has actually been stoned and buried by In. liar,-, as

appears from implements found among the ashes, cinders, and half

burned wood and bones of the animal. The circumstances are as

follows

:

"A farmer in Gasconade County, Missouri, lat. 38°20' N., Ion.

92° W., wished to improve his spring, and in doing so, diseo\ r< «1.

about five feet beneath the surface, a part of the hack an ! I m
bone. Of this I was informed by .Mr. Wash

f
Wa!-!i.

of 184:3], and not doubting but the whole, or nearly the whole
covered, 1 went tlieivand found as had been

stated, also a knife made of stmie. 1 immediarely commenced
opening a much larger space ; the lirst layer of earth was a vege-

table mould, then a Mm day. then saml and blue clay. I found a

large quantity of pieces of rocks, weighing from two to twenty-

five pounds each, evidently thrown there with the intention of

hitting some object. It is necessary to remark that not the least

sign of rocks or gravel is to be found nearer than from four t > live

hundred yards; and that these pieces were broken from larger

rocks, and consequently carried here for some express purpose.

After passing through these rocks, 1 came to a layer of vegetable

mould; on the surface of this was found the first' Mm- hone, with

this a spear and axe; the spear corn -pond- preei-ely with our

foot in di pth, int. nn ve.l with bur"., I \\ od m bun ed bones
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fore foot all but some few small bones, that were too much decayed
to be worth saving. Also between the rocks that bad rank

ashes, was found
like fresl ,. whh'i'hei:.;-

from the ashes, and a great m ; ^

"':.-
sinews and

m the earth
to be mo ved, exeepting in small pieces. the size of ii hand, which

uuhrs arise i ii the mind of the n-ader, of the cor-

who were present at th figging."—TM*
Journal, 1839, xs:xvi, 198.

The s1 s respecting this discovery in the pamphlet of

is tie addi-1843 ag th the abcive. There
m that the took place in October,

lb38; ai of the Bur-
bois (rightly Beairbeuse) River; but . said of the

appeared like fresh tanned sole-

tragly i ley from tlte ashes," or

l/hes. n v-h. ids i, li>]. i ' fh u rk< !n ti n

hands. I examined the deposit in wldeh they were embedded, and

er part of a flowe

ery large trees, the
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being the largest that were growing here at the time. These var

ous matters had been torn up by their roots and twisted and spli

into a thousand pieces, apparently by lightning, combined with

S-\ei of iron pyrite

Eocene region, also with i

ness. Over this was a layer of conglomerate, from nine to

eight* en inched in thickness; over this a layer of marl of the Plio-

cene region, from three to four feet in thickness; next a second

conglomerate, from nine to eighteen inches in thickness; this was

succeeded by a layer of yellow clay of the Pliocene ; over this a

third layer of conglomerate, from nine to eighteen indies in thick-

ness; and at last the present surface, consisting of a delta, or allu-

vial deposit, formed by the river, consisting" of brownish clay,

mingled with a few pebbles, and covered with "large oak. maple

and elm tn • i, from 80 to

100 years old. In the center of the abo\ -inei tio • 1 d< posit was

a large spring which appeared to rise from the very bowels of the

earth, as it was never affected by the severest rain, nor did it be-

come lower by the longest drought."

—

Dr. Koch's Pamphlet of
1843, pages 27, 13 and 14.

The first question before us is : Whether the observations

and conclusions in the above statements may be accepted with

confidence because made by a geologist, or a man of scientific

training?

In the account of the second case above cited. Dr. Koch savs

that the Missourium was embedded in "a brown alluvium o£

the Eocene region'' resting on the "upper green sand:" that

next over it there was plastic ela\ oi '• the Eocene region " an 1

beds of " the Pliocene region." He thus makes bis M
to have come from the Lower Tertiary, and from a bed just

above the upper green sand (Cretaceous), when aet.ua

Quaternary beds ; and he uses the terms Eocene and Pliocene

as if he had no familiarity with geological facts or language.

The earlier pamphlet of' 1840 avoids this bad geology
.
the

"upper green sand "
iti that being called simply quicksand, and

the other beds merely beds of clay and conglomerate. All the

pamphlets sustain the conclusion that Dr. Koch knew almost

nothing of geology, and that what he gradually picked up from

intercourse with geologists he generally made much of, but sel-

dom was able to use rightly.

In zoological knowledge he was equally deficient. The ac-

count of the Missourium, in the pamphlet of 1841. recognizes a

resemblance to the Mastodon and Elephant :
but. notwith-

standing this, it savs that '' his feet were webbed :" thai he had

- been v;
• -vater courses such as
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large rivers and lakes," as his webbed feet, solid bones without
marrow, short and thick legs, flat and broad tail, etc., proved :

that his curving tusks, 10 feet in length, "were carried bj him
almost horizontal] v [as represented on the cover of the pam-
phlet of 1843], so that it would be impossible for him to exist in a
timbered country ;" that his food (the teeth having before been
described rightly as eight in number, "four upper and four
lower") " consisted as much of vegetables as flesh, although he
undoubtedly consumed a great abundance of the latter;" that

he" was capo the man-
' possessed, also, like the

alar position

hippopotamus, the faculty of walking on the bottom of

and rose occasionally to take air;" that "the singula

of the tusks* has been wisely adapted by the Creator for the
protection of the body from the many injuries to which it would
be exposed while swimmhm or walking underwater; that it

appears that the animal was' covered with the same armor as the
alligator, or perhaps the megatherium."

Later in the pamphlet, he goes on with his conclusions and
says :

" After having examined this subject in all its bearings,

I have come to the conclusion that the Itviatliau—described in

the 41st chapter of the book of Job—is none other than the

MissouHum here described, and from this time 1 shall call it the

Missouri Lm'at/ian (Lrvathan Missourii)"

Next follows a comparison with the account of Job, taking
up the several verses in order. On the first, ' Canst thou draw
out Leviathan with a hook?" he says : "The Missourium, as I

have described, was a creature of enormous magnitude, ferocity,

and strength, as well as fleetness in swimming: and by reason

of his great weight and strength could attack the largest"; nimals
with impunity and overcome them with ease ; nor is it probable
that any combination of human force was able to draw him out
ol his native element." The sentence Who can come to him
with his double bridle?" has the following exposition : "The
tusks coming out of the head until they arrive at a parallel

with the nose, then turning suddenly back and forming a semi-

circle around the head (like a shield' to prevent anything from

approaching bland measuring from point to point in a straight

line over the head 15 feet ; it can be seen at once how utterly

futile would be any attempt to cast a bridle over him."
Dr. Koch closes this exposition and his pamphlet with a para-

graph explaining how the "Leviathan, which is described as

being an inhabitant of Asia, came to be found in the extreme
west of the globe."

.

* ;

~ .vp;,p,. r , ir t
' ; of vol. xxxvii.
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The Dublin pamphlet of 1843 shows some gain in knowledge

;

but the author still holds that the Missourium was not solely

herbivorous ; that its tusks curved outward horizontally : I bat it

" waded frequently at the bottoms of the former gigantic rivers

and lakes of the west ;" that "the ribs resembled more those of

the Eeptilia than those of the quadrupeds, being situated half

reversed in the body [Dr. Koch's misplacement of them]
;

that is, the lower edge of the rib bends in toward the intestines,

and the upper edge out toward the skin " (as stated also in the

pamphlet of 1840) ; and he ends off with the same detailed

"comparison oi the Levi than vith th Missourium," and the

same explanation of how such an Asiatic inhabitant came to

be found " in the extreme west of the globe."

Now this web-footed aquatic animal, capable of feeding him-

self with his forefoot, was no other than the American Mastodon,

whose forefeet were as good for putting food into its mouth, or

hunt's. The specimen taken to

England, in 1841, as the Missourium, and which Professor

Owen says was " well-known to the public as the Missouri Levia-

than, when exhibited with a most grotesquely distorted and ex-

aggerate i nes in 1842 and 1843 in the Egyp-
tian Hall, Piccadilly," is now (1846), he adds,* an almost com-

plete skeleton <u "the M<i,-(»don giganteus, mounted in strict ac-

cordance with lis natural proportions in the British Museum;"
and a representation of it, copied from Owen, is the figure of

the Mastodon on page 566 of the writer's Manual of Geology.

It is pretty plain that Dr. Koch had not been trained to scien-

ti tit- investigation. This is equally obvious from his two pamph-
lets on the "Hydrargos."

(1) The skeleton exhibited in New York in 1845, and de-

scribed in the pamphlet of that date, was 114 feet long, and this

was at least 35 feet longer than nature—the vertebras gathered

by him in Alabama having been all strung together into one

long "Hydrargos," though belonging really, as Dr. Jeffries

Wyman announced, to indmdua -. and accord-

ing to Milder, to at least two species (Zeuglodan macrospondylus

and Z. brachyspondylus of Miiller).

(2) The head w '

YVvman stating in

that the cranium proper (the part over the brain) was made oui

of a single piece of bone without sutures, hauling to the sup-

position that it was not the true cranium, an inference sustained,

he says, by there being no foramen for the passage of the spinal

* History of British Fossil Mammals and Birds, by Richard Owen, F.R.S., etc.,

London, 18-16, page 298.

•"'
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larger space for the brain than that for the

Q sight.

(3) The extremities of the so-called paddles were formed,
says Dr. Wyman, of casts of "a species of Nautilus."

The Hydrargos or Hydrachen pamphlets hence do not
require any modification ol the opinion that Dr. Koch had not
been trained to scientific investigation.

But on this point we have tie- opposing assertion of Dr. Koch.
Being in a foreign country, where lie had to make himself
known, he opens his pamphlet ol 1843 with the following

introduction of himself to the public

:

"Previous to my coil tise, I wish particularly
to mention that I have not only devoted the -renter part of my
life to the theoretical study of Natural History, but have also

made myse U part of it."

Still, we are unable to set aside the facts presented in the

ages and the opinion to which they have led, and
therefore feel forced to take this introdm-torv paragraph dilVer-

ontly from what the author intended, ami gather 'from it that

Dr. Koch was a man of large pretensions. This same impres-
sion is conveyed by the account of his scientific travels in North
America, which occupies the following six pages. I give an
example. On the third of these pages he describes the era of
the " mighty Missourium" and " ponderous Mastodon" as a time
when, according to "every geological research," the earth's

surface was ,l uninterrupted by any of the rough, broken,
rugged deformities which now present themselves on every
side," when "the climate was free from noxious vapors," and
all was "delightful," etc.; and then dwells on the sudden
dreadful change when "the ground was cursed for man's sake"
and "all t! o»e urn. itn <i< itim- ; . ri-h* <L and •• the garden of

delicious fruit trees and blooming flowers was converted into

a gloomy forest of thorns and thistles." He also gives us his

idea as to the nature of the great catastrophe, as follows:

"The princip; i instrument n-ed to ea ise this eham .

to my views, was a certain Conn t that came in contact with our

h caused not only a different position of our earth,

but also the interior tire and water to come into an immediate
violent collision, which created a revolution, that naturally

sought for vent, and therefore burst through the crust of the

quivering earth, tore up countries and sank them in the sea."

This is enough to prove that these pages do not sustain his

large claim.

Holding, then, to the conclusion that Dr. Koch was quite
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ignorant of geology and witboul ling, we are

forced to doubt, to doubt Btrongly, his direct and definite state-

ment that he had devoted the greater part of his life to " the

iidj o \; .' History" and had made himself
" intimately acquainted with the practical part of it." It is

true that he knew about the earlier part of his own life better

than any other person then living. Any way, he certainly

overrated almost infinitely the results on himself of so prolonged

study. This much we are disposed to allow in favor of his

sagacity : that Dr. Koch appreciated the absurdity of the

Leviathan story, and introduced it, after some thought about

had the same end in view. If this supposition is unjust to him,

the other alternative explanation has to stand. In his New
Orleans '' Hvdracm n" painj lilet (1853), the inside pages of the

icle* which makes the Zeugloc*

howing apparently that his pr<

ous convictions were not too strong for a change of opinion,

especially after the Missourium had turned into a Mastodon.

The special statements respecting the mode of occurrence of

the human relics cited on pages 338 to 340 remain for con-

sideration.

In the account of the <leo< >sits n hirh all'onled the Missourium.

Dr. Koch speaks of " the present surface as consisting of a

delta or alluvial deposit,*' which suggests a doubt as to whether

the overlying beds of sand and pebbles may not have been oi'

very recent formation through river action. It is not made
certain that they were true Champlain deposits. He says that

one arrow-head lay "immediately under the femur or thigh-

bone," and he further states in his Inter article of 1857, that he

"carefully thought to investigate" the point as to its boring

"been brought thither after the deposit of the bone," and de-

cided against it. The observation and rone! ision would have

been more satisfactory had the author of them been a better

observer.

The description of the deposits in Gasconade County, con-

taining the remains of an animal "the principal part of which

had been consumed bv fire," is a still move unsatisfactory basis

for a safe conclusion' as to age. But in the article of 1857 he

says that "the layer of ashes, etc., was covered by strata of

alluvial deposits consisting of clay, sand and soil from eight to

nine feet thick forming the bottom of the Bourbeuse [River] in

-

i New York City. The <
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general" which seems to make it almost certain that the beds
were of quite recent origin. Neither in the account of 1839,
nor of 1843, is the kind of animal mentioned, that of 1843 say-
ing that " they were the remains of an animal which had clawed
feet and was of the size of an elephant," and "that the con-
struction of the foot [fore foot] shows that it possessed much
power in grasping and holding objects ;" but in that of 1857 he
says • the bones were sufficiently well preserved to enable one
to decide positively that they belong to the Mastodon giganteus."
The tragic part of the story—about the elephantine beast

having been burnt alive by the Indians after they had used their
bows, and also thrown more than 150 great pieces of rocks
"two to twenty-five pounds in weight" at him in vain,—is an

hesis in keeping with the rest of his documents. A fire

kindled about the shoulders of a mired Mastodon would have
taken long to get through the hide and muscle so as to char
the bones ; and an Indian's appetite would have been pretty
sure to have stopped the cooking short of this charring. The
charring might have been done very long after the miring and
death of the animal, and the facts be all as they are reported.
The remark that " the greater portion of the bones had been
more or less burned by fire" favors the idea that the fire was
made about the bones at some time between the era of the
Mastodon and the present time, and not about the living body.
The failure to repeat, in either of the later accounts, the early

statements respecting the large pieces of skin that appeared like

fresh tanned sole-leather," and the "sinews and arteries plain
to be seen on the earth and rocks," shows that he afterward
doubted and rejected this part of his observations; and this

unavoidably suggests some doubt as to the other points ; even
*'

'ng whether the charring was not in fact only a

i color due to burial in the marsh—a very common
effect from such a cause ; whether the crumbling was not
a result of that natural decay which so generally befalls old

bones ; and whether the stone 'implements found were not small
oblong stones of nature's chipping or polishing.

Thus stands the evidence. If the statements respecting the

deposits had been published by a good geologist with no more
of detail, and without any special effort afterward to make all

things positive, there would be some room for doubt, consider-
ing the many chances of error that exist. But in the present

case they were not made by a good geologist ; they were not

> investigation, or to habits of precise

who had a knowledge of any depart-

<r

' one whose sound common sense was

i characteristic as to demand consideration for his
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opinions and statements; nor by one wholly free from pretense

and sham.
Taking all things that have been reviewed into consideration,

I think there is sufficient reason for regarding Dr. Koch's

evidence of the cotemporaneitv of Man and the Mastodon very

doubtful. It is to he hoped that the geologists of the Missouri

Geological Survey now in progress will succeed in settling the

question positively.

The cotemporaneity claimed will probably be shown to be

true for North America by future discoveries it not already so

: for Man existed in Europe long before the extinc-

tion of the American Mastodon.

Aet. XXXVL-

[Continued from page 294]

; necessity or advant g. ot artilh ml keys to species

the

that the series of subordinated diyisiona shall completely and

; do the work of an artificial key. The advantages

are that the student's attention is fixed from the first upon the

more natural character.- and their eond >inations ; also, the more
thorough the subdivision, the briefer and more diagnostic may
be the description of the species, since the points mentioned

in the sections need not be repeated.

In this connexion we can best bring in the lew remarks we

have to offer upon the present tendency, which Mr. Bentham
favors, to merge specific character (or full diagnosis) and de-

tailed description into one, making of that one the latfc

than the former, and drawing it up, when Latin is used, in the

nominative rather than in the ablative case. Granted that " we

cannot now restrict them to the twelve-word law of Linn.vus.

and that " a twelve-line ablative diagnosis is an absolute nui-

sance," our choice is not hound to either of these extremes, and

the happy medium may generally be hit The diagnostic form

is a constant enjoinder of brevity and of utmost pe

The protracted specific characters which Mr. 1> tn; imiitU

deprecates generally mean slovenly work. To keep them within

bounds we have only to insist upon critical grouping, and sub-

ordinated sections and subsections, such as we have just recom-

mended. In this way we adapt the Linnaean diagnosis to our
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present Deeds, retaining all its advantages. The other course1

we fear will tend to prolixity and looseness, however well it

may work in such judicious and practised hands as those of
Mr. Bentham. Finally, if we have no diagnosis, but only a
description, then the nominative case is a matter of course.
If we retain the Latin diagnosis, we may well retain the abla-
tive case, as having some advantage in succinctness, and the
prestige of long use. A reasonable punctuation ought, however,
to be settled on,—the two prevalent extremes being about
equally awkward and inconvenient. A juste milieu is not far to
seek. Even in English there is still advantage in the diagnos-
tic form, relegating del v or explanatory mat-
ter to a separate sentence or paragraph.
Of Linnaeus's two great gifts, the binomial nomenclature

and the diagnosis, we are almost as reluctant to give up the
one as the other.

Upon the languages actually in use in systematic botany, Mr.
Bentham has some interesting remarks, which fill three or four
pages. In the preparation of this and his previous somewhat
similar addresses, lie had to • !i cations in
no less than fifteen languages. Surely no other living bot-

anist is able to do so, and to read a majority of them with
facility. It is conceded that, while works intended for the
beginner or amateur, or for teaching the well-known botany of
a particular country, should be in the familiar language of the
country, yet L purely scientific treatises, and technically descrip-

tive works, which all botanists may have to take cognizance of,

and for which the commercial demand maybe too limited to

ensure their translation into various languages," should be writ-

ten in the one most likely to be understood by the greater

number of students of all countries,—that is, in Latin ; which,
moreover, is " best suited for technical diagnoses and descrip-
:!, "t-. from its concise character and from its susceptibility of
heing subjected to technical forms, without jarring upon the

mlities of living languages in familiar use." To
which we may add, that a sufficient, long-tried, and well-

settled vocabulary has been formed from it, which cannot be
readily rendered into other tongues without danger of ambi-
guity, except by transferring the terms themselves, as we have
done, into English, the genius of our language lending itself

readily to the transference. Happily, botanical English and
botanical Latin are very much alike.

Modern languages are, and must needs be, more and more
used for general descriptions and scientific investigations and
discussions: "and of these are three which at the present day
every botanist ought to understand, and in one of which [be-

^ide.s his vernacular] he ought to be able to write,—all three
Am. Jock, s

;
IX, No. 53.-Mat, 1875.
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"having a rich literature in every branch to repay the labor of

learning them, independently of science; these are French,

English, and German."
" French has long been considered the one among modern

languages forming the nearest approach to a common one ; it is

easy, comparatively simple in construction, not overburdened

with redundant words, and, above all, is readily broken up into

short phrases, an invaluable qualification for clearness of me-

thodical exposition. It has long been the recognized diplomatic

language, and the first foreign one taught in most European

schools ; and although within my own recollection national ani-

mosities may have from time to time thrown it into disfavour

in Germany and Eastern Europe, yet it always appears to re-

cover its prestige there in general society. At the meetings of

the botanists of various nations congregated at Florence last May,

it was the general medium of intercourse, although the French-

men present were in a very small minority. And in every branch

of science or literature to which I have paid more or less atten-

tion, it possesses more instructive elementary works, more
roa iilv intelligible treatises and clearer expositions of abstruse

subjects, than any other language I am acquainted with. For

the botanist, therefore, as well as for all naturalists, its study is

still, and I believe will long remain, of first-rate importance.
" The English language has of late years been recommended

by more than one continental naturalist lor sv\uta\ adoption as

a vehicle for international scientific intercourse. It partakes of

some of the advantages of both the French and the German.
Though less brilliant, it offers more variety than the former, it

is less involved than the latter, and it appears to be capable of

giving more precision and force to argument than either. It is

now the national language of the largest proportion of the civi-

lized population of the globe, and its use continues steadily to

spread out of Europe generally, and to a certain extent among
European naturalists and other educated classes, especially in

eastern and northern Europe. They begin to admit the neces-

sity of consulting our untranslated treatises and memoirs, and

our German and east European botanical correspondents, at

least, accept English letters as readily as French. In southern

Europe French is still much more generally understood; but

even there the objections to the extended use of our language

for botanical works have now, I believe, lost much of their

" The German is a more difficult language, much more difficult,

indeed, for the Latin nations of southern and western Europe

than for ourselves, i nvolved, its extraordi-

„ ,
but'

-

affords great facilities for giving
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tinguished details, whether of fact or of thought. It may thus
frequently give greater solidity to their theoretical expositions
than the French, but is infinitely more difficult to translate ; and
to those who are not thoroughly used to its intricacies it seems
to foster, if not to create, confusion of ideas. Germany has
now, however, so long included so many publishing centres of
scientific importance, and its language has been so generally
used by Scandinavian and Sclavonian, as well as by their own
naturalists, that a sufficient acquaintance with it, to study the
very numerous works it produces, can no longer be dispensed
with by the general botanist."

Mr. Bentham goes on to consider the principal classes of
works in systematic botany, recently published or in progress,

under the heads : 1. of Ordines Plantarum, or the like,—of
which Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom (very great in its merits
and its faults) was the most complete and elaborate, and Le
Maout :m<i Ivr;iisnr's Traib' de Botanique (and especially Dr.
Hooker's English edition) the only modern substitute, and
indeed far better in the way of structural exposition. But it

covers less ground. Mr. Bentham rightly enough deprecates
the proposed reproduction of Lindley's great work, as ''scarcely

fair to the memory of the talented author." To the bizarre

classification and many strange and fanciful views of allinity

not even Lindley's talents and ardor could give vitality and
currency during his life-time. But there is a part of this the-

saurus which might be reproduced, with needful additions, to

great advantage, namely that which relates to the properties

and uses of plants. This, well edited, would form a good-sized
and surely a most useful volume,—a companion and supple-

ment to the French work just mentioned, which is weak in this

department.

Under the second head, of Genera Plantarum, a good account
is given of the scope and plan of the work upon which Mr. Ben-
tham is now engaged, in i-onjuiurtion with Dr. Hooker. This
publication began in 1862, and is now, it may be said, half

done. We may count upon having the second volume com-
pleted before the present year is out.

Under the third head, of Speris Pluntannn, after more
remarks upon De Candolle's Prodomus, and its completion, or

rather its close at the end of the Dicotyledons, Mr. Bentham
raises the question whether it may not still be practicable to

have a condensed Species or > r all Phae-

nogamous plants, within a single generation. Alphonse De
Candolle's recent estimate and hopeless conclusion are familiar

to us. Mr. Bentham's less discouraging view, the grounds of

which are disclosed in the following extract, is largely based
upon his own experience.
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" Alphonse De Candolle, in the above quoted ' Keflexions,"

has shown how little chance there is of a uniform ' Species

Plantarum ' being again undertaken with any prospect of its

being brought to a successful conclusion. He calculates that

it would require fifteen or sixteen years' labour of some five-

and-twenty botanists, working under the direction of about eight

to ten editors,—a combination which it is highly improbable
will ever be practically brought to bear. His calculations may,
however, be a little overcharged. He supposes that each bot-

anist would not work up more than 300 species in a year : that

may be the case in a monograph, when every detail is to be
gone through from personal observation ; but this

be most useful ;

the labour expended on the 'Prodromus' and on detached mono-
graphs and floras need not be repeated. As pre-Linnsean syn-

onyms, upon which so much time was formerly expended, have
now been generally given up, so, for post-Linnaean synonyms,
there would now be no use in repeating those given in the

'Prodromus' and other works compiled from, unless where
errors have been detected ; and this alone would save a great

deal of time, labour and expense. And with regard to the

greater number of the orders or genera contained in the recent

volumes of the ' Prodromus ' and the best modern monographs
and floras, a careful and intelligent abridgment of the specific

characters without reexamination is all that would be neces-

sary.

"It might be useful to consider what would be the requisites

of any such abridged ' Species Plantarum ' or ' Synopsis,' re-

stricted within limits which should render it possible, at least

as to phaenogamous plants. We might expect it to follow the

sequence of orders the most ge that of the

' Prodromus ' and of our ' Genera Plantarum, with such slight

modifications only as the progress of science has rendered

necessary, without attempting hypothetical improvements. To

each order and to each genus should be given short

characters, abridged from the last ' Genera Plantarum ' or other

best sources, selecting chiefly those which are most essential

and contrasted, but including also the most striking or the

most general amongst the adaptive ones, and a general Indies-

tion of geographical range, with careful reference to the works

where more details are "to be found. "Where the orders or

genera are large, a synopsis or conspectus of the principal

divisions and subdivisions would be useful.

"To each species should be given :—
"(1) The name.
11

(2) The diagnosis, specific character, or abridged descrip-
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, which are but different names for the same thing, and
2h it appears to me would be always more satisfactory in

nominative than in the ablative ease. After the example
linnaeus, and based upon the doctrine of the fixity of species,

. has been almost universally the custom to distinguish the

D the

deviation from which
would exclude a plant from the species), the latter to aid the
student in identifying a plant by the enumeration of characters

which, though general, might vary in the same species, or which
it may possess in common with other species. In order to

mark the more strongly this difference, the diagnosis, when in

Latin, has been given in the form of the ablative absolute, the

description in the ordinary nominative form. There is, how-
ever, nothing really absolute in nature. There is no class of

characters which may not occasionally admit of exceptions

:

and although care should be taken to select the most is

and constant ones, yet in some instances, those which are

generally discarded as too variable for a diagnosis, such as

dimensions, colour, &c, may yet be most useful, or even essen-

tial for the distinction of species, or even of genera. These
diagnoses, moreover, to be useful should be short. We cannot
now restrict them to the twelve-word law of Linnaeus, but a

twelve-line ablative diagnosis is an absolute nuisance.
"

(3) Eeference to the source whence the diagnosis is taken,

to the work where a further description, the synonymy, and his-

tory of the species are to be found, and to any plates where it

may be satisfactorily represented; and all further synonymy
should be avoided, except where it may be necessary to refer to

descriptions, names, or modifications published since the one
specially abstracted from.

" (4) The habitat of the species.

"(5) Occasional notes on affinities or other points in the his-

tory of the species should be very sparingly indulged in, and
only when they may assist essentially in the provisional deter-

3 papers, where alone they can reallv tend to the advance-

nt of the science.
' Each volume of the ' Synopsis ' would of course be accom-
lied by a full index of genera. speeies, and such synonyms
it may have been found necessary to give.

'The whole work would be so indispensable to botanists of

nations, that, like the 'Genera Plantarum,' it should be en-

ly in botanical Latin, which, moreover, from the number of

ventional expressions to which a technical meaning has been

tgned, is specially suited for short diagnoses.
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" No new species should be first published in this ' Synopsis.'

Nothing has tended more to produce confusion in systematic
botany than the publication of real or supposed new species,

with short diagnoses, unattended by any full description or

detailed indications of its affinities, &c. However earetully the

diagnosis may be worded so as to distinguish the species from
those previously published, it would be insufficient for its iden-

tification, and full descriptions would be inadmissible from the

plan of the work. At the same time, it is to be expected that

the author, in preparing the ' Synopsis,
1

should meet with new
forms, which he may be desirous to make known, in order to

render his work as complete as possible. But his course should

be to give their full history in a separate monograph, to which,

when published, he could refer in the 'Synopsis.' He should
here not only thus avoid all addition to the numerous puzzles

with which the science is overloaded from insufficient descrip-

tion, but strictly abstain from all mention of manuscript and
other names which, according to the recognized rules of nomen-
clature, are not admitted as sufficiently published.
"The grade of plant-race to which the specific name and

diagnosis should be attached would be the species, in the Lin-

naean sense, which, though not susceptible of a strict definition,

is pretty generally understood amongst botanists, whether they
may designate it as a true species, a Linnaean, or a com-
pound species The 'Synopsis' might also distinguish marked
varieties whose admission or rejection as species might be
doubtful; but the innumerable forms variously termed varie-

ties, subspecies, or critical Movies, should be passed over in

silence, as their admission would simply render a general work
impossible, and a more partial one comparatively useless. The
enumeration and distinction of the various forms of Brassica

/.. of Pisirm satirum, Viola (n'rolor, &C, may
be serviceable to the agriculturist or gardener, that of the forms

of Bubus fruticosus may be interesting r<> the investigator of the

flora of a limited district, but they are only useless encum-

brances to the general systematist as well as to the naturalist in

other branches who would have to make use of the 'Synopsis;"

and the names and diagnoses of two hundred forms of Draba

dd be a simple nuisance, of no use whatever to any
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"Taking the species, therefore, in the Linnaean sense, we
would, with Alph. de Candolle, estimate the number of Phasno-
gams now published, or in the course of publication, from ma-
terials already in our herbaria, at between 110,000 and 120,000.
A competent botanist would readilv get through three or four
thousand in a year. In the ' Flora Australiensis ' I had no diffi-

culty in preparing a thousand to twelve hundred in the year,
and that was all original work, entailing the personal examina-
tion of every species often in numerous specimens, and a long
and tedious investigation of synonyms. Such a compilation as
I have above characterized would require, it is true, a compe-
tent knowledge of plants and occasional verifications ; but still

the labour would be reduced by at least two-thirds : and 300
species a month, with a month or six weeks' vacation, would
be no great strain upon the mind. Thus three or four botanists

might complete a synopsis of ten thousand species in the
Year; and the general synoptical enumeration of all known
Phaenogams would not be beyond the range of possibility,

however little chance there may be of my living to see it com-

The doubt which rises is, whether several or indeed any
can be found in our day capable of turning off good

\
l oik it nvtl ig lib Mr. Bmitliatn's ra i . 1 - <

well situated in respect to herbaria and libraries, and in the

command of their time. Easy as the work may seem, the

number ol' botanists who are able to elaborate a genus and
draw up fairly good botanical descriptions is wonderfully small.

2. Forms which, by the disappearance of closely allied ones, I

sharper and more fixed limits, and yet between which isolated interme

• '/

7 Auricula and H. gloriole, or of H. murorum
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mpilation is in-

n this is needed.

While it would be best, and in case of a mere compilation
even necessary, that new species should be first published else-

where than in this desired " Synopsis," yet we cannot agree that,

in any proper elaboration or digest of the species of a genus,
" the diagnosis would be insufficient for its identification." it

is just here, where the new species is brought into line with its

relatives, that the diagnosis should suffice; and if a diagnosis

does not serve for the new species, it may do no better for the

old ones. Upon the form in which specific characters may best

be cast, in a synoptical work—w h< t ier tl it <>i d unios< s, under
sections and subdivisions, or of open descriptions, led to by an

artificial key—we have already ottered some remarks.

Mr. Bentham proceeds to discourse of monographs of orders

and genera, of floras or histories of the plants of particular

countries or districts (this g with a loud call for

the North American Flora), and, finally, of specific descriptions,

detached or miscellaneous. His remarks upon the latter are

important and timely.

"Had I to report only on the progress, and not on the present

state also, of systematic botany, I should here stop: for the

great majority of recent detached and miscellaneous descriptions

are almost as much impediments as aids to the progress of the

science. I have too often in mv Linnean Addresses, especially

in those of 1862 and 1871, animadverted on the mischief they

produce, to enter now into any details: I can only lament that

the practice continues, and is even rendered nccessarv by con-

siderations not wholly scientific. Horticulturists must' have
names for their new importations. It is due to travellers who,
under great perils and fatigues, have contributed largely to sup-

plying us with specimens of the vegetation of distant regions,

that the results of their labour should be speedily made known :

it is even important to science that any new form influencing

materially methodical arrangements should be published as soon
as ascertained. But all this is very different from the barren

of garden-catalogues, and the long, uncontested
descriptions hastily got up for the futile purpose of securing

priority of name. I own that I have myself erred in the want
of sufficient consideration in the publication of some of the spe-

cies of Plantse Hartwegianse ; and some des.-npiive miscellanea.

even by men who stand very high in the science (such as Mi-

qnel's 'Prolusiones,' above referred to, and Baron von Mueller's
1 Fragmenta ?

), are rendered comparatively useless from their

utter want of method. Whilst, therefor,-, discouraging as much
as possible all such detached publications of new spe,-ie<. I

would admit their occasional necessity, but suggest the follow-

ing rules as the result of a long practical experience :

—
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" No detached description of a n

upon unless the author has ample
it belongs to ; and if any doubts
lidity, he si giving it a name till those doubts
are cleared up.

" The description, when given, should be full, but contrasted
and accompanied by ;i discission of affinities with previously
known species, and an indication of the place the new one
should occupy in the several monographs and floras in which
it would be included.

" An illustration of the new plant, with analytical details,

should never be neglected -!, re eiremnstai -es a iniit of it."

We would heartily second these recommendations. They are
especially applicable in this country. Time is short and the
work before us is heavy. One grievous impediment to its prog-
ress and trial to patience comes from the loose and
descriptions of species, or even genera, hastily put forth by
those who have not the means of making the proper investiga-
tions and comparisons, and in some cases not the knowledge
which enables them to hit the genus or even the family correctly.

The best of us commit mistakes enough, but, it is to be hoped,
clear up many more than we make. The road we have to

and to make smooth for those who come after us. is

difficult and rugged enough as it is. Shooting rubbish into it

is a serious hindrance. Real aid, however, is joyfully wel-

comed, and no one in our day who is able, or desirous even to

attempt to do systematic botanical work, has even- received

••mydit but help and encouragement from those who have to bear

the burden and heat of the dav. A. GRAY.

In this Journal for March of last year. I published a train of

investigations which had for their object the study of the

changes produced in the sensitiveness of certain substances to

particular ravs ot light, as caused by the presence of various

colored and uncolored bodies. These* results wen ineon u Me
with a law shortly before announced by Dr. Hermann Vogel,

as governing the action of colored bodies on the sensitiveness

of silver bromide.
Dr. Vogel's law was, that to render AgBr sensitive to any

ray, or to iner< tse its sensitiveness, it is only uecessan to place

m contact with it a -uV. u> eapahle <>; promoting the decom-
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position of AgBr, and which substance must absorb the rays

in question, and not other rays.*

My own conclusion was that the power of heightening sensi-

tiveness to particular rays was one in no way connected with

the color of the sensitizing body ; indeed, that perfectly color-

less bodies, or bodies having very pale neutral colors might

also exercise the functions of heightening sensitiveness to par-

ticular colored rays..

Since the publication of my former paper, I have made
further investigations, and Dr. Vogel has published a second

paper. In this second paper Dr. Vogel, from whom I have

liffer, has to a considerable extent adopted my
views. He reaches the same conclusion, as to the power

of substances destitute of color to exalt the sensitiveness of

AgBr to particular rays. As this was the main result of a long

tion, and the demonstration of it the principal object

of my paper (from which paper and its conclusions Dr. Vogel
strongly dissented), it would have been more agreeable to me if

Dr. Vogel had acknowledged it as originating with me. This,

however, is a matter of small importance. Dr. Vogel does not

seem to have adverted to the fact that this conclusion is scarcely

compatible with his theory, formulated in the foot-note : with

the alleged function of color as modifying sensitiveness to par-

If this theory were true, it must be easy to find very numer-
ous instances capable of supporting it, as the number of organic

coloring matters capable of taking up bromine is very large.

Nevertheless, three only have been brought forward by Dr.

Vogel in the two papers referred to, out of which three, two at

least certainly do not seem to afford the desired proof.

Coralline and naphthaline red are substances which transmit

strong red light, and consequently the sum of their absorption

spectra must in each case be green : to confirm Dr. Vogel's

theory, they should enhance the sensitiveness of AgBr to green

light. But Dr. Vogel finds an increased sensibility to yellow

rays only. Obviously yellow cannot represent the absorption

by a red color. If Dr. Vogel's law be true, a red substance

may heighten sensitiveness to yellow, but it must heighten it

Vogel, co;

have succeeded in definitely fixing its action wrtti respect w
AgBr.

* Wir im Stande sind Bromsilber fur jede beliebige Farbe lichtempflndlich zu

machen, respeetiv die bereita chkeit fur gewisse Farbe zu

die chemische Zersetzbarkeit des Bromsilbera

Farbe absorbirt, die
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To the red

from A 605 to 1

materially incr<

To the yellow rays, taking as representatives those whose
wave-lengths vary only moderately from A570, coralline moder-
ately increases the sensitiveness of AgBr.
To the green rays, taking principally those whose wave-

lengths lie between 517 and 569, coralline gives no increase

whatever of sensitiveness to AgBr.
So that coralline, far from being a support to the theory of

Dr. Vogel. gives in fact a confirmation of my own view, viz :

that substances heighten the sensitiveness of AgBr to particular

rays, without the existence of any relation between the color

Of that ray and their own proper color.

It is a iittle curious that coral I fcly with
Agl. So far from men asing the sensitiveness of that substance
to red light, it actually diminishes it.

Rosaniline is another substance whose action conflicts with
Dr. Vogel's law. I find that it quite destroys the sensitiveness

of AgBr to yellow rays.

t

From all the foregoing I conclude, that there exists no rela-

ever between the color of substances and the color of

the ray to whose influence they modify the sensitiveness of

Philadelphia, March 20, 1875.

Art. XXXVIII.— On a New Diamagnetic Attachment to the

Lantern, with a Note on the Theory of the Oscillations of In-

ductively Magnetized Bodies; bv IIkxkv A. Rowland, As-

sistant Professor of Physics in the Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute.

1. Description of Apparatus.

Some time ago. in thinking of the theory of .liamagmetism,
I came to the conclusion that apparatus of large size was by no

my conjectures experimentallv. 1 was much pleased to find

that they were true. So that tor more than a year I have been
in the habit of illustrating this subject to my classes by means
"fa small apparatus weighing only about a pound or two,

which I place in my lantern and magniiv to ;i large size on
the screen.

The effects obtained in this way are very fine and are not

surpassed by those with the largest magnets: ami we are bv no

tneans confined to stronglv diamagnetic substances, hut, with

proper care, can use anything, even the most feeble. The appa-
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ratus which I used consisted of a horseshoe electro-magnet, ma
of an iron bar half an inch in diameter and about ten incl:

long, bent into the proper form, and surrounded with four or fi

layers of No. 16 wire. But the following- apparatus will, wit

out doubt, be found much more convenient. It can be made
any size, though the dimen-

sions given will probably be

The apparatus is represented

in fig. 1. To a straight bar of

iron' //, 7 in. long. ^ in. thick,

and 4 in. wide, are attached two
" ir ""'

pieces e e of the same kind of

iron by two set screws g g, which move in slots in the piece h.

Into these pieces are screwed two tubes c made of iron and hav-

ing an internal diameter of about
,

T

7
in. and a thickness not to

exceed r
'

T in. Through these tubes the iron rods a b slide and

are held at any point h\ the screws d. One end b of this rod is

rounded off for diamagnetic experiments and the other enlarged

and flattened at the end for magne-crystallic experiments. On
the t ibe c a hel x of No. 16 ,,"x n 18 wii •"is" i. ound so as to

up a thickness of .4 or .:> of an and having a

length of 2i in. The object »f the screws 9 is principal! v to

allow the rods a b to be reversed quick v and to adjust the

onlv'
mof the!

me kind
dices. Wh
>f work it c '.Vb, "is limpl

to be used for

tied by doing

It oil

rument can be used either with the ordinary magic

setter, with one having a vertical attachment. In the

he plane of the instrument is horizontal and the sub-

suspended from a wire made quite small, so as not

The suspending thread in the case of bismuth can be quite

large but lor other bodies a single fiber of silk is best: these

in the shape of bur.-? half an inch long can be each attached to

a liber having a little wire hook at its upper end and hung in a

cabinet until required.

The theory of feebly magnetic or diamagnetic bodies oscil-

lating- in a magnetic hold is very simple and yet the results arc

of the greatest interest, especially the effect of the size of the

apparatus, which is here given for the first time.

2. Theory.

Let a very small particle of a body whose coefficient of magnet-
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merit. The force acting on this particle to cause it to go in any
given direction will be equal to the product of the magnetic
moment into the rate of variation of E in that direction,*

and hence is xvR~ in the direction of x. The total force
dx

acting on the body in the direction of a; is therefore

and the other components of the force are

Let, now, the axis of z be vertical, the axis of x in the line
of the magnetic poles of the mag I angles to
both. Then the moment of the forces acting on the body to
turn it about the axis of z is

where the integration extends throughout the volume of the

If the body is suspended so as to turn freely about the axis

:iV|,

Now let us suppose that the whole ap]

the relation between the parts remaining constant, so that the

Li becomes m times as great as before. Then x, y, dx,

dy, and dz will increase m times and I, m* times. To deter-

mine the changes in --'-- and '

k

we make use of the the-

orem of Sir Wm. Thomson, that'-,similar bars of different di-

mensions, si //'/,n i
i

, t>onal to the

squares of their fin current^

cause equalforces at /mints sin, il to them."

* Thomson, Reprint of Papers, Art. 679, Prob. vii.
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But as the above only applies to equal currents, I have gener-

alized it in the following. In any two magnetic systems whatever,

similar ' at tJurir parts and composed of any number of perma-
nent or electro-magnets, wires carrying currents, or bodies under
::,.>.;: : .. .'• •-'

. .
•....•'..

• •

.-.,',.,
•

.
..

be the same whm t/>>
;'>' <,,,/ m.i.i tn>n- are complied with; 1st

t> > tagn h m tteriais << s/ ,\ilar p > iU , the two systems must be

exactly the same in quality and temper ; 2d, the permanent mag-
nets must be magnetized to the same degree at similar points of the

systems ; 3d, the coils of the electro-magnets and other wires or bun-

dles of wires carrying the current must have similar external di-

nt ust have the product of the current

by the number of wires passing thr tectum* of the two

systems proportional to the linear dimensions of the systems.

This will apply to the case we are considering when the

product of the current by the number of turns of wire varies

in direct proportion to the size of the apparatus. Hence in

d(R*) . tf(R«) ...

this case —^gp anc* j„ W1" var7 inversely as m. Hence we

:ap-

nly prove
3 easy to see that it is perfectly general.

The advantage of small diamagnetic apparatus is thus 'apparent,

for the smaller we make it the more vibrations the bar will

make in a given time and the more promptly will the results be

It might be thought that by hai

field of a large magnet, we might c

as by the use of a small apparatus : but this is not so, for Sii

Wm. Thomson has shown* that the number of oscillations of a

feebly magnetic or diamagnetic body of elongated form in a

"

i nearly independent of the length when that i

nly way of increasing

5 to decrease the size of the whole apparatu;

crease the power of the magnets: the latter has a limit and
hence we become dependent on the former.

The theory of the effect of the size of the body is very

simple, and we may proceed as follows. Let the body be in the

form of a small bar whose sectional area, a, is very small coin-

par, d with its length, and let y be the angle of the axis of the

oar with the line joining the poles, and r the radius vector

from the origin. Developing R 2 as a function of x and y by
Taylor's theorem, and noting that as R is symmetrical with re-

ference to the planes XZ and YZ, only the even powers of x and

* Reprint of Papers, Art. 670. Remarques sur les oscillations d'aiguilles non

crystallisees.

short. So that the only way of increasing the number of \
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enter into the development, we have, calli

in which I is the length of the bar. If S is the density of the

body (weight of a unit of volume), I——

—

—and n becomes

„ =I |x_/rf»(lV) _j*W)\
*<'<Ly\ dx* dy* J'

in which, however, it is to be noted that , ° Ms esfi

i legative and so the sign of the term containing it will be posi-

tive in the actual development.
This equation is independent of the dimensions of the body,

and hence we conclude that when the body is small and very
long as compared with its other dimensions, the number of vi-

brations w hie h it will make in a given field is dependent merely
on its coefficent of magnetization and on its density ; a result

first given by Sir Wm. Thomson, in the paper referred to. I

have given it once more and put it in its present form merely
to call attention to the facility with which u ran bo obtained
lb .in it when we have measured R in dilVerent parts of the field

by known methods. This could be done by means of a rotating

coil us used by Verdet, or my magnetic proof plane which I

will soon dea the earth

inductor. This will give the best method that I know of for

obtaining x for diamagnetic or weak paramagnetic substances.

Troy, Jan. 15, 1875.

Art. XXXIX--On ,

My investigations in the strata of the Primordial period in

Virginia were confined to the immediate vicinity of the Blue
Ridge, near Harper's Ferry, Roekfish Gap, Balcony Falls, and
the Peaks of Otter. They extended to the rocks of the Cal-
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ciferous epoch. These strata are well exposed along the west

base of the Blue Ridge throughout the State.

The careful and accurate studies of these and the overlying

formations, made by Prof. Wm. B. Eogers, have thrown much
light on the complicated stratigraphy of the region. He
shows that in the northern portion of the State, extending

from Harper's Ferry to the south end of Page County, the

Primordial slates are inverted so as to overlie the later forma-

tions on the west, and to pass with a high southeast dip under

the like dipping strata of the Blue Eidge. In the middle coun-

ties, especially near Balcony Falls, these strata lie with a gentle

northwest dip on the west slopes of the Blue Ridge. In some
of the more northerly portions of this district, they lie immedi-

ately on the edges of the southeast dipping older slates, while

at Balcony Falls and its vicinity the two systems of strata are

separated by a ridge of syenitie rocks. Farther to the southwest

inversion again occurs. This inverted dip is found in all the

strata of Silurian age and extends into those of the Devonian.

The former occupy nearly all of the "Great Valley of Virginia,"

while the latter appear in the Great North Mountain, and its

prolongations, which bound this valley on the west. The strata

of the valley lie generally in a closed synclinal, producing a

continued series of southeast dips. This compressed mass oi

rocks, on the west side of the valley, is thrust up against, ami
partly over, the Devonian strata, affecting them also with a

southeast dip, producing a long line of fault, and bringing

Hudson River shales up so as to overlie even strata of the

Subcarboniferous period.

It will thus be seen that the amount of displacement pro-

duced is enormous. Owing to the contortions thus caused, and
the ]

"

thickness, unless based
must be received with caution.

I shall in this paper commence with the description of the

section obtained at Balcony Falls. This I do because the

strata there appear to present their normal development and
dip ; and also for the reason that here alone has Prof. Rogers

given, in any detail, a des-.-riptiou of the Primordial strata. It

will be seen that my results do not agree entirely with his, and

I must confess that I cannot reconcile them. In view of this

difference, I should hesitate to maintain the correctness of my
observations were it not that thev are substantially verified by
the section made at Rocklish Gap. This last was made along

the cuttings for the railroad at that point, which were not in

existence wThen Prof. Rogers maoe his examinations.

Before giving my own results at Balcony Falls, I will quote

Prof. Rogers's description of the strata there found. He says :
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" The formation (his No. I) here rests on igneous rocks,
mostly syenitic in character, which form the main axis of the
Blue Ridge These are well seen along the pass. As we ap-
proach its termination, we mark the commencement of the
rocks of No. I, which are seen on the side of the canal lying
on the syenitic mass, with a northwest dip.

The lowest stratum next the syenite is a brownish, decompos-
ing slate, evidently much altered by the syenite. Next is a
grayish and reddish sandstone: then a elate similar to the
former ; then a repetition of the sandstone ; again a slate, and,
at the term ination of the gap, heavy beds of massive white
sandstone, the typical rock of this series. The average dip of
the latter is, in the cliffs at the entrance of the pass, 55° north-

If we now return to the east, by the road leading over the
mountain, we are accompanied for a long distance by these
upper sandstones, and we then pass in succession over the
underlying strata, which extend with a gentle dip almost to the

summit of the mountain."
I now proceed to give the result of my own observations.

Referring to a former article,* the reader will remember that

the last rock described in the Balcony Falls section of the crys-

talline strata of the Blue Ridge, was a syenite of probably
later age than the mass of the ridge. Next to this occurs the

first of the rocks which I hold to be of Pi-
have: (1.) Unbedded quartzite, with crystals of feldspar. 120
feet. (2.) Brown, crumbling, argillaceous rocks or sandv shale,

conglomeritic in its upper portion, 40 feet. (3.) Brown, decom-
posing, thinly laminated, and contorted shale, 10 feet (4.)

Conglomerate, like the upper portion of (2), 20 feet. (5. ) Shahs.
1 iv (3), 12 feet. (6.) Conglomerate, like (4), 15 feet, (7.) Crum-
bling, brownish shales, passing in the upper portion into argil-

laceous sandstones of the same hue and texture, 200 feet. (8.)

Massively bedded, coarse white qmirtzite i ppai nth Roimrs's

typical No. I), 500 feet Up to this point the rocks are well

exposed in the cliffs which closely border the canal. Hence
there is no danger ot overlook m red i] lications.

Thedip.it (3) is confused \ contortion; that of (4) is 70°.

From this point tin inclination gradualh declines, until in (8)

it is about 55°. Proceeding west across the strike, we next

encounter a series (9) of thinly laminated shales, with some
beds of red and gray sandstones. This series is much more
disturbed than the preceding, and, owing to its having been
long subjected to the action of the river, in its efforts to cut

through the massive barrier interposed by (8), it presents

* This Journal, January and February, 1815.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. IX, No. 53.—May, 1875.
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to the canal, slopes covered with debris. Hence details of the

succession and dip of the strata cannot be given with accu-

racy.

A better exposure is given on the road mentioned above in

Eogers's description. Here, too, however, great confusion
exists. By far the greater portion of the mass is composed of

thinly laminated, gray and reddish shales. Some beds of

brick-red and gray sandstones of coarse texture occur, much
indurated, and sometimes impregnated with epidote, chlorite,

etc. Also, one or two beds of diorite apparently. Probable
thickness, 600 feet.

they join (9), present the same contortions and confused stratifi-

cation, but in passing farther west, the folds open out, and are

finally seen well displayed in the high mountain through
which the river cuts its way at the "Cement Mills."

This mountain is the most westerly of the parallel ranges

which compose the Blue Eidge at this place. At its western
base the James and North Rivers meet, and force a passage,

exactly at the point of junction. We thus find here the same
features as those presented by the Potomac and Shenandoah at

Harper's Ferry.

Standing at the Cement Mills, just where the river issues

from the gorge and in this first barrier, the perpendicular walls

of the opposite bank are seen to be composed of beautifully

regular arches of No. (10), piled one above another to a great

height. Probable thickness, 700 feet.

Both (9) and (10) seem, by a mighty thrust from the west, to

have been crowded high up against the firm barrier opposed
by the syenitic mass. This accounts for the gentle northwest
dip which, as Prof Rogers correctly states, is shown by these

upper strata in passing over the mountain to the east. In tak-

ing the section along this road, I did not find this to be true

of the lower strata up to No. (8). They, even near the top of

the syenitic mountain, show the same high dip that is seen

along the canal. The massive, unyielding plates of No. (8)

seem to have protected them to a certain extent, but have
themselves been extensively fractured. Hence, in passing

along the mountain road from the mills to the east, we observe

the following typographical features: Looking westward, we
see the strata of (10) rising and falling in rapid symmetrical

undulations and forming the lofty range which fronts the valley

of the river. Proceeding eastward, up the western slopes of

the syenitic range, we pass first over the broken fragments of

(10) and then of (9). Both, by the flattening out of the undu-
lations, have a gentle northwest dip, and are partly crowded
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over the fractured outcrop of (8). Next appear the lower
strata in unchanged position.

Returning to the line of section, we find the western slopes
of the mountain overlooking the valley of the James to be
covered high up with boulders and alluvial matter, by which
the junction of (10) with the next series (11), and some adjoining
space, is concealed. The river has at some time flowed several
hundred feet higher than it- present level.

The series of strata which I have numbered (11) in this sec-

tion occupies a narrow belt between the mountain last men-
tioned and James River. The dip is very regular, being about
55° to the northwest. The rocks, so far as seen, next to the
mouutain, are more or less ferruginous, and local pockets of
iron ore occur in the sandstones of (10) forming the mountain,
especially near the line of junction.

The first rock seen next to the mountain is thinly laminated,
fragile shale, of yellowish and reddish hues, not fully exposed.
Next, to the west, we have bluish calcareous slate, and slaty

limestone, 50 feet. Then very thinly laminated, firm, deep red
slates, 60 feet. Next a similar slate of blue color, 15 feet.

Then a bed of dark blue, hard, and dense limestone, used for

cement, 13 feet. Then thinly laminated red slates, 20 feet.

_
Then coarser, and thicker bedded, blue slates, 40 feet. Lastly,

a coarse, rough, massive, siliceous limestone, 40 feet.

These strata are all well exposed in the excavations made
for gaining the cement stone. This group of impure limestones
is the equivalent, in Virginia, of the '' Calciferous sandrock,"

and is present at all the sections examined by me, holding a

similar position with respect to the Potsdam strata. They
present, also, remarkably constant features in composition,

especially the last mentioned, which, both at Rockfish Gap and
Harper's Kerr v. maybe recognized at a glance. The cement
limestone, from its physical appearance, is the purest of the

group. The following is its analysis, obtained from the owner
of the mills: Si0

2
34 "225 ; A1 2 3

with a little Fe,0 3
7-8;

C0
2 30-4; CaO 17 380; MgO 9-513; KO -12; water and or-

ganic matter, '5; loss, -062. The thickness of this group, up
to the last mentioned limestone, is probably 600 feet, including

the concealed ground. My section did not continue beyond
this point.

On the west side of the river is a valley, from half to three-

quarters of a mile wide, which is bounded on the west by
a range of heights called "Sailings Mountain." I observed
in the western banks of the stream about eighty feet of fine-

grained kaolin shales and sandstone, like those of (10), but
more shaly. These have the same northwest dip ; how far

they extend into the valley I do not know. Prof. Rogers says
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that Sailing's Mountain is composed of brown slniles. which
he makes the upper member of his No. I, or Potsdam forma-

tion. He further says that in them the dip is inverted, or to

the southeast, the limestones of the Great Valley, i. e., the

Trenton, Chazy, &c. (his No. II), passing under them. My
section not having extended into these strata, I can say noth-

ing concerning their age, except that they would seem to over-

lie the Calciferous sandrock, as the continued section above
given extends through the Potsdam strata to those of the

Calciferous. From this change of dip it appears that in this

region the break and overturn of strata, which elsewhere ex-

tends through all the Primordial rocks, is found only in the

strata overlying the Calciferous.

Some of the strata given in the above section present fea-

tures of special interest, which must now be noticed.

The quartzite, No. (1), which immediately joins the syenite,

is noteworthy as being the most completely metamorphosed
rock seen in the entire section. This is evidently due to its

contact with the crystalline rock. It is without bedding, and is

affected by the same system of northeast and southwest joints

seen in the syenite, and apparently forms one mass with the

latter, no distinct line of junction being visible. The texture

is nearly compact, from the fusion of the quartz grains.

Numerous brilliant, perfectly crystallized, particles of white
feldspar of small size occur. A few small, imperfectly crystal-

lized garnets are seen in it. The next rock, No. (2). next to

the ([iiartzitc, is a brown, crumbling, shaly mass, without bed-

ding, which at its western .-d-v tvriiiinates in a bed of feld-

spathic conglomerate. This has a high inclination to the north-

west. The appearance of the lower portion of No. (2), and the

highly altered condition of (1), seem to show that the upheaval
of the adjacent portion of the syenite took place after their de-

position, while the succeeding conglomerates are evidently the

products of this disturbance. These conglomerates all closely

resemble each other, and present some interesting features.

They are composed of water-worn particles of quartz and red

feldspar, of all sizes, up to that of a buckshot. The feldspar

largely predominates, and is remarkable for its freshness, show-
ing even in very, small particles brilliant cleavage surfaces.

Both it and the quartz are plainly derived from the neighbor-

ing syenite. The deposition must have taken place rapidly.

The coarser particles are cemented together by a dark may.

hardn
minuted feldspar and argilla<

weathers by exfoliation of conce
boulders most strikingly like
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was induced by this peculiarity to study closely its compo-
sition, under the impression that such was its nature.
These conglomerates crop out on the top of the mountain,

and are partially exposed in the road. Here I discovered that
the upper part of No. (4) was composed of a mass of angular
fragments of slate cemented together by conglomeritic matter.
These fragments of slate, somethm s as larg. is t! e hand, are of
precisely the same diameter as the anrillites which make up so
large a part of the Blue Eidge, especially to the north. Their
existence here shows not only that these argillites are older than
the lowest Primordial rocks, but that they were already in a
metamorphosed condition prior to the Primordial Period. The
shales lymg Wet ween the beds of conglomerate are very much
contorted, and they, with the succeeding strata up to (8), seem
to be mainly composed of finely comminuted feldspathic and

us material, which had not been long exposed to

decomposing ami dissolving agencies.

The massive beds numbered (8) in the section differ strik-

i every respect The material
• quartz and of a white color,

the grains being more or less rounded and cemented together.
A tew speeks of yellow earthy matter occur, marking the posi-

tion of decomposed particles of feldspar. With this exception,
the rock is remarkably free from all minerals except quartz.
"

I mistake not, this is the rock mentioned by Prof. Eogers as

Potsdam. But from his descriptions, given

the strata which I have numbered (10)

nth his sandstone, No. I. This also

agrees best with the'relative positions of No. (10), and of the

Calciferous sandrock, which forms the upper part of No. (11).

We may pass over the strata for

they lie in such confusic
to give details. I may state, however, that the sandstones
which occur in the shales of this series are quite thin. The
coarsest and most massive layers are not more than 8 or 10
feet thick. It is worthy of note that these sandstones are much
more altered than the shales l.\ the listurbances to which they
have been subjected. The shales seem hardly at all affected,

while the sandstone- are much indurated and often impregnated
with epidotic and other metamorphic products. The material

j the shales is gray, argillaceous matter, with some
beds of brown and reddish colors.

No. (10). This series, which is probably the equivalent of the

Potsdam sandstone of New York, is composed of alternating

F quartzite and kaolin shales. The quartzite layers vary

tvp,e;

elscw
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The quartzites predominate in the lower beds. The kaolin

shales often pass into a fine-grained sandstone, in which the

grains of sand and kaolin of uniform size are equally and uni-

formly mixed. This latter rock, which is very common in the

Potsdam of the northern part of the State, appears in great force

at Rockfish Gap, and will be described in the section there more
fully. The strata of (10) are remarkable for their freedom

from coloring matters, and for the thorough decomposition of

the feldspathic matter present. The kaolin shales and shaly

sandstones occur in plates of a few inches to a foot or more in

thickness. They are much fractured by the extraordinary dis-

turbance to which they have been subjected. Notwitl

the great amount of motion which has taken place in these

strata, the shales do not seem to be metamorphosed beyond
perhaps a partial loss of plasticity. Here again the sandstones

show greater alteration. It is generally true, I think, that

beds of pure argillaceous matter undergo far less metamorphosis
in composition and texture than the siliceous layers which are

interstratified with them. This at least is very generally true

of the disturbed rocks of the Silurian and Devonian areas in

Virginia and elsewhere, where I have observed them. The
usual effect on these shales of the compression, &c, produced
bv disturbances is to cause them to assume more or less of the

slaty cleavage, but I have never seen any approach to general

crystallization o| the constituents, even in the most profoundly

convulsed districts. Again, the change in the beds of sand-

stone is usually the consolidation of the individual grains of

sand. When foreign material is introduced, it is always in

the form of local impregnations, plainlv caused by circulating

heated waters. I will return to this subject later.' The strata

of No. (11) do not require a further description.

The following section, No. I, represents the strata from (1)

to (8) inclusive. No. (8) rises in a cliff 200-300 feet high,

leaning over in an arch toward the syenite.

In this section, (a) represents the bed of quartzite i

i a former paper, as occurring on the east side of the syen

lountain, while (b) denotes a portion of the mica slates wh
an against this range on the cast, with a southeast dip. H
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strata numbered from (1) to (8) denote those thus numbered in the
descriptions, while (/) represents the syenites against which
these lean with a high northwest dip. This seeth >v. represents the

fcion on the canal, but on the slopes of the mountain
ascending from the west (8) and the overlying strata are crowded
over to some extent on the outcrop of the subjacent rocks.

From the occurrence of the quartzite stratum at (a), and the
fact that the Primordial strata ascend to the summit of the

syenitic mountain, it might, at the first glance, be supposed that

the slates at (b) are merely the extension of the strata on the
west in a more highly altered condition. But this idea is forbid-

den by the great difference in the thickness of the western and
eastern quartzites, and by the total change in the character of
the beds, those on the east being a great mass of mica shite-.

quite regularly bedded, and showing none of the alternations

of strata seen but a little distance away on the west. This

relative position of the two systems of bedded rocks explains

the fact mentioned by Prof. Rogers as occurring in the more
northerly portion of the State, where Primordial strata with

northwest dip lie upon the edges ot the slates of the ridges which
dip to the southeast. This would occur here were the syenitic

mass absent, and, as we shall see, it does not form a dividing ridge

farther north. The following section, No. II, gives a repre

sentation of the stratification of series (9), (10) and (11). As
far as (9) and (10) are concerned, it is in part ideal, and I do
not insist upon the eorreetness of my estimate of their thickness.

Peaks op Otter.

No detailed examination was made at this point of the

Primordial rocks. At the west base of the syenitic range,

gray shales and kaolin shahs, verv imperfertlv exposed, were

little distance up the mountain. They have a

igh southeast dip, showing the inversion of the lowest port

ie Primordial strata in this region. It is probable that

f the lower strata have been ingulfed in the overturn. Prof.

3 that from this point to the southwest the inversion

generally prevails.
[To be continued.]
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Art. XL.

—

On the Silurian age of the Southern Appalachians;
by Frank H. Bradley.

[Continued from page 288.]

[Since the previous part of this article was in type, another

trip has been made from Athens to Murphy, by a road a short

distance farther north than the one previously used. The sec-

tion is essentially the same as that already reported, except

that, after passing the soft schists of the Ducktown anticlinal, at

the Hanging Dog Iron Works, the Ocoee and Chilhowee rocks,

intervening befcwei q this anticlinal and the Valley River mar-

ble, have been forced past the vertical, and are exposed in

inverted order, with northwesterly dips, until we have almost

reached the valley at Tomotla, where southeast dips appear.

On page 284, line 13 from top, for "At Athens," read "Just
south of Athens," for, about the railroad station, the Knox
dolomyte shows an abundance of its characteristic chert, and
the creek banks near the court-house have exposures of the

shaly limestone of the Chazy epoch. The section was com-
menced perhaps a half mile south of the court-house.

Through inexcusable oversight, two errors have remained
on page 286, after revision. As Safford's report and map both

plainly show, the Knoxville fault passes a little north of the

railroad at Athens, instead of two miles south of that place.

The fault noticed at the latter point passes about nine miles

south of Knoxville, where, though not mentioned in the section

given, it separates the Cincinnati "iron-limestones" from the

Knox dolomyte, both of which beds have there, locally, south-

east dips. The Maryville outcrop of Knox dolomyte is thus

shown to be the same one met with at Middle "Creek and
vicinity.]

5. The Marble Belt.

Three or four miles to the southwest of Dehart's, on Silver

Creek, a tributary of the Nantahala, a heavy bed of marble is

reported, which is supposed to carry silver ores. Farther south-

west, perhaps ten miles from the Little Tennessee, its outcrop
strikes the main valley of the lower Nantahala. not far below
the Blowing Spring, and follows ir, perhaps i'< >ur miles, to Red
Marble Creek, which it ascends to its head at Red Marble (lap.

and thence descends Vail. 'y River. From the Blowing Spring
to the Red Marble Gap the bed shows considerable quantities

of a bright pink or flesh-colored marble, more or less variegated,

in a patchy way, with various light shades of green and green-

ish-white, due mainly to the presence of more or less tale, which

aes in pieces large enough to make considerable flaws,

or " dries," as the marble-workers call them. The value of the
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material as an ornamental stone is still further diminished by
the frequent dissemination of small grains of quartz through the
mass, which prevent a perfect polish. At some points along
Red Marble Creek, especially near its mouth, we find large por-
tions of the marble even shaly, with talc or chlorite, or both, and
very much disturbed and intermingled with chlorite schists.

Some of these impure portions are of a rich chocolate brown.
On the mountain-side, northwest of the creek, ascending the
road leading from its mouth across to the head of Tallula Fork of
Cheowa, we find a second outcrop of the marble, mainly blue
and bluish- white and partly chloritic, held in the trough of a
small subordinate fold, as was suggested with respect to the
disturbed strata between Valley Eiver and Cheowa. Higher
up, theuntlerlvino chlorite whites are so much distorted that, at
one point, dips of S. 60° E. and S. 55° W. were noticed within
ten feet of each other, in the solid strata.

The local fold just mentioned seems to be converted into a
fault, as we pass southwestward, town rd Y:dleyto\vn. The main
line of marble-outcrc Red Marble Gap, runs
by Swepson's and Ingraham's localities, making deep and long
hollows as it crosses the mountain-spurs, crosses Junaluska
Creek, near Valleytown, and apparently continues nearly to

Paint Creek, where the overlying pyritous and micaceous linn-

stone outcrops, just southeast oi the fault. Higher up, as on
Junaluska Creek, the marble is underlaid by siliceous, chloritic

and hydromica schists, of the age of the Knox shale, followed
below by gneisses, partly schistose, partly quartzytic, represent-
ing the Knox and Chiihowee sandstones, which latter form a
high ridge, for several miles, between this lead of marble and
the upper part of the Valley River valley. On the northwest
side of the fault, the marble makes its appearance about a mile
above Valleytown, outcrops at several points near Whitt deer's

house, where a little quarrying has been done, and continues,

i. down the valley to Murphy,
where it "crosses the Hiwassee. Thence, crossing the lower
course of Notla River, it crosses the lower part of Hemptown
Creek, then crosses the Ocoee River and continues to the White
Path gold mines and Ellijoy, in Gilmer County, Ga., where we
shall meet it again. The line thus traced is, in direct course,

over sixty miles in length. Without more detailed surveys
don-- th«-" whole line, we cannot be sure that there are no other
breaks in its eontinuitv : but. as thus tar known, the Valley-

fault appears to be the only very important one. Just

site Valleytown, a partial break exposes .another outcrop of

nderlying gneiss, between Whittaker's and Collett's ; but

> Strips of the marble are united, as they pass south
ward, at perhaps ten miles below Valleytown. In this neigh-
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borhood, there are also local foldings of the overlying strata,

but not such as to interfere greatly with the general regularity

of the bedding.
Though the materials of the several outcrops are quite vari-

able, yet the variation is of so constant a character in all, that

one would, have little hesitation in recognizing them as parts of

one bed, even without the stratigraphical reasons for the conclu-

sion. Along Valley Eiver, and southwestward, the rock is

mainly a bluish or grayish-white, fine-grained marble, the pink
tinge of the Nantahala outcrops being rarely seen and then in

very pale tints. One layer, from eight to twelve feet thick, is

nearly black, or black-and-white -tripe.!, compact, and capable

of taking a fine polish, thus forming a very 'neautiful ornamental

stone, but still showing, under the glass, an oolitic structure

like that of many of the lower layers of the unaltered Knox
limestone. This' was particularly noticed on J. T. Young's
land, about a mile northeast of Valleytown, and at the

mouth of Lenoir's shaft on lot "No. 6," near Murphy. The
mes3 of the marble, near Murphy, is estimated, at about

four hundred feet.

Aside from disseminated grains of sand, which are sometimes
very abundant, though at others entirely absent, the principal

impurity of the marble is tremolite, which is sometimes present

in quantity, either in separate, long, bladed crystals, or in

finely radiated cluster., or in large, almost granular masses. It

is said to form, at some points, considerable layers, consisting

solely of it, which is certainlv true at outcrops further south,

near Gainesville, Hall County, <ia. As this mineral is essen-

tially a silicate of lime and magnesia, it is natural to refer its

origin to the abundant chert of the unaltered Knox dolomyte,

which carries so much dolomyte in its intimate structure that

it very readily disintegrates when exposed for sometime to the

action of percolating rain-water. At some points, as near Col-

lett's, the marble is coarse-grained, and filled with small crys-

tals of pyrite. At " No. 6," there is a thin layer of cellular

quartz, possibly a true vein, filled with crystals 'of ealcite, dis-

• -rains and masses of arg< ntil'< rmisgali i it 'and some

free gold.* The gravel along the outcrop, for several miles,

the outcrop, of the gold ori-- ^1: a large amount ot r >ek

;

and surface- v ishiu-s liavi therefore paid etiorinouslv.

The vein-stuff, at " No. 6,'" as exposed by shaft and drift, about ftftr

», shows the following section :

—
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pays well for washing; and it is therefore inferred that this

vein, or others like it, must be, so far. constantly present in the
marble; indeed, similar vein-stuff has beenseen in the outcrop,
several miles up Valley River. I have not learned of the pres-

ence of sphalerite in the marble at any point.

One of the most common accompaniments of the marble, in

this neighborhood, from the Blowing Spring to the Ocoee, and
perhaps farther, is a bed of very pure steatite, or " cotton -rock,"
as it is locally called. This has been quarried, in small quanti-
ties, at several points, partlv for the lining of furnaces at the

Ducktown Copper Works, partly for the making of the so-called

"lava " tips for gas-burners. Mr. A. A. Campbell of Tomotla,
who has quarried much of it, tells me that he litis sometimes
found it filling small basins in the surface of the marble

;
but,

as I understand his statement, this may have resulted from
local sharp folds of the strata, and the steatite may still be a

regular overlying layer conformable with the marble, as I be-

lieve to be generally the case. The outcrops, however, are not

favorable to a decision on this point. At Tomotla P. 0., the

steatite lies in a bed, 8 or 9 feet thick, below the marble, and
separated from it by a bed of granular quartzyte. Below the

limit of precolation and consequent decomposition, the steatite

is of a rich green tint, translucent, and endures sudden heating :

when partially altered, it is opaque, of a rusty yellow color, and,

by reason of absorbed water, splinters when quieklv heated, but

gradually hardens like the unaltered rock. At one pit, on
Notla River, the surface is covered with a dense blue mud,
which appear to be the ultimate result of underground decom-
position. The rock sometimes contains tremolite crystals.

The marble is also pretty constantly accompanied, hereabout,

by thin beds of cellular chert and itaeolumyto (flexible sand-

stone), sometimes separate, sometimes running into each other.

These, I believe, mainly overlie the marble. A good point for

examining them is the neighborhood of Red Marble Gap.

Heavy beds of limonite, compact, cellular and ochreous,

ble, and have been mined, or rather quarried, at several points^

for the supply of small furnaces and forges. These are of

essentially the same character as the limonites which are so

abundant along the outcrops of the unaltered or slightly-altered

Knox dolomvte throughout Kast Tennessee. Georgia and Ala-

bama, and extend northeastward to New England and Canada;
but some of them are considered to be exceptionally pure.

They_are said to carry, at most points, small amounts oi' gold
and silver, though rarely enough to make them worth working
for those metals. These ores occur at four well-marked hori-

zons, one immediately beneath the marble, the others above it,
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as shown in the accompanying section of the rocks at and near

Murphy

:

1. Hydromica schists, smooth and wrinkled, ferrugi-

nous, with garnets, staurolites, titanic iron and
gold—some quartz veins.

t

2. Fine-grained chloritic gneiss.

3. Talcoid schists, with mica crystals.

4. Dark greenish-!. hick honiM.'ude rock, with garnets.

5. Micaceous limestone, with pyrite, weathering to

limonite 600 + feet.

6. Hydromica schists 150 "

7. Limonite* (rarely mined) 50 to 70 "

8. Hydromica schists 100 "

9. Knotty quartzytes 65 "

10. Hydromica schists 25

11. Slaty steatyte, 30 "

12. Soft schists and gneisses, with streaks of speckled

mica slates, 250 "

1 3. Hydromica schists, with limo/iites, 150 to 200 "

14. Marble 400 "

15. Limonites 100to200 "

16. Quartzyte.
17. Heavy-bedded gneiss.

No. 5 of this is the evident source of one of these limonite

belts: and the others may very probablv have similar origin ;

but I have not seen any 'exposure of the strata beneath them.
This pyritous limestone was seen in the ridge between Professor

Olmsted's house and Lenoir's shaft, near Murphy; also at the

Parker gold mine, 11 miles northeast; also near Whittaker's

(now Ross's) Mill, 14 miles northeast; also on Paint Creek,

near Valleytown. The heaviest outcrop seen is at the Parker

Mine. As the section shows, this bed, near Murphy, lies about

900 feet above the marble, which we suppose to represent the

Knox dolomyte, though much thinner than that group is in its

Tennessee exposures. This distance would not vary much
from the space separating the Knox from the iron-limestone of

the Cincinnati group near Knoxville, and I am strongly im-

pressed with the belief that the pyritous and micaceous limestone

is the equivalent of this latter UM, because of both its chemical

composition and its position. The hornblende rock of No. 4

of the section may perhaps be included, since the dark-colored

hornblendes are essentially silicates of lime, magnesia and iron;

but, if so. we must also include all the overlying beds of the

section, since rock of precisely the same characters occurs, in

thin layers, at intervals, throughout the schists of No. 1, on the

ridge back of the Parker Mine. I am at present inclined to

thus include these schists, and so to refer the whole upper part

of the section to the Cincinnati group.
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About four miles above Murphy, on Peacbtree Creek, another
outcrop of marble occurs, which appears to be the equivalent of
that already discussed, which requires the existence of a con-
siderable fault somewhere between the two outcrops. I am not
entirely certain as to the location of this fault, since the strata

vary locally to such an extent, hereabout. I believe, however,
that it is very close to the Peachtree outcrop. Accordingly, I

would refer all the intervening strata to either the upper part
of the Cincinnati group or the overlying beds of the a

Ascending the Hiwassee, after leaving the auriferous hydromica
= No. 1 of the foregoing section, which underlie most of

the town of Murphy and extend nearly a half mile up the river,

we find, first, a fine-grained, ferruginous micaceous, quartzytic

sandstone
; then, a thin bed of chlorite slate ; then, a thousand

feet or more of fine-grained gray sandstones, with quartz veins :

then, white, gray and ferruginous quartzytes, partly heavy-
bedded, with pyritiferous quartz veins, iuteriamiuated with sili-

ceous mica slate and hydromica schists, at least three thousand
feet in all ; then, several hundred feet of mottled hydromica
slates, with mica crystals, a few staurolites, and some gold.

tnga us to the mouth of Peachtree, on the line of strike

of this marble outcrop : though the marble does not appear
near and south of the crossing of the Hiwassee, yet the accom-
panying limonites, which are abundant on Peachtree, are also

lur.Lroly developed beyond the river, and a low valley, evidently

eroded in soft strata, runs on for some miles toward the upper
course of the Notla Eiver. On Peachtree Creek, near M. L.

Ih-itt;i in's. the marble shows white, blue, gray and reddish-

brown layers, the darker varieties being often quite impure
with streaks of schist, partly siliceous. Beneath them, a pyri-

tous steatite occurs at one point, which must be the equivalent
of the "cotton-rock"' above described: but the exposed out-

crop is much more impure than that on Valley River and
Notla. Above the marble, there is here a garnetiferous schistose

brown line- - into a calcarcu- mica schist.

These beds, over 2,000 feet thick, form a high ridge, which, in

its more eastern portion, between the two forks <>i Peachtree, is

known as Breeding Mountain : an isolated portion lies between
lower Peachtree and the Mission farm on Hiwassee River: -muL

south of the river, the line continues on between this belt of

marble and Little Brasstown Creek. Just beyond this, another

fault again brings up the marble, which outcrops at several

points on Little Brasstown and on and near the Mission

farm, being accompanied as usual by heavy beds of limonites.

These limonites, both here and on Peachtree, are largely

ochres, and are said to contain considerble amounts of silver,

copper and lead. Above the Mission farm, the overlying
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marble are apparently broken off toward the northeast, though
each has been traced some distance into the mountains, by
lines of sink-holes. They probably reach the more southern

branches of Vengeance's Creek, but do not appear on its more
northern ones. Their south western continuations have not

been traced continuously ; but outcrops of marble, representing

one at least and probably both, occur on Notla River, about at

the State line. The marble of Jasper, Pickens County, Ga., is

probably on the continuation of one of these belts.

In passing on up Brasstown Creek, we find principally mica
and hydromica slates and schists, with many staurolites and
small garnets, and increasingly numerous quartz veins which,

as we approach the Georgia line, become pyritousand frequently

auriferous. On both sides of the line, veins rich in gold have

been opened, though none has yet been extensively worked.

Two small stamp-mills are now running, in this neighborhood.

In some of these veins, argentiferous galenite occurs in consid-

erable quantities.

Somewhere near this point, both Emmons and Kerr indicate

a great fault, separating the so-called " Taconic" or '' Huronian,''

on the northwest, from the "Azoic"' or "Laurentian," on the

southeast. I cannot certify to the non-existence of such a fault

;

but I have crossed its supposed line and the succeeding belt of

country for several miles, on three distinct routes, without hav-

ing found any appearance of unconformability or any very

marked change in rock characters, except that hornblendic

si rata I ecome more numerous at some points. In ascending the

Little Tennessee, from where we have supposed the main belt

of marble to cross it, we find schists and gneisses dipping south-

easterly, until within nine miles of Franklin, where north-

dips set in, continuing about five miles, until we meet

ms, hvdromico - -'li-T- dipping 45° to 60°,

to N. 10°-15° E. As this has been the eastern limit of my ex-

plorations, I am not sure that this may not mark an approach to

another series of rocks ; but the character of the material does

not indicate this, and I am inclined to believe that the north-

easterly dips are only local, and that the limestone reported by

Dr. Curtis as existing in considerable quantity on the western

slope of the Cowee Mountains, about eight miles cast of Frank-

lin, is really the southeastern edge of the synclinal of which

the Nantahala and Valley River outcrop is the northwestern-

At least, I have found no definite boundary to the Silurian in

this direction.

If there are any non-Silurian beds in this region, they are

those which form the higher portions of the Valley River
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Mountains and Nantahala Mountains. On the lower Nantahala,
opposite the mouth of Eed Marble Creek, an extensive outcrop
of chloritic gneisses, dipping 55°, S. 65°-70° E., commences
aboat two hundred yards southeast of the marble, which here
dips 67°, S. 57° E. The intervening space is covered, but there

is no indication of the presence of the pyritous, micaceous lime-

stone which, farther southwest, occupies nearly tin: place of these

gneisses. In this region of great disturbance, neither the varia-

tion in dip nor that in lithological character is sufficient to

be inference of unconformability
;
yet there may be a

fault here and displacement either up or down on its southeast
side. Leaving the marble at Valleytown, and following the
direct road to Franklin, we first cross a wide outcrop of hydro-
mica schists ; then, a thin bed of laminated quartzyte ; then,

chloritic and mica schists, gradually becoming more compact and
i m some quart2ytes. Until we pass the sum-

mit of the Valley Eiver Mountains, at Morgan's Gap, the dips
vary from 35° to 60°, and from S. 20° E. to S. 45° R, apparently
in consequence of warpings of the strata rather than of any true

unconformability
; but, upon the eastern slope these are replaced

arying from S. 20° E. to S. 60° W., as if in the greatly
disturbed strata about the axis of a very irregular synelinal.

Both gneisses and schists here show more mica than chlorite.

The irregularity of the dips continues until we pass the summit
of the Nantahala Mountains, where the synclinal character of
the region appears to be more strongly marked in sharp north-
westerly dips, which continue down the southeastern slope.
The rocks have become less schistose and more gneissoid, and
tocluda much hornblende. After reaching the valley, we en-
counter the auriferous hydromica schists, dipping N. 15° E. as
before stated, which continue to Franklin. While I have not
made sufficiently detailed examinations to be certain that these
disturbed strata of the upper Nantahala are not of greater age,
yet what I have seen of them has given me a very strong im-

bat they are newer than the Valley River marbles. This
i has onlv been strengthened by a trip from Parker's

Mine to the head of Vengeance's Creek. Along this line, chlo-

n, which must be above the marble, gradually pass into
others a little more compact and siliceous, (the precise equiva-
lents of those first encountered on the Valleytown-Franklin
r, »ad.) with laminated quartzytes. Near the summit, these
include a considerable thickness of fine-grained nearly black
miea slates, becoming siliceous above and striped with'quartz-

head of Hii
these soon begin to alternate with northwesterly ones, showing
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such small local wrinkles as we should naturally expect along

the somewhat irregular axis of a sharp anticlinal. Hornblendic
layers here become rather more abundant, though there are

still several belts of soft hydromica schists, with thin quartz

bands, some of which are rich in gold. One of these latter,

continued westerly, passes Blairsville, Union County, Ga.,

where rich ore has been found, though no systematic mining
has been attempted. About two miles south of Hiwassee,

Towns County, at Ivy Mount Mine, some of the hornblendic

layers include copper ores, similar to those of Duektown,
though not yet fairly developed. Old works, followed on a

small scale before the war, have recently been re-opened, and
show very promising bodies of ore.*

Passing on southward, on the Unaka Koad, we find the divid-

ing ridge, or Blue Ridge proper, consisting of mostly heavy-

bedded gneisses, partly hornblendic, with some schistose por-

tions, all dipping northwesterly in a regular monoclinal. De-

scending the southern slopes of this last prominent range of the

iiaa chain, the foot slopes show a broad outcrop of the

soft auriferous mica schists, with thin irregular quartz veins

and occasional layers of gneiss, quartzyte and itacolumyte.

These appear to be the opposing edges of the set of I

nd Blairsville.f The recognized "gold belt " ex-

1 mining has been i

ing Hiwassee and Blairsville. f The recogn:

tends to beyond the Chattahoochee, and n

ried on, in the small way, at a great many ray, at a great many points. Near Clev
land (formerly called Mount Yonah), we reach the
anticlinal, along which appear heavy-bedded gneisses, which
form an interrupted line of hiirh knob's, runnina parallel with the

main mountain. Of these, Yonah Mountain, In White County,
and Walker's Mountain, in Lumpkin County, are the more
prominent. These beds yield no gold ; but the auriferous schists

immediately recur and show almost continuously tor at least

sixteen miles south of Clarksville, Habersham Co. South-

easterly dips continue from the Yonah anticlinal to about ten

miles south of C, where the synclinal of the Chattahoochee

Ridge gives us northwesterly ones, which continue about five

miles, to near Hollingsworth, where we pass

and again find southeast dips. Besides the hydromica schist-,

with quartz veins and bands, which constitute the mass of the

strata, we find some chlorite slates, and a few beds of gneiss,

the latter partly granitoid, partly porphyritic. A few miles

east of Chi: el of marble have been

crevices about the lower limit of decomposition, considerable s

in pale blue crystals.
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quarried and burned into lime. The position of this outcrop
indicates thai >ly has a southeasterly dip, passes
very near Clarksville (possibly along the depression of the val-
ley of Soquee Creek), and is continuous with the outcrop at
Limestone Spring, about two miles east of Gainesville. This
bed must also occur on the north side of the anticlinal, along
the foot of the mountain, but is not yet reported. In passing
from the Yonali anticlinal direct to Gainesville, Hall Co., a
second anticlinal axis is passed, near the crossing of the Chat-
tahoochee, which is apparently not developed much farther
east, as it was not seen on the Clarksville road. Near this

river crossing, at the Glade Mines, a prominent bed of itacol-

umyte is reported ; and several diamonds have been found in

the gold washings. The marble, near the Limestone Spring, is

essentially the same as that of the Valley Eiver belt, but con-
tains, perhaps, rather more impurities, heavy layers being here
solid masses of tremolite. So far as seen, the immediately
overlying beds were so covered with debris as to prevent com-
parison with those seen about Murphy. The Glade mines being
very near this belt, one natnrallv connects the heavv limoiiite

beds of that place with the similar ones of Murphy and
vicinity. Silver ore is also reported from this vicinity.

Passing west wan 1 ami northwestward from Gainesville, we
reach the second anticlinal, just mentioned, about a mile from
town, with dips at first about S. 7.V-S0 W., which are the
first indications of approach to the irregularities which mark
the southwest' r a < xt r> mitij of (he Blue Ridge proper. The local

facts to be stated will perhaps be best understood if the general

features of this southern part of the range are first bri ell v set

forth. The Blue Eidge, which is a single range in northern
V irginia, forks a few miles southwest of Lynchburg; and the
two range- ' separate, to the southwest-
ward, until, in middle and southern Xorth Carolina, they are
fi'oiu sixty to seventy miles apart. The main strikes are S.

45°-65° W. ; and, in the eastern range, which is the main
watershed, these continue through Georgia into Alabama:
but the western range, almost iV< m th ve-ry point where it en-
ters Georgia, bears more to the southward, the strikes being
mostly about S. 5°-15° W., and rapidly approaches the eastern.

This western ranee, as such, terminates before reaching the

Etowah River; but the disturbances consequent upon the

crowding of folds have been felt far to the southward and

After crossing the Shallow Ford of the Chattahoochee, we
find more nearly the normal dips of this side of the anticlinal,

in a heavy outcrop of thin-bedded gneisses, which dip 3fJ°, N.
62° W., and in the overlying
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. IX. No.
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banded with thin layers of quartz and hornblendic gneiss. As
we approach the synclinal, disturbed dips again appear. We here

reach nearly the horizon of the marble, but pass the synclinal

axis without its appearance, about a mile west of the Chestatee

Eiver, which we cross near Robbins's mill. Dips of S. 25°-40°

E., in gneisses and schists, continue until we have passed Cross-

ville, Smithville and Barretsville, and have crossed the Etowah
at Leadbetter's Ford. Somewhere in this space the marble
must occur ; but it was not seen in passing along the road.

About twelve miles south of Jasper, we reach the line of

probably the greatest crowding of folds and disturbance of

dips. For the next four miles northward, the rocks are mainly
hydromica schists and gneisses, with quartz and granite veins.

Within this space, the following succession of dips was noted :

N. 35°-70° E. ; N. 20°-30° W. ; S. 20°-70° E. ; S. 35° W.

;

S. 60° E. From this latter point we find more regular south-

east dips (S. 50°-85° E.) to beyond Jasper, Pickens County.

As we approach the crossing of Long Swamp, at T
five miles south of Jasper, we see by the roadside a cliff of

white and gray granular marble, partlv quite pure, partly quartz-

ose, dipping 32°, S. 62° E. Considerable quantities of the

purer beds have been quarried near here, and at other points

along the Swamp to above Jasper. From quarries now worked
about a mile east of the town, I have seen specimens as pure

and fine-grained as the best statuary marble, but am not in-

formed as to the amount of such rock. This is probably the

direct southern continuation of one of the Knox marble out-

crops, which pass south of Murphy. The Knox shale appears

to have been locally wanting, since heavy-bedded gneisses,

which we must refer to the underlying sandstones, show con-

siderable thickness along the western border of the Swamp

;

but fine-grained mica slates occur near this horizon, from two
to four miles north of Jasper. Hence to Duckstown, we fol-

low nearly the general line of strike, and pass over pretty

continuous lines of gneisses and schists, with variable south-

easterly and northeasterly dips. The marble outcrops are

known, at - g to the right of the road and

at graduallv increasing distances from it. At Tolono Creek

we cross what may be the continuation of the Valley River

belt. The copper is on the left of the road, but has not been

exploited, I believe, at any point south of the Mobile Mine,

in Fannin County, five miles from Ducktown, where there were

extensive works before the war, which are now in ruins.

To the southwestward. the copper-bearing strata appear, in

Ilarraldson, Paulding and Carroll Counties, with nearly the

regular northeast strike, but apparently broken up by waits,

so as to show three approximately parallel lines of outcrop.
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without intervening folds. These have not been traced so
closely through the intervening country that I can feel certain

which, if either, is the exact equivalent of the Ducktown line.

The more northern line passes through the Waldrope Mine, in

lot 932 of the third district of Harraldston County, where a
good ore-body, from eight to fourteen feet thick, has been ex-

posed in a shaft about sixty feet deep. The dip is here about
45°, S. 55° E. Near the Gamble shaft, on lot 851, a heavy bed
of compact red hematite runs parallel with the copper, and but
a few rods from it. The second belt passes close to Drake-
town, Paulding County, where the McClarty shaft, 105 feet

deep, showed from twelve to eighteen feet of not very rich ore.

The dip is here about 80°, S. 47° E. The third belt passes
about a mile north of Villa Eica, Carroll County, where several

small shafts have been sunk, along the outcrop, and have
shown, according to reports, from three to thirteen feet of ore,

partly poor, partly rich. Near the eastern termination of the
recognized outcrop of "copper gossan, " large numbers of pol-

arized fragments of magnetite are scattered over the surface;
and these increase in size and number as we pass eastward

;

but the bed has not been traced far beyond the point where
signs of copper disappear. This deposit is an interesting one
as a continuation in oxyds of a belt of sulphides farther west.

The iron looks rather like a titaniferous ore, but has not been
analyzed. While these three belts show but slight lithological

v ariatiena, the strata being mainly hydromica and talcose

schists, with occasional belts of hornblendic gneiss, and are

therefore probably referable to one series broken by two faults,

they may represent two or even three horizons.

At Villa Eica, we reach a synclinal fold ; and the copper-
gossan appears on its southeastern side, with northwestern dip,

a short distance to the southeast in Douglass County. This is

probably the belt on which a little work has recently been done
at several points near Carrollton, while, still farther west,

Wood's Mine, in the edge of Alabama, has, for about a year,

been yielding large amounts of rich ore. Along the axis of
this synclinal, for a width of between one and two miles, we
find a belt of hydromica schists, with several quartz bands,
'"'t'l thick and thin, carrying considerable gold. This has
been mined at several points ; and several millions are known
to have been coined from this immediate neighborhood, mostly
washed from the stream rubbish and decayed outcrops, but
partly obtained by stamping the vein-stuff. Go!

e been recognized near each of the two more northern
belts of copper; but little work has been done upon them.
The gold-bearing schists of Bonner's Mine, eight miles south-
east of Carrollton, have more of the appearance of the higher
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strata of the upper Chattahoochee waters, ami probably an'

their coiitii)ii:,t'a),i. i!;...! j
1

! the marble belt, which is the only

horizon thus far certainly recognizable, has not yet been re-

ported from this region, nor, indeed, from any point west of

Atlanta. Dr. Stephenson reports that it passes about ten

miles north of that city.

The evidence is certainly very strong that all the strata of the

region thus reconnoitred are of Silurian age. The only excep-

tion thus far suggested is that of an area east of Marietta. Col.b

County, Ga., where Dr. Little reports the surface covered with

masses of partly decomposed massive granite, over an area two

or three miles in diameter. This may be Archa?an : and

there maybe other similar islands within the area indicated

but I have not yet seen or heard of any. Tuomey's reports

upon Alabama indicate that the metamorphic strata ol that

State are of the same character and age as their continuations

in Georgia.

To the northeastward of the region visited, we have as yet

nothing definite. Emmons says, however (1. c. p. 31), that

" the prevailing dip of the rocks of the Blue Eidge is south-

east. When, however, we have passed from the pyroervstalline

rocks to the Taconic system, the dips are changed, first to

southeast and finally to northwest, which is the prevailing dip.

In view of the facts observed upon the same belts in Georgia,

and herein recorded, it seems fair to suggest that, in North

Carolina also, the Blue Eidge is probably simply a synclinal,

with local irregularities of dip along the axis: and that the

" pyroervstalline rocks," as well as the "Taconic," are probably

all Silurian, instead of being "Azoic" or "Laurentian."
The question naturalh presents itself: When ocenrrui th

uplift and metamorphism of all this region? We have as yet no

direct evidence—as that of newer horizontal beds lying uncon-

formable upon the edges of these strata—but the indirect evi-

dence is strong. Aside from the beds recognized as genuine

Archaean, none give signs of any disturbance prior to the date

of the general upheaval which affected the entire series, to the

top of the Coal-measures. Both the disturbances and the meta-

morphism, from the Cumberland Mountains to the eastern

range of the Blue Eidge, at least in this lower portion of

their extent, appear to belong solely to one system and tune.

Further, so far southeast as the foot of Chilhowee U
we find Subcarboniferous strata, in regular position, involved

in the disturbance; and there seems to me to be every reason

for believing that the Coal-measures also once covered the entire

region. The entire disturbance must then be considered post-

•us, and is doubtless referable to the close of the

Paleozoic.
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Although the Smoky Mountains are as high as the Blue
Ridge proper, and yet give passage to streams from the latter

ranii'e, it is not necessary to infer the earlier elevation of the
Blue Ridge, as Willeox has recently done(Proc. Phi lad. Acad.,
1874, p. 165), for the more thorough metamorphism of the
eastern range is sufficient to account for its greater resistance

to erosion during the earlier ages. On this subject of erosion,

I hope to speak further, at another time.

I must here express my acknowledgments for local information furnished me
by Prof. E. B. Olmsted, of Murphy, Mr. J .1 leytown, Dr.

•

nson, of Gainesville, R. J. Gain
rollton, Dr. U,. ,. and Mr. W. L. Nicholson,
Topographer of the Post Office Department, Washington, D. C.

Knoxville, Tenn., March 21th, 1815.

Art. XLL—Britf Contributionsfrom the Physical Laboratory of
Harvard College. No. 15.—On ihe construction of Gaugain's

Galvanometer ; by John Trowbridge.

strengths oi the eleetri. currents, eiW'atin- thnmuh the

coil of the galvanometer, to the tan-en is of the deviations of

the needle, is exact when the distance of the center of the needle
from the center of the coil is equal to one-half the radius of the
coil. The theoretical demonstration l>v Bravais of the truth of

in which i= strength of current.

T= horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism.
R= radius of coil or circular wire.

I— length of needle.
D= distance from center of needle to center of coil.

#= deviation of needle.

We see from eq. (1) that when (R 3 -4D 2 )=0, or D=~, that

the terms in the parenthesis are of the order I —
j
and when— is

small these can be neglected.
In constructing the galvanometer the serious question arises:

how much will a small error in the measurement of D and
of R affect the law? and which will have the greater effect,

an error in the measurement of R or in that of D ?
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i =—^ (/
2+R2 +D2)3 tan S, in which D= -.

Suppose now that, while E remains constant D differs from

its true value by aj), in which a is a very small quantity. We
shall then have, neglecting small quantities in Eq. 1 :

in denoting the decrement of the angle of the needle. The

difference in value of these two expressions for the strength of

*-ti=2~((?+B'+D-)«tan S-(l*+K* +(D+*D)a

)

3tan(<?-m.)

Suppose now that B remains constant or R varies from its

true value by the small quantity /?D, in order to produce the

same decrement as in the angle
; we shall have

_T(^ + D 2 +(R+/)R) 2
)
3 tan(<?-m.)

2 27c(K+/m)'

* *
2 2ttL R2 (R-H»R)a

The difference in the values of the strengths of the currents

are indicated by the final terms in the values of i— », andi-t,

(P-fr-K'+D' (!+«)')« tan (6-m)

(^+D2+Ra( l 4. /j)2 J3 tap((?_m)

Since D=— we have by developing and neglecting the squares

of a and /?,

(^+rR,+gr L)'
ana (i*+

5

T*>+*fiz*Y

R2 R 2(i+/^

Neglecting a and when they are additive to a large whole

number, the differences in the strengths of the currents will be

expressed by the terms~ and by ^—^ a is smaller from

the nature of the case than p. Hence
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merit of D.
In order to obtain an idea of the magnitude of errors result-

ing from changes in the value of 5, I arranged a galva-
nometer so that the coil, consisting in this case of a circle of
thick brass wire, the resistance of which could be neglected,
could be moved away from its true position, after the manner
of Wiedeman's galvanometer. The value of R, was 12 cm. and
that of D 6 cm.

Value of D +X Value of i.

i of 1 cm. produced a change in the deviation of
the magnetic needle of 1°. (The galvanometer needle was 25
mm. long and was suspended by a single fiber of silk.)

The apparatus was also so arranged that the radius of the cir-

cle of brass could be changed, while D remained constant. It

was found that the changes in the indications of the needle
were inappreciable until the increase of the radius was 5 mm,
when the increase amounted to 1 cm.,—a variation of half a de-
gree was produced in the indication of the needle. The increase
hi resistance of the circuit was inappreciable. An error, there-

fore, of five millimeters in the determination of the radius of
the coil was inappreciable, while the same error in the meas-
urement of the distance of the needle from the center of the
coil resulted in, comparatively, a larger error. In approaching
the subject from another point of view, it can be proved* that
the expression for the attraction of a single circular current on
a point situated on the line passing through the center of the
coil and perpendicular to its plane is

x**{S-S+"S- I

in which h is a constant depending on the strength of the cur-

rent, a is distance of point from center of coil, and r is the ra-

dius of the coil. Bv in.-peetio ! if will he perceived that a small
variation in the value of a will affect the value of X more than
a similar slight variation in the value of r.

* James Stuart, M. A., Phil. Mag., 46, 18T3, p. 231.
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No. 16.— Upon the induced current* produced by the application

of armatures to Horse-shoe magnets and a new form of Magneto-
electric Enable : by W. R. MORSE.

The apparatus consisted of cylindrical horseshoe electro-

magnets, the wires of which were wound about the iron cores

at the bend of the iron, so as to form practically straight electro-

i horseshoe in form. Upon one of the limbs

>re a coil of fine wire was slipped so that

the plane of its coils was at right angles to those of the electro-

magnet. In fig. 1, A represents the

coil of the electro-magnet; B that

of the induction coil. Upon excit-

ing the electro-magnet induction

ose in the coil of fine

> both at making and breaking

ured by a reflecting galvanom-

eter placed in the circuit of the coil

B ; and were compared with those

obtained from the same electro-magnet by placing a straight arma-

ture C D upon its poles and then exciting the" electro-magnet.

The following table shows the results obtained. Only the cur-

rents resulting from making the circuit are recorded, those pro-

ceeding from the breaking of the circuit being the same in

value. The readings are expressed in the divisions of the scale

of the reflecting
$

170 210 210 175

These results show that a marked increase (in these experi-

ments, nearly twenty-five per cent) in the strength of the induc-

tion currents results from the application of an armature to the

poles of the electro-magnet. The third and fourth columns of

the table show that after the removal of the armature, the first

induced current which results from again making the current

cuit of the electro-magnet falls to its norr.

result is noteworthy, for it shows a certain

in the iron which results from the applicatio

Although we can thus increase the streng

currents produced in coils slipped upon the 1
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aagnet, we diminish the lifting power of these individual lin

is by the employment of an armature, as the following resul

In the preceding experiments the straight iron bars forming
the armatures were carefully deprived of whatever residual

magnetism they might possess.

Experiments were next tried upon the effect of horseshoe
electro-magnets used as armatures to electro-magnets of the

racter as those employed in the preceding experiments.
When two north or two south poles were opposed to each other,

and the magnetic circuit, so to speak, of the two horseshoe-
>ha] < ] ( ,,n > was closed. v< n feeble indications were shown by
the galvanometer. When, however, a north and a south pole

were opposed, and the magnetic circuit closed, the strength of
the currents obtained both on the application and the removal of

) very marked, as the following results show

:

+361
When the horseshoe magnet forming the

fas quickly slipped in and out of the indue

+40 -40
+40 -40

In these experiments the stationary electro-magnet and
electro-magnetic armature were of the same size and the ;

magnetic strength.

Experiments were next made upon the influence of the
of the iron forming the armature. This was found not to

so much influence as the residual magnetism of the iron,

results were very contradictory, as the following table sho^

d to believe that the mass of the iron does not

suits when it exceeds that of the stationary electro-
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The induction cu

fully deprived of residual magnetism are thus seen to be more
than lour times as strong as those obtained by merely slipping

the induction eoil on and off the limits of the electro-magnet;

which is, practically, the method adopted in many later forms

of the magneto-electric engine, particularly in that of the

Gramm machine, in which diti'erent portions of a ring-shaped

electro-magnet revolve toward and away from the poles of a

horseshoe magnet. When electro-magnetic armatures are used

the effects far surpass those obtained by non-magnetic soft iron

straight armatures, as the preceding results show.

Professor Trowbridge suggests a magneto-electric engine of

the following construction. The horseshoe armature is made
the i X X

:

)

j the preceding ex

periments it has heei

found that when i

north and a

are opposed the indue

through B and A are

in the same direction

and those through B'

one direction. By a suitable commutator the
lating through the coils on the stationary magnet can be sent

through those on the armature, and vice versa. The residual

magnetism in soft iron is sufficient to start the induced currents.

Instead of one stationary electro-magnet it would probably be.

better to employ a number arranged about the axis XX. "With

projecting pieces of soft iron arranged upon the poles of the

Stationary magnets, the size of the horseshoe armature could

be regulated to suit the varying conditions of speed.

Experiments are now being made on this form of engine.

Art. XLIL—Remarks on the Observations of the late Transit of

Venus; by Simon Newcomb.

Eeports more or less detailed having been received from all

the parties engaged in observing the late Transit of Venus, we

are in a position to form at least a rough estimate of the

measure of success which has been attained. This estimate

ured except by a critical i
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parison of the observations, a work which will necessarily re-

quire much time for its accomplishment.
Among the causes which affected the prosecution of the

observations, the weather occupies the most prominent place.

The most striking feature of the weather at the late transit, so
far as concerns the American stations, is the impartiality with
which clouds have been distributed among the several stationa

Notwithstanding that the utmost pains were taken to choose

Cittons where the weather record for November and Decem-
was good, the prosecution of the observations was more or

less interfered with by clouds at every one of the eight sta-

tions. On the other hand, there was not a station at which the
operation s totally failed. At the most unfortunate one, (

' 1 1
.

;

*
i : um

Island, six or eight photographs of the sun with Venus on its

disc were secured. At two stations, Hobarttown and Chatham
Island, no contacts at all were observed. The number of good
photographs of the sun with Venus completely entered upon its

disc is approximately as follows :

Northern Stations.

Wladivostok, Siberia, 13

Pekin, China,,. 90

Nagasaki, Japan, 60

Total, 163

Southern Stations.

Kerguelen Island, 26

Hobarttown, Tasmania, - 39

Oampbelltown, Tasmania,. -
r>5

Queenstown, New Zealand, -..- 59
Chatham Island, 8

Total, 187

"While the small number of these photographs is extremely
disappoint! on among so many stations is a
great advantage, through the facilities thus afforded for detect-
ing and eliminating any constant error peculiar to any particu-

lar station.

Besides the photographs here enumerated, a number of pho-
tographs of the indentation made by the planet while entering
upon the limb of the sun were obtained at some stations.

Contact observations were obtained at the American stations
as follows :

First External Contact.

Northern stations: Wladivostok, Pekin, Nagasaki. ?

Southern stations : Kerguelen, Queenstown.

\
The difference of time between the mean of the northern sta-

tions and Kerguelen, due to parallax, is thirteen minutes.
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Compared with Queenstown, the difference is only four minutes.

Allowing a probable error of eight seconds in the comparison

of these observations, they would alone grre a value of the

solar parallax with the probable error 0"-090.

First Internal Contact.

This was observed at the three northern stations, but only at

Queenstown in the south. The American observations alone

will therefore give us no result entitled to weight. The southern

region for the observation of this contact is that extending from

Kerguelen Land to Mauritius and Eodriguez, and here very

little success was met with by the parties of any nation in the

observation in question. It may, however, have been success-

fully observed by the English at Eodriguez, and by the Ger-

mans at Kerguelen, from neither of whom the writer has seen

definite statements on this point. On the other hand, it was

successfully observed by the English parties at the Sandwich
Islands, whose observations will be available for combination

with those of Dr. Peters at Queenstown, and of other observers

in Australia, even if no observations were made at Kerguelen
and Rodriguez.

Second Internal Contact.

This was also observed at all three northern American sta-

tions, but at only a single southern one. namely, Campbell-
town. The mean difference of time due to parallax is fifteen

minutes. The favorable southern region for the observation of

this contact was Australia, and the islands east and south of it,

and the weather was exceptionally unfavorable in most of this

region. Some success was obtained at and near Melbourne,
and the German expedition in the Auckland Islands was also

successful, but the English and French expeditions nearly all

failed in this important observation.

Second External Contact.

This was observed at only a single one of the eight American
stations, Pekin. It is, however, the least fitted of the four con-

i be accurately observed, and the failu

s to be rtherefore the less to be regretted.

It is my opinion that the optical observations of contacts

made by the observers of all nations will, by their combination,

give a value of the solar parallax of which the probable error

will lie between 0"-02 and 0"O3. I also think that the Ameri-

can photographs alone will give a result at hast as accurate as

this, and probably more so. A large remaining mass of ma-

teria! will be the heliometer measures made by the Germans

and Russians as well as Lord Lindsay, various optical measure-

ments made near the moments of internal contacts, and photo-
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, The combina-
result of equal

weight with either of those already mentioned. I think, there-

fore, that we may look forward with considerable certainty to

seeing the probable error from the combination of all the obser-

vations less than 0"'(»2, and, perhaps, not much more than
0"-01. At the same time, it is not to be disguised that there is

a possibility of unforeseen perturbing causes being brought to

light by a comparison of all the observations, which will upset
all our a priori estimates of probable error.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Occurrence of Diphenyl in Coal Tar.—Fittig com-

-
...." .-My known frae-

z<>l an. I na^hllialin' ;'i !
b,.;..^,.., l'-'i. "and 27o°—or between

coal tar contains no cons'id'-a-ablc <nianiitv of a hydrocarbon boil-

ing between these limits. The second fraction -ave a more satis-

factory result. After several tract ionings ,,( five degrees, the por-

245° and 250°. After t

hydrocarbon melted at 7

— Ber. Bed.
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more recent disastrous explosions both in

Girard, employing it largely for the pro-

uucnon of colors, has made some experiments with it, with a view
to obviate this difficulty. He finds, for example, that methyl

atea by a blow; a drop on blot-

uhon placed >>n an anvil and struck with a

hammer, an explosion quite as violent as nitro-glycerin. When
mixed with pulverulent or ponuis substances, sueh "as precipitated

silica or infusorial earth, it yields dynamites fully as effective as

those made with nitro-glycerin. By admixture with other liquids,

however, such as methyl, ethyl, or amyl alcohol, acetone, benzol

or toluol, Girard finds that it is no longer explosive. One part of

methyl nitrate diluted with two or three parts of either of the

ove named, does not explode either on heating its vapor,

or by a blow. In such solutions, therefore, it is best kept for use.

—Bull. Soc. CI),, II, xxiii, 03, Jan., 1875. g. f. b.

3. On !'• >\xeau de-

scribes the properties of dextrin prepared by the action of dia-tase

on starch. A kilogram of dry starch, diffused in two liters of

water, was treated in the cold with an extract of 250 grams of

bruised malt in 500 grams of water; the whole being heated on

the water bath to 75° ai
I
isappeared. The liquid

was then carried to boiling to destroy the diastase, filtered t hn >ugh

animal <

' ,ueul, i id « •>->< ntr t< .1 to 3j - , ; Baume. To free the

dextrin in this solution from the glucose (dextrose) present, it

was first reprecipitated five or six times with alcohol, then tr< ated

with a copper test mad... with cupric chloride and sodium hydrate;
this latter treatment destroying the dextrose. As thus obtained,
the dextrin showed no coloration with iodine, gave only feeble in-

dications with the copper tesi '

trose) reduced gold chloride a.-

abundant precipitate with a solution of hariuin hydrate and wit

ammoniacal lead acetate, but none with lead sub-acetate. The
dextrose present, the author believes to be produced by small

quantities of non-coagulable albuminoids present, acting as fer-

ments. By care and rapidity in operating, dextrin may be ob-

tained do* oid of reducing power. The rotatory power of the dex-

trin thus obtained is o/— no to the right; that produced by

a being a) — 1S3°.— /,V//. Xe. /'.'//., II, xxiii, 98, Feb.,

4. On the Identity <>f Lkhr,,,<tn>?$ Corulifjwnie irith R- i"hm-

bacJi's Cedrir<t.— H\>v\\\s\ has continued his investigations upon

the less volatile constituents of beech-wood tar. In a previous

)\v been able by repeated fractioniug and recrysta di/.a-
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and gi

8
H 10 4 , erysi
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n of the sodium salt, to isolate an oil boiling at 285°, which on
dation is entirely converted into the yellow body, and which
5 the formula C, ^.gOg, its bromine derivative being l\ ,11 14

The yellow compound is a quinone-like body, Inning the

1 giving on reduction a hydro-compound
s. Bromine gives a substi-

tution derivative of the composition C
8
H

6
Br

2 4 . In regard to
the body first named, to which Liebermanu has given the name

tone, Hofmann concludes thai ii i> ide it:*-: I with the sub-

stance long ago described by Reich< nhach* under the name
cedriret. The description originally given of it is quoted, and is

full .ind complete. That a body possessed of properties so strik-

ing should have remained forgotten for thirty years, is exceed-
ingly remarkable. In a note immediately following, Liebermann
liiniprH aekm pledges the identity ; though he was at first inclined

to doubt it, owingto Reichenbach's having described it as a pre-

cipitate of tine red needles, and having obtained it from wood tar;

whereas, his product was obtained from wood-vinegar and crystal-

li/ed in i irk ste< l-blue or violet needles. The production of this

body by Hofmann from an oil derived. from wood tar and evidently
identical with Reichenbach's product, leaves no doubt of the
identity.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., viii, 66, 69, January, 1875.

5. On a new Coloring matter, E<>$h>.—A new coloring sub-
stance, introduced into commerce during the las! summer under
the name of Eosin, has been examined by IImkma.v.v. It has a

beautiful red color, reeallii g that ot rosai :' ; , I mt inclining more
to garnet red. The name eosin, by which it is known to the trade,

unlike most similar names, is rational, being derived from "Egos,

the red of the morning dawn. It appears as a brownish-red powder,
showing here and there facets with metallic luster. It is soluble
in water and in alcohol, and its solutions are strongly fluorescent.

Upon examination, it was found to contain no nitrogen, r~
J A

evolve hydrogen bromide on heating, leaving acarbor
due containing potassium bromide. Distilled with i

afforded benzol. Its aqueous sol aj a acid, threw
down a brick-red powder, which, recry^taMi.
acid, appeared as yellow prisms having the composition C20H 8
^r4^5 > a formula continued bv t'tie analvsis of the

C Z0H 6
Br4BaO 5

. From these data Hofmann concluded that eosin

nimt belong to'that most remarkable group of bodi< - v. irh which
Baeyer has enriched chemistry, being a t< frabrmnii at< d Ilium si in ;

n derivative of a bodv which "he obtained bv fusing res.*r.-iu with
phthalic oxide. To 'test this hypothecs, Hofmann treated the
potassium compound with potassium hydrate. heat< d. decomposed
by an acid, treated the filtrate with etner. and from the ,-ti.- rial

solution obtained dibrom-resorcin in beautiful white needles.

Eosin is therefore the phthalein of dibrom-resorcin. Its lynthesw
was very easily accomplished by acting on an acetic solution of
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fluorescein—prepared from resoivin and phthalic arid by Baeyer's

method—by bromine, and then diluting with water. The red

pivcipita eflm< obtained dissolved in alkalin solutions with the

-tic color of eosin, and w lion crystallized from glacial

acetic acid, afforded the same produci as lhai met within corn-

paper published subsequently, Baeyer states that eosin

Lercially at the linden Aniline Works bv
uced to the trade under that name. He

first prodi

o, and by
i the following experiment t

>rin<j ma'

'

A portion • : agitated with \\ .-iter and sodium
amalgam at a gentle heat. The solution is soon decolorized, the

bromine being removed and colorless tiuore-ciu produced. If now,
water be added and a few drops of potassium permanganate solu-

tion, the fluorescin changes to fluorescein and tin li<| .id bee mil s

bright green and almost opake, in reflected light.

—

Her. Berl.
*"

. Ges., viii "

"

Chem. (res., viii, 62, 146, Jan., Feb., 1875.
,,,/ Foruniia of II

!
/»i,'o.,-;,(o: ln„e.—The body

dl
;i

d. discovered originally by Lossex, and to which 1

esses great theoretic interest. It

of hydrogen ; as a direct compound of the radicals amidogen and
hydroxy!; or as a compound in Avhich an atom of nitrogen lias

two of its units of attraction saturated by two hydrogen atoms

while the third is united to one of the bonds of an oxygen atom,

the other being saturated bv hydrogen ; thus II— X— O— H.

constitution of so simple a body. The above rational formula

rests, first, upon the method oi its preparation and ^-cond upon its

ammonia-like properties. It is prepared by the reduction of nitric

acid, precisely as nitro-niethane is reduced to methylamine or

nitrobenzoic acid to amidobenzoic acid; the radical NO a
in all

these cases being changed to NH2 . Hence from NO .OH comes

very readily NH 2.OH. Again, the ammonia-like structure of

hydroxylamine is shown by the fact that it unites with acids to

form salts without the formation of water. The structure above

given, however, involves the assumption that two of the three

hydrogen atoms, being simiiarh situat 1 and combined. -ln-nld

exhibit the same behavior; while the third, being

unit d. should ,1, x, dill rent
}

ho^i ^

and di-benzhydroxaiuic acid's, and t ribeuzhvdrovy lamiue, are suc-

cessively produced. Entirely analogous compounds are produced

by anisyl. Calling the hydrogen atoms one, two, three, in this

order N H H OH, we have, when both radicals replace hydrogen,

benzanishydroxamic acid N(C
7
H

s
O)(C

8
H,0

2
)OH and anisbenz-
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aic acid N(C 8H 7 8
)(C

7
H

8
0)OH, with two replacements;

mzanishydroxylamine N(C
7
H

5
0)(C,H

5
0)0(C 8H 7 2 ),

jenzhydroxylaniino X(C H 6C)(G%H7 8)0(C,H 5 0), and

tzhydroxylamine X (

C

s
II ,

2 )
( C ,

H

5
O)O (C

7
H

5
O), when

,
s!,|' IMM "l ' il' '

_

the above compound are hh nt ical ; Imt they are only

on, the coin]M)iui«ls must he isomers. The author has
rishydroxamic and

their cl

dear therefore, that hydrog(
equivalents of each other, and that the

that hydrogen ato

>aeh other, and tha
hydroxyiamine. Lossen assigns therefore

formula C,H,0-i-0-C
7
II

5
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ning carbon. The heat inci

n the borders.
'

Potassium burns with a very

ric acid.

The chemical rays, as w<

have an increased activity.

ins* phosphorescent substan

flames and shone with a m
pressure.— Cornptes Bendm

8. Magnetism.—M. Boui



; was determined by a <jalvan<:

e by four loner fine tubes filled with distille<l water,

is nearly proportional to the speed, but increases a

apidlv than the latter. The ratio of the two alters

H '] V_! ' ' ,/v i

,' m", liln lays.' A Holtz

l".!v.' and' i'nV'r'i'.^ ^k'ianre l.mg as the

Tiir^n-lTior^^la^v'un 'the
'•'

'

'"'

I.V'the

W. Johnson, of Yale College, is chairman-e



II. G-EOLOGY AND NATURAL IIlSTORY.

1. Supplement to the Article on I'r. !{><>,',<< eriJrnei iritj, re-

gard to the cotemporaneit\i of Man and the 3fastodon ; by the

Author.—Since the article on pae-es :):'!.3 to :Ui.i was printed, I

have come across another of Dr. Koch's
] .aniphU ts. It is a '-sec-

ond edition" of the New York pamphlet of 1*45. In tin main it

is the same with the earlier one of that year. The 1110s! important

dili'en nee is iii the first half of the t'itle page, which reads as

follows :

" Description of the Hydrakchos Haklam (Koch). (The name

Professor Silliman.^1° Agiga'ntit-Fo^n.'K\:ri !'.::. hit el\". liseoverec

by the author, in the State , M:ir<

\. second differ* tile appei »ded :matter of nearly 1(

ids the
1
•ampldet t< Tl

sists^.f (1) an < nt article from " Tie- N V..rk Dis

r York Evan
the llydrarchos an. 1 I . e v t h an. alluded

i II li-
s of thep

the « New York Morning N<?ws."

striking resemhlance to a screw so that thev are called hvThe
nhabitants of th e country petrified screws."

The Doctor's ''spiral columns" of "fossil fish" are the common
Bryozoan corals of the -vims Arehhrn dlpora, found there, and
elsewhere, only i 11 Suhcarhoniferous rocks.

and close of the fret:, re.,!. period; and the principle is rcc

by Dr. W..
li « rp r en Ocean I

1871, read before the I loyal Society in June, 1872, and pu

survey of Wisconsin was" organi/. 1 in th< spring ,: ff

Dr. I. A. Lapham as chief geologist, and Professor K. D.
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of the State University, Professor T. C. Chamberlin of Beloit Col-
lege, and Mr. Mosks Strong. Mining Kn-im or. as assistant geol-

gists; and t'role^o, 'V. \Y. Dnnu.,,! , he Stale IVn , Kit v. as

work won 1.1 1 >e faithful and exact"

Two se e.l field work.
Dunn- 11 th he Held, and
.luring tie

Huro-
•itli Major T. IS y.fho

Wnvk Will

.'Michigan. B -third

oft lie Stai

ing tarts

- volume, accon

ndred detailed
results j»os e to place upov i lie i

,
it e aim of the

Corps jo ; as much of the work possible in t !ii- ;

l

1 -'"'

form. They : ire complete for all pi »rti ons of the Stat nined,

de

The ent
mapped w it!. contour lines : it a dii lee" of fifty feet verti al. as

- Hani- the •dlieeous ores that form i

n precipitous exposures. These oi

and the ore sampled and analyze

^sils, many of them new



Trviiio- where lie has made observation

the Four Lake ec

Columbia Count ies:'tlu

vith its ren.ar

Archaean islai

the Archaean and Potsdam; the rocks of the main A
al.mg the vallej-s of the Wisconsin, Yellow, and B
and on the drift phenomena of the ent

cially interesting -the area is jn st on The ed-e
less region of th

While the nit

n half of the £itate.

authority from t he legislature for the printing of t

eilly knows nothing of its duties.

4. Geological S>a-re>/ of Ahihmnx. Effort of Pr<>griM for
1874; by Eugene A. Smith, Ph.D.. State U-oIogist. 140 pp.

8vo. Montgomery, Alabama, 187.').—Prof. Smith, alter a history
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jjol.l: copper, 1,1 \Y ,1V Mine in Cie in County; iron on
which arc associated usually with the hornblendic rocks. T

ioloqiod Surv, 1/ of Xev Jersey. Annual
Geologist, Prot Gtsowx H. Cook, for the ye
>. Trenton, X. J., 1874.—Prof. Cook gives,

i re ammaliv !'i

•

-. . a'."m \V lhri.l-e.

Aml.oy and South Amboy, and sold at an average price of

lie*

7. Pro/. O. Heer\s Arctic Fl
IV.f IU.,. r\ Arctic flora arc as v
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from materials collected by the Swedish Polar expeditions under
the direction of Prof. XordenskiGld. This volume admirably
completes the work, by the superior character of its execution and
by the interesting facts which it exposes in regard to the ideologi-

cal floras of the Arctic and Polar re-ion^, it contains ,s.a
paper on the Carboniferous flora of the Arctic zone (eleven passes

and six plated; 2d, tin Cretaceous flora of the Arctic zom (one

hundred and forty pages with thirty-eight plates) ; :bl, an appen-

dix to the Miocene flora of Greenland (three pages and five

plates) ; and 4th, a general revision of the Miocene flora of the

i

the Cretaceous hud wa- till no* - u *K kn « n I it i>. . uim N

problems which are masterly presented and discussed by the

author. This part has a peculiar interest for the naturalists of

this country , on a< < >ui t oi tin dis< «•> .
i

\ i ?\enrask ind I i

of a terrestrial formal hm closely related in time to that of the

Upper Cretaceous of Greenland, "in which a laruv number of fossil

plants have been discovered and reeentlv described hy Les<[ucreux

a. Among
f , Fh>,i* , Sassaf.-vs

.. wbi.h aie

cal or related forms. This indicates an evidi ion*, which.

however, is far less marked than would be ex]

groups of plants from formations where svneln
For among the one hundred and thirty spet

s probable.

the Dakota group of Nebraska, one bundle
dicotyledonous and many of the genera, L :

'l"
! ' }l

r

me of Heer l>v a small
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from Spitsbergen, in all sixtei?n species of Ferns and Conifers with

s. On Ser-peutint Psemlo >,n.rn ,/,s after Monticellite, a Lime-
Iath. pfonatsb. k. Akad. d.

)-T!,e pseudomorphs des<bribed by
>m Rath are from the IVsnn?da Alp.,onMt.Monzoniinithe Tyrol.

ugitic greenstone." which <

.Moii/cni peak, enme up throug;h limestone [of the

crvstalline; and this limes
tains many crystallized silic; ites nesir its junction with the other

iuh i

; -|.. adjoining the Pei Up, at a height of al

Vill

Ml'.>rds crystals of the form ..: n-','!] ticellite, along with others of

•rthite, garnet ami spinel. The I nonticellite crystals, some of
eall el e. They

t blackish green spii

t;
ilsoin part serpentine. Tl
>wn, yellowish and oecasioi

: :• •

'

of thepseudomorpr
'i.hinfuv

she Von, Rath gives several
figures of the crystals. Unali

the locality, but it occurs
west of Pesmeda and tothe The S,,u

junction of the limestone
ext ernally altered.



i

:',• i,_i,.i- is .',it ii,m, tin ii.m ii'i

which was rciiKivnl from the nodules in the j.roa^ of alteration.

fi'/uifi s ' !o l'ev <>. 1 isii u,

(IW Caml.ri.I-e Phil. S„c., F< b. 2-J. »—This paper was a sequel to

one read in Dec, Js;:;, in which it ha«l been shown that, upon the

supposition that tiie inequalities of the earth's surface have been

formed by contraction of ils volume throuo-h cooling, they are too

irreat to be so accounted for if the earth has cooled as a solid

body. In the present communication it was therefore assumed
that there is a lh,uUl layer beneath the cooled crust; and an ap-

1 1. Botany of the Iskovf of Amsterdwn.-
that the !iit!o M:u d of Amsterdam, in the So,

known to be covered with trees, whilst the i

only fifty mi statute of even

am forest, be tin- a hmdii.

as u-enerally prevent-, 1 t ho roll, ,-r i,.„ ,,| -pecinc
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>us AhqJiio.nts, which ITa'ckel refused

nerves m A,,,,, , , pin I ixis betweei

their cranial i,,.|\.- 1-y tl,< .'..'-.
M .

7i
i _ aul-rior pairs of nerves

respects .1,),, /. rale type:" and
crmsi.U'i-in- its resemblance to the oarlv sta-es of Petromvzoi
(describedV Selmltze), there is no reason for removing it iron:

the class Pisces. On account of its permanently segmented skuf
and its many..: Huxley reonrds it as the

type of a primary division which he names E„tomocrania, othei
fishes being Holocnmiu.

13. Zoological Stuti,,,, „t X,>pk*. Dr. Anton Dohrn has issued
a Catalogue* of the Library of the Zoological station at Naples
Xearly one half of the volumes belong to Dr. Dohrn, and formed
Ins private library at the time he established the zoological station

nnals. It «-ii:

Feb. 27.

pp. iv, 791.
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III. Astronomy.

1. Onth> Sun of April 16JA, as observed

h;/ Mr. St(,n , at Kl>[>fi>,tt< in in Xtri>)<i<]H<il<i)t<], Sunt!, Afn'rn, 55

miles from the sea and '_'o miles from the central line of shadow.—

lion of Young's observations of the general, or nearly general,

ersion of Frannhofer's lines in the spectrum of the corona near
the

ona, in contra-distinction to the inner corona, carried to the ex-

t of rather more than a decree from the sun's center, which has

proved that the spectrum of the outer corona consists of a linear

Sj, ctrum of one bright line, either exclusive ly or sensibly, whose
v-e-leimth is 5,312, and of an ordinary sunlight spectrum with

absorption lines. The spectrum of the outer" corona has been

shown to fade gradually away as the extreme visible limit of the

lie

i »na is appn >ached, and not to disappear sharply as if the extreme
it of the corona had been reached. 3. This spectroscopic ex-

mation of the outer corona, combined with the unchanged
oha racter of its principal features as -ecu at^ Namaqualaud, Gri.jua-

corona in a direction parallel to, or nearly parallel to, the sun's

axis of rotation. The strongly marked character of the contrac-

of 1874, may not improbably ultimately lead to a s'milar inference

in the case of the outer corona also."— Mont!J )/ Xoth-es, February,
1875.

2. Srhiapnnljrs (>h*,-rr«thns of Comet III 1862.—The care-

ful observations made by Professor Sehiaparelli of Comet III 1862,

lately published, the delay having been occasioned by the diffi-

• ... - .. '.
.

: - .-.:.-; ' ;,

Prof. Sehiaparelli, in his J/e,/--<//\ tirst gives l he original observa-

tions, and then discusses them under various heads. The apparent

brightness of thecoma increased from 6 mag. on July 24, to 1'7

mag. on August :;i, and the intrinsic brightness, calculated by the

usual formula.
, .

. also increased from 0'210 to P017 within the



maining stationary for a like on
an increase for ten days . follnwi
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3. 7%6 Gold Medal of the .Utronmniod Snrieti/.—'Uxe Coun-

entitled " Siderum Xehulosorum < )bsen

fhe President will explain to the ineetin;

d after the Annual Report.— Monthly A

night of Feb. 12th with loud e

<d' the fragments from the sto

State University by Prof. Leoi
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Int

1. J.»<7-?/-s hool of }.' : '.—The e;tperi
_

ence of

fch€ •<) years has shown that it "\\ ill be in

Sehoc<\ of Natural History at Penikese <

is as formerly. At the close of the last 'rustees

had exhausted their resources. They propose to charge a fee of

dollars the

tt '•;;';';;
summer if a sufiicieiit m

to to make the necessary
imber of :i ri

,!

Even
With tin- ! ement of students, there will be a <

defic as the case last year) to be met 3 of the
sell.. position of Penikese neeessit.

.
iv e vpenses

whi. •h need i

\V£;
1

;t at once to the Director at Cambridge,
ill he given to teachers and to

in..; U-ae Alexander Director.

2. l>o*(<i t\.-nvje in the Clin„,h 'of sc
—Mr . Buchai! concludes a paper in

February 2~>
, as In! lows: -The general resu If of the i a M ai ry then

of the popularly entertained

3. On the Periodicity Of 'J

Sehioankw,cft>n in <hr Haufiy
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' frequent storms correspond to those auroras, and

ply a consequence of a degree of ins

These changes in the insolation, ae<

olation dependent upon the

•ording to Koppen, m anifest

themselves in
1 .

,
;.: -, :. . -

cessively. The phenomena of thund<jr-storms, on the othei

do not depenr i alone up.m the e<>ml!f ion at the place in qiK-sth.n

> on the condition of theat-
mosplu.iv at

]
.obits far distant au.l belonging to another

nediate position which the

peraturemay possibly find it- explan: ition in this fact.'

Von Bezoh 1 dose; with show! - that observations recently

Tin HIin, I Fish and some of the asm*
itnoth Gave, Kentucky, proh.rhly if 3I<(\

of the present inhabitants.

u belonging to the

iation with that group. This subject
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modification of the early formed cham
be carefully considered before it can be

Until a specimen of Chologaster, or s<

family, has been obtained in the extern

ley, it is hardly logical to regard the

fishes belong as one originally distril

Ohio Valley, and afterward becoming
and only existing in two such widely
coast of South Carolina and the sul

southwestern States. That marine for

fresh water lakes and rivers is known t

living in fresh

icademyof*
Cleveland, Ohio. Published by

The
1

the
0, by Dr. J. V. Kirt land

, and others, and which
part in any sci.

pape

gentleman of Cleveland.—The valuable papers
from time to time before the Cleveland Aca<
1860, by Dr. J. P. Kirtland, Dr. .1. S. Xewherrv

tield by Col. C. Whittle

interest, including several \ duabh letters by \l ssiz. II n s,

and Baconian.
0. Annual Record of Science and Industry f>r IS 74. Edited

by SfKxeKK F. IbviiMe with the :Ksi<tmwi. oi eminent men of sci-

ence. 666 pp. 12r

by Prof.Baird conns well laden with the

?ar past. A long introductory chapter

f the chief stages of progress in the vari-

xpeditions
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of Yah College. No. XXXIL—Results of Drerh/iug Expedi-

tions off the New England Coast in 1874 ; by A. E. Verkill.

During the summer of 1874 Prof. S. F. Baird, U. S. Com-
missioner of Fish and Fisheries, established the headquarters

of the Commission at Noank, Conn., a village situated on

Fisher's Island Sound, a few miles east of New Loudon. A large

party of naturalists, who were invited to take part in the inves-

tigations of the commission, availed themselves of the unusual
facilities there offered for the study of marine life. The in-

vestigations of the invertebrate animals, in general, were placed

in charge of the writer, but several others, especially Mr. S. I.

Smith, Prof. A. Hyatt, and Mr. S. F. Clark, took a prominent
part in this work. Extensive die ere carried

on from this station, bv means of the U. S. steamer "Blue-
light," under Commander L. C. Beardslee. U. S. X. These

_-s extended from 30 to 40 miles from Noank, in dif-

ferent directions ; westward to the mouth of the Connecticut

River; southward to Gardiner's and Peconic Bays and the

waters south of Montauk Point: and eastward to' the banks
several miles south and east of Block Island, so as to connect

dredgings were made in a still larger number i

A very large and interesting collection of
mals was secured. Among these are over 10
the fauna of southern New England. Mc
northern species, but many are undescribed.
Am. Joue. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. IX, No. 54.—Juhb,
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ries, and made many interesting discoveries. He also

obtained a valuable collection. A more detailed account of

these investigations will be given in a future article.

Baeho. Capt. Piatt coi nu;, in ling, to continue the dredging opera-

tions off the coast of Maine. This work was put in charge of Dr.

A. S. Packard, as in 1873, and he was assisted by Mr. C. Cooke
and Mr. Robert Rathburn. They made dredgings at about forty

stations in the Gulf of Maine, off the coasts of Maine and New
Hampshire, at various depths down to 125 fathoms. These
localities may be conveniently grouped in five series.

a. Several dredgings on hard bottoms, near the Isles of Shoals

and on Jeffrev's Ledge, in 25-51 fathoms (see Nos. 44, 46,

48, 77, 78).

b. An interesting series of dredgings on Cashes Ledge, about
90 miles off Mt. Desert I, in 27 to 39* fathoms, hard and
rocky bottoms.

c. One dredging on a new bank, discovered by Capt. Piatt, in

32 fathoms, sandy bottom (No. 69).

d. Several dredgings' in 36-48 fathoms, muddy bottoms, be-

tween Cape Ann and the Isles of Shoals (Nos. 38-41, and
78 in part).

e. Numerous localities in 50 to 125 fathoms, muddy bottoms,
including most of the localities not already mentioned,
over a wide area, both east and west of Jeffrey's Ledge,
and extending from No. 62, off Pemaquid, Me., to the

deeper parts of the Gulf of Maine, south of Cashe's Ledge.

Hard bottoms.—The collections from the hard bottoms (in-

cluded under a, b, c) are much like those from similar and

lists were published in this Journal (vol. vii, p. 502, May,
1874). Cashe's Ledge, as before, proved to be a rich dredging
ground, remarkable for large numbers of rare northern species.

Locality 78, in 35 fathoms, near Jellrev's Ledge. wa< ( properly

a mixed bottom, mud predominating ; but the dredge

brought up some stones and large quantities of masses of firmly

consolidated ferruginous mud and sand, most oi' which were

i rrem la rly broken and curved pieces, but some had the form of

!ariM\ slightly conical tubes. 3 to 6 inches in diameter, and 12
to lo inches long, the walls often being an inch or more thick.

The-:.' a re probably old uninhabited tubes of Cc-unit/iHsbnreatis,

which have become firmly consolidated by some chemical

action. Upon these fragments of tubes numerous species of

Bryozoa, Ascidians and Sponges had established themselves,
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The following list includes the species additional to

enumerated last year. Those from Cashe's Ledge are m
c; those from Jeffrey's Ledge, J; those from Capt. Piatt'

bank (loc. 69), p ; those from locality 78 are marked loc.

Additions to the list of hard-bottom species.

Crustacea.

Hippolyte Phippsii. c. loc. 78. i Epim
rispinosa. J. Mom

Menestho albula. c. I Philin<

Lamellibranchic

, lucernaria, c. J. loc. 78. B. elegantula.
Tubulipora serpens. j. loc. 78. E. laevis (=iV....„ .

T. hispida (=T. crates St.) j. loc. 78. Hippothoa vulgaris.
T. incrassata. j. loc. 78. H. divari

D. hyalina, var. simplex. loc. 78.

D'iscoporella verrucaria. j. loc. 78.

icabra. p. loc. 78.

Membranipora unicornis, c. J. Discopora scabra, v. plic

M. unicornis, var. Americana. J.

Lepralia spathulifera. lc

Echinodermata.

Crossaster papposus. o

Hydroida.

Gonothynea hyalina. c. loc. 69. I Lafoea gracillima.

Clytia Johnstoni. c. J. loc. 69. ) Halecium tenellum.
Calycella plicatilis (Sara, sp.) J. lo
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Muddy bottoms.—The dredgings on muddy bottoms agree
closely with those of the previous year, as might be expected
from the similarity of the localities, and their proximity. Most
of the rare -;> 'cies |)reviously obtained were again met with, so

that foi many species additional specimens of great interest

were obtained. Thus a second specimen of Pleurotomella Pack-
ardiiY. was dredged at loc. 54; and several of Anacl
recti nt loo. 58 and 6<>: Caridio;t iiordoni and large specimens of

la at loc. 54 and 58, etc. A fine new species

of Asterina, with dark dorsal spots, occurred at locality 54.

The following list includes most of the additional species,

not enumerated in the lists published last year in this Journal
(vol. vii, p. 411). though quite a number found on some of the

muddj bottoms, but belonging properly on hard ones, are

here omitted.

List of additions to the fauna of the muddy bottoms.

Crustacea.

Hippolyte polaris. loc. 54.
|

(Ediceros lynceus. loc. 41.

If. Phipppii. loc. 5-1. Syrrlio..' rremiluta. loc. 41.

Astyris r<

. ,
!• v I!, ii.-ur

„ _.._ier, flexible, dich
from close to the point of attachment, making a stellate cluster. Zocecia in two
alternating rows, smooth, oblong, slightly swollen in the middle, with a short

pine on the outer angle; aperture terminal, oblique, rounded or oval.

Avicularia, on the front of the zocecia, remarkably large, nearly as broad as the

zocecia and more than half their length, compressed, fusiform, tapering gradually

to the point o ms, 1872; off

Plate vii, figure 3. From Vineyard Sound and

3 very small apertures with elongated processes pro-

Lepralia Americana, sp. nov. Plate vii, figures 4. 5. —h. Palh.m-ina-f V.. in



W. M. Fontaine—Primordial Strata of Virgh

[Concluded from page 369.]

Rockfish Gap.

The railroad cuts at this place afford some good exposures of

the lowest Primordial strata. In the deep cut made for the

west entrance to the tunnel, the junction of these rocks with

the massive chloritic argillites, which here form the mass of

the Blue Ridge, is well shown. The strata are here all inverted,

and dip southeast, but at a much higher an^lo than the Blue

Ridge 'slates. These latter lie in heavy plates, produced by
the consolidation of numerous laminae, with a dip of about 40°

southeast. As described in a previous paper, they nre of a

dark greenish-gray color, the green being caused by films of

chlorite. T ard, resisting decomposition and

degradation quite well. The first stratum of the Primordial

rocks which adjoins these slates presents a strong contrast with

them, the line of junction being strongly defined. This stra-

tum, No. (1) of the section here, is composed of very thinly

laminated slates or shales, much compacted by pressure". They
are not crystalline and hence not true slates. They are pale

yellowish-gray, and are of the variety called by the Professors

Rogers, "feld'spathic slates with taleose matter.''' They decom-
pose, or rather lose their coherence, much more easily than the

argillites. Hence at their junction wit!) tin so rocks," the height

of the walls of the cat suddeuh diminishes from twenty to live

or six feet. Thickness 300 feet. (2.) On the west of these is

a band of more siliceous composition. On the side next to (1),

the layers of this rock, in color, do not differ much from (1), but

are thicker than the preceding slates, and more sandy. The
bedding thickens, and the amount of siliceous matter increases

to the west, until we have a fine-grained white kaolin sand-

stone in pretty thick laver^. Tiii.-ki .-, 75 feet. (3.) The last

rocks are suddenly succeeded by a conglomerate of brownish

red color, indicating a sudden change in the conditions of sedi-

mentation at this point, while the two preceding rocks

graduate into each other, showing a gradual change of the

material deposited, which was plainly the product of slow

decomposition and accumulation. Nos. (I) and (2) are the

- of the hi<rhl\ metamorphosed sandstone, No. (1),

of the Balcony Falls section, while (3) is the representative of

the feldspathic conglomerates and their included shale- —n
there. The conglomerate here presents some very interesting

points of difference.
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This rock is well exposed in a quarry near the railroad, from
amount of stone has been removed. Its

omposition is thus fully exposed. It lies in
massive plates live to six feet thick, with thin seams of shaly
matter between several of the plates. These thin seams are the
dimiui |] ] representatives o! the shales which separate the beds
of conglomerate at Balcony Falls. Some small veins of quartz,
the result of metamorphie/aetion, fill cracks in the mass. The
coarser materials are rounded grains of quartz of the size of a
garden-pea and under. Earely is a particle of fresh feldspar

seen. This feldspar has the same character with that found in

the equivalent rock at Balcony Falls. On the other ham!.

numerous grains and lumps of this feldspar, in a condition of
almost complete decomposition, are seen. These larger ) >a rticles

are imbedded in a slaty cement of highly ferruginous, decom-
posed, felsitie m ,'t :. whi< h In i scratched with a knife gives
a decided cherry-red streak. Besides, distinct particles of
hematite appear. Enclosures of angular fragments of the
slates of the Blue Eidge are not rare.

The more decomposed condition of this material in this

vicinity is explained by the fact that it was probably brought
by currents from the southwest, and thus for a considerable
time subjected to agencies tending to disintegrate it. At
Rockfish Gap the shores of the Primordial sea were probablv
formed by argillites, while farther southwest, coarse syenites

^'iilainine.' red feldspar and quartz were washed hv the waters.

The fresh state of the feldspar at Balcony Falls shows that this

sediment must have been rapidly formed and poured into the
sea. I have already given some account of an eruptive syenite

which, in the vicinity of the Peaks of Otter, has penetrated the

older metamorphie 'syenites, and have stated also that the

lowest Primordial rock at Haicotn Falls h; > 1. vn highh altered

by contact action of a similar rock. It is probable that this

rock is the product of deep-seated metamorphie action, pro-

duced by the sinking, in its earliest stages, of the bottom of
the Primordial sea. This would cause great press

the resisting syenitic border, and might fuse a portion of it

and squeeze this out, shattering the upper and firmer mass.

An igneous rock cap I quartzose

material exists also at Rockfish (Jap, as is disclosed in the

tunnel. It is, however, small in amount, and being entirely

enclosed in slates, was probably not exposed to any extent to

the action of the waves. There is no evidence to fix its age,

but if it was formed at this period, it probably caused a fractur-

ing of the slates, which was the source of the fragments found
in the conglomerate. The thickness of the conglomerate rock is

60 feet, and like the two preceding, it has a dip of 70° to the
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southeast. The strata so far form the western base of the Blue
Ridge. The succeeding rocks form a series of Low hills, which
for a space of 2£ miles at this point lie between the mountain
and the valley of South River, a branch of the Shenaudoah.

(4.) We have next to the conglomerate No. (3), a partially

concealed interval of 200 feet, in which the rocks are, when
seen, kaolin shales and kaolin sandstone, principally the

former. Hence from their softness, they occupy a valley. To
the west of this is a band of kaolin sandstones, with layers of

cellular, much indurated quartzite, and some subordinate beds
of an indurated, gray, coarse sandstone, to be described farther

on. This series, in which the quartzites predominate, has

undergone much local metamorphism, apparently from hot

siliceous solutions, which has rendered the material more resist-

ing to denuding agencies. It occupies a range of hills of con-

siderable height. It contains one bed of the gray sandstone 20
feet thick. Thickness 420 feet, or including the partly con-

cealed band, 620 feet. This series of strata is the equivalent of

No. (8) in the Balcony Falls section. The dip is high to the

southeast ; it is somewhat confused by the consolidation of the

beds.

(5.) The first rock in this series is a highly indurated gray
sandstone, the type of the beds above mentioned as forming
occasional layers in No. (4). It is of dark gray color, and is

composed of coarse grains which are by metamorphic action

changed nearly to a compact texture. Specks of decayed feld-

spar occur, also numerous seams of quartz, and occasional im-

pregnations of chlorite and epidote. The bedding is almost

obliterated. This is the next most highly altered rock seen

by me in the Primordial area. Next to this occurs a bed of

diorite 20 feet wide, which has aided in producing the meta-

morphosis of the sandstone and the strata of (4). The thick-

ness of the sandstone is 50 feet. The diorite is composed of

hornblende principally, with a rather scanty amount of feldspar,

apparently albite. The hornblende occurs in pretty large

particles, while the albite cements them together. Next is a

band of bluish -gray, coarse shales, 75 feet wide : then a partially

concealed interval of 300 feet, occupied by similar rocks :
then

for 200 feet, several alternations of the same shale- with bluish

argillaceous sandstones. In these a layer 6 feet wide of red

as hematite is found. Then a second bed of diorite

12 feet wide, resembling in all respects the first. All of these

rocks have a comparatively low dip of from 30° to 40° to the

southeast

(6.) The above beds, which are mostly sandy shales, and aie

rather thickly-bedded in layers of from one to several feet, are

succeeded by a band of very thinly-laminated, firm, olive
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slates or shales, in which the dip rises to 75° to the southeast.
T!:i M slates, which in fact are highly compressed shales, are
in places much crushed, and show on their faces fine wrinkles.
They are 300 feet thick. We then have 80 feet of indurated
brown sandstone, with some chlorite, and a good deal of
partly decomposed feldspar interspersed in it. Then an interval
of concealed rock occurs for 100 feet. We then have for 150
feet several alternations of biv, sandstones,
with greenish shaly beds, in which the dip comes down to
50° southeast. Then very finely fissile, pink-colored slaty

shales, which weather purplish red. Thickness 200 feet

About 50 feet (on the east side) of these shales differ from the

rest in color alone, b< tvsh. and taking a

yellow tint on weathering. Then for 100 feet a bluish shale is

found. The two last series of beds. (5) and (6), appear to he

the equivalent of No. (9) at Balcony Falls. Their combined
thickness is about 1450 feet, that is, provided no reduplication

from folding occurs. This is possible, though not probable, I

think. It will be seen that these rocks are characterized by
the large amount of ferruginous matter which they contain, by
which they are sharply distinguished from those which precede
and follow them.

(7.) The dip in the preceding series gradually declines until

it attan,. on the west side 40° S.E.. whirl, is still more de-

creased in No. (7). where it varies from 30' to 40° S.E. The
strata now to he described are the equivalent of the Potsdam
sandstone, and resemble No. (10) at Balcony Kails in their

II theg t ,„ silieeou> lit. lin pres-M ill

them. But while at Balcony Falls we tind many layers of

verv considerable thickness to be pure quartzite. all the strata

here have some kaolin, and this substance forms by far the

i of the rock. The system here consists of a vast

assumed a drab or pale yellow color <
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from the oxidation of the minute amount of iron present.

almost always present in some portion of the Potsda:

and may be'considered i

istic of this formation.

this material that a fragment of it may be recognized at a

glance wherever found, b and c arc, when fresh, very light

gray in color.

The entire mass of this material is so shattered and broken

that it lies in lingular fragments in the beds, so that it may be

removed with the pick and shovel. The Messrs. Rogers, in

their descriptions o! the composition of the lowest Silurian

strata, often speak of their containing tale and imperfectly

developed feldspar, which they regard as the product ot incom-

plete meta u m Whilc'it ma\ he true that such partial

re- Deration oi minerals may occur on the large scale in

these strata, I have seen no instance of it. This u imperfectly

developed feldspar" is simply kaolin, which has lost more or

less of its plasticity. A qualitative analysis of a fragment of c

gave me as essential components: 1, Uncombined silica (sand)

;

2, combined silica; 8, alumina ; 4, a little water, and no potash.

The slaty shales of No. (1) in this section, which agree with

the rocks called by Prof. Rogers talcose slates, have no mag-

nesia, but are mainly composed of combined silica and alumina,

with a marked amount oi potash and iron, and a small amount
of water and lime. The ,oek, r. contains also a trace ol iron,

and a little mica in fine scales The conglomerate near the

base of the svstem <ln>, not contain crystalline feldspar.

because of the' greater metamorphie actio,,' to which it has

been subjected. The finding of feldspar in all stages of decay

shows that this mineral is undergoing a process just the

reverse of regeneration, and that strata composed of the fresh

particles of degraded crystalline rocks have been mistaken for

rocks partial. v crystallized by metamorphie action.

The beds lWi '.'
serib, 1 have a thickness of 300 feet, and

are succeeded bv a partiallv-eonceuled interval, in which 50 feet

of a similar rock are shown. From this point, for the space of

halt a mile no cutting cxm.* The -pare out-.de of the valley
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been subjected to the action of some transporting agent, since
it is mixed with more or less clayey matters. Its sharp angu-
lar condition shows that it has not been moved far. Large
boulders of the metamorphosed quartzite occurring in No. (4)

Next to the hills occupied by (7) occurs the valley of the
South Branch, about 500 yards wide. Here the strata are not
exposed. This space was occupied entirely, or in great part,

by the shales overlying the Potsdam strata. No very reliable

estimate can be given of !u< ii thiol ness, but it cannot have been
under 700 to 800 feet. They seem to have been of the same char-

acter, except the calcareous matter, with those associated with

is • i. fca, " .' ieh are found immediately on the west
side of the stream. Here, at the town of Waynesboro, we have
the following succession of strata, in which the dip is again high,

viz: 60° to the south ea.-t: iir-t, \mi\ \~<
i

*\ J !• -.50 feet; then
'lark gray, argillaceous limestone of earthy texture, 5 feet; next,

greenish siaty shales, 15 feet ; then dull purple, calcareous shales,

8 feet; next, very fissile, yellowish, calcareous shales, 40 feet.

Argillaceous li lestom follows 5 feet thick; then very fissile,

dark gray shales, 15 feet; then 10 feet of dark gray, thin-
11 'Mod limestone; then dark gray, very fissile shales auain, 12

feet; lastly, slabby, argillaceous limestone, passing into the

coarse, massive siliceous limestone which usuallv closes this

series, 60 feet. It will be seen that this series is closely like

that of similar age at Balcony Falls. To these rocks succeeds
a wide belt of purple, greenish and grav shales, belonging
probably to the same epoch. Then follows the Great Lime-
stone of the Valley, the Auroral, or No. II, of the Messrs.

Bogers.

It will be seen bv a comparison of this section with that

given at Balcony Falls, that the thickness of Nos. (5) and (6)
m the section here is much greater than that estimated for

their equivalent, No. (9), in that section. A disparity, no
doubt, exists, though probably not to such an extent as it thus

appears to do. since I hive under-estimated rather than over-

estimated the thickness of (9). Still there remains the iacl that

the proportion of shaly matter in the entire group at Kooktish
Gap has greatly increased. This may be due to the nature
of the shores of the Primordial sea. which, as we have seen,
were probably composed of the line chloritic arcillites of the
Blue Eidge. What could have been the source of the immense
quantity of kaolin found here and everywhere in the Primor-
dial strata, and what caused the almost total freedom of such
kaolin rocks from iron, form- an interesting problem.
The following section represents the junction of No. (1) of

the series with the argillifc s of the Blue Eidge, as seen in the
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laminated slaty shales, the lowest of the Primordial strata, are

represented.

In the two detailed sections given

above at Balcony Falls and Rock-
have been thus minute
riptions, in order that the

may determine for himself

how far the one confirms the other.

At the same time, the strata at the

two places may be taken as types which best represent the

normal and inverted positions, and also the changes which
result from the different development of certain members of

the series.

Harper's Ferry.

The exposures at this place are not sufficient to admit of a

detailed section. Enough, however, may be seen to show con-

siderable changes.

The argillites, described in a former paper, extend to the

west about a mile and a half from the railroad bridge. They
are then succeeded bv the lower Primordial strata, the change
being quite abrupt. The line of junction is well shown on the

Virginia side of the Potomac, on the railroad. The massive
•lark gray beds ot argillite are seen here, with a clip of about
4<)° to the southeast, to abut against the highly inclined, more
fragile lower Primordial strata. The change in the character
of the rock is at once seen in the altered topography. The
hills no longer present abrupt faces of firm rock close to the

road, but recede with rounded slopes, which are so covered
with earth and fragments of stone that it is difficult to find the

strata in situ. The interval between the limestones of the

Calciferous and the ar-illites is about 1,100 feet. These
crushed rocks are succeeded immediately by a high cliff of

Calciferous limestone, between whose massive walls and those

of the argillites the more fragile lower Primordial rocks seem
to have been compressed and crushed.
On the Maryland side the exposures are better. The rock

forming the lower strata next to the argillites seems to be a

variety of the lowest slates seen at Rockfish Gap. It di tiers

from them in containing a greater proportion of siliceous mat-

ter in the form of very fine sand, intimately mixed with

argillaceous matter and kaolin. This materia] produces a fine-

grained, slaty sandstone and slate, which, when fresh, has a pale

greenish-gray color, but weathers with a grav or yellowish-gray

color. The 'dip of these strata is about 75° to the east •
-

They, as far as seen, occupy most of the space below the Cal-
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ciferous. These rocks, in their upper or more westerly portion,

are succeeded by a lii_ ue of brownish color

and rather coarse grain.
' About forty feet of this are shown.

It lies in rather thin laminae, and has the same dip with the
preceding. No other strata were seen until the <'

limestone, distant one or two hundred feet, was reached. This
latter series also shows important modifications. The entire

thickness of the strata lying below the Calciferous at Harper'*

Ferry cannot be much over 1,000 feet. So far as seen, only two
varieties of rock occupy this space, viz: the slaty rocks above
mentioned, which form ution, and the Band-

stone, which much resembles some of the quartzites of the lower
strata at Eockfish Gap. It will thus be seen that, along with the

diminished thickness of the formation, the disappear-

ance of most of the coarser material seen to the southwest is to

be noted here. It is not impossible that some of the beds have
been engulfed in their upheaval, since on the Virginia side the

manner in which the argillitc- a mi :,-_ m-t the Primordial in-

dicates that the former were crowded in a solid mass over

tie latter.

The Calciferous rocks at this place are almost entirely lime-

stones. Instead of the numerous alternations of shale and im-

pure limestone, which elsewhere form the lower beds, we have
here only limestone. This is well shown in the high cliff on
the Virginia side, which presents a vertical wall close to the

railroad. This rock is of dark blue color, and is quite thinly

The laminae stand at an angle of about 80 3 E.S.E.
It is much metamorphosed, with crypto-erystalline texture, and
has numerous small seams of calc-spar penetrating it in every
direction. Numerous small particles of fluor-spar occur inter-

spersed in the mass. About 120 feet were seen. The only
other member of the Calciferous seen here is the curious, rough,

massive limestone which forms the upper member of the series

everywhere, and which at every exposure presents the same
physical features. This rock at Harpers Ferry contains work-
able deposits of iron ore. The excavations made on the

Maryland side of the Potomac for the procuring of the ore

have well exposed its character. It lies immediately to the

west of the rock last described. From the examination made
in the open cuts in the iron nunc about two miles above the

fracture rough and glistening, from its sub-crystalline texture.

The hardness and weight are much above those of ordinary
pure limestone. It lies in masses o

I the thickne.-s of thirn feet

and more, without bedding. Without e|,,se examination, it

would be mistaken for a variety of igneous rock. The ore is

an argillaceous limonite, occupying a seam varying in width
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from six to ten feet. This seam is the decayed outcrop of an
argillac ous la\ r highb (.'harmed with pyrites, for at the depth
of forty feet the ore is cat off by pyrites. This, and the other
features of the rock, indie; to thai tii • entire mass of limestone

has been metamorphosed by the action of water holding min-
eral matters in solution.

To the west of this limestone the usual formation of varie-

gated shales occurs. The thickness of the limestone seen was
about ninety feet.

The section at Harper's Ferry thus indicates an increase in

the proportion of fine material over that shown to the south-

west, along with a great diminution in the total amount of

sedimentary deposits. Ti - faot explains the absence in Penn-
sylvania (as noted by H. D. Rogers) of the conglomerates which
occur in Virginia, and, according to Safford, reach their great-

est development in Tennessee.

I have given the above sections in greater detail than I

would iun o otherwise done, from the fact that Prof. Wm.
B. Rogers, in I is Virgii ia reports. do< - not (with the exception
of the strata at Balcony Falls) give detailed descriptions of the

1 members, and the order of succession of the lowest

strata, the nature of his report forbidding such de-

tails. With the single exception of the Scolithus, there are no
fossils to be seen in these lower rocks which can indicate their

age. it will be seen from the above notes that in Virginia we
hove below the Calciferous limestones a great development of

sandstones, shales and -ono'lomerates. amid) itt n in the mid-
dle portion of the State a thickness of over 2,000 feet, and
increase in the proportion of coarse materials to the southwest.

They probably attain greater thickness in that quarter, while

portion of fine matter increases. This change is plainly due to

the increasing de\ elopment to the southwest of the syenitic rocks

which formed the shores of the ancient seas, and to the greater

violence in that direction or disturbing forces. The Potsdam
sandstone forms One of the upper members of this group.

Much further study of these strata is required to settle the

question whether the entire series is a great expansion of the

Potsdam, or whether divisions may be made corresponding to

other epochs. The fact that at Roekiish Gap, and to the south-

west, a great body of ferruginous slaty shales separates the

lower, highly siliceous and altered, sandstones from the upper

k olin - mdstones o!
]
roba !e Potsd n i . <re. s< • ms to in !i< r to i

change in the conditions of sedimentation sufficient to justify

such a division, in which the Acadian strata may be found.
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General -Remarks and Conclusions,

Having given the above brief indication of the possible rela-

tions of the lower Primordial strata to each other, I will devote
a small space to pointing out the apparent relations of those
strata to the meta mn] hie enst dlim rocks of the Blue Eidge.
I am aware of the fact that not enough has been done to justify
in all cases positive conclusions.

In my paper on the Blue Ridge of Virgin ;> published in the
January and February Nos. of this Journal, I gave a descrip-

syenites ;

cinity of Balcony Falls and the Peaks of Otter, compose a large
portion of the Blue Ridge, and which app i ir I r,:n-v to the east
in the short ranges of Tobacco Row and No Business Moun-
tains. From the stratigraphical relations and composition of
these rocks, it is plain that they are of Laurentian age.

Whether the gneisses along the east foot of the Blue Ridge,
and the syenites near Lynchburg, which appear to break
through the mass of slaty rocks which occupy most of the
country, belong to this system or to the slates, remains to be
determined. These Laurentian rocks evidently increase in

their development from the northeast portion of the State to
the southwest.
Lying along and upon the eastern slopes of the syenites of

the lllue KidiiV, in the region of Balcony Falls, a formation
of argillites occurs, which, in the northeast, occupy the entire

space up to the Primordial strata. These rocks are covered to

the east by a series of mica slates, schists, gneisses, etc.. dis-

posed in a great syn< lin rium whi i it a.\i< in the vicinity

of the Catoctin Mountains. This axis is occupied by ta loose

limestone",
< | • tes idea slates. In romi< - tes, etc., stand-

ing nearly vertical. These latter strata in every respect bear a
most striking resemblance to the rocks described by Prof Dana
as found in Berkshire Co., Mass. This entire belt of slaty, semi-

metarnorphie strata, is bounded on the east by a line drawn from
nort! ,-ast to southwest, and pass at four or
five miles west of Alexandria, the eastern part of Louisa Co.,

and by Columbia, on James River. It will be readily seen

that these : of the Green Moun-
tain series. I think that in this broad belt at least two systems
exist, one older than the Primordial strata, and the other com-
posed of metamorphosed Silurian. The argillites of the Blue
Ridge belong to the former. Whether these are of Laurentian
"i- IFuronian ige, 1 cannot end. tak ii h present Ink of

detailed examinations, to decide. Their uneoidormability with
the coarse syenites apparently shows them to be of later forma-
tion. How much of the mica slat* - and schists, ii any, is of the
same age with the argillites remains to be seen. I need not
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repeat here the evidence given elsewhere in this paper, proving

that "i '!_ Hites are more ancient than the Primordial rocks.

The evidence for the supposed fact that the limestones and
associated rocks found in the axis of the synclinorium are

hosed Silurian strata, is by no means so positive.

The following points lead me to such a conclusion : 1. The
position of the strata, since they occupy the center of the

synclinorium. 2. Their nature, associations and dip. The
rocks here found associated do not exist in other parts of the

belt. Stated briefly, they consist of two ledges of limestone,

80 to 100 feet thick, enclosed in a vast mass of mica slate, and

separated from each other by an interval of from two to three

miles, principally occupied by the mica slates, in which occur

two ledges of quartzite, each about 100 feet thick. This mode
of occurrei -iieation by folding. The dip is

nearly vertical, while on each side the strata dip toward them.

3. Prof. Sogers states that in certain parts of the quartzites of

this series he saw enclosed fragments of mica slate. 4. At a

slate quarry in the rocks of this series, occurring in Bucking-
ham Co., on the east of the Catoctin Mountains, Credner states

that he found undoubted specimens of a cyathophylloid coral.

He does not give a more particular description. He also states

that they were badly preserved. I have not visited this quarry,

but propose to do so. Should Credner not have been mistaken,
his discovery would of course indicate the Silurian age of the

slates of the quarry.

Before closing this paper, I will add a few remarks on meta-

morphism, suggested by -iy studies of the Virginia rocks.

Some writers on the subject attribute regional metamorphism
mainly to three agencies, viz: 1. Increased heat and pressure,

caused by thick deposits. 2. The saturation of the strata with

moisture. 3. The change of motion into heat, which involves

a considerable disturbance of the metamorphosed region. I have
not observed that close connection between the first and third

of the above-mentioned agents, and the degree of metamorphism
in a given region, which should exist if these bear to each

other the relation of cause and effect. In order to show this,

I must compare the condition of the strata in certain parts of

the State, which, in the amount of metamorphism possessed by
them, stand in strong contrast For the purpose of this com-
parison I shall cali the belt of country lying between the

western edge of the great valley of Virginia and the Blue
Ri'l-c Moun

i rtion i hi.-li i described ii> papci

the Primordial belt. The region extending from the Blue lii'dgc

eastward, and bounded by the northeast ;!n d southwest line idven

above, may be styled the Middle belt On the east of this belt,

and between it and the Tertiary strata which extend some dis-

tance inland from the Atlantic, is a third belt, occupied by
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rocks of very different character from any occurring on the

firsl and second belts. This region may be called the Eastern
belt. The general character of the strata occupying it closely

resembles that of the rocks of the "White Mountain system.

The structure of this belt, stated briefly, seems to be as follows :

The lowest strata are certain heavih-Uui, d granitoid gneisses,

composed of a little quartz, black mica, and the feldspars,

al bite and orthoclase. These show themselves abundant h near

Richmond and Petersburg. Passing to the west, these 'strata

seem to be disposed in broad undulations, which sometimes
bring them \\\ through the overlying schistost strat

• i ong -ert nil lines when true igneous eruptive rocks penetrate
them. These massive beds are covered by a comparatively
thin formation of typical gneisses and mica schists, abounding
in quartz and mica. The overlying rocks are gneisses in the

eastern portion ot the i>< 1 md i \\< s< h sts in tin < enter, which
become hornblendic toward the western edge. These schistose

rocks arc disposed for much of the distance in broad anticlinal-

and synclinals, the strata over considerable spaces having

g. mra'bv a dip of 40°-50°,

thro, eh the Mid.!!,, to tin

1 have alreadv in this

the amount of alteration

d belts, we shall find it

we proceed from the

3 Eastern belt.

paper pointed out the

siliceous Primordial beds,
in the Primordial belt, the

true that certain strata ex

the lowest Primordial str; tta into those of the Mi<

note an abrupt change. The mctamorphism of
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The disturbance of the strata in this area is much less than

that which is found in the Primordial belt. The strata over

:!o spaces are disposed in wide arches and extensive

rolls, lying at a comparatively low angle. Yet in such regions

they are as fully changed as where they stand on end, and,

indeed, are often more so. From many indications. I am con-

vinced tlmt t
1 e i lost disti rbed portions . n - affected, after

the regional metamorphism had been produced, and that these

later convulsions produced only intense local change. In the

absence of measurements, no positive conclusions can be drawn
as to the comparative thickness of these semi-metamorphic

strata, but the indications are that it does not surpass, if it

equals, the united thickness of the more highly convulsed

rocks which lie to the west of them.
In the Eastern belt the strata are thoroughly altered, and in

the coarseness of the crystallization, and firm, unyieldi

i

ter of the rock, contrast strongly with those of the Middle belt.

The massively bedded, underlying granitoid, rocks are appar-

ently of different age from the overlying schistose strata, being

probably Lauren tian. Still, in the amount of metamorphism
exhibited, they do not surpass the latter. These schistose

strata, which, as previously stated, have the general character

of the "White Mountain series," do not exhibit that increased

amount of disturbance and of thickness that should exist if

these were the principal causes el their highly altered condition.

On the contrary, these deposits appear to be thinner than those

of either of the other belts, and are plainly less disturbed than

the Primordial strata. As to the presence of moisture suffi-

cient to produce metamorphism, the most favorable conditions

must have existed in the Primordial belt, as this is known to

have been covered with the water of the ancient seas certainly

to as late a period as either of the other belts.

In examining the geological structure of the State from east

to west, I have not found any such connection between the

flexures as would justify the conclusion of Prof. H. D. Rogers,

that the Appalachian system of folds extends to the Atlantic,

and that they are more compressed next to the ocean, while

they open out in proceeding west Indeed, I do not see how
he himself could have come to any such conclusion, after an

inspection of his " Susquehanna Section" alone.

Such a connection between the flexures of the Silurian, De-

vonian, and Carboniferous areas does exist, but the Blue Kidge
is the initial point on the east, and it mav he accounted for

bv the fact that their flexures were mainlv {.reduced bv a eom-

; in one period.
_

wider than those found in the other belts, and independent of
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In a paper communicated to the Koyal Society on December
12, 1872 (Phil. Trans. 1873, p. 253), I have shown that the test

formerly relied on to decide the presence or absence of a metal
in the sun, namely, the presence or absence of the brightest and
strongest lines of the metal in question in the average solar

spectrum, was not a final one, and that the true test was the

presence or absence of the longest lines of the metal : this long-

est line being that whi< I in the spectrum when
the pressure of the vapor is reduced.

Of the test in question I have said in the paper already men-
tioned, " It is one, doubtless, which will shortly enable us to

determine the presence of new materials in the solar atmos-
phere, and it is "seen at once that to the last published table of
solar elements—thatof Thalen—must lie added zinc, aluminium,
and possibly strontium, as a result of the new method."

In order to pursue the inquiry under the best conditions,

complete maps of the long and short lines of all the elements
are necessary. It is, however, not absolutely necessary for the

purposes of a preliminary inquiry to wait for such a complete
set of maps, for the lists of lines given by the various observers

may be made to serve as a means ( >i diUcrei ti iml b. tween the

longest and shortest lines, because I have also shown that the

lines given at a low temperature, by a feeble percentage com-
position, or bv a chemical combination of the vapor to be
observed, are precisely those lines which appear longest when
the complete spectrum of the pure dense vapor is studied.

Now .with regard to the various lists ami maps published by
various observers, it is known (1) that very different tempera-

tures were employed to produce the spectra', some investigators

using the electric arc with great battery power, others the induc-

tion spark with ami without the jar: (2) that some observers

employed in certain cases the chlorides of the metals the spectra

of which they were investigating,—others used specimens of the

metals themselves.
It is obvious, then, that these differences of method could

not fail to produce differences of result : and accordingly, in re-

ferring to various maps and tabic- <4' spectra, we find that some
include large numbers of lines omitted by othera A reference

to these tables in com os employed .-hows

at once that the large lists are those of observers using great

* Extract from a memoir Bodety in November, 1873,

which has just been printed in the " Philoso]

Nature of feb. 25, 1875.
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battery power or metallic electrodes, the small ones those of

observers using small battery power, or the chlorides. If the

lists of the latter class of observers be taken, we shall have only

the longest lines, while those omitted by them and given by the

former class will be the shortest lines.

In cases therefore in which I had not mapped the spectrum

by the new method of observation referred to in my paper, I

have taken the longest lines as thus approximately determined
;

for it seemed desirable, in view of the very large number of

unnamed lines, to search at once for the longest elemental lines in

the solar spectrum without waiting for a complete set of maps.

A preliminary search having been determined on. I endeav-

oured to get some guidance by seeing- if there was any quality

which differentiated the elements already traced in the sun from

those not traced; and to this end I requested inv assistant. Mr.

E. J. Friswell, to prepare two lists showing broadly tne c^e^

chemical characteristics of the elements traced and not traced.

This was done by taking a number of the best known com-

pounds of each element (such, for instance, as those formed

with oxygen, sulphur, chlorine, bromine, or hydrogen), stating

after each whether the compounds in question were unstable or

stable. Where any compound was known not to exist, that

fact was indicated.

Two tables were thus prepared, one containing the solar, the

other the more important non-solar elements (according to our

knowledge at the time).

These tables gave me, as the differentiation sought, the fact

that in the main the known solar elements formed stable oxygen-

'. have i
, because the differentiation was not

absolute, but it was sufficiently strong to make me commence
operations by searching for the outstanding strong oxide-form-

The result up to the present time has been that strontium,

cadmium, had, copper, cerium, and uranium* in addition to those

elements in Thah'n's last list, would seem with co>

probability to exist in the solar reversing layer. Should the

presence of cerium and uranium be subsequent!} confirmed.

most of the iron group of metals will thus have been found in

the sun.

As another test, certain of those elements which form

:able compounds with c

mercury being example:
The same result occurred when the lines «lue to rue jar-s^u tN

taken in chlorine, bromine, iodine, and those of some of the

other non-metals were sought, these being distinguishable as a

group by formation of compounds with hydrogen.
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Now other researches, not yet completely ready for publica-

tion, have led me to the following conclusions :

I. The absorption of some elementary and compound gases
is limited to the most refrangible part of the spectrum when
the gases are rare, and creeps gradually into the visible violet

part, and finally to the red end of the spectrum, as the pressure
is increased.

II. Both the general and selective absorption of the photo-
spheric light are greater (and therefore the temperature of the

-her) than has been supposed.

III. The lines of compounds of a metal and iodine, bromine,
&c, are observed generally in the red end of the spectrum, and
this bolda good for absorption in the case of aqueous vapor.

Such spectra, like those of th< rated spec-

troscopically from those of the metallic elements by their col-

umnar or banded structure.

IV. There are in all probability no compounds ordinarily

present in the sun's reversing layer.

V. When a metallic compound vapor, such as is referred to

in III. is dissociated by the spark, the band spectrum dies out,

and the elemental lines come in, according to the degree of tem-

Aimin, although our knowledge of the spectra of stars is

lamentably incomplete, I gather the following tacts from the

work aiivndv aeconiphshed with marvelous skill and industry

by Seech i of Home.
VI. The sun. so far as the spectrum p»es, may he ng.rded as

much simpler spectra of the same kind, and stars (j) with much
more complex spectra ol a different kind.

VII. Sirius. as a type of a, is (1) the brightest (and therefore

hottest ;') star in our northern sky : (2) the blue end of its spec-

trum is open; it is only certainly known to contain hydrogen,
the other metallic lines being exceedingly thin, thu-

a small proportion of metallic vapors ; while (3) the hydrogen
lines in th's star are enoi , » *hj </<- , b •>. -1 o\\ m_ that the chro-

mosphere is largely composed of that element.
There are other bright stars of this class.

VIII. As types of y the red stars may be quoted, the spectra

of which are composed of channelled spaces and bands. Hence
the reversing layers of these stars probably contain metalloids,

or compounds, or both, in great quantity: and in their spectra

not only is hvdroeen absent, kit the metallic, lines are reduced
in thickness mid mtensitv. which in the liyht of V. anb'. mav
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I have asked myself whether all the above facts cannot be

grouped together in a working hypothesis which assumes that

in the reversing layers of the sun and stars various degrees of
" celestial dissociation " are at work, which dissociation prevents

the coming together of the atoms which, at the temperature of

the earth and all art i iicial temperatures yet attained here, com-
pose the metals, the metalloids, and compounds.
On this working hypothesis, the so-called elements not pres-

ent in the reversing layer of a star will be in course of forma-

tion in the coronal atmosphere and in course of destruction as

their vapor-densities carry them down ; and their absorption

will not only be small in consequence of the reduced pressure

of that region, but what absorption there is will probably be

limited wholly or in great part to the invisible violet end of the

spectrum in the case of such bodies as the pure gases and their

combinations, and chlorine. (See I, ante.)

The spectroscopic evidence as to what may be called the

plasticity of the molecules of the metalloids, inc'l .ding of course

oxygen and nitrogen, but excluding hydrogen, is so overwhelm-
ing, that even the absorption of iodine, although generally it is

transparent to violet light, may (as I have found in a repetition

of Dr. Andrews' experiments on the dichroism of iodine, in

which I observed the spectrum) in part be driven into the violet

end of the spectrum, for iodine in a solution in water or alcohol

at once gives up its ordinary absorption properties, and stops

violet light.*

A preliminary comparison of the ordinary absorption spec-

trum of a stratum of 6 ft. of chlorine renders it ool

that chlorine at a low temperature is the cause of some of the

Fraunhofer lines in the violet, although, as said before. I have
not yet obtained certain evidence as to the reversal of the bright

lines of chlorine seen in the jar-spark.

There is also an apparent coincidence between some of the

faint Fraunhofer lines and some of the lines of the low tem-

perature absorption-spectrum of iodine.

Should subsequent researches strengthen the probability of

this working hypothesis, it seems possible that iron meteorites

will be associated with the metallic stars and stony meteorites

with metalloiclal and compound stars. Of the iron group of

metals in the sun, iron and nickel are those which exist in

greatest quantity, as I have determined from the number of

lines reversed. Other striking facts, such as the presence of

hydrogen in meteorites, might also be referred to.

An interesting physical speculation connected with this work-

ing hypothesis is the effect on the period of duration of a star's

* I have since obtained the same result by observing the absorption of I. vapor

in a white-hot tube.
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heat which would be brought about by assuming that the origi-

ns 1 atoms of which a star is composed are possessed with the
increns <1 potential energy of com'".' i i

<

- 1 1 this hypothesis
endows them with. From the earliest phase of a stars life the

rgy would, as it were, bring into play a new
of heat, and so prolong

'

i be that if chemists take up this question

which has arisen from the spectroscopic evidence of what 1 have
before termed the plasticity of the molecules of the

taken as a whole, much of the power of variation which is at

present accorded to metals may be traced home to the metalloids ?

I need only refer to the fact that so far as I can learn, all so-

tricitj take place when metalloids are in-

volved, and not when metals alone are in question.

As instances of these, I may refer to the triatomic combina-
tions formed with chlorine, oxygen, sulphur, &c, in the case of

tetrad or hexad metals.

May we not from these ideas be justified in defining a metal,

p;'o\ isionally. as a substance, the absorption-spectrum of which
is generally the same as the radiation-spectrum, while the metal-

loids are substances the absorption-spectrum of which, generally,

is not the same? In other words, in passing from a cold to a

comparatively hot state, the plasticity of these latter comes into

play, and we get a new molecular arrangement Hence are we
not justified in asking whether the change from oxygen to

ozone is but a type of what takes place in all metalloids?

My best thanks are due to Mr. R. J. Friswell for the valuable

aid he has afforded me in these investigations.

The Great or Cumberland Valley, which (under a variety of

n m esi extends from Ca id i, througl \

Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland. Virginia and

East Tennessee to Alabama, is composed in part of i

:

lying immediately above the Potsdam sandstone. Geologically,

they belong to the era between the Potsdam and Trenton, and

are commonly termed Calciferous. A peculiarity of these lime-

stones is their great richness in limonite or brown hematite ores,

which form a large part of the charges of the many blast-fur-

naces situated <in their outcrops. The mines from which the

ores are obtained are (properly speaking) only pits or quarries,

* A paper read before the Amer. Inst, of Mining Engineers at New Haven, Feb.

25th, 1875.
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from which the ore is extracted by means of picks or shovels,

powder never being employed.
The ore does not occur casually at any point in the lime-

stone, but forms regulai lines, foil. ,\ ng ;
|

rently the out-

crops of certain beds. In Lehigh County, Peine, where L have

been engaged on the geological survey of the State during the

past season, there are three or four of these lines. During the

progress of the survey I was much struck by the fact that the

two most important and promising lines of outcrop were—one,

at the base of the crystalline schists (forming the South or

Lehigh Mountain), and overlying the Potsdam sandstone con-

formably; the other, near the line of junction of the Calciferous

limestone with the Hudson River slates. The mines along

these two lines—following the topography of the country-
were in place, richer and more permanent than those of the

belts between, which had been more decomposed in situ and

were generally leaner.

A peculiarity of these two lines of outcrop, and one to which

I particularly desire to draw attention, is the occurrence of

what I at first mistook for a highly altered slaty limestone, but

which on subsequent analysis proved to consist in great part

of damourite (bydrated potash-mica). The following are analy-

ses of this damourite-slate :

I. From Fogelsville, Lehigh Count v. within a few hundred
feet of the contact of limestone and slate, bv Dr. F. A. Genth.

II. From Hensingerville, Lehigh County,' within 300 feet of

gneiss, by Mr. Sydney Castle of the University of Pennsylvania

III. From Allentown, Lehigh County, within 160 feet of

contact of the limestone with Potsdam sandstone: by Mr.

Pedro G. Salom of University of Pennsylvania.
IV. From another quarry close to III ; also by Mr. Salom.

I. n. III. IV.

SiO a
49-92 45-40 59'30 39'80

C0
3

.... .... .... 14.40

Fe 2 3
0-91 506 ) 2-40

ALO, 34-06 24-69 ' 23 95

FeO .... ....
'

.... trace

MgO 1-77 13-56 trace 1'94

As typical damourite contains 1U77 p. c. of potash, it is evi

dent from the above analyses that I. contains 55 '40 p. c. o

damourite; II, 49-70 p. c. ; III, 53 02 p. c. ; and IV, 28"30 p. c
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The remainder of the slate consists of ferruginous clay, quartz,
and carbonates of lime and

I have noticed that as a rule the fresh dam ourite-slate

only be observed where a nline is being worked
is white to straw -yellow in c•olor, has a greasy fee

texture, being composed of minute crystalline p
as work is stopped in a mine the slate commenci
and becomes rapidly conv(jrted to a white or imellow clay ,'the

latter color being due to ox ideofiron. Indeed
t all, the whole of it being changed

toclav prior to the opening
I have made a qualitative

of the pits.

, examination of botl1 white and yel-

low clays from the same mine as I, and close to the spot w
the slate was obtained. I found them to contain the e

That the damou rite-slate belongs to the Calci ferous and nor

to the Laui-entian or Huronian periods, is evideiit from the iaet

that it is found forming a bed in the limestoiie immedii itely

overlving the Potsdam sand
The ore is always found
or at least in the upper rtortious of it, never below it: aml

precisely in the mm 1 by
Prof. W. P. Blake* at Ocoi
manner in which the ore

'

i de-

posited bv the percolation o

The ore also occurs as so-c«llmd^-bmn^hell'ori^amfthis 'ore

when hollow either contain
the decomposition of the <

face of this bombshell ore is frequently glazed. apparently
•'

by
mall

formation subsequent to the i

So-called pipe ore is also

district—but under differer and
underneath a bed of limesl

percolation of ferruginous waters through this bed. 11 iave

associated with the slate or i

If this occurrence of the <

merely local, it would be sc

we find that the slates or

ciated with the iron ores oi

therefore of the areatest inn

Professor Dana, in a pi

occurrence of slates with tbS brown hematite- d< posit of H ich-

n the GeoL Survey of
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in writing of the ore bed at Kent, Connecticut, speaks of de-

composed micaceous gneiss (?) called by the workmen " grey

fuller's earth/' and also of " decomposing quartzy mica-slate."

We meet with this association of slate or clay and ore in Lehigh

County, Penn.
Professor Lesley also speaks of 1 'tis" Report

on the Brown Hematite Deposits of the Nittany Valley, Penn."

Here there are apparently three lines of mines, to judge from

the map accompanying the report. Professor Pcrsifor Fraxer.

Jr., informs me that he found the same association of white

clay with ore in York County, Penn.
Professor Lesley f gives a sketch of what he calls "ore-

bearing slates " lying between the Potsdam and Calciferous of

the Cumberland Valley. These are evidently damourite-slates.

for he proceeds in the article to speak of white clays formed by
their decomposition. The same association is found in Mary-

land and Virginia in the valleys forming the Great Valley.

Professor Lesley* speaks of 'the occurrence of white clay with

ore in the same formation at Embreeville, East Tennessee. It

also occurs at Shelby ville. Alabama.
It is therefore evident that the occurrence of this slate or

clay with the brown hematite ores of the Calciferous epoch is

the rule, its absence the exception. As Professor Lesleyf says :

'' They (the ores) never occur in any other relationships. They
are the same ores, in the same rocks, arranged in the same way.

the whole distance from Massachusetts to Alabama. Conse-

quently what is geologically true of the ore beds at Salisbury

and Amenia, east" of the Hudson, is true all the way to Ala-

bama."
Formerly the slates probably covered the sides of the moun-

tain ranges now forming their south boundary, resting on crys-

t >n< . wl ich s» p; rated them from Potsdam sandstone.

On account of the large amount of carbonate of lime which the

slates probably contained and the ease with which they were

converted to clay, they have suffered the most in the erosion

which baa taken place. Mv own experience has been that the

slate and clay occur under the ore, and not the reverse.

evident that the former lias exerted an important influence on

the deposition of the ores: and I think that the present »>i

./; -
, ,.,-.,.-. ,-. : .,'

,
'

colate. Whatever may have been the manner in w
'

:!

v,
!

,;r
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highly improbable that we shall find continuous deposits of the
brown hematite ores when the slate or clay does not occur
with them.

With respect to the quantity of ore, Professor Lesley, in his

paper on the Cumberland Valley, says it will depend :' " First,

on the original charge of iron in the strata ; second, on the dip
of these strata; and third, on the depth beneath water-level to

which the mouldering decomposition of the strata and the per-

oxidation and concentration of the iron has extended."
There is much difference of opinio.: as to how these deposits

of brown hematite ores can have been formed. Dr. Hum. in a

paper read before the National Academy of Sciences in Novem-
ber, 1874, gives it as his opinion that they were once beds of
pyrites in Huronian schists, now decayed. I have shown in

the commencement of this [taper that they are Cdcijerous

slates or schists ; and were the ores formed by the alteration

of pyrites in situ, we should find kernels of iron-pyrites which
had escaped alteration, especially in the deepest mines. This
is not, however, the case. Iron pyrites are found very rarely :

as, for example, in Breinig's mine near Allentown, and one of the
Glendon Iron Company's mines near Easton : and these mines
are not the deepest we have, the former bcin^-

<|U.ire -hallow.

Professor Lesley* thinks the ores "were deposits in loco

orijiauli of the iron (as hydrated peroxide) set \'\\^ from the

limestone or dolomite rocks durii _ tla ir irradu 1 erosion and
dissolution;" agreeing in this respect with Dr. H. M. S. Jackson,
who made the first geological survey of the Nittanv Vailev ore

beds in 1838 or 1839. Of course, only the carbonates of' lime

and magnesia would be dissolved; the clay, iron and Bilica

would remain behind. Were this, however, the case, should
we find./ conformably in posi-

tion with limestones above and below it, as can be seen at the

Lehigh Iron Company's limestone ipmrry at Allentown, Penn. ?

From what I have seen in Lehigh, Northampton and Berks
Counties, Penn., I have been led to the following conclusions,

which I advance with considerable reluctance, as I consider it

extremely dangerous to argue from observations within a lim-

ited area to general conclusions, f
* Lesley, Report on the I

Valley.
•

caceous gneiss or quartz-rook
'J
may be af '

sulphuret of iron and other tm -in. n

abound. It is obvious also that, in a luaje.

t andMaasach
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The damourite-slates, being the products of the decomposi-

tion of priir - orihoclase and probably oli-

goclase, or albite, were deposited in the Silurian sea during

b and near its commencement At Allen-

town and Bethlehem, Penn., the slates are but 50 to 100 feet

above the Potsdam sandstone, with a blue massive limestone,

generally crystalline, between the two. Limestone was again

deposited above the slate. I am not yet prepared to say

whether more than one bed of damourite-slate was formed, and

reserve an opinion on this point until I have made further

explorations.

The brown hematites were probably formed by the oxidation

of iron pyrites, but the former are not in the same place that

the latter were. My reasons for this assertion are twofold. In

the first pL-ice, the animal carbon of the organisms, whose shells

formed the enormous quantity of dolomite or limestone, exists

in such quantities throughout the limestone as to color the

rock, the zinc blende (of Friedensville) and the carbonate of iron

a bluish grey. This same carbon bice the sul-

phate of' "

of this

•aivied into the ocean to iron pyrites. As a proof

inn I need only mention that iron pyrites have

the O] ud* of a pond. Secondly, the <rre:it t j i i*_]
» *i"-

vii hen laiites which I have had anal vsed. and they

have ascribed (perhaps erroneously), from their general appear-

ance, to the decomposition of the pyrites.

It is at present impossible to say whether the pyrites from

which the brown hematite ores were and are forming were thus

minuteh disseminated through the limestone, or whether there

was a bed of the limestone—now decomposed,—especially rich

In either case it would seem that the pyrites above water-

level—and we must bear in mind the great erosion which the

surface of the country has undergone since it was formed—
would oxidize from the action of the water and the air carried

in by it, forming protosulphate of iron. This being readily

soluble in water, was carried down through the limestone, form-

in- sulphate of lime (gvpsum) and carbonate of iron wherever

the solution came in 'contact with the fresh limestone. This

reaction was. however, probablv slight, owing to the rapid

descent of the solution in seeking the water-level. It experi-

enced no difficulty in its descent until it came in contact with

* Gmelin—Kraut's Handbuch der Chemie, 6th ed., vol. iii, p. 333.
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damcmrite-slate, when, meeting with an impervious bed, it

Id not descend anv farther and was then obliged to follow
slates. This consuleral.lv retarded the rabidity of its flow,

nitting the reaction between the limestone (and the carbon-
oi lime and magnesia in the damourite-slate) and proto-

.onate of iron was deposited, being b'it'"i;2th ..IV.'i!'':

silv explained, being merely the
oxidized and hydrate I pmdnet of the <

-a, bonate of iron.

In fact, a bed of blue carbonate of iro q, identical in appea
?densville zinc-blend.

occurs with the brown hematite ores at Balliet's mine nes

Allentown and at one of the Hellertown rnines near Bethlehen
It does not occur at many of the mines i n theLehigb Valley

those being the only mines where I know <Df its occurrence. Th

As:

fessnrT^M. l>i evn'ot La'iayetn Colh UtiYonCd

76*87
'

19-25 0*71 3-10
4

0*10=100

Professor Drown informs me that the rock underlying the .

was siliceous in character, tlms giving the sulphuric acid

opportunity to combine with lime and be earned away.

The objection may be raised to this view of the ease, that

do not anywhere find anv deposits of gypsum. It must be boi

in mind that gypsu n - )-e,. ily sejub , d would be can-

It may be urged—and 1 confess with much show of reason

Asone^xamph :
''!'

1

th owin-ViUt-.n

for which I am indebted to Professor Ibun. "In one of 1

brown hematite mines at Richmond, Berkshire County, Mas
chusetts, tin
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limestone of the region. It appeared to have resisted decom-
position in consequent' > of its compactness and purity. There
is limoniteof great thickness all about it, which has been made
by the decomposition of the limestone and its included carbon-

ledge of limestone rises above the great pit or excavation on

its north side, whose layers are conformable to that of the mas-

sive carbonate of iron in the bottom of the mine. The material

between the two must have originally been calcareous: it is

now gone and there is limonite in its stead."

The fact here mentioned tends to prove that the limonite was

probably originally presei : as carbonate of iron and that the

outer and possibly less compact portion of the deposit became
changed.

It seems to me that in this instance, as in those at Balliet'fl

mine and Hellertown, we have a case of alteration of the lime-

stone to carbonate of iron particle by particle, or, so to term it,

"a pseudomorph by replacement."

My objection to tl on of the carbonate of

iron, a- -neb, in the CaViferous poch s thn [old In the first

plat'f it should h« m id; iistribul I hroim the limestone

and not confined merelv to the horizon just above the damour-
ite-slates. Then there ' should not be even the trace (the lew

hundredths of a per cent) of sulphur in the brown hematites,

which we so uniformly iind. And finally, there seems to be a

lack of cause, such as 'exists in the case of the carbonates of lime

and magnesia. For these were secreted by the marine animals

to form their shells. A ;' be the case with car-

bonate of iron.

In conclusion, I would once more point to the fact that what-

ever the origin of brown hematites may have been, the cause

of their deposition, where they are now found, must have been

the damourite-slates.

Lafayette College, Easton, Pa,, Feb. 22, 1875.

Art. XLVII.

—

Note on some New Points in the

Stratification of tin- Cririmrdia! and Canadian Clocks of South

Central Wisconsin; by Roland Irving.

The order w\\x\\\ - ;th< rto accepted for the Low •

strata of Wisconsin has been as fbl . w -. .,
•<

i ine below:
I. The Potsdam Sandstone—500-700 feet "in thickness: in its

upper portions somewhat dolomitic: [ossiferous in localities

near the Upp< r Mississip . md St. Croix Rivers.

II. The Lower Magnesian Limestone—200-250 feet in thick-

ness ; chiefly a pure dolomite, and almost without fossils.
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III. The St. Peter's Sandstone—80-100 feet in thickness ; for

the most part a coarse ouart/o-e sand-tone: at times with ferru-

ginous cement, at others loose and incoherent.

IV. The Blue and Buff Limestones.

V. The Galena Limestone.

VI. The Cincinnati Group.

During the past season I have been able to make some
i'.iss in this scheme, as far as the*Potsdam, Lower

M i gnu 'sian, and St. Peter's are concerned, for the region of south

central Wisconsin, especially in Dane and Columbia Counties.

The succession now made out is as follows, beginning below

:

I. The Lower or Potsdam Sandstone 800 feet.

II. The Mendota Limestone ...30 "

III. The Madison Sandstone 35 "

IV. The Main Body of Limestone 80-120 "

V. The St. Peter's Sandstone 80-100 "

VI. The Buff and Blue Limestones.

I. The Potsdam Sandstone.—In the region of the "Four
Lake Country," about Madison, in Dane County, only the upper
layers of this groat formation are to be seen. Farther north, in

southern Columbia County, the northerly rise of the rocks 1 >ringa

lower layers to view. In all this region the upper 50-100 feet

of the formation are decidedly dolomitie, but nevertheless are

very diil'erent and easily distinguished from the overlying
\h:i,d,>t<i Hit s/ ,h Bonn -from irtesian weils at Madison and
Janesville go to show that some dolomitie admixture continues
in the sandstone to within 2oo to 300 feet ol the Archaean,

which is entered by two borings at Madison. The lowest lay-

ers seem, however, to be a coarse quartzose, non -dolomitie mate-
rial. The dolomitie admixture in th. upper layers amounts to

15 or 20 per cent In the Janesville well there was some indi-

cation of the existence of a distinct layer of limestone at a
very considerable depth in the Potsdam. Scolithi are the only

- of life.

II. Thr Mendota Limestone.—This limestone has everywhere
the region around Madison, and in fact wherever ret-

very marked characters. It has always a peculiar yello\

earance, and is frequently stained by red"
5 of non-hydrated oxide of iron. Laye

lirty appearance, and is frequently stained by reddish patches

especially about the junction with the

This!'stone. This lim 'stone is iisualh h -a*. \ -lied !< d he! >\\ and ;
: :m-

bedded to shaly above. It is always to some extent arenaceous.

In localities it is fos- .
Mrs especially, and

most common among them the "Dikellocephalus Mtmiesotensis,

or some very similar form. The fossil locality at Mazomanie,
on the west side of Dane Count} to by Hall
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in his monograph on the Fauna of the Potsdam Sandstone* is

doubtless at the horizon of the Mendota limestone. The name
Mendota is given from the exposures on Lake Mendota in Dane
County, where the rock was first recognized as a separate stra-

III. The Madison Sandstone.--This sandstone having

first recognized in the vicinity of the < •itv of Mad
is largely is- a building stc have dmuo
giveitthi 8 Darete provisionally. It is in its lower portio:

wavs. and at eomi
sandstone, i sting of very much rolled grai

quartz, wi tliout admixture of do;iwmiti e material. < ,'rwith
.'

• ant. Frequently the r«

of white isand. there is an adm
ment, of 1lydrated oxide of iron

,
the rock havin:y a bro^

hue, the oxide staining the grains of limpidqnarb' raperft

rim u] iper 1; ^ . rs are deci<

dohmiihe. and then the rock bee
siderable < This layer of slandstone has bee

i south and east ()f thei Wisconsin River.

dolomitie varii't ies contain from ten t< > twenty peir cent o

cium and ssium carbonates.

IV. Tht : flaili Body of Limes -This limestone is i

more than et in thickness iri the u md Ma-

Farther nc>rth/ii i Columbia Count .tremeo
feet. It consists of three portions, not always -

one another, but still distinct. These are, begh
thin, often irregular layers, carrying near the

layers of green sand, and immediately at the j

Madison sandstone a very peculiar siliceous o<

inches in thickness. This oolite consists of r

?V to s\" in diameter, closely packed in a path

ikv white col

nules 8

arger ones being aggreg; v.<

grains. This layer is
"

astonishingl/

seen everywhere where the base of this limestone is ex

portion of the formal inn i< about 20 feet, (2) Yen; h

ules, in thickness ahoul 2(1 feet; (3) the upper layers

formation. in ^vner;d ,-.M^i-tin-r of (.,) thin-bedded lay

concretions and continuous chert layers, and (c) concret

i,.„i.,.i .,,
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and brecciated layers. In none of these subdivisions have any
fossils been seen."

V. St Peters Sandstone.—This formal ion appears with its

usual characters, except that east of Madison it presents a very
marked deviation from its usual very uniform thickness of 100
feet, being reduced as low as 40 feet.

On the Mississippi Eiver bluffs, in the vicinity of Winona
and La Crosse, and again farther south, there exists, so far as now
known, between the Potsdam and St. Peter's sandstone, 200-
250 feet of dolomite without sandstone layers. Farther north-
west, there occurs in the valley of the Minnesota Eiver—accord-
ing to Professor K H. Winchell, State geologist of Minnesota—
the following succession of strata, beginning below

:

I. The Lower or Potsdam Sandstone.
II. The St. Lawrence]

III. The Jordan Sandstone.
IV. The Shakopee Limestom
V. The St. Peter's Sandstone.

His description of the characters of the Shakopee, Jordan,
<ii!-l St. Lawrence beds shows that these strata are respectively
very strikingly like my Main Body of Limestone, Madison
Sandstone, and Menclota Limestone. Future investigations may
show that the Jordan and Madison sandstones are somewhere
continuous, in which case Mr. Wim-hell's names would appro-
priately be extended to the Wisconsin strata. So far as now
known, however, the two regions in which these similar alterna-

tions occur are separated by an area where all merge into a mass
"1 limestone whose thickness is much greater than their com-
bine.l thickness.

The following schedule serves to show the probable equiva-
lence of the strata in these different regions

:

I
k

South Central Wisconsin Mississippi Bluffs. Minnesota River.

St. Peter's Sandstone. St. Peter's Sandstone. St. Peter's Sandstone.

Main Body of Limestone,

Madison Sandstone. 35 ft.

Mendota Limestone.

:;o feet.

3JK2T
ShakopeeSandstone.

St. Lawrence Limestone.

Sandstone.
Lower or Potsdam

Sandstone.

Lower or Potsdam

, No, :">L—JlNE. ]
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Art. XLVIIL— On tin a/ plication 01 the IL , t 1 P , n > l >

i

Bodies ; by O. N. Rood, Professor of Physics in Columbia
College.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Nov. 4th, 1874.]

In figure 1, let RR represent an inflexible rod of steel placed

horizontally, and supported at its extremities by pivots on
which it turns freely, and let W be a weight inflexibly attached

to the rod as indicated. It is evident that WA when left to it-

self will assume a vertical position, and
:

1

that the whole apparatus will constitute

essentially an ordinary pendulum. If

i^"^^^f made t0 act on W - the pendulum will
l_JK K|_J

tend tQ be deflected from its vertica]

^^L_ position, and if the force is sufficiently

powerful a sensible deflection will be ob-

^^^™ served. In an arrangement of this kind,

aside from friction, the opposing force

to be overcome will of course be the attraction of gravita-

tion: ill however, we graduallv elevate the rod RR. the gravity

component will diminish, and become zero when RR is vertical,

and cnnscpu-ntly AW horizontal. In his articles on the Hori-

zontal Pendulum, Zollner* has shown < m-,- i
«

may be accomplished to an almost incredible extent, so that an

apparatus of this general nature in his hands became capable

of obeying even the feeble attractive force of the moon

!

I give here a diagram o\' Zdllner's horizontal pendulum: at

W is the weight, the inflexible rod being re-

placed by fine steel wire or watch-spring.
'

' as shown on the vertical column CC,

the whole being supported by a tripod with

ror for reflecting the divisions of a scale to a

telescope. The heiirht ^\' this apparatus was

that by
could be converted intc

for studying minute changes in the dir

* Pogg. Ann. for 1873, c
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Arrangement of c

The apparatus constructed by me was almost entirely of
brass ; the dimensions were as' follows : the height of the

tubular column CC, fig. 3, was 350 mm.: distance ab, fig. 4, 5
mm. : distance «W, 58 mm. ; weight of pendulum, 137 grams,
nearly. The whole was supported on a well braced and
firmly constructed wooden :

end on the brick walls of

of the walls of the building itself.

An inspection of Zollner"s appar
such as to render the column CC, f

quite liable to vibrations of its c

this I guarded agaii

of three long and tl

of the question, it

to supply this defect. Very good
piv by attaching to the pendulum
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the }„vl <

from without more tardily than was quite right,

this possible difficulty I afterward provided the pendulum with

a paddle instead of a wire, and caused the former to move
loosely like a piston in the interior of a suitable box. which
was entirely submerged in kerosene oil ; the results a

promising, but I have :

extended set of experirr

At SS, figs. 3 and 4, i

; had time 1 this method

stops which confine the motion of

the pendulum within narrow limits

;

they consist of spiral springs, which

tial part of this indispensa-

ble arrangement, and without their

aid it was often found impossible to

complete the leveling, so as to give

the instrument even a moderate de-

figs. 3 and 4,

id.'X

It makes a very convenient
lens placed outside of the glas

ided to facili-

djustment of the pendu-

regard to the scale, and
ing it into the zero of po-

addition, and is observed

5 case enclosing the whole

;hat the above-mentioned additions

ought hereafter to be made to the horizontal pendulum, even

when constructed solely for astronomical purposes, the oil-box

being replaced by an air-box, contrived so as to reduce the

tendency to oscillate. Compare Topler, "Ueber einige An-
wendungen der Luftreibun^ bei Messinstrumenten," Pogg.

Ann., 1873, xlix, 416.

Mode of suspension.—In the first experiments fine iron wire

was employed, but it was soon found that its presence rendered

accurate magnetic observations impossible; and besides, al-

though it was as fine as was consistent with safety, its torsion

was noticeable. I afterward replaced it with narrow strips of

elastic copper- foil, such as is used by jewelers, the ends being

soldered to small thin plates of brass to prevent teai

these again connected witli line, hard-drawn brass wire. The
copper-foil was adopted m<

i.ed.

ibolll LW.-1
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At M, fig. 3, is a milled head for winding up the brass wire
attached to the lower copper Btri] \ the pendu-
lum into a horizontal position, i.e., its real object being to ad-
just the mirror of the pendulum with regard to the scale and
telescope

Leveling screws.—These were made of brass with eighty
threads to the English inch, the two rear screws being at a dis-

tance of only two inches apart. The front screw and one of

; rested on plates of brass or glass, which were
properly countersunk and cemented
shelf. The were provided with the easily removable lever-

inns 70 mm. long, and the leveling was always completed by
jiving gentle taps to these arms, witli some light rod such as

i lead-pencil.

Micrometer.—The left-hand rear screw, I, fig. 4, was used as

l micrometer ; it rested on a small leveled plate of glass and
vas provided with an arm 140 mm. in length, which was capa-

)le of moving over £ or 4, of a degree of arc between two
ixed points. To the extremity of the arm were attached two

ched directly to the observer, while

a small pulley ; the threads were re-

tained in a horizontal position by proper supports, and served
to turn the micrometer-screw to and fro through some known
fractional part of a degree. The distant traversed l.y the end
of the lever arm u a, imbued \wth i . omponnd munwope

and the nun, , r o! t!m i'l- ol the > n < rh. actual" uj aard

At B, fig. 3, is a counterpoise, its object being to remove

Scale and Telescope.—A glass scale divided into millimeters

was used: the teleseope magnified about 60 diameters: the

lines of the scale appeared to the observer, when referred to a

there was uo dil tefiths of a division.

Sources of error. — The main difficulties encountered in

the most

stanee o! 300 feet eon-
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as to render the scale-divisions invisible. Still, in spite of

these disturbing causes, an extended series of experiments has

shown that the inherent stability of the apparatus is such that

of time, little or no permanent change in the instrument, and

their effects can consequently be eliminated by making a suf-

ficient number of observations. To illustrate" the delicacy of

the apparatus. I may remark that children playing on an

iron bridge, 8*jo distant, caused temporary deflections of one or

two divisions, and that similar deviations were caused by the

lower notes of an organ in a neighboring chuivh, the medium
and higher tones producing no sensible effect. It was found,

however, necessary to guard more sedulously against disturb-

ances originating in the building itself, as they were more apt

to produce permanent effects ; this evil, however, practically

only subjected the observer to temporary interruption.

Changes of temperature produce two different kinds of effect

on the apparatus ; in the first class we may place those which
would be compensated by turning the leveling screw Q, fig. 4;
in the second, tho>e that would be neutralized by turning

either of the other leveling screws. It is evident that changes
of the first class alter the sensitiveness of the apparatus or the

value of a scale-division, but on account of the compara-
tively large distance between IK and Q, these effects are small,

and may be rendered almost insensible by attention to con-

stancy of temperature ; thus far they have not proved a source

of annoyance.
The case is different with the second class ; the leveling

screws I and K being separated only by a distance of 50 mm.,
it is necessary, on their account mainly', to preserve the temper-

ature of the apparatus as constant as possible. The means of

accomplishing this I shall consider in the second part of this

article, taking up in the present the method of ell

errors that are introduced from this source. It is evident that

changes of the kind now under consideration will communi-
cate to the pendulum a continuous motion toward the right or

left, and will finally drive it to the stops, and that all the'"read-

ings will be affected with a constant or changing error. If the

motion is so slow that the operation of reaching the stops con-

sumes an hour or even less, it is not a source of serious inconven-

ience, and the errors thus introduced can easily be eliminated.

General mode of expo-inn ,dnt<j.— In all cases the micrometer

screw rests directly or indirectly on the body the change in

whose dimension- is the subject of study, and the first pro-

ceeding will naturally be to ascertain whether the different por-

tions of the apparatus are at rest relatively to each other, or

approximately so. Afterward the value of a scale-division can
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be obtained by repeatedly moving the arm attached to the mi-

crometer screw, by the aid of the threads which reach to the

observer seated at the telescope. When this has been satis-

factorily accomplished, the body to be experimented on is sub-

jected to the desired influence, and the change in its dimen-
sions noted ; for example, the change in the longitudinal di-

F a bar of iron when magnetized produces with this

a large sudden deviation, and it is also possible to

note the gradual increase in its dimensions, owing to the heat

developed by the act of demagnetization, and I am at present

engaged in studying with it the effect of magnetization on the

iidons of. iron bars: in short, the instrument as now
arranged is applicable to the solution of a great number of

delicate problems.

Mode of making and calculating the observations.—The best

way of observing, whenever possible, is to make a continuous

connected series of readings, so that the second reading is

equally related to the first and third, the third equally to the

second and fourth, etc. When this proceeding is used it is

possible to obtain correct results, even though the pendulum
have an independent motion of its own. To take a simple ex-

ample, let us suppose that the object required is to determine
the value of a scale-division, and that by the aid of the mi-

crometer-screw a series of continuous readings have been ob-

tained. We have then to consider four principal cases:

1st, The pendulum had no independent motion of its own.—In
this ease it is of course a matter of indifference what method
is employed in working up the results; i.e., whether the read-

ings arc treated in independent
]
airs . ; as a continuous series.

2nd, The pendulum has a uniform uu-tim ,„ its own.—Call
the actual readings A, B, A', B', A", B", etc. ; let x = the

true quantity, and let the motion be positive or tend to in-

crease the readings ; d — the distance passed over during the

interval from one reading to the next following ; let d be posi-

tive, and B, B', B", represent the larger readings. We then

have for the readings :

A =A
B =A+x+d
A' = A +2d
B' =A+x+Sd
A"=A +4d

Then as the readings are continuous, subtracting the first

from the second, the third from the second, the third from the

fourth, the fifth from the fourth, etc., we obtain a set of dif-

ferences alternately too large and too small, thus

:
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• B'-A"=x-d
f

The average of each pair of differences will give the true

quantity, x, free from errors introduced by motion. In the

case now under consideration the average of the column M'
will be equal to the average of the column differences, so that

the final result will be identical whether we employ the average
of one or the other, but by employing the column M' we have

before us the identical observations free from contaminations
due to the independent motion of the pendulum, thus enabling

the observer more readily to judge of the reliability of the ob-

servations, and to calculate their probable error.

2. TJie distance passed over independently by the pendulum in-

creases during each obs-rvaiion by a constant quantity.—Eetaining

the same notation, etc., as before, we have

:

B ~A+x+d =A+x+d
A' =A+d+2d = A +3d
IV =A+x+d+2d+Sd = A-\-x+6d
A'=A+d+2d+Sd+4d =A 4-lUo
11" =A+x-\-d+2d+3d+4:d+5d = A+x+l5o

I-a, x-cL *+<L
A 2 ^2 X

x+5d)

The column marked M' is obtained by taking the average of

pairs of differences as indicated by the vinculums on their lot t-

hand side; the column M" by using those on the right: the

final column M. by combining in pairs the quantities under M'
and M". It is evident that the final column of means. M. will

m this case give the correct value, or a-, and that the average of

the column of differences will be incorrect by -j if an even

number of readings be used ; and if an odd number be em-
ployed, by +d, \d, Id, $d, etc.
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• independently by the pendulw

ated 1

ample arranged algebrr

far larger than ever would be met with in practice.

Let the true number, x, equal 30 ; the first reading equal \

we then have: _ ..

25-J-30 + 1 :

25 + 1-f (1 + 2):
25 + 30 + 44- (34-3) =

25 4-10+ (6 + 4) =

-This

1

It is evident in this case, that even the final mean will be

affected with a small constant error; still for practical purposes
this difference from the correct quantity will be far below the

unavoidable errors of observation.

As the method with three columns applies to an increasing

rate, it is evident that it will apply equally well to ono which
diminishes, and it hence follows that if the motion decreases

till it is zero, and then begins to incre; so, !
i ic affected with

the opposite sign, its effects will still be eliminated by the pro-

ceeding above described.

I proceed now to give some examples to show the character

of the results that can be expected from the horizontal pendu-
lum under very unfavorable conditions, i. e., when exposed to

vibration and changes of temperature. All the observations

given below were made in the day-time, the quietest portions

being selected when comparatively tew locomotives and trains

to temperature were employed, the pendulum not being en-

closed except in its glass ease. All the observations are in the

form of determinations of the value o! a scale-division, a pro-

ceeding well calculated to illustrate the capabilities of the in-

strument. The first lour constitute a coherent series, the same
adjustment of apparatus beiim- \i<cd in them all; the others are

independent sets made with dillerent adjustments, and intended
to illustrate the effects of change of temperature, etc.
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Determinations of the value of a scale division.

In No. 1, after using the micrometer-screw, five readings were
taken consecutively, the interval between them being only that

required for making the record ; in Nos. 2 and 3 single readings

only were taken, but each reading is to be regarded as a mental

average of at least two or three readings ; in No. 4 twenty-five

'.ve readings were taken on each occasion. The best

de, on the whole, seems to be to take in each case not less

,n five or more than ten rapid readings, and then again to

i the micrometer-screw.

Average. Difference.

81-5 80-9 81-6 80-6

28'5 28'15

29-5 29-15

Final average, 2 8 -7

>r is 0-198 of one scale division

then employed, corresponds to

Actual readings. Diff.

28-12

29-87

Final average, 28'48



' of cluing?* hi the >V< ,

robable error is 0461 of a scale dr

T.Ttfff.utnr of an English inch.

28-02

29-85

72-40 32-80 Filial average, 29-10

39-60

The probable error is 0*16 of a scale division, corresponding to

a-i.TsV-iTTrir of an English inch.

Combination of results, 1, 2, 3 and 4.

It is evident that the weights of these results are quite dif-

ferent; accordingly after taking all things into consideration. I

assigned to Xos. 2 and 3 single weights respectively, to No. 1

a double weight, and to No. 4 a three-fold weight Under
these conditions the average of the four sets of observations is

28-99, with a probable error of r», of a scale division, corre-

sponding to
,!? ,, TV n lTl >

of an English inch.

In Nos. l,'2."aud in the first four readings of No. 4, there is

no decided evidence that the pendulum bad any m
motion of its own ; in No. 3, its independent motion seems to

have been nearly uniform.
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I give now a case where the pendulum was affected with ,

rapid uniform motion : each reading given below is the averag
of ten raj) id readings.

31-76 31-48

Final average, 32*14

ach reading is the

47-92

46-74

The probable c-vv.w is <);}.I of a scale division, corresponding
to

> rs.ao'o.ooo of an English inch.

When it is recollected, that with the best optical and me-"

chanirni means, if. has hitherto been hardly possible to measure

quantities smaller than 3 fJ ; ij5 of an English inch, the field

unfavorable circumstances. ..pens, will be easily appreciated.

Art. XIAX.— Contributionsfrom the Shefib

College No. XXXIIL— On Diabantih\ a chlorite or,

the trap of the Connecticut Valley ; by GEORGE W. H

* See this Journal, HI,
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various minerals, among which the most common are carbonate
of lime, si! two former substances being
naturally produced in the change of the bisilicate, pyroxene, to

the unisilicate, chlorite. At one point in the r'armington hills

these amygdaloida! cavities are of verv large size, often larger

than an egg, and in them, with the quartz and ealcite, there

are large compact masses of chlorite, posscs-nic;' a foliated and
radiated structure and a J ark green color. This association of

minerals, which has often been recognized elsewhere, seemed to

indicate that this was the chlorite which was distributed

through the diabase, and an analysis was therefore made to

determine to which member of the chlorite group it belonged.

A thin section of one of the masses under the microscope
appeared to be perfectly homogeneous, and exhibited a very

i ehr« sin. From a cavity in which the

chlorite had thus been shown to be pure, the material was care-

ted for analysis, its sp< citie em\ ity was found to be
3. The composition

Silica, 33-23

Alumina, 11*13

Ferric oxide, 2*37

Ferrous oxide, 25*09

This analvsis ifives tor the oxvgen ratio of the protoxides,

sesquioxides, silica and water, 4.3 : 2 : fi : 3. showing that it ap-

proaches very closely to a unisilicate in its composition. In

order to ascertain w - constant,

th" analysis was repeated upon another sump;, .-elect, d with

like care from another cavity ; the following were the results

:

I. II. Mean. Oxygen.

Silica 33-65 33-70 33-68 17-96 17*96

Ferric oxide, 2-95 2-77 2-86 -85
J

Ferrous oxide, 24-24 24*43 24*33 5-40]
Manganous oxide,. "88 *38 -38 -09

Lime, -72 -73 *73 -21 I 12-39

Magnesia 16-56 16-48 16-52 6*61
|

Soda, -'53 *33 -33 -08 J
Water,.. 10-04 10-01 10-02 8*89 8*89

99-80 99*58 99*69
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This analysis does not differ essentially from the preceding,

and gives an oxygen ratio still nearer to 4 : 2 : 6 : 3. This ratio

may therefore be taken as the correct one, making it a uni-

silicate of the pyrosclerite group with the formula :

(§R ;
' + J£l)'Si 3 + 3fl.

Although agreeing with pyrosclerite in oxygen ratio, the much
greater proportion of iron appears to authorize its recognition

Dr. K. L. Tli. Liebe, in Ins article on the diabase of the Voigt-

land and Frankenwald,* gives analyses of a chlorite oi' like

occurrence which ft l specimens collected

at several different points, and which he named Dinbanta-

chronrtt/,1. Although his analyses ditfer somewhat from those

here given, it is evident that the material he worked upon was
very similar to the above, and like it in mode of occurrence

and probably the same species. But since his long name,
• diabantachronnyn." which was intended, as he says, to ex-

press the idea that the mineral is the coloring ingredient of the

diabase, does not convey that meaning, the Greek of the latter

part of the word not signifying color, and since the name is not
in accordance with the principles of mineral, .gieal nomenclature,
I have taken the liberty oi shortening it to diabaidit?, which
though not expressing ail that Liel>e intended to convey, still

indicates its relation to diabase.

Chlorites approaching this species in composition have been
often analyzed with varying results and have received various

names; but the great case with which decomposition takes

place upon such material under surface action makes it easy to

derive from it a great number of intermediate products. The
seams and cracks of both the diabase and dolerite of this

region are often filled with a soft ferruginous chlorite, but

which contains varying amounts of sesquioxide of iron, and is

not homogeneous." A chlorite of the kind analyzed could

hardly be expected to withstand the influence ol

The amvgdaloi i caviti -s alibr 1 ad litional t \ idence to that

already giVen, proving that the hydration of these rocks was

other products rea

bitumen is widely
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long ago observed by Percival. The composition of the
pyroxene* makes it easy to see how the change to chlorite

took place under the action of these vapors. The thirteen per
cent of lime was separated as carbonate, and the excess of sil-

ica was removed, while the small amount of alumina required,

and which was not furnished by the pyroxene, was derived
through the slight decomposition' of the 'feldspar, which under

The double star entered as Xo. 41 ol Sir William Ilerschel's

Class I. was apparently not found bv Struve, as it is not in-

cluded in his great catalogue. Skus'TV Mierumetric* ; nor in

any of the modern lists of double stars. I have not been able

to'timl in the various works consulted anv reference to it by
anv observer since Ilerschers discovery nearly one hundred
vears am, Sir John Ilerschel, in the catalogue of his father's

double stars (.!/<,W.wv the II A. S„ xxxvi. gives the approx-

imate place for 1880 aa (idlows:

A few weeks sir

measures of the angle, a mean of the

the uel! known double star, W Dra
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Art. LI.— ^ m tht Physical Laboratory of
Harvard Coll&je. Xo. 17.— <% flu Distribution >>j Electrical

Discharges fro,, i Circular Disks; by C. J. Bell.

The peculiar figures produced by the electrification of solid

dielectrics have been studied by Lichtenberg: by W. V.

Bezold {Untc-r-siichnrti/eu <'>'>, ;>tren, Pogg.
Ann., cxl, 145, 1870); l»v Prof. Kun.lt, Pogg. Ann., cxxxvi,

612; by Theodore Karrass, Pogg. Ann., cxl, 160, 1870; and
by H. Schneebeli, Archives des Sciences Phys. et Natu relies,

If a small circular disk is connected with the inner coating of

a charged Leyden jar, and is suspended vertically over a glass

plate coated with lycopt
"

e the outside coating of

the jar, a number of points of disturbance

/\ will be seen on the glass beneath the rim of

\ the circular disk, as in the accompanying

X (j) figure.

.--'' \ /' The following investigation was under-
\/' \/ taken to discover the law which regulates

/'V.. £> _.y\ the number of p ints of greatest electrical

W' '• disturbance shown by the small circles in

the figure. The apparatus u>d! was arranged as follows: the

telescope of a eathetometer was removed, and an insulated arm
substituted for it. To this arm was clamped in a vertical posi-

tion a copper wire, at the lower end of which were attached the

various circular disks used in the experiments. These disks

were connected with one pole of a Euhmkorf coil. Upon an

insulated tripod below the disk was placed, a plate of metal,

from the bottom of which ran a wire to the other pole of the

Euhmkorf coil. The dielectrics, consisting of glass plates,

17 cm. square and 1 cm. thick, rested upon the plate of metal.

Six circular disks of different diameters were used, which

were placed above the -lass plate, at a constant distance from

it. Six experiments were made with each plate. The results

are e mtaim d in tin ! lowing table:

Diameter
g

Calculated

of plates. number.

41 mm. 14

12

14

9

13

11

10

L0

14

12 12
|

11-6

10
i

io-

20-5

6

5 I

6

5

6

i| I
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The number of discharges was closely proportional to the
diameter of the circular disks, or to their circumferences. The
last column of the above table was calculated on this assump-
tion. The area of the space on the glass affected was propor-
tional to the area of the upper plate. Although the shape of
the spots on the glass was not the same in all the experiments,
yet the angle between them, subtended by their arc, was con-

stant for the same plate. Much care and patience was necessary
to produce the figures. The battery which was found to give
the best results consisted of one Grove cell, the platinum of

which was 14 cm. by 5 cm., and the zinc 30 by 7, with an
internal resistance of -25 of an ohm. The coil would give with
this battery a spark of about 4 cm.
In order to obtain perfect figures the glass plate must be

very clean, and perfectly dry. The best results were obtained
when the plates were heated slightly. The lycopodium dust

was sifted on the plate after the discharge, produced by lifting

the breaker of the coil. If it is spread over the glass before

the discharge, the figures lose their sharp outline. The glass

plate must be 4 or 5 cm. larger than the lower plate of metal,

otherwise a spark will pass around the edge from the terminals
of the coil. The distance of the upper circular disks from the

glass does not appear to have any effect upon the number of

figures, but if they are placed at too great distance the figures

are indistinct. The circular disks must be exactly parallel to

the plate of glass.

By the courtesy of President Thacher, of the State Univer-

sity of Iowa, the writer has received some fragments of this

meteorite, an examination of which has yielded some very in-

teresting results. The meteorite is of the stony kind, contain-

ing numerous small grains of metallic iron, and not greatly

differing in appearance from others of its class.

A quantity of the iron, having been separated, was found to

contain several times its volume of gaseous substances, much
of which it yielded on a very moderate elevation of tempera-

ture. The spectroscope plainly indicated the predominance of

carbon compounds, and an analysis showed that very nearly

one half the gas was made up of the two oxides of that ele-

ment, the approximate percentages being; C0 3 , 35; CO, 14;

the two together, 49 per cent. The residue consisted largely

of hydrogen, but the exact proportion was not determined.

These relations show a marked difference between the iron and
Am. Joub. Sot. Third Series-Vol. IX, No. 54.-June, 1875.
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the stony meteorites as to their gaseous contents, as in the for-

mer the hydrogen is most abundant, while in the latter the

oxides of carbon are the characteristic constituents.

The spectrum of the gases, at a few millimeters pressure,

-:t\ < the carbon bands very brilliantly, the hydrogen lines be-

ing comparatively weak and inconspicuous, though at a very

Low pressure they became relatively stronger. The brightest

carbon bands were the three in the green and blue, the red one

being much feebler. Now these are precisely the ones most
conspicuous in the spectra of some of the comets, and this fact

is a remarkable confirmation of the received theory as to the

meteoric character of these bodies. A more extended and par-

ticular account of the investigation will be given in the next

number of this Journal.

Tale College, May 22, 1875.

The specimen which is the subject of this notice was received
with other minerals from Capt. F. M. Imboden, of Richmond,
\

r

;i.. having come from the land of Dr. R H. Griffin, near Big-

Lick, Roanoke Co., Va.
Passing through ordinary compact limonite there were veins

of a quarter to half an inch in thickness, distinctly translucent
on the edges of splinters, and having a deep blood-red color
by transmitted light—by reflected light nearly black, with a
luster between adamantine and resinous. Streak yellowish
brown. Massive, with no traces of crystalline or fibrous struc-

ture. Hardness a little over 5. Sp. gr.=3"76 at 15° C.
Analysis gave

Fe2 3 81-52

ILo

If 2-68 p. c. of Fe„0
3 be deducted as combined with the

38 of P 2O s
to form ferric ortho-phosphate (FePOj, and the
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>st at 100° (supposed hygroscopic) and the other

ents be neglected, we have left

:

Calc. for Fe 4H 6 (

The assumption of the P
2 5

existing as a hydrated phos-

phate, with even as much water as in cacoxene or the basic

salts described by Rammolsherg, will not suffice to bring the

remaining ferric hydrate into accordance with the formula of

gothite.

The mineral is obviously limonite in chemical composition,

while the blood-red color has not, so far as I am aware, before

been noticed in connection with this species, but has been
looked upon as characteristic of gothite. How far the large

amount of phosphorus present may have any relation to the

peculiar appearance of the mineral may be questioned.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Composition of the so-ra/hJ Uydnite <>f
(1,1 >

,„'...'...
.

.
., : • .: :- ,.. '

-..,..
. ,

Cl2-f-(H 8 0),„, may also 'he written as BOC1+HC14

rine.—ln
ated that

(HtO)r

upon each other to produce chlorine and water, the arrest of this

action at cannot be accepted as a fact in the absence of direct

product when the solution i- agitated with mercury would be
meivurous chloride; and were the formula IK H i-f- i If

1-f- (
II, i >)

9

readily be tested. Experiment proves the latter view to he in

tact the true one; though l>\ th« -mi-MMjiiont action o}' die metallic

mercury, some niercuroiis chloride was formed. In a lecture the
above experiment may he useful in order to *ho\v that the reaction

with water is the same as with potassium oxide or hydrate:

Cl,+HOH=HCl+HOCL
Cla-j-KOK=KCl-fKOCL

To this view Hugo Schiff, in a subsequent paper, decidedly
objects, deeming the proof entirely insufficient. He gives quite a
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iber of facts to prove the i contrary,-Ber. Berl Chem. Ges.,

287, 419, March, April, 1 s

2. On the Constitution of Ammonium Compounds.—The ques-

i of fixed I or variable equivideuce is vet a \ e\ed one in Chemis-

V. Mi :ykk and Lnno 1 ,ave made
, whether nitrogen lias

bli-

of three or five. On the former hypothesis the con-

alio,, of ammonium chloric!e would be N=:=H
3
+H—CI; on

the latter it i would be H
4
^;EEN CI. The method by whirl.

the author* pui'posecl to test tl

comparison the two di-methyl

which may be thus formulated: N -j CH 3 + C 2
H

5
C1, and

(Ca H.
'

S

1SN C,H
6+CH 3CL If nitrogen be a pentad, these two bodies

(CH
3

must be identical; if a triad, they arc only isomeric. The two
chloride- were prepared with care, the one' from dimethylaminc.
the other from diethylamine. Tiny v.- ere then examined : 1st, as

to their physical properties and those of their derivatives ; -_'d,

their characteristic reactions in the wet way; :!d, their distillation

products; 4th, the solubility of their platinum salts; 5th, the

crystallographic identity of these platinum salts; and Gth. the

ftisibilit\ of their picrafes. In all these particulars tliev were
found to be identical. Tlie hypothesis that ammonium chloride

lives established. - )l r. her/. thel. .'/,i vi'ii, V?:'.', °March. > {:,.

3. On Methyl aldehyde and Methyl forum/,-. Met! <

was prepared by Ilotinann, the discoverer, by passing a mixture ol

air and the vapor of wood spirit over a red hot platinum coil.

Volhard proposes a simph moditicati. n of this plan, as a h cturt

exp rimenr. by whicli. in the course of an hour, sufficient of the

aldehyde (-in be obtained to show its reducing power. A Davy's
Limp apon

and above the wick of which is placed a small platinum wire coil-
is filled with methyl alcohol, lighted, and after a minute the flame
blown out ; the slow combustion which then takes plan- produces

methyl aldehyde. It is only necessary to place over the wick an

adapter connected at its smaller end with a Liebig's condenser, a

receiver, one or two wash bottles, ami an aspirator. The current
of air is regulated so that the cob does not appear red in daylight,

while yet it is sufficiently hot to prevent condensation "in the

adapter. If the aspiration be continuous, it is only necessary to

keep the lamp tilled in order to have the process continuous. Tin

author collected in his experiments Do to loo grams
the receiver in twenty-four hours. By the warmth of the hand it

o ; < _
.

.-.-'• :."..•--.
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by it-, reducing |Mi\vor, however, the liquid

more than -5 of one per cent, of aldehyde. The author si

quently prepared methyl formate, by 'distilling- methyl ale

recently saturated with hydrochloric gas, from calcium font
in order to ascertain whether it would yield methyl aldehyd
the action of heat; a reaction analogous to that l»v whicl

chlorine derivatrv

chloride. But the
alcohol, carbonic oxide, carbonic acid, and marsh gas, the

latter in small proportion.— Lkhtg's An,mien, clxxvi, 128, Fet

4. Composition <>f Hun, Tragm•>mt?i.—GiRAUDhasmadeaminui
examination •

; tere of gum tragacanth. B
finds (1) that this gum is but very slightly soluble in water, an

that the product in the filtrate is not a definite principle, lil

arabin, but is a mixture of several substances; (-2) that, di-v-to

of it is transformed int.

after drying; this new

:".'
_

.

..
.

: .•
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defined forms, and does not reduce the copper test. In its optic:.;

behavior, therefore. al and chemical proper-

ties it appears to he identical with cane sugar. The malt-residue

extracted with water, yielded a solution from which alcohol pre-

cipitated a subslanee'in white flocks, whi.-h is similar to, hut is

chemically not identical with, dextrin.—-/>< /•. />>.••/. </*>,,,. Git..

6. Carbonyles, a new ('hiss of Organic Bodhs.—M. Hkkiuki i

has recently instituted a new class of organic hodies, to which he

has given the name of carbonyles, and to which he assigns three

bodies hitherto rather ambiguous in chemical behavior. These

are: allylene oxide (dimethylene carbonyle), CO \ qu*\ 'Hpk- -

nylene-acetone (diphcn\h in carhonyle, CO ' ud rdi t

camphor (terebutylene carbonyle,CO
| q

5

^
8
). Suberone, C\H l2 0.

S
ashing feature of ear-

bonyles is their double function. In the 'first place, they act like

aldehydes, being able to fix hydrogen directly and to produce
alcohols; while, like aldehydes, they are re-produced by the

dehydrogeuization of these alcohols. Again, like aldehydes, the)

may he formed by the direct or indirect oxidation of'hydroear-

form monobasic ac

carbonyl itself, from which t

an fix directly the element;

ids; as CO+HOH=CH()H

COJ^+H0H=:C
3
H

6 2 ,
propionic acid. S

of this unsaturatiori, they can unite directly witl
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Aldehydes.

CH
,, J CEL.CHjO

< -..11 ,< u ^"'M -,('.,,!.. (-,-[..(»

C6H 4CHJ

aldehydes or acetones.

ong ago hare pro

BxtU. Soc. Ch., II,

C 6H 4 .CH 3

C oil

Hydrocarbons.

CLFL . CH!
C 6H 6

. CH2
r

9
if 16 .rn s

C 12H 8
.CH

2

-

1

i"

in conclusion tin

of bodies, and

CH
g
.CH

s
.CH

4 )
C

6
lI

4
.riL.C

6
H

4
Uield

C 6H 4 .CH2 .C 6H 6 J

S;W
posed to consider

r 1 1

<
-

-

i

t

: i r . d

, he would

; would be the result on reduction if tu-
ps were so united. For this purpose they selected the

pan, ( II, ( ,\() ) -(|| u u.'K diM-ovcvd by

of the two hypotheses from which the dynamic;
start, the older jives the co-efficient of friction

ti-uial to the square root, the newer (Maxwell's
tiona! to the first power of tin- :1 1

lax well



v were employed. A first series of experimen
3 carried out, with the difference of pressure

,
considerably more exact, with the din", rence

According to tne nrst series, /< = -uouivut> ^i.-t--uu'i73o ?).

According to the second series, fx = '00016477 (l-f-*002728 t).

—Roy. Acad, of Vienna, Feb. 4th, 1875 ; Phil. Mag., xlix, 332.

9. Specific Heat of Carbon, Boron and Silicon.—Dk. II. F.

Weber presented a paper on tins subject at the fifty-sixth anni-

versary of the Royal Wilrt ember"- Land and Forest Muuageim m
Academy at Mohenheim. The law of Dalong and Petit, that the

product of the specific heat hy the atomic weight is constant, holds

true for most of the solid elements. Carbon, boron and silicon.

however, seem to deviate considerably from this law, ami givedif-

T- in their various allot ropic conditions. A comparison
of the results of different observer- shew- that while they differ

very greatly from one another, the larget
"" ' e greater the r

I accordingly !

temperatures from —80° to 1,000°. The amount of heat was
determined hy Himseifs ice calorimeter, and the temperature
when below ;}(><» by a thermometer; for higher temperatures the

creased with the temper;
and -46 at a red heat. .

graphite, and leads to t

red heat upward, the spe

than the specific heats c

Dulong and Petit, and
to be no real difference i

that of the diamond n

therefore, disappear abo

In the case of boron two hu.

ing a total weight of '67 grams
from -40° to -4-230° and sh<

carbon. It is, therefore, very

consequently the number 11,



.

-Journ. de P/iys., iv,
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II. Geology and Natural History.

1. The Surface Geology of Ohio; by J. S. Newberry. 80 pp.

8vo. (From the Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio, vol. ii.

C< dumhus, 18*74.)—Dr. Newberry here presents in detail the many
facts which he has observer! connected with the Quaternary of

. which lie gives in the opening part of the chapter, are

briefly as follows

:

(1.) The period of cold and the great glacier over Xev Kngiand

and the region west, north of the Ohio, during which the land

stood above its present level.

(2.) A period of lower level, uiihler climate, retreating- glaciers

.xater lakes; and also of the deposit ..f the howlder

. makin- the Mb



: the opinion which Dr. Newberry presents i

dtsufOlno.

99 to 1 :, f,,t in heigh r al»..v.- tl

to 162 feet ; and the "
-..ii;j, ri.l

led: the"Coer
180 to 200 feet ; the "

!

Un-> ar^lm-'to
1

.

tl.e h-v

the exi

levels, it is hardly poss

How shore regions such r

of different heights heicause ret

'in'th e remarks on th e origin i

Dr. N(

by I
',-;,'

1 climate is attributed, n<

latitudei regions, but tc» the effe

have oia the oceanic oi

these elirrents of heat and cold.

Dr. ;N'ewberrv has labored
Quatenlary deposits oi

• Ohio a,

chapTer

2. P>•ototaxites of Dr. 7W.w>,

For a figure, see Dan;
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pos.-ihie tin 1 existence of the large oceanic Alga- to which Mr.
Carruthers likens the plant—these are all conditions requiring

us to suppose that 1 1
) •- plant grew on the land. Further, the

trunks are preserved in sandstone, retaining their rotundity of

form even when prostrate; and are thoroughly penetrated with
silica except the thin coaly bark. Not only are Alga; incapable

is in which tin-..,, leriir, /,.,,; ln -h „.l -a, tree ferns and

uits. that here we 'have to deal with a strong and dura-

ly plant,"

tper di.-i u-ses als,, the microscopic structure of the fossil,

affinities.

ml Vertebrates of Cretaceous and Tertiary affinities in

? beds on the Saskatchewan.—Prof. Cope has examined

,,-it;- \\,t<d>ume of Vertebral*,

\. E. 1). Cope, 1

i of the Eocent of Xe/c

V.M., Paleontologist. 38

. t.'Va.lel-'oftVu^Kn^n
1 '

portance.

ree on the J

Tvii^ip
'.i'i March. I)auh.v, de-

ck was a chr

changes through which
e gangue rock of the pi
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met hods of -co]

It is simple in i

few pages on t

through heat,—the

and expansion, the

James arc <
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in the legumes of J/imosece. The grour
1200 species, under on -

Mr. Benthara about

species for the Flora /' is li'vsis, aft< • ha\i ._ i

Australian ones for his Fl<<r-i . ! ustritlic-L The uvneric characters

founded mainly on the stamens, of which he made happy use ii

enlarged experience. He has now brought in a new subsidiary

charact. r. that of the presence or absence of albumen in the seeds

This, for instance, is present in Jft'/hn.o < hut not in the .{<,{<>!,,

and Ingew, i. e„ the trib< - \- it h in.leti lite stamens. As to genera

the adage " by their fruits ye shall know them," however true i

may he'elsewhere, has little" application here. This is iliusl,ate<

by the figures of the pods of various 3I!,itoso< and Acaciem sul

discussion of the facts. As t;o geographical dNrribu
teresting to note that Mr. Ben

I to the Old World, will

dence or reasonable suspicioi

species. Entada scan dens, *
not rarely wafted across the A
if of African origin, the trad -wind cuVrcnt may hav
the West Indies. Xrptmih,
jecturallv of South American
'traversed the Atlantic ; Mb»o>
is not quite so readily accou
Acacia Fwnesicma, is still i nore puzzling; but it

Western South America to

o hciorethedaysof Colum-
«>t differentiation is thought

pairs. He might have added the case <

racia hrterophylhi of Mauritius, and .

stands, onlv that he doubts if the two

s treated after

nee of the order
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- r, r o] linotypes of limit oil areas and fixed

rs, exhibiting the last remains, as it were, of expiring

,nd these are undoubtedly to be met with chiefly it! the
3 '- the first place in Kast Africa ami tin- MaVarene

10. Flor« <>/ 'llrithh I,.!ia['hj J. D. Hooker, C.B.,' etc.,

assisted by various botanist*. Vol. I. pp. 7l<>, Hvo. Reeve &
Co., London. 1872-1875.—The third part, issued at the close of
the past winter. l>rii . k up to the close of the
first volume. ;m<l nearly up to the L< rnnimisw. This present part,

which begins with Geraniacece and Butacew, from the editor's

own hands, is otherwise mainly the work of three or four English
collaborators who have been enlisted in it, Messrs. Bennett, Hiern,
and Liwson, and also Dr. Masters, the latter a botanist of no
little experience. The younger botanists at all capable of this

wonderful piece of work lb

twelve '-cnera which the'au
of them. It is a remarkab]

Lecythidace*.—A q

wutactitms of the Li

S UVlt like "seed

5 (from Bertholletia w,U,) and Sa|.ucaia-uuts

? opportunity of properly studying these noble

'lli'-trm.—The second edition of the Syno},sia of
,
by Hooker and Baker (London: Robert

?d near the end of the year IS74, has just

•ears Sir Win. Hooker's honored name, for the
by him, as an abridgement of the iSp^-im h'iii-

i sin els had pa—ed through the pr< >s b< fore ids

)f the volume was prepared by Mr. Baker, from
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mere notes and indications by his predcee;-isor a:ml from
'

studies of the rich materials which wen
Acc< rdingly, in any particular reference t the

p. 48, Mr. Bakers name would he used. Th inaledi?

has lono- been wanted, and still is so, in :

alth.m-h the editor has '• endeavored in t

might he—and the additions a re collected

pages, followed by index to t

serve for the prese

the new help. But t Mr. Bake
elaborate the order completely.

Plantm Lore13. Grisebach, .

213 pages and twe
volume of Transactions of the R .val Society

gen, is 74. It desc: •ollection of

tine Republic made
by a brief account i, followed 1

ig plants' of the collectio

tht Anieri'-an Ac<iJe»i>/ of Arts and Science*, vol. x, 1-75.- This

to the Academy and accepted for pnblication during the year
ending in May. The botanical papers are,

—

Conspectus of tin Xorth AhK.ric.it> !F>/drophyllacece ; by Asa
Gray. pp. 312-332. As this paper consists wholly of descriptive

matter, some general considerations respecting the order, its dis-

tribution, affinities. A:c, mav hereafter be uaven in this Journal.

Revision of the Genus Ce<inoth»s, <>nd Inscriptions of Xeic
Plants, c-ith'a S,,„opsis of the Western Sped,* of Siiene ; l»v

Skk, no Wat-ox.' ,,,, :m3-^o. The .pecic of f, „:...>hu,. n.aiidy

Tkoc,\JI/^S< '^Tulm-!, \!y}"Z\\ nT'rkV .

but the first is a low < '! u.otis. whi.-h belongs as far east as Kansas!

Among them are eleven species of Siiene, of Oregon and. I alitor-
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the determination of which led to a study of all our western
les. The results are briefly recorded in a foot-note, giving
diagnoses of 2 1 s])ecies. At this rate we mav rival Europe.
istoftln Mtrm Ahjoofth, United States, with notes of New
rui}><:rfr<'tly Kuo.m Sjwiet, ; by \V. G. Farlow. pp. 351-
Tlie preceding papers bear tlie date of publication ( April,

is ..mitt ed in Professor Farlow *s Ih-lt '111.1 . US( •fui ]. aper

died us before the lsl of May. ? spec

inuously numbered, \s

1 UK of

\

id that Professor Fai

y^ X.r.

. foil,

7
(

!

.W Uj

ler publications upon
5. Dan,
si vnlual

Vvnf. Fl

Haniury.—Not Ion

book, the Pharmacol
riger of Strasburg an<

//;iirT.
f !,.•

led similar v,.,rks by hor. We

of sufficieu
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in the introducti >n < >f officinal plant> :in«l in ornamental cultiva-

tion. With one villa -garden on the shores of the Mediterra-

nean—that of his brother at Mortola—his memory to us is indel-

ibly associated. Although remarkably self-reliant, Mr. Hanbury
was the opposite of self-asserting or ambitious; but his sterling

worth was soon recogn
r

learned societies and

associations. He was early chosen into the Royal Society and
served upon its Council in 1873. Born and educated in the

Society of Friends, he remained a devout and attached member
of it, while the graces and goodness of

him to all who knew him. With the sense of personal loss his

is to be feared, he leaves no successor. Hanburia Mexicana,
a striking Cucurbitaceous genus, commemorates his services to

Botany. a. g.

16. The Crustaceans of the Caves of Ke>d<n-ky nml Tntliana :

by S. I. Smith.—Through the courtesy of Dr. Packard of Salem,

Mas-... I have recently he n enabled to ex:n iin< the types of his

Crangonyx vitreus from near Orleans, Ind., and aiso several

specimens of an amphipod collected in Mammoth Cave by him-

self. All the specimens from Mammoth Cave are of a single

species, which, there can be little doubt, is really the Stygobro-

mus citrtiis uniiitellinT-ly described from the same locality by

Professor Cope. The species is rvallv a <"/•'///;/<>////.•• and it should
stand as <". rltnns, although very 'different from the one from
Indiana which is referred to Cope's species by Dr. Packard and
by him called C, c/'tnt/s. It is a small species, the largest

specimen being loss than a fourth of an inch
(

;V2 mm.) h.ng.'ap-

parently wholly eyeless, and remarkable for the ;

character of the unibranched posterior caudal stylets, which are

short, than the telson. It seems to be near the typical species

described by Bate, and it is closely allied in some respects to C.

ntly eyeless species, which I have described

diddletown, Conn. Since this note was first

ned several specimens of this last species,

Mr. J. K. Thaeher, under stones in a small brook,

From this it seems not at all improbable that

the allied species from Kentucky and Indiana—and very likely

also the eyeless, cave species of other groups—may still be found

in the surface streams of the same region.

The specimens of Dr. Packard's species from Indiana are badly

preserved but are sufficient to show that the specie- is very closely

allied to (i>,ii>
: t»,,y.<' yroi-Uh. from Michigan, Lake Superior, etc,

differing prim ipailv in the -t ruei uiv <>\'
1 he eves, w h.ich are well

developed a I with Idack pigment in (\yr»

lis at Mi(

ed bv IS

S
rew Ha
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that they would almost surely be overlooked if the two forma

As the crustaceans havi recent! \ net . -evern * ;es referred to
i be cave fauna of the

Western States, a word in regard to tiieir aiiinities may not be out
of place. The species already described from Indiana ami Ken-
tuck- are the following: Uambaru* li,irt<>,<;i Krichson, Mam-
moth Cave; C. pellucidus Erichson, caves in Ky. and Ind. ;

Crn.njo/nj.,' citnu* Smith. Mammoth Cave; C. Pnekardii Smith,
wells, Ind. ; C.i-idotea styyia Packard, eaves and wells, Ind.,

and Mammoth t'a\. ; I a.-kard, eaves, Ind.;

(Uudosenns styy ins Cope, eaves, Ind. The genus Cambari's is

strictly confined to American fresh waters, and >'. Pnrhmii is

one of the commonest species in the streams of the Western
States. Crat>y>ny.>\ a- i'-.ir ;i> known, is wholly confined t<> fresh

water. C« <;<!. ,t< ,/, -a-, tar as we can judge from description and
figures, is scarceh distinguishable, except in wanting eyes, from
- i si IIns, w a t e r gen us. The Euphiloscia
was found also outsidt tin caves and i tiii i

'<> 'th

genera. The ('anion nns, a Lenucan parasite of the blind fish,

is so poorly described and figured
groin, to which it belongs are so d

as a "marine form" than any of these pan isites. As well might

great majority of the species o! the orders 'o 'Cm''.

aves'ot'K

Indiana has been derived from any other

fauna of the surface of the neighboring reiri

'Z',d Fisheries. Part
II. ' Report of the C missis

,-
f'.r yVl, ,„.!\^.,r;*! v

/v
,/-

D. C, 1874. Received Apr
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Maine salmon, Rhine salmon, California salmon. white-fish) ; Mul-
tiplication offish in general, including a history of fish-culture

and the various modes of propagating fish of different kinds.

The preceding subjects are treated in the special report of the
< "mi lissi. in !-. hi

i m ry papers the follow-

ing subjects are treated: The fisheries of the Great Lakes, and
the species of Coregonus, or white-fish, by J. W. Milner ; De-
scriptions oi the North American species oi salmon and trout, by
George Suckley; The Salmon of the Danube, or the hucho, and

its introduction into American waters, by 1'.. 1 Iessel ; Report of

operations, in In 7:!, at the V. S. hatching establishment on the

McCloud River, and on the California Salmonidiv generally, hy

Livingston Stone; sev< b on th< salmon and
trout of other parts of the United States and Canada, by Mr.
Stone, Chas. Lanman, C. G. Atkins, A. C. Hamlin, A. S. Adams,
Dr. H. C. Yarrow, and ..tiers : . giving ae-

both southern and northern, together with accounts of the vari-

ous experiments made in tin- artificial increase of shad; and a

deluded aeeom,: l.y .Mr. Miln-r of :h, mode of propagation and

the various methods and apparatus. Appendix E. is devoted to

papers on -•
_• tishes t'rom a>eeiidiiir; varn-i^

rivers, and on fish-ways, <fcc, by C. G. Atkins, V. M. Stilwell. M.

C. Edmunds, M. StoKennie, J. V. Engalls, and .1. \V. Milner.

Appendix F is devoted to invertebrate Zoology, and includes a

descriptive paper on the higher fresh-water Crustacea of the

northern United States, and one on crustacean parasites of fishes,

with descriptions and figures of a number of new species, by S.

I. Smith ; a synopsis of the fre-di-water leeches, by A. K. Merrill;

Sketch of the'inverlebrate fauna ..f Lake Superior.* by S. I. Smith ;

Food of fresh-water fishes, by S. I. Smith ; Natural llistorv of the

gourami, bv Theodore Gilf; Xot ( . ,.n the -nn lin-

of North America, by J. VY. Milner. Also several miscellane-

ous papers 8 of the Gtalf of Mexico; Fish-

culture; Bibliography of reports relating to the fisheries, etc.

The plates illu<tra< • a great \aricty of trap-, pounds, weirs and
other devic s for < ipturin^tish < : fish-ways; hat hing apparatus

;

identified the Ascaris myst,

tiger. The species has been
including the domestic cat ai

A long thread-worm from :

found by him to be the Men
sitic in "the larva' of many
or fruit -moth, of the apple. 1

he described a worm (Proc.
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tions of the Academy, and labelled it as having heen obtained
from a child's couth, whi h w - evidently the same species. It

having been in a child's m >uth, is probably to be explained by
supposing that the child had cat.cn an infected apple."

Two specimens of a tape worm, Taenia, were obtained by Dr.
1. id\ from the stomach of an Australian Wombat. He names it

'i\ topapittota. An '. om it- peri-

toneal cavity, a Fihma, which he has named F. spelma.—Froc.

19. Jahrtth, •' <l> < -///,/, ;*«!>>,. ..>,• i-;.-i>> !<&}, <ift!i<-h< i (')it'-.r-

suchung tier deut$ch> /t Jleeri in Kiel, /ilr die Jahre 1872, 1873,
11 nttd III Jahrgang. Large 4to, with 12 plates and a chart.

Berlin, 1875.—This report is a valuable contribution to the physi-

cal and biological history of the European seas. It consists of
live parts. The first, upon the Physics of the Seas, is by Dr. H.
-\. INleyor. It discusses very fully tin physical features of the

waters of the Xorth Sea. observed during the cruise of the "Pomme-
rania," and especially the temperature and specific gravity. The
iasirinneiits used are* described and figured, and the chart of the

North Sea gives the track of the expedition and the location of

the various stations. The waters near the coasts of En-land,

The sec htemieai

srnue J<am, uhh I. urs w ry abundant^ •„ the -audy bottoms
off the New Hnudand ••oast, in fifteen to fortv fathoms. We have
dre.l-ed it during the four seasons past in the Uav of Fundy,
offt ;„,d!;n in Vineyard. So id. It con-

sists of t fiat, s nd-< In . 1. lisk-lil body, with a va - mini
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20. Illustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Comparative Zool-

ogy. No. VIII. Zoological 'Results of the
'

ILissler K>p>-diti»n.

II. Otddarld; a„d Astm
f
,hytid.,, mfholiny thw dredyd by re-

late Dr. Wm. Stimpson; by Theodore Lyman. 34 pp., with

cuts and five plates. .Jan., 1**75.—This work contains a list of 76

species collected hy the Na-sh-r •. peditioii, am! hy Dr. Stimp'-on,

in the Gulf" id .Mexico. Of these, 19 species were unde-cribed.

Our knowledge of the distribution of the known species, both geo-

ind in depth, is much extended by this catalogue,

while several genera are added t<> the West Indian fauna, among
which is the northern genus Ophioscolex, of which a new species

( (>. Sthirpsnnii) is described, from 240 fathoms off Somhrero Key.
The other new species belong to <> .</, Ophi-

oceninds, Ophincantha (three species), Ophiomitm, Aniphiura
(four new species, with notes on known species), Ophi<> <•/,.'</-/,

OfdinjJa.r (gen. nov.), Astmtomn (<^n. nov.), Ast'rosrhfwa, As-

tmphytou (two species). An analytical table of the six recog-

I Simpli ;r led W ophytons is nriven on pa<_e _'o,

and also of the five species of Astr,,scheh»a. ' v.

21. The K ,,/, by M. Foster and Fran-
cis M. Balfoi-r. .sVo, -i-ri pp., with 7l"euts. .Macinilhu. & Co.,

1874.—In this work the authors have (riven a very complete and

22. Nature and Life ; Facts and Doctrines rdotiny to tin Con-
stitution of Matter, the new Dynamics, and t/o Philosophy of

by Fer.vald I'Ainr.i «>\ ; translated from the second.

addition to the general subjects indicated in the title*, <1

Electricity, Odors, Medicaments, Ferments, etc. There
essays on Animal Grafts and 1;>

of Death; Heredity in Physiology, in Medici

Psychology. These essays are'written in a popular «ty!t
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principal avenues, for several miles, were to be traced the ancient
i'f.tli ;'<• hearth- ami lights. For the latter purpose,

small piles of stones were made with a hole in the center of the
pile to receive the bundle of dried fagots perhaps sm< .

,' with
grease. Bundles of these fagots, tied up with twisted !>ark, were
found in several places in the cave; and eanereeds, probabK the

noticed l.v inv guides, Messrs. Cutlip ami Lee. On the drv soil

of the floor were to be seen the imprints of the sandaled feet of
the former race who had inhabited the cave, while a large anot-
her of cast-off sandals were found, neatly made of finely-braided

and twisted leaves of nt-hes. - /,';,.'.''. .1 n,l L\j>. /',.,/„</>/

Museum ofAn ridge, 1875.

2.
r
J7te catnstrorh, ',.} t/.e Z, .uth.—Ou the morning «>f the Huh

< f April last, under the auspices of the Academv of Seienres, the

Zenith, . ience.l aeronauts. Captain Sivel,

Lis knife eut the
'. 25 kilograms «

mptying themsel

hut was already too a

balloon was making a very rapid .

asphyxiated. The survivor suppos.

bly dropped l>v one of them to pr

the l.alioon went. At :>, o'cloek the

rapidly, and Tissandier became c

struck the earth at Ciron near Le
Sivel and Croce were dead, their ta<

of blood. The greatest height n ; ,

registering barometer, was 8,540 t

taught to science .are : that man eai

for reaching alive that altitude- in a

of ascent above 7,000 meters very I
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beyond; that 1>

to supply the breathers may be of service ; that man readies sc

the upward limit of atmospheric investigation.

3. Protracting Sestant—At a recent meeting of the Califon

Academy of Sciences, Mr. T. J. Lowry, of the IT. 8. Coast Surv
described a new instrument invented by him which may prove
the highest value in survey'm^, especially hi

veying. It is based upon the principles of
''

but by it two adjacent angles can be at

observer. Immediately after the observa

strument without change can be laid as

nd the place of the
'

vulved l-eiiiLC thai of the -three point problem."
4. Mean Height / Europe.—-Dr. Gi>tav Leipoldt, in a i

cently published work on tin ' .Mean Height of Europe," after t

elaborate calculation founded
concludes that it is 296-838 meters, 92 meters higher than the cal-

culation of A. von Humboldt, who indeed made out the average
f" all the land on the earth to be about ;!us meters. The

mean height of S^ it kes to be 1299-91 meters,

while that of the Netherlands is only -
< > 1 meters. That of Great

Britain is 217-70. Further interesting details will bo found in the

April number of Petermann's Mittheilungen.— Xatxre, April 15.

5. Smithsonian Report for 1873.—The papers in the Appendix

' ^' : - ^.
'.

:

.'
'

.

'\.''
•

': ':.
•

holtz on mathematical theories; O.kuk Maxwkli. on actum at

a distance; IJ. A. (boi.o on the Cordoba Observatorv; K M.vii.lv.

estimate of the population of the world; A. Mokin on wanning
and ventilating occupied buildings; E. L. w, Foukm, additions

to a memoir on i net hods < if interpolation applicable to th< _ idu

A;;.
il'n., Illinois; W. II Dai
ot'X. America; W. M. Pi
rite in Mexico; F. U. Hki
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9. Statist leal Atlas of the United States, based on the results of
the XI nth Census, 1870, witli contributions from many eminent

men of science and from several departments of the Government.
Compiled, under authority of Congress, by Fkaxcis A. Walker,
M.A.. Superintendent of 'the Ninth Census, Professor of Politic,;!

Economy and History in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale

College. In lar^e folio. (Julius liien, Lith.)—Tic s

of Parts 2 and 3 of this Vtlas has been already announced on

pa-v 71 of i his volume. Part 1 completes the .cava! work, and in

i
.

' •:
.'

:

:

•'.-
I

.'-
< .

'.'

..: -
.

^ •

'

.

im eovoiogic 1 characteristics ot the. im.tr> : on. _i in.ii th d -

- • ^

:

'

.

"...
' .'

'

19 bv finches in size, by Profs. C. II. Hitchcock and \Y. P. Blake.

is title D. Applet. ,n &
Co. are p.,i ishin-a^iua series m, , rks in S i no The

ave been i-u.d: //,,////,, bv Kmvvm. Smith, EK.S.;
The Xa'tnra! ITUt, y „} Man, bv Prof." A. or Qr.vi kkfaoKs ; Tin

Srlf.ne,, of Mn,n; h{ sV.OI.KY T.'wu.ou; Outline »f th. J->.,!ut;<, tl

/'hi ,

y ./y. . I),.]. ( v/..,..«Hh , \,.N. .i'V U LI Vo,-
ux M I >., on //,,•/„,/> <

'
, // /, />„/,/< //

Jersey. 96 pp. 4to. 1815. Smithsonian

itory of Estes and Laureat. 1

Epoch ot oat -

I m .>; th - umbering 418 pages, has been
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Agassiz, A., exploration in South 1

Anderson School of Natural
tory, 408.

Allyl alc™ho^306
r°Per

al Society,

progress and presenl

Filicum, synopsis, noticed, 4

Florida plants, 67.

Flowers in relation to inseci
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Cones. !•:.. MuridiB. noticed, 330.

Birds of Northwest, noticed, 405.

Groll, submergence during Glacial
]

chondrodite crystals from

, N. Y.,

; ill on porphyry!

?arlow, W. G., list of j

Wisher, D., on formati

Fluckiger and Banbury, Pharmaco-
lieed, 153.

J/., geology of Blue Ridge

notice of Shaler on Champlain
al. 213.

Foster and Maltuiir. Km bryology, no-

Fra /.<T. !'., Jr., mineralogical work,

:

Tho Geological s t on-. uoti.-.-,]. 171.

""nn'ii.'.V'f, noticed. 471.
'

: G
Davidson, transit of Venus, 235. Gabb, W.M., Costa Rica geology, 198, 320.

Gulf of Mexico in Miocene, 320.

Dawson, J. W., on Prototaxites, 469. galvanometer, Gaugain's, Trowbridge,
'

:>
. • ...-- Gannett, H., list of elevations, noticed,

Dextrin, pure, from malt, 392.
';,"/,',-. J. T., elevation of datum-

Rowland, 357. I8M are through liquid films, 215.

aol, 304. viscosity of, 465.

! tar, 391. miner of cane-sugar, 139.

Draper, J. C, projection of

lines of diffraction and prismatic
spectra, 22.

• -

Geinitz, H. B., Das Elbthalgebirge m
.

Earthquakes, recent. Rockwood, 331, 159. New Jersey, •

in southern Italy, 321. Ohio, 152, 46
Edlund, theory of electricity, 53. Oregon, 401.
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E petroleum, 138.
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l Koch on (
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yMallet, J. W., on li
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. MolleH, !>'.. structure of basalt, 256.

• acid, 214.

Langley, S. P., solar structure, i!
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Lea. L. work on Unios, noticed,
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Lea, M C. hydrocyanic acid. 121

action of light on silver iod

LeConte, J., binocular vision, 1

Leeds, A. E., magnesia-iron trerx

Leidy, J., rhizopods, 70.

Methyl nitrate, explosiveness of, 391.

m. tivi i ..• -•: d itoms, 156. Meyer. II. A., and others, report on the

Leipoldt, G., mean height of Europe, 48 2. Meyer, and Leeen , c

ological report,

Lesquereux, L.. £ 'cher, hydroxylai

227,402. \Michaelis and Ananoff, phi

Leucic acid, synthesis of, 140.
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J
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i
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engine, induced eur-
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|

Livingstonite, 64.
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Serpentine, <
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\Mixter] S. J., effect of flame on electric

;

spark, a I.

induced currents in mag-
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'
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Star, re-discovery of double, H
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Sugar, influence of light on, 306.

in malted grain, 463.
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u
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tps, results from examination
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-
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1

'

328.
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294, 459.
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a power of, 156.
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-flight on. 230
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